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PREFACE
It is predictably a constant feature of commentaries that they do
not explain everything one might wish to know. This BIBLE STUDY
TEXTBOOK on the Gospel of Matthew is no exception, As problems and
questions have arisen in preparing this study, the author would search
through other books for lielp-often in vain. Therefore, if some
of the problems one mighr imagine are not dealt with in this brief
study, the reason is that the present author perhaps did not see the
problems, or having seen them, saluted them from afar and admitted
he was a disciple with much more to learn, or else, having tried to
deal with them, failed. As study continued, more material was
constantly being uncovered that would have helped clarify the meaning
of a passage already touched upon, But in the press of life and
ministry it has not always been possible to return to those passages
to rewrite,
Grateful acknowledgement is hereby given to Seth Wilson, a
student of the life of Jesus, whose helpful teaching has encouraged
this study. Notes and attitudes reflected herein are sometimes his
and are grdtefully passed on to bless other lives, Other sources of
information will be documented with just a word in the text; the full
reference may be found in the bibliography.
Studying at the feet of the Apostle Matthew has blessed my
ministry and personal life manifold, Trying to plumb the depths of
his meaning has convinced me that there is yet more down there to
enrich the life for as long as one chooses to meditate upon Matthew's
independent testimony to the Lord's message contained therein. Therefore, relatively speaking, this first volume of MA'ITHEW iS a putting
together of some notes to stimulate the reader to begin his own life.
long appreciation of the mind of the Master revealed in the words of
His publican-Apostle.
The aim of this study is to state in popular language the timeless
testimony of Matthew, to indicate mme appropriate applications of
each truth and to suggest correlations with other commands and
explanations made by tht Apostles elsewhere in the NT. The
THOUGHT QUESTIONS are intended to engage the mind in a lively
discussion which should evoke vivid curiosity and opinions about what
Jesus actually said or what Matthew actually meant. The FACT
QUEsTIONs attempt to review the knowledge of the materials from
which buildings of understanding are constructed. The PARAPHRASE
AND HARMONY is the author's attempt to harmonize all of the
available information given in the four Gospels into one coordinated
1
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story or discourse so as to reveal colmections not seen in the reading
of a single Gospel alone. Often a word, phrase or incident recorded
by another Evangelist throlws light on something that Matthew records
without comment or explanation. All words printed in italics type in
the TEXT are words added by the American Revision Committee to
the American Standard Version in o'rder to render a smoother translation, although these words are not in the original Greek. All words
printed in bold-face type in the NOTES are citations of words or phrases
in the ASV text upon which comment is being made.
My prayer is that the God of all truth will forgive what is mistaken
or misleading about what is said about His Word herein, bless what
is true and graciously accept what I offer to Him as my service over
the past years of study and putting together these notes. Further, it
is my prayer that these notes will do something to help us better to
understand the will of Jesus and move us to enthrone Him more fully
as King of our lives.
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INTRODUCTION
TO WHOM DID MATTHEW DIRECT HIS BOOK?
The observation has often been urged that this gospel is addressed
particularly to the Jews. Its Jewish destination appears, for instance,
in the emphasis given to the fulfillment of (Old Testament prophecy in
the events of Jesus’ life, This, of course, could be overemphasized
since all of the other three gospels record fulfillments of the ancient
prophecies. Further, this record of Matthew is not Jewish in the sense
that its message contradicts the mission of the Church to the Gentile
world. If the gospel of Matthew could be said to be answering
Jewish attacks upon the Christian message, then it should also be
observed that Mitthew does not disturb his [narration with obtrusive
answers to the supposed Jewish attacks, The differences between
Matthew’s record and that of Mark, Luke and John are not all as
clean-cut in this area of deciding to what audience the writer aimed
his material, as would be supposed, There are subtle differences of
treatment and emphasis, to be sure; a certain special Jewish flavor
cannot be denied, But to dogmatize that Matthew did not intend his
message for Gentile minds as well as Jewish is to ignore several definite
matthaean emphases upon the Gentiles’ interest in Jesus, His interest
in them and their need of conversion.
The evidences which point to the Jewish reading public as the
aim of Matthew’s message, are the following considerations:
1. The genealogy of Jesus is traced back only to David and

Abraham whereas Luke traces his genealogical table clear back
to Adam.

2. The matthaean account of the Sermon on the Mount reveals
the true meaning of righteousness as contrasted with the ideals
of the Law and demonstrates the true blessing of citizenship
in the Kingdom of God but only hints at the gospel of grace.
Its aim is to contrast the superficial views of current Pharisaism
with the ultimate goal of driving man to the necessities of
faith and salvation by grace. The non-Jewish reader could
certainly arrive a t the same point by reading the Sermon but
probably with less understanding than would one trained in
Old Testiment religion and hopes for a glorious messianic
kingdom.

3. The fulfillments of some 40 Old Testament passages in the
life of Jesus is a matter for which a gentile reader would
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have perhaps some appreciation, if he knew something of the
prophetic literature, whereas it would strike instantly to the
heart of Jewish messianic interest and hopes. This must not
be pushed too far inasmuch as, even today, the gentile mind
can be impressed by the concurrence of hundreds of detailed
prophecies in the life and ministry of one man. Matthew
gives ample evidence that Jesus is the kind of Messiah actually
predicted by the prophets and not the Messiah of popular
expectation and mistaken rabbinic concept.
Matthew’s history of Jesus, while written from the Jewish standpoint for readers trained in the Old Testament religion, is primarily
history. It would be unnecessary to call the Gospel by Matthew a
defence, and Matthew’s purpose chiefly apologetic, except as any
historical and objective presentation carries with it its own convincing
force. Matthew does not direct his message to the Jewish natim in
the sense of upholding current national ideals, or by exalting Jesus as
a Jewish political hero capable of fulfilling their materialistic messianic
expectations. Rather, he draws Israel’s true picture painted in the dark
colors of national unbelief that rejected its Messiah. From the adoratioa
of the Magi to the all-inclusive commission given by Jesus to evangelize
the entire world, Matthew pictures Jesus as Him in whom the Gentiles
may hope. H e presents Jesus as Him to whom all unconverted Jews
must turn in true repentance.

W H A T IS MATTHEW’S ORDER OR
PLAN OF PRESENTATION?
His plan must be deduced from what he actually wrote rather
than from any explicit statement that declares whether he intended
to follow a strict chronological order or a more generally topical one,
since he left no such statement. It seems clear, however, that while
arranging his materials, Matthew chose not to be guided by chronological
considerations so much as by the desire to present larger sections of
Jesus’ teaching. T o this supposed end he seems to have collected into
one place the teachings on a specific subject which may or may not
have all been presented on one given occasion, although all were
probably set forth by Jesus during a given period of His ministry.
Though Matthew does not declare this intent, it may be deduced by
checking the following list of topical examples of Jesus’ preaching, for
material that Mark and Luke sometimes describe as having been given
on other occasions.
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1. Sermon on the Mount ................................................
clis, 5, 6, 7
2. Sermon on Evangelism ......................................................
ch, 10
3. Sermon on John the Baptist ............................................
11:1-19
4, Sermon on Unforgiveable Sin ........................................
12:22-45
5. Sermon in Parables ............................................................
ch. 13
6. Sermon on Human Traditions .........................................
15: 1-20
7. Sermon on Stumbling-blocks and Forgiveness ................ ch. 18
20; 1-16
8, Sermon on Eleventh-hour Laborers ................................
9. Three Parables on Rejected Opportunity ............ 21:28-22:14
10. Pour Answers to Attackers ............................................
22:15-46
11. Sermon Against Religious Leaders .................................... ch. 23
12, Sermon on End of the Jewish State and of the World ._..ch. 24
13. Sermon on Personal Preparation .........................
;.............. ch. 25
Considering the live probability that the Evangelists summarize Jesus’
teaching to provide their readers with the maximum information in the
minimum space without losing the heart and power of His message,
it should not be surprisilng to find the same nuggets, that Matthew
places at one point, placed on another occasion by Mark or Luke. It
is quite probable that Jesus did repeatedly address the same lessons,
parables and sermons in equivalent language to men of various localities
who had the same sins, identical prejudices and copybook concepts
of righteousness and the Kingdom of God, Further, similar events
may be confounded by the modern reader, whereas they were actually
separate, however closely they might resemble each other,
The plan to be followed in this U ~ H E
Study
WTextbook will
be that which follows the order of materials as Macrhew himself
arranged them. It is not a small temptation to rearrange his material
along chronological lines’s’een most often in Luke’s Gospel, Such a
rearrangement, with a view to harmonizing the four Gospels, is of
great value for showing the coincidence of independent testimony. In
addition it would capture more exactly the succession of events as well
as provide to the student a sense of progressive continuity from the
beginning of Jesus’ preaching as it moves toward His glorification.
For instance, it may be confusing to some to learn that, chronol~gically
speaking, Matthew’s chapters 8, 9, 10, 12 all contain events which
probably precede the Sermon on the Mount, recorded in chapters 5 ,
6, 7. However, if it will be remembered that Matthew does not either
claim or strive for exact chronalogical order, then the seemiagly
contradictory placement of certain events and doctrines will cause no
consternation.
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For all the advantages to be gained by shifting Matthew’s material
and reorganizing it according to clearer chronological sequences of
Luke, yet there is no little merit in letting Matthew tell his own
story. As Apostle of Jesus Christ and inspired by His Holy Spirit,
Matthew should be allowed to arrange the Gospel as he deems best.
He intended thar his systematic collection of the various discourses and
events carry to the reader with its own convincilng fmce the sure
conviction that “this Jesus of Nazareth, who was crucified and raised
from the dead, is God’s Messianic King.” Let those who would criticize
Matthew’s “anachronisms and lack of ordinary historical judgment”
realise that, after all, Matthew is writing the book and he should be
permitted the ordinary literary liberties to group some details according
to rheir nature and import. Matthew is master of his own work: let
us hear him tell us about the Lord.
Therefore, in dealing with a specific passage in Matthew which
has close verbal parallels that were also spoken on other occasions,
primary attention will be given to get at Jesus’ meaning, rather than
to decide upon what occasion He said it. Wherever possible to
harmonize parallel passages of Mark, Luke or John with the text of
Matthew, the PARAPHRASE-HARMONY presents one version of an
event, interweaving the various information derived from the parallels.
Since other statements made by other eyewitnesses tend to modify,
clarify or extend the declarations of the one eyewitness, it is a very
desirable goal to have all available testimony in hand befolre proceeding
to interpret any part of it.

SECTIONAL

OUTLINE OF MATTHEW

1. Genealogy of Jesus ................................................................
(1:1-17)
. .
2. Annunciation to Joseph ........................................................
(1:18-25)
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of
Matthew

CHAPTER ONE
Section 1

THE GENEALOGY OF JESUS
TEXT: 1:l-17
1, The book of the generation of Jesus Christ, the son of David, the
son of Abraham.
2. Abraham begat Isaac; and Isaac begat Jacob; and Jacob begat Judah
and his brethren;
3. and Judah begat Perez and Zerah of Tamar; and Perez begat
Hezron; and Hezron begat Ram,
4. and Ram begat Arnrninadab; and Ainminadab begat Nahshon;
and Nahshon begat Salmon;
5. and Salmon begat Boaz of Rahab; and Boaz begat Obed of Ruth;
and Obed begat Jesse;
6. and Jesse begat David the king. And David begat Solomon of
her $hat had been the wife of Uriah;
7. and Solomon begat Rehoboam; and Rehoboam begat Abijah; and
Abijah begat Asa;
8. and Asa begat Jehoshaphat; and Jehoshaphat begat Joram; and
Joram begat Uzziah;
9. and Uzziah begat Jotham; and Jotham begat Ahaz; and Ahaz begat
Hezekiah;
10. and Hezekiah begat Mmasseh; and Manasseh begat Anion; and
Arnon begat Josiah;
11. and Josiah begat Jechoniah and his brethren, at the time of the
carrying away to Babylon.
12. And after the carrying away to Babylon, Jechoniah begat Shealtiel;
and Shealtiel begat Zerubbabel;
13. and Zerubbabel begat Abiud; and Abiud begat Eliakim; and
Elialciin begat Azor,
14. and Azor begat Sadoc; and Sadoc begat Achim; and Acliirn begat
Eliud;
15. alnd Eliud begat Eleazar; and Eleazar begat Matthan; and Matthan
begar Jacob;
16. and Jacob begat Joseph the husband of Mary, of whom was born
Jesus, who is called Christ.
17. So all the generations from Abraham unto David are fourteen
generations; and from David unto the carrying away to Babylon
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fourteen generations; and fro’m the carrying away to Babylon unto
the Christ fourteen generations.

THOUGHT QUESTIONS

I

a. Why do you SUppOSe Matthew would begin his Gospel with the
lineage of Jesus? Would it have not been much simpler to omit
those difficult names and get on with the story? Why do yau
think sol?
b. Why woald Matthew call these first 17 verses “the book of the
generation of Jesus Christ” when they are not a “book’ and these
words do not constitute an adequate title for the entire Gospel?
c. Do you think Matthew intended to give an exhaustive list of Jesus’
ancestors? If so, why does he omit at least three names?
d. Why does Matthew say there are fourteen generations in the three
major sections olf the list when there were obviously more ancestors?

PARAPHRASE
This is the record of the ancestry of Jesus Christ, a descendent
of both David and Abraham:

’

Abraham
Isaac
Jacob
Judah and his brothers
Perez and Zerah, whose mother was Tamar
Hezron
Ram
Amminadab
Nahshon
Salmon
Boaz whose mother was Rahab
Obed whose mother was Ruth
Jesse
David the king
Solomon whose mother was Uriah’s wife (Bathsheba)
Rehoboam
Abijah
Asa
Jehoshaphat
Joram

12
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Ahaz
Hezekiab
Manasseh
Amos

Josiah
Jecboniah and his “brothers” at the time of the deportation to
Babylon
Shealtiel
Zerubbabel
Abiud
Eliakim

Azor
Zadok
Achim
Eliud
Eleazar
Matthan
Jacob
Joseph, the husband of Mary, who was the mother of Jesus, who
is called “Christ,”
So the whole number of generations from Abraham to David is four.
teein; from David to the Exile to Babylon fourteen: and from the Exile
to Babylon t o the Christ Himself fourteen.

NOTES
The genealogies of Jesus recorded in Matthew and Luke are
apparently so bare of practical use and so full of difficulties for the
modern Bible student that many usually skip them and go on with
the “more important lessons which encourage faith and godliness.”
But the value of these records and the significance both to the modern
unbeliever and Christian alike sol greatly outweighs their seeming dry,
forbidding content that Bible students cannot but be blessed by their
study.
PRELIMINARY CONSIDERATIONS
A. THE ABSOLUTE NECESSITY FOR THE GENEALOGICAL CERTIFICATION.

To the western mind these first 17 verses of Matthew’s Gospel
seem to be a useless procedure in presenting Jesus’ pedigree through
which one must wade to get at the real beginnicng of His history.
However, to the Jewish mind this is most natural, interesting and
13
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essential. Matthew’s opening words indicate that Jesus is both “son
of David and son of Abraham” in an important, unique sense. God
had promised the patriarchs and prephets that the Messiah would trace
His lineage from these worthies. As apologetic evidence, therefore, it
is imperative that Matthew indicate Jesus’ lineage. (Cf. I1 Sam.
7:12-16; Isa. 9:6, 7; 11:1-5; Jer. 23:5, 6; 33:15-18.) These prophecies,
which admittedly come from God, place Matthew under obligation to
show that this Jesus of Nazareth fulfills the prophecies in this primary
respect, before he could proceed further. Throughout Matthew’s record
(12:23; 15:22; 20:30, 31; 219, 15; 22:41-46) as well as the apostolic
preaching and the writing of others (cf. Ac. 2:25-36; Ro. 1:3; I1 Tim.
2 : 8 ) this ancestral relation of Jesus is emphasized. Neither Matthew
and his age nor we and ours should spend further useless study and
futile trusting in Jesus of Nazareth if he be not “the son of David,
the son of Abraham.”
B. THE GENEALOGIES EMPHASIZE THE HUMANITY OF JESUS.
Jesus is truly human. The Word who was with God in the beginning became flesh and dwelt among us, and we saw not only His
glory, which befits that of the Father’s Only Son, but we saw His
gracious self-abnegation. He was not ashamed to call us brethren:
H e had fellowship with us sinners, although he was sinless. (I1 CO.
8:9; Phil. 2:5-11; Heb. 2:5-18; 4:14-16; 5:7-10)

c. THE

GENEALOGIES PROCLAIM THE FAITHFULNESS O F GOD.

God always keeps His word. The Jews were always a waiting
people, never forgetting they were a chosen people. Often they forgot
the moral responsibilities to God that that election required of them,
bur regardless of the long history of idolatry, decline and subjectioa,
they never forgot their destiny rooted in the promises of God. Though
man often forgets, God is faithful to His promises. What H e promised
to Abraham and David came to pass. (Ro. 15:8)
D. THE GENEALOGIES HINT AT THE SINFULNESS OF MEN.
As we notice the text, we shall be struck by the sinful character
of irnpoctant names in the list. What we see of Jesus, who was not
stained with any sin, will force us to conclude that grace and goodness
do not necessarily run in families, and that heritage alone could not
account for the purity of Jesus. JESUS WAS NOT PRODUCED BY
THE LINE OF DAVID: He was given to it. Certainly, it was not
Matthew’s purpose to clothe Jesus “with the diminishing glories of the
first families of Israel,” for he brings up, even if in a, suggestive,
veiled form, their embarrassing sins as well.
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E, THB GENEALOGIES SHOW GOD’S PURPOSES I N 131s DEALINGS
WITH JSRABL.

In this rapid stroke of the pen, Matthew suininarizes the history
of Israel and shows that, in God’s providential dealings with the Jews,
there was purpose and design, God wils intending and willing that
certain things happen. The inany unanswered questions, which were
left puzzling the ancient Hebrews, are drawn together and tied to
God’s sulireine solution: Jesus His Son. Because of these genealogies,
we must view Jewish history as proceeding toward the goal of accoinplishing God‘s predetermined plan. (Cf. Ac, 2:23; 3: 17-26; Epb. 1-3)
P. THE GENEALOGIES DECLARE THAT JESUS
TURE OF HIS ENVIRONMENT.”

IS NO MERE “CREA-

Soine might emphasize unduly the messianic expectation of tlie
Jews to suggest that Jesus is to be accounted for by His fulfilltnent of
the then-current Jewish expectations; that is, being quite as human
as any other man, Jesus swept into the religious vacuum created by
sterile Pharisaism end by Sadduccean philosophy, filling the crying need
of the common people by His careful exploitation of His own extraordinary grasp of the times, These genealogies, on the other hand,
cleasly teach that the coming of Jesus was clearly planned and carefully prepared for; hence, He was a Child, not of the nioinent, but
of the ages, (Study I Pet. 1:20, 21; Gen. 3:lS; Isa. 7:14; Y:G, 7; Rev.
22: 16.)
G. THE GENEALOGIES SUPPORT AND COMPLIMENT THE VIRGIN
BlRTH NARRATIVES.

Luke records the annunciation to Mary (1:32-35) where her baby
is called both “Son of the Most High,” “Son of God,’’ and “Son of
David.” Whatever Mary’s lineage might be, though she would be the
actual human parent of Jesus, yet Joseph was the head of the family,
and the davidic connection of Jesus could only be established by
acknowledging Jesus as legal heir of Joseph to David’s throne. T ~ L I S ,
the two genealogies are required to show that Jesus is both the lineal
Son of David by Mary, and that He is the legal heir to David by
J’oseph. Jesus is not the blood son of His legal father: He is the
blood-line heir of the davidic throne being the grandson of David
through Mary.
THE PECULIARITIES OF MATTHEW’S GENEALOGY
Attacks have been launched which question the accuracy of
Matthew’s record. Most fall short of their mark when Matthew’s
purpose for introducing the genealogy is seen.
15
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A. THE ARTIFICIAL DIVISION OF THREE GROUPS OF FOURTEEN
GENERATIONS,
The partitioning of Matthew is called “artificial” because of the
omission of three generations in verse 8, where we would expect to
find the additional names: Ahaziah, Joash and Amadah. Also, in
verse 11, Jehoiakim is omitted. The omissions were not accidental
since the OT genealogical tables were a matter of public record (See
I Chron. 1-3; Neh. 7:5, 61-65; I1 Chron. 12:15; 31:16-19) and intense
private interest, both religious and legal (See Lk. 1:5; Ac. 436, 37;
Phil. 3 : 5 ) . For this same reason, it may also be seen that Matthew
makes these omissions not for advantage in argument, in which case
ready refutation could be adduced from public annuals and 0“ chronicles. Rather, this “artificial” grouping of these well-known names
furnishes three groups of fourteen names easily memorized. The early
Christians, in argument with Jews, could more easily use the long,
difficult list, having committed it to memory. lobserve, it is Matthew
who calls attention to the fact that he has so arranged the list.
Matthew’s purpose at this point is not primarily historical in the sense
that he merely gives a precise list, but is logical in the sense that he
reasons to a conclusion: “Jesus Christ (is) the son of David, the son
of Abraham,” Should he be charged with a deceptive motive for omitting
the names, none could prove this supposed motivation, for Matthew
never bases any argument upon the series of three groupings into
fourteen generations each. It seems both fitting and proper to say
that Matthew’s “artificial” catalogue of the number of the generations
was meant to apply only to this list as given, and not to the number
that had actually existed.
B. THE INSERTION OF NAMES OF BROTHERS IN ACCORDANCE
WITH THE HISTORICAL LISTS.

If he intended to give a simple, objective list, then why include
the brothers of the lineal descendent? Is it because the OT so continually associates the sons of Jacob together? But, why mention the
brethren of Jehoiakim in v. l l ? It is difficult to see just why these
extra names were introduced unless they offer another device for
facilitating the memorization of the list.
C. THE INSERTION OF THE NAMES OF WOMEN INTO THE GENEALOGY.

The insertioa of the names of women into the genealogy of so
notable a person as the Messiah is a practice not only foreign but
abhorrent to the ordinary practice. The singularity of these notices is
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most clearly observed by their contrast to Jewish
righteousness:
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national self-

1. The incestuous Tamar (Gen. 38)
2. The prostitute Rahab (if she is the same one who was contemporary with Salmon son of Nahshon, a chief of the tribe
of Judah just prior to the Israelite conquest of the Promised
Land (cf. Num, 1:7 and Mt. 1:5 with Josh, 2:1-21; 6:1-25)
3. T h e virtuous but gentile Ruth (Ru. 1:4) who belonged to the
alien, hared Moabite race (cf. Dt. 23:3-6)
4. Bathslieba, the seduced but guilty wife of Uriah (I1 Sam. 11, 12)
The suggestion has been made as to why Matthew should have included
these names: that he was answering the Jewish attacks and slanders
upon the virgin birth and upon Mary’s character. Accordingly, then,
Matthew would be answering these slanderers of Mary by reminding
them of real blemishes in the Messiah‘s unassailable bloodline. They
should busy themselves with these real blemishes, well attested in the
Jewish history, rather than slander the pure maiden Mary, However, it
is difficult to admit that Matthew would, even for the sake of argument, compare the mother of Jesus with women in whose lives shame
could be found, Perhaps Matthew’s insertion of these names is not
for comparison and analogy but rather for contrast: if even such shameful blemishes in the messianic lineage could be used by God to carry
out His purposes, how much more the creative action of the Holy
Spirit in the chaste virgin! However, it must again be admitted that
Matthew draws no conclusions upon the basis of these inserted names.
How the Jewish ears must have stung as these women are mentioned! What could be Matthew’s purpose? Could it be that:
1. The barrier between Jew and Gentile be down? Here is Ruth
the virtuous Moabite and Rahab the believing Canaanite of
Jericho ( 1 ) who find their places in Jesus’ pedigree. It should
be clear to the Jewish mind chat the Messiah cannot be of
unmixed blood!
2. The barriers between male and female are falling? The ordinary
genealogy would have contained no names of women because
they would have had no legal rights. Being regarded as a
thing not a person, the mere possession of her father or
husband, to be disposed of as he might choose, yet she finds
her place in God’s scheme of things.
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3. The barriers between saint and sinner are changing? To the
orthodox Pharisee, this must have been a blow, since his orthodox answer to the query “The Messiah: whose son is he?”
must necessarily include those who have sinned greatly. So
God is able to use for His purposes and fit into His scheme
not only “the righteous,” but also sinners. Observe that these
women are not the only notable sinners of the list, for one
need only read the record of the lives of the kings themselves
to see how truly God used those unworthy instruments to
accomplish His will.
H O W MATTHEW USES “SON” AND “BEGAT’
Unless we observe the usual manner of constructing ancient
genealogies, we must pronounce Matthew’s statement of the genealogy
of Jesus as incorrect. The language of any nation or period must
be understood in the light of its olwn peculiar usage. Genealogical
terms were used in a much wider sense by the Hebrews than by ourselves. Matthew follows common usage among the Jews, when he
describes, in v. 8, Joram as “begetting” Uzziah, when in reality Joram
was grandfather of Uzziah a t least three generations removed. (Compare
the Hebrew usage in thus abbreviating genealogies: Ezra 7: 1-3 contains
15 names of Ezra’s ancestry whereas the same genealogy, I Chon.
6:3-14, contains 22 names.) Hence, “son of,” “father of,” and “begat”
have broader technical meanings, which indicate adoption or some
official connection or “descent” other than actual blood descent or
other nearer or more remote connections. The sequences of generations
often has to do with families rather than with individuals, and may
represent the succession to the inheritance or headship, rather than
the actual relationship of father to son. To summarize, then, we see
that a man could be the “son” of another in one of the following
modes:
1. Natural son. This descent and connection by birth constitutes
the main line and, in any given case, has the presumption in
its favor, unless clear facts to the contrary exist.
2. Grandson, or more generally, descendent (Cf. Gen. 46:26, 27)

3. Adopted son (Cf. Gen. 48:5-16; Ex. 2:lO; Heb. 11:24) or “legal
son.”
4. Son-in-law, by marriage one becomes the “son” of his fatherin-law.
18
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5. Levirate son (Study pt, 25:5-10 for the law and Ru. 4:l-22
for a case in point,)
So, if Matthew seems to be inaccurate due to skipping names or
adding some names which are not bloodline sons directly connected
with their fathers, then we will not be surprised, for be is following
current usage of his time.
WHOSE GENEALOGY IS THIS?
Does this pedigree belong to Joseph? to Mary? To examine
the text is but to find the obvious answer which, in turn, raises
problems. “And Jacob begat Joseph the husband of Mary, of whom
was born Jesus, who is called Christ.” (1:16) If this be the pedigree
of Joseph, then, why include such a list, if we are searching for a
lineal descendent of David? The clearest truth taught by the narratives
is that Jesus is NOT the lineal descendent of Joseph, the primary
reason for which being Jesus’ reported birth of the virgin. Luke,
on the other hand, reports Jesus as “being the son (as was supposed)
of Joseph, the son of Heli.” We will deal with the problem of
Joseph’s father in v, 16. But, suffice it to say now, that the best
solution to the problem whose genealogy this would be, is that Matthew
provides us wirh Joseph’s genealogy which indicates Jesus to be of
legal kinship to David and legal heir to David’s throne through His
legal father, Joseph. Matthew shows that Jesus possessed the right
characteristic to be the promised Messiah. He is not attempting to
prove that Jesus possessed David‘s blood, since David‘s blood did
not pass from Joseph to Jesus. Rather, Matthew shows that Jesus j s
of the right lineage legdly to be the Messiah, This certifies one of
the facts necessary to prove Jesus to be the Messiah. Luke, accordingly,
provides the blood-line descent of Jesus through His mother directly
from David, not, however, through the line of kings as regards the
inheritance of David’s throne. We may rejoice that God in His
providence bas so clearly brought forth the Messiah from two lines:
one line from which Jesus would inherit the throne of David, but
from which He could not receive the blood of David (according to
Matthew’s genealogy); the other line from which Jesus received the
blood of David but would not inherit the throne (Luke’s record).
NOTES
1:1 The book of the generation of Jesus Christ. This inscription at the beginning of the larger narrative of Matthew’s picture of
Jesus might be confused for 8 title of the entire record. However, in
19
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view of the immediate context, it is better to take these words as
supplying a title to the genealogical list alone. (Cf. Gen. 5:lff) The
name “Jesus’’ is the Savior’s personal name, a name then in common
use (See Lk. 3:29; Ac. 13:6; Col. 4 : l l ) . It is the Greek equivalent
of the Hebrew ‘*Joshua”(yehdshzla’) which means “Jehovah is salvation,”
and is the term used for the OT Joshua in the Greek translation
of the OT and in Acts 7:45 and Heb. 4:8. In Mt. 1:21 Mary is
commanded by the angel to give this name to her yet unborn Son,
“for it is he that shall save his people from their sins.” Thus, we
recognize “savior” as the usual meaning. What was to this Son of
Mary a common name, was given by God to provide the title which
would declare His unique position to all the world. It is the personal
name OF the Lord in the Gospels and the Acts, but passes into a title
also, as used in the Epistles where generally it appears in combination
with “Christ” or some other title. (Cf. Ro. 3:2G; 1:l; I Co. 12:3;
Heb. 12:8; I Pe. 1:l).
“Christ” is the Greek equivalent of the Hebrew “Messiah”
(Mhhhch) as in Jn. 1:41; 4:25. This term is more a title than a
proper name, the title signifying “the one anointed, a a idea derived
from the God-appointed practice among the Jews of anointing their
prophets, priests and kings. (For examples and information on this
practice, see Judg. 9:8-15; I Sam. 9:16; 1 O : l ; 1 2 5 5 ; 26:ll; Is. G 1 : l ;
Ex. 29:1-9; Lev. 8:12; Ex, 40:13-16; I Kg. 19:16), The title easily
passes into a personal name by use in passages where “Christ” does
not mean the Messiah in general, but a very definite Messiah, Jesus,
who is called “Christ”, not so much a title as a proper name. (See
Ac. 2:38; 3:6; 4:lO; 9:34; Ro. 1:4; 5:6; I Pe. 1:1-3, 7.)
the son of David, the son of Abraham. In these four key
words, Matthew summarizes the genealogy to follow, at once drawing attention. to his object: that is, showing that Jesus of Nazareth is legitimate
heir of both David and Abraham, and, as such, possesses the necessaty
credentials for claiming the Messiahship. Because the Jews believed
the prophecies that the Christ would be of the seed of David and of
Abraham, the first step in convincing them that Jesus was the Christ
was to demonstrate that He was a direct descendent of them.
1:2 The sources of information for the names of the first division
of fourteen generations might be found in Gen. 21:l-3; 25:21-26;
29:35; 38:29; Ru. 4:18-22; I Chron. 1:34-2:15.
For ease of remembering, these names contained in this section may be regarded
20
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as “patriarclis” (Cf. Ac, 2:29). The line of descent i s traced in the
Hebrew manner, naming the father who begot the son.
Observe that, in the case of both Isaac and his son Jacob, neither
of their brothers, Ishmael and Esau, respectively, are involved in the
promises of God’s Messiah, while in the case of Judah, both he and
his brothers together produced the chosen natioii whence sprang the
Messiah. Although Judah abne represents the actual line of Jesus’
descent, yet all twelve patriarchs were the direct heirs of the Messianic
promise. Thus, it would seem that Matthew begins to use the names
not merely or only for the list’s sale, but also to epitomize the history
of God‘s promise. We will see this again in the inclusion of the names
of the women,

1:3 Tamar.
Colzsiderdom.

See above on Pec~lrtrities, C, in the Pvelimhary

1:4-6 From Perez to David, the descent is traced according to
Ruth 4:18-22. A problem exists at this point regarding the time
element. David is described as only fourth in descent from Salmon
in a period of at least 450 years (Ac. 13:18-20) from the entrance
of Israel into Canaan until the beginning of the reign of Saul, Saul’s
reign began prior to David’s birth by ten years (Cf. Ac. 13:21 with
I1 Sa. 5:4). Thus, there are only four generations which must cover
460 years. The most lil<ely explanation might be one of two possibilities:
1. If Matthew is copying from Ru. 4:18-22, it may be that the
author of that passage omitted unimportant links in the
Davidic line, while retaining only the more noted ones.
2. Or, if Matthew is copying public records, perhaps he is omitting
the unimportant links in an undisputed chain.

Regarding such omissions in Matthew’s list, see A, Pecuhvities in the
Prelimhary Considevdo.ns, For a clear example of compressed genealogy: Ex. 6:16-20; I Chron. 23:12-15.
The ancestral line has now reached royalty, but it has also seen
grave, public sin. See how Matthew introduces David’s sin: “her
that had been the wife of Uriah” and in this phrase reminds of
adultery, murder, and death of the first child, Though Bathsheba
was David’s queen, she belonged to Uriah.

1:6.11 These inen are all kings whose names are found in the
list of I Chron. 3:10-19, or of course in the histories of these kings
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in the two books of Kings and Chronicles. No comment is needed
on the names in the list except where some special problem requires it.

1:8 Here Matthew omits three names: Ahaziah (I1 Kg. 8:26),
Joash (I1 Kg. 12:2), and Amaziah (I1 Kg. 14:2). Neither the length
of their reign nor their outstanding wickedness can be assigned as
Matthew’s reason for omitting them, for there is no particularly obvious
significance about the length of their reign or about their sins, any
more than that of the other wicked men which are included. These
men certainly deserve to be left out of the pedigree of the Messiah,
but no more than some retained in the list. It becomes obvious that
Matthew purposely drops these three kings to form three groups of
ancestors comprised of the same number of names. It is not likely
that Matthew made an unintentional error by omitting these names,
for both friend a,nd foe would have detected the error, and have
demanded a correction in line with the OT chronicles.
1:11 Josiah begat Jechoniah. Here again Matthew omits another name: “Josiah begat Jehoiakim; Jehoiakim begat Jechoniah” we
would have expected him to say. Here are the problems:
1. Jechoniah is not the immedine son of Josiah (I Chron.
3:10-17).
2. Jechoniah apparently had no such “brethren” as mentioned
here.
3. Jechoniah would, apparently, have then to be counted twice
in order for Matthew’s scheme of fourteen names to stand
good in the third group; that is, Jechoniah would then be
number 14 in the second group and number one in the third.
Several solutions are possible to harmonize the known facts:
1. Jechoniah IS the “son” of Josiah in the broad sense of the
word, peculiar to Hebrew usage.
2. The term “brethren” could also be taken in the broader sense
of “relatives” or royal kindred, an interpretation which fits
quite significantly into Jechoniah’s history. (See chart below.)
3. Because the list is apparently simplified “for memorization,”
it would be possible to count Jechoniah twice, although some
have suggested the more likely solution that David, rather
than Jechoniah, is to be counted twice. See comment on
verse 17.
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4. The suggestion by some, that a scribal error bas occurred in
the copying of this text, raises more problems than ir solves,
The suggested “original text“ is supposed to have read: “Josiah
begat Jehoiakim alnd his brethren, and Jehoiakim begat Jechoniah,” but, when copied, “Jeboiakim” and “Jechoniah” were
confused and the resulting text reads as we have it in the
American Standard Version. This solution raises the following
problems which are not answered by the solution:
a, There is scant textual evidence for such a supposed miscopy.
The bulk of the evidence for including the name of Jehoiakim (Le. MSS M, Theta, Lambda and 33) is from the ninth
century, while the sole witness of Irenaeus in the Latin
translation of his work suggests in the late second century
that Jehoiakim’s name appeared in the text.

b. The actual reading of the above-mentioned texts does not
mention the brothers with Jehoiakim, as supposed by those
who suggest a scribal error. There is thus another textual
problem to explain Jehoiakim had the brothers, not
Jechoniah; so why are they mentioned with Jechoniah,
even in the above-cited manuscripts?
c. The mere substitution of the name of Jehoiakim in the
best Greek text as it now stands would not solve the
problem, for there would be a logical break of connection
between verses 11 and 12, The word “begat” would be
omitted between the substituted “Jehoiakim” (v. 11) and
his son Jechoniah (v. 12). Such a substitution would read:
“Josiah begat Jehodakim and his brothers at the time of the
deportation to Babylon. Then after the Babylonim deportation Jechoniah begat Salathiel , . .’’ Note that the
phrase important to this solution is missing: “Jehoiakim
begat Jechoniah.”
Therefore, it would seem that there has been no evidence of scribal
error. Harmonization is possible on simpler grounds.
A t the deportation to Babylon. With this phrase Matthew
indicates that he is not transcribing a mere list of names, rather, he is
summing up Israel’s history. The Jewish readers would recognize the
tangled, tragic history and would interpret the phrase “Jechoniah and
his brethren” as referring to the general period between Josiah and
Jechoniah. Two of Josiah’s sons reigned before Jechoniah (Jehoahaz
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and Jehoiakim, Jechoniah’s uncle and father, respectively) and one
reigned after him (Zedekiah, Jechoniah’s uncle). The following chart
will help clarify the history involved and provide a solution to a
problem in verse 12:

-

DAVID

Matthcw’s List:
Lepul Heirs to Throne

Luke’s Genealogy
of Physicnl Descerrt O ~ l y

I

--

/ --e.=../
‘,<2)--.
--(4)----.-(1)
/
Johanan
+Eliakim
+%ttaniah
+Shallurn
Jehoiakim
Zedekiah
Jehoahaz
2 Kg. 23:34 2 Kg. 24:17 2 Kg. 23:31
2 Ch. 36:4 2 Ch. 36:lO

Melchi

I

I

1

The numbers in parentheses indicate the order of accession to the throne.
The name above the line is the given name of Josiah’s sons; the name
below the line is the name given to the man upon his accession to the
throne.
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1:12 Jechoniali begat Shealtiel. Here Shealaiel appears as the
son of Jechoniah, while in Luke 3:27 as the son of Neri. Elsewhere
he is described as the son of Jechoniah (I Chron. 3:17). Because
the name, Ned, js peculiar to Luke, not being found in the OT, we
are unable to relate the name to known persons in the history without
guessing. The appearance of Shealtiel in the two lists with two
different fathers mentioned is not surprising in view of the many
ways one man may be the “son” of another: adopted, son-in-hw,
levirate son, legal heir, grandson, Jechoniah, Jehoiachin, Coniah are
but names for the same person (Jer. 2:24; 52:31; I1 Chron. 36:8, 9;
I Quon. 3:17).
Jt i s at this point, however, that a supposed contradiction appears
between the prophecies of Jeremiah and the genealogical lists of both
Matthew and the OT genealogists. Jeremiah writes: “Therefore thus
saith Jehovah concerning Jehoiakim king of Judah: He shall have
none to sit upon the throne of David; and his dead body shall be
cast out . . ,” (36:30) Again, “Thus saith Jehovah, Write this man
(Jechmiah) childless, a man that shall not prosper in his days; for
no more shall a man of his seed prosper, sitting upon the throne of
David, and ruling in Judah.” (22:30) Therefore, concerning both
the father and the son, God promises that neither shall have an heir
on the throne, yet it is obvious that Jechoniah, a son of Jehdakim
did sit on the throne of David, and that Jechoniah actually fathered
seven sons (I Chron. 3:17, 18; I1 Chron. 369, 10). Regarding these
two seeming problems, the solution may be:

1. Concerning the prophecy about Jehoiakim, it may be said that
his being without heir to the throne of David was fulfilled
by his lack of a grandson who would be rightful heir. In
other words, his dynasty would be broken by lack of a grmdson. However, the ascension of Jehoiachin (Jechoniah, Conia)
to the throne could hardly be called a “reign,” or a “sitting
on the throne,” inasmuch as he was immediately beseiged in
Jerusalem, compellcd to surrender after three months, then
go into exile to Babylon.
2. The deportation to Babylon was tragic history of weighty
significance: the throne of the house of David is lost! Though
Jechoniah sired seven sons, none of them sat on David’s
throne, reigning in Judah. Jeremiah’s prophecy would then
mean simply “legal proscription” and not actual childlessness.
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keep a lively interest in the public records of the davidic line. It
is therefore an empty objection to suggest that Matthew could not
have obtained the full genealogy, especially the latter portions, from
authentic sources. There was also the mosaic legislation regarding
inheritance (Lev. 25:13-34; 27: 14-25) which restored lands which
had been sold, at the end af every fifty years, to the heirs of the
original owners. This, in turn, would require a registry of genealogy
to be kept in every town for the accurate completion of just such a
restoration of property. There is certainly nothing regarding Matthew’s
use of authentic sources that would justify even one doubt concerning
the reliability of his list. Then, the collapse of the Jewish nation
and the destruction of Jerusalem, 70 A D . , and the find and irrep
arable demolishing of the temple-all these collaborated to eliminate
the further necessity of keeping genealogical records: the priesthad is
thereby forever prohibited from serving at a now nonexistent altar
and all1 hopes for a Son of David who would “restore the kingdom
to Israel” are forever crushed.
1:16 And Jacob begat Joseph the husband of Mary, of
whom was born Jesus, who is called Christ. With this verse
the sonorous rhythm of the preceding generations comes to a halt. W e
are awakened to the change as Matthew does not say “Joseph begat
Jesus.” Rather Joseph, legal heir of David‘s throne, was the husband of
the mother of the Messiah, Jesus. Granted, the English translation might
allow doubt as to the true, grammatical antecedent of the expression “of
whom”, that is, as to whether Joseph or Mary is intended. However,
the best attested Greek texts of this phrase all unite in using a
feminine pronoun. Therefore, on the basis of the fleshly relationship
alone, Jesus is the Son of Mary, not Joseph: Jesus and Joseph are
totally unrelated by blood. Not only the feminine pronoun but also
the following context pronounce this fact.
The record of Matthew has been questioned by appeal to a: late
Syriac translation from the Greek text, which reads: “and Joseph, unto
whom was betrothed a virgin Mary, begat Jesus, the one called Christ.”
This late reading, no earlier than 400 A.D., is seized upon by those
who w d d reject the idea of Q virgin birth. Thus, Matthew is made to
say that Joseph begat Jesus. However, Matthew did not in fact say so,
because:
1. This reading, found only in the Siniatic Syriac translation is
too late. All other Greek texts and versions support the
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common renderjng and antedate the Syriac by at least 100

years.
2. The Siniatic Syriac is only a translation, not a Greek copy of
Matthew’s original.
a. The translator might have erred in translation from his

Greek copy into Syriac.
b. Xt is difficult to recreate the original Greek manuscript
reading with complete certainty, which the translator used.
c. But supposing no error in translation and s u p p i n g a faithful translation into Syriac of the Greek text, we cannot yet
be sure that the Greek text before the translator was a
faithful copy of the original document written by Matthew.
However, even with undeniable evidence against such a reading as
“Joseph begat Jesus,” yet such a reading could stand as if stated by
Maitthew without damage to the fact of the virgin birth. Why?

1. Because the one ancient text which contains the reading, also
calls Mary a “virgin,” a fact which would prove to be a glaring
contradiction unless “begat”
understood in some sense
other than physical generation.
2. The word “begat” as used in the genedogy of Matthew is
dearly not to be taken solely in the physical sense. As shown
above, the word “begat” means simply “had as a legal heir.”
If Matthew had written “Joseph begat Jesus,” then he certainly
would have intended it with that meaning, for certahly the
context (1:18-25) exdudes the possibility of attributing paternity to Joseph.
Yet, as a matter of fact, Matthew did not say “Joseph begat Jesus.’’
Two principle items should be abundantly clear: namely, that the
question of the historicity of the virgin birth of Jesus does not rest
upon the peculiar reading of en ancient but late manuscript, nor does
it rest upon a wooden interpretation of “begat.” Rather, it rests
squarely upon the enure narrative in Matthew, as well as that of Luke,
as recorded with the abundant documentary attestation of the very
best manuscripts.
1:17 Fourteen g e n e r a t i o n s , We have seen that Matthew himself makes the generations come out with exactly fourteen names, while
the actual history involved would require more names, both in the
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second and third sections of his list. Obviously, his list is no mere
copy from the public annals, but is an adaptation intelligently and
purposefully designed. But to what end? These purposes have been
suggested:
1. By securing equal numbers of ancestors in each of the three
groups of patriarchs, kings and common people, perhaps
Matthew wished the reader to understand that all three groups
were of equal importance regarding the relation to the Messiah.
2. Perhaps by his arrangement and additions Matthew intended
to epitomize the history of Israel, relating the coming Christ
to the context of Israel’s history and God’s covenantal promises.

3. Perhaps Matthew arranged the list for easy memorization, so
that Christians could present the important evidence to the
Jewish mind, which would prove that Jesus belonged to the
house of David and thus was a proper person of whom to
expect other messianic credentials. If Jesus be not the Son
of David with the necessary legal certification, then a great
cloud of doubt and uncertainty must ever attend our trust in
Him. But because of Matthew’s ingenious arrangement, we
are able to have at our fingertips the very material which
will strengthen our faith in Jesus as the true Son of David,
the Christ, and which will suengthen our confidence in G d
as a promise-keeping God. W e have the evidence which
helps us to appreciate the condescension of Jesus to dwell
among us, and prepares us for the virgin birth narratives.

FACT QUESTIONS
1. List the various problems connected with the genealogies in

Matthew and Luke.
2. What is the p u r p e or significance of the genealogies of Jesus?
3. What are the extra names or persons mentioned in Matthew’s list?
Why are they there?
4. How do the two genealogies work together to fulfill the prophecies
’ of Jeremiah and Psalms which had seemed to contradict each other?
5. In what different ways could one man be a “son of” another?
6. What is the meaning of the word ”Jesus”? “Christ”?
7. What of the title in verse one: “The book of the generation of
Jesus Christ, etc.”? Does “the book” refer to the entire gospel of
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Matthew or only to the genealogy? Why is it called “the book
of the generation”?
8. Into what basic divisions did Matthew divide the names?
9. Where could Matthew find the names in his lists to verify the
accuracy of his writing?
10. What names does Matthew omit? Was this omission accidental;
or, what good purpose could be served by such omissions?
11. Do omissions from Matthew‘s list frustrate the purpose of the list?
12. Why were the Hebrews so meticulous about keeping genealogies?
13, Is it possible for modern Jews to prove descent from David for
any modern claimant of the Messiahship? Why?
14. Why is finding a practical solution to these problems important
to the Bible student and important to Christian faith?

Section 2

THE ANNUNCIATION TO JOSEPH
TEXT:

1:18-2?

18. NOWthe birth of Jesus Christ was on this wise: When his mother
Mary had been betrothed to Joseph, before they came together,
she was found with child of the Holy Spirit.
19. And Joseph her husband, being a righteous man, and not willing
to make her a public example, was minded to put her away privily.
20. But when he thought on these things, behold, an angel of the
Lord appeared unto him in a dream, saying, Joseph, thou son of
David, fear not to take unto thee Mary thy wife: for that which
is conceived in her is of the Holy Spirit.
21. And she shall bring forth a son; and thou shalt call his name
JESUS; for it is he that shall save his people from their sins.
22. Now all this is come to pass, that it might be fulfilled which was
spoken by the Lord through the prophet, saying,
23. Behold, the virgin shall be with child, and shall bring forth a
son, and they shall call his name Immanuel; which is, being
interpreted, God with us.
24. And Joseph arose from his sleep, and did as the angel of the
Lord commanded him, and took unto him his wife;
25. and knew her not till she had brought forth a son: and he called
his name JESUS.
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THOUGHT QUESTIONS
a. If Mary is “betrothed” to Joseph, why does the angel speak of her

as his “wife”?
b. Why did not Joseph believe that Mary was an expectant mother
by the power of the Holy Spirit? Had not Mary told him of the
angel’s visit to her?
c. Why was Joseph convinced by what occurred in the dream?
d. What do you think would be thought of Joseph and Mary in
Nazareth?
e. Why do you think God chose this method to bring His Son into
the world? Or, could Jesus have been the Savior of men had He
been the natural son of Joseph and Mary? Why do you think so?

PARAPHRASE
NOW the birth of Jesus Christ took place in the fallowing manner:
When His mother Mary was engaged to Joseph, but before their
marriage (while she was yet a virgin), she was discovered to be an
expectant mother whose pregnancy was caused by the Holy Spirit.
Whereupon, Joseph, her husband, because he was an upright man and
because he was unwilling to expose her to contempt, decided to
divorce her quietly. But while he was turning the matter over in his
mind, an angel of the Lord appeared to him in a dream, saying,
“Joseph, son of David, do not be afraid to take Mary as y m
wife, for her child has been conceived by the power of the Holy
Spirit. She will give birth to a son and you are to name Him Jesus,
because it is He who shall save His people from their sins.”
All of this occurred with the result that it fulfilled what the
Lord had spoken through Isaiah the prophet-“Behold, the virgin will
become pregnant and give birth to a son, and they will call Him
Immanuel.” (“Immanuel” is a Hebrew word meaning “God with us.”)
So, when Joseph awoke from sleep, he did as the angel of the
Lord had directed him. He received Maty into his house, but had no
intercourse with her until she had given birth to a son. And he gave
Him the name Jesus.

SUMMARY
Joseph, unaware of the real cause of his fianck’s pregnancy, decided
upon a quiet divorce. God clarified her position to him and he, in
turn, received her as his wife. The result of the entire episode is the
fulfilment of Isaiah 7:14.
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NOTES
1:18 Here Matthew proceeds to narralte the actual historical facts

for which the genealogy has so fitly prepared: the birth of the Christ
who was both Son of David and Son of God. Let it not be thought
that what Matthew proceeds to record are the very first events, for
the Evangelist Luke, with another emphasis in mind, records several
events which must have preceded the annunciation to Joseph by at
least six months. They are the annunciation to Zachariah regarding the
coming birth of John the Baptist; the announcement to M q that
she was to become the mother of God's Son; Mary's visit to Elizabeth
and return to Nazareth. Study Luke 1 to appreciate fully what follows
here.
When h i s mother Mary was engaged to Joseph. The
berrmhal had taken place before the event now narrated, but before
they came together. The Jewish betrothal involved a covenant made
in the presence of witnesses or the solemn promise was also written (Cf.
Mal. 2:14) and was equivalent to a marriage vow. By virtue of this
betrothal, the couple became husband and wife in a relationship which
could only be terminated by death or divorce or unfaithfulness (see
Dt. 22:22-24). The ceremony of engagement was completed by a
benediction and a cup of wibe. From that moment Mary became the
betrothed wife of Joseph, although several months might intervene
before their coming together as married partners. Apparently no
celebration and feasting accompanied the engagement ceremony, that
being reserved for the joyous cxcasion when the groom would bring
home his bride. Like any man in love, Joseph looked forward to that
festive day when he, with his friends, would go to bring Mary to their
future-home. It was then that tragedy dashed his joy, shattering his
hope in heart-rending anguish:
She was discovered to be pregnant. Naturally, Mary knew
the reason for her pregnancy, even as the angel had announced to her in
chaste and delicate language,

You will conceive in your womb and bear a son and you shall
call his name Jesus. He will be great, and will be called the
Son of the Most High . . . The Holy Spirit will come upon
you, and the power of the Most High will overshadow you;
therefore, the child to be born will be called holy, the Son
of God. (Lk. 1:31-35)
Matthew squarely meets the criticism of skepticism by the unswerving
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declaration that Mary’s condition was produced by the Holy Spirit.
He is not saying that this latter fact was part of the discovery, for
obviously Joseph knows nothing of the Holy Spirit’s influence in
Mary’s case.
But if Mary had already been informed by the mgel of the
miracle of the supernatural conception, would she not have repeated
to Joseph what the angel had said to her? But would he have believed
so wonderful a solution to his anguish? It is most likely to s u p p e
that upon Joseph‘s questioning Mary, she told him of the angelic
visit. The very idea of a virgin birth, or, more correctly, of a virgin
conceiving is unique by its very nature. Why should Joseph have
believed her? However much he must have trusted Mary, only a
communication from God could remove all the questions from his
h e m and provide the asi!urance he would need for the hard days to
come. Mary could only wait upon God for her vindication in the
eyes of Joseph. The heavenly messenger who had spoken to her might
also speak to her beloved.
Further, we are not told who made the discovery of Mary’s condition or when the discovery was made. Several conditions help us to
visualize the desperate difficulty of Mary’s pregnancy in Nazareth:

1. The mosaic legislation called for the death of any espoused
woman found unfaithful (Dt. 22:23, 24). While it is true
that the Jews did not legally possess the power of the death
sentence during that period of Roman occupation (see Jn.
18:31),yet it is difficult to see how this “obviously unfaithful”
bride (as regarded by the sharp-eyed, sharp-tongued gossips of
Nazareth) could have escaped notice.
2. Neither Matthew nor Luke reveal how long after the miraculous
conception Joseph received Mary as his wife. His perplexity
caused by Mary’s condition does seem to indicate that her
pregnancy had continued some time before the marriage took
place.

3. From the fact that it must be Joseph to decide not to expose
Mary for a public example, we may assume Mary’s condition
to be unknown to others but Joseph and Mary themselves.
Surely, had the unsympathetic eyes of the neighbors in
Nazareth noticed, or had the unbelieving family of Mary
known her dilemma, they would have exposed her and her
Son to the slander of an illegitimate birth.
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message to Mary until Joseph received her as his wifee. When
did the miraculous conception occur-immediately after M q ’ s
submission to the divine will, or quite a bit later? Did
Joseph receive Mary into his home before or after she visited
Elizabeth for three months? (Lk. 1:39-56)

5. The Nazarenes who attack Jesus’ presumptions to divine
authority (Lk. 4:16-30;Mt. 13:54-58;Mk. 6:l-6),
as well as
other enemies, do not give even the slightest hint of a slander
regarding a “premature”, thus illegitimate, birth. Rather, chey
refer to the mere obscurity of His birth as a child of the
carpenter, Joseph,
Harmonizing the two narratives of Matthew and Luke in such a way
as to produce a natural account of the course of events, we see the
annunciation to Zachariah that he is to have a son, John; the betrothal
of Mary and Joseph, which may have taken place before or after the
annunciation to Zachariah; the annunciation to Mary that she is to
have Q son, Jesus (this annunciation occurs s,‘x months after that to
Zachariah); the visit of Mary with Elizabeth in Judea which lasted
three months and her return to Nazareth; upon returning to Nazareth,
Mary is discovered to be “with child;” the annunciation to Joseph.
Thus, ehere would yet remain only about six months for Mary before
Jesus would be born, when Joseph learned of her condition.

1:19 Joseph her husband, because he was an upright man
and being unwilling to expose her to contempt, decided to
divorce her quietly. Of what sort character is this man whom God
has choseD to be the foster-parent of His Son? Feel the pain in Joseph’s
entire being as he is tom between his deep love for Mary and his keen
consciousness of what is right before God! As a true Israelite, Joseph
must not consummate his marriage with Mary under the circumstances as
he understood them, supposing Mary to have committed adultery. Yet,
how truly he loved his espoused for what he had always known of
her as the pure, gentle maiden. Only two courses lay open to Joseph
now, #bothending in divorce:
1. Public e x p u r e , charging Mary with adultery, making her a
public example, subjecting her to whatever Jewish law might
have been in force at the time (if not the death penalty of
Dt. 22:23-24);
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2. Or, resolve to take advantage of a Mosaic statute which allowed
an unconditional and unexplaisned separation at the will of
the husband (Dt.24:l). In writing the “bill of divorcement”
he could be freer to state or omit. the actual cause that prompted
him to divorce Mary.

This latter determination stood out clearly to Joseph, that, if it must
be, he‘r letter of divorce would be handed to her privately in the
presence of the two required witnesses.
1:20 But while he was turning the matter over in his
mind, i.e. duning that anxious contending of feelings and the delayed
resolve to divorce Mary, Gcd intervened: an angel of the Lord appeared to him i n a dream. That asswance which Joseph could
scarcely have dared to hope for is now conveyed to him in a dreamvision. By visions and dreams God had often spoken. (Cf.Gen. 20:3;
31:11, 24; 37:5; chap. 40; 41:l; I Kgs. 3:5; Dan. 7:l; Job 4:13-15)
Matthew mentions four: this one, a second one to Joseph (2:13); one to
the Wise-men (2:12); and perhaps the dream to Pilate’s wife (27:19).
We may imagine Joseph unable to sleep, being deeply troubled as he
contemplated his course until at last his thoughrs surrendered to sleep.
Then the angel appeared. The scriptures do not declare how those
dreams by which God communicates to the dreamer are to be distinguished from those unreal images which ordinarily appear in sleep. Ordinary dreams are commonly characterized by great disjunctions with
reality, are without sense or the normal representation of reality. Observe, on the other hand, the direct relation to reality seen in this dream:
1. Accepting the reality of the supernatural realm upon the evidence for its existence in the data provided by the wellattested history contained in the biblical record, we observe
here that God simply sends an angel messenger to communicate a message from the spirit-world of reality to the sense-

experienced world.
2. The message given is directly related to Joseph’s immediate
problem, to the Old Covenant Scriptures, and to the plan of
God for man’s redemption.

This reality of Joseph’s dream as a reception of God’s communication
cannot be gainsaid by appeal to the irrelevant evidence of normal
dream patterns. To reduce this divine communication to a nonsupernaturalistic explanation by saying that Joseph’s “vision” is easily
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resolved by analysis of his emotional disturbance and the undigested
material in his stomach, is nothing short of attacking the entire
historical fabric of Matthew’s work. Joseph did not “dream up” this
angel. God sent the angel aad communicated to him the message. The
God who sends such messages to men is thoroughly able to make the
dreamer know their reality,
Joseph, son of David. Indeed, Joseph was a descendent of the
royal house, as attested by his genealogy, This is the occasion for
him to prove himself a true son of David, possessed of the faith of
David. NOW princely things would be expected of him: to be the
protector of heaven’s Prince. This he must do in spite of his poverty
and obscurity,
Fear not to take unto thee Mary thy wife: for that which
is conceived in her is of the Holy Spirit. What authority could
be higher or what directions clearer? Joseph was not to fear for Mary’s
virtue and purity nor fear future betrayals. The incredible story told by
Mary of the angel’s appearance to her and the miraculous conception
were exactly as represented after all. Joseph now would be in no
way compromising his conscience, condoning sin, risking his own future
happiness, nor otherwise doing something doubtful by fulfilling his
promise to take Mary as his wife. The Holy Spirit is really the
Father of her child.
1:21 She shall bring forth a son; and thou shalt call his
name JESUS; for it is he that shall save his people from
their sins. The wondwful oidings of the angel contains three great
truths:

1. The miraculous foreknowledge of the sex of the child to be
born. The seed of the woman (Gen. 3:15) is to be a boy.
No father or mother can ever accurately know about any of
their children before birth. How the definite concern of
God for every particular part of the incarnation makes itself
known!

2. The thrilling revelation in the name of the child. God is
formally regarding Joseph as the legal father of the unborn
child, for it must be Joseph, as Jesus’ foster-parent, who will
give the name to the Boy at His birth. However, the choice
of the name remains the right of Him who is the true Father,
and the name He chooses if profoundly full of meaning.
The name JESUS means “Jehovah is savior” or Yalvation of
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Jehovah” and, although it is a relatively common name (see
on 1:l ) , yet it is especially significant as the name of this
child.
3. Clear announcement of the future ministry of the child.
Though there were many who bore the name of Jesus in those
days, whose parents, hoping iin Gad to save His people
Israel, so named their sons, yet the divine messenger emphasizes,
“It is HE-He alone-who shall save.” No parent ever knows
exactly what their babe will do in life, but God knew what
this babe would do and named Him accordingly. The phrase
“his people,” as Joseph would have understood it, evokes the
image of political deliverance from Israel’s enemies and of
freedom from the ills that servitude brings. Rut Jesus shall
save His people “from their sins,” the seal evils from which
they suffered. Yet, in delivering the “lost sheep of the house
of Israel” to whom Jesus was principally sent (Mt. 15:24),
He would I,ay the basis for the salvation of the Gentiles also
(Jn. lO:16).
1:22 NOWall this is come to pass. Did Matthew say this, or
did the angel? The Greek verb is perfect tense (present abiding
result of a past action) and is difficult to interpret as to whether the
time involved is present regarding the angel’s speaking or Matthew’s
writisng. If the former, then we behold the Holy Spirit who prophesied
these words through the prophet Isaiah, now interpreting the prophecy
through the angel. If the latter, then we witness the same Spirit at
work through Jesus’ Apostle. In either case, the full authority of
God stands behind the speaker and the interpretation of the prophecy
given. That it might be fulfilled which was spoken by the
Lord through the prophet. Here is clear, convincing evidence of
the supernatural inspirauion of Isaiah‘s prophecy: the obvious fulfillment
of what was predicted and the declaration of an inspired apostle that
Isaiah’s message came from God. This expression is frequently used by
Matthew throughout his Gospel to demonstrate the veracity of God
in graciously keeping his promises. Study these prepositions carefully,
for they reveal the process of divine revelation: “spoken BY the Lord
THROUGH the prophet.” God revealed to Isaiah what was to happen,
and now brings it to pass as predicted. Although Gcd could have
worked in human history without any advance notice to men, yet
He chose to announce His plans in advance in order that men might
be aware of the supreme importance that God placed upon His plans
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and prepare themselves for Jesus’ coming, God did this also that
men might hnve the full assurance that God has spoken in their
history both in the unequivocal prophecy and in its well-attested
fulfillment,
1:23 Just because a virgin birth is without example among men,
let it never be supposed that it was unknown to God! During a
threatening national crisis when the combined armies of Israel and
Syria launched a concerted attack against Judah’s capital, Jerusalem,
her king and her people trembled. (Study 11 Kgs. 16 and Isa. 7 to
appreciate the full impact of this historical situation.) Isaiah is sent
to the frightened king to promise divine deliverance on the basis of
belief of God’s willingness to help (ha. 7:3-9). The idolatrous king was
urged to seek a miraculous sign from God which would confirm
His promise. With a pious phrase he refused, Soundly rebuking the
hardened king, Isaiah rejoined that God Himself would provide the
sign anyway: “Behold, the virgin shall conceive and bear a son, and
shall call his name Immanuel.” (Isa. 7 :14) Continuing, Isaiah declared
that the sign lay in the fact that before, this virgin’s son should reach
the age of discretion, the kingdoms of Syria and Israel would be
destroyed. Although God would bring deliverance, it would come no
thanks to Ahaz, nor to his son, nor to the house of David generally
as represented in that perverted generation, but rather a nameless
maiden would give birth to the true Immanuel.
But, it is asked, can this interpretation given by Matthew (or
by the angel) be certainly the true one? The following objections
are often urged against such an application of Isaiah 7:14 to the virgin
birth of Jesus:
1. “The Greek term purthems, a virgin or maiden, is misleading,

as the Hebrew term ’almd simply means ‘an adult woman,’
and is certainly by no means confined to virgins.” Has
Matthew then falsified the evidence and concocted, by deliberate mistranslation, the virgin birth fiction? No, he is rightly
following the then-current Greek translation of the Hebrew
scriptures, the Septuagint version of 285 B.C. The Jewish
scholars, who prepared that translation, used the term @ h e n o s
to render the Hebrew ’dmah, and they could scarcely be
accused of endeavoring to create a fictitious support for a
virgin birth of Jesus. Rather, they were intending to give the
true meaning of the word as used in Hebrew by Isaiah.
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2. “Isaiah 7:14 was not interpreted by the ancient Synagogue
in a Messianic sense, so the passage cannot be taken as referring to a ‘virgin-born Messiah.’ Such a theory should
be more appropriately explained as the zealous search of Jewish
Christians for Messianic proof-texts, their striking u p n Isaiah’s
Immanuel prophecy and their constructing a virgin-birth theory
as its supposed fulfillment.” Indeed, it might seem strange
that if the passage really be a prophecy of the Messiah’s
virgin birth, that the Jews should have so completely failed
to interpret it in that way. However, they clearly missed the
vicarious sufferings and death of the Messiah as foreseen in
Isa. 53 or in the graphic descriptions of Psalm 22. The inability of the Jewish scholars to grasp the unity between God’s
Messiah as the ruling, victorious Son of David sitting upon
David’s throne, and God’s Christ as the sacrificed Lamb of
God, the Suffering Servant, must not color the true interpretation of the predictions. The suggestion, that Jewish-Christian
enthusiasm invented the supposed virgin-birth fulfillment to
Isaiah’s words, fails to supply an acceptable substitute “sign”
to king Ahaz. That is, if a miraculous virgin birth were not
the actual intent of the Spirit speaking through the prophet,
an event which would be especially clear as a sign after the
event actually occurred, they where is the force of the sign
Isaiah offered Ahaz? Why should an ordinary birth be regarded as a “sign”?

3. “The ’ulmah or ‘young woman’ who is meant is Isaiah‘s wife
and the son to be born is Isaiah’s.’’ Bur four objections
immediately arise to this solution:

(Lxx and Matthew)
is to bear a son; Isaiah’s wife could hardly be called a
v b g h . The proof is entirely sufficient to establish v k g h
as the proper translation. If it were his wife to which
he referred, he could hardly have expressed himself in a
more ambiguous manner.

a. The prophecy declares that a virgin

b. There is no further allusion made to any son of the
prophet by the name Immanuel or anything similar. A
sign based upon the prophet’s own family affairs would
have been, a t best, one of a very precarious nature.
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c, It is difficult, if not impossible, to conceive how, in such
a context, a woman who had been long married, like the
prophet’s own wife, could be called “a young maiden of
marriageable age” without any explanation.

,

d. No child born in the time of Isaiah possessed the many
attributes which are predicted of the Messiah in Isaiah’s
fuller context: The child is born whose endless, good
government proceeded from the throne of David, and is
entitled Wonderful Counsellor, Mighty God (cf. “God with
us,“ Immanuel), Father of Eternity, Prince of Peace. (9:6,
7) The child is to be the bfianch out of the root of
Jesse, upon whom the Spirit of Jehovah should rest and
whose beneficient reign ultimately brings true peace.
(1l:l-8)

4. Another interpretation, which attempts to discredit Matthew,
finds the ’a&
in Abijah, the wife of Ahaz and mother of
Hezekiah. Hezekiah, the righteous reformer, thus becomes
the promised child. However, Hezekiah must have already
been born before the commencement of his father’s reign
(I1 Chron. 28:1, 27; 29:l) during which the prophecy of a
child to be born of a virgin is given. Nothing else in the
context draws attention to Hezekiah. Again, how could his
mother be the “young maiden”?
Such interpretation which would attempt to discredit the inspired
Apostle’s appropriate quotation of Isaiah’s prophecy finds its basic
origin, not in sound Bible exegesis, but in a pseudo-scientific antisupernaturalism. The translation of the Hebrew ’admuh is not the
prime difficulty. The real entanglement lies in a disbelief in predictiwe prophecy and its historic fulfillment or a disbelief in the
power of God to bring about Jesus’ supernatural birth or else in the
wilful desire to reject the unique Sonship of Jesus.
And they shall call his name Immanuel; which is, being
interpreted, God with us. It might be thought strange that the
prophecy quoted predicts that the child so born is to be called lmmmwl,
while the angel specifies to Joseph rhat the child is to be named J e w .
The fact that Matthew offers no comment upon this difference plainly
suggests that there is no problem. The term Imnzcmzlel is properly
the title of Him whose proper name is Jeszlf. Other titles are to
be found in Isa. 9 6 , although Jesus was not known by these during
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His earth-life. The earth-shaking significance of this announcement
is that it reveals our God, discontented to sit above the heavens and
deal with His creation at long distance, coming down to tabernacle
among men. The finest comment is still that of Phil. 2:5-10; Heb.
2:14-18 and Jn. 1:l-14. The very Word who was God is now to
become flesh #and dwell among men! These, too, are tidings of great
joy which are for all people.
1:24 And Joseph arose from his sleep, and did as the
angel commanded him, and took unto him his wife. All his
doubts resolved and his mind divinely set at rest, Joseph could no longer
hesitate. His immediate duty to Mary and the unborn Child required
immediate marriage which would give Mary his good name and would
save the Child the reproach of an illegitimate birth. It is not known
at what point during the pregnancy the marriage took place, nor how
many persons were aware of her condition. Thus, it is impossible to
say with certitude whether this couple suffered much public shame
and abuse as their (apparently) fabricated story of visions of angels
was (apparently) disbelieved as an invalid excuse. It would seem
that the whole phenomenon of Jesus’ life is better explained if He
grew up in what from the human point of view, especially that of
the Nazarenes, was a blameless home. And the attitude of His contemporaries both toward Him and the household in which He had
lived does seem to be more natural if the conduct of Mary and Joseph
was of a really, and not merely apparently, worthy kind. Above all,
Joseph acknowledged Jesus as his legal Son. Here is to be found the
real barrier against slander. If Joseph was really the “righteous man”
he is said to be (1:19), his character would be known and his
acknowledgement of the Child the best shield against any likelihood
of slander. Further, according to Luke’s narrative, the birth of Jesus
occurred at a place remote from Nazareth, where Mary would not be
under the gaze of prying eyes. Nor is the time known from the
departure from Nazareth for Ekthlehem during the census until the
time of the return to Nazareth from Egypt. (Cf. Lk. 2:l-39) So an
apparently early time of birth would not necessarily have ever been
known.
The next morning and the days following must have been days
of joy as Joseph reported his dream to his beloved and proceeded
immediately to bring his wife to his home and thus consummate their
marriage begun at the time of their betrothal. Far beyond all earthly
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joys was their supreme moral satisfacrim of being submitted to God’s
will and of being permitted to become the guatdians of God’s Son.

1:25 and knew her not till she had brought forth a son:
and he called his name JESUS. Normally the consummation of
marriage would include marital relations (‘lo know” is a Hebrew euphemism for sexual relations; cf. Lk, 1:34). The revelations given to Joseph
and Mary concerning the divine nature and future of the child apparently
caused Joseph to forego his marital right; thus, he kept his wife a
virgin until the birth of the Baby.
THE IMPORTANCE OF THE VIRGIN BIRTH
1. As a mdtter of RECORD. The text of Matthew which contains
the unequivocal narration of the virgin birth of Jesus jwssesses the
same unanimous documentary attestation as the rest of the matthaean
history. There is no textual evidence that even suggests that the
history of the virgin birth might be the “fanciful invention of later,
uncritical Christians who desired to clothe the history of their Master’s
birth with supernatural elements entirely unknown to Mary and
Joseph.” There can be little doubt that the first chapter of Matthew
has always formed the original beginning of the book, since there is
no full Greek manuscript of Matthew that does not contain this
section, notwithstanding some minor textual variants within the passage.
2. As a matter of HISTORY. The announcement of the virgin
birth of Jesus is a matter of hiscorico-biographical fact. The account
makes no attempt to explain ot justify a doctrine of incarnation or a
virgin-birth doctrine or the like. Rather it is rigidly confined to
the matter of fact concerned. What Matthew writes is an event wholly
real or totally imagined, completely ttue or entirely false. As a
historical statement it cannot be insignificant or irrelevant. If it
contributes to our information about the incarnation or else seriously
mutilates the truth, the virgin birth narrative cannot remain a matter
of historical indifference.
To the leaders of the early Church these facts held utmost importance, for the integrity of their personal character is brought into
question, if they fabricated the virgin birth story and succeeded in
foisting it upon the Church so early as to dominate its scripture and
mold the forrp of its creed. These men were not the kind of men to
accept uncritically or proclaim presumptuously such stories which lacked
positive and authoritative certification and which, irr turn, could be
used in any way by unbelievers to discredit their Master or His
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family. That such certificatian must have been used is seen from the
nature of the material: it contains information that could only have come
from the principle characters who did the deeds and experienced the
marvelous events told in the history. To charge the leaders of the
early Church with fraud on the basis of their supposed imposture on
so grand a scale as to produce the universal and instantaneous acceptance of the supposedly unauthenticated legend as part of the authoritative documents which narrate the life and ministry of Jesus, is
completely unwarranted. The story could not have been honestly
composed nor siincerely published as having been derived from any
other source than the persons who could have guaranteed its truthfulness.
To those of the gospel writers and other NT penmen who do
not mention the virgin birth event, the evidence already presented by
Matthew and Luke rested upan a sufficient basis as to require no other
artificial strengthening. Nothing negative can be proved about the
so-called “silence” of John and of Paul on the subject. The fact that
they do not mention the supernatural birth of Jesus canlnot be construed to mean that they therefore did not know of it. The truth
is better stated: they had not the occasion to treat the virgin birth.
Rather, they teach as might be expected of men who were rhoroughly
acquainted with the fact. The doctrine they preach of the “Word
became flesh and dwelt among us” (Jn. 1:14) and of the Christ “who
beiing in the form of God, did not count equality with God a thing
to be grasped, but emptied himself, taking the form of a servant,
being born in the likeness of men,” (Phil. 2:5-11) becomes cumprehensible only in the light of the facts narrated by Matthew and Luke,
and form a tacit acknowledgement of their veracity.
The fact that even Matthew and Luke, who do narrate the supernatural conception and birth, do not draw any conclusions from it nor
teach any doctrine based upon it, certainly argues for its historical
truthfulness, as n o apparent end could be served by its inclusion in
the narrative. Although Matthew notices that the virgin birth fulfills
prophecy, yet he does not state the conclusion that “therefore, Jesus
is the Messiah,” or some other similar apologetic statement. Naturally,
Matthew’s ultimate aim was to demonstrate the unique human nature
of the Messiah who had been promised to the Jews, and the nature
of the miracle-working Son of God who possessed all the authority
of God for His actions. Matthew pictures Jesus, outside the infancy
narrative, not as the Pre-existent One who deigns to dwell in human
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flesh, but rather as the divinely-authorized, truly human, truly Jewish
Messiah. Throughout Matthew’s selection of incidents from Jesus’
life, from chapter three to the end, Jesus’ ethical character and
authoritative doctrine are presented without the precise definitions of
His supernatural Person that are seen throughout John’s Gospel and
in the epistles. Therefore, the infancy narratives, which announce
the supernatural conception of the Son of God, are absolutely essential
to providing the historical facts upon which the Jewish Messiahship
and the divine incarnation must be based. Without the actual facts
surrounding the virgin birth, these grand doctrines must forever be
left suspended, ungrounded in verifiable history obtained from the
eyewitnesses, Without the narrative of the supernatural conception,
we may expect no satisfactory answer to the demand: where and
when did the incarnation occur in such clear fashion as to fulfill
all of the expectations of messianic prophecy? But, note carefully,
the formulation and defence of these doctrines is our assimilation of
the facts stated in these narratives plus other materials elsewhere;
Matthew and Luke limit themselves to simple narration. This permits
the doctrine to rest upon the statement of the facts. Thus, since
the Evangelists were not trying to serve apologetic purposes, the
historical veracity of the narration is the better guaranteed.

1:2; Isa. 7:14; 9:6;
11:z-S; 53; Zcch. 9:9;
Dan. 7:13f; Dt. 18:lY20; Mt. 1 6 - l b f ; 20:28;
26:63; 26:24 etc.

113; 8 : 3 ; 9:s; Gal. 4:4;
Phil. 21.5-11;COI. 1:19;
2:9;
Heb.
2:14-17;
7:14, 16. etc.
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“he virgin birth narrative is important, for it involves a clear,
consistent account of the Lord’s birth without which nothing sure
could be known.
3. As u mutter of INTEGRITY.
a. The honesty of all who confront the virgin birth: this fact
puts to the proof, not the mental equipment of the skeptic, but his
moral character. The problem before the critic is not the adequacy
of the testimony, for the whole body of the early Christians attest
the factuality of the virgin birth of Jesus, and the rejection of this
testimony involves the radical undermining of confidence in all the
testimony of the gospel witnesses. (See Machen, V h g h Birth, Chap.
XI in which he proves that silence does not prove ignorance of it,
but rather shows that the Apostles assumed it.) The denial of the
miraculous conception of Jesus is not based upon well-attested history
to the contrary, but rather upon the false philosophy of what can or
cannot be known about God and His actions, a philosophy based upon
thc “accepted principles of thought of our day.” This false philosophy
is nothing more than a mistaken view of natural law which holds
that the uniformity in nature is an exact and immutable force which
governs the universe. Thus, the appearance trf a virgin birth disturbs
the “law of normal human birth” as conceived through scientific
observation of all observable cases and drawing probable conclusions
about all others. While the scientific method leads to generally certain
knowledge of repeated and repeatable events, it cannot speak with
authority on the virgin birth, a unique event having no parallels.
The scientific method can search the historical backgrounds, certify
the reliability and veracity of the witnesses, but having done so,
must listen to the testimony they bring. The question of the virgin
birth, then, remains, “Will we accept the testimony of the eyewitnesses and the universal acknowledgement of the early Church as
recorded in the documents of the Church, or, rejecting this, will we
adhere to a mistaken view of natural law, a view which decides
a priori that all miraculous events are impossible?”
b. The honesty of God is brought into the question of the virgin
birth inasmuch as He promised to bring Immanuel into the world in
just this fashion (Isa. 7:14). As this Child is conceived in Mary, a
young woman who is a virgin, the sure word of prophecy is fulfilled
and God’s promise is kept.
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c. The virgin birth touches the life of Jesus at the point which
separates the most degraded and the most sacred in human life: either
Jesus is the illegitimate son of some man known only to Mary or
the offspring of fornication or the natural son of Joseph, or else Ile
is the virgin-born Son of God. The clear, factual reporting of the
gospel record is decisive in its declaration on which choice alone from
the beginning stood above suspicion and doubt. That which involves
the personal history and public honor of our Lord and His family
cannot be a matter of indifference. The fact cannot be over-emphasized
that the entire New Testament witness stands or falls as a whole.
There is no objective standard by which certain portions of Jesus‘
life, as recorded by the gospel writers, may be excized, which does not
also destroy every basis for secure knowledge about Jesus.
For further study see encyclopedic articles, such as those in ISBE:
“Person of Jesus Christ,’’ “Virgin Birth,” “Messiah.” A classic work
in this field is J. Gnesham Machen’s The Virgin Birth o/ Chrirl,
especially chapters VII-IX, XIII.

FACT QUESTIONS
I . What does the Bible teach about Mary regarding her perpetual
virginity, her sinlessness, her office as mediator for Christians.
and her place in the church?
2. State the importance of the virgin birth to the Christian faith.
Why believe in the virgin birth?
3. Give the proof for the virgin birth as a matter of historic fact.
4. What is the relationship between the genealogy which proceeded
the virgin birth narrative and the narrative itself?
5. Is this birth narrative recorded by Matthew the first event immediately connected with the life of Jesus? Or, are there other
important events. If so, what are they?
6. At what time during the engagement of Mary and Joseph was
she found to be “with child”? What difference would the time
make?
7. What was the true cause of Mary’s pregnancy? What difference
wbuld it have made were it otherwise?
8. What was the punishment for marital unfaithfulness iinder tlic
Mosaic law?
9. In what order did the events probably occur from the betrothal
of Mary and Joseph until they were married by their “coming
together”?
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10. Describe Joseph’s character from what may be known of it from
all available information (Mt. 1:18-25; 2:13-15, 19-23; Lk. 2 : 4 ,

21-24, 39-49).
11. What courses of action were open to Joseph while he was yet
ignorant of the true cause of Mary’s condition?
12. List other occasions on which God had revealed His will through

dreams or visions.
13. What does it mean to be a “son of David”? To Joseph? To
Jesus?
14. What is the relation of the name the Babe is to wear with His
ministry to the world?
15. List the objections offered to the consideration of Isa. 7:14 as
referring to the virgin birth and answer them.
16. What is the significance of the title “Immanuel”?
17. Show the different facts in the case of the birth of Jesus that
demonstrate the protection from slander that might have arisen
from ignorant gossip.

EXPOSITORY SERMON CHAPTER ONE
“THE FAITHFULNESS OF GOD”
God’s Faithfulness is demonstrated:
I.

HIS FIDELITY TO THE FATHERS,
(v. 1) God had
promised Abraham that in him should all the families of the
earth be blessed. He had sworn with an oath to David that
He would set one of his descendents upon his throne forever.
The genealogy of Jesus proves the marvelous fulfillment of
God’s promises. God can be completely trusted. Isaiah‘s
prophecy came true in the most astounding way.
IN

11. I N HIS JUSTIFICATION OF JOSEPH’S JUDGMENTS.
All that is seen of Joseph reveals a guileless Israelite, especially

in his decision haw he would divorce Mary. It was the
only righteous thing to do, yet God had other plans. Even
after the vision of the angel, Joseph yet had to decide
whether he would take the risk that was clearly involved
and trust God to do what He had said. The obedience of
Joseph (1:24, 25) is a heroic demonstration of faith. God
fully justified Joseph’s decision by bringing to pass what
He had promised.
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IN HIS SAVING SINNERS FROM THEIR SINS,

A.

"JESUS,

for He will save His people from their sins"

(1:21)

B. Immanuel, God with us (1:23)
What this means:
These three demonstrations of God's trustworthiness mean something! W e learn something of the character of God:

A. God's fidelity to the fathers means that however distant may
seem the fulfillment of His promises, however unlilcely and
visionary, God always keeps His Word. God has promised
His Church many precious, glowing gifts both present and
future, Though we may never live to see them personally
received in our lifetime' is no indication at all that they are
not sure and forthcoming,

B. God's Justification of Joseph teaches us that the doubts, fears
and perplexities of His people may be turned into God's
advantage and into a clear manifestation of His own glory, as
well as to His people. God i s therefore to be trusted even
though we do not understand the reason for OUT doubts and
frustrations. The obedience of Joseph illustrates the lesson
that from the time a man is sure he has understood God's
Word for his case he must dispute his doubts no more, but
shut his ears to all human reasoning and obey God.
C. God's Son's Salvation of Sinners shows two significant truths:
1. God has shown us the true character of sin by presenting
it in such a light that we should hate it in our own souls
and cry to be saved from it, If God took on human
flesh to deal personally, finally and mercifully with sinners

and die for sin, then how unspeakably evil sin must be!

2, God has shown us the true character of His fellowship.
The great secret of our Christian joy lies in this fact that
we do not believe in an absent God. Rather we serve
one who is ever present ever so much more, since Jesus
came as our "Immanuel, God with us."

Try to grasp what these great truths mean and then see what they
do to you!
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A. They ought to make us humble. If the Son of God, King of
Kings and Lord of Glory, chose to come to this earth in
the lowliest manner; if He chose a manger to be born in, a
working man's home in which to live, the commonest food
and clothing; and if He did all this just to die for sinners
so that God could deal with men through grace, then, we
have no h s i s for pride. W e have all been one of the class
of moral lepers and all our best righteousness was just makebelieve. (Ro. 6 2 1 , 22)
B. God's being ever with us to save and sustain us ought to
make us brave. If God be for us and with us, who can stand
against us? No temptation will ever be too strong to be
conquered, no difficulty will ever be tm hard to be surmounted by us who know that Jesus our Immanuel is God
with us.
C. What God has done in Christ ought to make us love menall men-in
spite of what they are. Look on your fellow-men
and learn, from God's coming in the flesh, to respect man,
every man, as wearing the flesh that Jesus wore.
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THE VISIT OF THE WISEMEN
TEXT:

2:1-12

1. Now when Jesus was born in Bethlehem of Judaea in the days of
Herod the king, behold, Wisemn from the east came to Jerusalem,
saying,
2. Where is he that is born King of the Jews? for we saw his
sm in the east, md are come to worship him.
3. And when Herod the king heard it, he was troubled, and all
Jerusalem with him.
4. And gathered together all the chief priests and scribes of the
people, he inquired of them where the Christ should be born.
5 . And they said unto him, In Bethlehem of Judaea: for thus it is
wrirren through the prophet,
6. And thou Bethlehem, land of Judah, Art in no wise least among
the princes of Judah: For out of thee shall come forth a governor,
W h o shall be shepherd of my people Israel.
7. Then I-Ierod privily called the Wise-men, and learned of them
exactly what time the star appeared.
8. And he sent them to Bethlehem, and said, Go and search out
exactly concerning the young child; and when ye have found h h ,
bring me word, that I also may come and worship him.
9. And they, having heard the king, went their way; and lo, the star
which they saw in the east, went before them, till it came and
s t d over where the young child was.
10. And when they saw the star, they rejoiced with exceeding great

iov.

11. And they came into the house and saw the young child with
Mary his mother; and they fell down and worshipped him; and
opening their treasures they offered unto him gifts, gold and
frankincense and myrrh.
12. And k,ing warned of God in a dream that they should not return
to H e r d , they departed into their own country another way.

THOUGHT QUESTIONS
a. What interest would these Wise-men have in a Jewish king worthy
of worship?
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b. Why did not Herod know where the Christ should be born?
c. Why did the star point out a house instead of a manger?
d. Why should the Wise-men give such gifts and reverence to an
apparently quite ordinary baby?
e. What are the important lessons to be learned from this story?
f. What do you think was Herd’s real intent behind the question as
to the time of the appearing of the star?
g. Why do you think Herod would send the Wise-men to seek the
Babe, when he might have better sent an armed force?
h. Why did the wisemen “rejoice greatly’’ upon seeing the star?
i. Do you think that the scribes and chief priests could have known
that Jesus had been born?

PARAPHRASE
After the birth of Jesus at Bethlehem in Judea during the reign
of Herod, there arrived some astrologers from the East, asking as they
came to Jerusalem, “Where is the child born to be King of the Jews?
For we observed His star in the East and are come to pay Him homage.”
Now when King Herod heard of this he was greatly perturbed,
and so, too, was all Jerusalem. So he called a meeting of all the
chief priests and men of letters of the people and put before them the
question, “Where is the Christ to be born?”
“At Bethlehem of Judea,” was their answer, “for it stands written
by the prophet Micah (5:1-3), ‘And you, 0 Bethlehem, land of Judah,
are by no means least among the rulers of Judah; for from you shall
come a ruler who will shepherd Israel my people.’”
Herod next called the astrologers to meet him in private, to
ascertain from them the date of the star’s appearance. h d , sending
them to Bethlehem, he commanded, “Go and make careful inquiries
about the child. Whenever you have found Him, tell me, SO that I
myself may go and offer Him homage also. ”
The astrologers, when they heard what the king had to say, went
their way. And the star, which they had seen in the East, went in
front of them as they travelled, until at last it came and stood immediately above the place where the little Child lay. At the sight
of the star they were filled with indescribable joy.
Entering into the house, they saw the little Child with Mary
His mother, and falling on their knees they bowed to the ground in
homage to Him. Then they unpacked their treasures and offered gifts
to Him: gold, frankincense and myrrh.
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But afterwards, having been warned of God in a dream not to
return to H e r d , they set out for their own country by another route.

SUMMARY
Some time after Jesus’ birth, oriental sages appeared in Jerusalem
asking news about Him. Frightened and suspicious, Herod sought
information on the Messiah’s appearance. Indicating to the sages
Bethlehem as the site, Herod sent them to make his inquiry, facilitating
his own plans. Instead, they found the Babe and returned home
another way.

NOTES
I. THE SEARCHING SAGES
2:l Now when Jesus was b o r n in Bethlehem of Judea.
With these words Matthew locates the birth of Jesus, whereas he had not
located the preceding events (the betrothal of Mary and Joseph, the
annunciation to Joseph and their marriage, 1:18-25). The phrase
“until she had borne a son” (1:25) is not to be construed as locating
that entire series of events at Bethlehem, connecting them with “ J G s
was born in Bethlehem,” (2:l) for probalbly all that is implied in
those events occurred at Nazareth (Cf. Lk. 1:26-39, 56; 2:4-6).
Though the English would give the thought that “when Jesus was
born , , , wise-men came from the East,” yet Matthew’s Greek does
not link the two ideas, The Greek construction expressing Jesus’ birth
is a genitive absolute (a genitive participle grammatically unrelated to
the sentence with which it is connected and which merely provides
additional facts). It is better rendered: Jesus having been born in
Bethlehem , , . behold, magi were proceeding to Jerusalem.” Thus it
is clear that the visit of the wise-men did not take place immediately
after the birth of Jesus, a fact which harmonizes with other known
facts mentioned in the narrative.
How much time had elapsed between the birth of Jesus and the
visit of the magi, which ends in the flight of Joseph and Mary with
Jesus into Egypt, must be learned from Luke (2:21-24;Lev. 12:2-8).
Hence, at least the forty days of purification, the presentation of Jesus
in the temple at Jerusalem, and a supposed return to Bethlehem, were
past. Add to this the last forty days of Herod’s life spent at Jericho
in almost total physical incapacity, whereas the magi had found him
at Jerusalem. Jesus must have been born a t least eighty days before.
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In the days of Herod the king. With these words Matthew
both dates this chapter and introduces a character in the short but dramatic part which he will play in the life of Jesus. The “days of Herod
the king,” as the effective, continuous ruler of Judea, began in 37
B.C. when he obtained the crown of Judea as a satellite-king under
the imperial overlordship of Rome. They ended in the spring of 4 B.C.
after a rule characterized by a struggle for supremacy, by brilliant and
progressive administration, by magnificent building programs and splendid
improvements of existing structures, and by domestic chaos. He has
been well called “a Jewish Nero” because of his personal character of
jealousy for his power and a maniacal suspicion and because he bathed
his own house and kingdom in blood. As he entered the scene for
his brief part, he is fully in character: crafty, of an uncontrollable rage,
superstitious, ruthless and bloody. Josephus called him “Herod the
Great.”
The Herodian line of kings, being Idumean, was only nominally
Jewish due to an enforced circumcision of the Edomites (Idumeans),
a “conversion by force of arms” about 125 B.C. Alexander Jannaeus,
the Maccabean conqueror, appointed an Idumean, Antipater I, as
governor of Idumaea. This latter’s grandson, Herod the Great, quickly
won Roman favor and rapid promotions. However, through his emulation of the habits and philosophy of the Gentiles, his introduction of
heathen sports and temples within his realm, his robbing his own
people that he might give rich gifts to curry Roman favor, and his
flagrant domestic immorality, he also won the well-deserved hatred
of the Jews.
Matthew’s brief notice of Herod’s reign affixes the date for the
birth of Jesus at least fair years earlier than the date usually assigned,
since Herod died in 4 B.C. This mistake of four years was made by
Dionysius the Small, an abbot in Rome about 526, who apparently
ignored the date of Herod’s death and the relation of Christ’s birth
to it. The four-year miscalculation could possibly be greater as the
time is not known from the birth of Jesus until the death of Herod
(Mt. 2:1, 15). It may be that God has deliberately left the month and
day and especially the year of our Lords birth hidden among the other
unremembered facts of history in order that we might give attention
and obedience to the Lord Himself rather than that we should be lost
in the unessential elements of His life.
Behold, wise men from the East came to Jerusalem.
These mysterious visitors entering the Jewish capital city with their even
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more curious questions must have raised many questions: Who are they?
Whence have they come? What do they want? Various answers
as to their identity and country of origin have been offered, due to
the appearance in history of severaJ types of oriental philosopherpriests, The term Mdgi refers to a Persian, or also a Babylonian, wise
man and priest, who was expert in astrology, interpretation of dreams
and various other secret arts, (cf. Dan, 2:10, 27, 48; 4:6-9; 5:7, 11, 12)
Magi could be used in a good sense, as in the case of Daniel, (cf.
Dan. 2) or in an evil sense, as in the case of Simon (Ac. 8:9) or
Elymas Barjesus (Ac. 13:6, 8). At best, these magi were sltilled in
philosophy, medicine and natural science and probably were the possessors of what real learning existed in their period; a t worst, many
imposters among them were little more than fortune-tellers, sorcerers,
magicians and charlatans.
From the East probably refers to the countries just east of the
Euphrates River: Babylonia, Persia or Uialdea, whence many wisemen of the so-called magi priest class arose, The East would be the
Mesopotamian valley, as viewed from Palestine and so regarded by
the ancients (Gen. 29:1, 4; Num. 22:5; 23:7). The suggestion that
Arabia was their home, based upon the gifts they brought, which are
supposed to be Arabian in origin, is not necessary, as Arabia was
neither east geographically but south, and the gifts could have been
purchased by trading with Arabia.
2: 2 As they were coming into Jerusalem, they were probably
thinking that their question was an obvious one, which surely by that
time possessed a well-known answer: “Where is h e t h a t h a s b e e n
born king of t h e Jews?” To this city they had come to pay Him
homage, not because they imagined that He must be born in the
Jewish capital but because they would naturally expect there to obtain
authentic information where He might be found. Had they known
the true state of affairs in the capital, especially the heart of Herod
its king, perhaps they might not have asked such a politicallyi dangerous
question.
We saw h i s star w h e n it rose a n d c a m e t o w o r s h i p him.
This declaration of the magi may be thought to emphasize one particular
aspect of the studies of these priest-scholars: i.e. as astrologers scanning
the heavens, they observed some extraordinary astronomical phenomenon
and concluded from their astrological tables that a king of the Jews
should be born about this time in the land of the Jews. Such a
conclusion, at best, is highly doubtful, because of the extraordinarily
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arbitrary guesswork that created those astrological charts in the diabolical attempt to divine the future. It is hardly likely that God,
who had condemned the attempts to discern the future through study
of natural phenomenon (Dt. 18:9-14; I1 Kgs. 17:16, 17; 23:5; Isa.
44:25; 47:13; Jer. 10:2; Ac. 7:41-43), would stamp His approval
upon such pseudo-knowledge as was contained in the astrological
systems. It is also a dubious conclusion that any such astrological
calculation could actually lead to the true determination that a king
should be born i n Judea, an event which, by its nature, was unique,
different from all other births. Certainly true is the conclusion that
it was not astrology that led tdese wise-men to the Christ, but OT
prophecy (Micah 5:2) coupled with the moving of the star to Bethlehem, Direct, divine revelation, given to the magi while yet in their
own country to explain the meaning of the star, must not be ruled
out. (See below on v. 12)
H i s star. The “star” described by Matthew has the following
character:
1. It was seen from the East when it arose (v. 2) and then again
in the west as it led the magi to the house of Joseph in
Bethlehem (v. 9).
2. It was going before the wise-men; i.e. south from Jerusalem
to Bethlehem (v. 9 ) , and therefore it did not continue the
westward movement of normal stars,

3. It came to rest over the place where the child was (v. 9),
thus apparently distinguishing it from all other houses in
Bethlehem.
Obviously, these characteristics mark this sidereal appearance as something other than natural phenomenon. Unless the language adopted
to describe the “star” be taken in some other way than its literal
import, conjunctions of stars, comets, and the like may be rejected
as the naturalistic explanation of what the magi beheld. Astronomically speaking, the narrative has been purposely left too incomplete
for any simple or naturalistic conclusion to be drawn from it. One
short verse could have answered all our questions but that verse was
not given, The “star,” whatever its physical property may have been,
was of no further importance than to suve as guide to the wise-men
until they found the home of Joseph where they might find the
Messiah, and having found Him, they had no further need of its
direction. Having accepted the extraordinary character of the Evaln56
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gelists’ narrations as sober history containing supernatural elements,
we see no serious objection to considering the “star” as a miraculous
phenomenon provided by God for the specific purpose of guiding the
magi. If ordinary means are not sufficient, God is able to employ
the extraordinary. This consideration is fully in harmony with the
supernatural appearance to Joseph (Mt. 1:20, 21), with the angel’s
messages to Zechariah (Lk. 1:8-20), with the appearance to Mary
(Lk. 1:26-38) or with that to the shepherds (Lk. 2:8-15). Even as
the children of Israel were led supernaturally by God by means of a
pillar of cloud by day and a pillar of fire by night from Egypt to the
promised land, similarly are the wise-men led by the miraculous star
from the East to the Promised One.
How the magi came to know that the special “star” was of particular significance regarding the birth of “the king of the Jews,” and
that His station above them required their homage and made Him
worthy of their gifts is not told. Nor is it possible to relate the
magi’s knowledge to the national messianic hopes of the Jews scattered
throughout the East (Ac. 2:9), for there is no OT passage that clearly
predicts the appearance of a star as the signal of the birth of the
Messiah, To Balaam’s prophecy (Num. 24:17) appeal is made to
provide just such a passage, but is it credible that the magi could
have so understood the passage to refer to the “star” they were beholding or that they understood the passage as directing them to undertake
such a journey as they did to pay homage to the king of the Jews?
Besides, if they were familiar with the OT prophecies, why did they
not know that the Christ should be born in Bethlehem? Even though
the magi themselves might have possessed a copy of the OT scriptures
for personal study, no “star” prophecy can therein be found.
Regarding the so-called “world-wide expectation of a Jewish
Messiah,” Edersheim (Life, I, 203) comments:
There is no historical evidence that at the time of Christ there
was among the nations any widespread expectancy of the
Advent of a Messiah in Palestine. Where the knowledge of
such a hope existed, it must have been entirely derived from
Jewish sources. The allusions to it by Tacitza (Hist. v. 13;
75-125 A.D.) and h e t o w k s (Vesp. 4; 70-123 A.D.) are evidently derived from Josephus, and admittedly refer to the
Flavian dynasty, and to a period seventy years or more after
the Advent of Christ , , .
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Since the wise-men “were warned in a dream not to return to H e r d , ”
by direct revelation from God, is it inconceivable that their concept
of the meaning of the star and their undertakitng this westward journey
should have been directed in the same manner?
We have come to worship him. If we knew more of the
mind of the magi, we might be better able to appreciate what they intended to offer the infant King of the Jews. The Greek word for
“worship” is defined by Arndt-Gingrich (723) as meaning:

proskzlmo; used to designate the custom of prostrating oneself
before ‘a person and kissing his feet, the hem of his garment,
the ground, etc.; the Persians did this in the presence of their
deified king, and the Greeks before a divinity or something
holy; ( f d down md) worship, do obeisance to, proswde OWself before, do reverence to, welcome res+ctfdly, . . . This
reverence or worship is paid:
1. to human beings who, however, are to be recognized by
this act as belonging to a supernatural realm: to a king;
a slave to his master, see Mt. 18:26; Ac. 10:25, 26; Rev.

3:9.
2. To God; also used of the various divinities:
a. of the God worshipped by monotheists (Christians,
Jews, Samaritans) . . .

b. of the idol-worship of polytheism (see Ac. 7:43) . .
3. T o the devil and Satanic beings (see Mt. 4:9; Lk. 4:7;
Rev. 9:20; 13:4, 1 2 , 15; 16:2; 19:20; 20:4;
4. to angels; Rev. 22:8, 9
5. to Jesus, who is revered and worshipped as Messianic
King and Divine Helper: Mt. 2 : 2 , 8, 11; 8:2; 9:18; 14:33;
20:20; Jn. 9:38. The demons ask a favor of Him, Mk.
5:6. Mock worship on the pan of soldiers, Mk. 15:19.
The Risen Lord is especially the object of worship: Mt.
28:9, 17 .

. .

The inquiry of the wise-men indicates their expectation that the
birth of the King should have been a matter of commcm knowledge
at least by the time they arrived at Jerusalem. What a surprise it
must have been for them to find those who lived at the very center
of this great event to be ignorant of it. Ignorance and unbelief are
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still familiar faces among those by whom Jesus ought to be best
known. The question of the wise-men may not be a t all naive
or politically dangerous from their view, since they came seeking
what they considered to be a Babe known to all
11, THE CRAFTY KING
2:3 When Herod the king heard this, he was troubled.

The wicked, suspicious heart of Herod would undoubtedly have caused
him to place informers everywhere in Jerusalem, Matthew does not
say whether the magi came directly to the official head of the nation
with their question, He does declare that “they were coming, asking”
(literally: imperfect indicative and a present participle). So probably
their query outran them to the old king. God could have told them
to go to Bethlehem to ,find the Child, but this would have left
Jerusalem without announcement. Their inquiry served to stir up
the whole city with the exciting news that a king had just k e n born
in Judea. The sensational question of the magi, because it agitated
Herod’s suspicious nature, now became a matter of life and death
to all. Thus, when Herod heard this unwelcome question, he was
visibly shaken and all Jerusalem with him.
“he source of their
fears differed:

1. The fear of Herod was kindled by a stubborn fact that had
dogged him throughout his intrigue-filled, bloody rise to power:
he was neither king nor a Jew. He ruled under the control
of Rome and had won the title of “king” from his true
m t e r s . By birth he was Edomite and thus was a usurper
to the throne of David. He had spent his whole life seizing
and holding this throne. Now, after stifling the Maccabean
princes by murder and after sacrificing the wife of his love
and the children of his Ibins, he trembles to hear that
dreaded question, “Where is he that is born the king of the
Jews?” Herod instantly understood well enough that that
king could only be the promised Messiah of the Jews. Such
an unanticipated question coming from such an unexpected
source shocked Herod deeply enough to believe the wise-men
and to realize that all his previous precautions would have
been in vain if he could not, by some swift stroke, slay that
Child and thus secure to himself and his posterity his coveted
throne.
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2. The fear of the Jerusalemites cannot have been the same which

animated Herod. Jerusalem knew Herod, and she shivered
as she awaited Herod’s inevitable reaction: the violent measures which the bloody old despot might take in quelling any
rival movement. And all Jerusalem with him must not be
construed to say that the city was devoted to her king and
feared that her interests would suffer with his. Naturally,
Herod had his sycophants, his political supporters, the Herodians, and those among the Jerusalemites who were dedicated
to his secular philosophy. But even these latter would not
be able to hide themselves from the searching beam of
Herod’s unreasoning suspicion. Among those who openly
opposed Herod were the powerful Pharisees. As Josephus says:
“These are those that are called the sect of the Pharisees,
who were in a capacity of greatly opposing kings. A
cunning sect they were, and s m n elevated to a pitch of
open fighting and doing mischief. Accordingly, when all
the people of the Jews gave assurance of their good will
to Caesar, and to the king’s government, these very men
did not swear, being above six thousand; and when the
king imposed a fine upon them, Pheroras’ wife paid their
fine for them. In order to requite which kindness of hers,
since they were believed to have the foreknowledge of
things to come by divine inspiration, they foretold how
God had decreed that Herd’s government should cease,
and his posterity should be deprived of it; but that the
kingdom should come to her and Pheroras, and to their
children.” (Antiquities XVII, 2, 4 )
Although the Pharisees were basically wrong in their prediction and
it may be supposed that Herod considered their “prophecy” as arising
from wishful thinking rather than divine inspiration, yet when the
influential Pharisees announced the finish of Herod’s kingdom and
the magi asked concerning the birth of the (new) Jewish king, Herod
could not but tremble, But his fear did not block immediate, cunning
decisions.
111. T H E INFORMED BUT INDIFFERENT
2 : 4 And assembling all the chief priests and scribes of
t h e people, he inquired of them where the Christ was to
be born. Though there be one ”high” priest whose unique function it
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was to enter the Most Holy Place once a year (Lev. 8, 9, 21) and who
was particularly set apart to his office, yet there were other chiefs of the
twenty-four courses into which David had divided the priests (I Chron.
24:l-17). In the time of Herod, the high priests were set up and deposed for political reasons a t Herod’s pleasure, The Romans did the
same, changing the personnel so frequently that the position became
almost an annual appointment, (Cf. Jn. 11:49; Ac. 2 3 : l - 5 ) Though
many changes were thus made, the high priest was always chosen from
certain priestly families. Thus, the plural chief priests probably refers
to this group of deposed high priests who retained their title although
not their position, or to the family of chief priests in general, The
scribes were the learned rabbis, the professional students of the Law
and experts in its exposition and renowned in teaching it, Herod’s
move to call together these authorities of Israel is at once marked
by his usual cunning, for apparently Herod does not commit himself
on the subject. Rather, to all appearances, his pretence to be devout
in his attitude toward Old Testament prophecies could also serve to
enhance his image. He simply placed before these scholars the question of the Messiah’s birthplace. Doubtless he did so in the absence
of the magi (cf, v. 7 ) , for it would not have served his murderous designs to permit these eastern sages to compare notes with the scholars of
Judaism if indeed the Messiah had been born. Observe how he who,
under ordinary circumstances, would have nothing but. contempt for
the divine message, now becomes anxious to know its predictions so
that he might render them harmless by secret measures of his own.
What irony: Herod trusted the Bible’s message enough to act upon it
by sending the wise-men to Bethlehem according to the prophecy,
but he totally ignored the all-knowing God who gave the prophecy
and who would be fully capable of thwarting H e r d ’ s scheme!
The wise-men had asked for one “born king of the Jews.” Herod
laid before the council the demand for “the Christ.” The kind of
Christ expected by the Jews was a worldly “king of the Jews” who
would have indeed been a true rival to Herod.

2:5 They told him, In Bethlehem of Judea; for so it is
written by the prophet
, Herod may have already known this, as
it was generally known (Jn, 7:40-52),but he required an official, authoritative declaration from the highest authority available. To Herod’s
demand, they could return only one answer and quote the Scripture
which so declared it, Micah 5:2. This prediction of Micah was
generally accepted and universally understood to point out the Messiah’s

..
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birthplace. The prompt, unequivocal answer, given by these highest
authorities in Judaism, indicate three clear facts:
1. That the expected Messiah is an individual, not the Jewish
nation itself;
2. That the Messiah’s birth must occur at Bethlehem and nowhere
else;
3. That those who reject Jesus as Messiah must reject that natural
interpretation by those Jewish scholars, must re-interpret Micah,
or must reject the possibility of predictive prophecy altogether.
+

2:6 Matthew reproduces here the prophetic utterance of Micah
exactly as such quotations were popularly made at that time and with
the same freedom in quoting that we use today. The fact that there
are verbal differences between Matthew’s reproduction of Micah 5:2
and the OT original should be no cause for alarm. If it be remembered that Hebrew was practically a dead language, at least so far
as the common people were concerned, and that a translation into
the popular dialect was necessitated, then it will not be surprising
to heat one of the Sanhedrin or even Matthew himself give neither
a literal version nor a complete paraphrase, but rather something
between them which would be an interpretative translation. Edersheim (Life, I, 206) demonstrated the universally practiced method of
so rendering the Scriptures for a popular audience.
How aptly Micah‘s prophecy refers to the birthplace of Christ
Jesils! He pictures the future Ruler of Israel whose goings forth
reach back into eternity, as springing from the insignificant Bethlehem
whence had arisen David. It was well known that the Messiah should
be “the Son of David” and should come from Bethlehem (Mt. 22:41-45;
Jn. 7:41, 42). Not only the name of the birthplace of the Messiah
is given in advance, but also the description of the condition of the
Jewish nation in general and the family of David in particular. The
birth of the Christ in the almost insignificant country town of David,
instead of in Jerusalem, the great city of David, presupposes that
the family of David would have lost the throne and fallen into poverty
and obscurity. To a people who gloried in false greatness, these
words must have been a stumbling-block. (Cf. the context of Micah’s
message.)
The famous teachers of the Law who answered Herod’s question
were no fools. T h e y would not have beeii duped by Herd’s outwardly devout attitude, nor could they have rationally supposed that
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his demand concerning the birthplace of the Christ have other than
sinister motives, Nor would they have been ignorant of the magi’s
dramatic entrance into Jerusalem, It could be safely assumed that
they had basically the same information as H e r d . What kept them
from making their own independent investigation of these marvelous
circumstances: the sudden appearance of magi seeking “him who is
born king of the Jews,” led by a “star,” the abrupt interest of H e r d
in messianic prophecy. And had they not perhaps seen the strange
“star” also? Yet, they were not sufficiently aroused to initiate their
own private inquiry, It is impossible to know just how much these
Jewish rulers had seen of the strange events, and thus to ascertain
their guilt in not “turning aside to see this thing which i s tome to
pass.” (cf. Ex, 3:3, 4) Nevertheless, they have their representatives
in every age, who, faced with greater light guiding them to more
exciting rruth, yawn and refuse to investigate and apply the will of
God to their lives. Unfortunately, their great learning did not profit
them, since they missed the joy surrounding the Messiah’s birth.

2:7 Then Herod summoned the wise-men secretly. The
less publicity that should be given the mhgi, the better it would be for
Herod’s plan. This may have been the first time that the magi
actually stood before H e r d . He ascertained from them what
time the star appeared. To all appearances, Herod’s interest now is
merely curiosity as if prompted by innwent motives, H e had learned
the location of the birthplace of the Messiah and would be able to trade
that knowledge with the wise-men in exchenge for their knowledge
of the time of the birth. H e r d assumes that the time of the rising
of the star coincided with either the Christ’s conception or His
birth, and thus he is better able to judge with what age king he
must now deal. It cannot be known what answer the magi gave,
for “two years old and under” (v. 16) may be an ample margin
decided by H e r d .
2:8 He s e n t \ t h e m to Bethlehem, saying, G o and search
diligently for the child, and when you have found him bring
me word, that I too may come and worship him. These hypocritical words, not intended for the ears of any who knew Herod, would
deceive these strangers who would now suppose the same religious interests motivated the king as animated them, The plot was simple; it
could not fail. The innocent dupes now become Herod’s tools. But why
did he not have the wise-men followed instead of trusting them to
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bring back word to him after they had found the Child? Matthew is
not writing a murder mystery; hence, he does not tell every detail.
But who could say that Herod did not send along spies after them?
If so, his attempt must have failed, as the story shows. Of course,
the seeming naivetd in Herod’s scheme may be merely the folly of
a mad king failing in his closing years.
2:9, 10 Wken they had heard the king they went their
way the six-mile journey south from Jerusalem to Bethlehem. On the
SW,
see on verse 2. The miraculous “star,” immediately observable,
coupled with the confident, supernatural prediction of the prophet Micah,
worked together to produce the multiplied comfort in the hearts of
the magi: they rejoiced with exceeding great joy. Their search
had not been in vain. Though their goal had not yet been realized, they
were able to rejoice in the likely prospect of its soon realization.
Why they should rejoice upon their seeing the “star” is not clear:
had it been invisible during their conversation with Herod due to
clouds or daylight? Had it appeared once when they were yet in
their homeland, causing them to undertake their journey to Jerusalem
and disappearing until this moment? A t least, it came and stood
over the place where was the young child. It thus enabled
them, without enquiries which could arouse the unwanted curiosity of
the Bethlehemites, to find Jesus. If the magi entered Bethlehem by
night, this too contributed to the privacy of their coming and, consequently, to the future safety of Jesus.
2: 11 By this time, Joseph had been able to secure a suitable
dwelling and move the little family from the feeding-place of the
animals into a house. (Lk. 2 : 7 ) The immense crowd, that had come
to Bethlehem to enroll themselves, had finished their business and
returned home. The magi entered the simple quarters, provided by
the carpenter, to find the object of their search: the yomg child (not
a newly born baby). The marvel here described li,es in the reaction
of the magi: they fell down and worshipped him! Every worldly
circumstance that usually declares the power and position of the world’s
great was absent. This Babe was born, not in the palaces of the
capital of the empire, but in the stable of a dusty country village.
Few even knew that He had been born. Here was a rented house,
a lowly heritage, some simple baby clothes. But the star and the
prophecy had directed them to THIS Babe aod through the eyes of
faith the wise-men were able to see the King in that small Child.
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On worshi;t‘, see 21, In the typical oriental manner, they fell down
before Him, indicating in such gestures that they have found in Him
the King they sought. Whether they w o r s e p e d Him as divine or
merely reverenced Him as a Jewish prince somehow destined for
greatness is not known since we are ‘not told the extent of God’s
revelation to them, Their homage offered to Jesus under such
circumstances is certainly a memorial to their honesty: they brought
and gave the best: gold, frankilzcelzse (a resin used in making incense),
and mywh (also a resin used as one ingredient in incense, but also
used as an anesthetic when mingled with wine; also used in embalm.
ing). Gold would be a natural gift, but why the others? What
was this Child to do with them? Perhaps the magi had other reasons,
but if their gifts are religiously inspired, they are the more readily
intelligible. If these wise-men see before them a Divine King, then
incense is quite appropriate. Their worship and gifts indicate forethought. What a condemnation of half-hearted worshippers who are
content to give Jesus the left-over scraps of their lives! Refusing
to give Him their best, they degrade themselves and bring dishonor
to their King.
2 1 2 Again God breaks into history to give warning by a & e m
(see on 1:20). The reappearance of the “star” to guide the magi
to Bethlehem and chis dream both suggest that the intervening events
occurred at night. Is there any over-riding reason why they should
not have all occurred the same night? Even if the magi left the next
morning, the whereabouts of Jesus is yet unimportant even if known.
The shepherds had excited the entire village several weeks before
(Lk. 2:17, 18, 20); hence, Bethlehem knew something of Jesus, but
until the coming of Herod’s murderers, this information did not closely
touch its citizens.
How simply are the plans of the scheming Herod thwarted. The
magi, arising from sleep, take the road northeast from Bethlehem
to Jericho, thus avoiding the return to Jerusalem. By the time Herod
realized that the magi were not to return to him, they were beyond his
vindictive grasp, east of the Jordan returning to their own country.
Thus, they disappear from Matthew’s pages as suddenly and mysteriously as they entered. But by the,m, God has identified the Child as
the universal Messianic King, not only as the hope of His ancient
people, the Hebrews, but also the anticipated joy of those “afar off.”
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FACT QUESTIONS
1. When and why did Joseph take Mary to Bethlehem, thus providing such a background for the birth of Jesus?
2. How does Matthew date the birth of Jesus?
3. Did this visit of the magi take place immediately after the birth
of Jesus? How do you know?
4. W h o is “ H e r d the king”? Tell all you know about his reign,
his character, etc.
5. Who were the “wise-men”? Whence did they come?
6. How did they know about the birth of Jesus?
7. Why did they come?
8. Answer the following objection to the account of the magi as represented in the biblical narrative: “If the magi were rightly guided
by astrological calculations, and if their conception of the relation
between the movements of heavenly bodies and earthly events
actually led them in this case to the Christ, then God’s stamp
of approval is put upon a harmful pseudo-science. The magi
and those who came into contact with them upon their return
to the East would be confirmed in their superstition, and such
confirmation of what is false is unworthy of the God of truth.”
9. What was the “star” they saw? Is there any astronomical confirmation of such a “star”? List all the characteristics of the “star”
as implied in the account of Matthew.
10. Is it possible to explain Matthew’s description of the “star” and
its movements as a figurative representation of some purely
natural astronomical phenomenon? Or, in other words, is it
necessary to interpret Matthew’s account of the “star” literally
in order to be tme to his intent, granted that the objective
phenomenon be regarded as having reality? On what basis do
you answer thus?
11. How could the magi have known the meaning of the phenomenon?
12. Why was Herod so greatly troubled about this one “born king
of the Jews”?
13. What reason had the inhabitants of Jerusalem to fear such news
of a new king of the Jews?
14. To whom did Herod go for information and what did he ask?
15. The wise-men had asked about “the king of the Jews.” So why
did H e r d ask the pefuliar question he did?
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16, To what prophecy did they turn in order to answer Herod?
17. What does their ready answer indicate abour the meaning of the
prophecy?
18. If there should be only one “high priest” (Ex, 28, 29; Lev. 4:3,
16; 21; Num. 20:28; 35:25; Ac. 22:30-23:5), how can Matthew
speak of a group of “chief priests”? W h o are these “chief
priests”?
19. Who are the “scribes”?
20. How would you answer these attacks on. the historical probability
of this entire narrative:
a. “Would Herod have excited messianic hopes by calling such a
meeting of the chief priests and scribes to ask where the
Messiah was to be born? These very hopes ran counter to his
every design and he could hardly have hoped to gain his
purpose by arousing them.”
b. “Would the wise-men have been so naive to ask so politically
dangerous a question in such a public way under the very eyes
of so suspicious a king as Herod?”
c. “After the scribes had pointed to Bethlehem, why would Herod
have used secrecy in calling t h e magi to him? What possible
purpose could such secrecy now serve?”
d. “Would Herod actually have thought the magi so naive as to
suppose that he really wanted to worship a rival claimant to
his throne?”
e. “It would have been more true to H e r d ’ s well-known character
had he simply sent spies after the magi so that upon their
finding the Child they could have killed him.”
21. Standing in Jerusalem, how would you give directions to the
wise-men to get to Bethlehem?
22. To whom did the magi offer their gifts and worship: to “the
child with Mary his mother,” or to the child alone?
23. In what usual ways were the various gifts brought by the magi
used? Is there any significance in this when they are considered
as offered to Jesus?
24. How did the wise-men know not to return to Herod as they had
promised? What does this indicate about the source of their
knowledge concerning the “king of the Jews” whom they came
seeking?
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Section 4

THE FLIGHT INTO EGYPT AND RETURN
TEXT: 2:13-23
13. Now when they were departed, behold, an angel of the Lord
appeareth to Joseph in a dream, saying, Arise and take the young
child and his mother, and flee into Egypt, and be thou there
until I tell thee: for Herod will seek the young child to destroy
him.
14. And he arose and took the young child and his mother by night,
and departed into Egypt;
IS. and was there until the death of Herod: that it might be fulfilled
which was spoken by the Lord through the prophet, saying, Out
of Egypt did I call my son.
16. Then Herod, when he saw that he was mocked of the Wise-rnen,
was exceeding wroth, and sent forth, and slew all the male children
that were in Bethlehem, and in all the borders thereof, from two
years old and under, according to the time which he had exactly
learned of the Wise-men.
17. Then was fulfilled that which was spoken through Jeremiah the
prophet, saying,
18. A voice heard in Ramah, Weeping and great mourning, Rachel
weeping for her children; and she would not be comforted,
because they are not.
19. But when Herod was dead, behold, an angel of the Lord appeareth
in a dream to Joseph in Egypt, saying,
20. Arise and take the young child and his mother, and go into the
land of Israel: for they are dead that sought the young child's
life.
21. And he arose and took the young child and his mother, and came
into the land of Israel.
22. But when he heard that Archelaus was reigning over Judea in
the room of his father Herod, he was afraid to go thither; and
being warned of God in a dream, he withdrew into the parts
of Galilee,
23. and came and dwelt in a city called Nazareth; that it might be
fulfilled which was spoken through the prophets, that he should
be called a Nazarene.
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‘r’HOUGHT QUESTIONS
a. What characteristics do you see in Joseph that reveal some of the
reasons why God chose him to be Mary’s husband and Jesus’
protector?
b, What does this incident reveal about Herod’s narure?
c. Why do you think God allowed His only Son to grow up in such
a despicable little town as Nazareth? Had not the byword said,
“Can anything good come from Nazareth”?
d, Why would God have Joseph take the family out of the country
when Herd never did see the Baby and could not have identified
it anyway?
e. What does the age “two years old and under” indicate about:
(1) the appearing of the star to the magi in the East?
(2) the age of Jesus when Herod sought to slay Him?
f. Why would God send Joseph to Egypt and not to Edom or Arabia
or perhaps to Mesopotamia?
g. Why should Joseph be afraid to return to Bethlehem, even though
Herod the Great was dead as well as “those that sought the child’s
life”?
h. Why should not Joseph be equally afraid of the ruler of Galilee,
who was also another son of H e r d the Great?
i. Would the Bethlehemites have known the location of the house
where dwelt the Babe “born to be King?”

PARAPHRASE
Now when the magi had departed, it was then that the angel of
the Lord appeared in a dream to Joseph and said, “Get up now: you
must take the little Child and His mother and escape to Egypt, and
stay there until I direct you further, For Herod is about to search
for the Child to do away with Him.”
So Joseph awoke and, tak,ing the Child and His mother by night,
they made their escape to Egypt where they remained until Herod’s
death. This resulted in the fulfillment of what the Lord had declared
through His prophet Hosea (1l:l): “1 called my Son out of Egypt.”
When Herod realized that he had been trifled with by the magi,
he flew into a furious rage. He issued orders for the massacre of all
baby boys in Bethlehem and its whole neighboring vicinity, of the
age of two years or less, corresponding to the time he had ascertained
from the wise-men.
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Then Jeremiah’s prophecy (3 1:15) was fulfilled which reads:

“A voice was heard in Ramah,
Weeping and great mourning,
Rachel is weeping for her children,
Refusing all consolation,
Because they are gone.”
After the death of H e r d , an angel of the Lord appeared by dream
to Joseph in Egypt, commanding, “Rise and take the little Child and
His mother with you and make the trip back into the ‘land of Israel.
For they who sought to slay Jesus are now themselves dead!” So
Joseph got up and took the little Child and His mother and journeyed
toward the land of Israel. Hearing, however, that Archelaus had succeeded his father Herod as king of Judaea, Joseph was afraid to go
there. So, having been instructed by God in a dream, he withdrew
to that part of the country called Galilee where he settled down in the
old hometown of former years called Nazareth. This action resulted
in the fulfillment of the message of several prophets who said, “He
shall be called a Nazarene.”

SUMMARY
God, indicating Egypt as the place of secure refuge, warned
Joseph of Herod’s murderous intent. Joseph instantly obeyed by taking
Jesus and Mary into Egypt. H e r d carried out the massacre of the
innocents and later died. Then God informed Joseph that it was safe
to return to Palestine. They settled in Nazareth. The incident results
in the fulfillment of two prophecies.

NOTES
2:13 The magi having left the house of‘ Joseph, each settled down
for the night. But this night was to be troubled by dreams: one which
warned the wise-men not to return to H e r d ; another warning Joseph
to save Jesus’ life by flight into Egypt. It would seem that it was
Joseph’s plan to remain indefinitely in Bethlehem, but this was to be
their last night there. T o the little family this was a night of con-

flicting emotions: happily surprised by the adoration and offerings
of the magi, they had gone to sleep only to be shaken by the angel’s
warning to flee. T h e high honors of being parents of God’s Son are
also accompanied by sorrow, pain and great self-sacrifice. Whatever
plans Joseph had laid for the support of his family there in Bethlehem
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musr immediately be scrapped due to the urgent necessity of immediate
flight to Egypt. Egypt’s near border lay approximately 100 miles to
the southwest of Bethlehem, beyond the reach of Herod, They could
not travel rapidly, so all attention must have been given to immediate departure wliile it was yet night. They must escape detection at all costs, so that they could not later be followed by Herod’s
men.
An angel of the Lord appeared to Joseph in a dream:
see on 1:20. Joseph i s the legal father of Jesus, so the care of the
ChiId is in his hands. The one word of hope in the angel’s message is
the promise of a future appearance, This flight into Egypt though
sudden is not unforeseen to the mind and will of God, because the magi
had just delivered God’s provision for the little family’s sustenance in
Egypt, i.e. the gold, frankincense and myrrh.
Escape to Egypt is quite reasonable, since it was the closest
Roman province outside , Herod’s jurisdiction and was large enough to
hide a peasant carpenter, his wife and Baby. Thousands of Jews had
settled there. In Alexandria, the chief city of Egypt, the Jews “occupied
a more influential position than anywhere else in the ancient world.”
(ISBE, 94a). It would not be at all difficult for Joseph to labor a t
his craft until the day of their return to Israel.
The full treachery of Herod is exposed: Herod w i l l seek the
young child to destroy him. Perhaps the wise-men had narrated
to Joseph the drama of the star, their visit with Herod, and his directing them to Bethlehem, Herod knew about Bethlehem: Joseph must
leave instantly.

2:14 The dream having come to Joseph while he was sleeping,
upon awaking, he arouses Mary into instant action, explaining to her
the urgent reason for his unexpected actions. Prompt obedience to
the divine message when it becomes clearly understood, as always, is
the key to physical and spiritual safety! Much as we might desire
to know of that flight-its
means, its duration, its exact destination,
its dangers-Matthew
leaves us only those details necessary to the
accomplishment of a greater design than the satisfaction of curiosity:
the tracing in the life of Jesus the great outlines of the Messiah clearly
promised in the 0“.

2:15 The death of Herod occurred in the spring of 4 B.C. at
Jericho. From this,date we have a clue to the approximate fixing of
the true date of the birth of Christ. An eclipse of the moon, men71
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tioned by Josephus (Alztiqzlities, XVII, vi, 4), occurred on March 13
of that year just prior to Herd’s death. The events which preceded
March, 4 B.C., then, are:
1. The enrolment under Quirinius (Luke 2:1, 2)
2. The birth of Jesus (Mt. 1, 2; Lk. 2)
3. The purification of Mary, before the presentation of Jesus in
the temple at Jerusalem, required 40 days (Lev. 12; W. 2:22-

3%).
4. Return to Bethlehem and visit of the magi (Mt. 2:l-12)
5. Flight into Egypt (Mt. 2:13ff)
6. Death of Herod (Mt. 2:15-19), after 40 days illness at Jericho.
Therefore, the birth of Jesus occurred sometime from 80 days to three
months prior to March, 4 B.C., or perhaps even earlier. The common
datiing for the commencement of the Christian era is four years too late.
T h a t i t m i g h t be fulfilled. See the general study connected
with this chapter. The words of Hosea 11:1, when first spoken by the
prophet, had only one “son of God” in view, Israel: “When Israel was
a child, then I loved him, and called my son out of Egypt.” But
God, looking upon the people of Israel and prophesying through the
lips of Hosea, saw in Israel not merely a potentially great, sacerdotal
people who could be His own possession. Rather, He could see in
Israel, even as He led them by the hand out of the house of bondage,
that yet-unformed Israelite Who would be the Messiah. God could see
in Israel what even Hosea could not have seen nor could have
intended in his prophetic utterance. It was not until the return of
God’s true Son from Egypt that God’s foreknowledge and planning
could be seen. Now the thrilling news could be heralded: God brought
Israel out of Egypt under the leadership of Moses not for Israel’s
sake, but for Jesus’ sake! The obscure passage of Hosea shouts:
“God knew ahead of time and carried out His plan for Israel by
means of Jesus!” It is not merely coincidental that the angel sent
Joseph to Egypt, and not to Babylon or elsewhere.
2:16 Herod, mocked of t h e wise-men. Not a word of this
slaughter is found in the available secular history. Some have seized
upon this fact to discredit Matthew’s inclusion of such a story. No
doubt, from the Christian point of view, the massacre of these little
boys would be a particularly atrocjous and newsworthy event. One
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would think that at least Joseplius would have included the story in

his life of Herod. But several facrors combine to explain Josephus’
silence:
1. The all.tco-common exposure of infants, being an almost
ordinary feature of the period, might render the murder of
these infants worthy of no special horror. (Unger, Archeology
ccnd the NT, 57)
2. Bethlehem’s position was that of an obscure little village of
no particular interest to the leaders of the period and the
number of male children in it under two years of age would
not be many;

3. Herod’s closing years were painted in the blood of nobles and
those of position. A few babies might not even merit attention outside the limits of Bethlehem!

4. Even if Josephus knew of the incident, he might have ignored
it, since a full explanation of it would have necessitated
mention of Jewish messianic lioHs, which, in preparing his
work for Roman readers, he might have chosen to omit,
There is no reason, therefore, to suppose that it the massacre of
the Bethlehem babes had really occurred, Josephus would necessarily
have included it in his history, Yet, though the tragedy is not
attested by other history, it is in perfect harmony with what is known
of H e r d in his latter years, Matthew in no wise exaggerates the
character of Herod by saying, “When H e r d found that he had been
trifled with by the magi was in a furious rage . ,
Although he had
been an able monarch, yet in the last years of his reign his cruelty
reached the verge of madness: his murdering his own children and
the one wife he loved, and his plan to slaughter all the leading citizens
of Jerusalem in the hippodrome, contain exactly that quality of wild
and useless bloodshed which appears in Matthew’s record. (See Machen,
Vkgin Birth, 238, 239) When frustrated in his diabolical cunning by
the divine warning to the wise-men, Herod’s uncontrollable rage, $0
characteristic of this outwitted man, now shows itself in murder. It
is no less murder because done by the State in the name of the king,
The fatal order concerned those baby boys whbse parents lived in
Bethlehem or worked the farms that spread out fan-like from and
depended upon Bethlehem. Since it appeared that the wise-rnen had
tricked him at least once, H e r d took no further chances, giving the
.‘I
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order to kill all who had not yet reached their third birthday. TWO
yeMs probably refers to the time of the rising of the “star” as seen

by the magi at its first appearance. Herod connects this with the birth
dare of the supposed Messiah and gives his order accordingly.
2:17 See general study of prophetic fulfillment at the end of
this section.
2:18 Ramah was a city in the tribal territory of‘ Benjamin, located
about 6 miles north of Jerusalem. (I Sam. 10:2; Gen. 35:16ff; 48:7;
Josh. 18:25) The prophecy of Jeremiah (31:15) focuses our attention
upon this city as the separation point where the victorious armies of
Babylon took Israelitish captives into Babylon (Jer. 40: l), leaving only
the poor of the land who wept. In a poignant, poetic figure, Jeremiah
pictures the ancient mother rising from her tomb to weep also at the
deportation of her children, as if they were being wrested from her
arms forever. Matthew appropriates this inimitably beautiful image,
using it to portray the suffering of the mothers in Bethlehem. Thus,
the fdfillment is not one based upon the facts predicted, but upon
the words which so aptly describe this otherwise unrelated event.
Matthew might have said, “If these sadly beautiful words adequately
described the sorrow of those who ,beheld the captives depart for
Babylon, never to be seen again, how much more adequate are they
to picture the first of a series of tragic martyrdoms for the sake of
Him who would be Israel’s Redeemer? If Rachel wept when the
great promises of God seemed to be annulled by the deportation of
her children into captivity, how much more could she do SO due to
this heart-rending disaster where the Messiah is taken to Egypt upon
threat of His life and these innocents must suffer?”
2: 19 Observe how simply Matthew tells his story: he mentions
enough of the historic circumstance to leave his narration open to
historical verification while omitting what would merely detract from
the mainline emphasis of the life of Jesus. Josephus describes with
considerable gruesome detail the facts surrounding the horrible death
of Herod (Antipities, XVII, vi, 5). With the death of the tyrant,
the immediate danger to the Child ceased. Faster than a Roman
courier, an angel of God relays the news of Herod’s death to the
Jewish carpenter down in Egypt.
2:20 The land of Israel is a phrase used to indicate all four of
the small provirices which comprised it: Galilee, Samaria, Judea and
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Perea. The first area into which Joseph would enter, returning from
Egypt, is Judea. They are dead obviously refers primarily to Herod
the Great who sought Jesus‘ life, although there may have been others
who concurred with him or were employed by him.

2:22 The angel had only announced the death of Herod and
commanded Joseph to take the family back to Palestine. He had not
indicated a specific place to which, Joseph was to bring them, nor
had he stated who was to be Herd’s successor. Upon crossing the
Egyptian frontier into Judea or perhaps in conversation with some
traveller recently returned from the Jerusalem area, Joseph learned the
bad pews: Arclielaus is reigning over Judea in place of his
father Herod. Archelaus, according to Josephus, was barbarously cruel
to those Jews and Samaritans who had opposed his accession to power
and had taken their quarrel with him clear to Rome, complaining of
his ruthlessness to the Augustus. The news would travel rapidly of
Archelaus’ severe measures taken to repress a passover riot in which
he killed 3000 shortly after his accession (Alzt., XVII, 9, 3). Thus,
Joseph was afraid to go there, for it seemed still unsafe to return
to Judea with the savage and reckless Archelaus on the throne. There
implies Joseph’s first intention to return to Judea probably to resettle
in Bethlehem where they had lived since the birth of Jesus until the
flight into Egypt. What could be more natural than that they should
desire to bring up the Child in His ancestral home until the time of
His appearing as King to Israel? It is an open question whether Joseph
had heard of the slaughter of the infants bf Bethlehem. Nazareth is
forgotten for the moment, although they had lived there earlier. (Lk.
2:4) Matthew’s first geographic notice is at Bethlehem, implying
that Joseph’s residence there had been interrupted only by Herod’s
plot, and now that that danger is past, Joseph seems determined to
return there, Why?
1. Because Galilee was despised by the Judeans as the fringe
area of piety due to its proximity to the great pagan commercial centers and heathen influences and environment in general.
2, It was inhabited by a mixed population whose dialect of
Aramaic was marked by more frequent errors and malpronunciation that that of the Judean or Jerusalem dialects. Religiously, they tended to be less bound by traditions than Judeans.
These differences fed the general rabbinic contempt for all
that was Galilean. (cf, Jn. 7:52)
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3. Jerusalem, on the other hand, was the center of the Jewish
world, while Galilee was, religiously speaking, about as far
from that center as was Rome. In Jerusalem stood the Temple
and here was the vital center of Judiasm. (Cf. Edersheim,
Lzfe, I, 221ff)
4 . Mary had kinfolk in the Judean area (Lk. 1:39).
And yet, should they have returned to Bethlehem, the danger would
arise that they would be recognized, remembered and expsed to the
wrath of the parents who had been deprived of their baby boys or
else to the cruelty of Archelaus. Common prudence dictated the
withdrawal from the dominion of Archelaus, and yet the courageous
Joseph might have been thinking that, despite these objections, the
proper home for the young Messiah would be in the ancestral home
of David rather than in the half-Gentile Galilee. Clearily, a message
from God was needed to indicate the proper solution to his dilemma.
The verb translated “warned” (ASV) may simply mean “to receive
a divine communication or revelation” of any kind. The content of
that revelation is not given, leaving to conjecture how much of Joseph’s
actions are in direct response to an express command. At least, he
moved the little family to Nazareth of Galilee as a result of that word
from God. This move demonstrates the foreknowledge and wisdom
of God:
I . Because Galilee was then under the tetrarchy of Herod Antipas,
brother of Herod Archelaus, but who was also his competitor
for the throne of Herod the Great, their father. It would not
be as likely that Antipas would deliver the Child Jesus to
Archelaus. (Cf, Amtiqzhties, XVII, 11, 4 also 9, 4 )
2. Because within just a few short years Judea was bathed in
the blood and constant uncertainty of civil wars, whereas

remoter Galilee was relatively ,spared (AT& XVII, IO), until
Jesus could come to the years of His majority.
2:23 that it might bte fulfilled which was spoken through
the prophets that he should be called a Nazarene. There is no
one OT prophet who specifically promises that the Messiah shall be
called “Nazarene.” Matthew, using the plural “prophets”, draws attention either to several prophets in particular or to the prophetic books in
general or perhaps to the message of the entire Old Testament.
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If Matthew has in mind several parricular prophetic writings,
which? Some maintain that ”Nazareth” comes from the Hebrew stern
netzer, meaning “root, sprout, shoot or branch,” thus linking Jesus
“of Nazareth =Notsri” with the famous “Branch” prophecies of Isaiah
11:l and, by extension of the “root” idea to other Hebrew words and
prophecies: 11:10 (Shored); 53:2 (Sborssh); Jer. 23:5 ( T J m c b ) ;
33:15 (Tsemdcb); Zech. 3:8; 6:12 (Tsemacb). According to this
view, Jesus would bear in popular speech the exact equivalent of one
of the best-known designations of the Messiah, The difficulty with
this view lies in its entire dependence upon a play on words, perhaps
obvious to the Hebrew mind but nor a t all obvious to a Greek reader
of this Gospel. Further, the extension of the idea to synonymous
Hebrew roots spoils the supposed homonymity upon whjch the interpretation depends.
If, on the other hand, Matthew refers to the prophetic message in
general or to the burden of the entire OT regarding the person and
position, of the Messiah, then, a specific prophecy is not needed to
satisfy Matthew’s description. Rather, the basic question would be:
what does it mean to be called a Nazarene? A Nazarene is one who
hails from Nazareth, but, as a slander, that libellous label contained,
at least, the description of an insignificant town out of which nothing
great or good was expected (cf. Jn. 1:45, 46), and, a t most, when
applied by the unbelieving Jews to Jesus and His followers, it spat out
all the hate and odium possible (Ac. 2 4 5 ) . Jesus’ being called a
“Nazarene,” due to His having lived there, fulfilled the message of
the prophets in this respect that He was to be despised and rejected.
“Nazarene” was the label that marked the Jews’ rejection of Him.
This rejection was abundantly predicted (Psa. 22; Isa. 49:7; 52:1353:12). Though Jesus was by birth and family stock a Bethleliemite
(Mt. 2 : l ; W. 2:3, 4), Matthew draws attention to that circumstance
which occasioned Jesus’ being considered a “Nazarene,” and to the fact
that all was according to the foreknowledge of God,

FACT QUESTIONS
1. How did God make known His will to Joseph?
2. What were God‘s instructions to Joseph for the Babe’s protection?
3. When did Joseph put into effect God’s plan for the escape?
4. How long did the family remain in the foreign country?
5. What was apparently God’s provision for the sojourn in that
country?

*
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6. W h o said, “Out of Egypt did I call My Son,” and where is this
7.
8.

9.
10.
11.
12.

13.

14.

IS.

16.

17.
18.

quotation originally located? What is meant by the original
quotation as viewed in light of the second?
What was the reaction of Herod when his plan was frustrated?
Is this what, might have been expected of the man from what is
known of him from other historical notices?
Which prophet wrote the words: “A voice was heard in Ramah
. . . ”? To what event did he refer? How is it possible for
Matthew to cite these words with reference to the slaughter of the
infants?
Where did Joseph apparently think of settling as he brought &e
family back into Palestine?
Who now ruled in the province of Judea? In the province of
Galilee?
What is known of the city of Nazareth?
List all the facts since Jesus’ birth that secured His safety during
those critical months.
Why should Jesus be called a “Nazarene,” when He was born in
Bethlehem?
In what sense can it be said that His being called a Nazarene was
predicted by the prophets? What prophets predicted this?
Luke 2:39 says, “And when they had accomplished all things that
were according to the law of the Lord, they returned into Galilee,
to their own city Nazareth.” But, Matthew tells this long, involved
story of the wise-men, the slaughter of infants, the flight into
Egypt and return to Israel, all of which must be inserted between
the presentation of the Baby Jesus in the temple and return to
Nazareth. How is it possible that Luke should have ignored such
a thrilling story if it is true? It is possible that Matthew could
have invented that gruesome story? How could both writers be
telling the truth?
List several reasons why Josephus, our most important, secular
Jewish historian, would probably not have recorded the coming of
the wise-men to H e r d , the excitement of Jerusalem and the
slaughter of the infants, even if he had known about these events.
List all the miracles or apparently miraculous details that are
connected with the birth of Jesus.
List all the names and titles applied to Jesus in these early chap
ters: Matthew 1:3; Mark 1; Luke 1.3; John 1.
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19. List tlie facts and problems connected with the date of Jesus‘
birth, Prove as well as you can the date of His birth,
20. List all the prophecies fulfilled in the incidents connected with
rhe early years of Jesus, as stated by Matthew.
21. Tell why rhe fulfillment of such prophecies is so significant to the
Jews.
22, Explain how this historic fulfillment of prophecies lends support
to a belief in the inspiration of the OT which contains rhem,
23. Discuss rhe childhood and youth of Jesus: tell all we know about it
and what we may reasonably suppose.

EXPOSITORY SERMON CHAPTER TWO
“TREASURING THE TRUTH”

No sooner was Jesus born into this world than men began grouping
themselves into three groups, into which men are always divided by
the Lord. In the historic facts of this chapter we have the types of
these classes which have ever demonstrated their true nature by their
reaction to God’s truth:
I.

those who are fearfully alarmed
Like Herod, they may seek it and yet violently
hate the truth when it interferes with their plans. Others, like
Herod, may know the prophecies of Christ’s coming but hope
they would not be fulfilled in their lives and time, preferring
their Herods with peace to the Messiah with revolution which
would disturb their lives and plans. But look at the absurdity
of all their crafty counsels to overthrow the truth: if the
“truth” be not a t all true, they need not worry, since nothing
will come of it, But if the “truth” be the very word of
God, their efforts to thwart it and Hiin must ever be fruitless and useless! If the Child be not the Messiah, Herod need
not have been alarmed; but if He be the Christ, all of Herod’s
best plots could never succeed.
HATRED AND HOSTILITY:

at the truth.

11. COMPLETE INDIFFERENCE: those who rest in the letter
of the truth but do nothing about it. The scribes and Pharisees, who were called into council by Herod to answer his
demand for truth, knew the right answers. But when faced
by Him who arose from Bethlehem to proclaim Himself to
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be the Truth, they rejected the truth. It is shocking that
those who had the most knowledge regarding the coming of
the truth into the world were not the ones most interested
in seanching for it. If they had any wish to go to Bethlehem
to investigate or any inclination to surrender their worldly
lust for reputation and position, it was insufficient to make
them brave Herod’s wrath or the scorn of their fellows.

111. ADORING WORSHIP‘ those who earnestly seek and affec-

tionately guard and willingly obey the truth:

A. The Magi, at great pains and expense, had willingly
followed every bit and piece of divine revelation entrusted
to them.

B. Joseph and Mary were, from the very first, ever ready to
lay their lives and reputations on the line, to act at a
moment’s notice to obey God’s will by protecting and
rearing Him who would be God’s clearest demonstration
of His truth.
CONCLUSION: Why

do we seek God’s truth?

1. To hate and attempt to thwart its effect in our lives when we
see that it contradicts our will, our desires and our plans? Do
we seek it to attempt to mold it around our ambitions? The
man whose one desire is to do what he likes never has any use
for Jesus Christ. The Christian is he who has ceased to do
what he likes, surrendering his life to do what Jesus wills.

2. Or, do we seek God‘s truth in order to rest in our rigid
orthodoxy and knowledge, however accurate, of the letter of
the Scripture, never condescending to expend time and energy
to investigate the message nor make careful application to our
own lives? Are we so interested in our own affairs that
Jesus Christ, frankly, does not interest us?

3. Or, are we earnestly seeking the truth as heaven’s highest
prize and earth’s most precious reward? Do we know the
meaning of instant obedience to the voice of God? Do we
desire to lay our lives at the feet of Jesus, the noblest gifts
we may bring?
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SPECIAL STUDY:

HOW DOES MATTHEW USE THE PROPHECIES?
Under this innocent title lies a very vital question which touches
not only the veracity of an apostle, but also the question of his inspiration, and, consequently, the question of inspiration in general,
and the acceptability of the NT books a5 an authoritative, normative
collection of historic documents a s a basis of Christian faith, These
statements are characteristic of the problems touched by this question:
1. What becomes of Matthew’s supposed reliability as an eyewitness of the events he records, if he unblushingly uses as a
prophecy about Jesus just any OT text which can be made
verbally to fit, even though the ancient text originally had
nothing to do with Matthew’s material, and was never meant
to have anything to do with it? If he unconscionably misappropriates texts in the revered prophets to bolster his case,
perhaps he invents facts to support it as well. If an apostle
be shown to be intellectually dishonest at this point, who
could trust him to tell the truth about the resurrection of Jesus?

2. Perhaps the so-called “fulfillments” of prophecy are merely
convenient interpretations of then present circumstances in
order to support the pretences to Messiahship made by Jesu’s
of Nazareth, who in reality had no right to that grand title
and deserved to be crucified for his blasphemous assertions
of Messiahship. (Cf. Lk. 4: 16-29)
3. Are there more ways than one in which the word “fulfill“
may be understood, so that both the veracity and inspiration
of Matthew may stand, thus indicating something of the
authority of an apostle’s declaration that “this was done with
the result that it fulfilled the word of the Lord spoken by
the prophet”?
A proper understanding of this third problem will help solve the
other two. For, if it l
x possible to ascertain the intended meaning
of Matthew behind the word “fulfilled” in each case of its use, it will
lead tp a clearer answer to the question of Matthew’s use or supposed
misuse of a given prophecy. In attacks upon Matthew’s integrity, the
assumption is generally made that he used the word “fulfilled” in an
exact, fixed sense in every instance, somewhat along the lines of this
definition: “The fulfillment of any prophecy must conform in every
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respect to the details of the supposed prediction.” But does our
author so intend his word in every case? What is the evidence?
Two particular observations should be made at the outset regarding
Matthew’s use of the word “fulfik”
A. Matthew never precisely defines “frclfzW in such a way as to
require a precise, literal fulfillment of a prophet’s words in every
case. Rather, he uses the word in its popular sense in a manner suited
to each specific prophecy in question, leaving to his reader to decide
in each case what is meant by the term. Had Matthew limited himself
by so precise a definition as would require a point-by-point fulfillment, the reader would not have this liberty of interpretation according
to the requirements of each case, and Matthew would then be chargeable with flagrant manipulation of OT texts.
B. It must be noted that the word “fu2fill” b med in p o p z l h
speech, both among the Jews and their writings as well as in modern
English, to mean not only “point-by-point identification” but also
the more general “reulizution or more compkte marvifestcot.iort of a
design, plata or intem%om” To force one specific meaning arbitrarily
upon Matthew’s word would violate the most basic rule of interpretation of human writings: the only correct interpretation of an author
is that which he intended to say by the words he used. If the author
does not declare his intended meaning for specific words he uses, the
only recourse is to the general use of the word among his contemporaries. The word “fulfill” is used in the Scriptures and in other
writings in the following senses:
1. A fulfillment is said to occur when a thing predicted clearly
comes to pass as predicted. Or, it may3 be that there was a

partial, literal fulfillment in the days of the prophet which
leaves the remainder of the prophet’s words for later fulfillment. This is the way Matthew (1:22, 23) makes use of
Isaiah 7 ; 14, since the promise of a virgin-born Son who
would be called Immanuel is not at all fulfilled in Isaiah’s
day, although other parts of the prophecy were certainly fulfilled, as a sign to king Ahaz. Here, then, Matthew uses
“fulfill” in its strictest sense. In 2:4-6, where the prophecy of
Micah 5:2 is quoted by the Jewish authorities as the literallypredicted birthplace of the Christ, Matthew tacitly accepts
the traditional reading of this passage with almost verbal
insistence upon its strict, literal fulfillment. (cf. 2: I)
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2. It i s well-known that a writer sometimes speaks more than he
\or his age can comprehend. Should it be thought strange
that God should make his prophet the partially unconscious
agent for the expression of a great truth the implications of
which might be hidden to the prophet himself or to his
age? Depths of meaning, hidden both from the original
writer or from his earlier interpreters, may be disclosed only
by later historical developments. Such is the case with
Matthew’s treatment of the prophecy of Hosea (11:1). Hosea’s
words, taken at face value, amount up to the nation of
Israel only. However, God’s intention, voiced through Hosea‘s
words and seen through the perspective of the history of
Israel which focuses itself upon Jesus, was to bring His Son
out of Egypt. From the naturalistic viewpoint, we would
say that Matthew read history more accurately than all his
contemporaries, since he had already seen in Jesus the fulfillment of all of Israel’s prophecies. Accordingly, the personal
exodus of Jesus from Egypt merely facilitated the true deduction that God, speaking through Hosea, really intended
Jesus. On the other hand, speaking from the point of view
that for good and sufficient reasons accepts the supernatural
inspiration of Marthew, one could say that God inspired
Matthew to reveal his correct interpretation of Israel’s history,
and thus also of Hosea’s words regarding that history. Thus,
Matthew is revealing the real meaning that God intended
behind Hosea’s words. Edersheim (Life, I, 215) comments:
In point of fact the ancient Synagogue did actually
apply to the Messiah Ex. iv. 22, on which the words of
Hosea are based. See the Midrash on Ps. ii. 7. The
quotation is given in full in our remarks on Ps. ii. 7
in Appendix IX.
3. In describing the broken-hearted mothers of Bethlehem,
Matthew (2:17, 18) chose rather to use the touchingly
beautiful symbol used by Jeremiah (31:15) of the weeping
Rachel. Here Matthew uses the word “fulfilled” in a clearly
figurative sense, since the fulfillment was not of a prediction
of the prophet, but of certain of his words due to their
aptness to describe a different situation. There is no predictive element in Jeremiah’s words except the promise of
Israel’s return from captivity, which is not used by Matthew.
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Once again the voice of weeping motherhood is heard in
Israel. The tender and beautiful imagery is applicable in this
sense and IS used with true might, but with no intention of
trying to justify a claim of prediction and fulfillment in the
literal sense.
4 Frequently, the apostles speak of Jesus as not only fulfilling
specific predictions but also fulfilling the very trend or
message of the prophets (See Jn. 1:45; 6:45; Ac. 3:18, 24;
10.43, 13:40; Ro. 1:2) It is in this general sense that
Matthew describes Jesus in 2:23 as fulfilling the prophets
by His being called a “Nazarene.” Thus, Matthew uses
”fulfill” literally, although the prediction to which he refers
is found in no one prophet, but in the general trend of the
prophets who describe the Messiah as “God’s Suffering
Servant.” (Cf Lk. 24:44ff)
5. There is a fifth use of prophecy and fulfillment that indicates
how “fulfillment” may be intended: language is said to be
fulfilled when, though it was used to express one event, it
may be used to express another. Sayings, fables, parables
and other such figures, drawn from a particular event, may
have “fulfillment” in another event similar to the case from
which they were originally taken. For example, Jesus asserts
(Mt. 13:14) that in the unbelief of the people of His day
the prophecy of Isaiah 6:9, 10 is fulfilled. While the words
of Isaiah were not predictive, they are susceptible of repeated
application or realization, because of the general principle
they contain. They applied to the prophet’s own day. They
also apply, and in that sense are fulfilled, to Jesus’ own day.
By a legitimate extension of meaning, they apply to the
stubborn unbelief of any age.

Therefore, we should stand as warned against a too-rigid and literal
interpretation of any formula implying fulfillment. While it may
ceitainly be intended to imply literal prediction and an equally literal
fufillment, it may also be intended to suggest nothing more than a
harmony of principle. Since our author does not define which of
these intentions he is using in each case, we are not at liberty to
assert dogmatically a meaning that manifestly does not permit to
Matthew the same liberty accorded to other writers in their use of
words.
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A major difficulty is seen in Matthew’s use of a formula which
implies fulfillment: “thus it was done to fulfill the word of the Lord
spoken by the prophet,” This formula is his consistent expression
both for a literally predicted fulfillment and a figurative, general
fulfillment of some figure of speech or of a principle. However,
Matthew’s Gospel, directed as it was to one segment of a popular,
oriental mind of his period, must not be charged with inaccuracy or
misappropriation of prophetic texts by those of a critical, western
mentality fond of mechanical precisions. If it be objected that
Matthew’s formula is a loose use of language, let it be answered that
Matthew is in good company and that such an objection ignors the
cultural background within which the Evangelist wrote. (Cf. Mk.
14:49; Jn. 12:38; 13:18; 15:25; 17:12; 18:32; 19:24, 28, 36)
Are the fulfillments of prophecy merely convenient interpretations
of co-incidental circumstances made to support Jesus’ pretensions?
“In the one point where the identification of Jesus with
the Messiah by His followers can be tested most severely, they
are most completely triumphant. It would be comparatively
easy to invent incidents suggested by OT prophecies, and to
take dignities and titles wholesale from the same sourcebut given all these, to find one capable of realizing and
fulfilling the expectations so aroused is the chief problem.
Here fabrication is impossible. And here too the NT meets
and answers the challenge of truth.” (ISBE, 2518b)
The anti-supernaturalist might ask, “But can it be said that the
apostles, who were for the most part no scholars, could more correctly
interpret the OT, better even than their own religious leaders? It is
not likely that fishermen understood the prophets better than the
Sanhedrin and the rabbis who gave their time to nothing but the
study of the Law and the prophets.” To this it may be replied, yes,
but such simple men had not all the prejudices of rabbinical learning
to forget as they studied under Jesus, although they admittedly had
their own rabbinically-oriented prejudices. (Cf. Mt. 15: 12ff; 16:5-12,
21-23) According to Jesus, almost all of the Jews had either ignored
the spirit of the Law or misinterpreted the prophets (Mt. 5:17-48;
9:10-13; 11:12; 15:l-20; 22:15-23:39; Jn. 5:38-40, 46, 47; 7:19-24;
12:34), and consequently were not expecting the kind of Messiah that
God actually had sent in the person of Jesus. Those fishermen and
tax-collectors, who accepted Jesus’ authority on the basis of His proof
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of identity as the Revealer of God, were indeed better interpreters
of the OT than the rabbis, because they had sat under Him who was
the Author of that testament! (I Pe. 1:10-12) They had heard His
expositions of those prophetic passages (Lk. 24: 25-27, 44-48), and,
were they to be considered from a mere naturalistic viewpoint, they
would still be better qualified to interpret the Scriptures than any
rabbi! But their source of authority is always Jesus. Back of the
question of the authority and supernatural inspiration of the apostles
always stands the more basic demand: What do you think of Jesus? If
He be the Revealer of God, then, the interpretations of the OT He
teaches the apostles to declare to the world are the only correct, possible
interpretations. If Jesus fulfilled His promise to empower them to
reveal truth as yet unknown to them, then, the apostles may be trusted
when they declare with all the authority of God: “This was done
with the result that it fulfilled the ward of the Lord spoken by the
prophet.”
The same Spirit which foretold through the lips of the prophet
now interprets the fulfillment, using the pen of the Apostle. Are
we a t liberty to differ with the conclusions of an Apostle?

CHAPTER THREE
Section

I;

THE PREACHING OF
JOHN THE BAPTIST
(Parallels: Mark 1:1-8; Luke 3:1.18)

TEXT:

3r1-12

1. And in those days cometh John the Baptist, preaching in the
wilderness of Judaea, saying,
2. Repent ye; for the kingdom of heaven is at hand.
3. For this is he that was spoken of through Isaiah the prophet,
saying, The voice of one crying in the wilderness, Make ye ready
the way of the Lord, Make his paths straight.
4. Now John himself had his raiment of camel’s hair, and a leathern
girdle about his loins; and his food was locusts and wild honey,
5. Then went out unto him Jerusalem, and all Judaea, and all the
region round about the Jordan;
6. and they were baptized of him in the river Jordan, confessing
their sins.
7. But when he saw many of the Pharisees and Sadducees coming to
his baptism, he said unto them, Ye offspring of vipers, who
warned you to flee from the wrath to come?
8. Bring forth therefore fruit worthy of repentance:
9. and think not to say within yourselves, W e have Abraham to our
father: for I say unto you, that God is able of these stones to
raise up children unto Abraham.
10. And even now the axe lieth at the root of the trees: every tree
therefore that bringeth not forth good fruit is hewn down, and
cast into the fire.
11. I indeed baptize you in water unto repentance: but he that cometh
after me is mightier than I, whose shoes I am not worthy to
bear: he shall baptize you in the Holy Spirit and rk fire:
12. whose fan is in his hand, and he will thoroughly cleanse his
threshing-floor; and he will gather his wheat into the garner, but
the chaff he will burn up with unquenchable fire.

THOUGHT QUESTIONS
a, Why did John locate his ministry in the wilderness?
where the people live?
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b. HOWdoes this ministry of John prepare “the way of the Lord”?
Why do you think John preached the way he did? Dressed the
way he did?
d. What is the difference or similarity between John’s baptism and
the baptism which Christ commanded His apostles to perform after
the coming of the Holy Spirit on Pentecost? (Ac. 2)
e. Why do you think John spoke so disrespectfully to the “reverend
doctors of the Law”? Because he used such harsh language, is he
not partly to blame for their rejection of him and consequently
“the counsel of God” (Lk. 7:30), or not?
f. Did the earthly ministry of Jesus fulfill John’s predictions made
in this section?
g. What is the meaning of the following allusions:
(1) “Make ye ready the way of the Lard; make straight paths”?
(2) “Offspring of vipers”?
(3) “The axe lies at the root of the trees: every tree therefore that
brings not forth good fruit is hewn down and cast into the
fire”?
(4) “His fan is in His hand, and He will thoroughly cleanse His
threshing floor; and He will gather His wheat into the garner,
but the chaff He will burn with unquenchable fire”?
h. Did John expect the people to show the genuineness of their repentance before he would baptize them, or did he expect such fruits
of repentance to be seen in their lives after baptism as the natural
result of their repentance?
i. What is the demonstration in your life that you too have genuinely
repented?
j. If it be wrong for Paul to “speak evil of a ruler of the people”
(Ac. 2 3 : 5 ; Ex. 22:28), why is it not wrong for John the Baptist
to do the same? Or do circumstances alter cases? Paul’s high
priest was just as wicked as these Pharisees and Sadducees, and
his judgment just as righteous as John’s, but what makes the
difference?
C.

PARAPHRASE AND HARMONY
In the fifteenth year of the reign of Tiberius Caesar, Pontius
Pilate being governor of Judea, Herod Antipas being tetrarch of
Galilee, and his brother Herod Philip was tetrarch of the region of
Ituraea and Trachonitis, and Lysanias tetrarch of Abilene, in the highpriesthood of Annas and Caiaphas, there was a man sent from God
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whose name was John. He came for testimony to the light, rhat all
might believe through him. He was not the light, but came to bear
witness to the light. The word of God came to this John, the son
of Zechariah, in the wilderness, ”He on whom you see the Spirit
descend and remain, this is He who baptizes with the Holy Spirit,”
In those days John ”the baptizer” went throughout all the region
about the Jordan where it flows through the wilderness of Judea,
preaching an immersion of repentance for the forgiveness of sins,
saying, “Repent! The kingdom of heaven has come!”
This is he of whom Malachi the prophet spoke (3:1), “Behold,
I send my messenger before your face, who shall prepare your way,”
Also in the book of the words of Isaiah the prophet (40:3ff), it says:
The voice of one crying in the wilderness:
Prepare the way of the Lord: make His paths straight!
Every valley shall be filled, and every mountain and hill shall
be brought low,
The crooked shall be made straight,
The rough ways shall be made smooth,
And all flesh shall see the salvation of God.
John’s clothing was a rough coat of camel’s hair with a leather
belt around his waist. His food was a diet of dried locusts and wild
honey. The people of Jerusalem and of all Judaea and the Jordan
district flocked to him and were baptized by him in the river Jordan,
confessing their .sins.
But when he saw many of the Pharisees and Sadducees coming
for baptism, he said to them and to the multitudes, “You sons of
snakes! Who has stirred you to seek refuge from the coming judgment
and God’s wrath? Let your life prove your repentance! Show that
your hearts are really changed! And do not even begin to presume
that you can simply say to yourselves, ‘We have Abraham as our
ancestor,’ for God can raise up descendents from Abraham, even if He
has to use these very stones to do it! Already God’s axe of judgment
stands ready to sever the tap root of the Jewish nation. Every individual Jew who does not bear fruit to the honor of God’s mercy
will serve as fuel to the honor of His justice!”
The people cried out, “What are we to do?“
H e replied, “The man with two coats must share with him who
has none, and anyone who has food, let him do likewise.”
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Among those who came to be immersed were some tax-collectors,
who also inquired, “Teacher, what are we to do?”
“Exact no more than the assessment!”
Soldiers also asked him, “And we, what shall we do?”
“No bullying, no false accusations! Make do with your pay!”
As the people in expectation, questioning in their hearts concerning
John, whether perhaps he might himself be the Messiah, John spoke
out, answering their expectations, “I immerse you in water for repentance. There is One who is mightier than I, who is coming after
me. I am neither fit to unfasten nor carry His sandals. Yes, I have
submerged you in water; but he will immerse you in the Holy Spirit
and fire! It is His ministry which will prove the worth of the
people. He will separate those of real worth to Him from the worthless: He will take the former home with Him but destroy the others
as by inextinguishable fire.”
So, exhorting with many other words, he preached good news to
the people.

SUMMARY
The prophetically promised precursor of the Christ, John the
Baptist, preached repentance, confession of sin, baptism for the remission of sins, in view of the coming Messiah’s kingdom. Thundering
God‘s judgment upon an unrepentant nation, he promised the glories
of the messianic kingdom to those who prepared their hearts for the
Christ’s arrival.

NOTES
I. THE MISSION OF THE MAN
3 : l In those days. See PARAPHRASE/HARMONY for Luke’s
precise statement as to what days are meant. Some have mistakenly
regarded Matthew as supposing by these words that John’s ministry
began during the time contemporaneous with the events narrated in
his second chapter immediately preceding this. By this expression
Matthew does not mean the return to Nazareth, which took place
about 28 years before, although he could refer to the whole time Jesus
dwelt a t Nazareth, and may well indicate “in that age” or “in that
era,” thus contrasting the era when John began his ministry with the
later period when Matthew wrote his Gospel. Therefore, according
to Luke’s notations, John came preaching in the period from 26-29 A.D.
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The fifteenth year of the reign of Tiberius Caesar (14-37
A.D.) alone, is 29 A.D,, or 26 A.D. if Luke is reckoning from
his co-regency with Augustus, Pontius Pilate was governor
of Judea from 26-36 A,D. Herod was tetrarcb of Galilee from
4 B.C. to 34 A,D. The high-priesthood of Annas and Caiaphas,
counting the actual influence of Annas after he was deposed
until the end of the high-priesthood of Caiaphas, lasted from
G to 36 A.D.

John the Baptist. Beyond this text may be known the following
facts about him:

1, H e was born under most unusual circumstances (Lk. 1:5-25,
57-80).
2. He was kin to Jesus (Lk. 1:36).

3. His message and baptism possessed the full divine authority
(Mt. 21:25, 26, 32; Mk. 11:30-32; Lk. 3:2; 7:29, 30; Jn.
1:6), although his baptism possessed temporary validity (Ac.
18:24-26; 19:1-7).

4. ‘John came to bear witness to the Christ, introducing Him to
the Jewish nation (Jn. 1:6-8, 15, 19-36; 5:33-36).
5. He also baptized in Aenon near Salim (Jn. 3:23).

6. He and his disciples fasted (Mt. 9:14; 11:18; Mk. 2:18; Lk.
7:33).

7. He taught his disciples to pray (Lk. 1l:l).
8. John was completely self-effacing (Jn. 3:25-30).

9. H e was the great “Elijah” promised (Mal. 4:5; Mt. 11:14;
17:10-13; Lk. 1:17), who was to come to turn many of the
children of Israel unto the Lord their God.
10. H e was the last of the greatest prophets (Mt. 11: 11, 13). The
common people wondered if he might not be the Messiah
(Lk. 3:15). They were sure he was a prophet (Lk. 20:6),
although he performed no miracle. What he said about Jesus
came to pass (Jn. 10:40, 41). H e disclaimed any pretense to
the Messiahship (Ac. 13:24, 25).
11. He was imprisoned and beheaded by Herod for his preaching
(Mt. 4:12; 11:2-4; 14:2-10; Mk. 6:14-25). While in prison,
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he wondered how Jesus was going to fulfill his (John’s)
predictions (Lk. 7: 19-24).
12. Some of his disciples were Apollos (Ac. 18:24-26) and 12
others a t Ephesus (Ac. 191-7), certainly Andrew (Jn. 1:40)
and perhaps Simon Peter (Jn. 1:41-42). “The other disciple”
or John the Evangelist (Jn. 1:37-40) and his “own” brother,
James, are supposed by some to be also the Baptist’s disciples.
Maybe also were Philip and Nathanael (Jn. 1:43-49) because
of their proximity to John’s baptism when in reality they
were Galileans of Bethsaida. Were Joseph Justus Barsabbas
and Matthias also his disciples? (Cf. Ac. 1:21-23)

John the Baptist came preaching. The fact that he was called
“the Baptizer” indicates the uniqueness of his work. Had there been
other “baptists” or even “baptisms” on the scale or for the purposes practiced by John, it is assumed that he would not have been thus labelled.
Though there were many washings under the Mosaic Law (Heb. 910;
Lev. 14:9; 15; 16:28; Num. 19:7, lg), these were self-baptisms and
were not required as an indication of personal commitment to the
immediate advent of the Messiah. (See Ac. 191-4) Any comparison
of the practice of John with the baptism of proselytes must reckon with
the divine origin of John’s baptism as contrasted to the doubtful origins
of the other. (See Edersheim, Life, I, 273) Again, John is called “the
Baptist” and not “John the Essene,” apparently because his contemporaries could mark a clear distinction between this intensely
evangelistic preacher who appealed to the entire Jewish nation to
repent and prepare themselves for the immediate appearance of the
Messiah by a baptism of repentance for the remission of sins, as contrasted with exclusive sect of Qumranites, the Essenes, who manifested
no such discernible program of missionary activity, and who apparently
knew of no personal Messiah immediately to appear.
Other evidences that John the Baptist was no Essene:
1. His food and dress were not Essenic. While he ate “locusts,”
the Essenes abstained from animal food (Edersheim, Life, Vol.
I, p. 264, Philo, Quod Om&s Probus Liber). Usually, the
public dress of the Essenes, which became almost their insignia,
was a white linen garment (ISBE, 1000, citing Hyppolytus,
Refutatiolts)

.

2. The Essene doctrine of God’s absolute preordination of every-
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thing would logically deny John’s doctrine of personal responsibility,
3. John was intensely missionary and evangelistic in the proclamation of his messianic message, whereas the Qumranites (if they
may be identified with the Essenes) had no discernible message
or program for winning new adherents except by adopting the
children of others to train in their ways. John’s concern WM
national, while Essenic concern was self-development (at the
expense of national revival) which never brought its adherents
to real, outgoing love for their fellow Jews,
4. John actually prepared the way for the Messiah, whereas the
members of the Qumran community, despite their messianic
fervor and piety, never apparently recognized the Messiah
when He came, insofar as their relationship to Jesus is known.

I. Although the, messages of the Essenes and John are both
apccalyptic in their messianic hopes, the predictions of the
Essenes are general and visionary, hence, not truly prophetic,
whereas John’s predictions were specific and immediately
verified in the coming of the Messiah.
(See ISBE article, p. 997f; Unger, Archeology and the NT,
88ff.)

In the wilderness of Judea. This barren region of rugged
gorges and desolate badlands extended along the western side of the
Dead Sea to approximately five miles north of the sea u p the Jordan
Valley. It is located in the eastern part of Judah where the land plunges
into that valley and is usually arid, thus inhabitable, except by some wild
life. (Cf, Mk. 1:13) The Jordan River flows past the northern end of
this wilderness before entering the Dead Sea. It was probably at the
point where the eastern trade route crossed the Jordan that John began
his preaching, for the location afforded an audience among the travellers
compelled to pause at the ford, and it afforded a place suitable for
baptizing. Evidently, John did not remain here exclusively (cf, Jn.
1040), because later he was baptizing “in Bethany beyond the
Jordan” (Jn. 1:28) and still later “at Aenon near Salim” (Jn. 3:23).
Luke specifically declares that J6hn made his message known “in all
the region round about the Jordan.” (3:3)
This wild country not only formed the background for John’s
preaching, but undoubtedly wrought the steel which was his character:
His lifelong habitual home in the desert (Lk. 1:80). H e was away
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from the luxuries, the comforts of society and the outward prosperity
but corrupted morals. This must have prepared John in such a manner
as to equip him to leap fully matured upon the stage of human events
and call the nation to repent. He would need to have been thoroughly
tested and proven before he would face a people indifferent to religion
and a religious leadership outwardly orthodox but really corrupt.
By the calculations of men (cf. Jn. 7:3, 4) the wilderness would
seem a strangely inappropriate, barren field of labor, as there were no
great cities where men could be reached with so important a message.
However, it was an ideal location for the very fact that it was away
from the distractions of city life, and, at the same time, close to water
for baptism. John was such a preacher that once he had fired the
interest and imagination of the first few contacted with a message of
the Messiah soon to appear, the news raced throughout the surrounding region and the people came to him!

3:2 Repent! The first word from God uttered in nearly 400
years brings clearly into focus all that would restore that perfect
fellowship with God, which was lost since the first sin. It strikes
the keynote for the entire kingdom of God. None may enter this
kingdom with his baggage of personal, willful sins, nor under his own
terms. Repentance is that unconditional surrender to the will of God
that lays down the arms of self-righteousness and self-justification and
asks, “What must I do to accept the terms of pardon?” This demand
of God that men repent possesses tremendous power for the transformation of the race. It clearly demands the renunciation of any and
all cherished sins, for they ruptured fellowship with God from the very
beginning and have continued to do so ever since. This command to
repent cannot be substituted by claims of righteousness, or refused on
the grounds of lineage, nor evaded by hiding among the masses who
also do not wish to change their lives. It is personal, born of convictions; God would change men by teaching them to change their convictions. Jesus and John preached and appealed to these convictions
to induce Israel to repent:
I . The conviction of God’s authority over the sinner and of His
perfect righteousness (cf. Ro. 2:l-16; Ezra 9:13, 15; Ps. 51:4b
Dan. 9:4, 7a);
2. The conviction of one’s own guilt (cf. I1 Co. 5:21; Ro. 3:10-23;
Ezra 9:6b, 7, 15; Ps. 32:5; 5l:l-17; Prov. 28:13; Dan. 9:5-13);
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3, A conviction of the fear of the Lord based upon what is
known of His purity and our own iniquity. A man who never
trembles in fear of his sin and God’s punishment will never
repent (cf. Lk. 13:3, 5 ; Ezra 9:14; Prov. 19:23; 14:27; 15:33;
16:6; Dan, 9:13);

4. A sense of shame regarding the manner of life lived out of
connection and harmony with the character and will of
(cf. Ro. 6:21; Jer. 3:3; 8:12; Ezra 9:6; Dan, 9:7);
5 , The certainty of rhe goodness, love and mercy of God
2:4; I1 Pet, 3:9, 13; Psa. 103: all, but esp. vv. 3, 10).
has even granted man the opportunity to repent! (Ac.
11:18; Heb. 12:17; Dan. 9:9);

God

(Ro.
God
5:31;

6. The certain conviction of the reality of those precious treasures
which God promises to those willing to surrender all to Him.
If the changing of human nature is the changing of the desires
of that nature, then, the changing power of repentance is in
the desiring of different desires. There is purifying power
in hope (I1 Pet. 1:3-11; I Jn. 3:l-3) which forces out of the
picture all that does not agree with that new affection. If a
man is obsessed with a great desire, or a great idea, such as
that which God offers in the Kingdom of Christ, there are not
enough obstacles to stop him from obtaining them!
The full process of repentance involves the complete change of the
man (Ac. 26:18; I1 Co. 7:8-11)
The Kingdom of heaven is a t hand. This is the positive,
exciting reason for John’s stern demand of the nation: not a mere negative rejection of certain past sins or even a habit of sinfulness, but rather
a positive preparation for the sudden appearance of the King and
the commencement of His rule, But what sort of kingdom will it
be? It will be the long-awaited rule of God in the hearts of men
empowered by their effective repentance. Edersheim (Life, I, 265)
sums up the nature and importance of this central theme of John’s
preaching:
Concerning this ‘Kingdom of Heaven,’ which was the
great message of John, and the great work of Christ Himself,
we may here say, that it is the whole Old Testament sgblintmted,
and the whole New Testament redised. The idea of it did
not lie hidden in the Old, to be opened up in the New
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Testament-as
did the mystery of its realization. But this
rule of heaven and Kingship of Jehovah was the very substance of the Old Testament; the object of the calling and
mission of Israel; the meaning of all its ordinances, whether
civil or religious; the underlying idea of all its institutions.
It explained alike the history of the people, the dealings of
God with them, and the prospects opened up by the prophets.
Without it the Old Testament could not be understood; it
gave perpetuity to its teaching, and dignity to its representations. This constituted alike the real contrast between Israel
and the nations of antiquity, and Israel‘s real title to distinction. Thus the whole Old Testament was the preparatory
presentation of the rule of heaven and of the Kingship of
its Lord.
Study this concept as expressed in law, prophecy, and popular devotion: Ex. 19:6; I Sam. 12:12; I1 Sam. 7:8-16; Psa. 2:6; 5:2; 10:16;
22:28; 24:7-10; 2 9 1 0 ; 44:4; 45:6, 7; 47; 48:1, 2; 7412; 84:3;
95:3; 98:6; 145:1, 11-13; Isa. 9:6, 7; 33:17-22; 37:16; 43:15; Jer.
10:6-10 3 0 9 ; Dan. 2:44; 79-28; Zech. 14:9, 16, 17. John’s hearers
believed in God, at least formally, and were acquainted with God’s
revelations in the OT, but a people indifferent to its obligations to
God under that revelation are certainly not prepared to receive additional
revelation. They must repent before they can believe the gospel!
Instead of calling the nation to military exercizes to prepare for
the restoration of national glory, a call which would have been
perfectly in accord with the common expectation, John challenged
Israel to a personal, immediate and drastic change of life, their
conduct and their hopes.
3:3 This is he. John the Baptist is the Gad-sent fulfillment
of Isaiah’s prophecy, not merely history repeated: there is no other
“voice.” (Jn. 1:23; also Mk. 1:2; Mt. 11:lO)
In the wilderness. Delitzsch (Isaiah, 11, 141), following the
parallelism in the Hebrew, construes this phrase, not with the crier,
but as the place where the preparation was to be made for the
Messiah’s coming. Luke (3:5) gives the full quotation of this prophecy
(La. 40:3ff), defining the heart of Israel as a spiritual wilderness
containing hindrances and obstacles which would impede the progress of the kingdom of God in its forward advance, Sin and impenitence had raised mountains of obstruction; only repentance could
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open the road to the Lord. God means that Israel is to prepare herself
so that God who is coming to deliver shall find her in such a spiritual
state as befits His glory and plan, John would need to encourage
the down-cast, humiliate the self-righteous and self-secure, unmask
the dishonest and reduce the unapproachably haughty into submission.
The very reason for John’s coming to prepare Israel was the all-tooobvious fact that Israel was not ready, Note in this connection the
messages of all the prophets. Wjth one accord, they all declare that
there was hardly any period when Israel was “ready for the coming
of her God.“ No study could be more fruitful than that of Malachi,
the last voice of the OT, as he points to the specific instances in
which Israel had need of rhorough correction by repentance.
The way of the Lord. It is Jehovah for whose coming John
must awaken the nation, not merely an angelic emanation of deity,
if Isaiah’s prophecy (ch. 40) is to be taken seriously. Malachi (2:174:6) also declares unequivocally that it is Jehovah whom Israel sought
and would soon see come suddenly to His temple.
(The “angel of the covenant” is Jehovah, as is demanded both
by the parallelism in Mal. 3:l and, the complaint of Israel in
Mal, 2:17, as well as Israel’s understanding of this “messenger:”
EX. 3:2, 4, 6, 14, 15; 13:21, 22; 14:19; 23:20-23; 33:14;
Deut. 4:37; Isa. 63:9)
The longing cry of Isaiah (64:1), “0 that thou wouldst rend the
heavens and come down!” and the sobbed prayer, “How long, 0
Lord? Wilt thou hide thyself forever?” (Psa. 89:46), as well as the
hypocritical taunt “Where is the God of justice?” (Mal. 2:17) are about
to be answered by the personal appearance of Jehovah of hosts.
11.

THE MANS MANNER

3:4 Everything John was, spoke so eloquently that everyone could
hear dearly what he was saying! It was only the message that
mattered to John and he subordinated everything to its propagation.
Obviously 0 man of self-denial, he was a living illustration of how
little man really needs for existence, Dried locusts were a “clean”
food (Lev. 11:22) and were apparently as abundant as honey (Ex.
3:8, 17; Deut. 8:7-9; cf. Lk. 24:42). His mode of life was somewhat
similar to that of the Nazarite (Lk. 1:15; cf. Num. 6:l-23); his dress
typical of the ancient prophets (I1 Kgs. 1:8; Zech. 13:4). His appearance reenforced his preaching: he challenged all who made food and
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drink, house and clothes their chief concern in life, to turn from such
vanity and concern themselves with far more essential problems. Note
carefully that John did not call them to asceticism, but to repentance.
He did not offer his dress and diet as the norm of piety. Doubtless,
even then as today, there were many ascetics who would offer their
asceticism as their excuse for not repenting! John did not demaqd
that those who had food and raiment should leave that (Lk. 3:11),
or that those in particular occupations should cease those functions
within the society (Lk. 3:12-14). He called the nation to leave its SIN.
Every movement for righteousness finds its scoffers standing on
the sidelines, even this one (Mt. 11:18), However, Jesus had nothing
but praise for John (Mt. 11:7-15).
111. T H E MAN’S MESSAGE OF MORALITY
3:5, 6 Then went out
and were baptized. The two
Greek verbs (exeporeaeto and ebetizolzto: imperfect tense) vividly describe the constant flow of people who kept going out to hear John and
were being baptized by him. Unto him: but what were they going out
to see? Did they seek some novel spectacle? Did they find a fickle
man, easily moved by popular opinion, or rather a molder of that opinion? Did they seek some one who pampered his body with rich foods
and soft clothing? Even a great prophet? What was it that moved
them to such repentance, such confession of sins and baptism? They
were brought face-to-face with the greatest man who ever lived, the
very herald of God and precursor of the Messiah! They were faced
with their sins, both national and personal, the imminent judgment
of God,and the sudden coming of the Christ. The message and the
man were bound up in one indissoluable unity and they could see
it. They could discern no way of escape from repentance without
rejecting the counsel of Gad against themselves. (Cf. Mt. 11:2-19;
Lk. 7:18-30) All Judea, all the region are common hyperboles
meaning “many” or perhaps “most of the people of these regions came,”
as we say “everybody was there” when we actually mean that the
major part of the populace came (Mt. 21:23-25; Lk. 7:30).
They were baptized, i.e., they were immersed in the Jordan, for
that is the meaning of the word bqtizezn and all its cognates. There
exists no linguistic evidence from the first century for any other
meaning assigned to this word, other than “dip, submerge, plunge or
overwhelm.” On this point, see ISBE, articles on “Baptism” by
Lutheran, Baptist and Pedo-baptist authors, p. 385ff, which throw into
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sharp contrast the speculation about the supposed meaning of the word
when used to support their doctrines, as over against the simplicity and
unity of meaning found in the Greek lexicons which must describe
the word as it was actually used in the first century,
Confessing their sins. Whether the penitents confessed particular sins to John or their sinfulness in general is not so much the
point as that they did confess sins they had kept hidden for years and
had cherished as a way of life, The fear of God’s wrath and their lack
of preparation for the coming of the Messiah laid bare their sins
and devastated their excuses, For heart-touching examples of such
confessions, see Neh. 1:4-11; 9:2, 3; Ezra 9:5-10-1;
Dan. 9:3-20;
cf. Jas. 5:16; Ac. 19:8-19,esp. 18.

3:7 When he saw many. Though Luke (3:7) describes these
words as addressed to the entire crowd, Matthew here is specifying
what part of the crowd was thus addressed. However, any of the
crowd who would tend to agree with the sentiments of the religious
leaders are thus deprived of refuge against the command of John to
repent personally.
The Phariws were a Jewish religio-political party which laid
extreme importance upon the strictest outward observance of the law
and its traditional interpretations by the rabbis. Eking gross legalists,
they were self-righteous hypocrites, cultivating a hollow, ostentatious
formalism. (Cf,Josephus Antiq%ities, XIII, 5, 9; 10:5; XVIII, 1, 3;
Lk. 18:p; 12; Mt. 23; Ac. 23:8) The Saddzlcees rejected the rabbinical
traditions as well as the doctrine of the resurrection, of angels, spirits,
immortality and the judgment to come. They included in their number
many of the richest and most influential Jews, such as the high priests’
family. (Cf. Act,, XVIII, 1, 4; Wars, 11, 8, 14; Mt. 16:1-12; 22:23;
Ac. 4:l; 5:17; 23:8)
Coming to his baptism (e@ t o bupi~ma). This English phrase
does not convey the two possibilities which the Greek phrase offers:
(1) The Pharisees and Sadducees were coming t o or toward the
vicinity where John was baptizing. In this case, they are pictured as
merely being present to judge for themselves the nature of John’s
ministry, criticize where they might, or perhaps to seize control of
the movement if possible, lest they lose their influence with the
people. John’s words that are addressed to them, in this case, would
be taken as ironic, because they would have denied the necessity of
their repentance or need for baptism. They rejected John’s baptism
(Mt. 21:25; Lk. 7:30), because of their dependence upon physical rela99
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tion to Abraham. John may, then, be paraphrased thus: “You vipers’
offspring (a metaphor true to fact), who prompted you to flee from
the coming wrath (an ironic metaphor, contrary to fact, meaning:
“Surely YOU are not fleeing from the coming wrath too? No!”)
(2) epi t o baptima may also mean that they were coming for the
pmpose of baptism. (Cf. Arndt-Gingrich, 289) Thus, they were coming “to have themselves baptized.” Compare the parallel in Luke 3:7
(ekporeumnois betistbemi hup’wtou). But why were they really
coming?
Could it be that these Pharisees and Sadducees, being human,
felt the weariness of their outward formalistic observances from which
any semblance of reality and holiness had long since departed? Did
they too have sorrows, achings and spiritual unrest that accused them
of their own spiritual emptiness? Were they thus led to sigh and
search for something real and nourishing? Could it be that they knew
that formalism and sterile morality cannot satisfy man’s conscience?
Or that infidelity raises only doubts and cannot rest a trou,bled heart?
If so, John knew that they needed to be shaken hard and brought
beyond that point of hidden convictions masquerading under the guise
of religious respectability. They were experts in the art of dodging
repentance, but this time there was to be no dodging! But, lest we
feel too secure, let us remember Hebrews 2:3.
Undoubtedly, they did not all feel their need. John immediately
unmasks their insincerity and impenitence and challenges their fitness
for baptism. The general situation may explain their real motivation:
since the new movement had attained such proportions, they may have
feared the loss of their leadership of the people, if they did not join
it and attempt to seize the control of the movement. They could
not really be fleeing from the coming wrath if they did not believe
that THEY were in danger of it. Probably they merely pretended
to fear God’s judgment, as a cover for their real intent.
Offspring of vipers was a title justly deserved by the Jewish
rulers inasmuch as they poisoned the religious principles of the nation
and crucified God’s Son. (Study also Gen. 3:1-15; Rev. 129, 14, 15;
Mt. 12:34; 23:33; Jn. 8:44)
Who warned you? Who indeed but the father of lies could
have prompted these hypocrites to believe they could actually escape the
wrath of God by mere outwardly religious, hypocritcal acts? Were they
really so blind to fail to see that their manner of life could only run
more directly into the path of that which they sought to escape?
IO0
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Baptized hundreds of times, they would never be able to escape the

wrath of God!
The w r a t h of God is no figure of speech, no mere expression
attributing to God human emotions, It is the clear, necessary reaction
of God’s holy, righteous character, reacting to man’s sin which is the
persistent rejection of His love and mercy. (Cf, Zeph. 1:14-18; 2:2,
3; Mal. 3:2-18; 4:1, 5; Mt. 23:33; Lk. 21:20-24, esp. 23b; Jn,
3:36; Bo. 1:18ff; Eph, 5:6; Col. 3:6; I Th.1:lO)

3:8 B r i n g f o r t h f r u i t w o r t h y o f r e p e n t a n c e ! John is saying, “Do not bring to this movement of true repentance toward God that
cunning hypocrisy for which you are well known! Do not merely
profess to be repenting, but show that you mean it by forsaking your
sins! Do not make this trip to the water but another sinful act of
hypocrisy! ” These Pharisees and Sadducees could not remain what
they were: they tm must repent without deception or evasion, and be
prepued to face a11 the consequences that arise out of such a dramatic
change. There are some “fruits” that are unworthy of the profession
to repent: a passing regret, a few tears, an excuse or two, a wish to
be different, a brief outward betterment, perhaps even a resolve to
change that becomes forgotten with the passage of time. Others
“pay their tithes,” pray regulally, support religion in a flurry of
“busy-ness” but they are unwilling to admit that they are trying to
evade that death to self which is true repentance, Others dare to
use all manner of other devices merely to justify themselves as they
are and to keep them from doing their one duty to repent!
But the fwits that God seeks are the various acts which show a
changed heart. Repentance must issue in a real change of life that
no longer presumes upon the grace and mercy of God. Even if it i s
not always possible for men to recognize the truly repentant, God
always does (Cf. Mt. 7:15-20 with Ac. 1:24; Rev. 2:23). True repentance is inward but it must affect all the issues of life. Luke
(3:lO-14) describes how this preaching cut into the conscience of the
common people too, making them cry out, desiring to know specifically
what they must do to manifest the genuineness of their repentance.
John demands that the selfish person, or those who had been indifferent to the needs of others, should show their repentance by
practical deeds of compassion and mercy. Those who had been guilty
of- crooked dealing by extortion should show their repentance by
honest dealing. Those in the military should shun sins common to
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soldiers; the greedy and overbearing must produce contentment and
gentle courtesy. If we would produce such fruit (Acts 26:lO means
us!) we must:
1. Co?zfess o w sin, for true repentance necessitates the humility
to admit that we have sinned. (See Prov. 28:13; Psa. 32:5,
6; 51; Jer. 2:35; 3:13)

2. Re$& the hmage of oar s i n whereinsofar it can be done.
(Cf. Num. 5:6, 7) Sadly, this is not always possible, for
these Pharisees and Sadducees had taught others to disregard
Gcd’s will (Cf. Mt. 5:19, 2 0 15:l-20; 23), but they could
not know how far their own former evil influence had reached,
and thus could not repair all the damage wrought by their
teaching.
3. Refuse to repecFt any sin under any circumstance.
3:9 T’hink not to say. Probably very few Jews were not inclined to cherish secretly the reminder of their relationship to Abraham
and all of the consequent blessings that that relationship was supposed
to confer. Even those who were trying to live righteously in that
age must have regarded John’s statement as absolutely incredible,
for to all of Judaism, Abraham was unique. (Cf. Jn. 8:30-59; Lk.
16:19-31) According to their view, his meritorious goodness and
favor with God not only sufficed for himself, but was such a
treasury of merit that all the claims and needs of his descendents
could not exhaust! And yet, their pride in their Abrahamic lineage
was all the more inexcusable, since they had been clearly warned by
the prophets that theirs was not an exclusive relationship irrespective
of their sins, They could by no means escape punishment for their
sins. (Cf. Isa. 48:1, 2; Jer. 8:8; 7:3, 4, 8-10 Micah 3 : l l )
John’s prophetic task was to turn “the heart of the fathers to
the children, and the heart of the children to their fathers” (Mal.
4:6; cf. Lk. 1:17). The “fathers” are those illustrious ancestors of
the Israelite nation, the patriarchs, Albraham, Isaac and Jacob, and
generally the pious forefathers such as David and the godly men of
his time. (Cf. Jer. 15: 1; Ezek. 14:14, 20) The “children” are their
degenerate descendents of Malachi’s own time and the succeeding
ages. “Turning the heart of the fathers to the sons” does not mean
merely directing the love of the fathers to the sons once more, but
also restoring the heart of the fathers in the sons, or giving to the sons
the father’s disposition and affections. Then will the heart of the sons
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also return to the faith of their fathers, so that they will be likeminded with their pious fathers. (Keil on Mdacbi, 472) In making
their claim to the lineage of Abraham, these Jews were thinking
wrongly abour their father. They supposed that fleshly ties automatically carried with them all spiritual benefits and material blessings.
But John could have also said as well: “Do not think to plead
special treBtment by God on the basis of your genius, rank, beauty,
wealth, power or splendid service to the nation! Divorced from your
real character, they count for absolutely nothing in the supreme matter
of eternal destiny, In fact, they may actually impede your entrance
into the kingdom, inasmuch as they might hide from your very eyes
your need to repent,” Abraham’s real, children are those who express
Abraham’s faith and obedience to God’s will. (Gal. 3:6, 7, 9, 26-29)
These stones, Does John mean by this expression, taken as a
figure of speech, to indicate the Gentiles or perhaps the lower-class
Jews who, in the eyes of the Pharisees an$ Sadducees, could make
no claims to arrive at their “superior righteousness and rights to
God’s blessings”? Or does he mean literal stones, to show that the
vital relation to Abraham, which counts with God, is not that which
is based upon fleshly ties, but upon a real, inward character? Plummer
( b k e , 90) notes: “It was God who made Abraham to be the rock
whence the Jews were hewn (Isa. 51:1, 2); and out of the most unpromising material He can make genuine children of Abraham (Ro.
4; 9:6, 7; 11:13-24; Gal, 4:21-31).”
This passage may explain the stumbling-block in the mind of
Nicodemus (cf. Jn. 3 : 3-9), for even personal self-righteousness, acquired
position and bIood-descent from Abraham would not avail for entrance
into the Kingdom of God. Only a complete re-birth could accomplish
this. (For other Christian teaching against trust in human relationships or relation by physical descent for salvation and blessing, see
Jn. 1:12, 13; 3:3; 8:31-58; Mt. 8:11, 12; Lk. 16:24; Phil. 3:2-21;
Col. 3:ll.)

3:lO Even now the axe lies. Judgment is fast approaching!
But, some would ask, is fear a proper religious motive? Yes, for God
addresses His message to every sentiment of the human heart that
“by all means He might save some.” If love and grace do not reach
the heart, the threat and terror of judgment must be given opportunity
to try to stir the conscience. Even the threat of judgment on God’s
part demonstrates His long-suffering love and mercy. The conscience
is one of God’s gifts, and he who destroys it must answer for it.
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The figure of the tree is clear: the trees represent the Jewish
nation as a whole; every tree stands for each individual; the axe,
God’s judgment. The trees designated for felling have already been
selected on the basis of failure to produce fruit worthy of God‘s
continued grace. The axe lies at the root: the coming judgment
will be complete and will involve the entire stand of trees. The
fire is the punitive judgment of God. (Cf. Mal. 4:l; Jn. 15:6; Mt.
13:40; 18:8, 9; Tit. 3:14)
These predictions of judgment are revealed by inspiration of
God to John for publication, However, John’s personal interpretation
of these prophecies was that Jesus would begin this fiery separation
and judgment immediately upon the commencement of His ministry.
Moreover, this might have seemed to John to be the meaning of
Malachi 3: 1, 2. However, this interpretation overly constricts the
time element that lies between the Messiah’s coming and His execution
of world judgment. This mistaken interpretation by John later troubled
him since Jesus was seemingly not fulfilling the prophecy of John as he
thought He should. (See Mt. 11:2-6)

IV. THE MAN’S MASTER-THE MESSIAH
3:11 I baptize you with water unto repentance. On the
phrase “with water” or “in water,” see below on “in the Holy Spirit.”
The problem in John’s words is to discover what is meant by “baptism
UNTO repentance,” for it would seem at first glance that John’s
baptism led to, or resulted in, repentance. However, the tenor of
the whole passage seems to be just the reverse: John presumably
refused to baptize any who did not demonstrate the genuineness of
their repentance, although this cannot be clearly proven. On the
other hand, he might have baptized all comers, while challenging the
conscience of all, lest they mock the serious import of the baptism by
reducing it to another act of sham religion. In this case, he would
be leaving the decision to be baptized clearly up to each conscience
and he proceeded to baptize all comers upon their confession of need,
on the assumption that few hypocrites would risk exposure. The
problem is not simply linguistic here, because the Greek preposition
eis, usually translated in the figurative sense: “to, toward, so as to,
in order to, for the purpose that, etc.”, (as, for example, I1 Co. 7:9,
10; Ro. 1O:lO; 2:4; Mt. 26:28), seems to indicate that their repentance
was the goal which John sought to accomplish by baptizing the
people. Now, John preached a baptism that conferred the inestimable
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blessing of remission of sins upon the truly repentant (Mk. 1:4; Lk.
3:3) in order to cause the people to repent so as to be fit candidates
for his baptism and its resulting forgiveness of sins. Therefore, ir
was not the baptism which John held before the people as the premium
most desirable, so much as it was the remission of sins connected with
it, Thus, the desire to obtain their soul’s deep need of forgiveness
would prompt the people to see their prior need to repent.
If it be true that the immediate goal of John’s baptism was to
cause the people to repent so that God could forgive them, was there
no other purpose in John’s ministry, other than calls to individual
repentance in view of the coming Messiah? Or was he not also
thus admitting those thus baptized to that group of repentant Israelites
who, by bringing forth fruits worthy of their penitence, thus prepared
themselves for the Kingdom of God and thus identified themselves
with the soondopappear Messiah?
H e who comes after me. “The coming one” (bo ercbontenos)
may have become a stereotyped phrase for “the expected Messiah.”
(Cf. Psa. 118:26 as cited in Mt. 21:9; 23:39; then, Hab. 2:3 as cited
in Heb. 10:37; cf. Mal, 3:l; Jn. 1:15; 3:31; 6:14; 11:27; Ac. 19:4)
In these NT passages, the above-cited Greek phrase appears with little
modification, although it must be admitted that, in these same passages,
the phrase may appertain to the wording of the sentences merely as
the way in which each author wished to express himsr’f without particular attempt to record a fixed phrase. However, Arndt-Gingrich
(article: e r c h o d ) cite more evidence that indicates that the Christ
is meant. Again, there is particular point in John’s anguished question,
“Are you the coming one (bo ercb,omeno.r) or do we await another?”
(Mt. 11:s)
The above-mentioned problem becomes important when it is
observed how John seems to avoid directly using the word “Messiah,”
and uses instead a seemingly innocent circumlocution, “the coming
One.” “Messiah” was a term loaded with explosive, political implications in the Jewish mind. John never did call Jesus “the Christ,”
although he attributed to Him every other title of deity which leads
to the same conclusion. Thus, he reduced the stimulus to merely
excited nationalists and, at the same time, improved the understanding
of his hearers.
He is mightier than I. Here, as later before the Jerusalem investigating committee (Jn. 1:19-27), John disclaims all pretenses to
Messiahship. His stirring challenge to righteousness, call to re-
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pentance, his good news of the approaching kingdom, and his threat
of judgment to come, left the impression that he was the Messiah
himself (Lk. 3: 15). The necessity to clarify his own position led
John to frame that memorable figure of the slave unworthy of his
glorious Master. But it is no mere figure, for it is exactly what
John felt! (cf. Jn. 3:27-30)
Feel the contrast: I indeed
but he
John is saying, “If
you think that my small ministry has been great, if you suppose me
to be the great Elijah or the promised prophet or even the Christ
Himself, you have not seen anything yet! My baptism is in water
leading you to repentance, but His shall be in the Holy Spirit!”
In the Holy Spirit. The long-awaited time when God’s promised
Spirit would come is about to arrive. (Cf. Ezek. 36:26-37:14;
39:29;
Joel 2:28f; ha. 44:3) God kept His word (Ac. 1 : 5 ; 2:l-4; 10:44-48;
11:16) when His people were truly overwhelmed or submerged or
immersed in God’s Spirit.

...

...

Arguments based upon the presence or absence of the Greek
preposition en here and in the parallel passages fail to
establish their point, since Mark does not use it a t all (1:8),
while Matthew uses it in both phrases ( 3 : l l ) and Luke uses
it with the Holy Spirit (3:15), but not with water. The
simple locative case, without the preposition en may still
express the element in which the baptism takes place, be it
water or the Holy Spirit. Or if the case be construed as instrumental, it expresses the instrument or thing with which
the baptism is effected. The addition of en may express either
the place in which, or the instrument with which the baptisms
were to be effected. Whether the baptisms here mentioned
are effected by immersion must be solved on other considerations than the use of en, “in, with.” However, the Greek lexicons are clear on the meaning of the action involved in betize
and bapisrn.

But not only the joyful moment for the fulfillment of God’s promise
of the Holy Spirit, but also the “great and terrible day of the Lord”
was drawing near in which God would come personally bringing judgment upon the house of Israel. (Cf. Mal. 3:1--4:6)
H e shall baptize you
( i n or with) fire. Various explaaations of this “fire” are suggested:

...
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1. Tbat the “fiery” tongues at Pentecost are meant is improbable, since no fire ever appeared in connection with the
coming of the Spirit on that day. (See Ac. 2:l-3)

2. Others suggesr that only one baptism is meant under two
terms: the blessing of the Holy Spirit and the kindling, illuminating and purifying which He brings into the life of the
believer. (Cf, Mal. 3:2, 3) This suggestion is offered on the
strength of the argument that the same persons will receive
the Holy Spirit and the fire (“He will baptize YOU”), However, there is another “you” in verse 11, exactly parallel to
this one, which cannot be taken in a specific sense, but must be
taken only generally. It was not true that John was baptizing
everyone with water, since the religious leaders rejected his
baptism. Neither would it be true that Jesus should baptize
indiscriminately everyone with the Holy Spirit and fire, for
He will certainly separate the “you” (plural) into individuals.

3. Others suggest the fiery trials which Jesus’ followers must
undergo (Cf. Mk. 10:38, 39; Lk. 12:49, 50), although it may
be doubted that John intended such trials as one of the
glories of the Messianic Reign, which were to be contrasted
with his own unworthy ministry.
4. Two baptisms are distinguished: the penitent with the Spirit,
and the impenitent with penal fire. I t should be noted that
one of the features of OT prophecy is that it views great,
widely-separated feamres of God’s redemption and final judgment in small contexts without apparent regard to the great
time intervals existing between them. John, like the old
prophets, is seeing the future without the perspective of time.
Thus, while the baptism of the Spirit occurred on Pentecost
and on one other significant occasion thereafter, (Ac. 10:44ff;
11:15-17) the real baptism of fire is left until the end of the
age. (Rev. 20: 15; 21 :8). Contextual limitations derermine
the meaning of this “fire:” the separation of good from bad
both precedes and follows this verse and may be regarded as in
John’s mind as he mentions the blessings of the Holy Spirit
upon the righteous and the condemnation of the wicked in this
intervening verse.
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1:12 Whose fan. Here John changes his figure of speech from
the Mighty One who will baptize, to the Great Harvester. The picture

is that of an ancient threshing floor which is a hard, level surface
40-80 feet in diameter. The grain, straw and all, was laid on its
surface just as it was brought from the grainfields, After the grain
was trodden out on the f l a x by oxen, it was then winnowed, or,
separated from the chaff, by tossing the straw and grain repeatedly
into the air with a large wooden shovel called “the fan.” The wind
blew the light chaff and dust to one side while the good heavy grain
fell back onto the threshing floor. After two or three winnowings,
the grain was washed, dried and passed through a sieve, and finally
stored in granaries. The useless dusty chaff left over after the winnowing process was then burned.
John’s meaning is simple and clear: the threshhg floor stands
for the world with its mixed population of saints and sinners. The
great, final judgment, to be executed by Christ Himself, will demonstrate the true nahlre of every man whether he be wheat or ch&,
all of which is seen in the thorozlgh ck&g
of the threshing ~ Z O O T
by the farmer. Then, at the end, there will be the salvation of the
righteous, represented by the gathering of the wbed &to the gamm,
and the punishment of the wicked, by the bwwhg z ~ pof the chaff.
(Cf. Mt. 13:30., 36-43)
The idea that any mere man could be in a position to execute
these judgments is unthinkable. Therefore, the deity of the Messiah
stands directly behind these words which describe His power and
right of judgment. And yet, the judgment is not all in His hands.
When men are confronted with the Christ, they are faced with an
unavoidable choice: they must either be for or against Him, accept
Him or reject Him. It is precisely this choice that settles their
destiny. The righteous are separated from the unrighteous by their
reaction to Jesus.
U?zqmchdble /&e. The figure of speech, taken from the
threshing floor, is tcm limited to tell all the necessary truth, so
John adds a word that seems to be contradictory in the nature of the
case, but is quite clear in revealing a punishment beyond present
human knowledge and experience. God is able to provide a fire
that could not be extinguished for eternity, even if all the fire we
have ever seen be extinguishable. Therefore, speculations as to the
nature of such inextinguishable fire are valueless; those who experience
it will have no doubt as to its nature or reality. (Cf. Isa. 5:24; 6624;
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Jer, 7:20; Zepli. 1:14-18; Mt. 25:41; Mk. 9:43) Other passages
which teach this same final separation and effectively deny the popular
doctrines of universalism (“God is too loving, too good-hearted ro damn
anyone”), ultimate restoration (“God will somehow purge the wicked
of their sins, purifying them for ultimate salvation.”), and total
annihilation (“God will finally end their torment by utterly destroying
the wicked.”), are the following: I1 Th. 1:8-12; Mk. 9:48; Mt, 1 3 : 2 4 3 0, 36-43; 25:41; I1 Pet, 3:7-117

FACT QUESTIONS
1. Tell all you can about John the Baptist: his father, mother, birth,

2.

3.
4.
5.

6.
7.
8.

9.
I

10.
11.

~

12.
13.

naming, youth, qualifications, manner of life, message, length of
ministry, places of service, testimony to Jesus, prophecies about
him, his similarity to the Essenes, the origin and nature of his
baptism, and its relation to Christian baptism.
Since Matthew concluded his second chapter with the return of
Jesus to Nazareth with Joseph and Mary, how could Matthew
initiate his next section of Jesus’ life by saying “in those days”?
Are we to understand that John began his ministry while Jesus
was yet a child? What other information helps us to correctly
interpret Matthew’s introductory phrase “in those days”?
Why is John called “the Baptist”? What does this appellation
suggest about his unique ministry?
Give specific directions how to find the wilderness where John
preached and describe its general nature. Locate the general
scene of his baptizing.
What was the central theme of John’s preaching?
What was the basic purpose for John’s coming to preach the
special message he brought? What was John to accomplish?
Who was “the Lord” (Isa. 40:3) for whom John prepared?
Why was not Israel ready for the Messiah’s coming?
W h a t does the word “repent” or “repentance” mean? How is
John’s baptism a “baptism unto repentance”?
What prophetic passages were brought to fulfiilment in the message
and ministry of John the Baptist?
What blessing did the response to the message of John bring
upon those who were baptized?
How far-reaching was John’s influence with the Jewish people?
Why did the multitudes respond so readily to John’s preaching!
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14. What response did John seek among the religious leaders of the day?
15. What religious parties sent representatives to hear John? W h o
were these parties (what did they officially believe)?
16. Why did John address the religious leaders with such a fearful
warning?
17. What is “the wrath to come”? How could they flee from it?
18. What are “fruits worthy of repentance”?
19. What does John mean by bringing up Abraham? In what
connection did he mention Abraham?
20. What is the terrible danger in claiming relationship to spiritual,
God-fearing ancestors, that was inherent in the way that the
religious leaders were implied as reasoning?
21. How does the figure of the axe and the trees correct this mistaken mode of reasoning?
22. What promise did John make regarding the coming of Jesus, and
what is meant by the various terms of that promise? (What is
the baptism in the Holy Spirit? When did it take place? Where?
Upon whom? What is the baptism in fire? When did it take
place? Where ? Upon whom?)
23. Explain the figure of winnowing grain literally, and then show
what use John made of the figure.
24. John was born of the tribe of Levi, dressed like the gat, ancient
prophets, preached a message of righteousness and repentance,
but presented no supernatural credentials, such as miracles (Jn.
10:40, 41), and died before His predictions about Jesus could be
verified. How could it be clear, then, to the religious leaders
and multitudes alike, that he had the authority of God to thunder
such a fiery message, initiate such a baptism, and make such
exciting predictions about the coming of the Kingdom of God
and the “One mightier than I”? Were not the learned doctors iof
the law justified in responding to Jesus’ question regarding John’s
baptism, “We do not know whether his baptism is from heaven
or from men,” (Mt. 21:25-27), and were they not justified in
not believing him (Mt. 21:32)?
25. What does the apostle Paul say about John and his ministry?
26. What is the judgment of Jesus upon John, as to his ministry,
his personal greatness and his effectiveness?
27. How could so many people, as are indicated by the Evangelists’
report of John’s success, be free to come to hear John? Did not
any of them work?
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28, , What i s the relationship between the “forgiveness or reinisdon
of sins,” enjoyed by those who accepted John’s baptism, and that
secured by Jesus’ death on the cross? (Cf, Mk. 1:4; Lk. 3:3
wirh Heb. 9:22, 14, 15; Epli. 1:7) How could John’s baptism
be “for remission of sins”?
29. Were those who became disciples of John, thus preparing thernselves for the cornmenceinent of the Kingdom, exempt from the
sacrifices and service connected with the old Mosaic system?

Section 6

JESUS IS BAPTIZED BY JOHN
(Parallels: Mark 1:9-11; Luke 3:21, 22; cf. John 1:29-34)

TEXT: 3:13-17
13. Then corneth Jesus from Galilee to the Jordan unto John, to be
baptized of him.
14, But John would have hindered him, saying, I have need to be
baptized of thee, and comest thou to me?
15. But Jesus answering said unto him, Suffer it now: for thus it
becometh us to fulfill all righteousness. Then he suffered him.
16, And Jesus, when he was baptized, went up straightway from the
water: and lo, the heavens were opened unto him, and he saw
the Spirit of God descending as a dove, and coining upon him;
17. and lo, a voice out of the heavens, saying. This is my beloved Son,
in whom I am well pleased.

THOUGHT QUESTIONS
by John? If so,
why? If not, why not?
Why did John consider himself in need of immersion by Jesus,
instead of Jesus having need of John’s baptism?
What do these phrases mean:
(1) “it becometh us”?
( 2 ) “to fulfill all righteousness”?
(3) “he suffered him”?
Why did God speak from heaven in this manner and on this particular occasion?
What does Matthew tneiln by “the heavens were opened unto him”?

a. Do you think Jesus really needed to be immersed

b.
c.

d.
e.
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f. How do you think Jesus reacted psychologically to that voice of
His Father speaking to Him on this occasion?
g. For what acts or attitudes of Jesus do you think God was expressing
His pleasure in Jesus?
h. Did anyone else hear the voice of God on this occasion as H e
identified Jesus as His Son? What of the multitudes who were
constantly coming and going?

PARAPHRASE AND HARMONY
In those days that marked the height of John’s revival of the
nation, which was about the thirtieth year of Jesus’ life, Jesus walked
from Nazareth of Galilee to the Jordan to John to be immersed by
him. But John tried to dissuade Him, saying, “I need you to baptize
ME, and YOU come to me?” But Jesus replied, “Let it be so for the
present, for we do well to conform in this way with all that God
requires. This is the fitting way for both of us to do our full duty
to God.” Then John yielded and consented to immerse Jesus.
Now when the greater part of the people had been immersed,
Jesus also was baptized. He immediately went up out of the water
and was praying when, suddenly, the heavens opened. They, that is
a t least John and Jesus, saw the Spirit of God in a bodily form
descending, as does a dove, upon Him and remaining. Then there
came a voice from heaven which said, “You are my dearly loved Son:
I am pleased and proud of you!”

NOTES
I. A PREPARED PERSON

3: 1 3 J e s u s c a m e from Galilee. Mark specifies Nazareth as
the beginning point of this 60-70 mile trip on foot to that stretch
of the Jordan which flows through the wilderness of Judea about 5
miles north of the Dead Sea. Nazareth, for Jesus, meant home, the
quiet life, rewarding toil and memories. All this is left behind for
the stormy turbulence that shall be His short, busy career. However,
He who leaves home to enter the service of God is no stripling of
twelve years but a mature man who has learned the joys of honest
labor, the worries of a household, and the fluctuations of business with
all its headaches. Yes, here is a man who chooses not to remain
hidden in a small Galilean hamlet, but rather to seize eagerly His
responsibility as God’s Son. As H e turns His back upon the relatively
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easy life and sets His face to go to the inevitable cross, in effect,
He is praying, “Father, it was not with sacrifices, as offerings for
sin, that you were pleased. But you have prepared for me a body,
and in this body I have come to do your will.” (Cf, Heb. 10:5-10)
11. A PERPLEXED PROTEST
3:14 If John did not know Jesus as the Messiah (Jn. 1:31, 33))
then why did he object to Jesus’ request for immersion? His baptism
was “for repentance“ ( 3 : l l ) and “for remission of sins” (Mk. 1:Q;
Lk. 3:3) and yet he obviously felt that Jesus did not need his baptism.
Four reasons are suggested why he might have thus demurred:
1. The family reason, If the intimacy of John’s and Jesus’ families
was maintained over the years, John would have known the
pure life of Jesus, his kinsman (Lk. 1:36-56, 80)) through
contacts at least at the great feasts in Jerusalem. However.
unless Jesus were known by John to be absolutely sinless,
H e would have needed John’s baptism, at least, in John’s
opinion,
2. The h@ed reason. God’s prophet that he was, John must
have been able to recognize the sinlessness of Jesus by
prophetic insight, just as Elisha recognized, the greed and falseness of Gehazi, or the treachery and cruelty of Hazael (I1
Kgs. 5:26; 8:7-15; see also Lk. 7:39). However, until
the Spirit descended upon Him, John had not that divine
assurance that Jesus was the Messiah nor could he say with
absolute certainty, “This is the Christ,” however sure he
himself may have felt that He was. Of this one thing John
was sure: here before him stood the cleanest, purest, godliest
man his eyes had ever looked upon!

3. The ethicdl reason.

He stood in the presence of Him “the
latchet of whose shoes he was not worthy to unloose.” As
John had faced the Pharisees and Sadducees, he had accorded
them the very opposite treatment (3:7-lo), refusing to immerse them because of their sinful impenitence. H e hesitates
to baptize Jesus because of His known purity.

a. John, by confessing his need of Jesus’ baptism, thus confessed his own sin. Or was he thinking of Jesus’ administration of the baptism in the Holy Spirit?
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b. By acknowledging Jesus’ right to baptize even him whom
God had appointed as a divinely-sent prophet, John was
placing Jesus far above himself. Perhaps he suspected
Him also to be the Messiah.
4 . The persoml reason. In his perplexity, John shows his personal ignorance of God‘s will for Jesus and of what really
constitutes Gods idea of a Messiah. Although John knew he
was unworthy to baptize Him and thus shows his deep, reverent
humility, he was on the verge of forgetting his own commission to introduce the Christ, of neglecting the express command
of God, and of overlooking that very sign which had been
given him by which to recognize the Messiah (Jn. 1:33).
Although John was wrong in his understanding, yet his actions
ring true psychologically, and, as a matter of fact, had not
the narrative included his hesitation, the baptism of Jesus,
recorded without any other comment, would seem to cornpromise His sinlessness.
Maybe all or parts of these reasons caused John to take the position
he did. Yet, this misunderstanding and suggestion both provide one
more temptation to Jesus, a test similar to the sorrow of His parents
when He should have been expected to about His Father’s affairs.
Even as then, He refused to be turned aside from His divine calling
and position, overcoming by relying upon perfect obedience to God.

A PARAMOUNT AND PERVADING PRINCIPLE
3:15 Thus it becometh us to fulfill all righteousness.
I . The problem: The question has puzzled the Church for
centuries, just as it raised problems for John the Baptist that day:
why did Jesus come to be baptized? Jesus did not intimate that
John was correct in suggesting that He did not need to be baptized,
but why? Several answers have been suggested:
n That Jesus, by His baptism, identifying Himself with the
search of men for God, in order that He might reveal God
to them in this their hour of new sin-consciousness? Certainly,
one reason He began His ministry at this time was the timeliness of the hour in which the Jews were facing the reality
of their sins as never before in immediately preceding centuries. But, could not Jesus have identified with them in
other ways. or have begun His ministry without being baptized?
111.
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b. Or, is Jesus, in this act of identification with those who
truly need forgiveness and repentance, signifying that He
is now ready to take upon Himself the responsibility of being
their redeemer? Is He indicating that, though He be pure
and yet steps into the same position shared by such sinners,
He is therefore God’s Lamb?
c. Others suggest that Jesus came for His formal, solemn setting

apart to His office as the Messiah and Redeemer of Israel.
It is true that one of the main purposes of John’s appointment was to introduce the Messiah to the world (Jn, 1:31),
Further, it was proper that Jesus should have been set apart
by His own forerunner‘, and that definite connection be shown
with his ministry, as fulfilling its predictions and carrying
forward its initiatives.

d. Permit it now indicates that, in the case of Jesus’ baptism,
there was to be another purpose. While Jesus did not need
the results obtained in the case of the others, i.e. transformation of life and forgiveness of sins, yet H e needed
another result: the perfect fulfillment of all the Father’s
will. Could He have gone on in His sinlessness as heretofore
and have remained sinless to the end if a t this point He did
not do everything God had commanded? No, perfect holiness
involves doing all God says to do, without rationalizing. Had
Jesus refused or neglected to obey this precept of God, He
would have failed, coming short of perfect righteousness.
2. His personal Purpose: “It becomes us to fulfill all righteousness.” Jesus had to be immersed! There could be no doubt or
hesitation for Him, once the all-important question as to the origin
of John’s baptism was answered: “The baptism of John, whence is it?
from heaven or men?” (Mt. 21:25) Jesus submitted, not with any
ulterior motive, but because John’s baptism was from God. He refused
to expect of others what He Himself had not undergone. Had He
not so completely done God’s will, His condemnation of the religious
leaders (Mt. 21:25) would have had a hollow ring to it. This is why
the Pharisees and Sadducees are so guilty: even if they were too selfdeceived to see their need of repentance and forgiveness, at least they
should have humbly submitted to be baptized by John “to fulfill
all righteousness!” But, as it was, they doubly “rejected the counsel
of God against themselves” (Lk. 7:30).
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It must be remembered that the main elemmt in repentance is
the POSITIVE turning of the individual towards God with new determination to conform to His will, and not only the NEGATIVE
turning away from sin as enmity toward God. While forsaking sin
and seeking forgiveness therefrom may 1De the first step in repentance
toward God, a step not needed by the sinless Jesus, yet positive conformity to God’s righteousness was most certainly required of Jesus.
Thus, it becomes most intelligible and quite proper that Jesus should
feel personally impelled to submit to John’s immersion. He publicly
declared thereby His resolve to surrender His will to the will of
God, and His renunciation of all sin. H e did this, not in spite of
His Sonship, but on account of it! He knew that He was the pure
Son of God, but this was good reason for obeying God: as a pure
Son. This purpose, personally felt by Jesus, will empower Him to
face each assault of Satan, to remain humble before the applause of
the multitudes, to remain calm before the confusion and misunderstandings of the disciples, to continue to love those most unlovely,
and to lay down His scourged, hurting body upon the cross for our sins.

3. Our perpetual pattern. Out of that perfect union of Jesus’
personal purpose with the paramount principle comes a perpetual
pattern for us. Jesus was not baptized to give us an example that we
should also be baptized. Rather, Jesus was baptized to give us an
example of doing whatever God has commanded just because God
had said to do it. If God commands US to be baptized, then we do
that because He commanded and not because Jesus was baptized. In
this case, we pour ourselves into Jesus’ mold of perfect obedience to
the Father in whatever He commands by doing just what God has
specifically commanded us.
Nobody will ever formulate a better ethic than “doing all that
God tells us to do.” There is no better. Without God’s revelation,
men have such trashy ideals, and yet the whole human race descended
from people who knew God (Ro. 1:18-32). Thus, all the wickedness
of the world is due to departure from the knowledge of the will of
God and willing obedience to it. Man cannot throw away or ignore
what he knew of God’s will and then expect to find a sure foundation
for an ethic to take its place. In the case before us, John had preached
God’s will but many religious people rejected that message. Jesus
could not. To please God, according to Jesus, is not to set aside
anything God has commanded. In making no exception of Himself,
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Jesus is saying that no excuse is good enough for not doing everything God requires, This i s the true measure of all rigbteomzess,
(See Mt, 5:17)
John could not know of the authority of God possessed by Jesus,
at least at that moment when he refused to baptize Him, so clearly
as we can see from our vantage point. Thus he is not so culpable for
this refusal, But, having been assured of Jesus’ right to command,
we must see that to argue with Jesus about the propriety of ANYTHING
He requests, is sin!

4. The permission: Then be pernzitted binz. Here John proves
himself to be a true prophet by recognizing and obeying his true
Master when that Master corrects his understanding. Jesus of Nazareth
is not only far holier than John; He is also far wiser in the application
of God’s will. This is what John confesses in permitting Jesus to be
baptized.
IV. THE PROMISED POWER
3:16 When Jesus was baptized, he went up from the
water. Mark had specified that Jesus came to be baprized into (eis)
the Jordan; hence, it is quite natural to assume that the phrase, f r w
the wdter, is the logical movement of a person who had been in it.
Though Matthew says “from” ( q o ) , again it is Mark who is more
specific: “out of” ( e k ) . The prepositions by themselves are not
sufficient to establish the conclusion that Jesus was immersed, but
when they accord perfectly with the meaning of betizeilz, “immerse,”
they become important circumstantial evidence to support that conclusion.
The heavens were opened to him. W e are not told what
was visible when the heavens were suddenly opened, nor even what
constitutes such an opening in the heavens. From the physical nature
of the heavens, as we know them, it may be said that the heavens
are already open as far as the eyes of one standing at the Jordan
River could see, and probably always have been. Therefore, perhaps
what Matthew means is that to the physical, fleshly eyes of John and
Jesus, at least, the normally invisible but thoroughly real spirit-world
was made visible in a manner similar to the visions of that world seen
by Ezekiel (Ezek. l : l ) , Stephen (Ac. 7:56), Peter (Ac. l O : l l ) , or
John (Rev. 4: 1). Note also Jesus’ cryptic statement (Jn. 1:51). Matthew
focuses all attention upon Jesus and the coming of the Holy Spirit,
leaving the heavenly vision undescribed.
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unto him
he saw. The “unto him” may or may not
have been written by Matthew, as it has good manuscript authority
both for and against it. (See SQE, p. 26) This phrase and the
expression, “he saw,” do not necessarily preclude all others from
having seen the Spirit descend upon Jesus, and they must not be
construed to exclude John. No doubt the Spirit was visible and the
voice of God audible to all present. Some have understood Luke
(3:21) to suggest that only Jesus and John now stood on the Jordan’s
bank, as the others would have left immediately after their baptism.
However, that passage must be only a general statement concerning
the major part of the crowds, since John also baptized others later
(Jn. 3:23). Nor would it necessarily follow that they would have
immediately departed after being baptized; rather, it is to be supposed
that many remained to become regular “disciples of John.” Thus,
there were probably others still present.
descelzdhg ar d dove. It may not be tm important a problem
to ask whether there really was a bird in the air that day.
All four Gospels unite (cf. Jn. 1:32) in using this expression
“as a dove” (bm, or bfofei perzsterum) with a common verb
for descent ( k u t h i l z o ) . Is it necessary to picture a real dove
in this scene, any more than real fire on Pentecost (Ac. 2:3:
“as fire,” hosei pzlros)? Granted, there was a bodily form of
some sort, but was it “dove-form,’’ or did it merely “descend
as a dove descends and lights upon” something? The Sact
that Luke places “in a bodily form” between “Holy Spirit”
and “as a dove,” does not settle the question, since, grammatically, it could stand anywhere in the sentence. The other
Gospels make the phrase, “as a dove,” modify either “descend’
(Matthew and John) or “Holy Spirit” (Mark). Other commentaries seek for the meaning behind the symbol of the dove.
If there were no bird, why bother? Mark ( 1 : l O ) clarifies:
“The Spirit as a dove came down into (ezs) Him.” How
could a bird “enter” Jesus? But the Spirit of God in a bodily
form could descend upon Jesus, even as swiftly and gracefully
as a dove descends and lights, and enter into Jesus. Were
there a real bird, the problem of “disposal of the body” arises
just as this scene .closes. Did the “bird” die right there?
Disappear? Fly away? This is stretching a non-existent detail
to its logical extreme. The all-important point is the descent
of the Spirit upon Jesus.
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The Spirit o f God descending. Here is Jesus' promised
power (Isa. 1l:lff) Jesus emerged from His baptism as the Messiah,
designated, qualified and proclaimed so by God Himself. In this
capacity He received the fullness of the Spirit for His work. (Cf.
Ps. 45:7 with Heb. 1:9; Isa. 61:l with Lk. 4:18) In His human
nature which He had assumed in order to bring about our redemption,
He received the Spirit (Jn, 3:34). As God, He needed nothing. It
was only as the God-Man, or God in human flesh, that He needed
such a gift of power as the Holy Spirit, and particularly so now, as
He was ready to begin that great work for which He had come.
This anointing by the Spirit does not mean that Jesus was not pure
and holy before, or that. He was not aware of His divine mission
previously, or that He was nor possessed of divine wisdom before this,
for He was all this before His baptism. The coming of the Spirit
performed these all-important functions:
1. Tlie divine authentication of His identity: HE, and no other,
is God's Son and Messiah;
2. His public anointing as God's Messiah (Ac. 10:38);

3. "he reinforcement of the human nature of Jesus for the great
work and suffering which He must shortly commence.
From this point on, we see Jesus led and empowered by the Holy Spirit
as never before (Mt. 4:l; Mk. 1:12; Lk, 4:1, 14, 21; Mt. 12:18f; Lk.
10;21; Heb, 9:14; Ro. 1:4; 8:11),

V. PATERNAL PLEASURE
3:17 This is my beloved Son, in whom I am well pleased.
The silence of God is broken! No word from God had been heard
since He spoke from heaven to Israel at Sinai. How significant that
He should choose this moment to communicate directly with earth! And
He shall speak again a t Jesus' moment of glory (Mt. 17; Mk. 9:7; Lk.
9:35), and shortly before His hour of suffering (Jn. 12:28-30). Here
is the word of Him who cannot lie, which proclaims who Jesus really
is: "my Son!" On this point, what other witness in the universe would
be so well-qualified to testify as the Father Himself? What other
fact so worthy the honor of His personal sanction as this?
Gpd's solemn declaration of Jesus as His Son meant the fulfillment of the great Davidic promise (Ps. 2:7; cf. Heb. 1:5; 5 : 5 ) , God
did not need to say, "This is my chosen Messiah," for every Jew
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should have known that to declare Jesus as His Son was to declare
Him the Messiah.
O n this point, compare Mt. 2663-66; Mk. 14:61-64; Lk.
22:66-71; note also Jn. 10:29-33 and the line of reasoning
used by the Jews in their attacks upon Jesus. Compare Psa.
2 with the standard rabbinical interpretations of it, as noted
by Edersheim, Life, 11, 716: See also Heb. 1:5; I1 Sam.
7:14; Psa. 89:26, 27.
The verbal difference between the reporting of the voice of
God, as quoted by Matthew and the quotation by Mark and Luke
should be noted. Different attempts have been made to harmonize
or explain the difference. One ancient suggestion, that made by the
“Ebionite Gospel” (SQE, 27), represents God as speaking twice: once
to Jesus, the other to John. There is no necessary contradiction
between the differing Gospel accounts. God probably spoke only once,
His words being recorded loosely by Matthew as they might have
been quoted by John the Baptist, while Mark and Luke cite the words
directly. In either case, the message is unchanged.
But it is not just to the world in general that God addresses
Himself, but to Jesus: “You are my dearly beloved Son: I am pleased
and proud of you!” How gratefully comforted the human heart of
Jesus must have been to hear how perfectly “on course” He was
sailing through that sea which is the human life. Haw much joy
it must have brought Him to hear God recognize Him as His unique
Son, and express His paternal pleasure for His public declaration of
filial obedience to the Father’s will.
Though the words of Gad seem to be a direct quotation of Ps.
2:7a, and quite possibly His words would call to the minds of any
Jew present that particular Psalm, yet it is not necessary to assume
that God was either merely quoting Scripture (as if the Gospel writers
had put the words in God’s mouth) or that God had in mind the
second half of that verse: “This day have I begotten thee.” The
“Ebionite Gospel” cites these latter words at this point, as if they
were actually pronounced upon this occasion, in the attempt to establish
the Ebionite doctrine that God adopted the human Jesus on the day
of His baptism. It has been the temptation of not a few heretic
sects to assume that the nature of God came upon and entered to
take control of the human nature of Jesus that day. But to prove
this “adopticmist doctrine,” they must ignore all of the relevant facts
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related to Mmaryby the angel (Lk, 1:26-38), or those explanations given
to Joseph (Mt, 1:18-23) regarding the true nature of the yet-unborn
Baby, as well as rhe self-awareness of Jesus ar age twelve (Lk. 2:49)*
“This day“ (Ps, 2:7) is to be understood as referring to Jesus’ resurrection also, not merely to His baptism, if at all (Ac. 13:33; cf. Ro,
1:4), Further, the words of God, in the second phrase, “my Beloved,
i# whom 1 am wed $bared,” more closely parallel Isa. 42:l with the
slight change from “servant“ to “Son.“ To feel the force of this
prophecy, it should be read in the Greek of Mt. 12:18. The point is
this: by what He says, God is not making or constituting Jesus as
His Son; rather, He is declaring publicly what was already true from
the moment of Jesus’ conception in the virgin mother. An identity
card and a special anointing do not change the nature of the Person,
although they verify or guarantee the nature of the relationship thus
declared. By His anointing with the Holy Spirit and by the Father’s
proclaiming His Sonship, Jesus is thus revealed to the nation and
the world as fully equipped and duly authorized to accomplish that
for which H e had come to earth.
Here at the baptism of Jesus, we have one of the clearest and
most complete revelations of the three Persons who make u p the
Deity: the Son of God standing incarnate upon earth, the Spirit
descending out of heaven, and the Father speaking from heaven.
Again, our obedience to the divine will brings together those mighty
names in connection with our baptism (Mt. 28:19).

FACT QUESTIONS
1. Where did Jesus’ baptism occur?
2. About how far did Jesus have to walk to get there?
3. When did it occur? That is, at what time in Jesus’ life, and then,
in relation to His ministry, when did it occur?
4. Why was Jesus baptized? List at least three reasons given in the
Scriptures,
5 . Why did John hesitate to baptize Jesus?
6. Cite any evidence that indicates whether Jesus was immersed, or
had water sprinkled or poured upon Him. Is it possible to arrive
at a secure conclusion which mode was used?
7. Did Jesus have to be baptized? If so, why? If not, why not?
8. How did Jesus’ baptism differ from others, if it did?
9. Whar took place immediately following Jesus’ baptism?
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10. Who said, “It becometh us to fulfill all righteousness”? What
did he mean?
11. Cite any evidence that would indicate whether any others than
John and Jesus heard and saw the accompanying signs from heaven.
12. What was Jesus doing just as He was baptized?
13. Was there a real dove which descended and alighted upon Jesus?
What are your grounds for deciding this? Does it make any
difference either way?
14. Whose word are we taking for the extraordinary sights and sounds
that occurred that day? Does it make any difference about
whether we believe that it actually occurred or not?
15. What did the descent of the Holy Spirit upon Jesus mean to John?
16. What did it mean to Jesus? Did Jesus really need any strengthening, help, encouragement or power, such as the Holy Spirit
provides?
17. Is Jesus’ baptism an example for us? If not, why not? If so,
to what extent or in what way is it so?
18. What did God say about Jesus? What did He mean by that?

EXPOSITORY SERMON CHAPTER THREE
“THE MINISTRY OF A MAN”
I. THE MAN’S MISSION: “The voice of one crying in the wilderness” (3:l-3)
A. The sudden appearance of John, who came thundering the
message of God, broke the silence that Heaven had kept for
over 400 years. John was the last of the greatest prophets
(Mt. 11:11, 13). He was a likely candidate for the Messiahship (Lk. 3:15), or at least most commoners were convinced
he was a prophet (Lk. 20:6). He performed no miracles
(Jn. 10:40, 41) and claimed not to be the Christ (Ac. 13:24,
2 5 ) , but expected that his message should be received as the
very voice of God.
B. John’s responsibility is dearly that of preparing the hearts of
an unprepared. people, unprepared for their Messiah’s soon
arrival. This is the first clue to the true nature of Christ’s
kingdom: it must not be a matter of external, regal trappings,
but of internal, real repenting.
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C, John was a “voice” crying in the wilderness, not an echo of
the popular slogans of his times, He was not a product of
his age, but broughr a message from God to his age.
11.

MANNER (3:4): Ascetic food and raiment akin
to the austere life of Elijah, significant as they might have been,
are nothing compared to the man himself:

THE MAN’S

A, His personal self-denial (Lk. 7:33),
B. His refusal to be great in the eyes of the world, even in the
sight of his own intimnte disciples (Jn. 3:25-30).
C. His fearlessness to denounce evil wherever he found it.
1. H e r d trembled before this courageous man who did not
hesitate to point the finger of divjne judgment a t H e r d ’ s
evil and unlawful marriage and say, “It is not lawful for
you to have her!” (Mt. 14:4; Mk. 6:18-20), even if this
meant imprisonment and de& (Mt. 4:12; 11:2-4; 14:2-10;
Mk. 6:14-25).
2. The Sadducees and Pharisees, the leaders of orthodox religion, sunk in ritualistic formalism and infidelity, recoiled
under the hammer-blows of this fearless, peerless preaching.

3. The ordinary working people, whose lives were lived unaware of God’s plainest commands, were brought to fruitful repentance! (Lk. 3:lO-15)
111. THE MAN’S MESSAGE-QF

MORALITY ( 3: 5- 10)

A. His message and baptism possessed the full authority of God
(Mt, 21:25, 26, 32; Mk. 11:30-32; Lk. 3:2; 7:29, 30; Jn. 1:6)
B. His message concerned the most basic need of his hearers:
repentance, not merely surface and immediate sorrow for sin,
but a thorough-going and continuing repentance -that changed
the heart and all the life which flowed from the source,
C. In an age of rottenly luxurient self-indulgence, John challenged
men to a rigorous self-denial and a real communion with
God,whether this meant fasting (Mt. 9:14; 11:18; Mk. 2: 18;
Lk. 7:33), or learning how really to pray (Lk. 1 l : l ) .
D. His preaching of repentance was intended to produce an open,
immediate response:
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1. Faith in the Christ who wmld immediately follow John

(Jn. 1:7; Ac. 19:4)
2. But in preparation for His advent, the people must repent,
confessing their sins, exhibiting a readiness to effect a
radical change of life in conformity with the holiness of
the coming Messiah Himself (Mt. 3:5, 6; Lk. 35-3)

3. “Baptism for the remission of sins“ (Mk. 1:4: Lk. 3:3)
E. He aimed at the conscience.

Iv.

THE MAN’S MASTER, THE MESSIAH (3:11, 12).
For all of
John’s personal greatness derived from immediate communion with
God, for all of the nation-shaking results he was achieving
through his preaching, for all of the personal popularity in the
select company of his disciples, he never lost sight of the one
purpose he came to accomplish: to bear witness to the Light.
John could not but focus men’s attention on the majestic Messiah
whose way he had come to prepare. John never forgot his place
as the servant, unworthy even to unloose the Master’s shoes.
John ever obliterated himself in his message, and, with the coming
of the promised Messiah, he was content to decrease in popularity,
influence and religious leadership in favor of his Lord whose
way he had so effectively prepared. (Jn. 3:30)

Laboring within the terms of our commission (Mt.
28:19, 20), dare we give as much to our service to Jesus as did John?
Do we seek only the glory of Christ? Are we as unhesitating in our
rebuke of the sin of our age?
APPLICATION:
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JESUS IS TEMPTED BY THE DEVIL
(Parallels: Mark 1:12, 13; Luke 4:1-13)

TEXT: 4:l-11
1. Then was Jesus led up of the Spirit into the wilderness to be
tempted of the devil,
2, And when he had fasted forty days and forty nights, he afterward
hungered.
3. And the tempter came and said unto him, If thou art the Son
of God, command that these stones become bread.
4. And he answered and said, It is written, Man shall not live by
bread alone, but by every word that proceedeth out of the mouth
of God.
5, Then the devil taketh him into the holy city; and he set him on
the pinnacle of the temple,
6. and saith unto him, If thou art the Son of God, cast thyself down:
for it is written, He shall give his angels charge concerning thee:
and, On their hands they shall bear thee up, Lest haply thou dash
thy foot against a stone,
7. Jesus said unto him, Again it is written, Thou shalt not make trial
of the Lord thy God,
8, Again, the devil taketh him unto an exceeding high mountain,
and showeth him all the kingdoms of the world, and the glory
of them;
9. and he said unto him, All these things will I give thee, if thou
wilt fall down and worship me.
10. Then saith Jesus unto him, Get thee hence, Satan: for it is written,
Thou shalt worship the Lord thy God, and him only shalt thou
serve.
11. Then the devil leaveth him; and behold, angels came and ministered unto him.

THOUGHT QUESTIONS
kd by the Holy S+it to be tempted?
b. Why was it necessary for Jesus to be tempted in this way?
c. Why was it necessary for Him to be tempted at this time?
d. What was wrong with each of the devil's proposals?
a. Why was Jesus
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e. Do you think Jesus’ temptations were like ours?
f. Is there any way in which Jesus’ temptations do not represent ai2
our temptations?
g. Do you think that Jesus really could have sinned? Why?
h. How much control does the devil really have over the world?
i. Can some attraction be a temptation to sin if you do not see the
wrong in it?
j. What do you think is the real secret of Jesus’ power amidst the
attacks of Satan?
k. Whar is Matthew’s apparent aim in bringing up Jesus’ temptations?
Or, what do the temptations prove a h t Jesus?
1. How do you think the tempter “came to Jesus”? In person? Did
he have a physical, visible body? Or did he communicate with
Jesus by putting these suggestions into His mind? (Cf. Ac. 5:3)
m.Do you think that the temptations of Jesus helped to develop His
character or was the character that H e already possessed merely
tested by them, or both? Do temptations, as they are conquered
or allowed to conquer, develop strength of character for good or
for evil? Or, do they put to trial the character one already possesses?

PARAPHRASE AND HARMONY
Full of the Holy Spirit, Jesus returned from the Jordan and was
immediately driven by the Spirit out into the wilderness to be put to
the test by the devil. He was in the wilderness forty days, eating
nothing. Afterward, when they were ended, He was starving. Further,
during this period, His only companions were the wild animals of that
area.
The tempter approached and said, “If you are the Son of God,
command these stones to becomes loaves of bread.”
Jesus answered, “It was once written and still stands: ‘Man cannot
live on bread alone: he must depend upon every word that God utters.”’
(Dt.
8:3)
Next, the devil took Him to the holy city, Jerusalem, and causing
Him to stand on the very highest ledge of the temple, said to Him,
“If you are God’s Son, throw yourself down from here, for you know
what the Psalm (’91: 11, 12) says,

‘He will give His angels charge of you to guard you,
On their hands they will bear you up,
Lest you should strike your foot against a stone.”’
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“Yes,” retorted Jesus, “but the Scripture also says (Dt. 6:16), ‘You
are not to put the Lord your God on trial,’ ”
The third time, Satan took Jesus to a very high mountain, and
showing Him all the kingdoms of the world and their splendor in a
momenr of time, suggested, “I will give all this authority and glory
to you, for it has been delivered unto me and I can give it to whom
I choose. Now, if you will only fall down and worship me , ,”
But Jesus countered, “Get away from me, Satan! The Scripture
still means what it said (Dt. 6:13), ‘You shall worship the Lord your
God and render service only to Him.’ ”
So when the devil had ended every temptation, he departed from
Jesus, biding his time until another opportunity arose to tempt Him
again. Then angels came and took care of Jesus.

.

SUMMARY
The Spirit deliberately drove Jesus into the wilderness to be
put to the test before the beginning of His ministry. Satan posed
three deadly temptations: appetite, audacity and ambition. Jesus repulsed each with a perfect dependence upbn God and His Word.

NOTES
4:l Jesus was led up into the wilderness from the scene
of His baptism in the Jordan, which is below sea level, up to the
rugged, desolate, barren highlands back of Jericho. The actual location
of the temptations is unknown. During the forty days Jesus probably
wandered a great deal. Inasmuch as the Jordan flows through a
wilderness, the fact that Jesus was Jed ilzto the wilderness must mean the
deeper solitude of the rugged uninhabited region of the wilderness
of Judea.
Only Jesus can be the original reporter of these trials which
follow. It is not certain how He intends that we understand the
account. Whether the temptations all took place in the wilderness,
the three allurements being offered to the mind’s eye of Jesus, or
whether Jesus left the wilderness to appear first in Jerusalem and
then on the summit of a high mountain, we c a n a t know. Were
these temptations offered to Jesus through mental images suggested to
Him by Satan while yet in the desert, or was He literally transported
from place to place for temptation in the presence of the physical
images of the situations offered by Satan? With their characteristic,
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profound simplicity, the writers of the gospels narrate these inner
conflicts of soul in story form, in order to render them accessible
to all men. This is a real struggle, but how is it described?
1. Matthew and Luke both give the impression that they are
narrating an event composed of actual facts just as they
occurred.
2. However, they might be narrating a pictorial description through
symbolic rather than literal facts, Foster (Introdzlctiofi, 335)
observes that the temptations might have been just as graphic
and powerful if symbolic and presented from the depths of
the wilderness.

While the first two temptations seem to be narrations of actual fact,
the third temptation contains several elements that would require
special interpretarions if a literal view of the whole be taken. (See
comments on 4:8)
Into the wilderness. Isolation from the “world’ is no insulation against temptations. Jesus was placed in this ascetically perfect
monastery of the badlands of Judea. His loneliness increased the
power and pull of each desire. Beware of the temptation to desire
escape from the desires of the world, since you will be taking them
along into your isolated retreat. (See special study on Desires)
Led by the Spirit. The passive verb in no way expresses a
human shrinking from the ordeal that lay ahead of Jesus. The pop1.11~
translation of Mark 1:12 seem to suggest that Jesus was somehow
“thrown out” into the desert against His own will, according to the
most obvious etymological meaning of ekbdEo (“to throw out”). Yet,
there is evidence that ekballo can also be used without the connotation
of force (Cf. Mt. 9:38; Lk. 10:2; Jn. 10:4; Jas. 2:25; Ac. 16:37).
Matthew and Luke use words (ago and anugo) which signify simply
“to lead, bring.” Thus, rather than being reluctant to face the coming
trials, Jesus willingly followed the Spirit‘s direction. The will of
God is clearly seen in the hact that this mighty battle shall be
waged at this time and not later in Jesus’ ministry. Human wisdom
might have postponed this encounter, because it was to be so decisive.
But Jesus did not either shrink from the battle nor rashly seek to be
tempted. Rather, He sought to be led by God’s Spirit.
To be tempted. But why did the Spirit put Jesus in this
position?
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1, Jesus must be put to these extreme tests to develop that
moral vigor and firmness that is only acquired through selfdiscipline under fire. (Cf. Heb. 2:9, 10; >:8, 9) H e must
define for Himself and perfect those principles that would
govern His ministry, those goals that H e would always seek,
those interests that would always control Him.

2, He must personally conquer Satan. It is impossible that Satan
should not defend himself from the attacks of this One who
is come to destroy everything that gave Satan control of this
earth’s peoples, H e must become our Savior from sin by this
great victory which reached its climax in His glorious resurrection.

3. He must learn personally the full power of human desires in
order to sympathize perfectly with lost tempted men and
save them. Only he who has felt all of a temptation’s force
and yet has stood firm can help those who have fallen. He
must know fully what it is like to be a man, so as to qualify
Himself to be our Priest and yet be our Sacrifice without
blemish. (Cf. Heb. 2:9-18; Phil. 2:7, 8)

4 . He must show His tempted followers how to overcome trials
by His own impressive example. No apology need be made
for Him! He has already faced our temptations and beaten
them.
By the devil. Satan must have been fully aware of the impact
of the outcome of this encounter: if he could vanquish Jesus, evea
by the smallest triumph conceivable, he could retain the world. But
if he foiled to subdue Him, then he must relinquish his sway over
mankind and, trembling, await his final doom. Satan must have
known also the demands of the perfect justice of God: Jesus must
be an absolutely sinless sacrifice for sins. No marginal errors in the
life of Jesus, once committed, could be corrected, offset or made good.
The implication is inescapable that Satan knew that it would be
possible for Jesus to sin. Thus, Satan was desperately determined to
probe to the utmost this possibility for the moral corruption of God’s
Champion, The devil had laughed in God’s face as, by one seduction
or another, he had broken every man of God that had arisen since
Adorn. Before him now stood God’s Best. “So this is God‘s Messiah?
I broke the first Adam and his race; I’ll break the Second a t once!”
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4:2 H e fasted forty days and forty nights. Luke’s terse
comment, “He ate nothing,” may emphasize an absolute abstinence from
all food, or perhaps may be taken relatively to mean “He ate nothing
but such as the desert provides, drinking water only.” Compare
similar expressions in Mt. 3:4 with Mt. 11:18; Lk. 7:33. An absolute
and total abstinence from all food and all drink is not physically
impossible (Ex. 34:28; I Kg. 19:8). Chronologically, these 40 days
are wintry, cold and rainy. This is found by counting backward
from the Passover in April, using the chronological notices in Jn.
1:29-43; 2:l-13. Fifty d8ays to two months for the total calculation
would push the time back to the beginning of February if not the end
of January, depending upon whether the paschal moon occurred near
the end of March or beginning of April. How these difficult weather
conditions must have added to the Savior’s suffering in the wilderness!
It was a period perfectly adapted to try the durability of anyone’s
patient faith and physical endurance out in the wilds of that Judean
wilderness. He fdsted. There is no evidence that Jesus imposed
upon Himself any unnecessary austerities. This fast is rather a
necessity imposed by His situation in the wilderness, than a selfimposed observance of a law of fasting. (See notes on 6:16-18)
Afterward he hungered. He was so deeply engrossed in
thought, prayer and planning of His short whirlwind ministry thlat lay
ahead that He did not notice the effects of His fasting. Certainly,
He felt normal hunger pains before; this is now starvation. The suggestion is made by some that the body of Jesus did not feel hunger of
the forty-day fast until its conclusion, either because it was miraculously
sustained during that period, or else because its power of endurance
far exceeds ours since it was wholly unaffected by sin. Both views
mistake both the nature of the body of Jesus and the will of God for
His Son. God willed that Jesus should be made in every respect
like mankind (Heb. 2:14, 17). To suppose special provisions and
protections for Jesus is to create for Him that condition Satan desired:
a compromise of His incarnation by using special means to sustain
Himself. Further, moral freedom from sin does not give Jesus
freedom from “the same nature” that man shares (Heb. 2 9 , 10, 14,
17) or &om “the likeness of sinful flesh” (Ro. 8:2).
What was Jesus doing during this forty-day period? Probably
He was wrestling with the great problems He must soon resolve:
How shall He, as God‘s Messiah, save a world that has fallen before
Satan’s enticements? Will He measure up to the great expectations
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expressed by the Father a t His baptism? How shall He perfect the
plans of His heart? He knew the views and feelings of Israel,
their expectations, their prejudices, their sins, If H e submitted to
the will of God by offering them a spiritual kingdom founded upon
spiritual principles, He would have to stand practically alone against
the whole nation. It would mean only helpless, hopeless suffering of
aU their misunderstandings, betrayals and their ultimate rejecrion. It
would mean, finally, the lonely, bitter agonies of a cross. HOW could
He hope to convince them? There are times when men must stop
thinking and act; this is a time when Jesus must not act until He
has thought through every move He must make, How often, after
some great crisis in our experience, we regret that we made the move
or said the words we did, or perhaps we see how the issue of that
crisis could have been so much happier, had we reacted to it in
some other fashion. So critical is every move, every speech, every
artitude, thar Jesus will have no room for misjudgment or error.
Each day spent in that Judean desert only increased His sense of
utter loneliness as He foresaw how difficult it would be to train
those few disciples whose minds would be the most open. The
seeming futility of such an endeavor as the prcxlaiming the good
news of God’s kingdom must have weighed down upon Jesus with
oppressive force as He grew physically weaker. It was then that the
tempter came.
I. APPETITE
4:3 The tempter came, Since both Mark and Luke declare
that during His fast, Jesus was being tempted (present participle:
pe&uzomenos), it would seem that the three temptations narrated were
either extended over that forty-day period, or else they are selected
by Jesus as typical of the whole range of sinful suggestions offered
Him. It could also indicate that, though H e was being tempted
over the entire period, the intensity of the allurements has just been
stepped up, The devil came in person. The outcome of this struggle
was to be so decisive, the stakes so high, he could entrust this attack
to no lesser agent. He must permit no bungling, no excuses for
failure.
The Tempter: we have just as much evidence for believing that
he exists as an evil personality as we have evidence for a personal
God, for our knowledge of their existence rests upon the same testimony, that of Jesus. If Jesus merely accommodated His words to the
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popular error of “those unenlightened times,” then what He reveals
about God loses its value to declare otherwise unknowable truth, since
this too might be mere accommodation to popular error. Jesus has left
no way for His interpreters to know when He might have been
accommodating and when He was revealing unadulterated truth. He
claimed to be the very revelation of God Himself and, unless He be
charged with dishonesty, ignorance or insanity, then His words are
to be accepted as stating the actual case. Further, H e did not merely
“accommodate” for only one or two occasions (if, in fact, H e ever did),
for He had much to reveal about the spirit world over which Satan
is chief. (See Mt. 12:22-29; 13:19, 38, 39; 25:41; Mk. 3:22; 4:15;
Lk. 8-12; 10:18; 11:14-23; 13:16; 22:31; Jn. 8:44; 12:41; 13:2, 27;
14:30. Study also Ac. 5:3; 26:18; I1 CO. 2 : l l ; 4:4; 11:14; 12:7;
Eph. 2:2; 6 : l l ; I Th. 2:9, 18; Jas. 4:7; I Pe. 5:8, 9; I Jn. 3:8, 10
Rev. 2:9; 3:9; 12:9; 20:2, 3, 8, IO.)
If you are God’s Son could have two meanings, both of which
serve the devil’s purposes:
1. There was no doubt in Satan’s mind but these words are intended to taunt Jesus, inciting Him to prostitute His divine
powers to selfish purposes: “No doubt you ARE God’s Son and

thus equipped with miraculous powers that could at once
feed your starving stomach. Admitted that you ARE His
Beloved, are you not being unjustly deprived of something
good? Should you, of all persons, suffer thus? And, YOU
can do miracles! You could put an end to your present
suffering and doubts about how to use your wonderful power.
You will become the visible possessor of this power and the
food will provide the strength to begin your life work.” This
is an invitation to doubt God’s goodness and providential care.
2. There was no doubt in Satan’s mind but these words are intended to incite doubt in Jesus: “Has God really said, ‘You
are my beloved Son, ’and then left you to starve? Were you
REALLY God’s Son, as God seemed to suggest a t your
baptism, could such a Father be trusted who leaves His ‘wellbeloved’ out here in the wilderness to die? If you had such
powers worthy of such a Son as God would claim, then you
could furnish me proof and a t the same time satisfy that
gnawing hunger!” Jesus could be tempted in this case to
rebuke Satan by giving miraculous proof of His identity, but
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to have done so would have resulted in obedience to Satan‘s
sinful suggestion. This is the provocation to doubt God’s
truthfulness,

3, The possibility rhar Satan doubted Jesus’ Sonship is not too
likely, else he would not have staked so much upon the
conquest of Jesus, It is more likely that Satan tempted Jesus
so thoroughly because he knew exactly who He was.
At the very heart of this suggestion lies the problem of the very
existence of Jesus: He was alone in the wilderness and about to
starve to death. Surely He had come from heaven for greater purposes
than to perish unknown right there in the desert suffering such
torture. A man must live, it i s said, Did not Jesus have the right
to live, even if it meant to create food iniraculously for the sustenence
of His life?

4:4 I t is written! Jesus’ citations of Deuteronomy (6:13, 16;
8:3) demonstrate two tremendous conclusions:
1. Jesus Himself is choosing to control His desires by bringing
them into ‘subjection to the will of God as revealed in His
Word (Study the implications of the truth as applied to
life, Ro. 8)
2. Because Jesus is also God’s Anointed, sent to reveal God‘s
mind, His citation of Deuteronomy stamps the Penteteuch
collection of the first five books of the Old Testament as the
Word of God. Let those who are confused by the multitudinous and contradictory critical theories on the origin of
those books hear the voice of Jesus!
Whatever the devil’s meaning in his equivocal phrase, “If you are
the Son of God,” Jesus did not reply to it by direct demonstration
of His identity either by miraculous proof that Satan had demanded
or by enlightening debate sustaining the proposition, “I am Gcd’s
Son.“ Rather, He reveals a more basic question involved, a problem
that touches every man: “What is the true ground of man‘s being?
Is it matter or spirit? Is it bread or the word of God? What really
sustains man?” (Cf. Psa. 19:7-11; 119; Jn. 1:1-3; I Jn. 2:17; Col.
1:17; Heb. 1:1-3; cf. “word of God” in 11 Pet. 3:5, 7.) Jesus graphically declares the true foundation of man’s being to be “anything God
says.”
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If one is faced with the choice of a life compromised by sin, or
a death for righteousness, he does not HAVE to live. A man may
choose to starve to death, rather than steal food. On the anvil of
this wilderness experience is hammered out Jesus’ decision: “My food
is to do the will of Him who Sent me, and to accomplish His work.”
(Jn. 4:34) It is far better to starve for sake of a right principle
than to eat food misappropriated..
Here Jesus was fighting like a dying man As our Champion who
faced this very real battle at His very weakest. Yet, if He is to save
others, Himself H e cannot save. Self-denial is the rule of His
kingdom. Yes, even the Son of God will live as every other man,
without special provision. He will not make an exception for Himself,
for doing so would have compromised the purpose of His incarnation.
“He was made in all things like unto His brethren” for the specific
purpose of “suffering being tempted” and to “help them that are
tempted’ (Heb. 2:17, 18; 4:15). Therefore, He never utilized supernatural power to alleviate His hunger, thirst, weariness, pain or grief.
If Satan suggested that Jesus, as God’s Son, has a right to help
Himself to miraculously-created bread, Jesus ignors this advice by
revealing an even wider trust in God than that which one would
expect in a miracle worker: “Man, any man and not merely God’s
Son, should trust God and live according to God’s Word, rather than
according to their fleshly needs. God knows my hunger and He is
completely trustworthy to provide in His own way. He will not give
me stones when I need loaves!” (Cf.Mt. 6:32; 7 : 9 )
Further, Jesus depended upon His Bible for guidance, not upon
special supernatural wisdom. He used the weapon against S a t ~ n ,
that is available to every man. (Cf. Eph. 6:17) Jesus had learned
the& Scriptures. Only because He had stored His memory full with
them, meditated their meaning and related them to the practical
problems of life-only because He had so thoroughly saturated HimSelf, in the same way in which any other man could learn God’s Word,
only thus did these texts come to Him “naturally.” Here is written
our condemnation: have we such a command of our Scriptures that
we are able to expose Satan’s lies for what they are? Do we live in
such daily contact with the truth that the false is immediately exposed
because of the contrast?
If Jesus had miraculous power, whence came it? To whom did
He owe it? Since He depended upon the Father even for this power
(Jn. 5:19-36), could the Father not be trusted for bread? Of course
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He can, So Jesus will show the trust of any true son of God. Thougb
it is not immediately apparent from the circumstances how God will
provide the food, yet Jesus will wait and trust Him, The context
of the OT passage, on which Jesus’ resolute refusal depends, makes
His words ring the more truly. Read the whole eighth chapter of
Deuteronomy to appreciate the full impact of Jesus’ answer.
Note that Jesus did not seek to change His circumstances. H e
could have wished that He had not been caught hungry, unknown and
uncrowned, Rather, He dealt with the temptation exactly as it came
to Him in that circumstance, It is yet another temptation to think
when tempted that, were the circumstances different, the response
would have been better, But the very purpose of God for letting
men be tempted or tried is to produce men who will do God’s will
under whatever circumstance.
Whether this temptation is messianically symbolic or not, certain
results with messianic ,implications would have followed from Jesus’
surrender to it. Had Jesus used His miraculous power to satisfy
Himself in this one case, it would have been much easier to use it
thus to relieve some of the stresses, strains and painful moments
of His ministry.
How do we face this same temptation under other forms? Are
we ever tempted to use what is in our power for our own selfish
ends? What about the money we have earned? Our talents? Exists
there a church that has never said to itself, “I must build my cathedral
before considering the needs for more evangelism, more Christian
education and care for the old folks and orphans”? Or, lives there
a Chsistian anywhere who, during some crisis, has never wondered,
”Does God really know I exist, that I suffer thus? Does H e really
care?”
11. AUDACIW

4:5 Then the devil taketh him. The verb “took” is probably
to be understood in the same sense in which the Spirit “led” Jesus
up from the Jordan, since the Greek verbs are the same in both cases.
Mt. 4:l uses &go; Lk. 4:1, 5, 9 uses ago and anago, whereas
in the parallel of Mt. 4:5, 8 pard1mdan.o is substituted
without apparent change in meaning.

Pinnacle of the temple in the holy city. In Jerusalem the most
imposing height offering the longest fall would be the southeast
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corner of the temple court, a point which towered above the Kedron
valley some 300-400 feet, depending upon where measuremert was
taken. Arndt-Gingrich define the word perugiolz (“pinnacle”) AS the
.
tip, end, edge, extremity or summit of something.” Edersheirl (Life,
I, 244) describes a tower that was supposed to have been located on
that corner, raising the height to 450 feet. Any point in the temple
area so high that a fall from it would be fatal is probably all that
is meant.
It

4:6 Cast thyself down. One feature of this temptation might
not be so apparent to us upon first reading of the text, for the
temptation to presumption lies most directly upon the surface and
easy to see without reflection. This is so because of Jesus’ reply
to Satan. Yet, any precipice in the desert would have sufficed for
the mere physical of leaping from the heights to be safely, gently
landed upon the ground borne upon the hands of the angels. But
why, then, the temele’s phmcle? Is the devil suggesting that the
crowded courts or streets below would provide a fitting theatre onto
which the Lord could leap to begin His marvelous ministry with a
“sign from heaven” which would command the instant belief and
loyal obedience of the Jews? Is he opening before Him the easy
successes possible to a Superman, obscuring the lasting results that
God sought through preaching, teaching and daily fellowship, however
slow and difficult that latter way might be? If so, in succumbing
to this suggestion, Jesus would be committing God to a course of
action, forcing the Father to justify ever greater sensations, a course
foredoomed to failure. Faith that would depend upon such signs is
not the confident trust that God seeks.
If Satan is not placing before Jesus t h t allurement to descend,
borne of angels into the midst of priests and people, but rather is
trying to trap Jesus in His personal response to God, then this is a
temptation to fanatic presumption. Satan could well know how prone
human nature is to go to opposite extremes. Jesus had just demonstrated so beautiful a trust in the heavenly Father in answer to the
first temptation, that the tempter now takes advantage of this human
proneness to extremes by suggesting, “All right, if you are going to
trust God so much, show your faith by something more spectacular,
more decisive than mere patient hunger! Put some specific promise
of God to some clear-cut test. Psalm 91:11, 12 promises you God’s
protection for just such a case as this. So throw yourself down from
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this dizzy height to the solid rock below! By so doing, you can
demonstrate your unquestioning faith in God, and show yourself to
be the Messiah to those who see this thrilling sign from heaven!”
What would be more justifiable than such a leap? Yet, Jesus’
answer reveals the fallacy, The urge to hazard His life merely to
prove His trust in God and demonstrate His Sonsbip, would really
have meant to doubt God’s express declaration and presumptuously
to put God on trial. Such a trial is the more presumptuous because
God had already proved often enough that He keeps His Word. The
devil’s suggestion deliberately obscures the weightier question whether
God must yield to every unreasonable whim of those fanatics who,
while protesting faith in God, demonstrate practical disbelief of His
declarations by putting Him to a test,
He shall give His angels charge concerning thee. The
Psalm ( P l : l l , 12) that Satan quotes, when read in its entirety, fits
the situation quite exactly, The whole Psalm depicts the security
against various dangers, that is enjoyed by the man who trusts God.
Hence, it applies to any son of God. Satan has merely invented a
parricular test to which God’s general promise may be put to see
if He’will keep His Word. The deception does not rest in a supposed
misquotation of the verses by Satan (he left out “to keep thee in
all thy ways”), because Jesus accepted the quotation as being substantially correct. The Psalm, however, does not teach that man may
choose the path nor may he command God to act by rescuing him
from the extremes of man’s follies, Rather, it means that in faith
man must follow God, letting God be God. In this latter frame of
reference, man will enjoy the blessed security of God’s providence. ”he
trap is hidden in the phrase “to see if He will keep His word . .
,I’

4:7 Thou shalt not make trial of the Lord t h y aod.
Again Jesus shows that He will not run before God, but chooses rather
to be led by Him. He clearly will not, of His own choice, create
unnecessary dangers, but will avoid them unless they fall in the path
of obedience to the Father’s will, He shows Himself to be a man of
common sense, true sanity and genuine wisdom. Neither will He
seek to place God under obligation to back His plans for His ministry.
Though Satan had made it appear otherwise, it took more trust in
God NOT to leap than to do so. Jesus answers simply, “Testing
is not trusting.”
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Study the disappointing but enlightening history of Israel for
its examples of those who made trial of God: Ex. 14:lO-12;
16:3; 17:l-7; Num. 14:l-11; 21:4, 5. Compare the divine
commentary on these examples, offered in I Cor. l0:6-11 and
Heb. 3:1--4:ll. Testing God not only involves disbelief of
His promises but also may involve disobedience to His specific
commands not to make trial of Him. The end result may
be open rebellion. Falsifying in money matters is one way
to try God (Ac. 5:3, 4, 9). Changing the basis of salvation
is called by Peter “putting God on trial” (Ac. 15:lO).
This question of forcing God to back up His Servant Jesus will come
up again in Jesus’ ministry, suggested by the impudent challenges of
the Jews, demanding that He “show a sign from heaven.” (Mt. 12:38f;
Lk. 11:16; Mt. 1 6 1 - 4 ) In their presence He could have called upon
God to perform stupendous feats in nature. Hanging on the cross,
He would have occasion to remember this moment, for other voices
would jeer, “He trusts in God; let God deliver Him now, if He
desires Him; for He said, ‘I am the Son of God.”’ (Mt. 27:43)
Again, Jesus demonstrated that He knew His Bible. He corrected
a common misuse of God’s promises by showing that the interpretation
of those promises, which was offered by Satan, contradicted the clear
command of God. (Dt. 6 1 6 )
111. AMBITION
4:8 exceeding high mountain. If a literal view of these
temptations be taken, this verse contains several elements that would
require special interpretation:
1. A n exceeding high mountain. Supernatural vision must
be assumed, since no known mountain peak however high
could provide such a literal panorama as the Evangelists
describe.

2. He showed Him all the kingdoms of the world.
If all the worlds kingdoms be taken in its absolute sense, some
special vision is required. However, if it be taken in a
relative sense to include only those visible to the naked eye
as representative of all, then it is possible to take a literal
view of the text, since vast panoramic views are afforded
by a number of Palestinean peaks.
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3. And the g l o r y of them, This is a quality of those kingdoms not visible to any normal, naked eye; hence, the phrase
must imply a miraculous, if not a mental, vision.

4. Luke adds “in a m o m e n t of t i m e ” (4:5), apparently coinpressing the extent of such a vision into a few minutes.
There is no difficulty in assuming that Jesus had supernatural vision
to see all that Satan offered or in assuming that Satan drew word
pictures of all the world’s kingdoms and their glories, because, as a
matter of fact, the Evangelists do not tell how “lie showed Him all
the kingdoms of the world,”

4:9 All t h e s e t h i n g s will I g i v e t h e e . Since Satan offered
Jesus “kingdoms,” he must have known what question was keenly
before His mind: how He would establish the kingdom of God, This
fact made Jesus a particularly clear target for this attack, Note that
the phrase, “If you are God’s Son,” is missing, Even to have mentioned Jesus’ Sonship at this time would not have served the devil’s
purposes to make Him relax His grip on the Father in order to
worship the tempter.
Satan is desperately laying his trap, “If Jesus is really a man
of faith and common sense, surely H e will take the shortest, most
direct route to that universal control He is seeking. If I can just
maneuver His natural desire for power and the normal wish to avoid
difficulty and suffering, perhaps I can make him an offer H e cannot
refuse.” Turning to Jesus, the tempter spoke, “Look, Jesus, look!
What do you see? You see the grandeur of a thousand kingdoms
passing before your eyes. Look a t that uncounted wealth and stunning
beauty! It could be yours. Do you hear those sounds? They are
the tramping feet of soldiers marching at your command. It is the
busy hum of commerce and industry creating new wealth to pour
a t your feet in tribute, It is the shout of lusty voices proclaiming
you universal ruler of the earth. As the prince of this world, I am
in a position to offer you all this!”
How much control does the devil really hold over the world?
If Jesus knew that Satan were lying, then this would have been
no great temptation. It is worthy of note that H e did not call
Satan a liar for saying that these kingdoms were his to give. However, if he is telling the truth, then the ambitions of Jesus could
be realized in an instant and the “inevitable” cross codd be avoided.
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AS stated, this was an apparently rational offer and a very desirable
proposal. The kingdom of Satan is no figure of speech, because the
Gospels contain constant reference to the power of Satan in the
world as a reign opposed to God. (Cf. Mt. 12:25-28; Lk. 11:17; see
also Mt. 6 : 1 3 ; 13:19, 25, 39; 25:41; Lk. 10:18; 22:3, 28, 31; Jn.
8:44; 12:31; 13:27; 14:30; 1 6 : l l . ) Satan speaks as if he were the
rightfd ruler in complete control of the whole world (Lk. 4:G). This
is certainly false, because the fact that he so persistently seeks to tempt
and master men proves that he does not yet completely possess them.
Further, whatever authority he may possess is by usurpation,
Humanly speaking, Jesus needed everything that the devil was
offering. He had no reputation, no formal religious education or
degrees from accredited universities, no powerful friends who could
exert their influence in His favor in a world where men advance
their causes by treading upon each other. Yet, He is contemplating
the advancing of His Father’s rule by spiritual methods and by the
conversion of single individuals to His message of ideals. He well
understood that this latter approach would be the slowest, most
difficult, most discouraging and finally the most disappointing of the
two choices.
Assuming that Satan is telling the truth, how could he really
give all the human kingdoms to Jesus? Simply by fulfilling all of
the most common Jewish conceptions of the messianic kingdom!
Satan could rally the entire Jewish nation around Jesus, restore to
Him the throne and glory of David, force the nations to bring all
their wealth to Jerusalem and put every Jew on state payrolls. How
often the echo of Satan’s whisper was heard! (Mt. 16:22; Lk.2 2 : 4 9 ( ? ) ;
Jn. 6:14, 15; 7:3, 4; 12:32-34; 18:36; Ac. 1:6) Jesus could forget
the hardships, the confusion, the rejection, the cross, and He could
so much more simply establish His world dominion.
I f you will fall down and worship me. These are Satan’s
terms. He chooses his words carefully, because upon them depends
his ultimate success. Satan is neither ignorant nor stupid. He knows
that worship basically involves the acknowledgement of him as true
lord and rightful disposer of kingdoms. If he can entice Jesus into
admitting His dependence upon him rather than God, then he will
have tricked Jesus into transgressing the most basic commandment
known (Dt. 5:7-9; 6:4, 13) To the western ear, the word “worship”
would immediately have warned of the idolatry involved. But Satan
uses a general word (proskuwo, see note on 2 : 2 ) that may suggest
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no more than the obeisance rendered by an inferior to a superior
among men. If only “worship as if offered only ro God” were meant,
Jesus would have immediately drawn back in holy horror with the
result that, for Jesus, all of the enticement would be stricken from
the temptation merely by stating j t , Admittedly, Satan’s choice of
words is admirable, because of the ambiguity.
By putting in the condition which demanded at least oriental
obeisance, Satan subtly presses Jesus for a compromise. Perhaps he
intends the comproinising of Jesus’ ideal of “a kingdom not of this
world” in favor of a worldly kingdom, Jesus could still rule the
world by using Satan’s methods: war, political intrigues, brute force.
Satan presents this attractive offer as a real, immediate victory for
Jesus, when in reality it would have been His real surrender. The
transfer would be only an illusion. It i s that old perennial lie: “Ym
may be your own king, do as you please, as long as you are my
servant! ”
But has there ever existed a church or a Christian which has
not surrendered to Satan Jesus’ ideal, “the kingdom of God,” for a
greater share of the control of the world’s kingdoms? W h o has not,
at one time or another, mistaken might for right and regimentation
for regeneration? How often has ambition to rule conquered those
who have conquered all else!

4:lO High above this moving scene of glory and beauty which
Satan paints before the eyes of Jesus, the Son of God can see another
vision: the Kingdom of God in which men of every tribe, people,
nation and tongue come streaming from afar, bringing all their wealth,
glory, praise and service to lay them down in humble worship a t
His feet, He can see the day of His coronation at His Father’s right
hand, enthroned to reign until all His enemies should be made the
footstool of His feet, until every tongue confess to the glory of God
that Jesus Christ is Lord! God had already promised His Son
universal world control (Psa. 2:7-12). The offer of Satan is exposed
for what it really is: a tarnishing glitter, a crumbling pile of stones,
dying men, ashes and dust.
Get thee hence, Satan. This practical expression of idolatry
that Satan has offered Jesus is too much, Satan has lost. H e has
no more to offer the Master. Jesus’ shout clarifies the issues: “Satan,
the end never justifies the means. The kingdom that I desire has at
its very heart the bringing of worship only to the Lord God, not the
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crowning of your original rebellion. I cannot divide my allegiance
nor compromise God’s will even as a means to a holy end, for to do
so would contaminate the result. Therefore, the means of establishing
my kingdom must also be holy: teaching men to worship and serve
only God!” From this moment, the victory cry will continue to ring
down through time, “Be of good cheer, I have overcome the world!”
(Jn. 1 6 3 3 )

4: 11 Then the devil leaveth him, baffled and disappointed.
Satan is not invincible. This smashing victory of Jesus and all the
battles won by those who dare use Jesus’ methods prove it. (I CO.
10:13; Eph. 6:lO-18; I Pet. 5:8, 9) The conquest of Satan in these
three temptations does not mean that Jesus was tempted by all
possible temptations, for temptations come in infinite variations. But
He was tempted at all points at which temptation can touch a soul.
This is one of the worlds greatest moments. It has just been proved
that one human being, reduced to his weakest physical extremity and
seduced by Satan’s deadliest suggestions, by sheer trust in God, by
unhesitating refusals and by unrelenting reliance upon God‘s revelation,
could resist temptation and refuse to sin. Jesus has just shown that it
was possible for all men not to sin.
Luke notes (4:13) that the devil departed until other opportunities should present themselves for further attack. Further temptations came later (Mk. 1:32-39; Jn. 6:14, 15; Mt. 16:23; Lk. 22:28;
Mt. 27:40-43).
Angels came and ministered unto him. He who would
not have Satan’s satellites as His servants, is now served by God’s
servants. (Mt. 26:53; Jn. 1:51; Heb. 16-14; cf. I Kg. 19:Sff) If
they brought Him food, then His faith, which trusted God to the limit,
is further justified in this significant way. (Cf. 4 3 , 4)

FACT QUESTIONS
1. List the temptations of Jesus, noting the differences in the various
Gospel reports.
2. Tell why Jesus was tempted a t each point, noting to what human
characteristics Satan made his appeal each time.
3. How did Jesus meet each temptation? Be specific about each one.
4. What do Jesus’ temptations mean to us?
5. Is there any connection between the temptations of Jesus and
what was said about Him a t the time of His baptism?
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6. Why did Jesus go out into the wilderness?

7. What wilderness was it?
8. What was the Holy Spirit’s purpose in taking Jesus there?

9. Why was not Jesus hungry until after the fast? (Cf, 4:2)
10, How could Satan have shown Jesus all of the world’s kingdoms?
11, Explain what is meant by “tempting God.”
12, Did the world’s kingdoms really belong to Satan?
13. Did the temptations have any relation to Jesus’ world mission?
If so, what relationship?
14, What is the relationship between knowing the Word and will
of Gcd and resisting temptations?
15. What does Jesus’ use of the OT as the final authority for His
actions reveal about:
a. The OT as the progressive revelation given by God to
a particular people?
b. the application of the Bible in general to particular problems
faced by the believer?
16. What are temptations? Wherein does their real power lie? Can
they always be recognized? If so, under what circumstances? If
not, why not? Why should we pray to avoid temptations (Mt.
6:13)? Why does God allow His Son and His children to be
tempted? Is something a temptation if one cannot see the wrong
in it?
SPECIAL STUDY:

TEMPTATION
I.

THE LORD’S LIABILITY TO ALLUREMENT,

A. Cowld Jeszcs be tewted so u.r t o sin? Yes must be the
unequivocal response, because His incarnation necessitates it. If
we are to believe that Jesus was to be tempted in all respects in
which a human being is tempted (Heb. 4:15), then we are led
to the realization that His subjection to every sort of human seduction must have begun long before the period forty days after His
baptism. His birth was unique and miraculous, but His youth
was normal in the human environment of Nazareth. His adult life
indeed was marvelous, one.of-a-kind, yet fully human. It must be
ever remembered that the Word was God before H e became flesh
and dwelt among us (Jn. 1:1-14), but that fact must never be
made to cast doubt upon the reality of the flesh in which He
dwelt (Heb. 2:14). With the Father He shares these characteristics:
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1 . He lived without sin (Heb. 4 1 5 ; 7:26; I Pet. 1:19; 2:21;

3:18; Jn. 8:46; I Jn. 3:5; I1 Cor. 5:21).
2. He faultlessly expressed God’s character and nature (I1
Cor. 4:4-6; Jn. 8:29; 10:30; 12:45; Col. 1:15-19; 2:9;
Heb. 1:l-3).
1. He fulfilled all of God’s purposes (Jn. 10:17, 18, 36-38;
12:27; 15:lO; Eph. 1:3-11; I1 Cor. 5:19).
4. He maintained that unique contact with God in a union
unknown to all human experience and unshared by any
other (Jn. 1:1-14; 10:30; 5:19, 20; 12:49, 50; 14:10, 11).
However, there are significant differences between the Father and
the Son:
1. God cannot be tempted with evil, while Jesus was subject
to all human temptations (Jas. 1:13; Heb. 2:14-18; Heb.
4 :15) although He did not surrender Himself to any.
2. God is not subject to spiritual growth (I Pet. 1:le Mt.
5:48), while Jesus advanced toward spiritual maturity (Lk.
2:40, 52; Heb. 2:lO-18; 5:7-9), qualifying Himself to be
man’s Savior.
3. The Father was the object of Jesus’ faith and the Hearer
of His prayers (Heb. 5:7; Mt. 11:25, 26; Jn. 11:41, 42).
Although Jesus was the Revealer of the mind of God, yet
He received the Word of God as already revealed in the
OT, putting His trust in it and obeying its precepts
impeccably.
4. Jesus was born subject to law (Gal. 4:4); God was not.
“Born under law” to Jesus meant responsibility for keeping
or breaking it. If Jesus could not sin by breaking law,
the law would be meaningless to Him.
5. The point of Jesus’ assumption of human nature is that He
might die for man’s sins (Heb. 2:9, 14, 15); God could
not die. (Cf. I Ti. 1:17; 6:16)
6. Jesus was fully man (Ro. 5:17-21; I Co. 15:21; Ac. 17:31),
a body for the dwelling of all the fulness of Deity (GI.
1:19; 2:9)
The incarnation is the unique ezperience of Jesus only. He was
thoroughly m m and thoroughly deity. Human ignorance and per144
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sonal “lack of” experience of this verity does not militate against its
historicity. It is to be received on the strength of Jesus’ truthfulness
and His authority to reveal it.
There are several consequences that follow from believing that
He could not actually be tempted to sin, Rejection of all that
the Scriptures say regarding His human nature is serious enough,
for that blames God for condemning man without knowing what
being a man is really like, Further, if Jesus did not genuinely share
all our human desires, His victory over Satan is a hollow, meaningless conquest as far as it concerns our facing of temptations.
In that case, He could not provide us a true example that would
help us to overcome, since there would always remain in us the
suspicion that Jesus was some sort of angelic machine which
“could not be touched with the feeling of our weaknesses,”
But the Scripture evidences the fact that Jesus could sin by
surrender to the devil’s enticements. Out of this truth flow
exciting conclusions.
1. Jesus has felt the fullest intensity of every temptation to
sin, because He did not yield. It is not the man who
is allured before feeling the last full measure of temptation
who fully understands that seduction before which he has
fallen, nor can he be perfectly sympathetic with other
sinners in their trials, for he sinned before knowing the
full power of the enticement. Only the sinless Jesus, who
has resisted the pull of the desire clear to its end, can
effectively come to the aid of those who have fallen.
2. Jesus conquered Satan, not as God but as man, any man,
could have repelled the tempter. By using no special defences available only to the “Son of God,” H e wrestled
sin’s mightiest champion as would any “son of G d ’ and won! But by doing this, He strikes from our mouths
all of the lame excuses we offer for our sins. By risking
all of Jesus’ purity, and consequently, the world’s salvation,
on the outcome of such temptations as those in the wilderness, God shows for all eternity the inexcusability of
human sin. Were there any question before, now no doubt
is left as to why God is justified in sending the whole
human race to hell, (Ro. 3:9, 19, 20, 23; 11:32; Gal. 3:22)
B. Whereiii wus Jesus tempted? The hesitation to admit the
liability of our Lord to temptation is probably traceable to defective
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views of His nature. These arise out of a natural tendency to
over-emphasize either His deity or His manhood. Also the feebleness of human language to express such majestic truth as the
incarnation of God “in 25 words or less,” often cripples the truth
rather than strengthens or clarifies it. May we generalize just to
this extent: if the baptismal event of Jesus says to the world that
this Man was God, then the temptation experience proclaims to all
ages that this God also became Man. It is from this latter point
of view that we study His temptations.
Jesus was perfectly sinless before and after the temptations,
but He was a perfectly sinless h w w n with all the desires that
characterize life in the human body. Incarnation brings with it the
characteristics of the cmnis. flesh, one of which is temptability.
But what is temptation?
A temptation is anything that throws the character into the
crisis of choice. This is done by an incitement of m t u d desire.r
to go beyond the limits set. Temptation is also a conflict of
loyalties, a putting other good things above one’s first loyalties.
(Cf.Mt. 10:36 with M I . 3:21; Jn. 12:27) The power of temptation lies in h m m deshes. These are created by God in the makeup of the human personality, but may all be stimulated by Satan to
thwart God’s purpose for those desires. The Greeks had one
word for these God-given desires (epithumh), a word which they
used to describe right desires or longings as well as desires for
something forbidden, The complex of desires in the human personality, as God designed it, is like a powerful rocket which can
hurl an astronaut into space to explore the universe and advance
man’s knowledge, or it can hurl a nuclear warhead at other men
to destroy lives. The rocket has the capacity for both operations.
What it actually does depends upon who determines its use and
controls it. The desires in our personality serve as fuel and
power for the rocket, while our conscience is the guidance system.
Thus, what we do depends upon the orientation data fed into our
conscience, which, in turn, controls our desires. But, unlike the
electronic brain in the rocket, our conscience can be affected by
our desires, and it is exactly at these desires that temptations make
their attack. If so, then Jesus, “who was tempted in all points
like us we are (kuta prmta kuth holmoiot~ta),”felt the stress and
strain of His basic human desires. But what are these desires?
We shall see them more clearly as we are led to understand . . .
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11. OUR SUSCEPTIBILIlY TO SINFUL SUGGESTION.

A, A Matter of Dsske, The Christian view of personal desires is expressed by James: “Each person is tempted when he is
lured and enticed by his own desires.” (Jas. 1 :14 RSV) The
following passages clarify this view. The Greek words, which are
used to express the desire, are included in parenthesis for further
comparison, Note that the passages are arranged into two groups:
those expressions of right and proper desires, and those expressions
that degenerate human desire into passion and lust. The more
significant passages are printed in italic type.
DESIRE AS LUST, PASSION

GOOD, PROPER EXPRESSIONS
OF DESIRE
(epithmia, ep i t h m e a”)
Mt. 13:17; Lk. 15:16; 16:21;
17:22; 22:15; Gal, j:17; Phil,
1:23; I Th. 2:17; I Tim. 3:l;
Heb. 6 : l l ; I Pet. 3:12; I Jn. 2:1517 (?)
(epipothed)
Ro. 1:11; Phil, 1:8; 2:26; I1 Co.
5:2; 7:7, 11; 9:14;I Th. 3:6: I1
Tim. 1:4; I Pet. 2:2

(epitbwuia, epizhimed)
Mt. 5 : 2 8 ; Mk, 4:19; Jn. 8:44;
Ac. 20:33, 34; Ro, 1:24; 6:32;
7:7f; 13:9, 14; I Co. 10:6; Gal.
5:16, 17, 24; Epb. 2:3; 4:22; Col.
3 3 ; I Th. 4:5; I Tim, 6:9; I1
Tim. 2:22; 3 : 6 ; 4:3; Tit. 2:12;
3:3; Jas. 1:14; 4:2; I Pet. 1:14;
2 : l l ; 4:2, 3; I1 Pet. 1:4; 2:lO;
3:3; I Jn. 2:1J-17; Jd. 16, 18;
Rev. 9:6

(ZdEOa“)

(Ze“LOl3)

I Cor. 12:31; 14:1, 39; 11 Cor.
11:2; Gal. 4:18 ( ? )

I Cor. 13:4

(tbelb)

(tbeld)

Mt. 16:24; 19:21; 26:39: Mk. Mt. 16:25: Jn. 5:40; h:67; 8:44:
10:43, 44; 14:36; Jn. 7:17; 15:7: I Th. 3:IO
12:21; Ro. 7:15, 18, 19
(zbted)
Mt. 6:21, 33;

Lk. 12:31, 34: Jn,
5:30, 44; 7:18; 8 : 5 0 ; Ro, 2:7:
Col. 3:lff; 11 Cor. 12:14
(epizbtea”):Heb. 1.3:14
(oregomai) : Heb. I l : l 6
(ewdokica):Ro. 1O:l: I1 Tb. I:I1
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Some OT examples of good desries are the following: Ps. 21:2;
27:4; 37:4; 145:19; Prov. 10:24; 11:23; I1 Chron. 15:15; Isa. 268)
The following is a list of desires common to every man. AS
you respond to their force in your life, who or what governs
what you will do about their demands?
1. The desire to PRESERVE SELF: satisfying body needs for
food, clothing, shelter; self-defense by flight or fighting;
repulsion.
2. MATING desires: ser; care for family; the appeal of one’s
young.
3. SOCIAL desires; gregariousness; companionship; approval;
self-assertion; pride; ambition; competition.
4. Desires to SUBMIT: tendency to imitate heroes; conform
to law; to regard higher powers with respect.
5. ACQUISITIVEdesires: joy of ownership.
6. CREATIVE
desires: pleasure of being a power or a cause
capable of creating or destroying.
7. AESTHETICdesires: enjoyment of the beautiful.
Though God has integrated these desires into our personality, yet
they are the very targets of Satan’s keenest temptations. Let it
never be thought that Jesus, as Man, did not experience every one
of these desires. Certainly, the incitements to sin came to Jesus
from without; nevertheless, appeal was made to what truly existed
within Him. It seems that the tempter can pit one or two of
these desires against each other and against other desires in such
an unshakeable combination that we become confused about which
way is right! (See Ro. 7:13-25)
How often perfectly good attitudes and desires are so close to
sinful desires and a godless mentality! Here is another reason why
we have such difficulty steering a straight course through life.
Compare the following short list of good traits that Satan can twist
into vices:
Caution and prudence is so often close to cowardice and
indecision.
Belief taken without sufficient evidence becomes credulity.
Agreeableness and tact are often mistaken for compromise and
falsehood.
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Concentrarion of one’s devotion may become just bigotry or
fanaticism.
Confidence may swell into cocksureness and presumption.
Contentment oversleeps into self-satisfaction and appeasement.
Frugaliry and farsightedness struggles with miserliness and greed,
Humility could devolve into blind submissiveness.
Righteousness when praised nurtures hypocrisy.
Tolerance of too much becomes indiscrimination.
I

Curiosity about the affairs of others becomes meddling and
nosiness.
An inquiring mind, when it refuses to know, becomes agnostic.
Broad-mindedness is close to spinelessness, too often without
strong convictions.
But resolution is near to stubbornness.

And bravery or fearlessness is nigh unto folly and foolishness.
By taking advantage of the natural needs expressed by human
desires, Satan makes his allurements appear harmless, What often
makes a temptation so attractive is the list of apparently excellent
r e a m s for going along with it. The only true safeguard against
this confusion is to seek to know and obey God as our deepest
desire and highest joy. Perhaps the most enlightening spiritual
exercise to discover our vulnerability to temptation is simply to
ask ourselves what we desire. Here are some problems for reflection that will help one see himself as temptation’s target:
1. What is the ONE compelling loyalty, interest or desire of

my life?
2. What one goal am I seeking to accomplish with my life?

3. What or where is the true treasure of my heart? For what
do I spend the most of my money? my leisure time? my
conversation among friends?

4, How do all my other basic desires align themselves with
the one basic motivation for my life? Or, how may these
be subordinated to it when conflicts arise?
5 , In my social relationships, whose praise do I seek?
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Other questions might be helpful. But, in the light of these
suggested, it is seen that the problems in resisting temptations and
solving conflicts of interest involve all that makes us men. This is
why sin is not a single act unrelated to what we are. This is also
the reason why conversion to Jesus cannot be reduced to a
mechanical five-point ritual, but must mean the commitment of
every thought and desire to obedience to Him:
B. Some Lessons t o be Lemmned:
1. There are two viewpoints to every trial or temptation.
a. Temptation by allurement for evil purpose to ensnare

in evil;

b. Putting character to the test for the purpose of proving
its mettle.
(Study the following passages to see how both viewpoints
can be very closely interwoven into the fabric of the same
temptation, even if one or the other viewpoint will be
more clearly in evidence: Mt. 6:13; Lk. 8:13; Jn. 6:6; Ac.
20:19; I Cor. 10:9-13; I1 Cor. 13:5; Gal. 6:l; I Th. 3 5 ;
I Tim. 6:9; Heb. 11:17, 37; Jas. 1:2, 12-14; I Pet. 1:6;
I1 Pet. 2:9.)
2 . How temptdtions are offered or $reselzted.

Just as the
temptations of Jesus were many-pronged, appealing to the
fleshly appetites, to His moral character and to His spiritual perception, even so our daily allurements will be manysided, attacking a t once the body and soul by driving one
to the limit of endurance, while keeping the other off
balance by uneven stresses and strains. Satan is not so
stupid as to put people on their guard by coming to them
boldly and telling them that what he is about to suggest
will be sin. Rather, he begins subtly and reasonably to
prepare the mind for seduction. He must first corrupt
the principles before his real purpose can be made clear.
Once the confidence of the victim is gained and his desires excited, the enticement is presented in its most appealing form to that particular person. Satan repeats his
approach, varying his emphasis, until the victim falls.
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3, Why

matt mt4st be Ivied or temfted. If there were no
choice, no power nor pressures to do evil, we could not
have any moral victory over evil, nor would we have that
proof of character that is obtained only by self-control
under fire, W e must win the victory over Satan, not by
never having fought him during temptations, but by overcoming him in actual combat. Precious promises are
offered to those who overcome (Rev. 2:7, 10, 11, 17,
26-28; 3 : 5 , 11, 12, 21) and victories the order of the day
for the people of God (1 Jn. 2:13, 14; 4 : 4 ; 5 : 4 , 5 ; 11
Cor. 2 :4).

4 . The dmgerow deceitfabss of temptations. The inability
to see the sinful implications hidden under pages of good
reasons for our indulgence of any desire does not remove
that sinfulness. It is the devil’s most practiced art to
present wrong as right, pleasant, popular. H e can also
raise so many doubts about right actions as to make them
appear to be wrong and worthy of all condemnation, The
most frequent problem to solve as one faces temptation
is to recognize it as a temptation. If he does not see what
could be wrong about a particular action, he may justify
that act for himself and be satisfied with his justifications.
However, failure to sense wrong in a thing does not change
God’s condemnation of the sin involved. Since temptations,
in their very essence, are/wrong courses of action deceitfully
disguised as right actions, we must learn to recognize them
for what they are. How? We niust avail ourselves of
God’s means.

5. The way
l

a. Jesus

o/

victory over temptartjon:

conquered

by COMPLETE RELIANCE UPON
God has given revelation of great
principles which govern ALL of our basic decisions,
although He has not revealed specific prohibitions of
every minute misdeed we might dream up. Our responsibility is to h o w these principles (I1 Tim. 2:15,
25, 26; 3:14, 15), practice them by daily meditation
and actual experience, in order that, when specific temptations call us to violate these great, far-reaching prinGOD’S WORD.
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ciples, our first and almost automatic reaction would be,
“How can I do this great wickedness and sin against
God? (I cannot!)” (Gen. 39:9b)
b. By UNHESITATING REFUSALS, If we wish to be
done with temptations, we must get rid of the tempter!
Jesus fought him honorably and victoriously, then commanded him to leave. Likewise, we must put up a stiff
fight, but in the same way as did Jesus. Satan is no
match for the firepower available to one man who trusts
God! (See Jas. 4:7; I Pet. 5:8, 9; Eph. 610-18) W e
must reject without hesitation any evil suggestion.
Sometimes flight is just as honorable as fight (I Tim.
6 : l l ; I1 Tim. 2:22, 23; I Cor. 6:lS; 10:13, 14), as in
the case of Joseph (Gen. 39:12), if flight means resistance to temptation by refusing any longer to listen to
the tempter’s appeals to our dpires. It may also mean
choosing, by means of a strategic retreat, the ground
upon which the battle shall be fought. Some men need
to stop facing a particular temptation until they have
fled to the Father’s side for instruction, encouragement,
warning and strength, before continuing the battle.
Contrast the reasons given for the failure of those
who are overcome by temptations. They turned away
from listening to the truth, choosing teachers that suit
their desires (I1 Tim. 4:3, 4 ) . Ever listening to anybody, they can never arrive at a secure knowledge of
truth (I1 Tim. 3:7). All along they have been following
their own desires which they let deceive them into
thinking they possessed the true, happy life (I1 Pet.
3 : 3 ; Jude 16, 18).
6. We are mot the o d y O M S remped. Just as Jesus did not
wrestle with Satan to gain the mastery only for Himself,
but also for us, even so we must keep our mind on others
in our striving against sin in ourselves. This will help
us to be wary of our own susceptibility to sin, when we
reach out to help those who are sorely tempted (Gal.
6: 1, 2). Further, our God-given freedom to do many things
that some would consider wrong or forbidden might tempt
them to join us in the enjoyment of those freedoms which
their conscience does not permit them. In this case, their
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conscience is violated, since they had doubts. Thus, they
are condemned for sinning against their conscience and it
is our fault! (Cf, Mt, 18:1-14; Ro. 14:l-15:7; I Co, 8;
10:23-33) W e are, with every one of our fellow men,
waging this warfare against Satan, so let us not Le their
devil to tempt them by what we do (cf. Mt. 1623) but,
rather, let us provoke them to love, faith and good works!
(Heb. 10:23-25)

Section 8

JESUS PREACHES IN GALILEE
(Parallels: Mark 1:14, 15; Luke 4:14-5:l; John 4 : l - 4 5 )

TEXT: 4:12-17
12. Now when he heard that John was delivered up, he withdrew into
Galilee;
13. and leaving Nazareth, he came and dwelt in Capernaum, which
is by the sea, in the borders of Zebulun and Naphtali:
14. that it might be fulfilled which was spoken through Isaiah the
prophet, saying,
15. The land of Zebulun and the land of Naphtali, Toward the sea,
beyond the Jordan, Galilee of the Gentiles,
16. The people that sat in darkness saw a great light,
And to them that sat in the region and shadow of death,
To them did light spring up.
17. From that time began Jesus to preach, and to say, Repent ye; for
the kingdom of heaven is at hand.

THOUGHT QUESTIONS
a. What influence does human activity or human weakness have upon

the plan of God, as realized in the ministry of Jesus?

(Cf. Mt.

4:12; 834; 13:58; Mk. 1:45)

b. W h y do you suppose Jesus left Nazareth and dwelt in Capernaum
at this time? Why should He choose to leave His own hometown?
c. In what sense is the ministry of Jesus to this area the bringing
of “light” to them? How were they “sitting in darkness”?
d. What is the essence of the kingdom of God?
e. What does Jesus mean by “repent”?
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PARAPHRASE AND HARMONY
Now after John was arrested and imprisoned by Herod, the report
of the incident reached the ears of Jesus. Another factor enters to
account for what follows: when the Lord knew that the Pharisees
were aware of His ministry and that He was making and His disciples
were baptizing more followers than John, Jesus left Judea. He returned
in the power of the Spirit into Galilee. Jesus decided that He had
to pass through Samaria. Coming to Sychar, He declared Himself
to be Messiah to a Samaritan woman at Jacobs well. She, in turn,
called the attention of the entire city to Him. That two-day revival
in Samaria caused many Samaritans to conclude that Jesus was indeed
the Savior of the world. (Jn. 4:5-42)
After the two days, Jesus departed for Galilee. At this point,
He Himself testified that a prophet is not appreciated by His own
people. But when He came to Galilee, the Galileans welcomed Him,
for they had seen all that Jesus had done in Jerusalem at the feast,
since they too were there. Jesus’ reputation spread through all the
surrounding country. He taught in their synagogues to the great
admiration of everyone.
Next, Jesus came again to Cana in Galilee where He healed
the son of a Capernaum nobleman by “remote control.” (Jn. 4:46-54)
From Cana He went to Nazareth where He had been brought
up. On the sabbath, He went into the synagogue, as was His practice.
There He read Isaiah 61:1, 2 and preached a sermon on that text,
that got Him thrown out of the synagogue and of Nazareth. (Lk.
4~16-30)
Leaving Nazareth, Jesus settled down a t Capernaum, a likeside
town located on the northwestern shore of Lake Galilee in the ancient
territorial divisions of the tribes of Zebulun and Naphtali. Jesus’
move to Capernaum resulted in the fulfillment of Isaiah 9:1, 2,
which reads thus:
Land of Zebuhn and Land of Naphtali,
The Land of the Road by the Sea, and beyond the Jordan,
With Galilee of the GentilesThe people that were living in darkness
Have seen a great Light,
And, for those who were living in the land of the shadow of death,
A Light has dawned.
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It wsls from this period that Jesus began to proclaim the message of
God’s good news, saying, “This i s the time: the kingdom of God is
almost upon us! You must repent and believe the good news!”

NOTES
I. GOD’SGRACE GIVEN TO GALILEE

<

Upon first reading of Matthew 4:11, 12, the distinct impression is
received that Jesus’ withdrawal into Galilee follows hard upon His
victory over the tempter in the wilderness. However, let it be remembered that Matthew does not pretend precise chronological order
for his narration, and it will not be surprising to learn that the folIawing succession of events carries the full story:
1. Ministry of John the Baptist: Mt. 3:l-12; Mk. 1:2-8; Lk,
3:l-18; Jn. 1
2. Baptism of Jesus: Mt. 3:13-17; Mk. 1:9-11; Lk. 3:21-23
3. Temptation of Jesus: Mt. 4:l-11; Mk. 1:12, 13; Lk. 4:l-13
4. First Acquaintance with early disciples a t Jordan: Jn, 1:35-51

5 . Wedding Feast at Cana in Galilee: Jn. 2:l-11
6. Change of Residence to Capemaurn: Jn. 2: 12
7. Cleansing of the Temple in Jerusalem at Passover: Jn. 2:13-22
8. Early Judeari Ministry-miracles, teaching, baptieing: Jn. 3:22,
4:1, 2
9. Teaching Nicodemus in Judea: Jn. 3: 1-21
10. Arrest of John the Baptist: Mt. 4:12; Mk. 1:14a; Lk. 3:19, 20
11. Departure for Galilee through Famaria 8 or 9 months later:
Mt. 4:12; Mk. 1:14a; Lk.4:14a; Jn. 4:3, 4
12. Samaritan Woman and Samaritan Revival: Jn. 4:5-43
13. Beginning of Galilean Campaign: Mt. 4:12; Mk. 1:14a; Lk. 4:14,
15; Jn, 4:44, 45
14. Nobleman’s Son of Capemaurn healed, Jesus at Cana: Jn.
4:46-54
15. First Rejection at Nazareth: Lk. 4:lG-30
16. Return to Capernawn: Mt. 4:13-17; Mk. 1:14, 15; Lk. 4:31
17. Call of Four Fishermen: Mt. 4:18-22; Mk. 1:16-20; Lk. 5:l-11
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With this chronologically harmonized outline for comparison of the
Gospel accounts, it becomes much more comprehensible why Jesus
should decide to withdraw into Galilee at this time.
John the Baptist had unmasked the Pharisees and Sadducees for
the hypocrites they really were. His popular appeal galled them at
first, then, alarmed them. Then came this Jesus of Nazareth into
their stronghold, the temple, challenging their position. He drove out
of the temple courts their profitable sources of revenue and He openly
questioned their righteousness. Besides these attacks, He wrought
many miracles in the Jerusalem area (Jn. 2:23; 3:2), and began
gathering such a following (Jn. 2:23) that the more intimate disciples
of John began to fear for their master’s waning glory in the light of
the ascendent popularity of Jesus (Jn. 3:26). What the hierarchy had
perhaps secretly hoped would be a temporary manifestation of religious
fervor is no longer to be regarded with disdain but genuine alarm.
The movement seems to be growing to revolutionary proportions:
Judea is excited.
At just this moment in the tension-charged atmosphere of Judea,
one of John’s sermons struck home to the tetrarch of Galilee and
Perea, H e r d Antipas. John openly rebuked this petty king’s flagrant
immorality and gross violation of God’s laws. (Cf, Mt. 14:3-5; Mk.
6:17-20; Lk. 3:19, 20) Herod could not tolerate this accusing finger
pointed at his sins, nor could he permit this ground-swell of public
sentiment to rise into a crescendo of national revolution (Josephus,
A*$. XVIII, 5, 2). Perhaps John was handed over to Herod (“delivered up,” see #uir&o“nti
isn 4:12; Mk. 1:14a) by the Pharisees
themselves. (Cf. Mt. 17:12; Jn. 4:l.). At this crisis, i.e. when Jesus
heard that John was delivered up, He made His move north.
He withdrew from what or whom? AmchBreG may be translated “go away, return, withdraw, retire, take refuge” (Arndt-Gingrich).
If Jesus is seeking to avoid some impending danger, what is it?
Certainly, Jesus could not hope for escape from a similar fate as that
of John by His deliberate entrance into the political jurisdiction of
Herod Antipas himself. Apparently, Herod’s informants had not yet
singled out Jesus as the new Leader of the growing reform movement,
or else, Jesus had not yet launched the same condemnation as had
John, and thus would not have been noticed and apprehended. Jesus
could foresee those who would be His real enemies and so chose
not to bring matters to a show-down at this time, for such a crisis
could d y end in a premature cross. Thus, rather than seek at once
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the fullest notariey in the heart of Jewish world and provoke thereby

the wrath of the religious hierarchy a t Jerusalem (Jn. 4:1-3), Jesus
chose the out-district of Galilee as the rraining and testing ground for
those disciples who would establish the Church,
them in evangelism, Their false concepts of the
Kingdom must be corrected, The crisis of the
come, but not yet, He must preach to the rest
Thus, Jesus left Judea for several reasons:

H e must yet train
Messiah and God’s
cross must indeed
of the nation first,

1. John was imprisoned and Jesus wanted to maintain the
momentum of John’s labor and gather around Him John’s
lost, leaderless disciples.
2. The growing anxiety of the Pharisees needed to be cooled,
3, He already had a large following in Galilee (Jn. 2:23; 4:45).
Therefore, Jesus took the shortest, quickest route to Galilee, spending
only two days in Samaria (Jn. 4:4, 40, 43).
Jesus came t o Galilee: what genius! Though Galilee was
not large, it had been uniquely prepared for His arrival. Galilee is
that territory located in northern Palestine, bordered on the north
by the heathen Syrians and Phoenicians; on the west by the plain
of Accho and Mount Carmel; on the south by the half-breed Samaritans; and on the east by the Jordan River and Lake Galilee. The
land area thus circumscribed was approximately that of modern Israel,
north of Mount Carmel: about 60 miles long by 40 miles wide,
Josephus ( W m ,111, 3, 3) describes Jesus’ countrymen thus: ’
The Galileans are inured to war from their infancy, and
have always been very numerous; nor hath the country ever
been destitute of men of courage, nor wanted a numerous
set of them. Their soil i s uniformly rich and fruitful and
full of plantations of trees of all sorts, insomuch that it
invites the most slothful to take pains in its cultivation, by its
fruitfulness: accordingly it is cultivated by its inhabitants and
no part of it lies idle. Moreover, the cities lie here very
thick, and the very many villages there are here are everywhere so full of people, by the richness of their soil, that
the very least of them contain above fifteen thousand inhabitants.
Jesus’ tactical genius is seen in His choice of Galilee, Galilee’s
geographic and social relations as well as its religious history rendered
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it particularly open to the reception of new ideas. The Galileans,
because of their constant contact with the “outside world” of Rome,
Syria, Phoenicia, could not be expected to be such sticklers for traditional orthodoxy as the Judeans. These inborn characteristics of the
Galileans created particularly fertile soil for the new message of
Jesus.
Jesus came to Galilee: what mercy and grace! He chase to
labor among these despised Galileans of mixed ancestry, corrupted
from purer Judaism by the liberalizing habits of surrounding heathenism. Before Jesus arrived, life seemed to be dominated by evil. Men
existed without genuine hope or exalted purposes. All of religion
seemed to be solely the possession of a few Judean Pharisees. But
Jesus’ entrance into Galilee shouts the joyful news to the mixed
fragments of ancient Israel: “God’s Kingdom is almost upon you!
Evil is not the ultimate force in the universe; despair is not the final
meaning to life; nor is death the last word!” Thus, God’s grace was
extended even to Galilee.
4:13 and leaving Nazareth. Though k&&ipo
(“leave”) may
be neutral, meaning simply a “departure from a place,” yet it has
the predominant flavor of leaving behind something or someone
(Arndt-Gingrich). Had Matthew intended merely “departure,” he had
a wealth of words to say so (@erchomai, m e t k d , ufi&2mi, porezcok1
mcho”re8, chdrizo, exeimi, cbdred, or metdmh.0). Jems left Nuzaretb
behim!. Although the words Nazareth and C ~ @ e r n a ~ m
are obviously
geographical place names, yet Jesus’ move is not without symbolical
significance, and, considered the complete story of this move, these
names suggest also the people who dwelt there. While Matthew does
not spell out the reason for this seemingly normal change of residence
to Capernaum (kcttoiksd), Luke tells the story behind it (Lk. 4:16-30).
Jesas left Nazcreth, thus, is no empty phrase, for He had faced the
hard reality that a “prophet is not without honor except in His own
country,” (Lk. 4:24). Nevertheless, He had endeavored to speak to
His own townspeople, but the more He revealed of His true identity,
the more difficult they found it to believe Him. He did return
later for one last time to try again to convince Nazareth, but she
thought she knew too much to believe His claims (Mt. 1353-58;
Mk. 6:l-G). But, He must leave behind His hometown for now.
This is another early intimation of the tragedy that will culminate
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in Calvary, It was a t Nazareth of Galilee that the Light had shined
in the darkness, but the darkness could neither master it by comprehending, learning or understanding it, nor seize it with hostile intent
to destroy it. (Jn. 1:9f) He came and dwelt in Capernaum.
Even if Nazareth rejected her great opportunity to enjoy the great
Light come to her and was content to sit in her darkness, yet other
cities would receive the Light, The loss of Nazareth meant the gain
of Capernaum. Jesus had already moved from Nazareth to Capernaum
earlier (Jn. 2:12), but now He makes the latter city His headquarters
for the Galilean campaign. That earlier move to Capernaum suggests
that Jesus had already foreseen the Nazareth rejection and had already
planned His ministry in Galilee long before going south to Judea
for the Passover (Jn, 2:12, 13). Then the events in Judea merely
triggered His plan.
Capernaum which is by the Sea. The ruins of Tell Hum,
now generally identified as the site of Capernaum, lie on the north
shore of the Lake. Borders of Zebulun And Naphtali: Capernaum
actually lay in the ancient tribal territory of Naphtali (Josh. 19:32f),
and near that of Zebulun (Josh. 19:lOf): however, these old boundary
lines had long ceased to divide the territories. Matthew uses these
lines to draw attention to the prophecy which finds fulfillment in
chis zone which roughly corresponds to Galilee, (Study the following
passages to appreciate the intimacy of Jesus’ connection with Capernaum, that date from this move: Mt. 8 : 5 ; 11:23; 17:24; Mk. 1:21;
2 : l ; 9:33; Lk. 4:23, 31; 7 : l ; 10:15; Jn. 4:46; 6:17, 24, 59,)
11. GLADDENING GLORY GRANTED TO THOSE GROPING
I N GLOOM
4:14 that it might be fulfilled. Jesus’ beginning to evangelize
Galilee was not with the malicious intent to produce a mechanical
correspondence between His actions and the glorious prophetic predictions concerning the age of the Messiah. Jesus came north, not to
fulfill messianic prophecy, but to save people. His move was prompted
by loving mercy, by personal familiarity with Galilee and its people,
and by events in Judea. As a result of His transfer to Galilee, the
-great messianic prediction of Isaiah 9:1-7 was fulfilled. Jesus, the
Light of the world” (Jn. 1:9; 8:12) completely fulfilled the prophecy
as no prophet either before or after Him could have done. (Cf. Jn.
7:52 and Lk. 1:78, 79).
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Isaiah‘s intention was to present a well-grounded hope to these
provinces of Israel that, because of their geographical position as
buffer-states, had suffered the greatest affliction and spiritual degradation. This people had suffered because of their false religious orientation begun when J e r o b caused Israel to sin, because they corrupted
themselves by imitation of the practices of their more “civilized
neighbors, because they trusted false gods and the false hopes these
latter could offer, and because no complete return to whole-hearted
worship of the true God, Jehovah, ever came about. Add to this
religious tragedy the constant unrest that accompanies almost incessant
war with the Syrians and the Assyrians. To this situation Isaiah
addressed these words of hope. The geographic terms:
1. The land of Zebulun and Naphtali: see above on 4:13.
2. Toward the sea: (hdm thhrsih) may be translated, following a Hebrew idiom contrary to Greek usage, “toward
the sea” (Arndt-Gingrich). Literally, it is “the road by the
sea” (Delitzsch, Isaiah, I, 244), and speaks of that tract of
land on the western shore of the Galilean Lake.

3. Beyond t h e Jordan: Perea, as viewed from the west side
of Jordan.
4. (ialilee of the Gentiles: see above on 4:12.
In Jewish thinking, the only fitting place for the beginning of the
glorious reign would be Judea with His capital at Jerusalem. The
concept of a Galilean Messiah was to them a self-contradiction. (See
Jn. 7:52. P 66 has the article “the,” thus making reference to “the
prophet” i.e. “the Messiah”.) Galilee was the last place on earth
a Jew of that period would choose for a similar purpose. The whole
area was, according to the opinion of “enlightened Jerusalem,” quite
“in the dark’ intellectually, morally and culturally. This latter was a
position based upon quite unjustified personal pride on the part of the
Judeans, whereas the language of Isaiah truly describes the actual
position of the Galileans: t h y sd in h k m s s and k the re&
m
d
shadow of death. The context of Isaiah (5:30; 8:21, 22) proves that
this sad plight was self-inflicted, indicating the greater need for light.
To Jesus, these were just good reasons why He should labor in Galilee!
While this passage is a graphic description of the conditions
among the Galileans, it may also describe all men who try to live
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without God. Compare Paul’s masterful analyses: Ro. 1:18-32; Eph.

2:1-3; 4:17-19.
Other passages which develop the theme of light and darkness:

Mr. 5:14-16; 6 2 3 ; Lk. 2 5 2 ; 8:16; ll:34-36; Jn, 1:4-9;
3:19-21; 8:12; 9 5 ; 11$, 10; 12:35, 36, 46; Ac. 2618, 23;
Ro. 2:19; I1 Cor. 6:14; Eph. 5:8, 13; I Th. 5:5; I Tim. 6 1 6 ;
Jas. 1:17; I Pet. 2:9; I Jn. 1:5, 7; 2:8-10; Rev. 22:5.

111, THE G ~ S TAND GENIUS OF THE GOVERNMENT OF GOD
4:17 From that time is to be taken with reference to Jesus’
return to Galilee, Jesus now begins the thorough evangelization of
Galilee, Matthew cannot mean that He is beginning for the first
time to preach anywhere, for Jesus is just returning from Judea where
He taught and wrought miracles (Jn. 2 : 1 3 4 : 3 ) . Likewise, H e
passed through Samaria (Jn. 4:4-45) where H e openly declared Himself
to be the Messiah as well as where He accepted the open appraisal
of His teaching as those of “the Savior of the world” (Jn. 4:42).
Rather, Matthew intends only what he states: that when Jesus withdrew into Galilee, from that time He began to preach in Galilee.
Prior to this time Jesus had not evangelized there; now He launches
His “Great Galilean Campaign,” Jesus’ fame as a preacher dates from
this campaign (Ac. 10:37), and His complete identification with
Galilee from this move (cf. Lk. 23:5-7; Jn. 7:41, 52).
Repent y e ; for the kingdom’ of heaven is at hand.
This is certainly Matthew’s summary statement that boils down into a
very few words hours of preaching and teaching done in Galilee.
Yet, Matthew has not omitted anything essential:
1, With reference to God Himself, the GIST of His Government
l

I
l

I
I

I

is His unquestionable right to command repentance of sinful
rebels. Objectively, the gist of His government, or kingdom,
is the inclination of men’s repentant hearts to do His will.
(See on 3:15)
2. ”he GENIUS of God’s Kingdom that corrects all the failures
of every human reign is the fact that it begins with the
willing choice of the subject to be entirely transformed by
His King, In God’s Kingdom there must be no unwilling
subjects.
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Upon the imprisonment of John, Jesus sounds the same challenge and
call to repentance that had been the heart of the Baptist’s message
(Mt. 3:2). Jesus does this partly to maintain the continuity of the
movement which John had started, but not only so, for such a call
for surrender to God’s will is ever timely. To this well-known message
Jesus adds a joyful, gladdening ring: “The messianic times are here!
Repent and believe the good news!” (Mk. 1:15) Is it any wonder
that the attention of all Galilee was riveted upon this Jesus of Nazareth?
The ancient prophecies describing the nature of the messianic kingdom
had kept the kingdom-idea before the people of Israel. John the
Baptist had electrified the nation by announcing the nearness of this
long-awaited era. Jesus took up the same cry, and, profiting from
the keen current interest in the kingdom, successfully launched His
great preaching ministry in Galilee.

FACT QUESTIONS
1. List all of the events that occur between Jesus’ temptations and
His return to Galilee upon His hearing of the imprisonment of
John. In other words, what happened between verses 11 and
12 of Matthew 4?
2. Does Matthew say that Jesus’ return to Galilee immediately
followed His temptation?
3. What are the two major causes for Jesus’ sudden move to Galilee?
4. Where had Jesus been vhen “He withdrew into Galilee”?
5. What had He been doing there?
6. About how long had He been gone from Galilee?
7. Describe Galilee: its geographical position, size, sociological character, its probable religious preparation for Jesus’ message.
8. What factors probably caused Jesus’ transfer of residence from
Nazareth to Capernaum?
9. In what ancient tribal area is Capernaum located?
10. Show the relationship between the prophecy quoted by Matthew
and his use made of it: what is the context of the prophecy and
how did it offer hope to the people originally addressed? How
did Jesus fulfill it?
11. What was the content of Jesus’ preaching at this time?
12. What do these expressions mean:
a. “Sit in darkness”?
b. “The region and shadow of death”?
c. “Great light did spring up”?
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Section 9

JESUS CALLS FOUR FISHERMEN
(Parallels: Mark 1:16-21; Luke 5: 1-11)

TEXT: 4: 18-22
18, And walking by the sea of Galilee, he saw two brethren, Simon
who is called Peter, and Andrew his brother, casting a net into
the sea; for they were fishers.
19. And he saith unto them, Come ye after me, and I will make you
fishers of men.
20. And they straightway left the nets, and followed him.
21. And going on from thence he saw two other brethren, James the
so12 of Zebedee, and John his brother, in the boat with Zebedee
their father, mending their nets; and he called them,
22. And they straightway left the boat and their father, and followed
him.

THOUGHT QUESTIONS
a. How long do you suppose these four fishermen had known Jesus

before He called them to be fishermen of men?
b. What does Jesus mean by calling them to be “fishers of men”?
What does H e want them to do in that capacity?
Why do you think Matthew emphasizes the immediacy of their
response? (“straightway” of verses 20 and 22)
How are the families of these working men to be supported if
these four bread-winners leave their occupations to follow this
itinerate rabbi over the countryside? Very likely, someone asked
this question that day. How would you answer it?
Vigorous efforts are being made to enlist the most capable young
men for hundreds of promising vocations. Such efforts and the
procedures used are generally approved or a t least expected by the
parents of these young men. Yet, when efforts are made to encourage these same young people to enlist themselves in the
Christian ministry, their parents sometimes object strenuously to the
“pressure” being put on their children. What is your reaction to
the problem?
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f. Apparently, Zebedee made no effort to hinder his sons’ entering
the discipleship of Jesus. What kind of man does this seem to
indicate him to have been?

PARAPHRASE AND HARMONY
One morning while Jesus was walking beside the Lake of Galilee,
He saw two brothers, Simon, also known as Peter, and his brother,
Andrew, throwing their cast-net into the sea, for fishing was their
occupation.
On this same day, the people were crowding closely around Jesus
to hear God’s message. As He stood on the shore, He noticed that the
fishermen had given up their fishing and had beached their boats,
leaving them there while they washed their nets. Jesus boarded
Simon’s boat and asked him to push off a little from the shore. Then
Jesus sat down and continued His teaching the crowds from His seat
in the boat.
When He had finished speaking, He addressed Simon, “Put out
into deep water and all of you let down your nets for a catch.”
But Simon argued, “But, Sir, we have been hard at work all
night and caught nothing a t all. But if you say so, I will lower the
nets.”
They did so and caught an enormous shoal of fish-so big that
the nets began to break! So they signalled to their fellows in the
other b a t to come and help them. This they did, loading both boats
so full of fish that they rode so low in the water that they almost
sank. When Peter saw what had happened, he threw himself down
at Jesus’ knees, exclaiming, “Master, leave me, for I’m a sinful man!”
For Peter and his companions, James and John, Zebedee’s sons who
were Simon’s partners, were staggered at the haul of fish which they
had taken. Jesus replied to Simon, “Do not be afraid, Simon. From
now on your catch will be men.”
So they brought the boats to shore at different parts of the beach.
As Jesus stepped from Peter’s boat, He invited Peter and Andrew,
“Follow me and I will teach you how to take men alive!” They left
their nets at once and followed Jesus.
Going on up the beach a little further from there, Jesus saw
James and John aboard their boat with their father Zebedee, repairing the nets broken in places by the recent catch. Immediately He
called them and, just as quickly, they left the boat, their father
Zebedee, the hired servants-everything, and followed Him.
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NOTES
I, THE MEMOIRS OF THE CALL.
In the PARAPHRASE/HARMONY it is assumed that the incidents recorded in the Synoptic Gospels (Mt. 4:18-22; Mk. 1:16-21;
Lk. 5:1-11) are basically the same event told from two quite different
points of view. A simple comparison of the first two Gospels will
indicate very slight variations in wording, whereas Luke describes a
miraculous catch of fish, an event which concludes with the call of
Peter and several fishermen to leave all to follow Jesus. It is quite
possible that what is described in two ways is really two stories of
two separate events. Matthew, according to his topical arrangement,
places the call of the four fishermen in a general relationship of
Jesus’ entrance into Galilee; Mark does the same (1:14-20). However,
Mark makes the event precede the “busy day of miracles” (1:21-38),
whereas Luke (4:31-5:ll)
lists the call of the fishermen after it.
Yet, Luke is not too precise about the time element, although his
tendency is to follow chronological sequences. For this latter reason,
it might well be asked whether Luke intends to tell the same basic
event as the other two. Resolving this question involves letting the
witnesses tell their story and our attempting to harmonize the facts
they present, without our being able to cross-examine the witnesses.
The importance of trying to solve the problem lies in the determination whether we have all the available materials at hand before beginning to interpret the passage, or whether we have too much material,
putting together two separate events as if they were one.
There are at least two ways to harmonize the facts, if the story
be one told from two viewpoints:
1. First, the call; second, the miraculous catch. Edersheim (Life,
I, 476) argues for the first view, showing Peter’s need for
such a demonstration of Jesus’ power to make him truly a
“fisher of men.” Peter heard it all in the boat, as he sat
close by, in the shadow of His Majesty. Then, this was the
teaching of which he had become a disciple; this, the net
and the fishing to which he was just called. How utterly
miserable, in one respect, must it have made him. Could
such an one as he ever hope, with whatever toil, to be a
successful fisher? . . . Presently it shall all be brought to
light; not only that it may be made clear, but that, alike,
the lesson and the help may be seen.
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2. First, the miraculous catch; second, the call of the fishermen.
There is good psychological reason for placing the miraculous
catch first. In this case, Jesus is pictured as wanting to
impress upon the minds of these fishermen the majestic
authority of this One with whom they were to serve. In
addition, providing them with such a large catch which they,
in turn, could sell for no small sum, he could help them to
justify their absence from home and business for a time.
Further, the force of this miracle would not be lost on the
people at home either, for their reluctance to permit these
able-bodied bread-winners to forsake their occupation would
disappear in the same confidence in Jesus to provide in the
future, even as H e did on this occasion of their call.
Therefore, the notes which follow take the general view that the
Synoptics provide here merely two views of the same event. The
sequence of action suggested here is that of the PARAPHRASE/
HARMONY.
The exact relation of the accounts in Matthew and
Mark to that of Luke, however, must remain in doubt, inasmuch as
the essentials are tenuous or missing.
11. T H E MEN WHO WERE CALLED
4:18 Walking by the sea. Where Jesus has been, cannot
be known with surety, due to the chronological problems in harmonizing the accounts. Perhaps this call of the four fishermen is the
first intention of Jesus as He returns to Capernaum from Nazareth;
however, His fame precedes Him and a crowd gathers, following Him
to the beach. Accordingly, although H e saw the fishermen first, H e
taught the crowd before commanding these men to haul in the
miraculous catch. Sea of Galilee is only a large lake, being only
6 miles wide by 12 miles long. It has probably been called a number
of names by men caught out upon its boiling surface during one of
its notoriously sudden, furious storms. The official names, however,
have been “Sea of Chinnereth” (Josh. 12:27) probably from a fortified
city that stood near its western shore (Josh. 19:35); “Waters of
Gennesar” ( I Macc. I1:67) or “Lake Gennesaret” (Lk. 5:l) from the
small plain on its western side (Mt. 14:34); “Sea of Tiberias” was
the name drawn from the prominent city of the NT period, located on
its western shore (Jn. 6: 1; 21:l). For further description, see on
8:23ff. The waters of this lake teemed with fish, thus providing
food and employment for these commercial fishermen.
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He saw two brethren , fishers. But what really did
Jesus see? He saw men whose principle distinguishing characreristics
were their being uN-distinguished in practically every regard. Any
other's eye might not have seen in these men the sterling qualities
that Jesus could discern there and later develop:
1. They were accustomed to hardship, Because of their experiences with the hard life, they were well-seasoned men.

2, They were humble men, capable of being taught, There heads
were not completely jammed with rabbinic foolishness to the
point they would rather argue than listen and learn from
Jesus.

3. They were diligent, working men, not ashamed of honest toil
nor seeking the easy life.
4, They were already His disciples. Logically, Jesus sought for
apostle-material among those who were already aware of some
of His teachings, character and mission. Such a call as
H e would address to them could not have been made, unless
they had something of this understanding. (See on 4:19)
Casting a net into the sea. Three modes of fishing are mentioned
in the Scriptures:
1. Hook: Mt. 17:27; Job. 41:1, 2
2. Spears: Job 41:7

3. Nets, of which there are two principle types:
a. The Cast-net (mphibl&.rtrolz) is a circular net which is
thrown out over the water and allowed to settle down in
the water, weighted down by lead weights fixed to its
perimeter. The fish are thus entrapped in the center
under the net as the fishermen tread down the net and
draw the bottom edges together. Obviously, such a net
would be that used by the men when Jesus first saw
them near the beach (Mt. 4:18; MI. 1:16).

b. The Dragnet (.rag&lze") or also (diktzlolz) is a long net,
leaded on one edge with floats on the other edge which
make it literally "stand up'' in the water, producing a
fence which fishermen may use to surround a school of
fish by extending the net between two boats which bring
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it close enough to shore that fishermen may land the catch
in the shallows. If the water is deep, the boats can bring
the ends slowly together to form a circle. A diver closes
the bottom of the net and the entrapped fish are hauled
out of the water and loaded into the boats. Jesus ordered
the men to lower this net for the great catch. (Lk. 5:2,

4, 5, 6 )
c. The “nets” (Mt. 4:20,21: ta &htm) probably indicates a
general expression for all nets of whatever type.
111. THE MOMENT OF THE CALL

4:19 And he saith unto them, Come y e after me. The
events which preceded this call and the circumstances in which it was
given help to explain both what Jesus meant by what He said, as well
as the reaction of the men to whom it was directed:
1. These fishermen had already been personally acquainted with
Jesus for at least eight or nine mopths (Jn. 1-4),having both
heard His teaching and seen some miracles.

2. The call came after Jesus’ first open break with traditional
religious authority and after the beginning of the persecution
of Jesus by the Jews (Jn. 2:13-22; 4:l). Thus, Jesus
challenged these men to enter into a formal fellowship with
Him and His strained rapport with formal Judiaism.

3. The miraculous catch of fish is also suggested as preceding
this call. Plummet notes (145) that it frequently happens
that one experience touches a man, when many similar experiences fail to do so. Yet, without being realized, they
prepared the heart for that one experience that changed the
man’s life. These disciples had already seen some of Jesus’
miracles, but this one struck home to them personally. The
striking feature about this one was its relation to their daily
toil: it was done with their nets and their boats. It is natural
that it should make such an impression upon them.
IV. THE MEANING OF THE CALL
4:19 Come ye after me, and I will make you fishers of
men. What did Jesus intend these fishermen to understand by this
invitation?
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A, What Jesus did not mean:
1. This is not a call to become His disciples, for that they
were already. He i s calling them to learn evangelism.
2. This is not a call to worldly glory, for they were still to
be, in some way, fishermen, What compensation dld He
offer them to leave all and follow Him? Apparently,
He promised them nothing but the joy of righteousness
and the satisfaction of servants of the Messiah, (Cf. Mt.
19:27) Only a t the Last Supper did Jesus amounce
positions of honor in His kingdom in terms that approximated even remotely the language of compensation expected
by self-seeking disciples, (Lk. 22: 28)
3. Jesus is not causing them to vow never again to touch
their nets, for they could certainly, without prejudice to
their devoted acceptance of this call, earn a little occasionally at their old work, And they probably went fishing
whenever Jesus remained in Capernaum. They still had
to eat and support families. (Cf. Jn. 21:lff)
4. This is not merely a call to learn more doctrine or better
practice of already known truth, but a call to begin a
completely new life of discipleship on a higher, vaster
level than ever before realized in their acquaintance with
Jesus.
B. What Jesus did mean:
Come ye after me. He wanted these disciples to be
with Him! He wanted them to learn His spirit. His
message, His ways. They had listened to Him before.
They had seen Him in action. Until now they were
relatively uncommitted to the movement He represented.
But in this moment there came to them this challenge
to throw in their lot with Him. Such a call could not
come too soon, for these four and others were to be His
witnesses. It would be their specific task to give to the
world a trustworthy record of the Master’s message and
deeds. They must represent His character and mirror His
spirit accurately. But to do this, their impressiqns of
Him must be formed over long periods and under many,
diverse conditions. But their following Jesus must also
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mean the habitual abandonment of their former occupations
and earthly ties whereinsofar these interfered with their
acceptance of this call.
2. I will make you. They who become apostles of Jesus
are not to be self-made men. He calls them to learn to
evangelize by practical experiences, both by watching
Jesus and by doing it themselves. Bales (166) quotes
Weigle’s beautiful description of Jesus’ method of teaching:
“His trdining of the twehe wm by life with them cmd
for them. . . . Not content merely to teach them by
word of mouth, He bade them follow Him. He gave
Himself to them, and gave them work to do for Him.
They went with Him in His journeys; they dwelt
constantly in His presence. They helped Him preach
His kingdom; they too worked miracles. He even sent
them out for themselves, to travel throughout the land
teaching and healing. He was preparing them to take
His place and to carry on His work; and He prepared
them thoroughly. They learned by doing. They caught
His spirit by association with Him. Through knowledge, friendship and wotk He brought them to spiritual
maturity . . . He was Himself the Ideal that He
sought to teach.”
What sheer, matchless courage Jesus must possess to speak
these words to any man! He knew that the next few years
would be spent not only in the public eye but under the
closest scrutiny of these whom He calls to be His most
intimate personal associates. Bales (ibicl.) cites Stalker’s
observation :
“To the Twelve the most valuable part of their connection with Christ was simply the privilege of being
with Kim-of
seeing that marvelous life day by day,
and daily receiving the silent, almost unobserved impress
of His character. St. John, reflecting on His three
year’s experience long afterwards, summed it up by
saying, ‘We beheld His glory!’ . . . No eyes are so
keen as those of students. If admitted close to a man,
they take immediate stock of his resources. They are
hero-worshippers when they believe in a professor. but
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rheir scorn is unmeasured if they disbelieve in him,
They can be dazzled by a reputatjon; but only massiveness of character and thoroughness of attainment can
be sure of permanen tly impressjng them,”
How desperately they needed that molding which would be
provided in the instruction and example of Jesus is best
seen by contrasting what they were when Jesus called them
with what they must be when H e left them to return to
the Father. The preachers of the Christian Gospel would
have to have greater hearts than narrow, Jewish provincialism, freer consciences than those bound by traditional
religion, greater intellectual attainment than that represented
by the conventional learning of the day. They must learn
to rejoice and triumph in the stumbling-block and foolishness of the cross. They must be willing to bear a cross
themselves. But at the moment of their call to service
what were they? They were the products of an environment made up of people who ultimately rejected and
crucified Jesus. Obviously, they had much to learn and
more to unlearn. They, like us, were slow to do both.
But the confidence of Jesus in His words, “I will
make you,” is contagious! Although there are some who
will betray our trust, there are others who would respond
to our confidence in them. How much more Jesus would
be able to get out of His men simply because He showed
them that, for all their weaknesses and failures, He could
still trust them to the important task to which He called
them! If Peter, for instance, feels the expanse of distance
between Christ and himself as “a sinful man,” because of
a new sense of the Lord‘s holiness and majesty, he must
have heard these confident, comforting words of Jesus as
great encouragement to believe that the result of his
ministry and life was in the hands of Jesus.

3, Fishers of men. Out of these three words grows that
magnificent task which forms the book of Acts! H e was
calling them to the glorious honor of saving souls from
death and establishing a Church that would march across
the Mediterranean world conquering men’s hearts and
which would endure to the end of time.
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4:20, 22 And they straightway left the nets
the
boat and their father, and followed him. Did not these stalwart brothers comprehend the implications of this call to their family,
friends and acquaintances? Yes, Peter later expresses the clean break
that they had made, “Lo, we have left everything and followed you.”
(Mt. 19:27a) But who would rake care of Peter’s family in his
absence? Possibly a near relative, too old to attempt active campaigning with Jesus, could handle the fishing business well enough
to justify the absence of Peter’s hands at the nets. Hired servants
stepped into the place of James and John ( M k . 1:20).
But, why did they follow Jesus that day? A. B. Bruce (Truhhg,
16) rightly denies that these men were either idle, discontent with
their former lot, or ambitious:
“Ambition needs a temptation: it does not join a cause which
is obscure and struggling, and whose success is doubtful: it
strikes when success is assured, and when the movement it
patronizes is on the eve of its glorification.’’
Considering how little they really understood of the nature of the King
in whose service they were enrolling themselves, or of the kingdom
that they would proclaim, one would say that they were enthusiasts.
For the moment, a t least until Jesus could teach them better, their
heads were pounding with visions of a glorious messianic kingdom
about to be set up with Jesus wearing David‘s crown. These visions,
immature and ill-conceived as they might have been, drove them from
their families and occupations to go into the service of Jesus. Though
it appeared that they left on a fool’s errand, yet, with all their misconceptions and ignorance, it was into JESUS’ hands that they placed
their strength, their influence, their lives. They were just ordinary
folk who gave themselves to Him and He can do anything with
people like that! What faith to follow the unknown Jesus of Nazareth!
Whatever became of those men and that enthusiastic decision?
Look up these passages, for they tell the heart-warming story of their
discipleship: Peter md Andrew: Mt. 8:14; 10:2; 14:28, 29; 15:15;
16~16-23; 17:18, 24ff; 18:21; 19:27; 26:33-75; Mk. 5 ~ 3 7 ; 11:21;
13:3; 14:29-72; 167; Lk. 8:45-51; 22:8; Jn. 1:40-44; 6:8, 68; 12:22;
13:6-9, 24, 36; 18:lO-27; 20:2-G; 21:2-21; Acts 1-15; Gal. 1:18;
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2:7-14; I, I1 Peter. Jmsmad Joibv: Mt, 10:2; 17:lf; Mk, 129;
5:37f; 9:33; 10:35f; 13:3; 14:33; Lk. 5:lO; 9:54; 22:8; Ac. 1:13;
.3:4; 8:14; 12:2; Gal. 2:9; Rev. 1:1, 9; 22:8; the Gospel of John, I,
11, 111 John and Revelation,
Behold the glorious, surpassing wisdom of Jesus. He chose fishermen to change the world! He ever chooses the foolish to confound
the wise, (I Cor. 1:18-31, esp. vv, 26-28) If Jesus can make such
everlasting good use of such humble instruments as these four fishermen, dear friend, what can He do with your life when surrendered
to Him?

FACT QUESTIONS
1. Name the four fishermen.
--;
the father
2, The father of James and John was
of Peter and Andrew was
3. 'Did Peter and Andrew live in Capernaum? (Cf. Jn, 1:M)
4. What were the fishermen doing when Jesus first saw them?
5. At what time of day approximately did Jesus approach them?
6. What did Jesus ask Simon to do?
7. Why did Simon do it?
8. Had these men known Jesus before? If so, when or how long?
9. What did Jesus ask ell the four\fishermen to do?
10. What did He promise or predict concerning them?
11. What inducement did Jesus offer them to justify their leaving
all to follow him? Did Jesus mention any compensations What
was the motivation that caused this sudden, clean break with
one occupation to take up that of folIowing Jesus?
12. The four "forsook all" and followed their Master. (Lk. 5 : l l )
Did the "all" in any case include wife or children?
13. Tell all you know about each of the lives of the four fishermen,
their past, their work with Jesus, their families, their service as
leaders in the early church, and, if possible, their death,
14, What is the significance or importance of Jesus' calling these
and other disciples to be with Him from this point of time on?
Or, why must the choice of certain disciples to be with Jesus be
made early in His work? (Cf. Ac. 1:21, 22)
15. Describe a typical fishing trip of the four fishermen, telling how
they used' their boats, nets, their hours for fishing, their methods.
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Section 10

JE§US PREACHES AND HEALS
IN GALILEE
(Parallels: Mark 1 : 3 5 - 3 9 ; Luke 4 : 4 2 - 4 4 )

TEXT: 4:23-25
2 3 . And Jesus went about in all Galilee, teaching in their synagogues,
and preaching the gospel of the kingdom, and healing all manner
of disease and all manner of sickness among the people.
24. And the report of him went forth into all Syria: and they
brought unto him all that were sick, holden with divers diseases
and torments, possessed with demons, and epileptic, and palsied;
and he healed them.
25. And there followed him great multitudes from Galilee and Decapolis and Jerusalem and Judaea and from beyond the Jordan.

THOUGHT QUESTIONS
a. Why do you suppose Matthew introduces this obviously general

summary into his account a t this point?

b. What does this section indicate about the nature of Jesus' popular
ministry?
c. If Jesus wanted to start a new religion, why did He begin in the
Jewish synagogue? What good could be accomplished by beginning
this way? What is the connection, if any, between classic Judaism
and religion of Jesus?

PARAPHRASE AND HARMONY
Then Jesus went all over Galilee, as He continued teaching in
their synagogues, preaching the good news of God's approaching reign,
curing every disease or malady that was among the people. His
reputation spread even throughout the whole territory of Syria.
Sufferers from every kind of illness or torturing disease, racked with
pain, those possessed with demons, the epileptics, the paralyzedthey were all brought to Him and He healed them! Countless crowds
of people followed Him from Galilee, the Decapolis, Jerusalem, Judea
and from Transjordan.
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NOTES
I. THE EVANGBLISTIC EFFORT
4:23 And Jesus went about in all Galilee,

With these
three verses Matthew summarizes the first general tour of Galilee,
of which the chapters that follow may be specific incidents. Jesus
apparently made three such evangelistic tours of Galilee in the effort
to win its populace: this one, another after the onset of unbelief (Lk.
8:l-3), and a third just before the collapse of His popularity (Mt.
9 :35-11: 1).
Though Matthew does not record it, Mark (1:35-39) and Luke
(4:42-44) both tell what significant preparation Jesus made before
embarking upon His first great evangelistic campaign. After a busy
day of great popularity, preaching and prodigies, Jesus arose early the
next morning to pray alone. Peter’s words of rebuke and anxiety only
served to heighten the temptation to satisfy all the wants of His
townspeople at Capernaum, “Everyone is looking for you.” A synagogue full of expectant and admiring people eager to listen might
have satisfied the ambition of many a rabbi. Yet Jesus has other
plans and goals to reach: “Let us go elsewhere into the other towns
that I may preach the good news of the kingdom of God there also:
for that is why I was sent.” Jesus’ eye was on the nation, not upon
that small-town excitement which had turned the heads of His disciples.
His mission was not mainly or simply humanitarian! His mission was
redemption! His was not to one small city, but to the whole flock
of “the lost sheep of the house of Israel.” The natural compassion
of God within Him for suffering humanity caused Jesus to minister
to their bodies. But His miracles were intended to point the mind
beyond the acts themselves. He intended that these miracles should
function as signs of His identity and prepare their minds for His
message (Jn. 5:20; 10:24, 25; 14:lO-14). They must see that through
this Man God is compassionately and mercifully working in their
midst and that the message of this One was that of God! How often
these signs were misunderstood may be gathered from outstanding examples such as Capernaum, who, ironically, here wishes to keep Him
from leaving her (cf. Mt. 11:20-24).
teaching in their synagogues. For a full treatment of the
subject “synagogue,” see under standard Bible reference works, especially
Edersheim’s detailed descriptions (Life, I, chap. X). Jesus could not
have chosen a more logical approach to the Jewish people than through
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the synagogue, for this was the most important institution in the life
of His people, with the only single exception of the temple. Though
some teaching was possible in the temple (see, for example: Jn. 5:14ff;
7:14-10-18,
22-39; Lk. 19:47, 48), yet the synagogue was unquestionably the institution essentially adapted for teaching. Further, the
liturgy of the synagogue was such that it furnished Him the opportunity
that He could best utilize for starting His formal public teaching. The
ruler or president of the synagogue could invite to speak any person
whom he judged to be qualified. Thus, at least at the first, there
was an open door to Jesus in any town large enough to have Q
synagogue. Then, after Jesus had taught a particular lesson, there would
have been time for discussion of the new doctrine He brought, for
questions, for talk and fellowship with Him. (Illustrations: W. 4:16-37;
M I . 1121-28; Mt. 12~9-14)
Those Christians who tend to reject various human inventions
as unworthy of Christian practice or consideration on the ground that
they are without divine approval should ponder our Lord‘s acceptance and
use of the synagogue. The synagogue has no proven origin prior to the
Babylonian captivity in which it arose out of a felt need for worship of
God in a strange land. Certainly, true worship had to be rendered
Jehovah at Jerusalem in the temple and at the stated feast-days and
hours and in the appointed way. Yet the more devout Jews, living in
captivity and having no sanctuary, altar or priesthood, felt the need to
hear the word of God and pray together. And even after their return
from exile, they continued their synagogue practice even in Jerusalem
where stood first Zerubbabel’s temple and later Herod‘s temple at which
all the Mosaic sacrifices were offered (Ac. 6:9; Jn. 2: 13-20) and where
all the services were kept. The synagogue as an institution served
mainly for a local tribunal as well as school house for elementary
education. However, worship, in the sense of prayers and reading of
the Scriptures, developed into a regular “service” or liturgy before
the time of Jesus. In this human invention, brought into being
without demonstrable divine sanction or prohibition, Jesus and His
apostles participated by using to the full the opportunity it provided
not only for proclaiming the coming of the Kingdom, but also for
their own personal worship. Obviously, they would continue this latter
only as long as their good relationship to Judaism remained intact.
With the gradual disintegration of those ties that began during Jesus’
ministry and continued until the ultimately necessary mutual separation
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of Judaism and Christianity as well as the establishment of a distinct,
Christian worship, the frequenting of the synagogues became less and
less.
While Jesus knew that at Jerusalem was the place where men
ought to worship God (Jn, 4:19-22; cf. Dt. 12:1-14), yet, by His
apparent approval and usage of the synagogue, He indicates that the
mere fact that a thing-a
projecr, a tool, an aid, an instrument, a
means-has no particular divine sanction or prohibition, is no good
argument against i t s use, He ever laid the emphasis on the manner
and motives for which a thing is used. The synagogue could NEVER
be used as a substitute for the temple. The two existed side by side
in Jesus' day and He worshiped BOTH at the temple a t the stated
feasts AND at the synagogue, (Cf, Lk. 4:lG) For Him the synagogue
did not pose a choice between itself and the temple, for worship at
the temple was God's clear command. At the same time, He worshipped
and taught in the synagogue, because it was a most logical and practical
means of giving witness to His reliance upon the law and the
prophets and His example taught the importance of practical, weekly
devotion to God by praying with God's people.
Further, the influence of the synagogue-plan upon the formation
of the Christian congregation after Pentecost cannot be overlooked.
Inasmuch as the synagogue had been so much a part of the culture
of the apostles, it should not be at all surprising that they should
utilize its basic form of worship and government when they established the Church. Rather, it perhaps would have been more surprising had they not done so, although Jesus could have instructed them
in a completely different form of worship and government. The fact
that He did not should cause His disciples to re-evaluate their acceptance or rejection of things not either prohibited or sanctioned in
God's word.
For more direct information on the synagogue, see standard
reference works and the following suggestive scriptures: Mt. 6:2-5;
10:17; 12:9; 13:54; 23:6, 34; Mk. 1:21-29, 39; 3 : l ; 5:22-38; 6 2 ;
Lk. 4:15-38, 44; 6:G; 7:5; 8:41; 11:43; 12:ll; 13:lO; 20:46; 21:12;
Jn. 6:59; 9:22; 12:42; 1 6 2 ; 18:20; Ac. 6:9; 9:2, 20; 13:5, 14; 41:l;
15:21; 17~1-17;18:4-26.
preaching the gospel of the kingdom and healing.
Matthew summarized Jesus' activities in such a way as to express
perfectly His true purposes, gs declared by the Lord Himself (Mk.
1:38; Lk. 4.43):
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1. Jesus came to reveal the ~ N ofD God, He defeated man’s
ignorance and corrected his misunderstandings.

a. Not about the universe or the world in general, for man
could learn this on his own, given enough time.

b. Bur about the true knowledge of God, man was in gross
ignorance. Jesus came to reveal what man could not
have found out by himself. Decisively He puts an end
to all groping and guessing about God by revealing Him!
c. And man had a lot to learn about the true nature of himself. Man is a t his very best as servant of God, as a
subject of God’s kingdom: this is that for which God
planned man, not for self-rule or self-satisfaction. He
revealed God’s will for man.

God. He conquered
man’s heart by demonstrating the Almighty’s loving concern for
man, by healing his diseases. This was very important:

2. Jesus came to reveal the HEART of

a. Man, writhing in pain or tortured by a lingering illness,
finds sermons about high morality and noble ideals quite
unconnected with his personal, painful reality. He might
ask himself, “What does God care if I waste away here
on this bed of affliction?”

b. Then, Jesus mercifully touches the man’s affliction, heals
his body and opens the man’s grateful heart to the message
Now the man is ready to listen and
respond to Jesus.

of the kingdom.

c. Matthew lays a proper emphasis on this healing ministry
by mentioning both the great variety of healings that Jesus
accomplished as well as the widely scattered areas from
which people came to be healed.
11. THE EXTENSIVE EFFECTIVENESS.
4:24 The report about Him went forth into all Syria.
It is not easy to establish the exact bounds of S y h in Jesus’ time
nor the exact use Matthew may make of the term. In OT times
Syria had been the small country just north of Palestine. But following
the conquests of Alexander the Great and the Maccabean period,
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Syria had come to mean the whole area from Egypt clear up to the
Orontes River and Antioch.
Note how Luke in the parallel (4:44)uses the word J d e a ,
not in the sense of “the area around Jerusalem,” but in the
sense of “the whole country of the Jews” or ”Palestine.” He
often does this. (Cf. W, 1:5; 7:17; 23:5; Ac. 2:9; 10:37)
Even if Matthew intends the smaller region, obviously the fame of
Jesus is travelling like a prairie fire, Certainly there were Jews
living in Damascus (Ac. 9:2, 20-22) and in Antioch (Ac. 11:19),
whose business and family connections kept them in touch with Palestine. Besides, the regular caravan routes from Babylon to Egypt
passed directly through Galilee and carried all the most interesting
gossip great distances.
They brought unto him all those who were sick.
Because of the mixed population of Galilee and the certainly Gentile
population of Syria, it is incompatible with the merciful love of Jesus
to think that non-Jews brought to Him should be turned away. (Cf.
8:5-13; 15:21-28; Lk. 17:11-18) Sick with various diseases: for
specific cases, see 81-17; 9:18-31. Those possessed with demons:
for examples, note 8:28-34; 932-34. For discussion of dernolzs and
demtldMjrtcs, see comments on 8:28ff. Epileptic, a later case: 17:15.
Paralytic means any lame or partially or totally paralyzed person;
specific case: 91-8. And H e healed them! What glorious, unfailing power! There were none sent away, rejected due to failure:
there were no incurable cases, There was no anxious waiting for
weeks when Jesus touched those bodies.
111. THE ELECTRIFYING EFFECT

4:25 Great multitudes followed Him. What an eager, excited audience to whom His earth-shaking messages could be preached!
He has their attention: their hearts are open. But where did these
crowds come from? From all over Palestine, says Matthew. (See map)
Decapolis, is a name meaning “ten cities,” which refers to the
federation of ten independent city-states located all but one (Scythopolis/
Beth-Shm) on the east side of the Jordan Valley. They were inhabited
mostly by Greeks or Romans. Because they were completely independent of local rule, Matthew rightly separates them from the area
“beyond the Jordan,” although, logically and geographically, Decapolis
was also beyond the Jordan.
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The sheer generality of this passage draws our attention to the
all-sufficiency of Jesus. He can meet man at any point of his human
experience, a t any physical crisis, at any spiritual condition, and save
him! Matthew’s swift summary also gives another impression: Jesus
is keenly interested and especially drawn to the “et ceteras” of human
existence. Without doubt there were in these vast assemblages individual wrecks who had lost all hope, all self-esteem, all love. Yet,
Jesus had time to deal gently with each one! Whether they were
strangers, foreigners and sinners of every sort mattered not to Jesus,
for he loved them and mercifully welcomed each one. To Jesus, the
nobody was really somebody whom He could love, heal and save.
Thank God for such mercy! Most of us are nobodies, .but in Jesus’ eyes
we have value, Who would dare fail to respond to such a Master
as He?

FACT QUESTIONS
1. What is meant by the following words or phrases in the text:
a. holden
b. divers diseases
c. torments
d. demon possession
e. epileptic
f. palsied
2. What events are recorded in the parallel passages as having
occurred just prior to this first general tour of Galilee?
3. According to the parallels, how did Jesus prepare Himself for
this extensive evangelistic effort?
4. Of what value was the Jewish synagogue to the ministry of Jesus?
What opportunities did it provide Him?
5. Tell something of the nature and use the Jews made of their
synagogues.
6. What was the obvious purpose for which Jesus was sent, as
revealed in this text and its parallels?
7. What effect did this evangelistic tour have upon the nation?
8. Locate the different areas whence people came to be healed by
Jesus.
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J U D A E A

in their synagogues, and preaching thc
of disease and all manner of sickness
forth into all Syria: and they brought to
diseascs
and torments, possessed with dehim all that were sick, holden with divers
mons, epileptic, and palsied; and lie hcalcd them. And t h e followed him grent multitudes irom Galilee and Decnpolis and Jerusalem and Judaea and from beyond the Jordan.”
Matthew 4:23-21
“And Jesus went nbout in all Galilee, teaching

gospel of the kingdom, and healing all manner
among the pcoplc. And tlie report of him went
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EXPOSITORY SERMON CHAPT‘ER FOUR
“THREE TERRIFIC TEMPTATIONS ( 4 :1-11)
Zrotrodzlction: Importance of Jesus’ temptations at this time in His life
just before He began His ministry: He stood to gain or lose
control of Himself, His miraculous ministry, His relation to the
Father, and, finally, the world He had come to win. His temptations and His victories can teach us something about ourselves,
our temptations and how to overcome. Let us see these three
terrific temptations from three points of view:

I.

AS SATAN PRESENTS THEM:

A. Self-interest: making provision for a personal passion, appeasing animal appetites, “all that the body longs for.”
B. Sensational: satisfying a scriptural scruple by spectacular
stunts, “a11 that entices the eye.”
C. Success: the glittering glamor of gold and glory; “the
glamor of all that men think splendid.”

11. AS JESUS EXPOSED THE TEMPTATIONS:
A. FAITHLESSNESS:
a distrust of divine dependability which
was nothing more than a rash recipe for rescue.
B. FOOLISHNESS:a presumption upon paternal protection.
C. FORFEITUREAND FAILURE: fawning for fictitous favors
while ignoring the implications of idolatry.
111. AS WE TOO MAY OVERCOME THEM: using Jesus’ methods,
we must conquer
A. By unwavering reliance upon God’s Word, for in it He
has given
1. His revelation of Himself-His Nature, His Character,
His Will.
2. His unfailing promises to bless and sustain us
3. His threatened punishment of sin
4. His provision of a Savior
B. By unhesitating refusals of the forbidden desire.
C . By so loving others that we cannot bring ourselves to sin
against them. By loving not our own lives, pampering
our desires or even seeking our own ends.
CONCLUSION: W e ought not be “taken in” by any temptation. Why?
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1. Because we have in G d ‘ s Word the standard of truth, by
which we may measure every judgment in the world of
personal relations, Such a measurement must render irnmediately clear the true and the false in every situation of life,
2. Because we have also seen the exceeding deceitfulness of sin.
Hence, we should be morally armed by the knowledge of the
strength of the enemy whom we must face.
3. Because we have Jesus‘ perfect example that proves for every
man that Satan is not invincible.
Therefore, what we do with any temptation is clearly u p to us. But
our decision bears with it eternal consequences. Our only safeguard
is constant loyalty to God, making use of His divinely-appointed means
of combat.

DO YOU HAVE THE WORD IN YOUR HEART?
From your memory of the scripture text of Matthew’s first four
chapters, locate, identify and explain the following passages. Give
all the relevant facts, that is, tell who said it, when, where, to whom,
why.
Are there any parallels in the other Gospels? Are there any
variant manuscript readings of this passage, or significantly different
translations? Tell as exactly as possible the true meaning or intended
point of each text. Tell at least the problems involved in trying to
interpret and apply each passage, if there are any, and try to solve
the problems.
1. “It becometh us to fulfill all righteousness.”
2. “Thou shalt not tempt the Lord thy God.”
3. “Behold, the virgin shall be with child, and shall bring forth
a son, And they shall call his name Irnrnanuel . . .”
4. “Out of Egypt did I call my son.“
5. “Repent ye, for the kingdom of heaven is at hand.”
6. “Bring forth therefore fruit worthy of repentance.”
7.
, . he shall baptize you in the Holy Spirit and in fire.”
8. “The people that sat in the darkness saw a great light, And
to them that sat in the region and shadow of death, to them
did light spring up.”
9. “Man shall not live by bread alone, but by every word that
proceeds from the mouth of God.“
10. “The voice of one crying in the wilderness
.”
‘I.

..
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SOME NOTES INTRODUCTORY TO

THE SERMON ON THE MOUNT
FOR W H O M IS THE SERMON ON THE MOUNT INTENDED?
Jesus laced this message with open declarations and not-too-hidden
suggestions of His absolute authority and deity. He promised blessings,
breathed warnings and encouraged faith, all on the basis of Who
and What He was. Those non-believers or shallow disciples who
were in His audience would receive no encouragement from His words,
if they did not accept the always present, underlying premise which
gives coherency to His words: His right to say what He was saying.
Jesus is not merely passing out deliciously sweet propaganda pieces,
palatable to any and every appetite. In fact, there is much in the
Sermon that is quite unacceptable to those who still think they have
a right to judge Jesus by picking and choosing from among His
teachings. A simple test might quickly demonstrate this truth: ask some
out-spoken admirer of Jesus, who pretends to base his ethics on the
teachings of Jesus in the Sermon on the Mount, whether he considers
the “other cheek policy” (Cf. Mt. 5:39) to be a valid ethic for the
modern age. Or, listen for his description of those whom he considers to be well off in this world. If he differs with Jesus, he is
placing himself above Jesus by retaining the right to reject the b r $ s
authority. Point him to Jesus’ conclusion to the Sermon.
Certainly Jesus addressed His words to those whose light of
faith had only begun to burn and, consequently, needed intelligent
attention. On the other hand, Jesus needed to reveal the nature
of true righteousness, even if its high standards threaten to discourage
the beginner’s faith. Again, He must be so crystal clear that such
grand concepts as He must deliver shall be accessible to the simplest
follower and yet forever high enough to challenge the most advanced
disciple to keep climbing. Addressing hypocrites who confided in their
own goodness, He must unmask them, leaving them no cover.
Just because His “disciples” (cf. 5:l; Lk. 6:17; Mt. 8:l) were
in the majority does not mean that the Sermon must have meaning
only with reference to them. To be sure, the life techniques He
describes are meant only for those who accept His point of view and
way of thinking, but the infinitely high morality He demands is
intended to bring the smug and self-satisfied to their knees, crying,
“Lord, what must I do to be saved?” Thus, Jesus left the door open
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to all who would enter the kingdom of God, while frankly letting
the worldlings know what they could expect to find under God’s rule.
IS THIS THE SAME SERMON AS RECORDBD BY LUKE?
Plummer (Luke, 176, 177) has already plumbed the question to
its depth and his fine observations are worthy of notice:

1. The relations between the two discourses will never cease to
be discussed, because the materials are insufficient for a final
decision , . ,
2. Any preacher repeating a carefully prepared sermon would
begin and end in the same way, and would put his points
in the same order . , ,
3 , Nor does it follow that those portions which Luke gives as
having been uttered on other occasions were not also uttered
as parts of a continued discourse , . , The fact that Luke
meant to record these other occasions may have been part of
his reason for omitting the similar words in this discourse.
For the purposes of this study, we will be using them together
as one sermon to be commented upon, in order to draw attention to
all that Jesus said and meant upon a subject raised, If they are
really two different sermons, they are yet for each other the finest
of parallel passages.
THE DEITY OF CHRIST IN THE SERMON ON THE MOUNT
Here are some suggestions for further study, which indirectly imply
or openly state that unique relations that Jesus of Nazareth shared
with the Father, a relation that was shared by no other man, If
Jesus be the final, once-for-all revelation of God, these important
details, which form an integral part of the Sermon on the Mount, lift
it beyond the reach of those who would pick and choose from it those
parts which please them or which fit into their preconceived systems.
Jesus’ claims and implied authority, if vindicated by the proper
credentials, give Him the right to reveal what man could not discover
by the exercise of his reason or of his sense or by testimonies from
the wisdom and experience of the ancients. Thus, those who would
think themselves wise to reject certain portions of this Sermon are
basically rejecting Jesus, for His importance to humanity is wrapped
up in what He said and did. But what did H e say?
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1. Jesus demomtrated an mbso1lute dutholity greuter thart Moser.
(Cf. 5:21, 22, 27, 28, 31, 32, 33, 34). “You have heard what the
Law of God said to the fathers, but I say to you . . .” Moses could
not pretend any authority but what he received from God, while
Jesus speaks with an authority that is inherent in His being and
essential to His nature. His was a standard greater than that of
Moses (5:48), because He went straight to the heart of the man,
converting that first, and did not judge merely outward acts. His
judgments upon man’s heart are more far-reaching than any law,
which punishes only external sins, ever could be; hence, Jesus exercized an authority greater than any law-giver. But Moses’ law was
given him by God; so, when Jesus raises the standards, He presumes
to put His hands upon God’s law? Those wide-awake critics in
His audience who heard these words cited above, must have been
rocked back on their heels as they exclaimed, “Who does he think
he is? That is God’s law with which he is tampering!” That is
exactly the right question, since its answer must be: “He must think
that He is God, for only God can change the law!”
2. Jesus demomstrdted CE knowledge of tbhgs thdt only God GO&
kmow for certuin. (Cf. 5:3-12; 6:1, 4, 6, 8, 32; 7:11, 21) He knew
with absolute assurance exactly what God would do when man seeks
to do things Jesus’ way or else when he refuses to do so. With
unerring foreknowledge of final outcomes, Jesus explains what sort
of life really leads to true happiness. He lays bare the futility of
hypocrisy, because it cannot reach any goal beyond immediate applause.
3. After PictZMing the k M t of miin J I C He sees it, He bolkdb
declares Himself to be the J$ge of the world (7:21-23) @on whose
word the eternal f d e of men depends (7:24-27). The Master expressed
Himself in such a way as deliberately to separate Himself from the
human race, even though elsewhere He identified Himself with it in
other ways. (e.g. Jn. 5:27) In the Sermon, Jesus never refers to
God as “our Father” but always refers to Him as “your heavenly
Father,” with the single exception when He spoke of God as *‘my
Father” (7:21) with such force as to distinguish Himself as the
Judge of the ages. (The cases of “your Father” are 5:16, 45, 48;
6:1, 4, 6, 8, 14, 15, 18, 26, 32; 7:11. The only “our Father” is the
address to a prayer for use by Jesus’ disciples, 6:9).
4. Jesus’ own sinkss ljfe &lies
th ethic He PeseFts fof
the hzbti0.n of othmers. Though He preaches moral perfection, there
is not even the slightest hint of a confession of personal weakness or
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failure, For instance, were Jesus conscious of any sin, only the basest
hypocrisy could have allowed Him to proclaim Himself the very
fulfillment of the law and prophets. (5:17)
5, Jesus puts persecution in His name on the same plane with
that suffering known by those mighty men who spoke for God.
(5:10-12) The prophets were persecuted for their devotion to God;
Christians are to endure it because of their devotion to Jesus. The
implication is clear: Jeszl~i s ide&fyhzg service t o Him with service
t o God.
6, Jews claims $;bat His wovds are the Rock wp0.n w b c h tb
life c m be secwely b&lt t o &bs&
m y tempest. (7:24-27) Upon
Jesus you either make or break yourself, for He is the great stone
of stumbling and rock of offence (Isa. 8:14) and the crushing stone
(Lk. 20:17, 18) or else the chief cornerstone (Isa. 28:16; cf. I Pet.
2:3-8). How are we to understand Paul's interpretation of the mighty
Rock in the wilderness? (Cf. I Cor, 1O:l-4 with Dt. 32:3, 4, 15,
18, 30, 31)
Indeed, how could Jesus, with almost every breath, presume in
one way or another to be the Son of God, the world's Savior and
Judge and infinitely superior to the greatest lawgiver and somehow
quite separate from the rest of the race, without incurring the
charge of madness in the extreme, were He not what He pretended
to be? Were Jesus the Son of God, He could not properly speak
with less authority than that which is essential to His nature. Examining therefore each of the above suggestions or declarations of Jesus'
deity, one is led to the single conclusion, consistent with His entire
life and vindicated by His super-natural credentials, that He was indeed
God come in human flesh to reveal the mind of God. (Remember
Jn. 1:l-14, 18; 3:ll-13; Heb. 1:l-3)
At this point, the admirer of Jesus must make a moral decision:
he must reject Jesus for having violated His own ethic by
deliberately pretending to be what in fact He was not. For in
this case, His moral precepts are corrupted, just as the source
pollutes all that flows from it.

EITHER

OR

he must accept Jesus' moral sanity and render Him the worship
due only to God. He must o k y Jesus, finding in Him perfect
consistency between the doctrine H e taught and lived, and His
claims as vindicated by His mighty acts.
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JESUS’ PURPOSE FOR PREACHING THIS SERMON
What is Jesus trying to accomplish by preaching this message?
Usually, the best way of determining what an author or speaker
meant to achieve is to listen for his own declaration of intention.
But in the case before us, this method fails us, since Jesus does
not expressly declare His design. So we must search among His
words and what few historical circumstances are available to us, to
ascertain His motives.
Among the historical circumstances there is seen a definite need
for such a sermon as this. At this point in Jesus’ ministry it is
becoming urgently important that Jesus define His ideals and objectives to correct the hazy, confused or mistaken concepts of His
followers. With regard to the concerned, confused and jealous religious
leaders, He must declare His basic position and indicate His plans.
He must relate Himself to “the law and the prophets.”
’
Among His words, certain ideas keep repeating themselves from
various angles. H e makes passing references to “the kingdom of God”
(5:2, 10, 19, 20; 6:10, 33; 7:21) and to “righteousness” (5:6, 10, 20;
6:1, 33). Another great emphasis is the recurring use of the expression “your Father” (5:16, 45, 48; 61, 3, 6, 8, 14, 15, 18, 26, 32;
7:11), which, like a symphonic melody keeps singing the love of
God and invites the disciple to come alive to this royal relationship.
And, more than by mere allusions, He describes the true nature of
righteousness and its infinite importance to entrance into God’s kingdom. The composite sketch that emerges from Jesus’ bold, swift
strokes is that of an ideal disciple or a man saturated with the Kingdom point of view. The first two chapters of the Sermon are dedicated
almost entirely to Jesus’ discussion of man’s heart, his attitudes and
his motivations.
Out of this information arise two questions:
1. Is Jesus forecasting who would really be happy in His messianic
kingdom, in such a way as to attract those whose hearts were
truly seeking G a l ’ s will and, at the same time, repel those who
would not really want to submit themselves to His rule? There
are many who would not be happy in Jesus’ service even if
they could get into it. Is Jesus describing wbd, kind of man
will really find fulfillment?
2.

Or, is Jesus laying down conditions for entrance into the kingdom, or perhaps, listing some of the requisite qualities which
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must characterize every citizen of the kingdom? While inquiring sinners are not referred to any declaration of this
sermon as a term of pardon ((3,Ac. 2; 8; 9; 10 etc.), yet
most of the Beatitudes point to the only frame of mind in
which a man can be converted to the Lord. Further, all of
Jesus‘ language contains descriptions of the true righteousness,
which His interpreters, the apostles, worked into requisites
for vitat power and joy in the kingdom.
The Master is probably doing something of both, However, there
are several distinct goals that He is NOT at all trying to reach, goals
which many of His expositors have mistaken for His goals.

I.

JESUS IS NOT PRESENTING A N ETHICAL CODE WHICH M A Y BE
DIVORCED FROM HIS DEITY AND CONSEQUENT AUTHORITY
TO COMMAND THESE IDEALS.

Some individuals and organizations feel that they can replace the
Church by incorporating the teaching of the Sermon into their philosophy without a necessary belief in Jesus or a significant loss of
moral vigor to reach these ideals. It is to the disgrace of the Church
that they do sometimes practice some of these principles more consistently than do they who belong to Christ. There have been great
men who have served humanity, who were full of altruistic and selfgiving service, and who come from different, if not opposite, religious
dogmas. The world, on the basis of its acquaintance with such men, is
inclined to suggest that the ethics of Jesus’ sermon could also be
extracted from its religious context and be practiced with just as
much meaningful success as those great non-Christians. The great
damage done to Jesus’ ethical standard by those who share this opinion
is that they try to apply Jesus’ teaching to society en w s e , rather
than to the converted individual, as did Jesus. Any attempt to apply
the standuds of Christian holiness to any society other than Christian
individuals serves only to destroy the standards and fail in the
attempt to apply them to the world in general, and reduce Christianity
to a harmless theory unworthy of further serious consideration. Such
a use ignores Jesus‘ wisdom and His capacity to reveal the proper
viewpoints which direct suffering humanity’s steps to the true happiness.
The frame of reference in the Sermon is that of saints who have
surrendered their will, emotions, intellect and conscience to Jesus as
Lord and Master of all of life and, thus, they share the Kingdom
point of view. The Sermon is directed against all “wise“ men of
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earth who would praise Jesus as “reformer,” ‘‘great teacher,” “man
ahead of his time,” and yet would unashamedly reject His deity
on subjective grounds. These are but damning Him with faint praise,
if they stop short of His DEITY! Recall how Jesus handled Nicodemus
when that learned doctor called Him “Teacher come from God.”
Jesus challenged whether that night visitor actually received Him as
the revealer of God or not! One can hardly read the lines of the
Sermon without being ever conscious of the divine authority of the
One who preached it. One cannot excise this theme without slicing
the Sermon to shreds.
11. JESUS DOES NOT INTEND THE SERMON TO BE A FULL,
FINAL REVELATION OF THE CHRISTIAN MESSAGE.

The Sermon is not the gospel, for it has nothing in it about a
redeeming cross or a risen Savior. Paul declares (I Cor. 15:l-4)
that the essence of the gospels lies in what God has done through
Christ in His death, burial and resurrection. The religion of Jesus
is a message of fact to be believed, not merely some ethics to be
practiced. If a handful of rules scissored from three memorable
chapters were the condensation of all that Jesus had to offer to mankind, why should He have had to go to the cross and endure that
bitter rejection by His race? How much simpler it would have
been to have returned immediately to heaven after preaching this
Sermon! But this Sermon could not be the gapel: the death of
Jesus for my sins is good news! May not Paul’s warning (Gal. 13,
9 ) be interpreted in this fashion? “Though we or an angel from
heaven preach any other gospel than the redemptive act of Jesus,
whether they bring the divine standard in the Sermon on the Mount
or the Mosaic Law or whatever, let him go to hell!” Certainly, it
is not the Sermon in you which is the hope of glory, but CHRIST in
you. (Gal. 4:19; Col. 1:27, 28)
In fact, the Sermon is not good news a t all. The more we study
it, the worse news it becomes. Opening our heart to Jesus’ words,
we suddenly realize that we are hypocrites at best and unspeakably
vile at worst. The Sermon examines the vile, impure heart of man
in the light of God‘s holiness and that light is painfully bright as it
searches out !he exceeding sinfulness of man and condemns the darkness in him. To the outsider, this Sermon is LAW, law that is far
more perfect than that of Moses, far more stringent, harsh and demandicng. It is an ideal that must produce despair of attainment.
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But this is the very goal that Jesus means to attain. Only when
man is broken by that perfect standard will he be willing to come to
Jesus for healing and filling, For the insider, the disciple, it is not
law in the sense of a code to be legalistically or heartlessly applied,
It is, rather, a vivid description of the new type of human nature
which will arise in us, even though the Sermon itself does not touch
upon the exact method by which this nature comes into being. This
latter task would be left to the apostles to accomplish. So it is
not in any way intimated that Jesus had given a complete statement
of His message in this one Sermon.

111. JESUS DID NOT PREACH A UNIQUELY NEW ETHIC,
Partial parallels have been thought to have been found to practically a11 His teaching in the writings of the Greek philosophers, the
oriental thinkers and the Hebrew prophets, Granted this possibility,
someone might draw the wrong conclusion that, therefore, there is
nothing new or revealed by Jesus, and, as a consequence, we can do
without Him, provided we follow all the sage precepts ever transmitted by Jesus and other men. No greater mistake could be made, for,
BS Edersheim (Life, I 526) observes,
The new teaching, to be historically true, must have employed
the old forms and spoken the old language. But the ideas
underlying the terms equally employed by Jesus and the
teachers of Israel are, in everything that concerns the relation
of souls to God, so absolutely different as not to bear
comparison.
To this, Marshall (EthiGJ, 8) adds,
From the religious point of view, however, it would be disconcerting rather than otherwise if there were n o parallels
anywhere to the ethical insight of Jesus, for in that case we
would have to conclude that, apart from Jesus, God had left
Himself without witness. But where is the ethical teacher,
in Greece, Palestine or India, who can supply parallels to
that ethical insight dt every point? The newness is to be
found in the unique combination of ethical precepts which
Jesus presents, n combination which has no parallel anywhere;
it is not seen in particular exhortations but in the absolute
intensity of His ethics. . . . Jesus supplied, not so much
new ethical precepts, as a new d+ection to the ethical life
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of man, and invested it with a new power. His concern was
not to formulate a new moral code but to lead men into such
a new relationship with God that they would be endowed
with power to do the good they knew.

If there be a unique freshness about the ethics of Jesus, it is to be
found in its revolutionary approach to the usual problems which all
ethical systems must touch, such as personal, family and social relations.
The Lord drives home the absolute indispensibility of heart purity and
thorough-going righteousness, as contrasted to mere concern with
externals.

Iv.

NOR DID JESUS BRING ANOTHER LAW OF CHRISTIAN CONDUCT.

As has been intimated above, the Sermon has the same effect as
law to the non-disciple whose imperfection it cannot but condemn.
The Master’s demands for absolute perfection “even as your Father
in heaven is perfect,” are so rigid and exacting that worldlings and
unthinking Christians reject Jesus and His ideals. Such Christians
would deny their own Lord to be a Teacher qualified to reveal the
mind of God concerning the true nature of man and righteousness,
and they impugn His wisdom by criticizing His ideals as impracticable, either because they seem to be too exalted for everyday
application or because they seem too unrealistic in a world ruled
by force. But there are three inescapable facts which respond to this
shallow reasoning:
1. Jesus offers unimpeachable credentials as to His identity and
His right to reveal these standards which the unaided mind
of man is incapable of originating and which he is unqualified
to judge.
2. The objection that the Christian ideal is so lofty that human
nature can never attain it is no argument that it is unusable
or must be modified before it can be practicable. Jesus, while
living in this human nature, did practice what He preached!
By so doing He proved His ideals quite practicable to all
who live in human flesh. Not only that but He also demolishes our fabric of self-justifications for our failures to
measure up. (Ro. 8 : l - 4 ) Again, a man’s ideals must always
exceed his reach, else what good are ideals? Ideals, by their
very definition, are needed to keep men morally sensitive,
conscientious and stretching to reach the heights.
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3. But the religion of Jesus is not one of struggling up the
never-ending srairway toward perfection, but one of taking
the elevator of justification by faith, by which one arrives
instantly at perfection imputed to him by virtue of his relation to Jesus. It is a religion of regeneration and arising
out of death, burial and resurrection and of being empowered
by God‘s own Holy Spirit. Of cowse, Jesus’ teaching seems
to be unworkable by w n as they are, but He plans to remake
them through conversion.
Everything Jesus teaches is impossible unless He can put His Spirit
into us and remake us from within. Apart from Jesus, therefore, we
can do nothihg! (Cf. Jn. 15:5) Apart from Him, we cannot live
these rules!
At the other extreme, there are people who completely undervalue
the Sermon’s ideals, Many a man thinks he lives the golden rule,
for example, just because his philosophy is “live and let live.” Some
may imitate Jesus part of the way, for purely selfish reasons: “Honesty
is the best policy-good
for business, you know.” Jesus did not
intend that the blazing glory of His Light should be filtered down
into a fifteen-watt slogan of rather harmless and dubious application.
“hese show only a gross ignorance of what Jesus said and meant,
for he who can study the Sermon without suffering disress of conscience
had better reexamine his conscience. If the natural man can hear
this Sermon without its producing despair in himself, either he has
no conscience or else had paid no attention. If used as a Christian
moral code without Jesus, the Sermon becomes the harshest of laws,
condemning man and leaving him hopeless. That glib shallow assertion of the rich young ruler must be changed to: “None of these
things have I kept from my youth up: Gcd be merciful to me, a
sinner!“ Only Jesus can provide the power to reach these impossible
goals.
The Sermon is not another rigid discipline like that of Moses.
The Beatitudes, for example, express God’s gracious mercy to the
imperfect. Marshall (Ethics, 101) notes,
Jesus must never be regarded as a second Moses, a new
Lawgiver, drawing up a code of rules to be rigidly observed
by all His disciples. To think thus is to relapse into the
very ‘legalism’ which He condemned. ‘Instead of framing
laws, He stated principles and made them so few and broad
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that no one could overlook them . . .’ Jesus’ concern was
not to ‘legislate,’ to prescribe rules and regulations for every
situation in life (for casuistry was foreign to His spirit and
genius), but to lead men into the Kingdom of God, that is,
to bring men under the rule of God, freely accepted as the
rule of God, freely accepted as the rule of their lives. . . .
So the moral imperatives of Jesus are not ‘laws,’ they aim
at making explicit the ethical ideals and principles which are
implicit in that new relationship to God into which a man
enters when the Kingdom is established within him.

v.

JESUS INTENDED TO DESCRIBE RIGHTEOUSNESS

If, then, Jesus did not intend to reveal a novel, unique, ethical
code that could be divorced from His authority, nor hoped to cram
into these few words the whole Christian message, nor set up a law
greater than that of Moses, of what value is the Sermon on the Mount
to the disciple for whom it was intended? In what relation to these
rules does the Christian stand? God loves us too much to let us go
on with trashy ideals. Jesus came not only to save man but to
reorient him toward new life ideals. Jesus wants to make man
as beautiful as God wanted him to be when He first thought of
him. He intends for us to take these rules as clues as to how those
who count themselves as citizens of His kingdom will act. The rules
are not the Law all over again, but they are rather the effect of
Christ living in us. They are not the legal cause of a moral effect.
The rules help us to guard against self-complacency which assumes:
“I am good enough. I know enough. I love and give enough.” The
lessons of Jesus’ Sermon lead us to the single conclusion that we
must acknowledge that we are His DISCIPLES and that we must keep
learning. Our Savior and God is still above, ahead and beyond us!
RADICAL REQUISITES OF REAL RIGHTEOUSNESS
What is the essence of that righteousness which Jesus is teaching?
What kind of character does His demand require? How does one
get to be that kind of person?
A. Not

cd

drprirtg

d e m d of due deserts for doimg duty

True fellowship of God is enjoyed on the basis of faith in His
mercy, not on the basis of the perfection, or any degree thereof, to
which one might attain by keeping law. (See notes on 5:3, 7) The
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right way to keep law is to begin with a perfect knowledge of every
area of its application and to adhere consistently to all of its requirements, This is why man just cannot be justified by law, since he
starts out ignorant and forgetful, and, as an expected consequence, he
cannot keep it consistently, Paul quotes several prophets with devastating effect:
There is none righteous, no, not one,
No one understands, no one seeks for God.
All have turned aside, together they have gone wrong;
No one does good, not even one . .
There is no fear of God before their eyes, (Ro. 3:lO-18)

.

So, God has concluded all under the condemnation of sin, that He
might show mercy to everyone,
Apparently, not even God Himself could write a law which a t
once would be a sufficient standard of righteousness conformable to
His own character and at the same time be the standard which any
(not to say, every) man could meet. Paul is not inventing a hypothesis
contrary to fact when he declares, “Verily, if there bad been given
a law which could make alive, then righteousness would indeed be
by law.“ (Gal. 3:21) So it was God’s purpose, in giving His Law
to the Israelites, to show for all time and to all nations the futility
of trying to be righteous, or, to attain absolute righteousness, on
the basis of law.
The basic failure of law to be a description of true righteousness lies in its tendency to standardize people at the same level of
growth in righteousness, rather than to promote unlimited growth
toward perfection. All that law can accomplish is list certain acts
which ought to be the expressions of right attitudes, But how can
any law truly regulate attitudes? For instance, how could Lev. 1918
be applied or enforced by law? Law just cannot control character
merely by limiting conduct; the character must be recreated from within.
But the will of Christ describes an ideal so much higher than any
human or fleshly standard that man might choose, that the soul instinctively cries out, “How can I get to be that way?“

B. I t i.r cd dedication of desires
I

True righteousness is a matter of motives, character, desires and
attitudes as well as conduct. But some might ask, “If a Christian is
not under law, how is he to be controlled?” Our conduct may be

I
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controlled by the slightest wish of Jesus, if our motives have been
changed and our character regenerated. It then becomes sufficient to
know what Jesus said and what He meant by it. As Christians, we
have the benefit of all the instructions of Christ and His apostles,
who revealed the very mind of God to us. Anything in the New
Testament which illuminates the will or character of Jesus leads us,
and it does not need to be stated in the imperative mood with
penalties stated for disobedience. Thus, even without specific and
detailed laws, we have a means of knowing what God would have
us do. No law could ever have the authority for us as much as the
gentlest suggestion from Jesus! Thus, it is quite mistaken to consider
the new covenant writings, Le., the New Testament, as a prison for
curtailing the activities of the reborn man within the waUs of a
legalistic system. Rather, all that Jesus said, when applied in the
spirit of Jesus (in the way He meant i t ) , becomes both our highest
control and our deepest motivation. If any church has to make laws
for itself, it confesses its own failure to convert men to Jesus!

Those passages which seem to suggest that a Christian is somehow
“under law to Christ” (I Co. 9:21), or guided by the “royal law,
the law of liberty” (Jas, 1:25) or judged by it (Jas. 2:8, 12) on
the basis of failure to keep “the whole law in every point’’ (Jas.
29-11), are but illustrations of the ph@& of the need for
salvation by grace and become a descl.ip&rn of the Phc+h
which controls the Christian. They cannot be construed so as
to contradict the great truth: “Ye are not under law but under
grace.” (Ro. 6 1 4 ) Paul ( I Co. 9 2 1 ) means only that he is not
without a principle of control as a Christian, but is simply
controlled by Jesus; he cannot mean that as a Christian he is
trying to be justified by law.

C. I t has

a d y m i c drive

fw deeds and dwel@meet

The real dynamic of true righteousness may
implications of the following descriptive phrases:

be found in the

1. Dead men cannot sin, because they are free from the reach
of law (Ro. 6:3-11; Gal. 5:24) and, paradoxically, they must
not sin, since their sinful desires died too. By dying, we
have already accepted our own damnation and our release
from that judgment.
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2, A new creature, reborn, regenerated from the dead (Gal. 6:15;
11 Cor, 5:17-19; Tit. 3:5; Jn. 5:3-5). Now we are not mere
men because we have become Jesus Christ on earth.
2;20; Ro, 8:9, 29; Bph. 1:22, 23)

(Gal,

3, Righteousness, peace and joy in the Holy Spirit (Ro. 14:17)
4, Christ in you; every man perfect in Christ (Col. 1:27, 28);
having the mind of Christ (Phil. 2:l-11). A Christian sins,
not against law for he i s not under it, but when his thoughts
and actions are out of harmony with the mind of Christ.

5. Fruit of the Spirit; no law against such character (Gal. 5:22,
23, 25)
According‘ to Jesus, then, out of the converted heart of a regenerated man will naturally come those attitudes and actions which
please God. Therefore, in His viewpoint, religion and ethics, worship
and service, piety and deeds, or faith and righteousness must all be
the same thing. Each of these ideas must express merely slightly
differing viewpoints of the same thing, the product of regeneration
in the heart, Jesus constantly refused to distinguish between them
since there can be no double standard of worship offered God and
service rendered mankind.
Rea! righteousness amounts to admitting that we do not possess
it. If we are to be really righteous, we must admit God’s righteous
sentence against our sins and admit that our guilt deserves His condemnation. Further, we must recognize that our self-righteousness
has kept us from doing His will. (Cf.
I Jn. 1:s-10;2:1, 2; 3:l-lO).
We must place our hope in Christ’s victory and be released from the
necessity of self-defence against a relentless legal code. In short, we
must be saved by His grace, not merely by OUT knowledge of certain
doctrines. Our faith is not so important in what it can do for God
at this point as in what it is willing to receive from God. The righteousness that Jesus expects is not to be found, therefore, in merely
outward circumstances or in external observances or even in the acts
of religious service which we perform for God, but rather in the entire
transformation of our character until it mirrors perfectly. the character
of God!
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THE REASONABLENESS OF TI-IE REDEEMER’S
REWARDS FOR RIGH’JXOUSNESS
Is it a serious ethical defect in the teaching of Jesus that He
offers rewards as inducements to faithfulness in His service? Jesus
did not hesitate to guarantee the magnificence of the prize to those
persecuted for His sake (Mt. 5:lO-12), or the security of remuneration
(mi~thos)to those who receive prophets, righteous men, apostles and
little children for what they represent (Mt. 1040-41; Mk. 9:41), nor
does He shrink from threatening the faithless with a reward suited
to them (Mt. 16:27; 10:28; 7:27). It is regarded almost as an
axiom in the modem world that to associate the idea of reward
with virtue is to fabricate a base, unworthy ethic. Is Jesus, by His
mention of these positive and negative rewards, encouraging the idea
that godliness is simply the best policy or that prudence dictates virtue,
not for the sake of goodness, but for selfish ends arrived a t by selfish
calculation? Is “duty for duty’s sake” and “virtue of no ulterior
motives’’ the final statement of the only valid ethic?
While it is right to refuse to be enticed to be good by the hope
of some present material bonus or to be blackmailed into a virtuous
life by fear of some physical punishment, yet the mere mention of
some reward or punishment do not thereby render unworthy an ethical
system, since those who preach this doctrine of “duty for duty’s sake”
are seeking some r e w d in an appropriate amount of happiness insuing
from their application. Otherwise, would they not cease to hold
this opinion? Ah action by which nothing is achieved is futile, else
good men would ask themselves whether any virtue were worth the
effort. Let us examine Jesus’ idea of rewarding faithfulness, to see
the validity of His ethic for today’s life. Jesus idea of rewards . .

.

I. DEMONSTRATES THE FINALITY AND IMPORTANCE OF CHOICE
Marshall, citing Taylor, (Chdlenge, 204) notes:

It is the supreme assertion of the conviction that choice is real
and that everything is staked on the quality of our choice.
If happiness depends on character and character is genuinely
made by our choice, we cannot refuse to contemplate the
possibility that character, and with it happiness, may be
lost beyond the power of recovery by sufficient persistence in
& w i n g evil and sufficient indolence in choosing good.
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Indeed, the choice means everything! To every man Jesus freely and
generously offered all the treasury of God on the condition that they
choose to be His disciples. But His disciples are to be remade man,
for, without His Spirit working in them, they would only be frustrated by His demands. Jesus has no fear that such a disciple would
try to make a claim upon God for rewards proportionate to the man’s
piety, since, as far as the disciple is concerned, the need to put God
in debt to him does not exist. Jesus’ disciple stands in a different
relationship to God: he has already been justified on the basis of
his faith in God’s grace. The choice of that new life and position
before God is all-important, since it finally leads to ultimate happiness.
Needless to say, its contrary is also equally true.
An adequate concept of grace must repudiate the suggestion that
man can make a claim upon God for a reward calculated upon the
basis of so much work, so much reward. Jesus’ parable on the
laborers in the vineyard (Mt. 20:l-16) warns the apostles specifically
and all disciples in general against the wrong spirit involved in asking
Jesus “What shall we have?” (Cf, Mt. 19:27). Jesus’ intent is t o
place the apostles in positions of great honor (Mt. 19;28) and to
bless richly any follower (Mt. 19:29). Such rewards as these are not
exactly proportioned to the work done, but are established by the
free choice of the Giver. The reward does have some relation to the
work done, but it is received because Gcd promised it, not because
it is earned. Then too, there is the disciple’s confession after he
has labored to the very limit for his Master: “I am an unworthy
servant: I have only done what was my duty.” (Lk. 17:7-10) Note
that only a disciple of Jesus could afford to say this, for those who
have not chosen Jesus must defend their own righteousness as “a
worthy servant.”
Seeming exceptions to this rule, that the choice of salvation by
grace rules out the necessity of this-for-that rewarding, are those verses
which suggest positively (as, Mt. 10:41, 42; Mk. 9:41) and negatively (as, Lk. 6 3 7 , 38) that man will be blessed or condemned
“measure for measure.” However, this rigid justice describes how
God codd act and not necessarily how He W‘U. God is always better
than His promises, but the disciple must not presume.
Rather than lay emphasis upon calculated or qwntitatiue remuneration (so many good deeds for so much reward), Jesus confers q d i t a the rewards. The inducements which Jesus offers possess certain
qualities that are perfectly suited to the character of the receiver, not
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quantities satisfying to his greed. Only highly moral and spiritually
minded people will enjoy what Jesus offezs: the kingdom of heaven,
consolation and courage, satiation with righteousness, the vision of
God, the privileges of God’s sons (Mt. 5:1-12), becoming truly great
(Mt. 20:25-28), gaining one’s own soul (Mt. 16:24-27). These are
not the kinds of reward that appeal to the selfish and calculating.
The question, according to Jesus, should be not “how much?” but
“what kind?” Seeming exceptions to study: Mt. 19:27-30; the effect
of the story upon the hearers: 25:14-46; I Cor. 3:8, 14, 15.
Further, Jesus’ idea of rewards . . .
11. COM)EMNS ALL HYPOCRISY
How perfectly hypocritical is the sinner who hopes that he can
be good enough often enough to “buy Gad,” i.e. by doing a certain
number of good deeds purchase those rewards that he could not
otherwise expect. Were he starting from a solid base of impeccable
righteousness, perhaps he might have been able to start earning,
and thus put God in debt to him. (Cf. Ro. 4:4) But God has
declared every man under the condemnation of their sins so that He
might have mercy upon all. This is why Jesus scorned the popular
pharisaic righteousness which would make God a debtor to some
sinner because of his supposedly accumulated “treasury of merit.”
(Cf. Lk. 18:9-14)
Jesus soundly condemned all pious practices inspired by the hope
of some immediate reward, for instance, the praise of men. These
did not seek God’s praise or reward, (Jn. 5:42-44; 12:42, 43) and so
would not receive any more than they sought. He counselled men
to do good to their fellows without expecting to receive some soft
of
recompense from them (Lk. 14:13ff; Lk. 6:27-38), for God
rewards such conscious selflessness (Lk. 6:35).
Therefore, before Jesus may be criticized for offering an ethic
which seems to glorify “virtue for ulterior motives,” His abhorrance
of hypocrisy must be weighed into the conclusion. He rewards no
hypocrites who would serve God for ulterior motives!
Last, Jesus’ idea of rewards and punishments . . .
111. SHOWS ITSELF PSYCHOLOGICALLY SOUND

While virtue at its highest is unconscious of itself, man rarely
breathes that rarified air! The idealists may want man to do good
for its own sake without seeking further reward, but this desire
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a goodness which achieves DO end beyond itself i s meaningless and
futile, God could require that men practice it, but He could be
ill-assured of their doing so. But man is just not made that way.
He responds most readily to desirable promises and refrains from
doing those things which bring him the prospect of pain or punishment, It is to this actual nature of man that Jesus addresses Himself.
It may be well for the idealists to wish that man were quite
different so that they could rule no acts as having moral worth unless
done freely out of an utterly uncalculating goodness of heart. Nevertheless, Jesus begins with man where he is and takes him where he
ought to be. But how does Jesus propose to bring man out of all
that is ignoble and corrupting in the world, and help him to become
a partaker of His own divine nature? How does He arouse in us that
courageous spirit that keeps trying to answer His call to His own
glory and excellence? By knowledge alone? By some unreachable
ideals only? No, He has granted to us His precious and very great
promises that though these incentives perfectly adapted to our real
nature we might be spurred to act rightly, that is, act ethically. (I1
Pet. 1:3, 4) Unblushingly, the apostles make the same appeal: “ b o k
to yourselves, that you may not lose what you have worked for, but
may win a full reward.” (I1 Jn. 8)

REVIEWING THE SERMON IN OUTLINE FORM
The OtcuJion: Jesus probably ordained the Twelve to be apostles
(Mt. 5:la; Mk. 3:13-19a; Lk. G:12-16) and preached to a vast multi/
tude (Mt. 5:lb, 2; Lk. 617-20).
Theme: “The Wise and Godly Man”

I

I
I

I

A. The Character and Blessings of the Wise and Godly Man (Mt.
5:3-12; Lk. 6:2Ob-26)
B. The Mission of the Wise and Godly Man (Mt. 5:13-17)
C. The Relation of the Wise and Godly Man to the Law (Mt. 5:17-48;
Lk. 6:27-36)

I

1. His attitude toward the Standard (Mt. 5:17-20)
2. His attitude toward Anger or Hate (Mt. 5:21-26)
3. His attitude toward Lust (Mt. 5:27-32)

I

4. His attitude toward Truth (Mt. 5:33-37)

I

I
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5. His attitude toward Personal Vindication (Mt. 5:38-42; Lk.
6:27-31)
6. His attitude toward Perfect Love (Mt. 5:43-48; Lk. 6:32-36)
D. The Religious Motives of the Wise and Godly Man (Mt. 6:l-18)
1. His basic motive (Mt. 6:l)
2. His motivation for doing others good (Mt. 6:2-4)
3. His motivation in prayer (Mt. 6:5-15)
4. His motivation for fasting (Mt. 6:16-18)
E. The Wealth and Worries of the Wise and Godly Man (Mt. 6:19-34)
1. His attitude toward earthly treasurers (Mt. 6:19-21)

2. His attitude toward his own dedication (Mt. 622-24)
3. His attitude toward “the necessities” (Mt. 6:25-34)
F. The Dangers Facing the Wise and Godly Man (Mt. 7:l-27; Lk.
6:37-49)
1. The danger in harshly criticizing others (Mt. 7:l-5; Lk. 6:37-42)
2. The danger in failing to discern important differences (Mt. 7:6)
3. The danger in failing to recognize God‘s provision (Mt. 7:7-11)
4. The danger of missing God’s basic standard of conduct (Mt. 7:12)
5. The danger of choosing the wrong way of life (Mt. 7:13, 14)
6. The danger of being led astray by false prophets (Mt. 7:15-20;
Lk. 6:43-45)
7. The danger of self-deception (Mt. 7:21-23; Lk. 6:46)
G. The Wisdom of the Wise and Godly Man in Obeying Jesus (Mt.
7:24-27; Lk. 6~47-49)
The Imp&$ of Jesus’ Message (Mt. 7:2&8: 1)
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CHAPTER FIVE
Section 11

JESUS PREACHES THE
$ERMON ON THE MOUNT
(Parallels: Mark 3 : 13-19a; Luke 612.49)

TEXT:

j:l, 2

1. And seeing the multitudes, he went up into the mountain: and
when he had sat down, his disciples came unto him:
2. and he opened his mouth and taught them, saying,

THOUGHT QUESTIONS
a. What do you suppose to have been Jesus' impression of this

enormous crowd of followers from near and far? (Cf, Mt. 9:36)
b. What was Jesus trying to accomplish by preaching this message?
c. Why would it be important for Jesus to make the bold, almost
shocking statements that are seen in this sermon? For whom were
these words intended? the masses? the religious leaders? the disciples?
d. How do you think that each group would react to what He said?

PARAPHRASE AND HARMONY
Then Jesus came down from the mountain top with His newly
selected apostles and stood on a level place on the mountain where
was a large concourse of His disciples and great numbers of people
from Jerusalem and Judea and from the seaboard area of Tyre and
Sidon. These all had come to listen to Him and to be cured of
their diseases. Those who were troubled with unclean spirits were
cured; and everyone in the crowd was trying to touch Him, because
power went out from Him and cured them all
After He had taken His seat, His disciples came up to Him and
gathered around to listen. He looked over His audience, opened His
mouth and began to address them.

NOTES
5:l Seeing the multitudes. Here is the Speaker sizing up
His audience. Jesus had eyes that really perceived, for He was looking
beyond tbe surface. He saw not merely a multitude to teach: He
saw individual cases, real problems. (Give some thought to these
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passages: Mt. 4:18, 21; 8:14, 18; 9:2, 9, 36; 14:14; Mk. 10:14; 12:34;
U.7:13; 13:12; 17:14; 18:24; 1 9 5 ; 21:1, 2) Onto what mountain
in Galilee (Mt. 4:23; 8:5; Lk. 7 : l ) He went up, nobody knows,
although it was quite possibly within easy walking distance of Capernaum, assuming that He healed the centurion’s servant o,n the same day.
His choice of a tall hill may have been to obtain the best acoustics
for this open-air meeting. There are no teue mountains in Galilee:
there are many hills which could easily fit the idea of the Greek
word (oros; see 5:14 where the same word is translated “hill”), none
of which is over 3000 foot altitude, But since the area around the
Sea of Galilee is 682 feet below sea level and the Esdraelon Plain of
Lower Galilee lay a t sea level or a little above, any tall hills in Galilee
look like mountains,
5:2 His disciples came to him. This cannot mean that only
His disciples heard the sermon, since there were crowds who heard
Him through to the end (7:28). They were not merely a crowd of
disciples, for there followed Him from the site of the Sermon “great
crowds.” ( 8 : l ; cf. Lk. 6:17-19) When he had sat down, as
would any oriental teacher, probably upon some eminence clearly visible
to the audience, His disciples arranged themselves on the ground at
the Master’s feet. Olpened his mouth and taught them, saying.
By means of this seeming redundancy, Matthew gives the distinct
impression that he is recording one single address, delivered on a
specific occasion. (Cf. 7:2&8:1)
Yet, many schdars assume that
he has collected here isolated sayings from many occasions, on the
basis of the fact that Luke does record some of these remarks as
having also been said under different circumstances. But let us permit
Matthew, who was present (Cf. Lk. 6:15), tell his own story about
what Jesus said, to us who were not there.

A.

T H E CHARACTER AND BLESSINGS
OF T H E WISE AND GODLY MAN
(Parallel: Luke 6:20-26)

TEXT: j:3-12
3. Blessed are the poor in spirit: for theirs is the kingdom of heaven.
4. Blessed are they that mourn: for they shall be comforted.
5. Blessed are the meek: for they shall inherit the earth.
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6, Blessed are they that hunger and thirst after righteousness: for
they shall be filled,

7. Blessed are the merciful: for they shall obtain mercy.
8. Blessed are the pure in heart: for they shall see God.

9, Blessed are the peacemakers: for they shall be called sons of God,
10, Blessed are they that have been persecuted for righteousness’ sake:
for theirs i s the kingdom of heaven.
11. Blessed are ye when melt shall reproach you, and persecute you,
and say all manner of evil against you falsely, for my sake.
12. Rejoice, and be exceeding glad: for great is your reward in heaven:
for so persecuted they the prophets that were before you,

THOUGHT QUESTIONS
a. Why do you suppose Jesus began this sermon this way?
b. Why does Jesus describe this type of character as “blessed”?
c. Is there any difference between the “Wise and Godly Man” and
heathens who share some of these qualities? If so, what?
d. What is the antithesis in Jesus’ mind as He lists each of these
qualities? This is one of the best ways to discover what He meant.
e. What is the reIationship between the salvation by grace of very
undeserving sinners and the receiving of rewards on the h s i s of
certain qualities one possesses, or on the basis of suffering for Jesus’
sake? If a man is saved without any regard to his personal merits
(Ro. 3:19-26; Eph. 2:8, 9) just because he accepted God’s gracious
offer, how is it possible to harmonize the idea of “rewards”?
f. Why is it always a mistake to overestimate one’s sense of worthiness?
The Pharisees thought that THEY, if anybody, should be the first
to enter the kingdom, due to their “obvious righteousness,” But
Jesus describes a character completely different from theirs. Where
did they go wrong? (Cf. Ro. 12:3; I1 Cor. 10:7-18)
g. Why do you suppose the meek, the gentle, courteous, unassuming
people are usually more highly esteemed than the selfish, calculating
status-seekers?
h. In what way are the Beatitudes the description of an ideal Christian?
i. Summing up the rewards promised in the Beatitudes, what is the
great reward Jesus is promising? Would you say that this reward
would satisfy?
j. Is it possible for the natural man, that is, one who is not a disciple
of Jesus, to be all that the Beatitudes require? How is it possible
for the Christian to be everything that Jesus mentions here?
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k. Since each of the Beatitudes mentions an attitude of heart, how
does Jesus intend that these Beatitudes shall be understood and
applied?
1. What are the real motives for my actions? Are there two motives
behind each of my “good” deeds: the reason I want others to know,
plus my real motive? What makes me do what good I do to others?
(1) Is it hope for financial gain or reimbusement (Cf. Ac. 24:24-26;
Lk. 9:57, 58)
(2) Is it applause, thanks or praise that I seek? (Col. 3:22; Jn.
5:44; 12:43; Lk. 17:7-10; Mt. 23:5-7)
(3) Love of selfdisplay (111 Jn. 9; Mt. 6:l-18; Lk. 147-11; 11:43)
(4) Maintaining my social respectability? (Mt. 16:l; 21:23; Lk.
14:12-14; Jn. 11:48; 12:43)
(5) To gain a sense of superiority over others who would not stoop
to such a humble task?
(6) Self-righteous pride? (Cf. Lk. 18:9-14)
(7) Hopes of national glory? (Mt. 16:21, 22; Jn. 6:14, 15)
m.Is self-defence or the defence of one’s family, one’s country or of
a threatened portion of fellow humans forbidden to the peacemaker?
Must the peacemaker allow the basest, most brutal men rule the
world by beatings, torture chambers and mass execution?

PARAPHRASE AND HARMONY
“How well off are you who know that you are poor in spiritual
things, as well as materially (Lk. 6:20): the kingdom of God is yours!
“How blest are those who know what sorrow means, because they
are in a position to receive consolation and courage!
“Happy are those of a gentle spirit, who claim nothing of their
own rights, for the whole earth will belong to them!
“Blessed are you who are hungering and thirsting for that
character which is God’s own righteousness: you shall be fully satisfied!
“How happy are you that weep now, for you are going to laugh!
“How blest are they who show mercy to others, for they will have
mercy shown them!
“Happy are those whose hearts are pure, those who are completely
sincere, for they shall see God!
“Happy are those who work to produce peace in human society,
peace between God and man and peace with man himself: these will be
known as God‘s sons.
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“How blest are they who have suffered persecution for the cause
of righteousness! The kingdom of God belongs to such as they,
“Indeed what happiness will be yours when men hate you and
turn you out of their company, when you suffer insults and persecution,
when they slander you and despise all that you stand for, because you
are loyal to the Son of man! Accept it with gladness and rejoicing,
for your reward in heaven will be magnificent. This is the way men
persecuted God’s spokesmen, the prophets, before your time.
“But alas for you who are rich, for you are in little position
to receive further comfort! (Lk. 6:24)
“How miserable are you who have all you want, for you can only
return to hunger! (Lk,6:25)
“A curse on you who are laughing now, for you will learn sorrow
and tears! (6:25)
“Woeto you when everybody is saying nice things about you, for
that is exactly the manner in which their fathers treated the false
prophets!” (Lk.6:26)

NOTES
5:3 Blessed. In the introductory notes, see the special study:
“JesILs’ Pwpose.” The word (makarios) denotes: “happy, blessed, fortunate” and connotes: “well off, thriving, prosperous, in good condition.”
Sometimes the word describes a pleasant state of feeling, on the
part of the person thus described. But it will be seen that Jesus
is talking about happiness from His ideal point of view. The conditions that Jesus represents as “blessed” are those which his listeners
had always considered as “curses.” Thus, He clearly intends to surprise
and whet their interest with these unexpected lightning bolts from
heaven. The beatitudes are paradoxes in that they declare as being
truly well off the man who, from the ordinary point of view and
perhaps in his own opinion, seems to be most unfortunate. But Jesus
refers to man’s true well-being which can often be opposed to his
apparent well-being. This surprising opening of His sermon secured
to Jesus the attention to the whole message! Though these beatitudes
are flat contradictions of the common world view, they demonstrate
themselves in actual practice to be unquestionably true.
In saying where true happiness lies, Jesus is not suggesting that
either pleasure or pain arc the true criteria of right and wrong.
Rather He emphatically insists that the ultimate results of right-doing
are ultimately pleasant, while those of wrong-doing are finally painful,
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even though the intermediate plight of the godly man may be torment
and trouble and the case of the wicked nothing but sumptuous comfort.
These “blesseds” are another of Jesus’ attempts to get man’s eye off
the glamor and glitter of this age that blinds him to the more concrete
realities of the Kingdom of God in its practical aspects for this age
as well as its promised delight in eternity. Jesus wastes no time:
beginning by contradicting all points of man’s basic philosophy, or
world-view, He lays down the challenge, “Whose world is real?” He
immediately marks Himself a blind fool, at worst, or an idealistic
dreamer, at best, if He cannot really see beyond the limits of this
epoch and declare with divine authority the true outcomes of the
contradictory ethics of this world-life. While many of the beatitudes
have present joys attached to them, yet most of them have double
intent that reaches beyond this life. But flatly contradicting the
common world-view, Jesus is announcing: “Only my world is real.
That human world-view is mistaken which declares as happy the rich,
the oppressors, the proud, the arrogant, the self-centered, the fully
satisfied!” How beautifully James ( 3 :13-18) makes this point!
W h o is wise and understanding among you? Let his good life
give practical proof of it by deeds wrought with the meekness
born of wisdom. But if there is bitter jealousy and selfish
ambition in your hearts, do not b a s t or deny the truth, for
this is not a wisdom that comes down from above. Rather,
it is earthbound, physical (as opposed to spiritual) and diabolical. For wherever you find jealousy and selfish ambition,
you will also have disorder and all kinds of evil practices.
But, on the other hand, the wisdom from above is first
of all pure, then peaceable, gentle, open to reason, rich in
mercy and good fruits, straightforward and unhypocritical.
H e merely seconds Jesus’ remarks by stating that true wisdom lies in
being everything Jesus described in these beatitudes.
From the first word of the beatitudes to the last resounding
illustration, Jesus’ message draws black-and-white contrasts between
the true nature of the expected Kingdom and true righteousness, and
the popular expectations and views arising out of the Mosaic system
and the Pharisaic philosophy.
The most striking contrast with the Mosaic system can be seen
by remembering how important the rite of circumcision is to any
adequate concept of the system. (Cf. Ac. 15; Ro. 2:25-28; 49-12;
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Gal. 5:3-6; Eph, 2:11, 12; Col, 2:11-13) But circumcision is corn.
pletely ignored by Jesus as completely incongruous with the entire
plan of God for His kingdom. No Jew could have imagined the
Messiah’s leaving out such a beatitude as: “Blessed are the circumcized,
for no uncircumcized persons shall enter the kingdom of heaven,“
Not one external rite is ever brought forward. Jesus’ silence is most
significant.
But the most remarkable collisions occurred when Jesus’ religion
collided with the current views of the Pharisees, Before raising the
standard of acceptable righteousness to the level of absolute perfection
(Cf, Mt. 5:48; Ro, 13:8-10), far beyond “the righteousness of the
scribes and Pharisees,” Jesus pronounced as blessed at the very outset
those who were not perfect: the spiritually bankrupt, the mourning, the
humble, those hungering for righteousness. The Lord could just as
easily have said, rrBLESSED ARE THE SINNERS, for they shall see
G d , receive mercy, enter the Kingdom and be called God’s sons,”
Such a beatitude, while completely expressive of the genius of Christianity, yet might have scandalized the audience because of its apparently
contradictory nature. This beatitude shocks because it refutes all other
religions which bless those fortunate few who have struggled up an
endless number of steps toward perfection by the strength of their
own moral energies. But Jesus, in blessing the imperfect, destroys all
hope for the self-righteous. Here Jesus is teaching the doctrine most
offensive and unacceptable to the world: “good men” are going to
hell, but “wicked wretches” God can save! (Study Rev. 3:17, 18) A
man is never so well off as when he admits to himself that he is
poor, blind, naked, destitute and morally wretched, because only then
can he learn what God can do with him.
Blessed are the poor, not only in s p i r i t but also in purse!
(Cf, Lk. 6 2 0 ) “Woe to you that are rich!” (Lk. 6:24) Jesus well
knew that it would not be wealth as such that would hinder the
entrance of the rich into His kingdom, but its religio-ethical effects
upon their character. (Cf. Mt. 19:16-30; Mg. 12:41-44; Lk. 12:13-21;
I Tim. 6610, 17-19) But naked poverty as such does not automatically bring the destitute into the kingdom either. However,
actual poverty, sorrow and hunger have real religious and ethical
effects upon the poor, if they be taken as opportunities for the
exercise of internal virtues. Jesus is not pronouncing a blessing upon
an economic situation where people have not enough food to eat or
are forced to live in slums. Rather, He encourages those in that
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unfortunate condition to be assured that they ARE the objects of
God’s concern. Both Matthew and Luke emphasize this extreme
destitution by not using the usual word for a poor man ( p e d s or
p&chros) who is so poor that he must struggle to exist on his scanty
daily wage. Instead they use a word (ptdcho~)which may mean
simply “poor,” but commonly signifies “dependent upon others for
support.” It speaks of one deeply conscious of his need.
This opening salvo fired by Jesus at one of the most popular
expectations of the Jews, that in the messianic kingdom all would be
wealthy, must have dumfounded the audience, They had learned to
think that wealth was the peculiar demonstration of God’s blessing
and favor. Here, however, Jesus is exclaiming, “The highborn, the
wealthy, the privileged are not necessarily the favorites of God. Nor
do they have first rights to the kingdom before others.” Too often
they are oppressors, exploiters, worshippers of mammon, proud, idle,
vain, self-indulgent, self-centered, cruel and callous. (Note Jas. 2:1-7;
5:l-6) To those of this character God’s Kingdom is closed! Even
if genuinely good people, the rich have the temptation to put their
wealth before their allegiance to Jesus. (Cf. Mt. 1916-22) Here
and there Jesus found a Zacchaeus (Lk. 1 9 1 - l o ) , a Joanna (Lk. S:3),
or a Joseph of Arimathea (Mt. 27:57) who were willing followers, but
more often rhan nor the rich proved to be His enemies (Lk. 1614)
and oppressed His followers (Jas. 2:6; 5:l-6).
James puts this beatitude in these terms: “Let the lowly brother
boast in his exaltation, and the rich in his humiliation, because like
the flower of the grass he will pass away.” (Jas. 19, 10) By putting
it this way, James emphasizes the spiritual relationship of wealth and
poverty upon man’s spiritual weJfare. This explains why Jesus said
(according to Matthew), “Blessed are the poor in spirit.” The man
who is really well-off in Jesus’ estimation is he who knows that he is
spiritually bankrupt. He has plumbed the depths of his heart and
found nothing there that had any real value. This man has reached
his own point of despair: he has realized his own utter helplessness,
Only he can be helped who knows that mere things are quite incapable
of bringing him happiness and security. How deep is the poverty
of soul of the rich man when he must face the sudden realization
that he has no treasure in heaven and is not rich toward God. But
wealth tends to hide from the rich man his true spiritual condition to
the point that he will never come to Jesus for the true wealth. This
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explains Jesus’ warning, “Woe to you who are rich, for you have
received your consolation, you have all that you are going to get!”
(Lk.6 2 4 )
For theirs is the kingdom of heaven. Jesus is trying to
GIVE away the Kingdom to those who want it on His terms (cf.
w, 10, 20). But His terms demand that all comers admit their deep
spiritual poverty and their dire need of His wealth (Lk. 12:32-34),
their need to start all over by receiving from Him (Jn. 3: 1-5). This
way, proud, self-righteous spirits would not be at all suited for the
kingdom (Mt, 18:3, 4; MI. lO:15), In fact, look who accepted the
gospeI: people who realized their destitute condition and were ready
to listen to the Lord and accept His gracious help on His terms.
(Cf, I Cor. 1:26ff) This is the beginning of faith and the power
behind true repentance.
5:4 Blessed are they that mourn. The ability to mourn
is a mark of character, Remember Peter after he denied Jesus (Mt.
2675); Jesus at the tomb of Lazarus (Jn. 11:35); Jesus in Gethsemane
(Mt. 2637, 38); Isaiah and Jeremiah at the sins of Israel (Isa. 22:4;
Jer. 9:l; Lamentations) and countless others. Men mourn because
they have loved deeply and lost, Woe to him whose heart is so
selfish that it is incapable of feeling grief! The tearless eye and
the thoughtless heart are themselves causes for deep mourning. This
explains Jesus’ gladness to see a man weep. (Study Ezek. 9:3-6;
Amos 6 : 6 )
Within what frame of reference does Jesus pronounce this blessing?
The whole impact of the Sermon commands the merely interested to
become Jesus’ disciples, if they would enjoy the true righteousness and
the happiness He offers. Therefore, the two keys which open this
blessing to our understanding are the recognition of the true origin
of sorrow and the recognition of the true source of the blessing. Sin
causes all grief, by one means or another, among both disciples and
non-disciples alike. That is, mourning might be animated by the
recognition of sin in one’s self or by the shock of what it does to
God and one’s fellows. It could be the heartbreak, the shattered
dreams that come from the sins of others. But hopeless, unrelieved
grief will never find comfort, only death, (Cf, I1 Cor. 7:lOb; I Th.
4:13) Further, the grief or mourning that is meant must be understood in a sense consistent with Jesus’ ethic. It cannot be the
frustrated distress of the man too old or sick to continue his revelry,
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nor the anguish of the robber who learns that he overlooked more
than he stole, nor the shabby penitence of the man who got caught
in the act of some sin but cares little about the moral consequences
of his deed.
Jesus offers Himself and His message (cf. Mt. 11:28, 29) as the
only true source of hope and blessing to those who grieve. It may
well be that they have yet no adequate concept of the true cause of
their grief nor of a remedy for its comfort. But before Jesus will
relieve them, He incites in their soul the consciousness of sin and
the deep need to repent. Out of their encounter with Jesus will come
such earnestness, such eagerness to clear oneself, such indignation and
alarm, such zeal and correction of sin that the sorrowing will put themselves in a correct position to be comforted by Jesus. Those who fail
to regard sin rightly will also have little regard for Jesus’ method of
dealing with the sorrow.
Another paraphrase of this word of Jesus might be: “Blessed are
those who are ripped and torn by their struggles with human sorrow,
for they are in a position to be encouraged. It is not the man who
lives in a state of constant joy or receives all of this world’s comforts
that can know what true strengthening is.”
T h e y shall be comforted! This was Jesus’ business (Isa.
61:1, 2), for He came to “comfort the afflicted and to afflict the
comfortable.” (Cf. Jas. 4:9) Not all the comfort is realized in the
next world (Rev. 7:17; 21:3, 4), but is intended to empower us to
face this one. C o m f o r t e d (pwkle”theso.nt&) does not mean that
the sorrowing shall be anesthetized to the point that they will not
feel their suffering or pain. Rather, it means that they will be
strengthened, braced up, encouraged or cheered up to face the situation
worthily as a disciple of the Lord.
“Woe to you who laugh now, for you shall mourn and weep!”
(Lk. 6:25b) This is the other side of the coin. There were undoubtedly clever ones who sought their amusement in ridicule of
Jesus and His followers. There were others who would not take
Jesus seriously, but they would not get the last laugh! (Note Psa.
2, esp. v. 4; 37:12, 13) Then there are those who are so shallow
of character as to have no conscience. They cannot feel it in them
to mourn about anything. To them, life is one grand comedy of
laughs. Nothing is to be taken too seriously. The tragedy is that
these clowns will mistake the one serious issue of all of life: what to
do with Jesus.
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5 : 5 Blessed are the meek. Other translations for “meek“
( p r ~ s )are “gentle, humble, considerate, unassuming, courteous.” It
indicates that forbearance and consideration for others that is willing
to waive its rights if by so doing the good of others can be advanced,
Obviously, it is the opposite quality to arrogance and violence which
seek to dominate others because of an insatiable drive for power
that i s willing to crush any and all opponents in the drive to realize
that goal. Men are haughty and proud because of what they think
themselves to be, or because of what they think that they by rights
must possess, Thus, they think it one of the necessary sacrifices
of the struggle to trample upon the heads of others in their race
for control. But men who are truly meek already know that they
are poor spiritually and have little reason thus to presume. This
beatitude, a paradoxical shocker, carries this message: not the violently
self-assertive but the considerate and unassuming will finally have
possession of the earth! To the humble man who is wise enough
to see it, Jesus is pronouncing the end of the competition in that
futile social climbing where the selfish elbow their way to gain “their
rightful place in the sun.”
But the meek are not weak by any means! To hold one’s
emotions in check while the rest of one’s society battles its way to
the top in that heady contest, is not child’s play. Often more strength
is required to stay out of these rivalries than to join.
This word of Jesus does everything but cheer the hopes of those
fierce nationalists who were itching for Roman blood in the realization
of their dreams of a messianic kingdom that would proudly dominate
the entire non-Jewish world. But even the cmler heads could not
envision any other interpretation of the old prophets than this:
“Blessed is my people Israel: for they shall dominate the earth by
right of inheritance. The Gentiles were created merely to serve Israel.”
0 the wisdom of Jesus’ words!’ Has it not ever been m e that
the most enduring power over men’s hearts has been gained by
serving them in that selfless help that frees the oppressed and raises
the fallen? What masterful sway Jesus holds over men today just
because He chose not to rule the world by cold steel and an iron
fist! He chose rather the path of gentle courtesy and unselfish giving
and how many would not joyfully accept the plundering of their
property or public abuse and affliction for His sake? Jesus was
meek (Mt. 11:29), and the earth became His to rule. (Phil. 2:5-11;
Eph, 1:19-22)
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But meekness does not always require the surrender of one’s
rights. Jesus and Paul both asserted their rights, without trampling
upon those of others. (Cf. Jn. 18:19-23; Ac. 16:37; 22:25ff) Other
examples are Paul’s not demanding a salary (I Cor. 9:l-18; I1 Cor.
11:7-10); Peter before the Sanhedrin (Ac. 4); Stephen before that
council (Ac. 7); and, Moses as he stood before Pharaoh and before
Israel (Ex. 4 to the end of Moses’ life; Num. 12:3).
Those who fall heir to the earth are and always have been those
that God could teach. Without real humility a man cannot learn,
since the prerequisite of learning is the admission of one’s own
ignorance. For other study of meekness compare: Ro. 12:3, 10, 12,
16-21; I1 CO. 10:l; Gal. 5:22, 23; 6 : l ; Eph. 4:2; Col. 3:12; I1 Tim.
2:24-26; Tit. 3:2; Jas. 1:21; 3:13; I Pet. 3:4, 15, 16; 5:G.
For they shall inherit the earth. If “earth” ( g h ) be
translated “land,” the beatitude better adapts itself to the Jewish
association of ideas. A study of Psa. 37:9, 11, 22, 29, 34 will demonstrate that this phrase is almost a proverbial expression for “the
highest of blessings,” although, literally, any Jew would quite readily
and rightly have understood it to mean the promised possession which
was the land of Palestine. (Cf. Gen. 15:7, 8; 28:4; Ex. 32:13; Lev.
20:24; Dt. 16:20; Psa. 25:13; 69:36; Isa. 57.13; 60:21; G5:% Ezek.
33:23-29) But only the blindest would fail to see that the whole
tenor of such Psalms emphasized the truth that man’s highest joys are
realized only in God’s presence. This means that man must be ready
to move with God from His revelation of a ‘‘promised land,” which
might mean a small tract of land on the eastern Mediterranean coast, to
His revelation of a “promised earth.” (I1 Pet. 3:13) So, as Jesus
makes this announcement of the true and appropriate disposition of
the Father’s goods, He holds out no hope for the crass, carnal dreams
of the majority of His people. Yet He justified to the letter the
keen spiritual insight of the true Israel.
How do the meek hherit the emth?

1. They enjoy it more fully in this life. Why?
a. Because, more than any others, they enjoy whdteuH God
sends. The wicked, in their rush to possess, usually miss
or overlook the best of this world, or else, having seen it,
they refuse to pay the price to gain it, or having gained
it, they are miserable,
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b. Because their character guarantees to them a greater
measure of peace and stability. Their calmness allows
time for better judgment, their contentment assures their
safety under law, and their sense of justice builds confidence.
c. Because they are stable of character, they can become the
wise advisors to rulers who listen, (Cf, Daniel and his
three friends, Dan. 1-3; 6:l)
2. They will inherit the new earth, (I1 Pet. 3:13) This promise
means the end of the present competition with the greedy, the
cruel, the proud and the selfish, for all that they sought to
amass for themselves for eternity will finally be the true
possession of the humble.
The irony is complete: they who struggle most feverishly, in the end
lose it all, while they who cheerfully, generously and humbly seek
the good of others inherit it all!
5:G Blessed are they who are hungering and thirsting
after righteousness. Observe the present participles (pei.lv6ntes,
d@&te.r), for they probably express a continuing, constantly-felt longing. Jesus challenges our real desire for goodness: “Ate you so
intensely and sharply pained by your need of true righteousness that
you would die unless you get it? Just how badly do you want to be
righteous?” (See 13:44-46) Such questions criticize our satisfaction
with partial goodness, half-way accomplishment and partly-kept promises
to be good. Jesus cannot leave men in peace if He is to convert
them. The self-sufficient, the smugly self-complacent and the selfrighteous are the only people on earth beyond the help of God. Jesus
bestows the favor of God upon those who are bitterly dissatisfied with
themselves, discontent and broken by their sense of need for righteousness. A full man feels no need to eat or drink (Lk. 6:25). This
is why Jesus expressed His horror of that self-contentment that inevitably deals a death blow to any possibility of development or improvement. A man’s moral health and personal righteousness really
depend upon whether he thinks himself to have arrived at a satisfactory
perfection: if he has “arrived,” he has not! A classic example to
study: Lk. 18:9-14.
They shall be filled. Here is a hint at the most basic
doctrine of Christ’s religion: justification by faith. If righteousness
be so desired as hunger and thirst seek their respective satisfactions,
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then the seeker’s imperfections and need for righteousness are confessed. Such a tormenting hunger for a right character or right
standing before God must, by its nature, admit the faulty character
and dangerous position of those thus tortured. This beatitude also
hints that the blessing of filling comes from without and is unconnected with the relative merits of the recipient. How can that man
who is already righteous in his own eyes, already filled and perfected
by his own strength, find joy in Jesus’ promise? God is glad to impute
righteousness to the man who comes to Him for filling (Ro. 4:23-25;
5:l-11), but he who thus comes will be one humbled by his continuing
and increasing sense of need.
Paradoxically, this beatitude promises satisfaction in a matter in
which satisfaction seems impossible: can we ever get to be righteous
enough? But Jesus promises satisfaction, not satiation which destroys
interest or desire. Since, elsewhere in the Sermon, Jesus defines and
illustrates the true righteousness of God, that may reflect back on
this beatitude, suggesting that Jesus means here: “Those who seek
my kind of righteousness will actually find it. He who trusts himself
to my leadership will arrive at his destination, which, if he follows
the best of modern scholarly opinion on the subject, he will never
see!” Jesus Himself is God’s answer to our deepest need for righteousness. W e must come to Him as empty pitchers to a full fountain to
be filled. God’s ability to supply always exceeds our demand, but
He supplies in proportion to our demand. Thus, God judges us by
the dreams that drive us, quite as much as by our few accomplishments.
If we keep our zest for godly living, our enthusiasm for being His
and doing His will, He will see to it that we have the strength and
opportunity to be truly righteous, and best of all, His forgiveness
when we fail. Thus, His filling is in a large measure based upon our
putting ourselves in a position to be filled.
There is a sense in which it might be said that the entire world
is hungering and thirsting for righteousness because of its obvious
need. But the world is not blessed until it comes to Jesus (Jn. 4 1 3 ,
14; 6:27ff; 7:37-39; Ro. 1O:l-4) who is all the righteousness that is
needed (I Cor. 1:30).
5:7 Blessed are the merciful. What a contradiction of the
dreams of the Jewish freedom fighters whose aspirations offered little
mercy to the enemy! How this dashed the plans of the self-aggrandizing
who sought prestige, wealth and power at the expense of others! How
this unmasked the hypocrisy of those who show mercy only to friends
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or family but are basically unsympathetic to human needs beyond the
limited circle of those who can easily reciprocate this mercy! (Lk,
10:25-37)
Again, this beatitude tends to shake the self-confidence by delivering God’s sentence against every concept of heartless legalism. The
man who regards his relationship to God as a matter of piling up
merit by doing a certain number of religious acts with a view to
his purchase of heaven, may well be treating his fellow man with that
same, exacting, “pound-for-pound” justice, Is it not a structural weakness of the extremely pious also to be utterly pitiless in their dealings
with others? At least the self-righteous tend to show this fatal defect
of being exceedingly critical of others who have not arrived a t their
superior standard, so critical to the point of considering it as rendering
service to God to show no mercy to them! (Cf. Mt. 18:21-35; Jn,
1 6 2 ; Jas. 411, 12; also Mt. 9:13 and 12:7).
But God condemned all unmercifulness, because it assumes a
position of absolute righteousness and perfect justice, a position which
a sinner does not occupy, An unmerciful sinner is just a hypocrite.
Unmercifulness shows itself in partiality (Lk. 6:32-37; Jas. 2: 1-13),
selfish orthodoxy (Jas. 2:14-17; I Jn. 3:16-18) and harsh judgment
(Mt. 7:2).
Service most pleasing to God is not merely outward ritual, in
which the unmerciful legalist may pride himself, but godlike dealing
with our weak, sinful fellow humans. God commanded certain rituals
to enable sinners to partake of His merciful forgiveness. But by these
rituals God has always intended that man should learn to BE merciful.
Any religionist, who can be unmerciful with those who have not his
same apprehension of the rituals or his understanding of the doctrines
or his own religious stature, possesses a FALSE religion, according to
Jesus. (Mt. 9:9-13; 12:l-14) It should be no wonder that Jesus
views deeds of true mercy to others as done (or not done) to Himself
(Mt. 25:34-46; cf. Pr v. 19:17).
How does m e r d s h o w itself?
1. By gentleness with sinners (Heb. 4:14-5:3;
Gal. 6 : l ; Eph.
5:32), or with those who Christian convictions are different
(Ro. 14:l-15:7;
I Cor. 8:l-13; 10:23-ll:l), or with those
whose religious tenets are wrong (I1 Tim. 2:24-26), or with
those whose religious connections are merely different (Mk.
9:38-41; Ac. 11:19-24; 9:26-28)
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2. By helpfulness to those who need help (Psa. 41:l-3; 37:21,
25, 26; Lk. 6:34-36, 38; 10:37; 1412-14; Ac. 11:27-30)
3. By forgiveness (Prov. 1 9 : l l ; Gen. 50:17-21; Num. 12:l-13; Mt.
18~15-35;Lk. 17:3, 4; Ac. 7 ~ 6 0 )

Can you think of other ways in which we can be merciful?
But beware of substitutes for Christian mercy! Godly mercy
cannot mean connivance with sin. Mercy becomes only sentimental
softness or careless indulgence when it ignores justice. Justice and
mercy are not mutually exclusive. (Cf. Mt. 23:23; Ro. 3:23-26)
Christian mercy must justly condemn sin in order to save the sinner.
The most merciful act one can do for a sinner is to cause him to
acknowledge his sin, break his heart and lead to repent. Analyze
Nathan’s strategy when he compassionately applied the divine scalpel
to David‘s heinous sin. (I1 Sam. 12:l-15) Mercy that slurs over
the cruelty and the wrong which men afflict on others, as things
merely to be forgiven and forgotten, is a grotesque, immoral caricature
of the genuine thing. Christian mercy involves compassion for the
sinner, but severity to the sin.
Another substitute for Christian mercy is mere pity, that natural
tenderness of heart which may be but an unreasoning impulse.
Christian clemency is actuated by principle, not merely emotion, and
must be just. Because mercy is the right hand of love, it always
seeks intelligently to do what is in the other person’s best interest,
fully knowing that they may be ungrateful and selfish, unjust and
evil (Mt. 5:45; Lk. 6:35).
For they shall obtain mercy from God and their fellows.
Showing mercy to others tends to awaken the same spirit in them,
stimulating them to be lenient. “The merciful man does good to his
own soul; but he that is cruel troubles his own flesh.” (Prov. 11:17)
“Whoso stoppeth his ears at the cry of the poor, he also shall cry,
but shall not be heard.” (Prov. 21:13) The unmerciful cannot
expect but the same treatment in return. (Lk. 6:32-38)
The stunning truth of Christianity which makes it a unique
religion is that, according to Jesus, God lets man determine the rigor
with which the standard is to be applied! God will deal with us
just as we would treat others. (Mt. 7:2; 6:12, 14; 10:40-42; 18:35;
25:31-46; cf. I1 Tim. 1:16-18; I1 Sam. 22:26; Psa. 112:4-6, 9) There
is absolutely no way for man to be merciful to God. Man must show
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himself compassionate, lenient, generous and forgiving to his peers,
God will mitigate or intensify the demands of absolute justice with
the individual on the basis of his conduct in this very matter with
his fellows. What a terrible prospect of merciless judgment faces him
who has shown no mercy! But to him who has been merciful, even the
unchanging demands of perfect justice bow to the mercy of God.
(Jas. 2:13) For the delight of your spiritual life and a model of
devotional excellence, ponder that great hymn to the mercy of God,
Psalm 103.
This beatitude is another hint at the grace of God. Jesus speaks
as though men are going to NEED mercy, suggesting that none will
really be able to earn their right to God’s kingdom. “Happy is that
man who admits .to himself that he is a sinner and never arrogates
to himself the position of unrelenting Judge, but is continually liberal
with his compassion, intelligent with his leniency, ready to forgive,
for God enjoys forgiving that kind of man.”

5:8 Blessed are the p u r e in h e a r t . Whether the Jews caught
the point of the beatitude may be questioned, but a moment’s reflection reveals that Jesus is attacking all purely external religion. H e
is combatting the most cherished ideas of the Pharisees and cannot
help but arouse their antagonism by such speech. These are “fighting
words” which will be repeated with increasing intensity and frequency.
(Cf. 5:20; 62-18; 7: 15-23; 12:33-37; 15: 1-20;23:l-36) Ceremonial
purity, secured by numerous washings, by avoiding contact with certain
contaminating objects such as corpses and non-Jews, by abstinence
from certain foods, does not qualify for fellowship with God anyone
whose HEART is contaminated! (Prov. 15:8; 21:3; 27; I Sam. 15:22;
Psa. 51:16, 17; Isa. 1:11-2q Mic. 6:7, 8) Those who shall be permitted a ready audience of the King Himself, are not those who
punctiliously perform but those who are personally pure. (Psa, 15:l-15;
24:3-6; Prov. 22:ll) Jesus’ challenged to His and any age is simply:
“HOWvery badly do you want to see God? Are you willing, then,
to open up your inmost thoughts, your best-hidden desires, your secret
designs for the inspection of God? How happy is that man who so
lives that a t any moment he could bare his heart to the eye of God
without shame. Who is willing to pay this price to enter the kingdom?” Jesus is keenly interested in the quality of a man’s inmost
being. (Cf. Mt. 5:28; 6:21; 13:l-9, 18-23; 15:8, 18, 19; Mk. 3:5;
11:23; Lk. 1615; 21:34)
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But the corruption and filth of the human heart does not permit

such an exposure to those who are honest with themselves. We often

have two motives behind each of our “good deeds”: the one we want
others to know and the real one by which we profit from the deed.
And, try as we might, we cannot quite succeed in living on that
level where all our actions exactly represent our true desires. But
Jesus did not leave man to grovel in his impurity, for He provided
the means by which man can be reborn (Jn. 3:3-5; Tit. 2:14; 3:5)
and become a completely new creature (I1 Cor. 5: 17-21). By cleansing
the heart by faith, Jesus arrives at a moral condition that no legal
system, governing merely external conduct, could produce. (Cf. Ac.
15:9; I Pet. 1:22). Jesus aims His teaching at the selfish sentiments,
the distorted conscience and the obstinent will, for everything else
emanates from these sources. (Prov. 4:23; Mt. 12:34-37; 15:8, 18,
19) “Happy is the man whose heart has been cleansed!” (Cf. Ps.
51; Jn. 15:3; I Tim. 1:5; 3:9; I1 Tim. 1:3; 2:22; Tit. 1:15; Jas. 1:27;
Heb. 2:17, 18; 4:14-16; 9:14)
How does p&ty of hemt manifest itself?
1. Chastity of a mind so clean that lust cannot live (Mt. 5:28)

2. Basic honesty so well-known that oaths are unnecessary (5:3337) and worship and service becomes real (6:l-18)
3. Intelligent love so perfect that hate, anger, contempt (5:22ff),
personal retaliation (5 :39-42) and partiality (5:44-48) have
no place in the pure heart.

4. Singleness of mind so completely confident of God’s provision
that worry and materialism are impossible (Jas. 4:s; see notes
on Mt. 6:19-24)
5. It is that singleness of mind and purpose that owns only one
Master (622-24)
In short, it is that freedom from all thoughts, motives and intentions
behind conduct that defile man and cut him off from God’s fellowship.
For they shall see God. (Cf. Heb. 12:14; I Jn. 3:2, 3; Rev.
22:4; Psa. 51:7-11) Faith and a regenerated heart help man to see
God (Eph. 1:17ff; Rom. 5:lff; I1 Cor. 3:12--4:6). W e see only what
we are able to see. By keeping our heart pure, we are now training
ourselves to see God, or else if we refuse to submit to this discipline,
we shall never be able fully to see Him.
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This proposition is historically true: only those, whose hearts
were bent upon doing God‘s will, saw God in Jesus. The rest did
nor. Yet, any who saw Jesus should have seen God. (Jn. 10:30;
14:9) Why did the rest fail to see Him? Because they already had
their minds made up about what God had to be, say and do, So
when God came walking among them in the person of Jesus, they
frankly did not recognize Him. They had been unwilling to submit to
God‘s will, for they really served sin (Jn, 8:31-47). Thus, they
heard no echoes of the Father’s voice in the tones of Jesus, because
they did not really know the Father. (Jn. 5:38-47; 7:17)
What Jesus declares rings true psychologically: those who have
not spent the whole of their life energies seeking God‘s approval,
would not be happy to see Him anyhow. Even admission into the
presence of our glorious and holy God would be hellish torment to
those whose hearts are contaminated. Therefore, God, in banishing
the wicked from His presence forever, is but mercifully conceding
them their last wish! “The impure in heart shall not see God.’’

5 : 9 Blessed are the peacemakers. To those arrogant Jews
who expected God’s Messiah to wage war, leaving all Gentile nations
grovelling subjects of Israel, this beatitude must have come as a shock.
Those who secretly nourished the hope that Jesus would help them
realize all their fiercely nationalistic ambitions against the world
must have felt keenly disappointed. (Note Jn. 6:14, 15) Jesus clearly
announces a spiritual kinship to God which is not a question of
nationality, social standards, economic position or bloodline descent.
It is a matter of spiritual likeness to God. (Ro. 8:14; 15:33; Mt.
5:44, 45) God’s sons are not the warlike, yearning to assert their
political supremacy over the rest of the world, but those who labor
to create peace. Observe that Jesus said “peacemakers,” nor “peace
lovers.” He wants His disciples to be active promoters of peace,
not merely peaceable men. The peacemaker does not fold his hands,
but he rolls up his sleeves. (Heb. 12:14)
This beatitude is a trumpet-call to war, however to battle on
quite another front than the usual one. Jesus is challenging the deepest
commitment and the basic sincerity of each disciple: “Are you willing
to stick your neck out, to get involved in the troubles of others, to
risk the loss of your personal tranquillity? Are you so convinced of
the value of human brotherhood that no cost is too high to bring
about justice and peace in any situation where men strive with their
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fellows?” The Lord is appealing to man’s fighting heart, that hero
in the soul of each of us, to get involved in this warfare for peace.
But Jesus’ peace corps volunteers are those who share His worldview and seek the peace on His terms. This means fighting with
spiritual weapons against SIN (Jas. 4:l-5),the real cause of strife,
bitterness, hate and war. (Eph. 6:lO-18; I1 Cor. 10:2-5) It means
waging war not upon mere ignorance but rather ignorance of God
(Hos. 4:1, 2, 6), not upon mere poverty of purse but poverty of soul.
It means not merely to seek to bring about an absence of hostilities,
but to teach men to love one another. It cannot mean anesthetizing
men into tranquil self-satisfaction in sin; it must mean bringing
rebels to their knees before God,seeking to be reconciled to Him on
His terms. In His peacemaking mission, Jesus lost His life (Eph.
2:14-17) and, in the strife against sin, His disciple may not expect
to fare any better (Heb. 12:2-4;Mt. 10:34ff). Obviously, the Christian cannot make his peace with the world without risking his peace
with God (Jas. 4:4), so he must not seek a peace at any price. Rather,
he must sow for a harvest of righteousness. (Jas. 3 :18)
Jesus does not hereby justify mere pacificism, for this usually
means opposition to war or to the use of military force for any
purpose, or that attitude of mind which opposes all war and advocates
settlement of every international dispute entirely by arbitration. He
is, first of all, discussing His ideal disciple, not establishing rules
for international control of nations or power-groups who do not
acknowledge His authority. For Jesus’ disciple to refuse to take part
in an aggressive war is in perfect accord with Jesus spirit here expressed.
But Satan still commands enough powerful forces in the world to
threaten world domination at the expense of the rest of humanity.
For the Christian to adopt a policy of opposition to war with those
tyrants who would suppress all opinions but their own, is to betray
the rest of humanity into their hands. Paul, on the other hand,
defends the right of governments to use force to maintain a just
order; this he does on the basis of the declaration that God Himself
has given that right (Ro. 13:1-7). Not one centurion was instructed
to forsake the army to demonstrate the reality of his faith in Jesus
or the genuineness of his repentance (Mt. 8:5-13;Ac. IO, 11); likewise for the common soldiers (Lk. 3:14). Even the attempt to
arbitrate every international dispute by use of the conference table
often fails, because of the unchangeable desire of one power to rule
the world. The difficulty with idealistic pacificism is that it naively
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assumes that all men are inspired by the same high ideals. Is it
loving one’s neighbor to stand idly by doing nothing while another
hacks him to pieces? (See notes on 5:38-48) Peacemaking, considered
on the state or international level, i s basically beyond the scope of this
beatitude for two reasons: first, tme peace on earth i s impossible
where sin reigns; second, the only effective means of removing sin
is by conversion through the gospel of Jesus, and this can be applied
only a t the level of the individual, If the morality of Jesus, which
He aimed at the individual, be applied on the level of unconverted
society, the resuIt will be disastrous: the structure of society will be
destroyed by the unconverted who take advantage of the non-resistence
offered by the rest of society, and the ethic of Jesus (thus wrongly
understood and applied) will be either reduced to an ineffective
whisper, or else laughed off the human stage as completely unworthy
of further consideration.
How does one go about making peace?
1. He must first be a man in whom bitterness and strife cannot
dwell and, in consequence of his character, a man whom men
can trust to be fair. (Lk. 6:35; I1 Tim. 2~24-26;Jas. 3:13-17)

2. Then he can bridge the distance between the antagonists.
(Mt. 18:15-35; Phil. 4:2, 3; Philemon; Eph. 2:ll-18)

3. He can heal the break by rebuilding the human concern for
one another. (Cf. Ac. 7:26; Ro. 15:25-31; I1 Cor. 9:12-14)
4. He must be thoroughly impartial: perfectly just in seeking
and removing the cause of estrangement but thoroughly
merciful with the persons involved. (Gal. 2 : l l f ; I1 Cor. 8:9;
Phil. 2:l-10)

For they shall be called sons of God. Just as God got
involved in the sin, pain, misery and strife of this wicked race, even
so those who lay down their lives to make peace wherever their
influence extends, will be recognized by the “very spirit and image
of their Father” which they bear. So regardless of all their pretenses
to orthodoxy, warring factionists, by the very nature of the case,
disprove their claim to be “sons of God.” If Jesus means the phrase
“sons of God” according to the Hebrew idiom which means “like
God,” then actual sonship ,that relationship to God brought about by
faith in Jesus (Jn. 1:12, 13), i s not necessarily and immediately broken
by such hatefulness. However, continued bitterness, unforgiven grudges
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and facrional infighting do actually destroy that former connection with
the Father. For the present, Jesus is saying, he who claims to be a
son of God must act like God. (Mt. 5:45; Lk. 6:35)
On the other hand, if Jesus meant “sons of God” in the sense
that is developed in the New Testament, He is describing one of
the essential characteristics of such a “son,” without which none can
claim to be one of God’s children. (Other passages illustrating this
concept: Ro. 8:14-21; I1 Cor. 6:18; Gal. 3:26; 4:5-7; Eph. 1:5; 5:1, 8;
Heb. 2:lO; 12:5-8; I Jn. 3:lO; 5:1, 2).

5: 10-12. Because these three verses present basically the same
beatitude, the various parts will be considered together with their
parallels. This beatitude reinforces or puts character into those chat
precede it, by warning that our humility must not degenerate into a
cringing, submissive slavery, or our peacemaking abased to compromise
of our convictions, nor our meekness lowered to sinful compliance.
By these surprising paradoxes, Jesus is daring one to be His disciple
whatever the cost.
Moral, if not physical, suffering is to be expected by the genuinely
good man. Jesus pronounces as the truly happy those who are so
anchored to their character or convictions that they cannot be bribed,
cajoled or threatened into surrender of principle. To accept persecution, as a necessary sacrifice involved in standing for what one deems
right, means that he has a conscience that is unyielding and exacting.
Jesus has no use for the spineless, careless man without a conscience,
for nobody can count upon him! The religion of Jesus is for the poor
in spirit, the sorrowing, the meek and merciful, yes,‘ but these must
be stout-hearted men who have the moral stamina to stand for the
cause of Jesus.
The Jews expected the Messiah to bring total victory in the wars
preceding the establishment of the universal reign of David over the
world. They expected that even the lowliest Jewish citizen should
rule many Gentiles. Those who were pinning their nationalistic hopes
to Jesus’ campaigns must have received this last beatitude with hurt
surprise and chagrin. Here are the first major indications of Jesus’
royal road to glory: His servants will suffer. What a warning lies just
below the surface: “Count the cost! How badly do you wish to be
mine? I will be asking you, my friend, to be the conscience of the
world, to praise where there is good and to condemn its wickedness.
The world cannot agree with my judgment as to the nature of true
righteousness, and you, my dear follower, as you represent this standard,
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will be caught in the cross-fire of these two standards.” Jesus challenges
the heroic in men, but He would have them be realistic, (Cf, Mt.
10:16-39; 16:24-27; Mk, 10:28-30),
But what sort of suffering does Jesus mean? Persecution begins
as a talking war of reproach (v. 11), or insults heaped upon the disciple
of Jesus, with a view to curbing him socially, trying to intimidate him
into abandoning his position, Another line of attack will be slander:
all manner of evil s a i d a g a i n s t you falsely. Luke (6:22, 26)
uses these terms: “Blessed are you when men hate you, and when they
exclude you and revil you, and cast out your name as evil, on account
of the Son of man! , , , Woe to you, when all men speak well of
you, for so their fathers did to the false prophets.” The Christian
must remember that praise is another form of social control and must
be evaluated, The praise of the unqualified judge is no guarantee of
true worth; rather, it merely indicates that he who has won it has not
risen above the standard of him who gives it. Jesus’ servant must
keep his head clear to be able to discern the true source of the praise
he seeks or of the criticism he fears. (Mt. 10:26-33; Lk. 12:4,5)
Where could persecution strike? Sometimes this oppression is
religious, while at other times it attacks the social life of the disciple.
Almost always it cuts into the family and home life, severing the
nearest and dearest connections the disciple knows. (Cf. Jn. 16:2;
I1 Tim. 3:12; Heb. 10:32-39; 12:4; 13:3, 13; I Pet. 1:6-9; 2:12,
19-21; 3:14-18a; 412-19; 5:9, 10) The apostles got a taste of this
during Jesus’ ministry, but they felt its full force after He had gone,
(Ac. 4; 5:17-42; 7; 9; 12 etc. I1 Cor. 4:7-12; 6:8-10; 11:23-33; Jn.
15:18-16: 4)
What is the cause for which Jesus’ servants must face suffering?

1. For righteousness’ sake. The term righteozultess must
be interpreted in this context and in the larger framework
of the New Testament, not forced to cover every civil rights
cause that the unconverted, moved by humanitarian principles,
might suggest, however just might be their particular plea.
While those causes often seek proper ends in justice for
minority or underprivileged groups, yet the righteousness Jesus
is talking about involves faith and obedience to Him! (Jn.
5:22, 23; 6:28, 29; 8:24, 31, 32; 3:35, 36) RighteowlteJs,
as Jesus intends it, is the very character of God required as
the standard of judgment of the world and bestowed upon
believers. In its practical manifestation, for which the follower
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of Jesus must be ready to suffer, it becomes equivalent to
Christianity. (Note I Pet. 3:14-18; 4:12-19) But why would
the world persecute men for “doing right”? Because the
world hates the conscience-like effect of the Christian life and
testimony, for they must condemn the worlds sins. (Cf. Jn.
3:20; 7:7; 15:18-21)

2. For m y sake. What sublime originality! Jesus calls men
not simply to suffer for conscience’ sake or only for sake
of convictions or because of life’s ordinary trials, but “for
my sake.” There is a wide psychological difference between
devotion to abstract principles or an impersonal cause, devotion
to a Person. (Cf. Phil. 3:4-10; I Pet. 4:13) Jesus does not
say to “rejoice when men separate you from their company
because of your own folly or your own personal notions,”
but when they do it “because you are MY disciple!” No man
can stand this loneliness and reviling for a creed, cause or
conviction, but he can for Jems! A man must be prepared
to be lonely when he decides for His discipleship and chooses
to know Jesus’ love alone.
For my sake puts the right emphasis on one’s suffering.
For denouncing oneself to the Roman magistrates who were
enforcing the persecutions, merely to seek martyrdom, is a
selfish act. That is suffering for the unwholesome desire for
suffering and death, or perhaps it is an escape mechanism to
terminate the uncertainties of this life, a coup de grace to
put an end to further Christian testimony that could be given!
Again, those who receive persecution, because they cram
their religious convictions down the throats of their neighbors,
d o not glorify Jesus, since their manners essentially differed
from those of the Master.
Further, Jesus multiplies the sources of encouragement needed for
the hours of persecution ahead: “Remember God’s semants the prophets!
For so persecuted they the prophets who were before you.”
The world has always persecuted those who spoke to it in the name
of the Lord. It seems that every age kills its own prophets, while
building memorials to the prophets of former generations. (Note Mt.
23:29-36; Ac. 7:51-53; I1 Chron. 36:12, 15, 16; Jas. 5:lO; I Th. 2:15;
Heb. 11:32-38) Two striking lessons stand out:
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1, The Christians are to bolster their courage in the knowledge
that they will be treading the steps of God’s mightiest, most
fearless spokesmen of the past, and thus, they will be participating in God’scrucial testimony to a degenerate age as they
add their voices to the announcement of God’s judgment,
But the underlying implication is clear that Jesus, in placing
His people on a par with those Old Testament worthies, is
identifying service to Him with service to God. Their
service to God not only resembled the suffering of the
prophets (5:12), but also was to involve powerful preaching
(5:14-16; 10:26-28) and a salutary influence upon their
society ( 5 : 13).
2. The Christians would be facing the same prejudices, the same
perversity, impenitence, pride and the same deeply-intrenched
and corrupt religious and political leaders. ”hey would face
the same heartless, brutal force which stops at nothing to
withstand the truth. Christians, like the prophets, would be
unarmed, not using the ordinary weapons employed to force
one’s will, being able only to promote the truth by the
demonstration of the Spirit and God’s power. (I Cor. 2:l-5;
I1 Cor. 10:3-6) But one can take a lot more punishment if
he is sure he is part of a movement greater than himself.
To see, with the eyes of faith, the unflinching prophets
standing beside one as he faces his persecutors, is to draw
upon sources of courage deeper than oneself. Jesus is saying,
‘When you suffer for me, you never stand alone as you give
your testimony: the prophets have stood right where you
stand.”
The only way of enjoying the smiles of one’s age seems to lie in
playing false to one’s God. (Lk.h26)
Perhaps the only reason Jesus does not offer His own example
at this time (“for thus they will do to the Son of man”), is that the
resurrection had not yet occurred, giving power to His comforting
words. Besides, His audience at this stage of their spiritual development might have been too scandalized. After the empty tomb, the
apostles could shout to Christians, surrounded by fearful, relentless
persecution, “Remember Jesus!” (I1 Tim. 2:8; Heb. 12:2, 3)
The almost unbelievable part of this beatitude is the nature of
its exceeding great reward. Jesus said, “Blessed are ye! Rejoice
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in that day and be exceeding glad: leap for joy!”
blessing goes two ways:

(Lk. 6:23)

The

1. Uninhibited joy in the kingdom of heaven now. This
is not a morbid longing for or seeking persecution which
makes pain and suffering ends in themselves to be sought at
the expense of the cause of righteousness. In fact, happiness
is very elusive in that it cannot be sought without being lost
in the search. According to Jesus, true joy exists only when
we seek God‘s purposes. After all, is this not the essence
of God’s kingdom on earth? (Cf. Jn. 5 : l l ; 16:22, 24; 17:13;
Ac. 5:40-42; Phil. 4:4; cf. 1:12-14; Ro. 5:l-11) The devil
has no happy old men, because all their lives they have sought
happiness by evading the very service that brings the only
real joy.

2. The great reward in heaven for eternity. See article:
“The Reasonableness of the Redeemer’s Rewarding of Righteousness.” (Cf. I1 Jn. 8; Rev. 11:18; 22:12)
What is the lesson here? Jesus’ words make us reflect: how
long has it been since we felt the sting of hate-filled words aimed
a t us because we are Christian, Why is there little persecution
experienced by the Church today? Could it be partly that the
principles of Jesus have received such universal acknowledgement as
being the right principles, even if so rarely practiced, that the world
has been rendered more favorable or more tolerant toward Christians
and Christianity? If so, this might hold the forces of evil at bay
for a time. Or could the relative absence of persecution be due EO
the Church‘s growing lukewarm to its own message? I, as a Christian,
could enjoy more comfort if I were more indifferent. But Jesus says,
“Happy are the persecuted for my sake!” If this language strikes the
modern reader as extravagant, it is because of the great difference
between the twentieth century philosophy and God’s will, and between
the few glowing embers of modern Christianity contrasted to the
roaring forest fire that was first century discipleship. How must this
difference be accounted for? Most tend to measure the amount of
happiness in their lives by the extent to which they escape trouble
and suffering. But the only salvation from such a delusion is the
realization that true happiness means “being conformed to the image
of God’s Son” who met His death on a cross! (Study I Th. 3:3, 4;
CoL 1:24; Ro. 8:29; Phil. 1:27-30)
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FACT QUESTIONS
1, Who are the spiritually poor? the spiritually rich?
2, How can mourning bring comfort?
3. What is the true cause of all sorrow? the true source of its
comfort ?
4. What kind of character is meek? Tell several ways in which the
meek man is shown to be such.
5. What is the kingdom of heaven? How is this a particularly rich
blessing to the “poor in spirit”?
6. What kind of comfort does Jesus promise to those who mourn?
What does the word “comfort” mean, as Jesus used it here?
7. In what ways will the meek “irrherit the earth”? What earth?
8. What makes a man “hunger and thirst after righteousness”?
Explain this figure of speech and its implications.
9. What is implied in the phrase “they shall be filled,” with reference to “righteousness”? How will they be “filled”? What has
this to do with the great doctrine of God’s grace?
10. Who are the “merciful”? Name some of the ways in which
Christian mercy shows itself.
11. From whom do the merciful obtain mercy?
12, Show how mercifulness contrasts the legalistic spirit.
13. Name two attitudes often mistaken for Christian mercy.
14. W h o are the “pure in heart”?
15, How does heart purity contrast with merely external religion?
with good works done for public notice?
16. What is the difference between “peaceful men” and “peacemakers”?
17, What kind of man must the peacemaker be?
18. How does one go about “making peace”?
19, Does Jesus justify pacificism movements that do not share His
views?
20. Why should the peacemakers that Jesus was talking about be called
“sons of God”? What d e s it mean to be called a “son of God”?
21. Jesus pronounces happy those who are persecuted for what two
specifically named causes? (w. 10, 11)
22. Why does Jesus bring up “the prophets who were before you”?
23. Name the two precious rewards that Jesus holds out for those
suffering for His sake.
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24. Justify Jesus’ offering rewards to encourage people to seek God’s
kingdom and righteousness and suffer for Jesus’ sake.
25. Name each of the eight beatitudes, showing how each contradicts
the popular views of Jesus’ day. How do they likewise refute
those of our day?
26. Name the eight great rewards that indicate the true happiness
of those bearing the named characteristics.

B.

THE MISSION OF THE MISE
AND GODLY MAN
TEXT: 5:13-16

13. Ye are the salt of the earth: but if the salt have lost its savor,
wherewith shall it be salted? it is thenceforth good for nothing,
but to be cast out and trodden under foot of men.
14. Ye are the light of the world. A city set on a hill cannot be hid.
15. Neither do mem light a lamp, and put it under the bushel, but
on the stand; and it shineth unto all that are in the house.

16. Even so let your light shine before men; that they may see your
good works, and glorify your Father who is in heaven.

THOUGHT QUESTIONS
a. How is it possible for us to do our good works “before men, that
they may see them,” and, at the same time, do it in such a way as
not to lose our reward from our Father? (See Mt. 6:l-18)
b. What would be the condition of the world without the influence of
Christians and the Church? One would not be committing the
fallacy of formulating a hypothesis contrary to fact, if he: ( 1 )
examines those societies where Christ’s will is unknown or ignored;
(2) bases his answer upon the condition of the world before Jesus
came; or, ( 3 ) upon God’s infallible judgment which in itself is
based upon perfect knowledge of man’s actions and motives. (Ro.
1, 2; Eph. 2:1-3, 11, 12; 4:17-13; 5:3-12)
c. What do you think would be the impact upon Jesus’ Jewish audience
made by the words “earth and “world” in the phrases: “Ye are
the salt of the earth . . . the light of the world’?
d. Who really gets the credit for the things we do?
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PARAPHRASE
“You are the world’s salt: you stand in the same relation to the
world as does salt to meat which is decomposing, But if salt becomes
insipid or tastejess, how is its saltiness to be restored or the meat
to be preserved? That is, if you lose your power to preserve from
moral corruption, how could you restore that lost power? And how
would the world, in that case, be preserved from corruption, decay
and death? Just as insipid salt is thus useless and deserves to be
thrown out on the streets to be trampled by men, likewise, you tm
would be morally good for nothing to God, and would deserve all
the contempt that men could heap upon you,
“You are the world’s light. It i s impossible t o hide a city built
on a hilltop. When a lamp is lit, it is not put under a peck-measure,
but on a lampstand, where it gives light to everyone in the house.
And you, like the lamp, must shed light among your fellows in such
a way that when they see the good you do, they may praise your
heavenly Father.”

NOTES
Jesus has indicated the character and blessings which fall to the
wise and godly man in God’s kingdom, He proposes to make of
His disciples something as great as the prophets. (See v. 12) Now
He describes another facet of their ideal character and something
of their work as well as the influence they are to have upon the
world.

5:13 Ye are the salt of the earth. Jesus maintains as
undeniable fact that His disciples are this salt. Whether or not they
will serve effectively in that capacity, as good salt preserves meat
from spoiling, will depend upon the flavor of their discipleship;
however, there is no escaping the fact that they, because of their
relationship to Jesus, are already this salt. Ye: this is spoken to a
group of peasants, unlettered fishermen, small town folk, without
reputation or standing, members of a small, haughty, exclusive, hated
race. For the moment, Jesus looks at His disciples not as they
were then, but a t what ideally they could become and do to their
society, He was trying to get them to see in themselves the ability
to transform the moral tone of their age! By calling them the
“salt of the earth,” He set before them the most positive, far-reaching
program imaginable: preservation of the world from destruction! Of
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the eNtb is another hint of the universality of Jesus’ gospel, because
it looks beyond the confines of one small people to all the nations
under God‘s loving care.
Y e ctre the s d t is an unexplained metaphor. It must bk asked,
therefore, what those points of nature or function might be which
are common both to the disciple and to salt. W e see that:
1. Salt preserves from decay. This is a tacit but implicit judgment regarding “the eNth:” the actual condition of society is rottenness and corruption, a judgment verified elsewhere. (Ro. 1:18-21;
Gal. 5:19-21; Eph. 4:17-19, 22) But salt does not preserve by acting
upon itself: it preserves that which needs its influence by being
brought into contact with every inch of that which will corrupt withour it. Jesus’ disciple is of little value to the community as long
as his influence remains boxed up in a church building or monastery.
The contact of the spiritual salt must be scattered so as to affect
every part of the decomposing neighborhood. The monastic tendencies of those Christians, who have no Christ-like influence outside
the four walls of the local meeting place of the Church, drastically
fails Jesus at this point. (Note Jesus’ example and reasoning: Mt.
9:lO-13; Lk. 15; 191-10.)
2. Salt prodgces its effect secretly bat surely luithoat furious
fmfNes d earth-.rh;cdkitPg commotiolz. Jesus wants a man whose
personal purity CONTROLSthe moral tone of any group in which he
happens to be, or by whose presence in a given situation he defeats
the corruption of the morals of others. This corruption shows itself
in the lowering of the standards of honesty, diligence in work, conscientiousness just as much as in the corruption of the ethics of physical
chastity. Every saint of God must be a walking conscience whose
conduct, character and conversation bring God’s law right into the
evil society, whose seriousness of purpose points solemnly to the
reality of the judgment. Basically, Jesus’ people must be anchorlike conservatives who hold the line against the corrupting bacterias
of every purportedly “new theology” and “new morality.” Not only
is Christians’ gospel vigorously opposed to that which contradicts
God‘s revealed theology and morality, but also their very presence
in the world tends to make intellectual cowards of the innovators
until these latter can gain the upper hand, since men have tended
to acknowledge the Christian morality as right even if unwilling to
live it. But Jesus has other plans for winning the battle through
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energetic evangelism and conservation of the gains. (Mt, 28: 18-20;
Col, 1:27-29)
3. SaJt retdins kt vahe only if it &s
its distiective character,
“If the salt lose its savor, wherewith shall it be salted?“ This is an
ominous warning of the doom of the degenerate disciple, for Jesus
speaks of one who has truly possessed this inner reality of regenerate
power but has lost it, A problem arises regarding the second part of
Jesus’ rhetorical question: wherewith shall WHAT be salted? the emrth?
or the salt itself?
a. “If the salt lose its savor, wherewith shall the emrth be salted?”
God wishes to use you to save this world from its headlong
plunge into moral rottenness and destruction, but if your moral
stamina be exhausted, with what other means could He save
it? (Cf. Eph. 3:9, 10) This interpretation suggests the impossibility for a corrupt Church to have any significant effect
to stop the world’s forward rush into final moral dissoluteness.
No other gospel can substitute God’s plan of redemption in
Christ; likewise, no social uplift organization can fill the gap
left by a degenerate Church.

b. “If the salt lose its savor, wherewith shall its sultirzess be
restored?” Modern, purified salt does not lose its quality;
hence, some would suggest that Jesus is saying that, just as
it is absurd that salt should lose its flavor and therefore it
would be impossible to restore its saltiness, so, you, my disciples, cannot lose your preserving power. But Jesus was
describing salt that His hearers knew only tcm well. W h o
among them had not at one time or another bought some of
that salt native to Palestine? It came chiefly from the
crystals gathered from the residue of evaporated water taken
from the Dead Sea, It is said that this salt changes its
flavor because of the presence of salts other than sodium
chloride, actually losing its saltiness and worth through exposure to the sun and rain. At that point it might look like
salt, but it fails to do what good salt does. This fact suggests
the not unlikely interpretation of Jesus’ question: “Once lost,
salt’s distinctive character and usefulness cannot be restored,”
A degenerate disciple, or any group of them, is of no use to
God and cannot be restored to their former character unless
they repent and turn to Him who constituted them salt in
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the first place. This exception is an important difference
between the literal and spiritual salt, since the former cannot
repent. Jesus is not teaching the impossibility of repentance
on the& euvt, but the impossibility of aNother‘s renewing them
to their original state. (See Heb. 6:4-6 with which compare
I Cor. 5:l-8;I1 Cor. 25-11)

As a practical result, this latter interpretation contains the former,
since any disciple or congregation, having irremediably lost their power
to save the world through faithlessness or refusal to repent, cannot
be substituted with something which is not salt, and the world
remains lost. The lesson is clear: God‘s plan to use good salt to
preserve the earth in righteousness has been thwarted by every case
of savorless salt. And what is it yet good for? Nothing biut to be
cast out and trodden under foot of men! Here is the tragedy
of uselessness: the catastrophe hides in the fact that the degenerate
disciple does not even sense his failure before men and his uselessness to God. (Cf. Samson, Jdg. 16:20) Luke reports (14:34, 35)
this same figure of speech used by Jesus here, but adds this interesting detail: “It is fit neither for the land nor for the dunghill;
men throw it away.” Many things which have become corrupt or
decomposed are useful for making fertilizer to throw on the land.
But savorless salt is not even of this much use in that it destroys
fertility wherever it be thrown. The only place left for it is the roadway where fertility is no problem. Not only useless but also contemptible are those Christians who continue to maintain the forms of
godliness but have long ago lost their power. Such a Church deserves
to be down-trodden by the heel of men who have not been fooled
by her hypocrisy and she will finally be cast out in shame by the
very God whose name she claimed to uphold. (Mt. 13:41, 42; Lk.
13:6-9; Kev. 3:lb, 8, 15) The fraudulent, faithless Church or individual member who refuses or neglects his duty to labor to preserve
the morality of the community or else is too coward‘y or hesitant
to meet the great moral issues of the day, not only is contemptible
in the eyes of the world, but also undermines future efforts of genuine
Christians! Not only is this a failure which is bad enough in itself,
but it is a failure which embarrasses the valiant efforts of others.
In view of this fatal moral breakdown which concludes so
tragically both in the thwarting of God’s determination to use THAT
Church or THAT Christian to influence the world, and in the loss of
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that Church or member as well as the world they were supposed to
save, let us briefly notice some of the warning signals of salt losing

kt s#oY:
1. When there is a loss of distinction between the Christian
and the world he is supposed to save, then real, serious
deterioration has begun to set in. This is the chameleon
character which is more and more controlled by the environment rather than that clear, courageous ethical sense that
sets the pace in terms pleasing sometimes only to God, (Ro.
12:2; I Cor. 15:33) That self-dedicated separation unto God,
which is holiness of the highest quality, begins to fade out
as more and more evidences of agreement with the world
crop up here and there.
2. When we find a Church or Christian that maintains the forms
of religion but basically possesses no vital force of internal
godliness, then we have encountered savorless salt. These
are people who look like Christians, but d o not do what
Christians are supposed to do. (11 Tim. 3:5; Tit. 1:lG)

3. Because the purpose of salt is to preserve from corruption
every inch of that with which it is brought into contact, a
growing indifference towacd Christ’s first love, the saving
of mankind by the preaching of the gospel, is indication of
deterioration. (Mt. 9: 13; 20:28; 28: 18-20; Lk. 19: 10; Jn.
12:47; Rev. 2:4, 5 )
Other commentaries also mention the seasoning power of salt which
renders food more palatable, but the figure breaks down with the
question: “palatable to whom?” To God? If so, how did He make
out with so little salt before Jesus scattered the sons of the kingdom
throughout the earth? To mankind in general? But mankind is not
the eater but the meat! To the Christian? But he is the salt. Jesus’
meaning probably revolves around the idea of preservation only.

5:14 Ye are the light of the world. Christ Jesus Himself
is the only true Light of this world. (Jn. 8:12; 9:5; 12:35, 46; Mt.
4:16) His disciples, according to Jesus’ metaphor here, do not
merely reflect His light, but burn as lamps lit from His fire. (Jn,
12:36; Phil, 2:14-16; I Th. 5:4-8; cf. Ro. 2:19) However, we differ
from the literal clay lamps filled with oil (5:15) in that we are able
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to grow more into His likeness and reflect His glory (I1 Cor. 3:174:6). What do Christians and light have in common?

1. Light makes s i g h pmsibh in the dmkness.
used in the N T to mean:

Darkness is often

a. Ignorance which is the lack of opportunity to learn, or

the failure to see connections between possessed knowledge
and its practical expression: Mt. 4:16; Lk. 1:79; Jn. 9:39;
I Jn. 2:11.
b. Moral perversity which refuses to admit truth which condemns it: Jn. 3:19, 20; 9:41; 12:37-43; Mt. 6:23; I Jn.
2:8-11.

c. The state resulting from ignorance and unwillingness to
learn the truth: Lk. 22:53; Jn. 1:5; Ac. 26:18; Ro. 13:12;
I1 Cor. 6:14; Col. 1:13; I Pet. 83; I Jn. 1:5, 6.
Some of these passages fuse the concepts, as does Eph. 417-19 and
I1 Th.2:9-12. Some people are in the dark because they are ignorant
(Ro. 10:14-17), more because they willfully ignore the light (Ro.
10:1-3), but all are in the dark without Jesus. Therefore, the bght
that is intended to illuminate this darkness is primarily the revelation
of God Himself seen in the face of Jesus; secondarily, the disciples
of Jesus who are being changed into His glorious likeness from one
degree of brilliance to another, becoming thus His kind of light and
capable of illuminating as did He. (I1 Cor. 3 : 1 8 4 : 6 ; Ro. 12:2; I
Jn. 3:2, 3; I1 Pet. 1:3, 4) As long as He was in the world, Jesus
was the Light of the world (Jn. 9:5; cf. 1:414), but in His absence
H e has chosen to enlighten the lost by the testimony of His written
word carefully proclaimed by the word and consistent lives of His
f ollowers.
The Christian’s opportunity to be a teacher of the world lies in
his pointing men to Jesus. But to do this he will have to expose
men’s sins causing them to see their profound need of the Savior.
(Eph. 5:3-13) Notwithstanding the obvious necessity to expose man’s
true nature to him, he just does not enjoy the ghastly picture that the
Christian draws of him, The gospel calls evil and worthless almost
everything that the worldly man thinks valuable. The world-man can
react in one of three ways: he can humble himself and accept his
condemnation and be saved to walk in the light too, or he can ignore
the gospel claims if the Church is not too insistent and the exposure
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of his sins minimal, But if the blazing glory of God radiates from the
life of one man of God, disclosing the worldling‘s wickedness and
hypocrisy for all to see, he may smash back at the light, hating the
Christian and all that he stands for, doing all in his power to get
that light turned off, This may be the very reason why Jesus said
”Blessed are the persecuted for my sake” before H e said “You are
the world’s light.” Jesus is the Light of the world and our identification with Him may get us killed too.
2, Bzct ligbt c m t be& if @ob placed in a promhent positiolt,
A city set on a hill cannot be hid. This is just a truism based
upon the ancient concept of civil defense, The city and the hill have
no particular significance except as the one serves to make the other
visible. All Jesus means by this is that the Christian, by the attitudes
he shows, by his actions that give meaning to his confession and
by his faithful testimony to the gospel, will be a man who stands out
in a crowd, Jesus declares: “You just cannot hide the obvious!” 5:15
Neither do men light a lamp and put it under the bushel,
but on the stand; and it shineth unto all that are in t h e
house. (A popular expression with Jesus: Mk. 4:21; Lk. 8:16; 11:33)
The word “bushel” (nzodios) refers to a grain measure somewhat
equivalent to our peck measure. At any rate, it is not intended for
hiding lighted lamps! On a bill
. on. the s t u d : these phrases
bespeak the most advantageous position for performing this greatly
needed service. There is no secret discipleship here! To many who
would retain much of their life for their own use, this glaringly
public confession of Jesus Christ would certainly be regarded as one
of the distinct disadvantages of His service. But Jesus will have
nothing of covert discipleship. He knows that we are tempted to
pretend not to be salt, so as not to irritate the rotting, selfish flesh
around us, for such annoyance will mean persecution for us. It is a
temptation to scurry about searching for anything that will hide our light,
or to wish that our city were not so clearly visible. Here Jesus gently
urges His hearers to count the cost of discipleship, for it will mean
being in the public eye either for good or for ill. Later He will
begin to put the pressure on. (Mt. 10:32, 33; Mk, 8:38; Lk. 14:2535)
But why must the disciple stand out so publicly even if it means
he will be an easy target for abuse? So that lost men may look up
and see a Christian standing firm against the storm of life’s uncertainties, take courage and rejoice that righteousness and true life
I
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are yet to be had. Why stand? Because some might repent and
be saved because of the unadulterated Christian witness of one godly
man who dared to stand. Why stand? Because in the message of
Christ Christians have wisdom that is indispensable for solving humanity’s greatest questions.

5:16 Even so let your light shine before men. Paul
observes that anything we do is conspicuous to someone whether
we wish it so or not. (I Tim. 5:24, 25) Therefore this is not a
question of parading our virtues for men’s admiring notice nor a
conscious effort to display one’s self. If the lampstand and the lamp
had personality, their every effort and final purpose would not be to
present themselves as the best of their kind, but humbly to give the
light every advantage to shine brilliantly. But the museum of human
history is quite cluttered with the wrecked lives of men and institutions who could not resist the temptation of self-glory. What motives
will save the Lord‘s devotees from the same peril?:

The realization that the world, to which we are the light of
God, is LOST and grovelling in its darkness. Out of this
grasp of the situation will arise so sincere a concern for
men’s souls that it will permeate our prayers, conduct and
conversation and will give us that courageous humiIity that
makes us truly helpful to men without seeking our own glory.
Further, if we see the world through Jesus’ eyes as it really
is: dishonest, corrupt, fickle and incapable of permanent satisfaction, then we will not seek its praise. Rather, we will
tend to see through its hollow applause.

2. The true motive of our actions must be that men may see
your good works and glorify your Father who is in
heaven. This means simply that the goal of our deeds
must be to get them to glorify God because of what they
see us do. We will need no bell-ringing or trumpet-blowing
to call attention to our religion. Just the sheer novelty of
a man practicing exactly what he preaches immediately focuses
the world‘s gaze upon him. People usually begin an immediate and critical inspection of his life to see if he really
is all that he would have them become. The world is quick
to sense hypocrisy and selfishness in those who profess
devotion to the Master. (Study Jn. 3:21; I Tim. 4:12-16;
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6:l; Tit, 2:1, 5b, 7, 8, 10, 14; 3:8, 14) And what if they
see the opposite of what is pretended? (Ro. 2:17-24) Peter
expresses this exhortation so well:
As each has received a gift, employ it for one another, as
good stewards of God‘s varied grace: whoever speaks,
as one who utters oracles of God; whoever renders service,
as one who renders it by the strength which God supplies;
in order that in everything God may be glorified through
Jesus Christ. To him belong glory and dominion for
ever and ever, Amen, (I Pet. 4:10, 11)

3. Study Jesus’ method as He let His light shine before men,
because when H e did His good deeds, God got the glory.
(Mt. 9:s; 15:31; Mk. 2:12; Lk. 5:25, 26; 7:16; 13:lS; 17:1518; 23:47) The apostles caught this same spirit (Ac. 4:21;
11:18; 21:20; Gal. 1:24), for what they did caused men to
return spontaneous praise and thanks to God.
Men might never during their earth-life give God the glory for
His power to make such men as these Christians, but the final day
of vindication will reveal all and God will be glorified, (I Pet. 2:11,
12; I1 Th, 1:10-12) Sometimes one’s good conduct serves to silence
the slander of those who would discredit the Church and her message.
(Cf. Tit. 2:7, 8) But this must never turn us aside from the one
goal of Jesus, the one important task of man, the ultimate joy of the
Church and the consummation of the ages: seeking to turn everything
to the glory of God om F&heer. (Jn. 15:8; I Cor. 10:31; I1 Cor. 9:13;
Phil. 1:9-11; I Pet. 2:9)

FACT QUESTIONS
1. List the three metaphors Jesus used to express the mission or
work of the truly wise and godly man.
2. Show how each metaphor expresses some phase of the Christian’s
character or work.
3. Is it possible that salt should lose its savor? How does a knowledge of Palestinean life help answer this question?
4. What is implied about the nature of “the earth” that makes salt
so necessary to its preservation?
5. What is stated and meant about the Christian who has “lost
savor”?
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6. How may this same meaning be applied to the church in the
same condition in a given geographical area?
7. What is the meaning of “the bushel”?
8. What is the connection between a “city set on a hill” and “a
lamp put an the stand”?
9. What is implied about the nature of “the world” that makes light
so necessary to its illumination?
10. State Jesus’ meaning given in these three metaphors without
mentioning either sdt, light or city.

C . THE RELATION OF THE MISE AND
GODLY MAN TO THE LAW
(Mt. 5 17-48)
1. HIS ATTITUDE TOWARD THE STANDARD,

TEXT: 5:17-20
17. Think not that I came to destroy the law or the prophets: I came
not to destroy, but to fulfill.
18. For verily I say unto you, Till heaven and earth pass away, one
jot or one tittle shall in no wise pass away from the law, till
all things be accomplished.
19. Whosoever therefore shall break one of these least commandments, and shall teach men so, shall be called least in the kingdom of heaven: but whosoever shall do and teach them, he shall
be called great in the kingdom of heaven.
20. For I say unto you, that except your righteousness shall exceed
the vighteomrfiess of the scribes and Pharisees, ye shall in no wise
enter into the kingdom of heaven.

THOUGHT QUESTIONS
a. Describe the righteousness which exceeds that of the scribes and

Pharisees and which secures one a place in the kingdom.
b. Quote several NT Scriptures which state plainly our relation to
the Law.
c. Discuss the relationship between true righteousness in fellowship
with God and the keeping of laws. Could God produce righteousness in man by law? What makes you think so? Can true right-
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eousness even be described in a code of regulations for conduct?
How is conduct controlled in a Christian without his being regulated
by law?
d. What did the law accomplish? What wiU the Sermon on the Mount
accomplish if it too is used as a law or code of conduct without
the supernaturally-revealed redemption that is available in Jesus’
death and resurrection?
e, Is the law of any use for Christians today? If so, what use is
to be made of it? If the lofty ideals of this Sermon serve to
produce the same effect as the law, why did Jesus preach it? Is
He laying just another burdensome law upon His disciples that
demands absolute perfection? If not, what is the difference?
f. By His reference to “one jot or one tittle shall in no wise pass
away from the law till all things be accomplished,” was Jesus
thereby guaranteeing the accuracy of the Old Testament text? Is
this a positive declaration that OT is verbally inspired down to
the smallest part of the very letters which comprise it?
g. Why was it so important that Jesus deny His intent to annul the
law and prophets?
h. What do you think is the basis for the distinction Jesus makes
between those “who shall be called least” and those “who shall be
called great in the kingdom of heaven”?
i. In v. 19, Jesus speaks of those who break commandments and teach
others so, and of those who shall do and teach them, as being
considered in some way “in the kingdom of heaven.” Now, to
what does Jesus refer by that phrase: “in the kingdom”? Does
He mean a time or a place or a dispensation or what?
j. Why should we get all stirred up about seeing to it that our
piety surpass that of the scribes and Pharisees? What if it does
not?
k. Who would call them “great” or “least” in the kingdom? (v. 19)

PARAPHRASE
“Do not suppose that I have come to abolish the Law and the
prophets, for my intention is not to destroy the effect of their witness
but to fulfill them to the fullest extent. For truly I say to you that
heaven and earth would sooner disappear than that the smallest letter
or even a part of a letter pass from the Law until all that must be
fulfilled have been fulfilled. The man who breaks or even relaxes
the force of one of the minor commandments and teaches others to
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do so, shall be least esteemed in the kingdom of God, whereas he who
practices and teaches them shall be considered great in God‘s kingdom.
For I tell you that unless your religion is a far better thing than
that of your theologians and the Pharisees, you will never even make
it into God‘s kingdom!”

NOTES
I. THE OBLIGATION TO THE OLD
5:17 Think not that I came
Why was it necessary
for Jesus to open this section of His message with this denial? Were
some inclined to suppose that Jesus was coming to destroy the Law
and prophets?
1. Yes, some viewed the law as an intolerable burden either
because of a lack of the spirit of loving obedience to the Father’s
will (Cf. Isa. 28:13; Amos 8:5), or because of personal painful awareness of sin they might have been caused to hope for greater leniency
upon sin in the messianic kingdom. To these Jesus needed to uphold
God’s unvarying standard that condemns all sin, humbling the former
to unqualified repentance while pointing the latter to a righteousness
based upon something other than harsh, legal justice.
2. Yes, the jealous religious leaders, their confidence shaken by
Jesus’ unconventional but obviously true religion and widespread
popularity, probably suspected His previous preaching of possessing
revolutionary implications which could destroy the existing order
and all their carefully-worded interpretations of the Law and prophets,
They had so thoroughly confused their traditional interpretations with
God’s original revelation, that to attack the one was to put the other
in doubt. They mutter fearfully, “He’s taking the Law into His own
hands-and
the prophets too!” To this He is answering, “Do not
worry about me or what I might do to the Law of God or to His
prophets!”
3. In the beatitudes Jesus had contradicted practically every
dearly-held tenet of the scribes and Pharisees. In this present section
H e will make some sweeping criticisms of the OT Law. Because the
popular confusion of the voice of the Pharisees with the voice of God,
in the minds of His hearers, Jesus would appear to destroy that for
which the Pharisees officially stood: the Law and prophets themselves.
This denial, therefore, is a most-needed premise to His revolutionary
preaching which follows.

...
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I came not to destroy (k&u4n)
i.e, "to do away with,
abolish, annul, make invalid, repeal, ruin, bring to an end, defeat,"
(Amdt-Gingrich, 415) As some of these meanings may appear to be
mutually contradictory when applied to the Law, we must determine
what Jesus regards as the antithesis or opposite of what Me means
by "destroy," In Jesus' mind, the antithesis of "destroy" is "fulfill."
Thus, He did not come "to ruin, to bring to an end by defeating
the purpose of" the Law or prophets, but rather to fulfill them,
Should a pretender to the Messiahship intend to nullify the
predictive types in the Law or the predictions of the prophets, how
could he ever appeal to their words, as correctly representing God's
message relevant to that generation, to justify his claims to be the
true Messiah? Again, if Jesus had categorically rejected the Law
and repealed it before fulfilling its standard, how could He claim
to save men from its guilt and from their responsibility to justify
themselves through perfect fulfillment of its standard? God gave
the Law and the prophets to indicate the true gature of sin. (Ro.
3:20; 7:13) This is why the Law must remain in force: it has been
established as the standard against which those will be judged who will
not accept God's leniency through faith in Christ Jesus (Ro. 3:31;
Jas. 2:9-11), However, to those who surrender their struggle to be
"good enough" by whatever code, to them who are willing to believe
Jesus, ONLY TO THEM He becomes the end of the Law (Ro. 10;3, 4).
The unrelenting, unforgiving Law will stand up at the judgment to
condemn all who do not believe Him. (Ro. 2: 1 2 ) . (See below on
5 : 18.)
I came to fulfill (the law atid the prophets). "I am the exact
meaning of all that God intended to say in the Old Testament!" is
Jesus' bold, thrilling claim. Whoever reads the OT without seeing
the mighty figure of Christ Jesus, just has not understood what he
reads. (Cf. Ac. 8:30-35) Just how did Jesus fulfill the Jewish
Scriptures?:
1. Jesus fdfdkd the Ldw's pw$ose t o demonmvte the stdndard
of righteousness by showing Himself to be the perfect Man
and all that God had in mind when H e originally gave the
Law, (Mt. 3:15; Heb. 4:15; 7:26-28; I Pet. 2:22; I1 Cor.
5:21; Jn. 8:46)
2. Jesus fulfilled the Law's pwpose t o d e c h e the exceeding
sinfdness of sin (Ro. 7:13) by living as a Man above sin,
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thus condemning all sin that men commit (Ro. 8:3), thus
dissolving all the rationalizations they offer to justify their
sinning.
3. Jesus fulfilled the Law’s righteozls smtmce by receiving in
his own body the execution of the death penalty (I Pet.
2:24; Gal. 3:13).

4. Jesus fulfilled the Law’s pdttemzs d pedictiolzs of the new
covenant. He used the Law by pointing to the purpose behind
its true history, to its types and prophecies as having exact
fulfillment either in Himself or in His messianic rule. (Cf.
Lk. 4:21; 2425-27, 44-47; I1 Pet. 1:19) Some of its predictions find fulfillment in the Church; others in all that
Christ will yet do until the consummation of God’s plans a t
the end of time. (Ac. 3:20, 21)

5. His standard of righteousness requires of His disciples all
that was really essential in the Mosaic code (Mt. 22:34-40).
Thus, the spirit and szlbstmce of the Law and prophets will
be in effect: love for God and man. This is the real meaning
of all of Gods will given at any time.
The preceding five points picture Jesus’ attitude toward the 0“ Law
as one of complete support and dedication to its true intent. It is
also true that . . . :

6. He considered the Old Testament’s message as binding in its
true, original form upon those to whom it had been given.
(Jn. 10:35; Mt. 5:18-20; 8:4; 19:16-20; 22:35-40). To
Jesus, faithfulness to God’s Word is NOT secondary. God
does care about what men do with the revelations He gives
them of His will.

7. He constantly corrected the Pharisaic concepts and corruptions
of the Law and misunderstandings of the prophets, which
nullified the force of God’s will (Mt. 5:20; 12:l-14; 15:l-20;
23:l-36). To the strict orthodox Jew of the time, service to
God was a matter of keeping thousands of man-made rules
and regulations handed down from the ancients. These
traditions were confused with Gods Law which they were
intended to clarify, and, more often than not, they contradicted
its true intent.
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8, Consequently, He viewed as of no consequence the human
regulations added by tradition, He cared nothing about the
ritual handwasliings (Mt. 15:2; Mk. 7:l-5) or the traditional
definitions of what constituted “work” on the sabbath (Mt.
12:1, 2, 9, 10).
Therefore, Jesus fulfilled the Law and prophets to the full extent that
God had intended,
As stated above, Jesus COULD NOT break by defeating the true
intention of the OT without also undermining His own position and
mission. To render vital and valid Jesus’ salvation from sin, the Law
must continue in force to describe and condemn sin. But this cannot
mean that Jesus, not having “destroyed” the Law, could not therefore
“abrogate, repeal, annul, abolish or render it invalid” after H e had
fulfilled it.
(See in 5: 18) Neither does “fulfilling the Law” mean
“to perpetuate” its force upon those saved by grace and faith. Though
h t u h e h , as indicated above, may mean both “repeal” and “break the
force of,” yet Jesus did the former and could never do the latter.
By His intention to fulfill the Law and prophets, He admitted its
God-given authority in full, By His design to set it aside, having
completely fulfilled its requirements, He is not failing to acknowledge
its importance and authority for those to whom it was given. Rather,
He is upholding the Law as a principle of judgment, valid for those
who are not willing to be clothed in His righteousness. Nevertheless,
His fulfilling the Law was His preparation to abrogate it altogether
for those who accept Him.
Jesus did NOT mean that EVERY law of God is binding upon Christians and that the whole of it should be obeyed without regard to
important differences in the persons involved. All of God’s commands
are not addressed to all the race. While it is true that all of God’s
revealed will, directed to a specific group such as the Jews, the Christians, or the world at large, must be faithfully obeyed by that group,
yet it cannot and must not be considered obligatory for those to whom
it was not given by God.
Nor by His claiming to “fulfill” the law, does Jesus mean “to
give the true meaning of it,” or complete what was lacking in the
deep, spiritual content or merely reveal all that is implicit in Moses’
system. Some hold that Jesus raised the Mosaic standard to spiritual
perfection, leaving thus intact Moses’ morality with Jesus’ more rigid
requirements added besides, This could not be His meaning, as the
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prophets clearly understood the Law to require heartfelt righteousness
that motivated men to love and good works because of their faith in
God.
See, for examples, Isa. 1:11-20;33:14-16;51:l-9;52:ll; 5 5 ; 57:1,
2; 58; 59; 64; 661-5;Jer. 7:1-7;179, 10; Hos. 6 6 ; 10:12; Joel
2:12-14;Amos 5:10-15,21-24;Micah 6:8; Hab. 2:4; Zech. 7:9-12.
Moses’ Law was already directed to men’s hearts! (Dt. 4:8,29; 5:29;
6:5,6; 8:2, 5 ; 1O:12, 16; 11:13-18,32; 26:16; 28:47; 30:2, 6, 10-14;
32:46;Psa. 37:31; 40:6-8;119:11, 172; 19:7-14) Jesus came not to
give His disciples another law, the same in kind as the Mosaic system,
but to give them a new nature which could help them to rise to moral
heights unapproachable under law.

11. THE OMINOUS OVERTURE TO THE OVERTHROW
OF THE OBSOLETE
5:18 The Law does not here refer only to the Torah, Le.
merely the legal requirements, but also the prophets who are its
God-sent interpreters. Jesus means the Law in its broader sense of
every part of the OT,prophecy and command.
To paraphrase Jesus another way: “The Law and prophets mean
more to me than all the destiny of the universe! Every little item
in them will be carried out.”
According to Jesus, there are two points that must be reached
before even the smallest part of the total Law could be forgotten:
1. Till heaven and earth pass away,
intend this?

How does Jesus

a. Literally? “Until the end of time”? This interpretation
seems to overlap the second point to be reached. (See 2
below. )
b. Proverbially? “It would be easier for the universe to
crumble than for God‘s Law and prophets to fail of their
intended purpose and fulfillment.” Compare Luke’s wording, 16:17. According to Jesus, “The Scripture cannot be
broken” (Jn. 10:35); i.e. it applied to those under its
authority and could not be abrogated or annulled by them
or by anyone without God’s express mandate.
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2, Till all things be accomplished, i,e, until God’s purpose
for giving them had been fulfilled, Since God’s purpose is
fulfilled in Jesus and His Church, some of the details my
yet be in the process of completion clear down to the end
of time. Certainly, God’s judgment against sinners who reject
Jesus will be upheld by God’s unchanging Law, for the vindication of God‘s righteousness at the last day.
But with reference to believers, all things have already
been (actually or potentially) accomplished by Jesus, for H e
set in motion, either in His life, message, suffering, glorification, Church or His glorious reign, all those principles which
would accomplish all of God’s OT predictions and standards.
No wonder Paul shouts to the Greco-Jewish world, “God is
the source of life in Christ Jesus, whom H e has made to
be our wisdom, our righteousness, our sanctification and redemption!” (I Co. 1:30) Look at all Jesus did!
(Ro.
3:21-26;5:1-11; 7:4; 9:1-11, 32; 10:4; I Cor. 15:24-47; I1
Cor. 5:18-21;Gal. 3:13; 44, 5; Eph. 1:3-14;3:8-12; Col.
1:12-23;2:3, 10)
During His ministry, Jesus hinted at the complete abrogation of the
Law (See MI. 7:19 in contrast with Lev. 11; Jn. 4:21 contrasted with
Dt. 12:l-44). But after H e had cdcco+mplishd ca2l thhgs that were
written in the Law and prophets that required fulfillment (Lk. 24:2527, 44-48;Ac. 3:18, 22-26;13:17-40;26:22), Jesus, whose very Spirit
inspired their writings ( I Pet, l : l O , 11; 3:18-20),could do with them
as He chose. What He actually did is revealed in long treatises on
this subject: Romans, Galatians, Hebrews, with much clear teaching
in I1 Corinthians 3; Colossians 2 and Ephesians 2.
Feel the impact of these specific, revealing texts: Ac. 13:38, 39;
15:10, 28; Ro. 3:19-23;6:7, 14; 7:4, 6; 8:l-4;10:3,4; I1 Cor.
3:l-14;Gal. 2:16-21;3:10, 11, 21, 24, 25; 5:1-4,18; 6:15; Eph.
2:14, 15; Col, 2:14-16; Heb. 7:12, 18, 19; 8:l-12;9:15-17;

10:1-4,9.
Having fulfilled the Law perfectly, Jesus abolished it. The man who
is justified by faith in Jesus has no relationship to the Law and must
never try to justify himself before God by ANY law!
But why bring up the question of a Christian’s relationship to
the Law in a discussion of Jesus’ relation to it? Simply because of
the great and lasting harm that has been wrought in the Church
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because of the misconceptions that so many have about what Jesus
actually did to the principle of law. Textually deprived of the Mosaic
Law by such passages as those cited a b v e , men have sought to write
thousands of other laws whereby they might be able to justify themselves and judge others. Some have even viewed the NT Scriptures
as another law, somehow higher arid better than that of Moses, but
nevertheless, law. But by saying, “I came not to destroy the Law,
but to fulfill,’’ does Jesus mean to uphold forever a system which His
own apostles will later declare invalid and incapable of ever making
man right before God?
Not one jot or tittle shall pass away from the law:
the Law shall most certainly stand (Greek double negative: OB m&
parelthe“). This is the obvious meaning of Jesus’ allusions to the
smallest Hebrew letter, the “jodh,” and to the little stroke of the pen
that would differentiate one Hebrew letter from another of similar
appearance. In our alphabet the “tittle” would make the difference
between, for example, “c” and “e” or between “ G and “C”. Jesus
means, simply, “the most minimal part of the Law,” and not the verbal
inspiration of the smallest part of the very letters that comprise the

OT.
One important reason for this conclusion is the absence of the
original autograph copies to whose letters this interpretation would
refer. The written form of the Law and prophets which would
have existed in Jesus’ time would have been either in Hebrew
copies made from the long-lost originals, or else in copies of
translations made from the copies of the originals. Today, it
is a gigantic task to compare available Hebrew manuscripts with
their early translations to arrive at the most nearly perfect reproduction of the original wording. But no editor could truly
say that his edition of the Hebrew Bible is verbally inspired down
to the smallest letters or parts of letters.
What does the Law accomplish that makes it so important to
Jesus?
1. In the work which it accomplished in preparation for Jesus’
coming:
a. The Law preserved law and order for a time until

God‘s

purposes for the Jewish people could reach fruition. It was
intended to provide an outward control of their conduct,
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even if it could not convert their lawless hearts, (Cf, I
Tim, 1:8-11; Gal. 3:19, 23-25; Jer. 24:7; 31:33; 34:40)

b, The Law and the prophets, whose works explained God’s
true intent in the Law, identify the Savjor and His system.
(Ac. 3:17-25; 8:35; 10:43; 13:16-41)
c. The Law furnished a vocabulary and a thought framework
for Jesus’ revelation of God and His salvation.
2, In the function it continues to carry out:
a, The Law condemns sin by showing the heinous nature of
rebellion against God and the dire need of salvation on
some other basis than law. (Ro. 5:20; 7:7-14; Gal.3:lO;
Jas. 2:lO)

b. The Law, by its inability to give life and righteousness,
demands a different arrangement of a new covenant. (Heb.
7:19; 8:7; 1O:l-4; Gal. 3:21) It shows for all ages the
incapacity of law, as a principle of giving right-standing
with God, to make men right.
c. The Law, not having been abrogated for those who reject
Jesus’ cross, provides the standard of condemnation. (Ro.
12:15; Gal. 5:3, 4; Jas. 2:8-13; Ac. 13:39)
111. OBEDIENCE IS OBVIOUSLY OBLIGATORY

5 : 19 Whosoever therefore shall break. Tberefwe announces
the first practical application of the principle that God’s Law and
prophets must have complete fulfillment, vv. 17, 18. Bredk (Izceilz)
has about the same breadth of meaning as katalivein, “destroy” of 5: 17
(Arndt-Gingrich, 485). However, Jesus refers not so much to that
open disobedience or unblushing defiance of God’s government as to
all the compromising and shrewd evasion of the force of God’s commands by those who profess to serve God, There are many ways to
“loose or untie” (Zzceiw) one from his obligation to the Law: through
ignorant or wrong interpretations, by deliberate manipulation of the
Law for selfish or ulterior motives, by cunningly devised rationalizations
and justifications adopted as a means of escaping the guilt of violation.
This subtle spirit of disobedience seeks to realize its desires just like
the openly sinful, but it always maintains a cloak of respectability
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and superficial piety, continually stretched to cover every act. This
is the same attitude toward God‘s will that keeps a person from rendering whole-hearted allegiance and service to God and satisfies him
with external piety that passes for purity.
One of these least commandments. Who said that some
commands are less important than others? The Pharisees? Jesus?
If so, what did they mean?

1. The Pharisees were experts at this sort of dodging moral
responsibility by demoting commands of supreme and essential
importance so that they might be ignored as trivial offences,
while giving top priority to clearly secondary issues. (See
Mt. 15:l-20; 23:16-23) In this case, Jesus may be admitting
their terminology while condemning their use of it. If SO,
H e is indicting them with encouraging people to presume
that little disobedience to God is unimportant, or that violation
of less important commands was only a trivial matter.
2. However, even if Jesus were not accomodating His language
to Pharisaic distinctions to make His point, yet it is quite
true that there are “weightier matters of the law” that dwarf
all the rest by comparison. (Mt. 23:23; cf. 913; 12:l-12)
While anything Gal commands is obligatory to those of whom
H e requires it, Jesus does not view every command as of the
same importance. For instance, the ceremonial laws of the
Mosaic code would be considered of certainly less importance
than love, justice, mercy and faith. (Cf. Mt. 9:13; 22:34-40)

3. Though the Christian must not view his relation to God as a
legal contract, yet for those in Jesus’ audience who so view
it, He reminds that the authority of the Law is defied just as
much by the violation of a “least commandment” as by a
“greater” one. (Jas. 2:8-11) By this fact all are damned
as sinners and must be saved by God’s grace! (Ro. 1-3)

He shall be called least in the kingdom of heaven.
The kingdom does not refer to that kingdom of glory where the
saints will see the Father’s face, but that kingdom a b u t which Jesus
has already taught much in Galilee (Mt. 4:17, 23) and would yet
explain more clearly (11:11-14; 13:l-52; 16:18, 19, 28) which found
its immediate and practical application in the Church. Jesus’ expression regards two viewpoints:
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1. The ereselzt co.nditiolt af His heurers ilt view of the f a t w e ,
Men who show little reverence for the present revelation of God, as
represented in the Law and prophets, would have the same disregard for
further revelation brought in the kingdom by the Messiah. (Cf. Wr.
1627.31; Jn. 5:38-47) "If you act this way now, before the kingdom
comes, your habits of disobedience will not easily be laid aside and
will carry over with you into that epoch when the kingdom becomes
a reality."
2 . The fictzlre attitudes iiz the kilzgdow comidered m dready
realized. After the Church becomes a reality, those members who
regard God-appointed commands as non-essentials and neglect them
and urge others to follow suit, will be the least esteemed in the kingdom. Though they had entered the kingdom by accepting Christ,
they might be slighting His authority on some questions. (Mt. 28:20;
Act. 20:20, 27)
Who will be making this judgment? They s h d be called least
by whom? Jesus here declares His own verdict: "In my kingdom I
will consider those who do this as nobodies, as teachers who do not
know what they are talking about." Christians, following their Lord's
sentence, must evaluate would-be leaders on the same basis. (Cf.I
Tim. 1:-37)
Why is this judgment necessary? Because those who hold that
some of God's commands can be ignored with impunity, are fundamentally eroding the conscience and underminding God's authority or
right to command. Any unconscientiousness in small matters opens
psychological doors t o indifference toward greater, (Cf. I Tim.
15, 6, 19)
Observe carefully the emphasis and order Jesus uses as He
describes insignificance or greatness in the kingdom: " ( 1) Whosoever
vitiates a small part of God's revelation and ( 2 ) teaches men so . . ,
( 1) Whosoever practices and ( 2 ) teaches . . ." The practice usually
and quite naturally precedes the teaching. Psychologically, it could not
be otherwise. No teacher is capable of convincing others of that of
which he himself is not the first example. (Cf. I Tim, 4:6, 7, 11-16)
Jesus will have much to say about the hypocrites who try to teach
while not having the character they expect from others. The truly
great, in Jesus' holy eyes, are those who do and teach. But greatness
in the kingdom is measured by conscientiousness, not punctiliousness,
in regard to its least commands. Jesus is not blessing that strict devotion to forms and ceremonies which He condemns in the Pharisees.
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Rather, He encourages that heart which eagerly does anything God
says and joyfully urges others to follow suit, to seek true greatness
by continuing to obey just as they are already doing. ( I Cor. 11:l;
Phil. 4 9 )
IV. THE ORDER TO OUTSTRIP THE OFFICIAL OR’INODOXY
5:20 “Unless you are better men than the orthodox theological
doctors demand, you will not make it into my kingdom! Sin and transgression do matter: righteousness in my kingdom is no secondary issue.
In fact, it is so important that entrance is prohibited to those who
are no closer to God than the most religious people you can think of!”
YW hghteozlsness is your view about what you think constitutes
true righteousness. This, in turn, affects your dedication to God and
modifies your character. One’s attitude toward G d s standards is
reflected in his character and conduct and incisively affects his okdience.
This would naturally come to the mind of the thoughtful. But another
series of steps must be taken before Jesus’ revelation of the true
nature of righteousness will be complete:

1. Men are just not goad enough, on the basis of legal justification, to merit entrance into the Kingdom. (Ro. 2:12; 3:9-23;
11:32; Gal. 2:16; 5:3, 4; 6:13)
2. Only Jesus fulfilled the Law’s demands, thereby providing God’s
gracious opportunity for men to be declared righteous on the
basis of faith in Him. (Mt. 5:17, 18; Ro. 3:24-26; 8:14;
Gal. 3:lO; Eph. 2:8, 9)
3. Man must surrender, therefore, his struggle to be gqod enough
to satisfy God’s Law, and he must accept Jesus’ righteousness
6:l-11; I Cor. 1:30; Phil. 3:4-16)
as his. (Ro. 4:5-5:l;
4. Imputed righteousness is valid only where the faith is real.
(Ro. 1:17; 11:20-23)

5. Faith is only. genuine where the conduct demonstrates its
vitality. (Jas. 1:22-25; 2: 14-26; Gal. 5:6)

6. Imputed righteousness is only of value to the man whose
whole being is transformed and made truly good by God‘s
Spirit working from within, rather than God‘s Law coercing
him from without. (Ro. 6:12-22; 7:6; 12:2; I Cor. 6:9-11;
I1 Cor. 3:17, 18; Gal. 4:19; 5:18; Phil. 1:27; Col. 1:27, 28)
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7. The man who depends upon his personal goodness, established
on the basis of so many good works and so much obedience
to law, is damned. (Ro, 3:19, 20, 31; 4:15; 7:7-24; 1O:l-4;
Gal. 3:lO; 5:4)
Therefore, imputed righteousness is the only righteousness which truly
excells that of the scribes and Pharisees, but it must be backed by a
righteous character which responds to God’s grace, These tremendous
concepts are uniquely Christian and probably would have never
crossed the mind of man had not Jesus and His apostles taught them.
But they are absolutely necessary, logical conclusions if one uses
as a point of departure “perfect fulfilment of the Law and the
prophets,” (5:17, 18) or the very perfection of Gcd Himself ( 5 : 4 8 ) .
The righteousness of the scribes and Pharisees. The
scribes were the acknowledged expounders of the Law because of
their particular familiarity with its contents as the “men of letters”
(grmvz&ew) of that day. Their life-work consisted in the study and
interpretation of the Law: they were the “lawyers” (Cf. Mt. 22:35 with
Mk. 12:28; Lk. 11:52, 53). They were the rabbis, the cream of
Jewish scholarship in that period. (Cf. Mt. 2:4; 7:29; 9:3; 12:38;
15:l; 1621; 17;lO; 21:15; 23:2ff; Mk. 12:35, 38ff) The Pharisees
were that Jewish party which professed scrupulous adherence to all
the legal requirements of the Law as interpreted by the scribes.
But why bring them into the argument? They made a valuable
point of reference, since, in the eyes of the people and especially
in their own sight, they were the very models of righteousness. As
such, they represented the strictest type of Judiaism. Not only that,
but they also picture for us the strictest legal interpreters of the
highest moral law known to man. They should therefore be the
purest among men; a t least, this was their own ideal. This declaration
of Jesus must have hit hard, since all were agreed: “If a Pharisee
or a scribe be not the first to enter the kingdom, who would?”
Here again, Jesus contradicts the popular concept, not only of
His day, but of every age: “Unless your religion excels that of the
best men on earth you know, the doors of the kingdom are closed
to you!”
But what was the so-called righteousness of the scmbes and PMseej? Surely Jesus does not accept their own estimate of themselves.
Their religiosity and real character may be learned from these suggestive passages: (Mt. 23; cf. 911, 34; 12:l-45; 15:l-20; 16:l-12, 21;
21: 33-45;Lk. 12:l; 15:2; 1614; 20:4547) From these we see their:
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1. Ostentatious piety and frequent hypocrisy.
2. Punctilious regard for ceremonial law.

3. Frequent, monstrous neglect of moral law.

4. Consequent harshness in judging others.
5. Contempt for the masses of the people; partisan zeal; pride.
(Cf. Jn. 7:48, 49)

6. Convenient evasions and distinctions used to satisfy their
conscience in matters of duty whereby they would have been
bound by the Law to obey.

7. Miserable failure in attaining the righteousness which God
expects in those who would enter His kingdom (Ro. 1O:l-3).
At least theoretically, it is possible to satisfy the demands
of law, so that man can say, “I have discharged my duty to
the Law,” but it is impossible to satisfy the claims of love
that go far beyond the requirements of any law.
In short, their “righteousness” was LEGAL. But that was its fault,
and that very attitude toward God’s standard produced the aberrations
listed above. The tragedy lies in their apparent sincerity in supposing that such conduct constitutes true piety. They were satisfied
with the superficial. Point for p i n t , our religion must be far superior
to this: it must emanate from a pure heart; render humble, useful
service; demonstrate loving, conscientious obedience in all things;
possess a fear of God and a consciousness of one’s own imperfections;
be merciful and moderate; and, really love men.
But if Jesus refers not to their actual and practical impiety
revealed in the above seven points, then He is taking them at their
ideal as exponents of any and all legal systems, and declares that
His disciples must possess a righteousness that surpasses the righteousness demanded by law. This “surpassing righteousness” obviously
must be imputed to the sinner on the basis of his faith in Jesus.
Ye shall in no wise enter the kingdom of heaven. In
the strongest language possible (Greek double negative emphatic: 011
md eisebhbe) Jesus denies entrance into the kingdom to those of the
same brand of religion as the Jewish leaders. But here a problem
arises: is He demanding moral and spiritual maturity before one may
become a citizen of His kingdom? May only the absolutely perfect
enter there? Two answers are possible:
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It would not have taken much for almost any sincere Jew
to be a far better man than the conventional rabbi, as
described above. In fact, Jesus found expressions of true
faith that ran deep (Mt, 8:10-12; 11:7-15, 25; 13:16, 51, 52;
15:21-28; 16:13-19; 1913-15), deeper understanding of the
nature of real righteousness (Mt. 12:28-34), and love stronger
than fear (Mk.15:43-45; Lk. 7:36-50; Jn, 19:25, 26). Thus,
any humble disciple of Jesus, whose mind was open to teaching and could be brought to repentance, already possessed
a far superior religion than his leaders. (Psa. 119:98-100)
According to this interpretation, Jesus is not requiring absolute
perfection but only a heart relatively more righteous or more
genuinely dedicated to God than the heart of the theologians.
2. Only the absolutely perfect may enter Jesus’ kingdom, This
would keep us all out, unless Jesus can remake us! But
that is exactIy what He intends to do through our new birth
and regeneration. It is no longer a question of taking the
infinitely long stairway to ultimate perfection, on which we
are always imperfect a t any point. Rather, we may take
the elevator of Christ‘s righteousness clear to the top and
be considered perfectly righteous from the very beginning of
our new life in Christ! (Ro. 8:4; I Cor. 1:30; I1 Cor. 5:21;
Phil, 3:lO)
Verses 21-48 are but illustrations how Jesus’ disciple may rise
infinitely higher than the piety of these petty scholars. But there
is by no means agreement among the commentaries regarding Jesus’
purpose for giving these illustrations.
JESUS PURPOSE
What does Jesus intend to accomplish in these following verses?
(Mt. 5:21-48)
A. TO CORRECT POPULAR FALSE INTERPREI’ATIONS OF THE LAW?
Not a few commentators do not hesitate to declare that Jesus
is distinguishing the false and inadequate though popular teachings
of the scribes regarding the meaning of the Law from its true
meaning. Thus, the positive declarations made by Jesus (5:21-48)
only reveal the true implications of each legal precept treated, This
view suggests that Jesus is expounding what God intended for the
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Israelites to understand when H e gave each precept and prohibition
to them a t the beginning. By logical extension, any wise and godly
Hebrew could have arrived at the same understanding of the Law
expressed by Jesus in this Sermon on the Mount. In fact, many of
the Proverbs attest such an understanding. In this case, what is Jesus
revealing that is really unique and new? Again, is it always necessary
or even possible to prove that Jesus is objecting to some erroneous
interpretation or mistaken application popular among the scribes?
(See Notes on 5:21, 27, 31, 33, 38, 43 which offer the opposite
conclusion.)
The view of the commentators assumes that Jesus
COULD NOT be drawing a contrast between His standard and the
Law of Moses without, first, contradicting His declared purpose not
to defeat the purpose of the Law and prophets (w. 17, 181, and,
second, appearing to contrast His teachings with the moral principles
of His Father or “correcting God.” In regard to the first objection,
see above on 5:17, 18; as to the second, see below under letter “B.”
Further, is Jesus the exponent of merely “legal righteousness” and not
rather of “fulfilling and surpassing righteousness”?
The basis for this opinion that Jesus corrects the scribal misinterpretations of the Law, as offered by many commentators, is the
introductory phrase He uses to open His examples: “Ye have heard
that it was said.” It is argued that since His usual manner of citing
the Law is “It is written,” therefore, what He cites in 5:21-48 could
not be the Law, but must be only what was said, i.e. the oral traditions of the elders and rabbis. But this opinion seems to be weak at
the following points:

1. This opinion, followed even by many who are usually capable
of distinguishing the covenants, seems to be motivated by
an over-weighing desire to retain “the moral law of God”
as a standard for justification. To demonstrate the existence
of “the moral law of God,” they cite certain precepts of the
Mosaic system upon which Jesus comments. Thus, they
suppose that Moses’ ethics, as interpreted by Jesus, to be
the epitome of real righteousness. But Jesus claims to be
presenting a concept of morality that far surpasses the highest
legal ideals.
2. The introductory phrase (“ye have heard that it was s a i d )
may just as easily refer, not to the late scribal authorities,
but to those ancient patriarchal mores which preceded the
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Mosaic legislation and were regulated or modified by it or
simply included in it. (Cf, Jn. 7:22):
a, Laws regarding murder and punishment were known to
the ancients (Cf, Gen, 4:14, 15 with Num. 35:19, Gen,
9:5, 6 ) .
b. God’s revelation against sexual sins such as adultery was
known (Gen. 12:10.19; 20:2-18; 26:7-11; 39:9).
c. The basic philosophy behind swearing and oaths was
already formed before the Law ( G e n 14:22, 23; 21:22-31;
24:2-9; 47:29-31; 50:24).
d. Retaliation arising from a sense of wounded family honor
was practiced (Gen. 34:1-31) or arising from a sense
of human value (Gen. 4: 14, 15 )

.

e. Love of one’s neighbor was shown in practical oriental
courtesy (Gen. 18:l-8; 19:l-3; 23:l-16) as well as concern
for others (Gen. 18:16-33).
3, Further, the suggestion that “It is written” is Jesus’ usual
formula for introducing a citation (18 times not counting
synoptic duplications) proves nothing about Jesus’ habits,
since these are learned from the evidence, which also contains
other modes equally clear. (Mt. 9:13; 12:3-8; 13:14 15:4
[ M k . 7:101, 7; 19:4, 5, 18, 19; 21:4, 16, 42) Certainly
Jesus said “It is written” many times, even in the synoptic
parallels of some of these passages cited, but what does this
prove about His meaning in those passages in which He
does not? Does it prove that these latter texts are not,
therefore, scripture? Or does it prove that He is not citing
Scripture when He said “Ye have heard that it was said to
them of old time”? No.
Even though Edersheim (Life, I, 538) and others affirm that
the expression “they of old” corresponds perfectly to the
rabbinic appeal to those that had preceded, the Zeqenim or
Risbomhv (the “elders” or “the ancients”), yet these same
Hebrew words may refer equally well to those which preceded
even Moses’ day, or else to thosi ‘who were his contemporaries
to whom he spoke. For example of Zeqzrettim, see Gen.
50:7; Ex. 3:16, 18; 429 etc. Josh. 2431; for Ri~honhv,see
Dt. 19:14; Lev. 2645.
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4. Then it is said that the illustrations (5:21-48) are indications
as to how Christian righteousness supercedes “the righteousness of the scribes and Pharisees.” (5:20) But the view
taken in this study is that such a position is inadequate if it
only correct the false or inadequate interpretations of the Law
and somehow leaue the Ldw ivtact. W e should rather take
the illustrations (5:21-48) as indications as to how Christian
righteousness goes beyond all legal ideals of which the Mosaic
code is the chief example. If Jesus’ ideal goes beyond that
of Moses, it certainly supercedes that standard of the rabbis.

B. TO REVEAL

TRUE (AS CONTRASTED TO LEGAL) RIGHTEOUSNESS?
In this view, He proceeds to contrast the old time views of
morality, as represented in the true teaching of the Mosaic Law, with
the true righteousness as represented in His message. Far from
contradicting Moses or correcting God or causing one of the minutest
points of the Law to fall, Jesus’ contrast, indicated in the phrase
“but I say unto you,” means, “Do not suppose that all of righteeousness is bound up in Moses’ Law and interpreted by the prophets.
For real righteousness is a much higher standard, a more far-reaching
ethic than that dictated by God to Moses for the exigencies of a
primitive people. Yes, God still hates murder, adultery, divorce,
false swearing and partiality, but there is more to what constitutes
sin than just that. Moses’ Law could not possibly touch the actual
disposition of the heart like the searching judgments I am about to
announce. True righteousness not only fulfills the requirements of
Moses and the prophets clear to the limit of their intended meaning,
but also so far excels them that you will be able to see revealed
the perfections of the very character of God Himself! (Cf. 5:48)
The standard that I am presenting condemns as sin those wicked heart
motives which never emerge as visible deeds. I want to show you
that a man is not truly pure until he never desires to do a forbidden
thing!
”

FACT QUESTIONS
1. Discuss Jesus’ relation to the Old Testament and His attitude
toward it. What use did He make of the OT? Cite His statements about it. Was He superior or inferior to its institutions?
Explain His purpose to destroy, fulfill or abrogate it.
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2, What is the distinction in Jesus’ mind between “destroying the

3.

4,

5.
6.
7.
8.

9.

law and prophets” and “fulfilling them”? In what ways would it
be possible to “destroy” them? In what way “fulfill” them?
What are the “jot” and the “tittle”? What does He mean by
them?
Does Jesus contemplate the actual destruction of “heaven and
earth” as the time when the minutest particulars of the law
would finally cease to be in force and all things would be
accomplished?
What are those things that must be accomplished?
Have they been completed yet, as far as the Christian is concerned? If so, how or when?
Have they been accomplished yet, as far as the world is concerned?
If so, haw and when?
Describe the “righteousness of the scribes and Pharisees” and
show point by point how our righteousness must exceed it.
Who made the distinction between “one of these least commandment” and those which by implication are greater? Jesus?
the Pharisees? Explain your answer.

C . THE WISE AND GODLY MAN IN

RELATION TO THE LAW
2. HIS

ATTITUDE TOWARD ANGER OR HATE,

TEXT; ?:21-26
21. Ye have heard that it was said to them of old time, Thou shalt
not kill; and whosoever shall kill shall be in danger of the
judgement:
22. but I say unto you, that every one who is angry with his brother
shall be in danger of the judgment; and whosoever shall say to
his brother, Raca, shall be in danger of the council; and whosoever shall say, Thou fool, shall be in danger of the hell of fire.
23. If therefore thou art offering thy gift at the altar, and there
rememberest that thy brother hath aught against thee,
24. leave there thy gift before the altar, and go thy way, first be
reconciled to thy brother, and then come and offer thy gift.
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25. Agree with thine adversary quickly, while thou art with him in
the way; lest haply the adversary deliver thee to the judge, and
the judge deliver thee to the officer, and thou be cast into prison.
26. Verily I say unto thee, Thou shalt by no means come out thence,
till thou have paid the last farthing.

THOUGHT QUESTIONS
a. Must a Christian deplore all forms of taking human life? Why?
b. Must a Christian support the punishment of crime, even if it means
the death penalty to the criminal? Why?
c. Can Jesus’ principle (“hate in the heart equals the act of murder”)
be applied to society in general? If so, how? If not, why?
d. Does Jesus’ principle remove the necessity of law for the Christian?
e. Does His principle remove the necessity of law for the unconverted?
f. Is it ever right to be angry? What is the difference between what
is called “righteous indignation” and that anger here condemned by
Jesus?
g. What h a p k n s to men who allow themselves to be controlled by.
anger or hate?
h. Is there any kind of order intended in Jesus’ description of the three
sins? (“anger,” “racah,” “fool”) What makes you think so?
i. Who is capable of judging these heart motivations that do not
lead to outward, observable sin?
j. By His phrase: “but I say unto you,” is Jesus proceeding to reveal
the real intent of Moses’ law as one which condemned the heart’s
motivations as well as the outward act? Or, is He prKeeding to
reveal the nature of true righteousness as contrasted to the standards God gave through Moses? Explain your answer.
k. Why, do you suppose, did Jesus word His encouragement to be
reconciled in these words: “and there you remember that your
brother has something against you”? Show His wisdom in dealing
with human nature as it is.
1. Why is it so important to “settle out of court”?

PARAPHRASE
“You have heard that it was said to the ancients, ‘Do not commit
murder’ and ‘Anyone who murders shall be answerable to the court.’
But I say to you that if anyone harbors malice against his brother,
he must stand trial in court! Whoever heaps contempt upon his
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brother, must answer for it to the Sanhedrin! If anyone so much as
says, ‘You stupid fool!’ he shall have to answer for it in Gehenna’s
fiery pit!
“So, if you are presenting your offering at the great altar in the
temple, and if at that moment of confessing your sins upon the head
of that animal, you remember that your brother has a grievance
against you, leave your sacrifice right there before the altar. First go
and be reconciled to your brother, Then come back and present
your gift.
“Come to terms quickly with your opponent at law while you are
going to court with him, lest he turn you over to the judge and he,
in turn, deliver you to the guard who will throw you into the prison.
Believe me, you will never get out of there till you have paid up in
full!
I’

SUMMARY
While the Law condemns only murder, Jesus condemns the heart’s
motives which flare up in selfish anger, scorn and reviling speech.
One can go to hell for what he thinks, not merely for what he does,
Reconciliation with an offended brother is more important than any
act of worship. It is better to be reconciled and settle out of court.

NOTES
1. HARBORING HATRED IN THE HEART
5:21 Ye have heard both from your parents (Lk 6:6-9) and
from the public reading of the Law and prophets (cf. Ac. 15:21) that
i t was said by God through Moses and the prophets. Some suppose
that Jesus’ primary reference is to the scribal interpretations, but
Jesus does not quote one in this entire section. Jesus is citing the
Law as spoken to the ancients and makes no allusion to the relatively
recent concepts of the rabbis that had arisen since the last of the
great prophets and before John the Baptist. Thou shalt not kill
(Ex. 20:13) This precept covered only murder with malice, not just
any form of killing, since capital punishment was meted out to the
murderer. Nor was this command a prohibition of war, since God
deputized Israel to execute His justice upon many wicked nations.
(Dt. 7; 2O:lO-18) Nor did this prohibition keep God from scourging
Israel when they had sinned away their days of grace, by bringing
the murderous hordes of enemy armies. (Dt. 28) Whosoever shall
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kill shall be in danger of the judgment. This is no scribal
or traditional interpretation as some assume, but a quite correct
summation of several laws, since, historically, the jdgmen8 of a local
court had to decide the acquittal or death sentence. (Ex. 21:12-14;
Lev. 24:17, 21)

5:22 But I say unto you: see on 5:20 “Jesus’ Purpose.”
Jesus rises majestically above the authority of the scribes and Pharisees
who could only cite some ancient Jewish scholar, or at best, Moses
himself, to verify the orthodoxy of their teachings. Jesus’ word
surpasses that of the greatest Lawgiver of the ages.
In danger of the judgment.
council
hell of fire.
These three tribunals, before which a man is liable to render account,
are :

..

. ..

1. The local municipal court made up of the town elders

(Dt.

16:18-20; 19:11-13; Num. 35:15-32; Josh. 10:1-9; I1 Chron.
194-7).
2. The Sanhedrin, or supreme court, which heard cases in Jerusalem. (Dt. 179-13; 19:15-21[?1; I1 Chron. 19:8-11)
3. God’s fiery hell. He is the only One who can destroy soul
and body in Gehenna (Mt. 10:28; Lk. 12:4, 5). Gehenm is
a word with a terrible history, being the Greek equivalent
of the Hebrew “Ge-Hinnom” or “valley of Hinnom” (I1 Kg.
23:lO; I1 Chron. 28:3; 336; Jer. 7:31, 32; 19:l-13) By
the time of the NT era, the phrase had come to mean “the
place of final, eternal punishment.” (Mt. 5:29, 30; 10:28;
189; 23:15, 33; Mk. 3:43, 45, 47; 9:47, 48; Lk. 12:5; Jas.
3:6)
But why would Jesus list three separate courts of unequal jurisdiction
as having to hear cases where no “crime” has been committed?
Lenski (218, 219) suggests that Jesus is satirizing the casuistic
method of the scribes and Pharisees. But more probably He is
speaking ironically and satirizing the necessarily casuistic method of
all law. This is obvious from the sheer impossibility for any human
court to execute such judgments as are called for by sinful heart
motives, such as selfish anger which is allowed to boil slowly in one’s
heart. What court on earth could call witnesses to testify regarding
a man’s very thoughts that never produce specific acts which the
Law has defined to be sin?
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Even the Mosaic Law condemned hatred (Num. 35:20, 21; Lv.
19;14, 17; Dt, 19:4-13; 25:3), But as will be seen from these
passages, the hater could not be touched until he commitred open
violence,
Because men cannot rightly judge motivation, it becomes obvious that
Jesus regards God as the only qualified judge before whose court men
must stand,
Having seen that there is no necessary gradation in the courts
before which the sinner must stand, since Gcd is the Judge of
all sin, it may be asked if there is an ascending order intended by
those sentiments which bring the man into judgment. Some see
the following order as representing an increasing intensity and consequently heavier liability:
1. Silent, harbored anger that is allowed to fester without expression;
2. Railing speech, slanderous epithets, contempt, despising;
3. Bitter reproach or invective probably involving cursing.
These may be good interpretations of “anger,” “racah” and “fool,”
but does Jesus intend us to understand that sins may be thus graded
as to their seriousness and consequent punishment?
True, punishment will be meted out in varying degrees, according
to the differing degrees of guilt. (Mt. 11:20-24; Lk. 12:47, 48;
23:34; Ac. 17:30; Ro. 2 9 ; 3:26; 5:13; 7:13; 14:23; Eph. 4:18)
This lightens the responsibility for no one, since these passages
teach the most exact weighing of knowledge, opportunities and
motives. Judgement therefore is not to be varied on the basis
of the relative seriousness of the sins committed, but on the
basis of the quantity of light against which any sin was committed.

NO, Jesus’ purpose in mentioning three kinds of negative human
passion is not to distinguish greater and lesser sins and clarify their
respective punishments with a view to making better lawyers of His
disciples. After all, He does not exhaust the list of all possible
negative outbursts which would represent the various possible infractions of the law. Rather, He utilizes the language familiar to His
day, rapidly firing three examples that will render as vivid and
emphatic as possible the idea that all forms of hatred are sinful
because they are out of harmony with His spirit.
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Every one who is angry with his brother. Anger is an
important emotion, significant because of what man can do with it,
and what it can do with the man. God infused into man this ability
to be angry in order to provide him emotional force against evil.
ISBE notes (3113) that a man who is incapable of being angry at
sin is at the same time thereby adjudged to be incapable of having
a real love for righteousness. For instance, haw can, we look upon
man’s inhumanity to his fellows without indignation? How could
we really be concerned for the least, the last and the lost unless we
had the capacity for anger a t that which reduces them to what they
are? So thought-provoking and soul-searching is this injunction of
Jesus that a scribe, while copying the manuscript of Matthew, inserted
after the word “angry” the expression “without cause.” But He
probably did not say it and the addition has been eliminated from
all the versions based upon the oldest, best manuscripts. Even so,
the unmodified word of Jesus refers to an improper anger which
admits the reality of an anger that is quite in order:
1. Pr@er Amger:
a. The wrath of God: Dt. 6:15; 2922-28;Psa. 79-17;78:38;
Nah. 1:2-8;Jn. 356; Ro. 1:17; 2:5-9;5:9; Eph. 2:3; 5:6;3
Col. 3:6; Heb. 12:29; 10:29, 31; I Pet. 1:17; I1 Pet. 3:lO;
Rev. 11: 18; 14:9-11,19; 19:15. Compare these passages which
show God‘s reluctance to become angry: Psa. 103:s; 30:5;
145:8; Neh. 917; Joel 2:13;Jon. 4:2;Mic. 7:18; Nah. 1:3.
b. Jems’ Anger: Psa. 2:12; Mk. 3:5
c. Proper hzumcon anger: that quality inherent in a noble
character which is stirred deeply about human wickedness.
(Ex. 32:19; Num. 16:15; I Sam. 11:6; 20:34; Neh. 5:6;
Psa. 97:lO; Prov. 8:13; Amos 5:15; Ro. 129; Eph. 4:26.)
It is this latter passage of Paul that warns of the danger
inherent in anger: while angry a man could very well
sin against his neighbor. Even justifiable anger might
lead one to commit unjustifiable acts which are to be
condemned. So Jesus warns us of . .
2. lvzpro#er Aager (See Special Study on Ternpatiom, 4:l-11,
under “A Matter of DaSire.”) If anger be the emotional
expression of a basic drive (desire or instinct) to preserve
self or preserve whatever is considered worthy, then it can
be harnessed and used as a power for g d by an intelligent

.
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choice to be motivated by another more impelling drive or
desire. For example, if I love people, even though I am angry
with them, how can I sin against them? Conversely, without
this intelligent, willed control, I face the situation which
excites my anger and begin to lash back, trying to punish
those who have’thus excited me, My selfish sense of injury
masters me, Depending upon the intensity of the excitement,
I strike out in words or blows or even hope to kill the
object of my anger which has now become a furious rage
verging on madness. If I love myself more than others, when
angry with them, how can I keep from sinning against them?
What does the Bible say about this kind of anger? See Gen,
4:5, 6; Num. 20:10, l l ( ? ) ;35:20, 21; Lev. 19:14, 17; Dt. 19:4-13;
25:3; Psa, 37:8 esp. in context; Prov. 15:1, 18; 16:32; 19:11, 19;
21:14; 27:4; 29:22; 30:33; Lk, 9:51-55; Ro, 12:19; Gal. 5:19, 20;
Eph. 4:31;Col. 3:8; I Th. 2:s; ‘Tit. 1:7; Jas, 1:19, 20.
Thus, to the complacent soul that confidently purrs, “Oh, but
Jesus, I’ve never killed anybody!” Jesus shows that God‘s views with
respect to human life are so demanding that even selfish anger is to
be punished, Whether it be that malicious hatred that explodes in
passionate violence or smolders in coals of hate, waiting for the
moment to retaliate, all selfish anger is condemned,
But how can the conscientous soul tell the difference between
holy and unholy anger? Seek to learn the true origin and the final
purpose of the anger in question:
1. What is its origin?
a. Pride, self-reahation?
b. Desire to injure the object of the anger?
c. Enraged selfishness?
d. Love of righteousness?
e. Hatred for sin?
f. Zeal for the honor of God and His kingdom?
2. What does this anger make you want to do?
a, Seek the injury of the person or thing that has excited you?
b. Seek only the good of him against whom the anger is
directed?
Do we have anyone for whom we cannot give thanks?
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Angry with his brother. To ask “Who is my brother?”

is to play the cunning legalist, seeking to evade the force of Jesus’
strong words. It is the same as asking “And who is my neighbor?”
(Lk. 10:29), for who would dare frame such a question if his heart
were full of love for any of God’s creatures? (Cf. Mt. 5:43-47)
Who could prove that Jesus uses it to mean only the “son of your
father,” or “anyone of your same religious society’’? Like it or not,
we are all sons of Noah and that makes us brothers.
Whosoever shall say to his brother, Raca
Raca
is an Aramaic word of contempt or scorn. Fool usually receives two
interpretations, either of which could probably be right:

...

1. According to the Greek idea (mdre), it means “you emptyheaded so-and-so,” and is a criticism of one’s intellectual
capacity or alertness.
2. According to a similarly-pronounced Hebrew word (mdreh), it
judges his moral character: “you damned rebel.”
Both attitudes are condemned as arising out of ungoverned anger.
Note that a merely superficial avoidance of the word “fool” is not
the command, since both Jesus (Lk. 11:4& 12:20; 24:25), Paul (I
Cor. 15:36; Gal. 3:l) and James (Jas. 2:20) all use words which
connote “fool or foolish one.” Rather, H e proscribes the derogatory
contempt that is usually implied in those terms. The principle is the
same in evil speech as in murder: the evil heart is the source (Mt.
15:18, 19), and if an evil heart comes up with other words than
“raca” or “fool,” that despising, slanderous reproach felt in the heart
is just as severely condemned by the Lord!
See with what emphatic language the sages warned against an
unruly tongue and perverse speech, and how they praised kind
and helpful words: Prov. 4:23, 24; 6:12; 1O:ll-14,18-21, 31, 32;
119; 12, 13; 12:18; 13:3; 14:17, 29; 15:1, 2, 4, 18, 28; 16:32;
17:9; 20, 27, 28; 18:13; 19:ll; 20:3; 21:23; 22:24, 25; 25:s;
19:20, 22.
Jesus tests not merely the consistency of our outward conduct
with some laws, but the very nature of our HEART!
Our heart
motives must be beyond the censure of God. Jesus gives us fair
warning: “You will be judged on MOTIVES, not merely upon your
deeds. What is in your heart will overflow in your actions. What
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your heart dictates, you really are, Your very motives must be so
pure and right that right deeds follow,” (See 7:16-20) Jesus desires
to alter the main-spring of our actions. This standard of judgment
is so rigid that we must not be all surprised to hear Jesus say to
the best of the best men: “You must be born again!”
Finally, Jesus is not expounding the meaning of the Sixth Commandment, saying that: it is also broken by anger, spite, hate and
contempt, Rather, His new revelation that covers this basic area
of human relationships is intended to fulfill and go entirely beyond
the Sixth Commandment with more stringent judgments than that
good commandment could require. Before, one only suffered for
murdering; now, one goes to hell just for hate! (Jn, 3:15; Rev. 21:8)

TI. HASTEN TO HEAL A HURT WHICH HINDERS
HOLINESS AND HARMONY
5:23 If therefore thou art offering thy gift a t the altar.
Jesus uses language of that dispensation then in force, but His
principle applies to all forms of true, outward worship however it
might be offered to God, whether in prayers, offerings, the Lord‘s
Supper, hymn singing or whatever. Thy gift is not specific here,
since no Jew was to appear before God with empty hands (Dt.
1616, 17). But the awe inspiring ceremony of presenting an unblemished animal to a holy God was calculated to remind the sinner
of his unholiness. This unholiness is most practically felt in the
treatment of One’s fellows. The personal tension of the worshipper
at the moment of his sacrifice could easily call to mind those disharmonies and struggles in his life that made such sacrificing necessary. Perhaps while laying his hands upon the head of the animal
(Lev. 1:4; 3:2, 8, l S ) , he might be praying a prayer of confession
of sins, similar to the confession made by the high priests (Lev.
16:21), and in this solemn moment the worshipper recalls that his
brotther bas s o m e t k g ogh.rt him.
Aught against thee: mark that wording! There is no room
here for self-justifications, rationalizations or excuses, Many suppose
that Jesus’ exhortation is addressed to the “offender” as if he were
truly guilty, but the question of rightness or wrongness in this
grievance does not enter the question. Jesus deliberately avoided
the decision as to who was right in the grievance or whose fault it
was. He knew that men do not seek reconciliation and forgive each
I
I
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other because of pride. Pride is selfishness, exhibited in the selfjustifications: “He started it! I’m in the right and no apologies
are necessary on my part!” But this disposition to claim one’s right
to himself is the essence of all sin. So the Lord says, “You might
as well not sacrifice so long as that disposition rules you. You both
might have been wrong and you 00 your part need to forgive him!
If you have not forgiven him, how can you expect God to forgive
you? What good would another sacrifice do?” Personal repentance
may often have to precede a willingness to forgive the brother. It
is even impossible to pray well unless one has shown a readiness
to forgive and seek reconciliation with an offended brother. (Cf.
Mk. 11:25, 26) If events should prove that the “offended brother”
had no objective case against the “offender,” in which case worship
was yet hindered until a settlement of the matter was reached, how
much more is worship vitiated and reprehensible if the “offender”
wronged him willfully and had not yet righted the situation!
THISIS THE MOST VITAL PRINCIPLE OF TRUE RELIGION: worship
is not acceptable to God from any worshipper whn habors basic
disobedience to any of God‘s commands in his heart! ( I Sam. 15:22;
Psa. 40:6-8; 6618; 51:16, 17; Prov. 15:s; 21:27; Isa. 1:11-15; 58:5,
6; 66:l-4; Jer. 6:16-20; 7:9, 10; Amos 5:21-24; Micah 6:6-8; Mk.
12:33; Rom. 15:5, 6; I Jn. 2 9 ; 3:17; 4:20) Reconciliation, as a
supreme duty, becomes more important than all acts of worship, since
continuing grudges, envy, malice and secret hatreds break that allimportant relationship with God. Only the “pure in heart” can truly
worship God.
But how often the status quo is allowed to remain as days
become years without one step being taken to reconcile brothers
at odds with one another! (Cf. I Cor, 3:1-4; 61-8; Jas. 3:9, 10;
Mt. 18:7-14; Lk. 17:l-4) How can two elders, for instance, pray
together at the Lord’s table when they refuse to speak to each other
any other time? How can worship continue uninterrupted when
two congregations of the church of Christ mutually excommunicate
each other over nothing more serious than “the scripturalness of one
loaf on the Lord’s table”? How can a lady worship her God, if she
knows that another’s pride has been wounded and jealousy
aroused by her receiving an honor rightly belonging to the other? How
can brethren who use musical instruments in their praise of God
hope to please Him if they have not sought diligently to be reconciled to their brethren who hold this very practice against them?
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5:24 Leave there thy gift before the altar, and g o thy
way, The priest would certainly understand your necessity and
sympathetically see to it that your animal is taken care of until your
return, (Heb. 5:l-4) First be reconciled to your brother
at whatever cost to your pride or interests; make it right with him!
Barnes ( 54) helpfully suggests:
If you have wronged him, make restitution.
If you owe him B debt which ought to have been paid, pay it.
If you have injured his character, confess it and seek pardon.
Do not lightly dismiss a small burst of temper which
hurt him, even though you might have afterwards regretted
it. If the matter has not yet been healed, go to him,
acknowledge your regret for having acted in so unbrotherly a manner.

If he is under an erroneous impression, if your conduct has
been such as to lead him to suspect that you have
injured him, make an explanation.

Do all h y o w power, and all that you oggbt t o do, to have the
matter settled. Jesus explains the proper procedure later (Mt. 18:1518).
Then, having done all possible to be reconciled, do not hold the
matter as a further hindrance to your worship, even if he refuses to
be conciliated. Then come and offer thy gift. Mere fraternal
peace does not produce automatic acceptance with God: His orders
must be obeyed, His sacrifices offered. Performance of our duty
toward out fellows does not release us from responsibility to please
Him according to His wishes. Merely living according to a high
morality by always doing what is in the best interest of our neighbor
can never excuse one for not being baptized or refusing some other
obedience.
111. HURRY TO HALT THE HAZARD OF A

HORRIBLE HUMILIATION
5:25 Agree with thine adversary quickly while thou art
in the way with him. This is always sound advice: it is always
best to settle out of court, The brief allusion of Jesus here to a
threatening lawsuit that ends disastrously for one party has been quite
variously interpreted:
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1. Allegoricdly. Some see God as the adversary; others, the
devil or Jesus. Some regard God as the judge, while Jesus
becomes the adversary. The prison becomes hell from which
final restoration can, in the view of some, or cannot, in the
view of others, be realized after the inexorable rigors of
divine justice against the hardened and impenitent sinner have
been sufficiently satisfied. (“Thou shalt by no means come
out thence, till thou have paid . . .”)
Some see a relation intended by Jesus between God‘s
judgment on hatred harbored in the heart (v. 22), the suggestion that God judges sacrifices unsatisfactory until reconciliation is made (v. 24), and the judge from whose final
judgment there is no escaping (v. 25, 26). But in the absence
of a clear statement from Jesus, who could prove that this
is His meaning?
But is it really necessary to interpret this illustration
allegorically? Jesus gives no clue that He thus intends it
to be understood. While Luke (12:57-59) records this same
story in another connection which might have overtones of
God’s final judgment, yet this is no necessary indication that
Jesus so intended the story in this context, nor that H e
could not use a well-turned illustration to suggest various
conclusions as their need and situation demand.
2. L i t e d y , Jesus is giving a piece of sound, practical advice
by coming down to a lower level or argument: “If your
proud, obstinate hearts block your seeking reconciliation with
an offended brother, because you are unmoved by the higher
motives of loving concern for your adversary enough to settle
with him by peaceful means, then I will talk a language you
can understand. Do not let your pride blind you to the
possibility that he could take you to court over your differences ‘nor to the ever-present chance that you might lose your
case in court! So, if you refuse to seek reconciliation with
your adversary until the matter goes to the judge, you have
foolishly squandered your precious freedom and lost your
brother too! The business of a judge is meting out perfect
justice and you will get what is coming to you. You will
have time in your jail cell to regret what could have been
avoided by your humbly seeking a peaceful solution with
your offended brother before he became your accuser-at-law!”
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Thou shalt by no means come out thence, till thou have
paid the last farthing. Debtor’s prisons were not uncommon,
(Cf. Mt, Ek23-25) Also the Law awarded damages to be paid to
If payment
the wronged party in any question (Ex. 21:18-22:15),
of such debts or damages were not forthcoming, the court could hold
a man in prison until full payment be made. How this payment
would be made while in prison is not mentioned here, since the
point of Jesus’ story is simply that there is no time to be lost: it is
always best to settle quarrels out of court. Elsewhere Jesus tells
how some debts werd resolved. (Mt. 18:24, 25, 34) Consider
Solomon’s similar advice: Provq 6: 1-5,

FACT QUESTIONS

,

1. What basic truths underlie the OT prohibition of killing?
2. Did the OT command “Thou shalt not kill,” prohibit the death
penalty?
3, Did the command prohibit war?
4, Show the relationship between Jesus‘ prohibition of hate and
His commanding perfect love (5:43-48)
5. Define “hate” showing its relation to “love.”
6. Define “anger” showing its relation to “hate.”
7. List several Biblical passages which demonstrate the wrath of
God, the anger of Jesus, and the proper anger of the wise and
godly man.
8. Did Jesus say, “Whosoever is angry with his brother without
cause”? Prove your answer.
9. To whom was it said, “Thou shalt not kill”? W h o said it? When?
10. What is the meaning of “Gehenna”? What is the history behind
the word? What does it mean as used thtoughout the NT?
11. What is the general import of the words: “racah,” “m6reh or
fool”?
12. Describe the Jewish service a t which the individual worshipper
brings his gift for offering.
13. Express in your own words the vital principle of true religion
that is implied in Jesus’ instructions about reconciliation with an
offended brother.
14. What is the exact wording of Jesus’ statement of the nature of
the dissension between two people? What is the psychological
bearing of the wording upon the person addressed by Jesus?
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15. What acts of practical righteousness must precede acceptable
worship?
16. What does Jesus mean by mentioning the legal case which ends
badly for one of the parties?

C. THE RELATION OF THE WISE AND
GODLY MAN TO THE LAW
3.

HIS ATTITUDE TOWARD LUST.

TEXT: 5 :27-32
27. Ye have heard that it was said, Thou shalt not commit adultery:
28. but I say unto you, that every one that looketh on a woman to
lust after her hath committed adultery with her already in his
heart.
29. And if thy right eye causeth thee to stumble, pluck it out, and
cast it from thee: for it is profitable for thee that one of thy
members should perish, and nor thy whole body be cast into hell.
30. And if thy right hand causeth thee to stumble, cut it off, and
cast it from thee: for it is profitable for thee that one of thy
members should perish, and not thy whole body go into hell.
31. It was said also, Whosoever shall put away his wife, let him give
her a writing of divorcement:
32. But I say unto you, that every one that putteth away his wife,
saving for the cause of fornication, maketh her an adulteress: and
whosoever shall marry her when she is put away committeth
adultery.

THOUGHT QUESTIONS
a. Is it possible for man to appraise and appreciate the physical and
moral beauty of a woman without intent or desire to lust after her?
b. How do men of our generation rebel against Jesus’ judgments and
make lust easier for others?
c. How does Jesus intend His striking imperatives, concerning tearing
out the right eye and cutting off the right hand, to be understood
and applied? How did the apostles teach and apply the same lesson?
d. How could divorcing one’s wife, unless she has been unfaithful,
“make her an adulteress”? (v. 32)
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e. How does Jesus intend this whole teaching on the subject of adultery
and divorce to be applied: as the law of the State? as the law of
the Church? or merely as a principal of individual conduct?
E, How does Jesus intend the “exception for unfaithfulness’ to be
understood and applied? Is Jesus tacitly urging divorce upon one
whose partner has proven unfaithful? Does adultery automatically
break the marriage tie?
g. Since the usual punishment under the Mosaic law against adultety
was the death of the adulterers, would a divorce be necessary after
that sentence was carried out? What, if anything, does this fact
suggest about the state of morality in that age to which Jesus
addressed His dictum on divorce?
h. Is Jesus revoking (or setting aside) the Law on the question of what
constitutes adultery when He condemns the sin of the heart?
i, How does purity of heart strengthen the home and human society?
j. In what way is divorce contrary to God’splan for man?
k. What constitutes sincere repentance of the sin of adultery:
(1) in the case of an undivorced, unfaithful married person?
( 2 ) in the case of a wrongly divorced person who has remarried?
(that is, one who has remarried while his former mate is still
living)
1. Is adultery, committed under any condition, the “unforgiveable sin“?
m. Does Jesus’ teaching on marriage, divorce, adultery and remarriage
cover every possible human case? If so, how? If not, what are
His disciples to do when they find a case not exactly dealt with in
the NT? Are they to make rules where the Lord made none?
How are they to apply the rules He did give? If you think that
Jesus’ teaching does not cover every possible case, why, accordingly,
did not Jesus intend to deal with every imaginable possibility?
n. If the marriage bond is broken (in the sight of God) by a divorce
on the basis of unchastity, are the two individuals yet married in
any sense? If they are no longer married in any sense, are they
eligible as such to marry?
0. How does the rejection of unchanging standards erode morality,
even if it does not openly encourage immorality?
p, How can one keep himself unspotted from the world (cf. Jas.
1:27), when there is so much that tempts all about him?
q. Why must Christians vigorously oppose immorality in all forms?
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PARAPHRASE
“You have heard that it was said, ‘You shall not commit adultery.’
But I say to you that whmver looks at a woman with a desire for
her has already committed adultery with her in his imagination.
“If your right eye causes you to sin, tear it out and throw it
away from you! It is better that you lose one part of your body than
for your whole body to go to hell. And if your right hand causes
you to sin, cut it off and throw it away! It is better that you lose
one member of your body than that your whole body go to hell.
“It was also said, ‘Whoever divorces his wife must give her a
proper certificate of divorce.’ But I say to you that every man who
divorces his wife, except on the ground of her unchastity, is making
her to commit adultery. Whoever marries a woman thus divorced also
commits adultery.”

SUMMARY
Not merely the external act of adultery is condemned before
God, but also the more far-reaching lust that smolders beneath an
outward decency. Even the most precious and justifiable and useful
habir, association or pleasure that carries with it a seduction threatening one’s purity of heart, must be mercilessly excised from one’s life.
Unchastity is the only valid reason for divorce; any other excuse opens
doors for adultery.

NOTES
I. A SEARCHING ANI4 SOBER SEX STANDARD
5:27 Ye have heard that it was said. Even though the
phrase “to them of old time” does not appear, yet it may easily be
added, inasmuch as the law against adultery was certainly known
before the Mosaic Law (Cf. Gen. 39:9), and was merely codified
by it as a moral principle against any act that destroys the sanctity
of the marriage and family. The Law against adultery (Ex. 20:14;
Dt. 5:18) only intended “voluntary sexual intercourse by a married
man with another than his wife, or by a married woman with another
than her husband,” while the commandment against couethg (Ex.
20:17) actually mentiohs a longing desire for “thy neighbor’s wife.”
If Jesus were merely correcting false or inadequate interpretations of
the Law, He could have simply cited the ignored tenth commandment.
Yet the Law could punish only the act (Lev. 18:20; 2O:lO-20), being
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impotent to touch the sinful desire, However, the death penalty
required for the punishment of adultery should cause one to reflect
upon the terrible nature of this sin.

5:28 But I say unto you, What Jesus is about to declare i s
a hard-won personal decision, not only the most seafching judgment
of God. Jesus had faced this question of personal desires under
another form and conquered ( 4 3 , 4 ) . Whoever looks upon a
woman to lust after her: this is not a look of evaluation, admiration or affection, but of lusty desire. Both Job (24:15; 31:l-4, 9-11)
and Solomon (Prov. 2:9, 16-19; 5 ; 6:23-7:27; 23:26-28) saw the
connection between the lust of the heart and eyes and the act of
adultery. But only Jesus could declare and enforce a judgment unknown in the Mosaic Law: he has committed adultery with her
already in his heart. By forbidding the lusting look, Jesus prevents the adulterous act. Here is the true cause of adultery: sexual
desire that smolders beneath an outward decency, impure thoughts
and lewd imaginations represent a subtle rebellion against God’s
design for the purity of human love. Jesus attacks licentiousness
and lust in the heart, because they represent the true, corrupt character
of the man even though they have not yet come forth as actual deeds.
Though such thoughts are safely hidden from human censure, they
are glaringly obvious to the eye of God! Alrady in his heart: Jesus’
point is that the impure heart has already decided upon a course of
action which the body would execute upon the first combination
of favorable circumstances, Peter (I1 Pet, 2:14a) describes this kind
of person as “having eyes full of adultery, insatiable for sin.” Paul
puts it (Tit. 1:15): “To the pure all things are pure, but to the
corrupt and unbelieving nothing is pure; their very minds and
consciences are corrupted.” He who 2ooKs t o Iwt is using just one
means to stimulate his corrupt emotions, since pictures, books and
filthy conversation arouse and feed lust just as much as the actual
presence of the woman. The brazenly assured half-truth that nobody
can be punished simply for desiring a woman with his eyes is
severely condemned. What a man thinks he IS, and, on that basis,
Jesus judges him!
Jesus has already provided the effective antidote for this temptation: “Blessed are the PURE IN HEART , . ,” (See notes on 5 : 8 )
He would have us be completely sincere, so single of purpose, so
unadulterated that we have no conflicting desires. W e have no
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business harboring an emotion the conclusion of which we see to be
sin! If we actually love every woman with that intelligent desire
to do what is always in her best interest, how can we corrupt ow
heart with desires to sin against her?
11. A SEVERE, SWIm SURGERY OF THE
SUGGESTIVE AND SINISTER
5:29, 30 And if thy right eye or thy right hand causeth
thee to stumble. Jesus’ word is to be taken figuratively but
seriously. If He be interpreted merely in a literal sense, sheer irrelevancy results. Jesus rejected a purely literal construction of
phrase like this when He refused even to make His disciples wash
their hands merely to remove ceremonial defilement (Mt. 15:20).
Since a wicked heart produces sin, the purification must take place
there. (Study Mt. 15:l-20 and Mk. 7:l-23 to appreciate this concept.) Anything as seemingly defensible, precious or useful to us
as these parts of our body had better be surrendered than permit
them to destroy our soul! Many good things can so often be the
enemy of the best: for example, any habit which could be a seduction,
any possession that could become an obsession, any association or any
pleasure that could be the cause of sin is a mortal enemy of our soul.
Pluck it out
cut it off and cast it from thee: for it is
profitable for thee that one of thy members should perish
How did the apostles understand and preach this “impossible”
demand of Jesus? Paul (Col. 2:lO-39)
teaches that mere austerity
is of no value in checking the indulgence of the flesh, even though
it seems to promote rigor of devotion, self-abasement and severity to
the body. The reason offered is that not merely one portion of the
M y is to be made to suffer, but rather the whole man must be
crucified and buried! (Mt. 16:24-26; Ro. 6:3; 12:l; I Cor. 9:27;
Gal. 5:24; I Pet. 2 : l l ) Only perfect self-denial can overcome the
powerful insistence of a lusty imagination. No cost must be thought
too high to pay to avoid the gratification of wicked passions. No
restraint is too drastic nor self-discipline too severe to avoid using the
body for sinful purposes. Better maimed than damned! But so to
act is to expose oneself to the solicitous cries of well-meaning neighbors and to be thought a fool for so harshly limiting oneself.
Some assume that Jesus is responding here to an objector whose
demurring from His harsh judgment (5:28) might be stated, “But,
Jesus, where can you draw the line between looking at a woman to

...

...
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appreciate her physical beauty and the place where that admiration
becomes lust?” If Jesus is responding to such a question, then His
answer may be paraphrased thus: “If your looking at a woman or
touching her causes adulterous thoughts to rise in your heart, do
not look at her! Take your hands off her!” How intensely practical
this word of Jesus! He knew how irresistable is that sexual tension
when excited and tantalized by a look or a caress.
What can break the spell of this sensual enravishment and bring
reality back into focus? Nothing less than the live possibility that
thy whole body be cast into hell! Hell awaits the offender:
what an incentive to immediate and uncompromising obedience! How
this reality restores one‘s perspective! Later, Jesus also emphasizes
the entrance into life, to stimulate a positive refusal to indulge
one’s desires, (Mt, 18:8, 9; cf. Ro, 8:lS) Fear is a proper motive.
(Cf. Ac. 24:25; Ro. 1:18; 11:20, 22; I1 Cor. 5 : l l ; Gal. 6:7, 8; Heb.
10:26-31) When tempted to shrink from the self-discipline demanded
by the Lord, think of the alternative!
What are some applications of Jesus’ judgments against immorality?
1. Young people who are not married are forbidden to act as if
they were! Lovers may not make their own rules, but must
obey Jesus.

2. The Biblical view of purity contradicts the readily-accepted
axiom of modern advertising: “Sex sells,” (Eph. 5 : 3-12)
Though successful in selling, it has also succeeded in relaxing
a proper sense of modesty and purity.

3. Dressing to arouse sexual appetite is forbidden, (Mt. 18:7-9;
Ro. 14:13--15:3a)
4. Those of seemingly irreproachable moral integrity who think
nothing of seeking their erotic entertainment in scciallyapproved ways also should feel the Lord‘s censure. Some
socially acceptable means are risque comedy, licentious books,
“adults only” movies. One must examine his motives for
participation in such things: does he do it with an eye to
criticize by God‘s standards, or to satisfy an idle curiosity,
or to indulge a secret sensuality?

5. “Sophisticated sex,” the view that the pleasures of sex are
perfectly harmless, inconsequential and may be freely enjoyed
outside marriage without any sense of sin or shame, is a
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false view of man. That sophistication which glorifies illicit
relations associated with the “new morality” or “free love” is
not harmless and morally unobjectionable, but is contemptible, damnable and worthy of the most vigorous opposition.
While it may not be absolutely possible to prove such relations
to be wrong by philosophical reasoning, the objective standard
which damns this way of thinking stands upon the authoritative word of Jesus.

Can you think of other applications? Let us beware not to be hypocritical as we seek to apply Jesus’ word, as if we ourselves were not
affected by those overpowering forces of our age which would portray
so many forms of sexual perversion as exciting and entertaining. (I
Cor. 10:12; Gal. 6:lb)
What can save us from the all-pervasive sexuality of this era?
1. Thorough knowledge of God’s Word regarding this problem,
with a view to answering temptations that certainly will arise.
( I Cor. 6:9-20; 10:1-13; 5; 7; I Th. 4:3-8; Heb. 13:4) This
constant reflection upon what God has provided to lead us
into life and godliness as well as upon the attractions of His
precious and very great promises, will show the way of
escape from the corruption that is in the world because of
passion (I1 Pet. 1:3, 4 ) . This habitual choice of truth and
righteousness reenforces the conscience, making the right decision easier when the temptations present themselves. ( Phil.
4 : 8 ) Monasticism, or refusing to look upon a woman at
any time, is no way to overcome the adulterous look, since
refusal to think a b u t a forbidden desire is the best way to
find the mind most securely fixed upon it. Only positive
thought which fills the mind with the view-point of God
4
can cast out adulterous sentiments.

2. The expulsive power of a new affection leaves no room for
the “lust of the eyes” (I Jn. 2:15, 16) which contradicts
that new love. The intelligent choice to love one of the
opposite sex, even as God has loved them, destroys the power
of lust. This is true moral vision: the ability to see a man
or woman, not as the means of satisfying one’s lust, but as one
whom we may love to the,p%nt of sacrificing one’s self for
their highest good.
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(Cf. I Jn. 3:3) No sane
man will risk his eternal security by momentarily dallying with
a temptation when he knows that his salvation depends upon
unwavering faithfulness,

3. The purifying power of hope,

4. Positive action helps to break the spell of some allurement,
Sometimes flight is best. (Gen. 39; I1 Tim. 2:22) Plunging into the service of others does not allow time for that
idleness in which the self-indulgent imagination may seek
satisfaction.
111. A SUBTLE AND SERIOUS SUBVERSION OF SOCIETY
5:31 Whosoever shall put away h i s wife, let him give
her a writing of divorcement. (See also 19:1-9s In these
few words Jesus practically cites all of the Mosaic legislation on the
subject, (Dt, 24:l-4; 22:13-21) Observe that the only divine law
that ever spoke on the subject of divorce did not command it. Divorce
was merely tolerated as representing men’s yet unconverted hearts
(19:s) and was regulated to prevent grosser inhumanities.
The reason Jesus connects His teaching about divorce with His
instruction about adultery is that there is an unavoidable moral connection. When any society sinks to such a level that complete freedom
of divorce for any excuse permits as many husbands or wives in quick
succession as desire may crave, any command not to commit adultery
becomes a farce.
God hates divorce (Mal, 2:13-16), because one thus deals
treacherously with his companion, the wife of his youth; because one
breaks the covenant he made with her before God; and because he
thus shows his basic inhumanity by casting her out and compelling
her to sob out her troubles alone at God’s altar. This heartbreak,
loneliness, shame and often destitution caused by “easy divorces” caused
God to reject the worship of the Jews (Mal. 2:13b). Compare notes
on 5:23. God also hates divorce because it goes against the nature
both of the institution of marriage and of man himself (Mt. 19:l-9).

5:32 But I say unto YOU. For the full Christian teaching,
compare 19:l-9; Mk. lO:ll, 12; Lk. 16:18; Ro. 7:l-3; I Cor. 7:lO-17.
Were Jesus merely clearing the rubbish of human traditions from the
ancient Law against adultery, as many assume, in order to show its
deep and true spiritual meaning and restore the Seventh Commandment
to its proper observance, then why dces not Jesus restore also the
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death penalty for unchastity, rather than suggest that a woman divorced
for any cause is made to be (or made to appear to be) an adulteress
when she marries another? The OT Law against adultery was clear in
its definition of the death penalty to the adulterers. (Cf. Dt. 22:22;
Lv. 20:lO) But He is not defending the Law, as misinterpreted by
the scribes and Pharisees. Rather, He is picturing true righteousness
which is always a greater standard than legal righteousness. Jesus
here completely removes the necessity for the Law, by establishing a
principle that thoroughly fulfills the intent of the Law.
The Law seemed to permit divorce ‘*or any cause.” (Mt. 19:3)
The rabbis could not agree upon the exact intent of the phrase: “if
the wife does not find favor in his eyes, because he has found in
her something shameful.” (Cf. Dt. 24: 1) Hillel’s school interpreted
it in the widest and most lax manner possible: literally for any cause.
Shammai adhered more strictly to the spirit of the law, his interpretation being “wantonness, lasciviousness, lewdness” as the shameful things
that the husband must find in his wife before he may divorce her,
although he did not include actual adultery since that was punished
by death. A rabbi Akiba even allowed the finding a more desireable
woman as ample justification for divorcing the present wife. Such
a lowering of the moral standards of marriage probably affected the
question of unfaithfulness to the point that even adultery became so
commonplace that it was regarded as an inconvenient and embarressing
social “mistake,” rather than high treason against the family. As a
result, the ancient Law seemingly was not carried out, as many commentators suggest. (Cf. Hosea 4:14; Jn. 4:18; Lk. 7:36-50; Mt.
21:32) However, to assert that the Jews did not have the right to
execute the death penalty proves nothing, since they exercized the
penalty when their conscience was sufficiently aroused. (Cf. Jn. 18:31
with Ac. 7:58, 59; 26:lO; note Jn. 7:1, 19, 25; 8:59; 10:31-33) The
story of the adulteress brought to Jesus (Jn. 7:53-8:11) is inadmissible
as evidence because of the adequate manuscript testimony against it.
(See Butler, Johlz, Vol. 11, p. 42 )
Every one that putteth away his wife
maketh her
an adulteress. Here the principle is stated regarding only the
man, but it is reversible (Mk.10:12). Because Jesus made only one
exception to the general rule, His rule may be stated as above:
“Anyone who divorces his wife for any other excuse makes her an
adulteress.” But questions immediately arise: how or in what sense
does he make her an adulteress? Is she really considered by God to

...
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be an adulteress or is she only falsely stigmatized as such by those
who know of her divorce? The phrase, translated by the ASV
“maketh her an adulteress,” (poiei mte“nmoiche&hi) is made difficult by the fact that the last word is a passive infinitive in form,
The question for the translators is whether the infinitive must be
translated passively or whether it is the usual Greek translation for an
active Hebrew verb. The difference in meaning which results from
the varying translation may be expressed as follows:

1. Actively: “(he causes her) to commit adultery or to be an
adulteress,” Because a woman, divorced for just any excuse,
is not really divorced in God’s view, her practical necessity
to remarry in order to be supported would force her to commit
adultery, since she was really ineligible to remarry, Is
this practical necessity her personal responsibility?

2. ParsiveJy: “(he causes her) to be adulterated”

01 defiled by
her sexual contact with another, when she was not really (in
God’s sight) divorced from her husband, even though this
other be recognized by the society to be her new husband.
The Law (Dt. 24:4) speaks of this second union as “defilement.” Another possible passive translation is offered by
Lenshi: “(he causes her) to be stigmatized as an adulteress”
when in fact she is not, her divorce being on quite other
grounds, The mere fact that she was divorced might give
rise to suspicion of adultery, even though the public reason
was some triviality. Thus, she would bear the suspicion or
stigma of having been an adulteress,

I

I

I

I
I

Thus it will be seen that neither construction necessarily views the
woman as guilty. Both view her as the unfortunate victim of a
vicious system which subjects her to the caprice of her husband.
What is unequivocably clear is that the stigma of adultery is related
to her remarriage.
In regard to the man who shall marry her when she is
put away, the same trahslational difficulty exists due to another
middle-passive Greek verb (moichatai), which carries with it the
same difficulties of interpretation. Is he really an adulterer or only
stigmatized as such? Yet, the fact that Matthew (19:9 twice) and
Mark ( l O : l l , 12 twice) seem to use the verb with active force,
while Luke’s parallel (16:18) uses an undoubted active verb
(moichezcei), points to the conclusion that the man who marries an
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improperly divorced woman commits adultery and is personally guilty
of sexual relations with a woman who, as God views the question,
was the wife of another. Legal permission granted by a State for
any cause other than unfaithfulness does not justify taking advantage
of such permission.
Let us compare the various elements in Jesus’ teaching:
Mt. 19:9
but I say unto you And I say unto you,
that
Mt. 5:32

Mk. l O : l l , 12
And he saith
them,

unto

(1) every one that (1) Whosoever shal (1) Whosoever shall
put away his wife,
putteth away his wife put away his wife,

( 2 ) saving for the ( 2 ) except for forni, (2)
cause of fornication, cation,

( 3 ) maketh
adulteress

her

ati

(3)

(3)

(4)

( 4 ) and shall marrj ( 4 ) and marry another,
adultery
another,
committett committeth
against her:
adultery:

( 5 ) and whosoever
shall marry her when
she is put away c o m
mitteth adultery.

( 5) and he that mar, ( 5 )
tieth her when she i:
put away committett
adultery.

(6)

(6)

(Gj and if she herself
put away her husband
and marry another, she
committeth adultery.

L d e 16:18 merely repeats elements 1, 4, 5.
Obviously, the man who thus divorces his wife for relatively
trivial reasons does so with a view of remarrying. According to element
4, he sins against his former wife, in that he was not really (in
God’s sight) divorced from her and he sins against his new wife,
since he was not eligible to marry her. Thus, he involves four people
in adultery by his selfish divorce: his former wife, himself, his new
wife, and his former wife’s new husband.
The one exception to the general rules described above is clearly
stated twice by Jesus (5:32; 19:9): “except for the cause of fornica-
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tion.” “Fornication” (@orwib) is a general word used to mean any
kind of unlawful sexual relations, whether prostitution, unchastity,
whoredom or premarital intercourse, The Law (Dt. 22:20, 21)
assumed the possible case of premarital infidelity, but death, not
divorce, resolved the question, as in the case of marital infidelity
(Dt. 22:22), But Jesus unequivocably teaches that a person may
divorce his mate because of their unfaithfulness, This, and only this,
divorce is valid before God: such a couple is no longer married in
any sense.
But is this exception offered as a recommendation that those
whose mate betrays them SHOULD divorce them, or is it offered as a
concession under intolerable conditions, so that those whose mate
berrays them MAY divorce them? Since pardon and complete reconciliation are not inconceivable, Jesus’ exception is a concession,
Although a partner who seeks sexual satisfaction outside his marriage
has certainly sinned, his mate is not automatically exonerated for his
conduct or attitudes that may have driven his formerly faithful mate
to seek illicit satisfactions, In other words, is divorce, even for the
cause of marital unfaithfulness, the best answer to the unfaithful consort’s problem? The cause of the unfaithfulness may partially be
found in the so-called ”innocent party,” although, of course, not
necessarily. The sin of adultery does break the marriage vow of the
adulterer, but not of the other partner; hence, the marriage union
is not yet severed. The union may only be ended by death or divorce,
neither of which has yet occurred. The injured mate has the right
but not the obligation to terminate the marriage in divorce. If he
is satisfied with the genuineness of the adulterous partner’s repentance,
the marriage may be continued. Forgiveness is not unlikely nor
impossible.
Because of the heavy emphasis that Jesus gives to the idea that
the remarriage of improperly divorced mates to others causes adultery,
we are stimulated to ask, “What of the perwn whose divorce from
his mate is recognized by God as valid? May he remarry?” For
this question the Lord has left no answer. If we may be permitted
to solve the problem by human reasoning, we would conclude: the
couple in question are really divorced, hence, married in no sense and,
therefore, eligible to marry. This conclusion is valid as much for
the “guilty” as for the “innocent,” since there can be no sense in
which one party is married while the other is not. Yet, this is a
human conclusion: Jesus did not say so.
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Jesus is revealing ideals which will render adultery and divorce
impossible: remove lust from the heart and adultery becomes impossible; when adultery is eliminated, divorce becomes unnecessary.
The Law did not nor could not take adequate account of the sin
in the heart. Therefore it had to legislate against certain external
acts in order to eliminate worse. The language of Jesus is as far
from legal terminology as could be imagined especially in dealing
with all sides of every case. This feature renders difficult a legalistic
application of Jesus’ teaching, since He chose not to say more. Many
questions are left to human wisdom:
1. What constitutes repentance in regard to the sin of adultery?

a. Divorcing one’s wife who was not really divorced from her
first husband? What about children of her second
marriage?
b. Divorcing one’s second wife, because not really divorced
from the first? Must one return to the first wife?
c. Must the first wife divorce her second husband in order
to return to her first? Would God approve of such a
return, when He once called it an abomination? (Dt.
24:4)
d. Must unlawful (from God’s viewpoint) marriages be broken
up as evidence of repentance?
e. Or, does repentance consist of refusing to commit further
adu1te.q (or refusal to divorce one’s present mate) without
changing the past mistakes?
2. Since God has revealed no specific means whereby repentance
of adultery may be demonstrated, is the confession of this
sin to God enough to assure one’s conscience that God has
forgiven the sin? Then, if God has truly forgiven the sin,
how does He then regard the formerly illegitimate marriage?
The marriage, presumably legal in the eyes of society, has
continued perhaps for years until the individual was led to
repentance. Dces I Cor. 7:24 apply?

3. If an act of adultery causes divorce and the adulterer was
later forgiven by God, would God permit him (or her) to
remarry after that? Would one be truly penitent if he
sought another mate?
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The very complexity of such questions and the uncomplicated nature
of the Lord’s revelation by which we are to decide these problems,
should help us to see in what spirit H e intends that we shall take
His Word on the subject. He has revealed enough to keep us out of
these entanglements; so little to get us out, And though His silence
be regarded by the legalist as an inadequacy, yet the fact that Jesus
did not go into great detail is most significant, In this problem,
as in all other moral issues, H e laid down broad guidelines within
which His disciple must make his own moral judgments. H e has not
fettered His followers with multitudinous rules, details and cases,
Instead, He provides in us the new nature that abhors all that is
connected with adultery and divorce, Should we find ourselves involved in such a situation, however, we are left free to decide, in
harmony with all His other principles, how best to arrive at the most
equitable, most merciful solution for our given case, Thus, without
detailed laws, He controls us by His Spirit which He puts in us.
Let it be closely observed that these controls will work only in
him to whom Jesus addressed these words, that is, the disciple, They
cannot be applied to society in general without the loss of that
controlling, motivating moral vigor found only in faithful discipleship
to Jesus.

FACT QUESTIONS
1. Where is the OT Law on divorce located? (give book, chapter,
verse)
2. What was the common application of this law, as interpreted
by the Jews?
3. What significant difference does Jesus’ instruction make in that
law?
4. What is “fornication”? How does Jesus use that word in this
context?
5. What is the difference between “adultery” and “fornication”
usually noted in other contexts?
6. What was the OT penalty meted out against those guilty of
adultery? Solve the discrepancy between this law and the situation to which Jesus aimed His judgment,
7. What are the great, abiding principles which underly all that
Jesus teaches concerning marriage, the family, divorce, and adultery?
8. List the other NT passages which give teaching or helpful information on the questions of marriage, divorce and adultery.
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9. Explain how a man, who divorces his otherwise faithful wife, is

condemned by Jesus, since “he maketh her an adulteress” (v. 32 ) .

Is she really an adulteress, or merely and falsely stigmatized

as

such? Or both? Explain your answer. Does she become an
adulteress by having to marry again in order to sustain her life?
10. On the basis of your answer to the previous question, explain
how a man who marries the divorcee “committeth adultery.” (v.
32) Is he falsely stigmatized as an adulterer because he married
a woman thought to be an adulteress (when in fact she was not),
or, is he really an adulterer because he married a woman ineligible
for marriage (since, in fact, her “divorce for any cause” from her
former husband was no divorce at all) ?
11. What breaks the marriage bond?

C. THE WISE AND GODLY MAN IN
RELATION TO TWE LAW
4. HIS

ATTITUDE TOWARD TRUTH.

TEXT: J : 3 3 - 3 7
33. Again, ye have heard that it was said to them of old time,
34.

35.
36.

37.

Thou shalt not forswear thyself, but shalt perform unto the
Lord thine oaths:
but I say unto you, Swear not at all; neither by the heaven, for
it is the throne of God;
nor by the earth, for it is the footstool of his feet; nor by
Jerusalem, for it is the city of ‘the great King.
Neither shalt thou swear by thy head, for thou canst not make
one hair white or black.
But let your speech be, Yea, yea; Nay, nay: and whatsoever is
more than these is of the evil OM.

THOUGHT QUESTIONS
a. Why should one avoid the use of oaths as much as possible?
b. What are some modern means of evading the responsibility for
being truthful?
c. How may we oppose the use of oaths which obviously profane the
name of the Lord? What are some effective ways to react to
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another’s profane swearing, in such a way as to register the
solemnity in which we hold an oath, the majesty in which we
revere God, the sacredness with which we regard every word, as
well as our suspicion of all who feel that rheir feeble word cannot
stand alone without the deception of a false oath? How may
we do this so as to be truly helpful to him who swears habitually,
casually, and thus, profanely? (Cf. Col. 46) Self-righteous indignation will only close his mind,
d. Why is it particularly important that Jesus’ disciple be careful
about what he says?
e. How does lack of sincerity profane God’s name when invoked in
an insincere oath?
f. How does insincerity in swearing affect one’s relations with others?
g. How far should Jesus’ prohibition (“Swear not at all’’) be taken?
Is it an absolute prohibition of all oaths, swearing, pledges,
vows, etc.? Or is it relative, referring only to frivolous and
hypocritical ones? Or both?
h. HOW does the example of Paul and Jesus help us to understand
whether we are permitted to swear?
i. Is the taking of a solemn oath to assume a public office hereby
forbidden?
j, What is the relation of the teaching of Jesus to the Mosaic Law,
as to how that relationship reveals itself in this context? Is Jm
abrogating the Mosaic permission to swear? Is He revealing a
higher standard?

PARAPHRASE
“Another thing you have heard that was said to the ancients was,
‘You must not perjure yourself by swearing falsely, but you must
hand over to the Lord what you have promised with an oath.’ However, I tell you, do not use an oath at all. Do not back u p your
word by saying, ‘By heaven , . .’ , for that is God‘s throne, or by
saying, ‘Ey the earth
.’ , for that is His footstool, nor ‘By Jerusalem
.’ for Jerusalem is the city of God, the Great King. D o
not even swear by your own head, since you cannot turn a single
hair white or black (to demonstrate the truth of your affirmations)!
Let your word be a plain ‘Yes’ or ‘No.’ Anything beyond this proceeds
from an evil desire to deceive.”

..

..

)
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SUMMARY
The Law of Moses required that men abide by that to which
they bind themselves by their oath. Jesus counsels against all oaths
as basically unnecessary when a simple affirmation is sufficient, as
basically evil, when the desire is to deceive.

NOTES
I. THE SUBTLE SACRILEGE OF SPECIOUS SWEARING

5 : 3 3 Again, y e have heard that it was said to them
of old time: Apparently, Jesus uses this formula to indicate that
what H e is about to say is not an exact quotation of any one law,
but rather a correct summation of several laws. Thou shalt not
forswear thyself, but shalt perform unto the Lord thine
oaths. The basic principle to which Jesus refers in this summary
of the Mosaic legislation is the use of God’s name to guarantee the
inviolability of some promise made to Him, or to attest the truth
of one’s word by appeal to Him to witness. This principle responds
to a psychological need of man for such guarantees:
1. The inner truthfulness of the speaker cannot be verified on

other grounds (except by his generally-known character).
2. The assumption that no one would have the temerity to
back a false statement by so solemn an appeal to the Deity
as an oath.

3. The prevalence of falsehood in common speech creates suspicion
concerning all words not thus guarantee by an oath.
The Mosaic Law, in governing the use of oaths, regulated them
rtegdthety: Ex. 20:7 prohibited the employment of the name of God
for unworthy objects, as in swearing in the ordinary business of life;
Lev. 19:12 prohibited swearing by the Name in order to cover fraud,
thus profaning God’s Name. It also governed oaths by positive
regulations: Dt: 6:13 commanded that oaths be made in the Name
of God as evidence of loyalty to Jehovah on the same level with
fearing and serving Him; Dt. 10:20 commands oaths in His Name
as a manifestation of true reverence towards God; Dt. 23:21-23
teaches to pay what is vowed to God, lest the broken oath be considered sin; it is not sin if one does not vow; Num. 30:2 requires
any oath to be kept. Therefore, the Jews were permitted to take
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oaths in the Name of God, but He could not permit men to use
His Name falsely or irreverently without punishment, God considered swearing as a necessary measure until men’s false hearts
could be converted and satisfied just to tell the truth without backing
it up with oaths, In certain cases, the Law even required oaths (Ex,
22:11; Num. 5:19).
For a fuller understanding of the use of oaths in actual practice,
the following Scriptures may help: Gen. 14:22-24; 24:2-9, 37; 32:50,
53; 47:29-31; 50:5, 25; Judg. 8:19; 21:5; Ru. 1:17; 3:13; I Sam. 1:26;
17:55; 19:6; 20:3, 17; 25:26; I1 Sam. 2:27; 3:9, 35; 1 1 : l l ; 15:21;
19:23; I Kg. 2:23, 24; 18:lO; I1 Kg. 2 2 ; 631; Ezra 10:3-5; Jer.
4:2; 12:16; 29:22, 23; 38:16; 42:5; Am, 8:14, Note that a number
of the examples precede the Law. Swearing was used in the commonest
affairs of life, some trivial, However, such common swearing arises
more from that religious attitude which reveals itself in every facet
of life, than from a careless one. Originally, the oath was the truest,
most natura1 expression of a man’s conviction of a right awe of God.
With the passing of the fervency of the convictions, there arises that
contemptible familiarity with sacred things that is s e n in frivolous,
hypocritical swearing.
W e should certainly expect to find NT examples of oaths rightly
taken. God swore by Himself (Heb. 3:11, 18; 4 3 ; 6:13-18; 720,
21; Lk. 1:73; Ac. 2:3O; Cf. Dt. 32:40). Jesus confessed under oath
to being the Christ, God’s Son (Mt. 2663, 64). Paul often called
God to witness to the truth of his affirmations (Ro. 1:9; I1 Cor.
1:23; Gal. 1:20; Phil, 13; see also Ac. 18:18). God will send His
angel to sweat (Rev. 10:5, 6). Thus, whatever Jesus may command
in regard to swearing must be interpreted in light of these examples
which throw light on how His word was intended.

I

I

5:34 But I say unto you, Swear not a t all. What is
Jesus’ intention behind this prohibition? To forbid all oaths, judicial
and otherwise, or only common, profane swearing?
Jesus is not giving a corrected interpretation of the Law, since,
as we have seen, the Law commanded swearing by the Name of God.
(Dt. 6:13). His counsel, which requires such common truthfulness,
soars so high above the concepts of the Law that even the oaths
permitted therein would become unnecessary. Nor is He abrogating
the legal permission until H e establishes His kingdom of truth in
the heart.
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Jesus is not MERELY correceing scribal interpretations and evasions,
although He does this. To illustrate the compelling need for His
infinitely more satisfactory principle of personal integrity, He uses
the abuses to which swearing, even ideally, is prone.
Jesus’ general purpose, running through this whole discourse on
the nature of true righteousness, as opposed to legal righteousness,
is to reveal a heart rectitude which is unconditionally and consistently
observable in the simplest, outward acts. This injunction (“Swear
not at all.”) is at least relative to the nature and motive of the
oath. A solemn affirmation to convince those who are unable to
know one’s genuine, inner truthfulness, is permitted. Any oath or
confirmatory additions to one’s simple word are forbidden if intended
to deceive the hearer, or if the user does not feel absolutely pledged
to truth and faithfulness by his simple promise! What irony: those
that need oaths are forbidden to use them, while those that can best
use them do not need them!
Before examining the specific examples of the oaths which are
proscribed by Jesus, let us see His wisdom in counselling His
followers to steer clear of all oaths. Why should one not swear?

1. Because of what human swearing does to God:
a. It calls upon Him to be witness to, to justify, or to
guarantee the truthfulness of relatively unimportant declarations. This borders on presumption.

b. It often profanes His holy Name to the level that it
becomes unworthy of respect, since it calls upon God to
witness what is later discovered to be false. Those who
call a curse upon themselves if what they say is not true,
are daring God to act in a way dictated by their whim.

2. Because of what swearing does to tbe ow who swem:
a.

The necessity to guarantee the veracity of sohe declaration
by means of an oath immediately puts in question the
truthfulness of all other statements not made under oath.

b. Swearing tacitly justifies lying when not under oath, since
it destroys the sanctity of every word. W e must not
weaken the obligation for speaking the truth, by rendering
our simple affirmation somehow less sacred than our oath.
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c. Because rash or wrong vows must be broken when inconvenient or impossible circumstances render their hlfillment absurd or illegal, they become a useless binding
of the conscience. The failure to fulfill the vow or oath
becomes a demoralizing kind of perjury, (See Lev. 5:4-6)
However, some promises must be broken (cf. Jephthah,
Jdg. 11:30-34; Herod, Mt. 14:7), although the ideal is
to keep an oath at one’s personal damage (Psa. 15:4).
3, Because of what swearing does to others: Careless, unnecessary,
frequent and hypocrjtical taking of oaths practically destroys
any respect for oaths and proceeds to undermind the highest
bonds of faith and truth among men.
Swear not at all is Jesus’ criticism of all the perversions of
God‘s permissive legislation, created by the rabbis because they
honored certain oaths and ignored other cleverly-worded promises
they did not intend to keep. (See Mt. 23:16-22) Their sophistry
had developed into the fine art of evasion! The obligation to honor
an oath, according to their verdict, depended upon the nature of
the object by which one swore: if they swore by something created,
it was not necessarily binding and might be simply forgotten for
convenience. If the oath was sworn by the dread Name of Jehovah
God, the oath was binding. T h i s mode of reasoning probably began
simply to avoid pronouncing the Divine Name. Substitutes were
put for God’sName which were understood to mean it, But sweating by something other than by God removed also the very awe for
a God of truth and justice with which an oath was to be invested.
Then, the corruption set in where men refused to honor certain
specially-worded vows or promises. Thus, a superstitious show of
carefulness for the Divine Name had corroded into sophistries that
justified iniquity. The very substitutes for God‘s Name became, by
definition, not binding. Jesus exposes the fallacy: these non-binding
substitutes are meaningless unless they have real reference to God.
“You swear by heaven, but that is God’s throne (Isa. 66:1)! You
vow by the earth, thinking to avoid His throne, but that is His
footstool (Isa. 66:1)! You CaMOt even sweu by Jerusalem for
it is His capital and the seat of His worship (Psa. 48:3, 8). Thus,
there is no real way to keep God out of your smallest transactions.
God is Owner of the universe and all in it, even the smallest part,
yes, even the hair of man’s head. You cannot even swear by your
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head, because God made that too and He alone possesses the power to
make your hair white or black: mention even a hair in an
oath and you automatically bring into the question the great Governor
of the universe!
What are some modern examples which represent the same
evasive reasoning of the scribes? The list could be as long and
spiced as human history itself. “Lord have mercy!” “Lord ’a’ mercy!”
or simply “Lord . .
“Mercy!” “Merciful heavens!” or simply
“Heavens!” are common blasphemy, because they are uttered as an
unintended appeal to God for His assistence in a trivial difficulty.
These, like “My Lord;” began as a sincere expression arising out of
a deep religious consciousness, but they are degenerated, like “Hallelujah! ” and “praise the Lord! into meaningless interjections. “God
bless you” or simply, “. . . bless you” (after sneezes, of all things!)
is just as vulgar in the mouth as “God damn you!” or simply
. damn!” or the adjectival form “goddam(ned).” All bywords,
which are intended to bypass God‘s Name but which usually bear the
same initials and the same moral responsibility, are likewise condemned
by Jesus. The dodge that such interjections are not swearing is invalid, as they would have no meaning otherwise. Such evasion smells
of Pharisaic hypocrisy that whined, “I did not use God’s Name, but
I swore by the Temple!” The use of such interjections is indefensible
on two grounds. First, they are usually used as emphatic explosions
to impress the hearer with the sincerity or truthfulness of the
speaker (Cf. “Hell yes! You’re damn’ right! Heavens no!”), and
as such partake of that nature of oaths from which most of them
are historically drawn or for which they are lately substituted. Second,
they, being thoughtless, do not reflect that sacred responsibility for
every word spoken (Mt. 12:33-37) and may be judged as being
more than the simple affirmation (or negation) required by Jesus
(5:37; cf. Jas. 5:12). The exact terminology does not matter: if
the interjection or additional confirming partakes of the nature of
an oath but does not carry with it the solemnity of an oath, it stands
condemned on the same grounds as the thoughtless, unintended oaths
of the Jews.

.”

’I,

‘I.

.

11. THE SOLEMN SACREDNESS OF SIMPLE SPEECH
5:37 But let your speech be, Yea, yea; Nay, nay. Simply
to tell the truth is quite adequate. The disciple of Jesus is not to
honor his word merely because it is supported by an oath, but because
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it is sustained by an integrity of character that will honor any and
every commitment. (Study I1 Cor, 1:12-23 for an excellent example
of both personal integrity and oath-taking.) Blessed are the pure
in heart, for their word is as good as their most solemn pledge. A
man’s personal integrity is but another word for the quality of his
heart, But if the heart be basically false, dishonest, unjust and polluted,
the mouth cannot but reveal that condition (Mt. 12:33-37). This
man must resort to oaths to guarantee his affirmations, for what
other assurance of his truthfulness could he present, if his generallyknown lack of integrity could not support it?
Jesus is saying, “Make your life so transparently pure that your
simplest statement Is easily accepted as valid by your obvious sincerity.“
Live your whole Iife under oath! (Col, 3; 17) M&_ygqoc._sipplest
declarations in the. full knowledge that God witnesses them and holds
YOU
for them. Consequently, all your words must be holy
and
, This may explain the frequent swearing of Paul (cited
above). he was so profoundly obligated before God to tell the truth
that he stepped into the witness-stand, almost without realizing it,
by calling God to be his Arbiter.
Yea, yea; Nay, nay. Let your speech be exactly what it
pretends to be. A “yes” should mean “yes;” “no” should mean exactly
that. If you mean “maybe” or “perhaps,” then, avoid equivocation
by saying so. Thus, one’s plain words are pledged by all his character
and religion. When a Christian speaks, everyone should know exactly
for what he can be counted upon and where he stands. There can be
no trick words or evasions which take away personal responsibility
for what is said, in order to keep God out of the question. Whatsoever is more than these is of the evil (one). All such frivolous
oaths and unnecessary supporting additions, even the necessity for
serious vows, finds its basic origin in evil and the father of lies.
Why?
1. Because oaths are usually required because of a habitual lack
of veracity in the speaker and the common desire to obscure
inconvenient or embarrassing truth.
2. Because oaths are used in an evil society in which lying is
common.
Christian participation in the common vice certainly will not hasten
the day when all men will have learned merely to speak the truth.
By this expression, Jesus does not intend to proscribe all oaths, for
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oaths themselves are not evil (see on 5:33), but He is merely admitting that His high ideal of personal integrity will not be sufficient
always to allay the suspicions of others. James (5:12) gives another
valid reason for speaking simply: “lest you fall under condemnation.”

111. SUGGESTIONS FOR SINCERE SWEARING AND SPEAKING

A. If you must swear, swear properly. Jeremiah (4:2) lists four
characteristics with which any oath must be invested:
1. Swear in truth, only attestation or support of what is really
true. Never link God‘s holy Name with what is false.
2. Swear in justice, only in a just cause worthy of God‘s Name,
never lightly or rashly, but for a sufficient cause that actually
requires an oath for confirmation to end the argument.

3. Swear only in righteousness or personal integrity, never with
intent to deceive by hypocritical piety and mock solemnity.

4. Swear only by God‘s Holy Name and by nothing else. If sornething is so important that an oath must be given, it is worthy
of God’s Name; if not, it is not important enough to merit
an oath. To seek substitutes for His Name is evasive and
hypocritical.

B. If you would cure the habit of inordinate swearing:
1. Seek a right knowledge of the majesty of a holy God who will
not let go unpunished him who takes His Name uselessly.

2. Reverence Him with all your heart, so that any wrong use of
W s Name becomes a shock to your conscience. In a society
where profane swearing is common, this shock gets dulled and
must be continually sharpened by constant contact with God
Himself.

3. Live so sincerely a+

openly and so truthfully that no one
would dream of asking you to give an oath to back up your
everyday assertions. Dedicate your whole life to telling just
the truth.

4. Reserve your oaths, vows or swearing for the most solemn
occasions.
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C. If you would apply Jesus’ counsel to your own life, remember:
1, Careless and thoughtless use of God’s Name i s all the more
damnable because it implies that kind of selfishness which
cares more for self than for God’s holiness, The excuse that
the oath is meaningless (“I did not mean anything by itl”)
carries with it a very serious confession that the speaker
holds God in such contempt that he may throw around God’s
Name with impunity. Profanity is nothing but making common
and vulgar (profane) what must be regarded with reverence,
2. Exaggerated assertions which tend to lend a false impression
are proscribed as inconsistent with simple, truthful speech.
3, Idle or hypocritical promises, that ate not intended to be kept,
are exposed as lying.

4, Inattentive prayers, in which God is addressed but in which
there is no real concentration of thought and in which the
mind is allowed to wander over the entire range of immediate
interests with only an occasional nod at God, are words which
are as empty as meaningless oaths.

5. Praying to be seen of men in order to deceive them into
believing that he who prays is a man of extraordinary piety,
when in reality he is like those whom he seeks to impress,
is condemned.

6. Mechanical prayers, which repeat words that once expressed
fervent and real convictions but have since cooled into inattentive, indifferent and idle invocations of God’s Name, may
be avoided by returning to simple words that accurately represent one‘s true sentiments.

To put it another way: “Putting away falsehood, let every one speak

the truth with his neighbor, for we are members one of another , . ,
Let no evil come out of your mouths, but only such as is good for
edifying, as fits the occasion, that it may impart grace to those
who hear.” (Eph. 4:25, 29)

FACT QUESTIONS
1. What fundamental principle forms the basis of Jesus’ summary
of the OT Law on swearing?
2. Summarize the basic teaching of the OT on swearing.
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3. Explain the reasons why men require and give oaths.
4. Give at least five examples of oaths in the OT, telling who
gave the oath, what the oath was supposed to guarantee as true,
and the formula used.
5. List five NT oaths, telling who spoke under oath, what the oath
was supposed to guarantee as true, and the formula used (if
stated).
6. What fundamental principle, essential to the very heart of
Christianity, underlies Jesus’ advice to keep all speech simple,
that is, without confirming affirmations such as oaths?
7. Give one example of a Christian who maintained unfailing
personal integrity, yet also bound himself under vows and oaths.
8. God commanded Israel to swear only by His Name. By what
process of reasoning did the Jews arrive at swearing by so many
other things, to the point that they absolutely refused to name
God’s Name?
9. What is the basic principle behind Jesus’ argument that swearing
by heaven, the earth, Jerusalem, etc., missed the very point that
the Jews aimed to reach by their circumlocutions?
10. Show how “whatsoever is more than these is of the evil one.”
11. What are the basic rules for making a proper oath, according to
Jeremiah? Are these rules helpful in our day?

THE MISE AND GODLY MAN IN
RELATION TO THE LAM

C.
5.

HIS ATTITUDE TOWARD PERSONAL VINDICATION.

(Parallel: Lk. 6:27-31)

TEXT: 5:38-42
38. Ye have heard that it was said, An eye for an eye, and a tooth
for a tooth:
39. but I say unto you, Resist not him that is evil: but whosoever
smiteth thee on thy right cheek, turn to him the other also.
40. And if any man would go to law with thee, and take away thy
coat, let him have thy cloak also.
41. And whosoever shall compel thee to go one mile, go with him two.
42. Give to him that asketh thee, and from him that would borrow
of thee turn not thou away.
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THOUGHT QUESTIONS
a, Is the “law of retaliation” (v. 38) an ethical principle? If so, in
what way? If not, what i s the ethical principle behind it which
makes it necessary?
b. According to Jesus, what is ethically wrong with the desire to
avenge one’s honor, one’s person or one’s family? Why would
He urge His disciples not to resist an evil doer?
c. Why would Jesus specifically mention “thy right cheek” and not
“thy left” or say simply “thy cheek”? (Lk.6:29 uses this latter
form) What might be significant about its being the right?
d. How can one prepare for such an insulting attack in such a way
that his first reaction will be that studied self-control with which
Jesus challenges His followers? Can you think of other insults
(other than a slap on the cheek) which require self-discipline
to keep from retaliating? How does one “turn the other cheek,”
for instance, when he has been slighted? only insulted verbally?
e. Must Jesus’ words be taken literally, i.e. must one actually offer the
other cheek in order to obey the Lord?
f. What does the meek surrender of one’s right to fight for his petty
claims reveal about that man’s character?
g. Is it ever right to go to law? If not, why not? If so, under what
conditions?
h. How does “going the second mile” make him, who is generous in
this way, morally superior to him who compelled him to go the
first mile?
i. From your general knowledge of the NT, provide some general rules
which help to interpret and apply Jesus’ challenge to “give to him
that asks you, and from who would borrow turn not away.”
j. Is it never right to refuse any gift asked by anyone? Under whnt
conditions would it be wrong to refuse? Under what conditions
would it be right to refuse? What ethical principles decide the
difference between these two conditions?
k. Show the practical wisdom in Jesus’ sage advice offered in these
four illustrations ( 5 : 3 3 - 3 7 ) .

PARAPHRASE AND HARMONY
“You have heard that is was said, ‘An eye for an eye and a tooth
for a tooth.’ But I say to you, Do not defend yourself against him
who wrongs you. Rather, if someone slaps you on the right cheek,
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turn and offer him your left one too. If a man wants to sue for
possession of your tunic, let him have i t - a n d your robe as well! If
anyone impresses you into the public service to go one mile, go
with him two. Give to him who asks something of you, and do not
turn your back upon him who wants to borrow something from you.
Even if a man takes away something of yours, do not demand its
return. You must learn to treat men according to the same standard
you want used in their treatment of you.”

SUMMARY
The Mosaic Law limited retaliation to exact punishment measured
according to the wrong done. Jesus completely abolishes that spirit
of self-vindication which makes such a law necessary, giving four
examples: 1. Do not retaliate against insults. 2. Surrender your right
to litigate over trifles. 3. Help generously more than is asked. 4. Return
good for evil by intelligent liberality.

NOTES
HOW T O MEET EVIL AND OVERCOME
I. The Law’s Way, 5:38 Ye have heard that it was said,
An eye for an eye, and a tooth for a tooth. This is not the
language of human scribal interpretations of God’s legislation, but the
very punitive muscle of Mosaic law itself. Jesus is not quoting any
popularization of this law, which degrades it to justify personal revenge, as so many commentators assume. He cites the Law itself.
Study the various applications of this precept in Ex. 21:24, 25; Lev.
24:17-21; Dt. 2-21. The purpose of the legal precept was threefold:
1. To protect the rights of persons and propery by an equitable
judicial settlement. It meant the end to the excesses invohed
in blood-bath vengeance to clear personal or family honor.
2. To discourage personal revenge by providing a rule intended
to govern the decisions of the judges. (Cf. Dt. 1 9 1 8 ) The
Law was a real limitation of vengeance and the beginning
of mercy, for to the vindicator it said, “You may retaliate thus
far and no farther!’’

3. To create

a mentality of fear to lose a member because of
one’s own heedless passion which could strike out the eye
of another. Thus, in effect, both men’s eyes are saved,
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Barclay (Vol. I, 162) raises the interesting question whether this
law were ever literally carried out, H e answers no, since it might
involve the reverse of justice by involving the exchange of that
which had relatively more value than that for which it was exchanged:
a bad eye for a good one, etc, Thus, monetary value was placed by
the Jews upon the injury and value payment was made rather than
literal retributive damage, (Cf, Ex. 21:29, 30 to see the justice of
such an application: of how much more worth is a man than an ox?)
However the application of the precept might have been, so long as
he, whose eye or tooth had been knocked out, retaliated against his
attacker by exact and legal measure, the letter of Moses’ law was
satisfied. No doubt some prostituted this judicial rule of thumb into
a justification for getting their private revenge without due course of
law, but Jesus does not bring up this side of the question. He deals
only with the ethical principle which requires that this law be on
the books.
Jesus does not criticize the rule itself as used by magistrates.
Rather, He sets out to eliminate completely the need for it. The
rule is not an ethical principle for personal conduct, since it is a
mere punitive rule expressing quite another ethical principle which
motivates it and gives it meaning. The real ethical principle back
of the rule is the protection of personal or family honor or integrity,
and perhaps a sense of justice which requires “blood for blood” retaliation. But this ethical principle is much too low for Jesus. The Lord
would show men a higher, more worthy ethic than this primitive
tribal ethic of self-revenge.
11. The Lord’s Way, 5:39-42 Do not resist him who is evil.
This principle has caused no little difficulty for those who have not
stayed to hear Jesus out, since it seems to urge absolute non-resistence
of all evil persons. But . . ,

1. The principle must be interpreted in context: Jesus illustrated
exactly what He meant by it. The context demands that
it be taken as a contrast to the law of retaliation,
2. It must be interpreted in harmony with Jesus’ other teachings
which urge resistence of evil, even of evil men. (Gal. 2:5,
11; Tit. 1:9-13;cf. I Cor. 5, 6 in which Paul urges resistence
of evil and forbids litigation,) This is seen especially in the
impact of Jesus’ own influence which produced the most
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His apostles state that clearly (Eph. 6:11, 13, 14; Heb. 12:4;
Jas. 4:7; I Pet, 5:9) His purpose for coming into the world
was to attack openly and relentlessly Satan and all those r e p
resenting his interests (Heb. 2:14; I Jn. 3:8; cf. Mt. 12:28,
29). Jesus’ personal example shows how He intended this
teaching. He vigorously cleansed the Temple two times of
its graft and corruption (Jn. 2:llff; Mt. 21:12, 13). He
bitterly and uncompromisingly exposed the personal hypocrisy
of the religious leaders as well as the evil inherent in the
system of religion that they upheld. (Cf. Mt. 15:l-20; 16:1-12;
23; Mk. 12:38-40)
3. This principle must be applied to the individual, to whom
Jesus addressed it, and must not be applied to states or nations
or even to sub-groups within society that do not possess His
point of view.

Marshall ( 116) correctly observes: “In this passage, then, Jesus’
thought is concentrated on the question of nm-vindactweness in personal rehtiom. All other considerations, obligations, circumstances
and needs, are for the moment, left out of account. The question of
the maintenance of public law and order is not envisaged; that is
something which was simply taken for granted.”
Luke (6:27-31) and Leviticus ( 19:18) connect, by contrast,
the desire to take vengeance on the one hand, and on the other, love
for one’s neighbor even if he be an enemy: “Thou shalt not hate thy
brother in thy heart . . . Thou shalt not take vengeance, nor bear
any grudge against the children of thy people; but thou shalt love thy
neighbor as thyself; I am Jehovah.” Although the Law itself commanded such high ideals, it was powerless to enforce them in practical
ways. While the Law checked this vindictive passion, Jesus shows
His disciples how to rise even above the expectations of the Law.
He plans to abolish the desire to seek vengeance altogether.
A. BY REFUSING TO RETALIATE (first illustration of the
principle)
5:39b But whosoever smiteth
turn to him the other also. This
not a defence of his life, a fact which
first, this refusal to seek vengeance is
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of retaliation which would have rewarded the stricken the opportunity
to smite his attacker on his right cheek, Second, the actual form
of attack i s that of the most insulting contempt, but not an attempr
to kill. Thy right cheek, as you face your usually right-handed
artacker, will be slapped with the back of his right hand, No higher
insult could be imagined in almost any society, Yet, Jesus forbids
that personal vindictiveness, that unwillingness to forgive that takes
the law into its own hands and retaliates, H e would remove from
the heart that anger, resentment and hate that demands to get even.
This‘ He does before the fact, so that the shock and pain of the
attack may not catch the disciple unaware and unprepared to react
in this most unworldly sort of self-control. Usually words proceed
such physical violence and no discipie should fail to heed that inner
warning of the impending spiritual crisis. Thus, in place of that
desire to revenge self at all costs against whatever threat, Jesus places
nobler motivations and considerations, the chief of which is love for
that enemy, (Cf. Lk. 6:27-29) Only this kind of active love, which
treats the enemy as oneself, is capable of “enduring all things.” ( I
Cor. 13:7) It is almost, if not entirely, impossible to be a peacemaker while seeking revenge. (See on 5:9) While it is true that
God will wreak vengeance upon them that do not know and obey
Him (I1 Th. 1:7-10), yet the wrath of man cannot pretend to dispense such perfectly righteous justice, (Cf, Jas. 1:19, 20)
Yes, Jesus‘ rule is hwilidting, because we may be taken for
spineless cowards if we do not hit back, Such patient meekness is
contemptible in the eyes of the world. Jesus’ rule is impossible
for the natural man, whose reflexes are taught to resent and resist
every threat to his person or honor. Only God can make it possible
to act like Jesus when we are under fire! Jesus’ rule is p & f d
there may be that second blow!
But we must rather risk that
second injury than sin by revenging the first.
When applying Jesus’ exhortation, let it be recalled that He
Himself did not literally turn the other cheek (Jn. 18:22, 23), but
rebuked His miters, challenging their right to do so. Paul (Ac.
23:3) rebounded in fiery indignation, challenging the mockery of
justice that ordered him slapped. But never once did they retaliate
with that terrifying, destructive power within their grasp, (Mt, 26: 52,
53; Lk. 9:51-55;Ac. 13:6-12.)
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B. BY RELINQUISHING ONE’S RIGHT TO RESIST (second
illustration)
5:40 And if any man would go to law with thee, and
take away thy coat, let him have thy cloak also. This is a
question of property or possessions, not an involvement of conscience
or life. Thy coat would be better translated m i c , or that inner
garment over which the cZoaB, or heavy outer robe was worn. For
maximum effect, Jesus is probably assuming that the person He addresses has the legal right to both the tunic and the robe in the
question at law. This latter could not be taken even overnight as
a pledge from a poor man (Ex. 22:26, 27), because it was such an
important item of clothing. Jesus advocates that His followers be
ready to give up without litigation even that which, by law, could
not be taken. Considered from the point of view of the expenses
involved, giving up a full change of clothes is a trifle compared to
the relatively higher costs of long litigation. From the ethical standpoint, that meek surrender of one’s right to fight for his possessions
bespeaks an unselfishness and dignity that rises above petty claims.
(Cf. I Cor. 6:1-8; Heb. 10:34)
This, however, is no prohibition of seeking justice through the
courts, since defending one’s rights by law may also be necessary
and right for serious and truly important cases. (Cf. Ac. 16:35-39;
22:25-29; 25:10, 11) Jesus’ prohibition intends to discourage that
selfish preoccupation with holding possessions that fails to look
beyond self to see the true needs of one’s opponent. That opponent
is selfish too, else he would not be after your tunic. How else can
he be taught to be altruistic than by a first-class example of magnanimity in the very one whom he would defraud? Deep love and
true concern for him who would wrong you must take precedence
over your just rights and claims. Thus, Jesus is not completely forbidding His followers to go to court for any cause, but rather is
challenging their motives for so doing. He does not question the
rigbit to go to law, but the motive. T o accomplish some higher goal
of love, one right a Christian has is that of not insisting on his rights.
Blessed are the meek for the whole earth belongs to them! W h y
should they haggle over one tunic and a robe? (See on 5 ~ 5 )
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C. BY RENDERING REQUESTED RELIEF WITHOUT RANCOR
(third illustration)
5:41 And whosoever shall compel thee to go one mile,
go with him two. This compulsion of which Jesus speaks is a
historic allusion to the right of those in government service, whether
postal couriers or occupation soldiers or others, to impress anyone
into service to help them carry forward their own mission. (Cf. Mt.
27:32) Naturally, such impressment would be galling to a subject
people as well as inconvenient and fatiguing. Going that mile ( l o 0 0
paces) might mean shouldering a soldier’s baggage, T o the hypersensitive, punctilious Jew this defiling contact with a Gentile would
also be a forced self-contamination.
And what does Jesus say about this contaminating, oppressive,
hateful service demanded by foreigners? What a shock must have
been registered in the audience when He challenged their discipleship
to the core: “Do twice as much as is asked of you! Comply cheerfully in excess of the demand.” No sullen, complaining spirit here!
Considerate helpfulness is the key: no compulsory work which necessarily limits your freedom is to be resented or done hatefully, even if
it is R o w work to be done,
While this exhortation of Jesus may be a third illustration of
the general principle, “Resist not him who is evil,” yet Jesus seems
to be moving away from a strict interpretation of “him who is
evil” in this and the next illustration. The evidence, that He is not
following a strict outline which closely demonstrates the principle,
may be seen by interpreting the principle more generally: “Do not
seek to protect your selfishness or pride in any personal relation with
him who would stimulate either.” Taken in this latter sense, the
general principle is adequately clarified by all four examples. Thus,
whmoevev shd1 compel $bee t o go owe mile is not necessarily someone who evilly forces you to work, but H e means anyone who lays
some obligatory service upon you. Humanly we react against this
obligation and constriction of our liberties. W e react without reflection upon the needs, both immediate and relative as well as eternal
and absolute, of him who thus forces us to work. Nor do we regard
seriously enough what results in his life our reaction will produce.
What kind of business, domestic, national or international relations
would result if Jesus’ word were taken seriously? (Study some of
the apostles’ suggestions for applications: Eph. 6:5-8; Phil. 2 : 14; 4 : 5 ;
Tit, 3:2; Jas. 3:17; I Pet, 2:18f; Ro. 12:20)
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What if God and Jesus had not gone the second mile with US?
What is this but mercy? If so, does not this exhortation (“go with
him two”) become a specific example of how we may be merciful?
W e have thus turned a bit of servitude, in which we were the
subordinates, into a showing of mercy, in which we are the kings!
The foregoing three examples have explained the principle from
a negative standpoint: do not seek revenge, do not litigate, do not
render grudging service; and from a positive “doubling” formula: be
willing to suffering again, surrender more and help twice as much as
is asked. The following example follows the Hebrew poetic parallelism, giving two closely-related positive exhortations. (Cf. I Th. 5: 15)

D. BY READINESS TO RESPOND WITH RESOURCES (fourth
illustration )
5:42 Give to him that asketh thee, and from him that
would borrow of thee turn not thou away. This exhortation
of Jesus must be considered within the frame of reference in which
it was given, The Law had commanded this kind of open-handed
generosity to be directed to any countryman who, being impoverished,
was no longer able to sustain himself without help. (Ex. 22:25-27;
Lev. 25:35-46; Dt. 15:7-15; 23:19, 20) It is within this merciful
helpfulness ordained by the Lord that Jesus urges this open-hearted
response. Him that rarketb thee and him tbat wodd borrow, accordingly, refer to those whose need is real and known or obvious. (Cf.
Lk. 6:32-36 to catch this spirit of ready helpfulness.)
Jesus encourages this liberality to respond to genuine needs:
widows and orphans (Jas. 1:27), an unfortunate (Jas. 2:14-17; I
Jn. 3: 17), or someone really hungry, cold, ill-clad, sick or in prison
(Mt. 25:35-45), Sometimes gainful employment is the most honorable
help to give; other times, food, clothing, etc., according to the need.
(See Ac. 11:27-30; Ro. 15:25-28, 31; I1 Cor. 8, 9; Eph. 4:28; Gal.
6: 10, for wider application.)
Jesus’ rule must never be interpreted so as to encourage laziness,
shiftlessness or greed. Note I1 Th. 3:6-15 where the practical expression of “disorderliness” is shameless laziness and is worthy of practical
excommunication. Paul soundly condemns those busybodies who try
to “go around work,” (periergadzomelzoz) and urges that they be
not fed. Jesus’ rule must also be applied consistently with our other
duties and obligations. (Cf. I Tim. 5:8; I Th. 4:11, 12) We we
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nor commanded to dole out. daily sustenance to him wlw will not
work, for it would make him a thief to take that to which he has
no right.
So how shall Jesus’ teaching be applied?
1. Do .not refme t o give: what or how you will give may have
to be decided according to many factors, b y you must not
close your heart.
2. Colzsider the receiver of the gift: is he a fraudulent beggar
or a man in real need? Can you always tell the difference?
Better to help a fraud now and then than miss Jesus disguised
as ”one of the least of His brethren!”
of gift t o be ghm, Should it be according
to his request or according to his real need? Sometimes
there is an important difference between these. Is it always
possible to know another’s real need? Sometimes employment for a wage could restore a man’s self-respect like no
hand-out ever could. Other men might be saved from poverty
by a gift disguised as a “loan.” Will the gift contribute to
his delinquency by encouraging him to continue begging
when he could and should work? Or will it really result
in the recipient’s best interest by making him a better man?

3. Consider the

seoredy 4s possible. (Mt. 6:2-4) Sometimes the
slightest breath of publicity would humiliate the recipient
beyond recall, and cause him to hate his benefactor.

4. Give

CONCLUSION
Plummer ( h k e , 185) has caught the spirit of Jesus behind each of
these four precepts:
What is the spirit? Among other things this:-that resistance
of evil and refusal to part with our property must never be
a p e r s o d matter: so far as we are concerned we must be
willing to suffer still more and to surrender still more. It
is right to withstand and even to punish those who injure
us: but in order to correct them and protect society; not
because of any personal a&,ws,
It is right also to withhold
our possessions from those who without good reason ask for
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them; but in order to check idleness and effrontery; not
because we are too fond of our possessions to part with them.
So f.r a~ o w persmal feelkg goes, we ought to be ready to
offer the other cheek, and to give, without desire of recovery
whatever is demanded or taken from us. Love knows no limits
but those which love itself imposes. When love resists or
refuses, it is because compliance would be a violation of love,
not because it would involve loss or suffering . . . In every
case, however, we ought to be willhag to part with what may
be lawfully given to any. The wish to keep what we have
got is not the right motive for refusing.

Jesus is picturing in these four vivid strokes of the brush how He
intends for His disciple to master his own h e m by keeping himself
free from those natural emotions which too often lead to sin. (Ro.
12:17-21; I Th. 5:15; I Pet. 3:3; 2:21-24; cf. Isa. 50:6; Prdv. 2 0 : 2 2 ;
24:29)
Certain psychological advantages may be found in Jesus’ counsel.
To offer one’s cheek in a spirit of magnanimity to receive that
second insult should touch the heart of the adversary, if he has
any conscience at all. In this vivid expression of obvious self-control
he ought to be able to see who IS really the bigger man, and be
caused to be ashamed of himself for offering the insult. It takes
two to make a fight: what can one do if the other refuses him
fight? Again, the willingness to endure wrong may cause a legal
adversary to reconsider his own rights in a case, but much depends
upon how Jesus’ disciple shows his refusal to push his claims. The
adversary might suppose that he did not have a case anyway and
therefore dropped his claims. Though a disciple must risk losing
face as well as some property, yet may honorably point out his reasons
for believing himself to be in the right and waive his right in favor
of the opponent. Considerate helpfulness while doing an unwelcome
task should show who is truly the bigger man, the more generous,
more longsuffering, more patient in every way, The benefit may
fall upon the next man impressed into service, and he may be treated
with like consideration, but so what?
Naturally, no moral advantage is gained by a calculating use of
Jesus’ principles, such as giving in to an adversary in order to placate
him, with a view to retaining both tunic and robe, or offering to
go two miles with a view of shaming the officer into refusal, or
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turning the other cheek in order to humiliate the insulter for striking
such an easy target. This calculation with a view to defending one’s
selfish pride contradicts outright all that Jesus is teaching here. The
Master is trying to get us to stop pampering our selfishness and to
crucify it in these pracrical ways,

FACT QUESTIONS
1. Summarize the entire Mosaic legislation on retaliation and give
several different examples of its application which are offered
in the Law itself.
2. Was this law intended for private, personal application by the
individual seeking revenge? Who, according to the Law, was to
see that the precept was executed properly?
3. What was the purpose of this law of retaliation?
4. Does Jesus criticize the law of retaliation when used as a rule
for execution by magistrates? If so, what about it does He
criticize? If not, what is the point of the four illustrations He
gives which explain what He considers to be in contrast with it?
5. List all the various factors which bear upon the interpretation of
Jesus’ principle: “Do not resist him who is evil.”
6. What is the one point common to all four illustrations, which
explains the true meaning of Jesus’ principle?
7, List the four illustrations, showing the relation of each to the
principle they illustrate.
8. Did the Law of Moses forbid seeking private revenge (without
recourse to law) and bearing a grudge?
9. Is the frame of reference for Jesus’ first illustration of His
principle a question of life and death? Does Jesus’ exhortation
take into account the problem of self-defence against an attempt
to kill?
10. Did Jesus “turn the other cheek” when slapped? Did Paul? Did
they retaliate in any way?
11, Could the robe (“cloak”) be taken by law? What is the ethical
force of Jesus’ advice regarding it?
12. Does Jesus prohibit a Christian’s going to court to defend some
cause he deems truly important? Prove your answer.
13. What is the historic connection involved in the phrase “compel
thee to go one mile”? (Who compelled? Why? Why one
mile? etc.)
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C . THE WISE AND GODLY MAN IN

RELATION TO T’HE LAW
6. HISATTITUDE TOWARD PERFECT LOVE. (Parallel Lk. 6:32-36)

TEXT: li :43-48
43. Ye have heard that it was said, Thou shalt love thy neighbor,
and hate thine enemy:

44. but I say unto you, Love your enemies, and pray for them that
persecute you;
45. that ye may be sons of your Father who is in heaven; for he
maketh his sun to rise on the evil and the good, and sendeth
rain on the just and the unjust.
46. For if ye love them that love you, what reward have ye? do
not even the publicans the same?
47. And if ye salute your brethren only, what do ye more $bran
others? do not even the Gentiles the same?
48. Ye therefore shall be perfect, as your heavenly Father is perfect.

THOUGHT QUESTIONS
a. What happens to men when they allow themselves to hate?
b. What is the basis for the distinction we make between those whom
we call “enemies” and those whom we call “friends”? Is this a
proper distinction?
c. What kind of “enemy” does Jesus have in mind: personal?
national? just anyone who is hostile to us?
d. How should Jesus’ teaching be applied with reference to one’s
national enemies? If a man is not sure that his nation has a
just cause in war, should he allow himself to be made part of
its army? If he is reasonably sure that his nation has a just
cause, how should he treat or regard those who will be enemy
soldiers?
e. Is it possible to like someone who is personally hostile to us and
is trying his best to thwart our every design? Is it possible to
love him? What is the difference?
f. Is it possible to say that love is the perfect law? What makes
you think so? What do you mean by “law” here?
g. Are laws themselves ethical ptinciples, or are there ethical principles behind the laws which cause them to be written?
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11. What is the relationship between the principle of love and laws,
as these latter are found in any code of law?
i. If a person be governed by love, does he need to be governed by
law? If not, why not? If so, what is the function of the law
in this case?
j. Is it possible that the word “perfect,” as used by Jesus ( 5 : 4 8 ) ,
produce very different effects in those who hear it? In other words,
how would the sinner react to this demand? How may the disciple
respond to it?
k. How does the standard of Jesus surpass all standards known to
man?
1. How does Jesus make it possible to grow into such a standard?
m.Are you absolutely perfect yet? If not, what provisions are made
for your perfection? What if you die in that imperfect condition?

PARAPHRASE AND HARMONY

I

’
I

I

1

l

I

I

“You have heard that it was said, ‘You shall love your neighbor
and hate your enemy,’ But I say to you who will really listen, Love
your enemies: do good to those who hate you, bless those who curse
you, pray for those who insult and persecute you, in order to act
like your heavenly Father. Yes, do good and lend, expecting nothing
in return. You will have a rich reward and you will be truly sons
of the Most High. He is kind to the ungrateful and wicked. He
makes His sun rise on the evil as well as on the good people, and
sends His rain on the just and unjust alike. Be compassionate just like
your Father is merciful.
“For if you love those who love you, what thanks could you
expect? Do not even tax collectors and sinners do as much? And if
you greet only those within your own circle, what more are you doing
than others? DO not even the pagans do that much? And if you
return good deeds only to those who do good to you, what virtue
is there in that? For even sinners do the same thing. And if you
lend only to those from whom you expect to get it back, what is
extraordinary about that? Even sinners lend to each other, to get
back the same amount in full.
“You, therefore, are to be perfect-as
perfect as your hepvenly
Father is!”
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SUMMARY
A summary of practical Jewish morality revealed an ethically
inadequate lovelessness and partiality, although it had seemed perfectly rational. But God's personal percifulness undoubtedly ignores
such spurious justifications and distinctions, since He blesses even
those who spite Him in every way. Sectarian selfishness and calculating courtesies are typical of those who make no pretences to
knowledge or service of God. But Jesus expects nothing less than
the perfection of God as a standard for His disciple.

NOTES
I. A N ANCIENT ADAGE AMMEJWED
A. THE ANCIENT ADAGE
5:43 Ye have heard that it was said, Thou shalt love
t h y neighbor, and hate thine enemy. The first phrase is as
old as the Law itself and is left unchanged by the Lord. (Lev. 19:18)
There is no point in mentioning Jesus' omission of "as thyself"
since His correction (vv. 44-48) takes no notice of the omission.
Jesus is not quoting a popular Pharisaic tradition which omits this
measurement of love. Rather, as He'quotes it, the first phrase balances
more neatly the second phrase which He intends to correct.
Hate t h emmy. While this is not a direct precept of the
Mosaic Law, it is a true representation of its practical application.
Though there were precepts enjoining love for the individual foreigner
sojourning in the land (Lev. 19:33, 34) and civil rights and courtesies equal to those due any native Hebrew, nevertheless the fear of
contamination by idolatry, through any kind of social contact with
their surrounding pagan neighbors, caused the Jews to heed those
commands which enforced their separatism. (Ex. 23:20-33; 34:11-lb;
Num. 31; Dt.7:l-5,16; 1O:lO-18; 23:3-6) True, they often compromised these instructions, but their being reprimanded for these
failures, which threatened to erase their distinctiveness, helped to create
that attitude inherent in the commands themselves: show your enemies
no mercy: destroy them entirely. Further, in the same context with
the precept to vanquish their enemies completely is found expressed
God's own attitude of strict retribution, almost as if to provide Israel
an example for imitation (see Dt. 7:9-ll),even as Jesus offers
God's example in the present seaion as an example for imitation of
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His mercy,

In the one case, Israel’s religious distinctiveness was at
stake; in this case, it i s not, Rather, impartial love i s the question,
and the purpose for Israel’s separatism is already realized and needs no
further protection, Perfect love is more capable of preserving religious
separation than any amount of warring against one’s enemies, even
though this latter expedient was necessary to prepare that primitive
people for the coming of Jesus who could reveal such love. Nevertheless, godly men, living under such laws, felt this hatred. (Cf.
Ps. 18; 35; 55:8-15; 59; 69:18-27; 137.7-9; 139:21, 22) And they
practiced it. (Cf. 1 Chron. 21:l-3)
This is not to deny the totally unjustifiable distortions of God‘s
intent for such legislation, God never intended that Israelites should
detest or refuse to love a personal foe. Rather, kindness and practical
generosity were to be used toward him. (Ex,23:4, 5; Prov. 24:17, 18:
25:21; cf. Notes on 5:21)
Is not such hate also the natural outgrowth of self-righteousness
which so straitly identifies itself with the cause of righteousness that
the self-righteous cannot conceive of God’s plans as having any expression except through him and his group? This is the “we-are-right-letthose-who-disagree-with-us-go-to-hell” spirit seen in all sectaries just as
much in the “orthodox and faithful” as in the “errorists and false
teachers.”

B. THE

AMENDMENT

5:44 But I say unto you, Love your enemies, and pray
for them that persecute you. Far from pampering the prejudices
of His audience, which grovelled under the Roman yoke, having
known one oppressor after another since the beginning of the great
captivities, Jesus shows Himself the true Patriot. He offers them
the only way to improve relations with ANY enemy, personal or
national. This word of love must have aroused resentment in some
who had unusually bad relations with tax collectors and Roman soldiery.
How these words would have stung on the ears of those who were
just living for the day when they personally might draw Roman blood
and drive the hated occupation army out of Palestine!
But this word ertemy covers the whole realm of those who
oppose one: personal antagonists, business competitors, political opponents, social rivals. This is evidenced in the Law by the more or
less personal relations between the antagonists, which would have
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permitted deeds of kindness to him. (See Ex. 23:4, 5; Prov. 24:17
18; 25:21) The fact that Jesus places the emphasis on loving our
enemies, rather than upon loving our neighbors, should remind us
that that hateful quality in some of our neighbors which makes them
our enemies must not cause us to forget that they are, after all,
neighbors to love. Jesus is not saying that our enemies are somehow
not our neighbors, merely because He does not identify the two here,
since He does identify them elsewhere. (Lk. 10:29-37)
At first view, what Jesus commands seems impossible due to
the many misconceptions of the meaning of the word love. W h a t
is this 2ove which Jesus requires?

1. Clear examples, which explain His meaning, are offered immediately in this context:
a. P m y f0.r those who persecute you. No man can honestly
pray for another and continue to hate him; rather, he
will try to understand his enemy’s real need and the
reasons which make him that way. Such magnanimity
must necessarily destroy rancor and desires to retaliate.
b. Impartial generosity (See on 5:45)
c. Social courtesy (See on 5:46)
d. Readiness to reconcile; refusal to hold in contempt (5:2126)
e. Refusing to hate a member of the opposite sex by lusting
after them (5:27-30)

f. Destroying enmity for one’s society by resisting the temptation to create a situation which would undermine it (5:31,
32 )
g. Rejecting false, deceiving oaths by simple honest speech
(5:33-37)
h. Returning good for evil ( 5 : 3 8 - 4 2 ) . Luke’s parallel (6:273 6 ) actually mixes these applications with the precept,
making just o i e integrated section where Matthew has
two.

Thus, Jesus’ meaning is exemplified in these examples of
actions, deeds and attitudes, and not merely through a sentiment.
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2, Other examples of loving one’s enemies:
a. The Good Samaritan (Lk. 10:25-37)

b, Jesus on the cross (Lk.23:34)
c. Stephen being martyred (Ac. 7:60)
d, David spared Saul’s life (I Sam. 24, 26)

So we see, even before examining the word Cwe itself we have before
us a clear concept of its meaning intended by the Author, derived
from the examples He gives of its manifestation. “he exact meaning
of Jesus’ word ( a g e a t e ) must be gathered from the context in
which He uses it, due to the interchangeability of the two Greek
words usually used to express this relationship between persons.

For studies in @ga+2 and fhili2icd and their verbs a g @ d and philed,
compare Amdt-Gingrich, pp. 4-6, 866, 867, where their interchange
is noted, But see Butler, J o b , I1 454-456 and Hendriksen, John,
11, 494-500, where excellent reviews of the differences are given.
From the way Jesus illustrated what He means, we learn:

3. W h a t Jesus does

NOT mean. He does not intend just a
natural compassion or good-naturedness, a natural affection or
fondness. Nor can He imply a blanket, general love which
takes in wholesale an enemy nation, or the whole corrupt
political machine, or an entire religious denomination, but
rather He intends a love for the individual, detached from
the movement he represents. It is not a tender sentiment
similar to that which binds us to our nearest and dearest.
It is not something that we cannot help, because Jesus commands us to do something about it. This love commanded
is not an ethical principle for application by society en masse,
but by the individual, since it was to the latter that H e
addressed it. Nor does Jesus mean that love must ignore
criminal actions and refuse to discipline due to a pretended
“love” for the unscrupulous, undisciplined and criminal.

4. What Jesus DOES mean: by the word love He intends a
purposeful, intelligent, comprehending love which cannot
ignore the hatefulness and wickedness of the enemy, but seeks
in every way to free him from the sin which blinds and
binds him to those passions that drive him to be what he
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is. This love commanded is a matter of the will, a victory
over that which comes instinctively even to publicans and
sinners. This love is something that we have to will ourselves into doing, not an emotion that comes to us unbidden.
This love is a determination of the mind expresses itself
in invincible good will to all men alike by always doing
what is in the best interest of each. Jesus insists that each
disciple take His fiat seriously as a basis of their personal
relationships.

Is not this love the empowering ethical principle that motivates all
of the “impossible” demands of Jesus? Not only does this love far
surpass the righteousness of the scribes and Pharisees, but it raises
the standard so far above all law, especially that of Moses, that it
touches the perfect character of God! Instead of this precept being
a mere lovely theory, it is practical to the last degree, because it
puts every motive to the test, challenges every action and rejects
automatically all conduct that would be a violation of love. This
latter feature is accomplished without any recourse to that inferior
conduct motivation or moral control known as kmu. Thus, Jesus is
revealing a means of conduct control that for its excellence far surpasses any and all legal systems, It is superior because the constraints
of love must bring about a complete moral transformation in man by
causing him to re-examine his entire character and bring it into line
with the demands of his love.
Conversion, then, is not so much a miraculous process as it is a
rational introspection into one’s heart to determine wherein the individual is not loving God and his fellows, and a thorough-going
determination to act conscientiously according to the dictates of this
true love. God’s part in conversion, therefore, is His provision of the
key that unlocks this whole series of conversions in every area of
life. The key is simply His own love which stimulates us to love
( I Jn. 47-21). In other words, Jesus is saying, “Love God and your
neighbor perfectly, and everything else will take care of itself.” Who
needs rules to force him to act, whose heart is entirely converted by
the very ethical motivation ‘that requires such rules be written for
the ethically unmotivated?
But the original command of God was: ‘‘Love yozlr 1te2ghbw (and
Jesus says this means our enemy too) AS YOURSELF.” What a standard!
HOWfar-reaching! How do we express this self-love? Our love for
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ourselves is unhypocritical, ardent, active, habitual and constant. It
respects our interests, is tenderly concerned about our welfare, takes
genuine pleasure in promoting our success and happiness: we just
cannot do enough for ourselves! $!The test, then, of our love for the
other fellow is not merely our fondness for him, but the trouble we
are willing to take and the sacrifices we are prepared to make for
his benefit. Luke (6:31) inserts the golden rule right in the middle
of his account of this section, thereby suggesting that the acid test
of love is deeds, not merely sweet sentiments. Twice he quotes
Jesus as saying, “Love your enemies and do good , ,
(Lk. 6:27,
35; cf. Ro. 12~17-21)
Should someone object that the cost of love is too high ( I Jn.
3:16),the cost of hatred is even greater! ( I Jn. 3:15) He who
would shut out his neighbor’s need from his heart, likewise shuts out
the love of God!

.”

11. THE ALMIGHTY, AN ACICNOWLEEGED AUTHORITY
ON ALTRUISM
5:45 that y e may be sons of your Father who is in
heaven: for h e maketh his sun to rise on the evil and the
good, and sendeth rain on the just and the unjust. This is
the first reason Jesus urges us to love our enemies: that we might
be like God. God is the very author and example of this outgoing
love of others. (Ro. 5 : s - 8 ; I Jn. 4:7-12) Our pattern and measure
of love is to be no less than His!
Love .tht yozc may be sons expresses the purpose of our loving
those who certainly do not love us. The word be (gen2ssthe) might
be translated become, thus suggesting that this love is, in the final
analysis, the only real means of growing into the image of the Son
of God (cf. Ro. 8 : 2 9 ) , and this recalls S:9 where those who imitate
God will be called His sons. (See notes there) The central idea
is this: moral likeness proves one’s true parentage. (Contrast Jn.
8:39-47) To the Jews present that day, the phrase “sons of your
Father” would have been readily grasped in its general Hebraistic sense
of likeness or chief characteristic. (See Gesenius, 126) Accordingly,
Jesus is saying, “Love that you may be like God, or godly, godlike.”
However, Jesus’ word must not be construed to mean that one may
become a “son of God” merely by the exercise of some brand of
neighborly love which bypasses regeneration! Truly, such impartial
loving as Jesus expects is impossible without regeneration. Though
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this love is the ready test of sonship, yet one is not necessarily a son
if he ignores the father's instructions for becoming a son. (Cf. Gal.
3:26, 2 7 )
The honest man, whose conscience has been stabbed by Christ's
message and who feels keenly his own imperfection, will be reminded
that God did truly bless him even in his sinfulness. Such a disciple
will be motivated to bless and help men, especially his enemies, loving
them as God had first loved him. This is Gods reason for continuing
to bless even those who by their continued impiety dare Him to
destroy them. His goodness could melt their stubborn hearts, causing
them to repent (RO. 2:4; I Tim. 1:12-17). Thank God that He
does not bless us on the basis of our capricious and relative goodness!
Thus, ours is to be a perfect interest in people that is closely
identified with God's concern for them. (Cf. Eph. 4:31-5:1)
111. THE ABSURDITY OF ACI'ING ACCORDING TO
AVERAGE A'ITITUDB
5 :46, 47 See the PARAPHRASE/HARMONY for Luke's significant
additions here. Jesus' second reason for loving the unlovely and unloveable, is that refusal to do so is conduct no better than that of
the worst of men. That choice to love only those who are beautiful,
desirable, and who will reciprocate love, is nothing but that same
cruel, callous, calculating partiality practiced by any hypocrite! James
(2:1-17) drives home the heinous injustice of partiality.
Publicans, Gentiles: Luke in this place says simply s h z ~ s ~
while Matthew, wfiting more to a Jewish standpoint, mentions two
classes which to Jews were sinners without equals. The @bZicms
were the collectors who did the foot-work, actually gathering the
Roman taxes' for their Roman bosses. To a subject people like the
Jews, not only the taxes to support their rulers, but also these merceneries who collaborated with their conquerors to collect the money,
would be hated and despised as traitors to their people. The
stigma attached to the profession naturally precluded the accepting
the occupation by any good men who had any regard for the good
opinion of their countrymen. Obviously, this left the office to those
who had less self-respect to lose and no reputation to protect and
often few principles. Considered as traitors as well as grafters, they
were regarded as entirely out of fellowship with God. (Cf. Lk. 3:12,
13; 19:l-9; 15:1, 2 ; 18:9-14) On GentihJ see on 5:43 to grasp this
purely Jewish allusion.
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W h a t r e w a r d h a v e you? , , W h a t do you more t h a n
o t h e r s ? These rhetorical questions are calculated to call His hearers
to make a personal judgment, or perhaps to call attention to His
judgment intimated in His question: “If one loves and salutes only
his most intimate friends and family, he is acting just like those
whom he would class as flagrant sinners, Worse yer, he is sharing
their sin of partiality,” Here the Master exposes the proud snob for
the hypocrite he really is, since he would probably claim to love all
men and yet he would rationalize such party loyalty as would salute
only its own clique, clan of club. Party spirit and clan loyalty have
been scored by the apostles as well, (Gal. 5:20; Jude 19; I Cor. 1-4)
That unhypocritical love which embraces even the repulsive and hateful
really goes beyond these average attitudes and actually does more than
others. (Ro. 12:9; I1 Cor. 6:6; Gal. 6:lO; Eph. 6:5-9; Phil. 2:3, 4;
I Pet. 1:22) Christian love must be unlike human love which is often
no more than a self-interested affection. In other words, we must
never let our natural likes and dislikes become the rule of our life or
the test of our love, since real love carries us into the lives of those
for whom we have no natural affinity. To break the force of our
clannish habits, let us begin to associate with men, not because they
are congenial to us or agree with us, but because they need our compassion and understanding, Let us cultivate those outside “out“ group.
(Cf, Lk. 5:27-32; 7:36:50; 14:12-14; 15:1, 2; Jn. 4 : l - 4 2 )
Salute was a word loaded with connotations of friendship,
acceptance and fellowship, just as the oriental salutation was a vigorous
personal contact consisting of a cordial embrace, a kiss on both cheeks
and inquiries about the welfare of each member of the other’s family.
Thus, Jesus IS asking quite a bit more than a simple “good morning”
of His disciples: if you are only cordial with your little circle, what
do you do that is so different?
In this admonition, Jesus, having shown the weakness of such
distinctions that selfishness must create, now corrects the absurdity of
thinking that one could really live in love and yet show practical
favoritism. Edersheim (Life, 11, 237) observes:
That question, ‘Who is my neighbor?’ has ever been at
the same time the outcome of Judaism (as distinguished from
the religion of the OT), and also its curse .
God had
separated Israel unto Himself by purification and renovationand this is the original meaning of the word ‘holy’ and ‘sanctify’
in the Hebrew. They separated themselves in self-righteousness

..
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and p r i d e - a n d this is the original meaning of the word
‘Pharisee’ and ‘Pharisaism’. . . . Before we sit in harsh judgment on these Jews, let us remember how often professing
Christians have restricted the circle of Christian love until it
embraces no more than pagan love, i.e. those who love us
and salute us.

IV. ASPIRING T O ATTAIN THE ABSOLUTE
5:48 Ye therefore shall be perfect, a s your heavenly
Father is perfect. Jesus’ idea of real religion or true righteousness
is to make us like God,nothing else or nothing less! McGarvey puts
it right: though it be impossible for such sinners as we to reach this
perfection yet anything short of it is short of what we ought to be.
In fact, one sure rule to remember must be: if you think you have
arrived at this perfection, you have not. The closer we approach the
perfection of God and thus the more intimate grows our knowledge
of the Father, the more we will be humbled and dissatisfied with our
accomplishments.
But what is Jesus driving at? Surely He must know that we
could not struggle up to the heights of that far inferior standard
of Moses’ Law, and if THAT were too difficult for us, how could He
expect us even to begin thinking about aiming for God’s perfection?
W e must cry out in dark despair, “Lord, be merciful to me, the sinner
that I am!” But this was exactly His point: to bring us to our knees
asking Him what we must do. (See introduction to the Sermon)
Carver ( 8 1) raises that important philosophical problem: “Could we
follow Jesus as we do if He had for us any lower standard of morals
and ethics than perfection, if He could be content until He has made
us true sons and daughters of His perfect Father?” Probably not,
for we would ever suspect that there yet remain a final answer above
and beyond Jesus, however satisfied we might be with His good
standards. But being brought up face to face with THIS standard,
we may rest assured that there are no higher standards, and it is with
TH,IS one that we have to deal, decide, do or die!

HOW TO BE PERFECT
Let us, howeve;, not permit our despair of ever reaching such an
exacting standard to become an excuse for ignoring Jesus as an unrealistic dreamer whose schemes for human moral improvement ars unworkable. Let us remain at least long enough to hear Him explain His idea
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LOVING PERFECTLY

Ieterpreting Jesus’ word in context, we see that Jesus is saying
something very simple and yet so profound: “He who loves like the
heavenly Father loves, is thoroughly equipped to grow into absolute
perfection. He who loves, needs no other rules or standards, for
he will always act in the best interest of his neighbor, friend or
enemy. To love consistently is to be perfect.”
This interpretation harmonizes with the propositions of the
Apostles, “Whoever practices obedience to His message really has
a perfect love of God in his heart.” ( I Jn. 2:5 QBWilliams) “No
one has ever seen God; yet if we practice loving one another, God
remains in union with us, and our love for His attains perfection in
our hearts, (I Jn. 4:12 CBW; cf, I Jn. 4:17, 18) One’s faith is
perfected by what he does (Jas. 2:22), if it is a faith which works
through love (Gal. 5:6). Only intense love can hold a man steadfast in trials and thus be perfected (Jas. 1:2-4). And, most important
of all, no law is capable of making anybody perfect (Heb. 7:19;
9 : 9 ; 1O:l; cf. Ro. 2:12; 3:29; 4:15; 5:20; 8:3). All law must
render man imperfect in his own eyes and frustrate his attempts to
be perfect. Perfect loving, on the other hand, has in it the seed-germ
capable of making man entirely perfect.
By commanding men to be “perfect,” Jesus DID mean them to
be “sinless,” since the essqnce of sin is lovelessness. There is no
moral perfection but wh*ere perfect love has made sin impossible.
Sins, by definition, are those acts which express man’s selfishness and
his failure to love his neighbor or his God at some given point of
contact. Sin is not only or merely “transgression of the law” ( I Jn.
3:4; Ro. 3:20 etc.), although it is this too, but is more the refusal
to love (I Jn. 3:11-18; 4 9 , 17-21). Laws are but the muscles
of love, given to punish those who are unable or unwilling to be
governed directly by love. Laws merely describe and forbid unethical
behavior, but the behavior itself is sin because, in one way or another,
it disobeys the dictates of love. Contrarily, love is the fulfilling of
any law. (Mr. 22:36-40; Ro. 13:s-10; Gal. 5:14; 6:2) True righteousness IS love and as such is not subject to law; rather, love is
the maker of laws where they are necessary. (Gal. 5:22, 23) All
standards of right and wrong will be perfectly fulfilled by the man
who always does what is in the best interest of his neighbor, i.e.
loves him completely. This is the genius of Christianity and the
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very reason why Jesus refused to spell out in detail what constitutes
true righteousness, lest men mistake His word for another law! By
just commanding love, He covered the whole gamut of human relations
like no detailed law could ever do.

B. BY BEING DECLARED

“PERFECIJ‘

Thus, the very admission that we do not love as we should,
condemns us for our imperfection. How can God admit anything
less than perfection? God has solved this dilemma by choosing to
declare perfectly righteous those who will believe Jesus, depend entirely
upon Him, and thus regard His perfection as their own. (Ro. 8:l-4;
I1 Cor. 5:17-21; I Cor. 1:30; Eph. 2:6; Phil. 3:8, 9; Col. 1:12, 22,
28; 2:lO) Thus, all that is imperfect in the Christian is judged to be
perfect, because it is viewed as perfected by the perfection of Christ.
This is only possible because of the disciple’s position k Chist.
This perfection of the Christian is a jlldicisr2 declaration, quite irrespective of his personal maturity. This declaration is entirely based
upon the Christian’s dependence (faith) upon Jesus to be his righteousness, sanctification, justification and redemption. (Heb.10:14)

c. BY GROWING UP INTO THE STANDARD
Telews, the word translated by our word “perfect,” can mean
all that our word signifies, i.e. absoluteness, the highest degree of
excellence. Yet is means more. (See Arndt-Gingrich, 816, 817)
Perfection is obviously rehthe, relative to the goal, end, purpose or
aim Ctelos) sought. Something is perfect when it accomplishes the
purpose for which it was planned. Thus, teleios is used to describe
persons “of full age, full-gfown, mature, adult” ( I Cor. 2:6; 14:20;
Eph. 4:13-16; Heb. 5:14) and, by extension, it describes those who
are spiritually mature (Phil. 3 : U ; Col. 4:12). It was also a technical term of the ancient mystery religions, which refers to him
who had been initiated into the mystic rites. To this latter class
may belong such passages as: I Cor. 2:6; Phil. 3:15; Col. 1:28,
where the translation would be “the initiate, the insider.” Then,
teleior has at least four other instances (Mt. 19:21; Jas. 1:4b; 3:2;
perhaps Col. 4: 12) of the absolute idea of full moral development to
the highest degree of excellence. Which of these four ideas describes
Jesus’ meaning in this text? That depends upon who is listening
to Him.
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1. To the Ozctsider: If Jesus is talking to rhe sinner, eodeavoring to drive him to practical despair of ever being good enough,
then Jesus means for the sinner to be shaken by that word “perfect”
in all of its harsh absoluteness, The man of the world must understand the futility of trying to justify himself before God by any
kind of standard less than perfection, The outsider would not have
it in him to reach such a lofty norm, Assuming that God is so loving
and impartial as to bless him even when he is yet a sinner ( 5 : 4 5 ) ,
he could safely conclude that this God also has a means of salvation
from this inexorable ,justice, and come to Jesus seeking answers.
2. To the Insider: If Jesus intends His teaching to be a guide to
righteousness for all future generations of His disciples, then He
may mean “maturity, adulthood,” as understood in .the relative sense.
No teleios adult would admit to being absolutely perfect in every
quality that, together with other qualities, renders him teledos, and
yet he is tekios, adult or mature, To the Christian, then, perfection
or maturity is not a terrifying, impossible standard, since Jesus has
revealed His secrets for arriving there. Jesus‘ secret power to ttansform men into the image of God, a secret only to those who refuse
to see it, is the influence of that all-encompassing command: “Love
your neighbor as yourself.” Out of such love flows all those deeds
that may be called “righteousness.”
Jesus’ ideal is neither an impossible not an impractical ethic,
Rather it is the bloodstream of the New Testament. (Study Ro.
13:8-10; Gal, 5:6; Phil. 3:7-17; I Tim. 1:5) As an ideal, Jesus
must require absolute perfection (in degree) ; as a practical expectation, Jesus may look for a growing perfection (in kind) which has
in it the capacity to transform man into God’slikeness.

FACT QUESTIONS
1. Locate the OT Law of love, cired by Jesus. (book, chapter,
verse)
2. Explain the rise of the axiomatic exhortation to hate one’s enemy.
Did God command such hate? What divine commands might
lead to this conclusion? Did God intend for a Jew to bear
personal grudges or hate a personal opponent? Prove your answer.
3. Did godly men in the OT hate their enemies? Prove it.
4. What information may be drawn from the context, that helps
to understand the meaning of the word “love,” as Jesus intended
it?
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5. List the two examples, positive and negative, given by Jesus as
examples of how we should and should not love.
6. W h y does Matthew bring up pzblicms and GelttileJ What is
the Jewish viewpoint regarding these two groups?
7. Who were the publicans?
8. What does perfect mean, as used by Jesus? What else could it
mean?
9. What other NT passages use the word perfect, which throw
light on Jesus’ meaning?
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D, THE MOTIVES OF THE WISE AND
GODLY MAN (Mt. 6:1-18)
1. HIS BASIC

MOTIVE.

(Mt. 6 : l )

TEXT: 6 : l
1, Take heed that ye do not your righteousness before men, to be
seen of them: else ye have no reward with your Father who is
in heaven.
2. HIS

MOTIVATION FOR DOING OTHERS GOOD.

(Mt. 6:2-4)

TEXT: 6:2-4
2. When therefore thou doest alms,
thee, as the hypocrites do in the
that they may have glory of men.
have received their reward,
3. But when thou doest alms, let not
right hand doeth:
4. that thine alms may be in secret:
secret shall recompense thee.

sound not a trumpet before
synagogues and in the streets,
Verily I say unto you, They
thy left hand know what thy
and thy Father who seeth in

THOUGHT QUESTIONS
a. Are we not supposed to do our good works “before men, that they
may be seen of them and glorify the Father who is in heaven”?
(Mt. 5:16) How, then, may we harmonize these two ideas: doing
good works to be seen of men and not doing our righteousness to
be seen of men? (6: 1)
b. Why is sincerity a quality so imperative to living the godly life?
or, why does Jesus warn His disciples against public display of
their righteousness?
c. How is it true that one receives his reward when he does his
righteousness to be seen by men?
d. Is secrecy an absolutely essential ingredient which validates all
of our religious acts, for example, our giving, service to others,
prayer or fasting? Does Jesus intend “in secret” absolutely or
relatively? In other words, what happens to the efficacy of one’s
“righteousness” if someone should see it?
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e. What difference would it make between one means of giving alms
or another, if the giver failed to apprehend the right concept of
what constitutes true riches and where they should be sought? (cf.
6:19-21)
f. Is it wrong to tell others what we do for God? Is there ever any
justification for doing so? What reservations would you have
about doing so?
g. Analyze the process of becoming a hypocrite. Point out the motivations, the temptations, the factors which cause a man to inmesh
himself in a net of pretense. Apply your analysis to the Pharisees,
endeavoring to show the steps by which they became what they were.
h. How is it possible that such expressions of sincere love for God
or outgoing helpfulness to one’s fellows, like prayer and almsgiving,
should become the very means of expressing one’s hypdcrisy?
i. Do you think that it is always possible to determine whether a
man is carrying out his religious duties (alms, prayer, fasting,
etc.) from ulterior motives and not rather from earnestly sincere
ones? While it may be easy to describe a hypocrite, can you
always be sure you have one identified in an actual person?

PARAPHRASE
“Take care not to perform your religious duties in public with
an eye to being noticed by others. If you do, you have no wages
coming from your Father in heaven.
“Thus, when you give money to the poor, do not announce the
fact with a fanfare of trumpets, like the hypocrites do in the synagogues and in the streets, so that they may be honored by men. Truly
I say to you that they have received their wages in full. But, on
the other hand, when you give money to the poor, your left hand
must never know what your right hand is doing, that your charity
be secret. Your Father who sees what is secret will pay you.

SUMMARY
Jesus states a simple, commercial truth: a man is the servant
of him for whom he works, regardless of any pretences to the contrary, and from his true employer he may expect his due and from
no other. The Lord’s admonition is clear: hypocrisy involves trying
to please both God and man, but God accepts no second place to
any man. Therefore, stop trying to please men if your one desire
is to serve God!
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NOTES
1, HIS BASIC MOTlVE: He serves God disinterestedly ( 6 : l )
Jesus has not changed His subject, because this section (6:l-18)
is but an examination of the religious motives of His disciple, which,
as the true explanation of the disciple’s actions, must far exceed the
“righteousness of the scribes and Pharisees.” (Cf. 5:20) The immediate connection with the foregoing section (543.48) should also
be clear: even the most sincere are sometimes turned aside from
their seeking to be perfect in the Father’s judgment (5:48) by the
praise or censure of men. Therefore, true righteousness, according to
Jesus, is just trusting God and trying to do all that He says, with a view
to pleasing Him only. Again, as preparation for the section which
follows (6: 19-34), this part lays the essential groundwork by exposing
superficial religionists who would try to serve both God and their
own interests at the same time,
To Jesus, religion and morality must be identified with each
other: without religion, morality has no basis outside man himself
and is worthless; without morality, all religious acts we valueless and
the proof of a bogus religion. Therefore, religion meets its test
in the deeds it produces; not mere acts, but deeds which proceed
from a heart of active faith in God. The faith which will not
express itself in the obvious expressions of faithful devotion is nothing
but an apparition, a phantom. (Mt. 25:31-46; Gal. 2:lO; 6:lO; Jas.
1:27) But deeds of righteousness may not be done from human
favor, even though we express our righteousness by means of our
actions toward men. W e must not do “our righteousness” because of
social conventions, or because men expect us to do so, but because
we belong to Jesus, and because we want to express God’s generosity
in the world. The reason Jesus must speak so frankly here is that
there is a danger that His disciples be prone to succumb to the often
ungodly influences of their associations in the world, to the point
that they seek their praise rather than that of God. To the Christian,
it matters not with what kind of associations he must live-whether with
husband, wife, business associates, social pleasures or whateverkcause their conduct, praise or expectations are not to control him.
But let us look beyond His criticism of those hypocrites of His
generation to see how prophetic and universal is the application of
His critique to our hypocrisies today. For unless we apprehend that
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right relation with God which must prompt and pervade all of out
“righteous” acts, we will do little better than did they for whom
Jesus had such searching judgments. Here in this section, Jesus
brings the Kingdom man up short to look at himself in the mirror
of motives, saying, “Be honest now: what are your real motives for
your religious acts?” It is too easy to overlook completely this
critical question as to why we do what we do, while concentrating
on how or what we say or do. The Lord is sure that if a p,m is
not perfectly honest with God, all of his other acts or relationships
cannot possibly be sound. Jesus must challenge the motives for all
our g o d deeds, by striking telling blows against our desire for
human notice and recognition, against our ostentation and out hypocrisy.
The Pharisees and scribes were “past masters” in this dubious
art (Mt. 23:5, 6). ISBE (article: “Pharisees” 2364) provides the
explanatory background:
In a time when religion is persecuted, as in the days of
Antiochus Epiphanes, or despised as it was in the Hellenizing
times which preceded and succeeded, it would be the duty of
religious men not to hide their convictions. The tendency
to carry on this public manifestation of religious acts after
it ceased to be protest would be necessarily great. The fact
that they gained credit by praying at street corners when the
hour of prayer came, and would have lost credit with the
people had they not done so, was not recognized by them as
lessening the moral worth of the action. Those who, having
lived in the period of persecution and contempt, survived in
that when religion was held in respect, would maintain their
earlier practice without any urridre-pelzsde (mental reservation,
HEF) . The succeeding generation, in continuing the practice,
consciously “acted.” They were posews. Their hypocrisy
was none the less real that it was reached by unconscious
stages.
Another factor which enters into the question of what makes a
hypocrite is our marvelous ability to do things by habit. This
faculty permits man to progress from one learned skill to another,
without having to repeat each action consciously. But this very
capacity represents also a dire menace to man’s sincerity in the area
of personal relations with others and with God. For when religion
becomes habitual, the mind can easily go elsewhere while the body
automatically continues the external acts called “worship.”
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In 5 : 2 1 4 8 , Jesus proved that bad motives in the heart always
produce wicked deeds and that the motives themselves are condemned
as well as the deeds; here He demonstrates that a sinister motive
even vitiates a good deed, There is such a thing as being damned for
doing the right thing in the wrong way or from the wrong motives,
Now, in an exacting religion where public esteem is granted to the
most pious, i t is humanly natural that those, who refuse to pay the
price for the necessary character, should seek to counterfeit the actions
of the pious, in order that they too might enjoy the acclaim of
their peer group. Being empty-hearted, they often resort to quite
shoddy imitations of real religion, because their express purpose is
that of keeping up appearances and of exalting themselves to get
what they want and they wish to pay as little as possible. But the
better imitations involve taking those acts, which should be real
expressions of sincere love for God and out-going helpfulness to
one's fellows, and sucking out of them all of the original, right motivation. Thus, they become acts which are regarded as having merit
in themselves, without regard to the heart motives of the doer. The
nature of such hypocrisy is unaffected by the problem as to whether
or not the one who fakes the conduct of the righteous really accepts
as valid the standard which motivates the righteous to act as they
do. Their avowed purpose is doing their righteousness before
men to be seen of them, since they have come to look upon
these acts as a means of purchasing the respect of men and the
favor of God. (Cf. 6 2 )
Earlier (5:16), Jesus urged that our purposes and sole motives
be to live so that our actions stimulate men to glorify God. For
this to occur, these actions must of necessity "be seen of men,"
but there is no necessary contradiction with the present passage, since
the real issue is settled in the heart, in the desires, and not in the
external act itself. The problem is not whether the deeds are seen
or not, but whether we seek the glory of God or of men.
Else ye have no reward with your Father. It should be
self-evident, but seldom is, that the value of praise is to be determined not merely by what is said and meant, but by the stature
and character of the one who thus grants his approval. The shallow
acclaim of the immediate crowd often provides exciting food for the
self-seeking, and under this stimulus one may strive to do even greater
eye-catching wonders. But, having no intention to do God's will
sincerely, such doers of great works are already judged by God as
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being corrupt. Their “righteousness” is SIN regardless of the magnitude of their deeds. (Cf. 7:21-23; I Cor. 13:l-3) Ironically, the
praise they sought proved to be worthless toward gaining entrance into
the Kingdom. In fact, it cost many their one great opportunity to
gain it. (Cf. Jn. 544; 12:42, 43) Only a fool would grasp after
the transient, empty praise that men can give, only to lose the eternal
reward of the Father. On r e w d , see below on 6:4, 6, 18 and the
introductory essay: “The Reasonableness of the Redeemer’s Rewarding
of Righteousness.”
NOTE: The KJV has “take heed that ye do not your alms . . .”
instead of “righteousness” at 6:1. The word translated “alms”
(eh&mouu,w&z) is supported only by the Washington manuscripts
from the IV or V century and other later manuscripts, The ASV
and all other modern versions follow the better reading, “righteousness” ( dikkdszllzb), supported by the manuscripts Siniaticus
and Vaticanus, both of the fourth century, as well as other
important witnesses.
2. HIS MOTIVES FOR DOING OTHERS GOOD: He gives and
serves without ostentation. (6:2-4)
G:2 Sound not a trumpet. This is a figure of speech, deliberately exaggerated by Jesus for effect. The Pharisees would have
been too shrewd to go to this limit, although the logic of their
system called even for this kind of overt self-praise. Probably Jesus
is taking a humorous poke at such hypocrisy in such a way as to
get His audience to laugh a t this caricature beautifully designed
to render unforgettable the serious lesson it taught. As the hypocrites do. Jesus spares no words for those who sin by selfglorification, which they try to bring about by feigning unselfishness.
While they give the impression that they intend to g h e to the
needy, their real motive is to recehe honor from men’s praise. (Cf.
Ro. 12:8, “Let him who gives do it with sincerity!”) In the synagogues and streets: to assure a ready audience. Barnes, d loc.,
argues that Jesus could not mean the Jewish meeting place, on the
ground that symgogB means any meeting place, not just the synagogue,
and on the absence of evidence that charity was distributed there.
Perhaps so, but no clearer place is indicated, than a place of prayers
.and Bible study, for the practice of hypocritical giving or praying.
After all, he who seeks to be thought pious would surely seek to
convince the very elect in the synagogue itself, so as to enjoy their
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esteemed favor, would he not? That they may have glory of
men: Jesus bares their real motive for giving to others. No hypocrite would dare own this purpose as his, for he would immediately
lose the praise of others; therefore, this is his ulterior motive. Any
difference between one’s professed public purpose and his real one
indicates the extent to which he is a hypocrite. (Cf. Mt. 15:7, 8;
22:18; 23:>-29) Mixed motives cancel each other out: since one
is really serving himself, his religious motive is corrupted; because
his religious motive is soiled, he is not really serving his best self!
Let the man who would invest his money in the work of the Lord
do so with no mental caluculation as to what he may realize from it
through increased financial gain or personal distinction. But how
many respond to an obviously needy person or cause, satisfied that
God has seen and this is sufficient? How many would even stop
giving if they went unnoticed and others‘ did not praise? Only
merciless self-crucifixion can put to death these selfish desires to be
noticed. (Mt. 1624-27)
They have received their reward. It is not always possible
to distinguish in others the difference between courage born of convictions and just plain audacity. The unsuspecting naturally praise
those who are unashamed to give public witness of their faith and
generosity, But, in the perspective of eternity, what is the value of
this ignorant acclaim? On the other hand, perhaps those who praised
them saw right through their thin veneer of respectability and gave
them equally hypocritical commendation. They got @aid off in the
coin they used, Receive reward (cd;bechd) is a commercial technical
term meaning “to receive a sum in full and give a receipt for it.”
(Cf. Mk. 14:41; Lk. 6:24; Phil. 4:18; Philm. 15)
6:3 When thou doest alms. For the OT viewpoint on almsgiving, look into these passages: Zev. 25:35, 36; Du. 15:7-11; Job.
29:11-16; Psa. 41:l; Prov. 1421; 19:17; 21:13; 28:27. G h h g of
uJmr is but the Greek word for nzercifdmss (elehosuwl from
ele2mdn, “merciful,” from ekos, “compassion, pity”). The desire of
Christians to help the needy is natural; Jesus assumes that His disciples
would do it. But they would need direction on how .to go about it.
(See notes on 5 :42 )
Let not thy left hand. Here, by means of a humorous
hyperbole, Jesus exaggerates for effect the means to bring secrecy
to our giving. He explains His meaning in v. 4. The humor is seen
in the question created in the mind of the hearer: “But how could
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my left hand be ignorant of the deeds of my right, since neither
have minds of their own and both are but instruments of my mind?”
But that is just the point: both hands represent the giver and he must
so learn to do good to others that it becomes an unconscious life
habit with him. If we would free ourselves from being overly
conscious of men’s praise, rather than invite their attention to what
we do, we must not even give our actions the whole of our own
attention.
Thus, the hands have absolutely nothing to do with
our giving, any more than they cause us to sin. (See on Mt. 5:29,
30; Cf. 18:8, 9 ) The whole matter is settled in the heart. (Cf.
“coveting, pride” in Mk. 7:21, 2 2 ) Jesus does not intend a mechanical rule for hiding our gifts. Lenski notes ( 2 5 8 ) : “One might
hide all his giving in the secret hope of eventually being discovered
and then being praised for the saintly secrecy of his gifts!” If men
never learn of others’ giving, they can hardly praise them, and, as a
consequence, these latter are not likely to be disturbed by others’
praise that never comes. Jesus wants His disciples to learn to be
satisfied with having helped someone, without any ulterior thoughts
about their being noticed and admired.

6:4 that thine alms may be in secret. Since the antithesis of Jesus’ meaning is ostentatious giving, and not merely public
giving, it becomes clear that He does not intend that giving must
be absolutely secret to the extent that, should any see the gift, its
value as righteousness is automatically compromised, Rather, Jesus
intends “secret” in a relative sense: again His point is a question
of the right motive. Not all righteous deeds could be concealed.
(Ac. 4:36, 37) In fact, He Himself called attention to the unselfishness of the p r widow ( M k . 12:41-44). Paul publicized the
liberality of the Macedonian Christians (I1 Cor. 8 : 1-5; 9: 1-5) to
stimulate the giving of the Corinthians. But the Christian is to
study ways to avoid display, for it is never necessary to see to it
that others see our deeds, even in order to cause them to glorify God.
Such deeds cannot long be hid, if they represent really unselfish
service for Jesus’ sake. ( I Tim. 5:24) But there are times when
a Christian may rightly excite his slower brethren by his own forthright example of generosity (Heb. 1 0 : 2 4 ) , but he must be careful
lest he also stimulate in them a desire for the same public notice
he received. (Cf. Ac. 4 : 3 2 - 5 : l l )
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Thy Father seeth in secret. What a man does in secret
reveals more about him than all his known, public acts could ever
tell about him. God knows these secret desires and motives, and
judges the man accordingly, (Ro. 2:16; I Cor. 4 : 5 ; Heb. 6:lO)
Ethically it would be nice if man would always just give simply
because he has to, i.e. because of his overflowing kindliness which
allows him to do no other, However, Jesus meets man on a lower
level and gives him an ideal that challenges him to rise far above
mere overflowing kindliness. He grounds His ethic in a much firmer
basis: a religious basis: “Give only to be seen by your Father, so
that in reality you are serving only Him, seeking only His praise.
Maintain this single-mindedness regardless of how many others find
out about your generosity.“ Your Father shall recompense you.
Happy is the man who has only one judge and seeks only one exceeding great reward. The hypocrite has a thousand judges whom he can
never trust to bless him, nor can he ever hope to satisfy their caprice.
But a one-judge. man can work his way through life, helping people,
knowing exactly where he is going and whom he is trying to please.
And he is quite happy doing just that. The meager smiles of his
contemporaries leave him unmoved, for his eye is fixed on the
Father. (Ro. 1 2 : l l ; Eph. 6:5-9; Col. 3:23-25)
Observe how gently and yet how surely Jesus divides the sheep
from the goats: choose this day whom you will serve, decide whose
praise you cherish, whose frown and criticism you really fear. Jesus
knows that this is the finally decisive index to true discipleship.
By promising the recompense of the Father to those who would
but seek it, He also disappoints those who are impatient for immediate acclaim. By offering this promise, Jesus leaves open His
great invitation to be one of His, and yet H e knows that men will
reject the high calling of God and choose their own condemnation.
(Cf, Meb. 11:26, “(Moses’) attention was on the reward.”)

FACT QUESTIONS

1

1. List some of the famous “good deeds” of the Bible that became
famous for the simple reason that they who did them either told
others about them, or else they did them in the presence, or
to the knowledge, of others. Name some of the well-known
acts of selfless generosity recorded.
2. What does the answer to the previous question have to do with
seeking the proper interpretation of the admonition: “Take heed
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3.
4.

5.

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

that you do not your righteousness before men . . . that your
alms be in secret”?
What is the meaning of “righteousness” as Jesus uses it in 6:1?
Harmonize the two ideas of reward mentioned in 6:1, 2. How
is it true that the hypocrites “have received their reward,” when
Jesus explicitly warns that hypocrisy brings no reward with the
heavenly Father?
What is meant by “doing alms”?
What is the “reward with your Father”? (6:l) Is this the
same as His recompense (6:4)?
What is the reward which hypocrites have already received?
What is meant by the hyperbole about the left and right hand?
What should be the impact upon the hypocrite to whom Jesus
indirectly addresses the words, “Thy Father sees in secret”?
Show the relationship between the present section (6:l-18) with
Jesus’ plan of presentation as this relationship is seen in what
has preceded and for what this section prepares. In other words,
how does the content of this section fit into the overall outline
of Jesus’ argument in the Sermon on the Mount?

D. THE MOTIVES OF THE WISE AND

GODLY MAN (Mt.6 : 1 - 1 8 )
3.

HIS MOTIVE FOR PRAYING TO GOD.

(Mt. 6:5-15,)

TEXT: 6:j-15
5. And when ye pray, ye shall not be as the hypocrites: for they
love to stand and pray in the synagogues and in the corners of
the streets, that they may be seen of men. Verily I say unto
you, They have received their reward.
6. But thou, when thou prayest, enter into thine inner chamber, and
having shut thy door, pray to thy Father who is in secret, and
thy Father who seeth in secret shall recompense thee.
7. And in praying use not vain repetitions, as the Gentiles do: for
they think that they shall be heard for their much speaking.
8. Be not therefore like unto them: for your Father knoweth what
things ye have need of, before ye ask him.
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9. After this manner therefore pray ye: Our Father who art in
heaven, Hallowed be thy name.
10, Thy kingdom come. Thy will be done, as is heaven, so on earth.
11. Give us this day our daily bread.
12. And forgive us our debts, as we also have forgiven our debtors.
13. And bring us not into temptation, but deliver us from the evil

om.
14, For if ye forgive men their trespasses, your heavenly Father will
also forgive you.
15. But if ye forgive not men their trespasses, neither will your
Father forgive your trespasses.

THOUGHT QUESTIONS
a, Examine your own prayer-life to determine whether your prayers
are filled with empty forms and repetitions. For whose ears do
you pray?
b. How did Jesus intend this model to be used as a pattern for all
prayers? Are these words He uses an outline of ideas to which
we may add our personal formulation of the content, or does
Jesus intend that we use precisely His words, adding nothing?
c. If we take Jesus’ words as a general model for our own praying,
do we follow the emphasis of Jesus, putting the things that are
important to God first? Or do we usually lapse into the routine
personal requests?
d. What dms it matter if we avoid the hypocritical externalism in
the prayers of the Pharisees, or even if we learn the correct wording
of the Lord’s “model prayer,” if we fail to grasp what underlies
prayer?
e. Jesus taught us to pray: “Hallowed be thy name.” How does lack
of humility in him who prays show that he does not really reverence
God‘s name? How does lack of sincerity profane God’s name?
f. Someone has observed that men probably really pray only a few
times in their lives, while the rest of their prayers are mere vain
repetitions. Do you agree?
g. Do you think that it is right for God to recompense (reward,
repay) people for praying? (See v. 6) Why do you say this?
h. Is it possible for a man to be completely sincere in his prayer and
yet destroy the very spirit of ideal praying, through his self-centered
petitions?
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i. Do you think that it is absolutely necessary to retire to a “closet
or inner chamber” for prayer? Why do you say this?
j. Is this “model prayer” really a model intended for use throughout
all time, or intended for use only by Jesus’ disciples before the
beginning of the Church? Some say no. Do you agree?
k. How does our concept of God affect our capacity or willingness to
“hallow His name”?
1. Is it always possible to remain unaffected by the fact that others
are listening to our prayers offered in their hearing? How would
Jesus’ admonition about private praying and His condemnation of
hypocritical prayers, help us to concentrate properly?
m.Can you think of occasions when one must necessarily pray to God,
when there are others present who have no intention of entering
into the spirit of the prayer, an occasion on which one would be
compromising or denying his faith, were he not to pray?
n. If pagan deities are really non-existent and an idol is nothing (Cf.
I Cor. 8:4),then why would Gentiles have reason to believe “that
they shall be heard . . .” to the point of continuing their prayers
for years?
0. If our “Father knows our needs before we ask him,” why pray then?
p. Is it possible that Jesus intended the phfase *‘Thy will be done”
as an explanation of the petition “Thy kingdom come”? What
makes you answer the way you do?
q. In what sense is it true that our sins may be described as “debts”?
To whom would we owe these “debts”? Had we paid them, how
would we have done it?
r. Do you think that forgiving those who sin against us is as important
as faith, repentance or baptism? How do you justify your answer?
Do you live and teach in harmony with your answer?
s. You Christians pray, “Bring us not into temptation.” But is God
so hateful toward His creatures as really to bring any of them into
temptation? Is this not a really useless, meaningless petition?
’

PARAPHRASE
“And when you pray, do not behave like the hypocrites, for they
are fond of standing up and praying in the meeting-houses and on
the street corners so that everyone will see them. Truly I say
to you, they have been paid their wages in full. But you, whenever
you pray go into your room, shut the door and pray to your Father
who is in secret. Your Father who sees all secrets will pay you.
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“Now when you pray, do not speak without thinking (using
meaningless repetitions) as do the pagans to their gods. Their idea
is that they will obtain a hearing in accordance with the wordiness
of their prayers, Do not imitate them, since God your Father knows
your needs even before you ask Him, So pray like this:
‘Our heavenly Father, may your Name, Person and character be
held in reverence! Your kingdom come: may your will be done
on easth as it is done in heaven!
‘Give us today our daily food. Forgive us what we owe you in
the same way as we have forgiven those who owe some obligation to us, Do not bring us into trials which might become
temptations to us, but rescue us from the evil one.’

“For if you forgive others their sins against you, your heavenly Father
will forgive you too. But if you do not forgive others, neither will
your Father forgive your sins against Him!”

SUMMARY
Praying to God while seeking the praise of men brings its own
dubious results, but it automatically throws a switch that cuts God
completely out of the communication. Hence, God has nothing to
do with rewarding such hypocrites. True .prayer, offered to the
Father alone, must be hidden from men’s eyes and praise. Empty
repetition is useless, since your Father who is a true and living
God needs not to be informed in great detail. Keep your prayer
simple like the model given.

NOTES
3. HIS MOTIVE FOR PRAYING TO GOD (6:5-15)
a. He prays only to glorify God, never self.

6:5 Ye shall not be a s the hypocrites. See on 6:l. Jesus
lays another specific charge against the hypocrite: loving t o stand
and pray in the synagogues and on the street corners.
Their sin is not in the “standing and praying publicly,” but in their
“being seen of men and loving it.” Standing while praying, as such,
is not censured (Cf. Mk. 1 1 2 5 ; Lk. 18:11, 13), but the pride which
feeds on praise for piety is condemned. Their choice of such places
for prayer was not mere chance in the sense that at the hour of
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prayer they happened to find themselves in some public place, but
rather they made it their point to be found praying a t the prayer
hours. They derived particular enjoyment from this habit. (philozlsb)
He does not condemn public prayer for the public benefit, in which
others participate. Rather He denounces private devotions made
public for private benefit. To be seen of men: they may have
formally addressed their prayers to God, but they really directed them
to men. Thus God had nothing to do with either hearing or answering their prayers. This is why the hypocrite has no reward coming
from God. ( 6 : l ) To be seen of men is all the reward they
sought and got: they have received their reward.
But is there no danger even in leading public prayer during
congregational worship? Indeed so, for the one who prays probably
will find it no simple matter not to remember the many critical
ears listening. It is too easy to desire to be regarded as a highly
“spiritual” person, who enjoys exalted communion with God. Perhaps
the worst form of pride is the desire to appear humble. One must
examine his heart to determine whether his prayer would be simpler
and shorter were he praying alone with God and whether the manner
or content of his prayer is being affected by those who listen. This
must never be construed as forbidding public praying for others as
an expression of their common prayer. The Lords word, applied to
this situation not immediately intended by His warning, remains a
warning to the individual who is called upon to pray in congregational worship, that he, on behalf of the congregation, place sincere
petitions before God.
b. He prays unostentatiously.

6 6 But thou. Observe the change from plural to singular, a
remarkable change from the preceding lessons addressed to the audience in general. This change of address is reinforced by six second
person personal pronouns in this one Greek sentence, as if Jesus
were saying, “And now, my disciple, a word to you personally . . .”
(1) The place of prayer: thine inner chamber, The “closet”
(KJV) is any room that provides a place for private prayer. The
use of a room is Jesus’ vivid way of rendering concrete some specific
place where one can pray undisturbed by others’ eyes. (example: I1
Kg. 4:33) The “chamber” is not absolutely necessary t o fulfill Jesus’
instruction, since H e justified a publican who prayed in the temple
with a right heart (Lk. 18:13). The disciples saw and heard
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Jesus pray. (Cf. Lk, 3:21; 9:18, 29; 1 1 : l ) He encouraged His
’ disciples to unite in prayer, even if just two or three of them so met
(Mt. 18:19, 20). H e purified the temple to be a “house of prayer
for all the nations” ( M k . 11:17), The early Church met together
for prayer (Ac. 1:14; 4:23-31; 12:5; 16:25). Many a time Jesus’
own “inner chamber’‘ was the solitude of the great out-of-doors. (Mk.
1:35; Lk, 5:16; 6:12) Thus, Jesus means “any place of privacy
which permits being alone with God.“
( 2 ) The privacy of prayer: having shut thy door. This
emphasizes the strictness of the solitude, for Jesus is concerned that
His follower learn how to isolate his spirit in the midst of the
crowd, the hurry, the confusion and lure of the world, and how to
talk with God in perfect intimacy. Even those who pray in public
must learn to shut out of their mind all awareness of human listeners,
at least to the extent that they neither fear their censure nor seek
their praise.
( 3 ) The privilege of prayer: pray to thy Father in secret.
This face-to-face encounter of a conscience with its God is calculated
to create a sense of the proper perspective: though He is your
Father, yet when you call upon Him, you should expect Him to act
like a God, like the Ruler of the universe, who has a mind and a
plan of His own, In this solemn, searching situation before one’s
God, no other considerations must enter in to hinder the transformation
of the individual as he seeks God’s will. Perhaps there lives a
recent convert who does not feel himself ready to address the Father,
being afraid he be not ready to commune with such a holy God. But
the man who has been a Christian several years and yet cannot pray
is a man in danger!
(4) “he promise of prayer: thy Father who seeth in secret
shall recompense thee. who is k secret is more than a description of the invisible God. Jesus uses this particular phrase to draw
a relation in the mind of the hearer between the invisible God to
whom he is to pray and the invisibility of his prayers to the eyes
of others. Though no other ever see the fervency of your devotion,
and thus can never praise you, yet the Answerer of prayer, who knows
your every secret motive and the most inarticulate desire, reads your
heart and answers accordingly.
What an incentive to sincerity! Not only does Gad hear the
most secret longings of the heart, uttered when external circumstances make difficult a posture that would indicate to others that
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one is praying, but He also sees the divergency between our true
desires and our formal prayers. For instance, one may secretly pray
that God’s will be done in his life concerning a particular temptation,
while really wishing that the temptation could be realized. But
sincerity before God means that we pray exactly as we really are,
always seeking to bring what we really are into line with what we
ought to be according to the Father’s wishes.
The other side of the question must be stated here for balance.
There are occasions when private devotions or prayers must be continued though others may be present and see. If one refuses to
pray through fear of men, is this not rather a hypocrisy of the opposite
sort? Should one refuse to pray because of the intimidation of others,
would it not be an open denial of one’s secret faith? (See Daniel
6:lO) However, extreme care should be taken to avoid ostentation
even here, lest hypocrisy develop. After all, Jesus nowhere specified
certain hours or places of prayer. The legalistic Pharisees had done
this and had destroyed the spontaneity of true personal religion.
Rather, He causes the soul to examine its motives for praying each
time, and in this spirit it will make its own times and opportunities
for prayer. Thus, man is ever on the testing block to prove his
real reasons for desiring to be with God.
c. He prays properly earnestly concerned about what he says,
avoiding thoughtless repetition. (6:7, 8)
6:7 Not as the Gentiles do
Be not therefore like
unto them. If it be demanded why Jesus chose the prdgm as a
negative point of reference, holding them up for criticism instead of
censuring the rambling repetitions of the Jewish elders (Barday, I,
196, notices two pertinent examples), let it be observed that He
does this for several reasons:

...

1, The gods to whom the pagans continuously repeated their
cries differ greatly from the God of Israel, “your Father.”
Heathen deities, being the perverse inventions of human
imagination, never answer prayer. Thus, their devotees, duped
by their credence in their supposed existence, are forced to
beseech these non-entities with a never-ending, useless succession of prayers. (Cf. I Kgs. 18:26; Ac. 19:28, 34)
2. By using the Gelztiles as an example of what not to do,
Jesus brings to the Jewish mind a classic example of the
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general principle readily accepted by the Jews: “Now we
all admit that the Gentiles heap word upon word to no end,
since their gods are quite incapable of hearing or answering
their prayers, Therefore, do not act as if your God is no
better than theirs.” By condemning’ a major practice, flagrant
among the pagans, Jesus touches every like example among
the Jews, without ever mentioning them, However, some
Jews, repeating their prayers to the true, living God, did so
sincerely, quite innocent of the erroneous theological implications of their habit, and they thus could not be entirely
blamed for it.

3. The difference in enlightenment between the Gentiles and

~

I

I

Jews should be tremendous. They think that they shall
be heard for their much speaking. This conclusion
arises from their constant struggle with non-existent gods,
from their seeming successes caused by freaks in nature or
else by the generous blessing of the true God, and from
the deceptive preachments of profiteering oracles and priests,
But the Jews had no reason ever to think this, since God had
always demonstrated Himself more than ready to answer their
prayers. (Cf. Psa. 91:15; Isa. 55:6; 58:9; 65:24; Dan. 9:2023; 10:12)

Gentiles: see also on 5:47; cf. 5:43 on ewnzie.s.
6:8 Your Father knoweth: this is the key to solution of the
whole problem of hypocritical ostentation and pagan repetition, for
God knows heart motives as well as what things ye have need of.
W e matter to God! There are times in our life when we despise
ourselves because of the painful awareness of our sin and unworthiness. But God’s detailed concern about each of our individual needs
restores our self-respect. (Phil. 4:6, 7 ) By saying “yozcr Father/
rather than “God,” Jesus refers to the Almighty, not merely as Ruler
of the Universe, but in the terms of the special relationship with
which His child might readily approach Him in confident trust. If
Matthew actually wrote “The God who is your Father,” as attested
by some ancient manuscripts, this effect is heightened, while at the
same time throwing into contrast the impersonal, unheeding gods of
the Gentiles, That the false gods of the pagans have a definite part
of Jesus’ contrast is readily seen by seeking the logical subject of the
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passive verb “they shall be heard,” asking “by whom do the Gentiles
think to be heard?” The answer is “by their idol gods.”
Yow Futher knows yozlr needs before you ark him. Why pray
then? Would it not be degrading to God, then, if we prayed at all?
What if we omitted some detail in our request? Does not this
phrase of Jesus reduce prayer either to a futile physical exercise or to
an empty psychological auto-suggestion? These problems are born of
a failure to apprehend Jesus’ antithesis, for His mean is understood
when one grasps what He had in mind as the opposite of what He
said. The true antithesis is not: “All prayer involves informing a
supreme being of one’s needs in the hope that it will provide them;”
but: “All empty repetition addressed to idols is unavailing.” In this
light, Jesus means simply, “Your earnest prayers offered to your
living, loving heavenly Father produce real results, since He is willing
to answer the smallest, sincere prayer. The number of words has
nothing to do with its efficacy.” Thus, the basis of the objections
to prayer is not to be found in Jesus’ actual meaning. God does not
have to be pestered, coaxed or harangued to make Him give, even
though the pagans regard their gods in this way. Our loving Father,
unlike heartless idols, is more ready to answer our prayers that we
are to pray! (Cf. Lk. 18:l-8)
However, in applying His words, the problem remains: if God
knows our needs already, why pray for them?
1. Because He wants to hear from us, because He desires our
fellowship and love. This is the most natural relation that could
exist between a Father such as He and children such as we. Jesus’
constant reference to “your Father” conveys a deeply personal sentiment that elevates the God-to-man relationship from one of Masterto-servant to one of Father-and-son, (Ro 8:31, 3 2 ; I Jn. 3:1, 2 ; and
especially in this Sermon on the Mount: Mt. 5:16, 4 5 , 48; 61, 3, 6,
14, 15, 18, 2 6 , 3 2 ; 7:11)
2 . Because the Father wants us to acknowledge our dependence
upon Him, After all, He still gives and withholds (Jas. 4 : 2 ) .
Presumptuous egotism tends to cause man to become self-sufficient,
as if God were not providing every raw material that man himself
must utilize, God’s position as Father does not automatically obligate
Him to shower needed blessings upon self-indulgent children who
refuse to crucify their pride and kneel to the Father’s will. (Jas. 4:3 )
3. Prayer is also necessary because of its psychological reaction in
him who prays. It is not a mere psychological consolation by which
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the pray-er convinces himself by an auto-suggestion that everything
will be all right. Rather, right praying puts us into communion
with Him so as to make us ready to receive those choice blessings
He intended to give, In this private contact with God we see ourselves and our needs in a different perspective and we become better
able to correct our own ignorance of our needs, Right praying is
not consciously subjective nor just automggestion, that is, limited
to and orientated toward man himself, The psychological factor of
prayer lies in man’s bringing his will into line with that of the
Father by talking intimately with Him about his needs, desires and
plans. (Cf. Jas. 4:13-17; I Jn. 3:21, 22; 5:14, 15)
4. W e need to pray to express our gratitude for the Father’s
bountiful provision. (Phil. 4:6)

SOME APPLICATIONS
1. Prayers must never become a babbled formula in which the
mind does not participate. The way our thoughts wander from our
talk with God must be recognized for the lack of reverence it is
for Him whose audience we have requested. This involves our
learning to concentrate our complete attention upon the Father alone.
But the same prayer-routine of requests each day becomes just as
surely a string of beads as any pagan repetitiousness. Any such
mechanized attempt to gain God’s favor must necessarily be doubly
dangerous: it fails of its object and it deceives the one who SO prays
by causing him to suppose he is really using the right means of
communicating with his God, when in reality he is merely repeating
words. One saving discipline would be the constant effort each day
to concentrate upon expressing one’s daily requests in more personal,
fresh language, since stereotyped terminology tends to remove prayer
from the realm of sincerity and vitality.
2. Beware of prayers that become associated with certain occasions.
Surely every happening in life should be brought into the presence
of God, but care should be taken lest the tendency develop to revert
to the same prayer for the same occasions. Examples are numberless:
thinksgiving at meals, praying a t the Lord’s table, benedictions, “pastoral prayers,” etc.
3. Systematic praying is not an unmixed blessing. It could be
a blessing if it helps those, who are careless in their prayer habits,
to develop a closer, more regular walk with God. But a system
can become a curse when it devolves into a thoughtless ritual to be
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completed. But prayer is not a gadget, nor is pure praying in the
process itself, i.e. in the mere counting of words or minutes. ’we
must not become so engrossed in the action of praying that our
purposes and motives be forgotten. There is no merit in setting
20 minutes a day to pray for 20 minutes, any more than a 50-word
prayer is of more virtue than a 250-word sample. God looks at
the heart, not the clock!
4. But heart-felt petitions, earnestly repeated, are not necessarily
wrong, even though some people do become intoxicated with words
endlessly repeated as a substitution for prayer. (Cf. the Romanists’
paternosters and avemarias.) Yet, in offering some petitions, we are
taught to be persistent in seeking the Father’s will. (Lk. 18:lff)
Sometimes the only difference between such persistent praying and
mere empty repetition is the condition of the heart: the words may
even be the same. Thus, two keys to a right heart are undivided
attention fixed upon the Father, and earnestness of purpose. These are
vastly more important than choice language or correct posture. ,Notice
that Jesus prayed the same basic prayer three times in the\’garden.
(Mt. 26:39, 42, 44) Paul also besought the Lord thrice. (I1 Cor.
1223)
d. The Lord’s model prayer. (69-15)
( 1 ) The wise and godly man approaches God as Father,
whose Name he really hallows. (6:9)
6:9 After this manner therefore pray ye. How are we
to do this? As a form in itself, the prayer may be used as it is.
(Cf. Lk. 11:2, “When you pray, say . . .”) Certainly, Jesus did not
intend only a verbal repetition of this prayer, since Luke ( 1 1 : 2 4 )
gives it another form by omitting words and phrases reported here.
Again, neither Jesus nor His disciples are ever reported to have
prayed this form, although they prayed often. (Cf, Mt. 11:25, 26;
26:36-44; Jn. 17; Ac. 1:24, 25; 4:23-31) He intends this prayer to
be a format, an example of correct prayer, to function as a model
or an outline upon which we may build our own supplications. One
important element omitted from Jesus’ model, that He added later
when His disciples were more prepared to receive it, was the signature,
in my name.” (See Jn. 16:23-27; 14:13; Mt. 18:19, 20; Col. 3:17)
Until His disciples grasped something of His nature, He did not
include this feature. However, this is not to say that He could not
t<.
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have included it, for He could have done so with the specific purpose
of reaching them who He was and in what new relation they were
to stand before God through Him.
Since unaided man hardly knows how to approach God (cf,
Ro. 8:26), it is viral that Jesus reveal a list of the most important
matters which every prayer should touch. Thus, the extent to which
our prayers deal with (in one way or another) the significant issues
that Jesus included in this model reveals the degree of seriousness
we attach to our Lord’s wisdom in exhorting us to “pray after this
manner,”
Pmy ye, But what individuals or group constitute this “ye”?
Jewish contemporaries of Jesus? only His disciples of every age?
Yes, both, because the conscientious praying of this prayer cannot
help but bring the farthest outsider into the kingdom, since the
implications of its phraseology covers a multitude of requirements.
Who could ever really pray, “Thy will be done,” without offering
willing submission to all that God has revealed of His will?
Our Father who art in heaven. What dynamic propositions
are included in these simple words of address?
1. Our God is Fdher. This truth settles our relation to the
unseen world: we need not fear a host of unknown forces “out
there,” since we abide in our Father’s love. He is not merely Ruler
of the universe, but Father, not just a Father as conceived by just
any religious orientation, but “the God and Father of our Lord Jesus
Christ,’’ as H e revealed Himself historically and personally in Jesus.
(Cf. Jn. 1:14, 18; 3:13; 5:17, 18; 12:49, 50; 14:6, 7; 17:3; Mt.
11:27) The idea of God as “Father” is hardly an OT concept,
although some passages suggest it, (Cf. Dt. 32:6; Psa. 103:13; 68:5;
Isa. 63:16; 64:s; Jer. 3:4, 19; 31:9; Mal. 1:6; 2 : l O ) It took Jesus
to reveal Him as Father. Therefore, H e is Father in a special sense
to those who accept Jesus’ revelation. (Jn. 129-13; I Jn. 1:3; 2:22,
23; Eph. 1:5)
2. He is ow Father: this speaks of our relation to others who
are His children. W e share this glorious relationship: God is no
man’s exclusive possession. Selfishness is eliminated a t the outset.
Even in the most sublime moment of exalted conversation with the
Father, our mind must be alive to the uncounted hosts who, with
us, call upon the Father, All of the personal petitions ( 6 : l l - 1 3 )
maintain this altruistic motif. (Study the content of Paul’s prayers,
to see how his concentration upon God brought to mind all the
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other Christians: Ro. 1:7-10; I Cor. 1:3-9; Eph. 1:15-19; 3:14-19;

Phil. 1:3-11; Col. 1:3-14; I Th. 1:2ff; I1 Th. 1:11; Philemon 4-6)
Note that though Jesus teaches us to pray “Our Father,” He Himself
never so addressed God in His prayers. Usually He says, “My
Father . . .” His unique deity stands out even in His prayers.
3. H e is our Father in heaven. This majestic description of His
palace reminds us of the scope of His existence and His infinite
elevation above us. (Cf. I Kg. 8:27; Isa. 6 6 1 , 2a; Jer. 23:24; Heb.
12:25) Not only has He set His dwelling in the heavens where
He rules (Psa. 11:4; 103:19), not only has He established there His
throne of grace (cf. Heb. 4:14-16; 7:26; 8:1), but there He would
have us place all our desires, hopes and dreams (Mt. 6:20; Psa.
73:25; Phil. 3:20; Col. 1:5; I Pet. 1:4). But can we truly address
His as “Father in heaven,” when we really seek only earthly ends?
(Cf. Lk. 17:32 in context) This strikes an immediate contrast
between this heavenly God and all the gods of the earth who must
dwell in temples made by human device and whose subjects are
their human inventors.
4. H e is our Father whose name must be hallowed. This
indicates the character of our relationship to Him. This great God,
who would have us call Him “Father,” is still God whom we must
approach with awe, wonder, reverence and devotion! “Father” must
never be cheapened to an easy sentimentalism or a crude vulgarity.
(Cf. Notes on 5:33-37) What a sharp rebuke is this both of
common blasphemy and of the refined hpyocrisy of those who utter
God‘s Name in prayers addressed to the ears of men! It cuts deep
into blind partisan zeal and outward wickedness that would hide
behind God‘s Name, as if it somehow justified all practices done in
its shadow. (Cf. ha. 52:5; Ezek. 36:18-23; Ro. 2:24; I Tim. 6 : l ;
Tit. 2:5; I1 Pet. 2:2)
Even a cursory reading of the OT usage of “the Name of
God” reveals that “the Name” does not mean simply that word by
which H e is called, such as “Elohim, Adonai, El Shaddai, Jehovah, El
Roi,” or some other distinguishing title. (Cf. Psa. 48:lO; 33:21; 61:5;
111:9) Technically, this figure of speech is a metonymy of the
adjunct, i.e. the name of something is mentioned instead of the thing
itself. So, “Hallowed be thy Name” means “Hallowed be Thou
thyself.” Just as no name has reality by itself, but is only real or
has meaning as it reveals, describes or indicates that for which it
stands, so God’s Names have meaning only as they reveal different
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aspects of God Himself. His Name emphasizes His nature, character
and personality as He reveals Himself to man, His Name draws
attention to His glorious attributes of omniscience, omnipotence and
omnipresence as well as His matchless moral character of holiness,
love, justice and mercy. And Jesus is at the heart of everything that
God‘s Name reveals. (Cf, Jn. 10:30; 14:9; 17:6, 11, 12, 26)
Therefore, Jesus is not asking us to hold in superficial regard certain
words which refer to the Deity; far from it! Our prayer must be,
“May I do what is in my feeble power to accord your nature and
character, as represented by your Name, that unique, honored place
which You deserve.“
How may we “hallow, treat as holy, or reverence” God’s Name?
By simply doing all that is involved in worshipping God: serving
Him. Jesus forbids the irreverence of a disobedient life. (Lk. 6 : 4 6 )
W e must live up to the dignity of so noble a relation as that with
our Holy Father. W e hallow His Name by giving thanks at every
remembrance of His goodness, by our utter humility, and, most of all,
by our submission to His will, Meditate upon Jn. 12:27, 28 in the
context of Jesus’ sermon “Dying to Live,” and glory in the Lord’s
own example of upholding God‘s will even in the face of certain
personal suffering, (Cf. Peter’s exhortation I Pet. 3: 1 5 )
Note how perfectly connected is every part of the prayer: before
we are capable of reverencing His Name, we must know and confess
what sort of God He is. W e would feel little reverence for a deistic
god who winds up the universe like a giant clock, flings it out into
space to run down, and turns his back upon our problems because
he is not interested in us. Nor could anyone take the pagan gods
very seriously, with their all-too-human vices. But our God, as we
know Him through His Word, is the perfect balance of wisdom, power,
righteousness and love. H e is not unwilling to hear so that H e
must be cajoled into listening, nor is He ignorant of our needs.
This kind of God shows Himself worthy of all our adoration, our
reverence, our service.
( 2 ) The wise and godly man seeks first God’s kingdom and His
righteousness by submitting himself to God’s will. (6:10)
6:lO Thy kingdom come. Thy will be done, as in heaven,
so on earth. The word “kingdom” to Jesus’ Jewish audience would
immediately call up in their minds visions of the great messianic
rule of the Son of David (Mk. 1l:lO; Lk. 14:15; 17:20, 21; 19:ll;
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Ac. 1 : 6 ) . However mistaken may have been their concepts regarding
the kingdom, yet Jesus DID come to establish God’s kingdom. (Mt.
4:23; 10:7; 11:ll-13; 16:18, 19, 28; 21:31, 32; 26:29) Historically,
the kingdom was concretely realized when the Holy Spirit descended
upon the apostles on Pentecost, thus empowering them to open the
doors of the kingdom to “as many as the Lord our God shall call
unto Him.” (Acts 2; 8:12; 19:s; 20:25; 28:23; I Cor. 15:24; Col.
1:13; Heb. 1:8; Rev. 1:6; 5:lO.; 20:6) Thus, some would object to
praying this petition on the ground that the Church, the most
obviously visible and practical evidence of God’s reign upon earth,
has already come. But it is significant that Jesus did not say, “Thy
Church come,” for the Church and Kingdom are not necessarily COextensive, One may be part of the Church and yet not be fully part
of God‘s Kingdom. (Ac. 14:22; I Cor. 6:9, 10; 15:50; Gal. 5:21;
Eph. 5:5; I Th.2:12; I1 Th. 1:5; I1 Tim. 4:18; Jas. 2:5; I1 Pet. 1 : l l )
Therefore, if the “kingdom” I& defined as “the perfect submission of
there is no time at which
the will of man to the reign of God,”
this phrase is outdated, Indeed, we may‘pray
for the consummation
of all things in God’s glorious rule ( I Cor. 15:24-28). Artificial
and exclusive distinctions that force the “kingdom of God” into a
dispensational or a millenial framework are false at worst, and at their
best are inadequate whereinsofar true. There will always remain a
sense in which God’s rule is not completely acknowledged by even
the best of Christians. It is unfortunate that this should be $0, but
it will probably remain so until the judgment. Any admission of
imperfection or failure to love is an index of the extent to which
God’s kingdom has not come in one’s heart, an indication of the
point a t which God‘s will is not being done by the Christian as he
knows it IS being done in God‘s heaven. (Cf. Ro. 14:17)
Thy wi2l be dom. This formulates the best definition of God‘s
kingdom ever expressed in the life of the individual, in the government of the universe, in God’s moral victory at the consummation
of the ages. In these simple words rests the simplest statement of
man’s deepest commitment, his most far-reaching confession and his
most satifying decision. Each time man prays this way, he alligns
himself with the ultimate Creator and Governor of stars and sparrows,
of men and morals! There exists no greater religion than to pray
these words sincerely and to walk consistently in the light of their
implications. What are some of these implications?
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1. As ttt heaven

$0 0% em%b, The manner matters: the example
is clear, God‘s celestial servnnts render Him constant, prompt,
humble and cheerful service, (Cf. Psa, 103:lO-22; Isa, 6:l-8;
Dan, 7:lO; Heb, 1:14) Doing God’s will is not a matter
of perfect obedience when we are finally ushered into His
presence at the end of time, but a practical putting into
effect His slightest wish on ewfth right now!

2, Thy REVEALED will be done, God has expressed that part
of His total purpose which He expects us to get done. (Heb.
1:1, 2; 2:l-4; Mt. 7:21; 12:50; 18:14; 26:42; Jn. 6 2 9 , 39,
40; Ro. 12:2; Eph. 1:3-14; 5:17; 6:6; I Th. 4:3; 5:18; I
Tim, 2:l-4; Heb. 10:36; 13:21; Jas. 1:18; I Pet. 2:15; 4:2)
Can we really pray “thy will be done,” if we question His
wisdom, deny His right to our obedience or resent any of
His commands? Further, can we pray thus, if we have
made little or no effort to search His Word for every indication of His will as it touches every phase of our life? In
this petition we pledge ourselves to do things God’s way
whereinsofar He has actually revealed His will, and we pledge
our opposition to all that opposes Him. (Cf. Ro. 8:5-17;
Eph. 2:l-3; 4:17-24, 27; 5:l-20; Jas. 4:4; Ro. 1:18-32) But
even our opposition must be accomplished in conformity
with God’s plans for our dealing with His enemies and
opposition.

3. Thy

UNREVEALED will be done. The Father has wisely not
told man everything that is part of His will for the universe. God’s unrevealed will for our lives may be seen in
certain events, foyous or calamitous, which the disciple accepts.
(Study Ac. 2l:l-14; Ro. 15:32; I Cor. 4:19; Jas. 4:15; I
Jn. 5: 14) If we have placed our lives wholly under our
Father’s control, we may accept without murmur, hesitation
or doubt whatever He chooses to send, whether suffering,
trials or crosses. This decision is already made when one
submits himself to the will of God, and is maintained by
continued commitrrients as each situation arises. This is not
a tone of defeated resignation or of bitter resentment because
of the irresistability of God’s judgments, but the willing,
glad choice that is sure of God’s wisdom and love.
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If, then, seeking first the progress of God’s kingdom means willing,
active, personal obedience to His will, then let us do the little
everyday duties here and now with all deliberate vigor, so as to fulfill
our part in promoting His reign on earth! God has revealed enough
in His written Word to keep us so busy doing the things that really
matter that we shall have little time to worry about the unknown facets
of His will of which He has not informed us.
(3) The wise and godly man acknowledges God as the Giver of all
6:11 Give us t h i s day our daily bread. This petition
begins a series of three petitions for self, but, observe, they follow
those which glorify God and put man in his right place before God.
The man, thus orientated toward God and consumed with a real
passion for His kingdom, turns to three personal needs: food, forgiveness and fortification.
Ow d h l y bread. Matthew and Luke ( 11:3) use one of those
rare words in Greek that is so rare it has been found only once
elsewhere in the history of the Greek language: epiousios, usually
translated “daily.” Since word meaning is discoverable from the many
examples of the way people use the word, efliowsios is almost incapable
of translation. Barclay (I, 217) states that that other Occurrence
of the word was on a woman’s shopping list which contained an item
beside which this word had been written. He assumes that the
word means “for the coming day,” that is, as we arise in the morning
we pray, “Give us today the bread for this day which lies before
us.” Others, deriving the Greek word from various roots, construe
it to mean: “necessary for existence,” or “for the following day,” or
“bread for the future,” or “bread that comes to the day, that belongs
to it.,” or “bread for the next day.” Whatever the actual meaning
of the word, the best explanation must take into account the accompanying words of our authors who say, “Give us today (Matthew)
and everyday d q by duy (Luke: t o kath h&wrcon, cf. Lk. 19:47; Ac.
17:11).” These words would lead one to conclude that the word
epiwsios does not refer to time at all, since that element is specifically
mentioned in other words. Further, the word must modify “bread”
in some way. If so, it may mean, “Give us that food portion which
is comimg t o us,” that is, we are asking for that ration which God
apportioned to our need even before we pray. (Cf. Mt. 6 8 , 32;
Prov. 30:8)
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Jesus is trying to teach us total dependence upon God, What
a supreme introduction this petition is to the section which develops
it! (6:19-34)
NECESSARY dependence upon God for anything that
sustains life, for “bread” does not mean just so much wheat
baked and cut a certain way. (Psa. 37:3, 4, 25; Ac. 17:2528) And since our dependence is necessary, we must neither
presume upon nor despair of God‘s provision, (Mt. 4:3, 4,
see Notes)

I. Ours is a

2. Ours is a DAILY dependence upon God: “today,” “day by day.“
As long as it is called “today,” we do not need tomorrow’s
bread (Mt. 6:34; Psa. 127:2). This kind of trust cancels
that anxious worry about the distant and unknown future
which is so characteristic of the life that has not learned to
depend upon the Father. As a matter of fact, we are given
only one day at a time with which to live anyway: every
morning of the world is always another “today,” never a
feared tomorrow. We must live one day at a time, confident
of the Father’s provision. The Jews had to learn this (Ex.
16:l-21) and so must we (Jas. 4:13-16). But this dependence does not dispehse with’ our daily work for today’s
bread (Eph. 4:28; I Th. 4:11, 12; 5:14; I1 Th, 3:6-13; I
Tim, 5:8) Rather, it is an acknowledgement of God’s power
working in us to earn that which He provides (Cf. Gen.
3:19; Dt. 8:l-20, esp. v. 18) Each day we must work as
well as pray for food, since without God we can do nothing
and without our effort and collaboration God will do nothing
for us.

3. Ours is a

HUMBLE dependence upon God. It is for ‘$read”
that we ask, not luxuries. What a rebuke is this of our
constant struggle and straining after more and more of this
world‘s “good things of life”! Since all we have has been
given to us, our pride and selfishness are thereby rebuked.
Too often we claim to be “rich, increased in goods and
have need of nothing,” when in reality we have to knock at
the Father’s door for even a crust of bread. W e are debtors
to God for every bit of sunshine or rain, every mineral and
every faithful farmer that has been given to provide us our
bread; otherwise we would have starved.
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Quite naturally, the psychological result of sincerely praying this way
is deep contentment and freedom from worries and freedom to spend
the rest of our God-given time and energies in useful endeavor.
(Phil. 4:6, 7, 11-13, 19)
( 4 ) The wise and godly man seeks forgiveness in relation
to his own mercifulness. (G:12)
6:12 And forgive us our debts, as w e also have forgiven
our debtors. Having asked God to provide food that we might
live, we immediateIy confess that we have no right to live. By asking
His forgiveness for not having lived perfectly, we admit that it is
only by His grace that we could even hope to live. But before we are
able sincerely to beseech God‘s forgiveness, we must honestly face
the fact that we need to pray for it. If we view our sins as only
a disease, only a human weakness, merely a social embarressment, or an
impersonal moral deterioration in the race, then we need not bother
God with prayers like this, But we must see sin in its true light
as rebellion against God’s government, a factual disobedience of His
law, an insult to His character and a rupture of our relations with
the Father. (See notes on 5:48)
Om debts is a figurative phrase meaning “sins” (Cf. Lk. 11:4),
especially those sins of omission. When some deed of love is left
undone, that failure is sin and becomes something owed but not
paid. (Cf. Jas. 4:17; Lk. 12:47)
As we h e forghen. How about our prayers? Are we always
sincere when we say these words? Would we really want God to
use this measure on us? Have we really forgiven even if the offence
has been committed 70 times seven? (Cf. Mt. 18:22) One must be
fully aware of what he is doing when he utters this frightening
petition, for it is quite clear that if one prays it with some unsettled
quarrel or some unhealing grudge or animosity, he is asking God
NOT to forgive him! (cf. 5:21-26)
Our forgiving others is not a meritorious act in itself which
somehow obligates God to forgive, without regard to other factors,
just anyone who chooses to forgive an offence. Only Christ’s death
can be the ground for our being pardoned. (Ac. 4:12; Ro. 3:22-26;
5:6-11; Heb. 9:14, 22, 26-28; 10:10, 12, 14) But our forgiving
others IS a condition or necessary qualification our p i t i o n under
God’sgrace. So long as we harbor implacable resentment toward others,
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it is presumptuous to hope for His mercy for ourselves. (See vv. 14,
15) Why must we be merciful? (5:7)
1. Because forgiveness is a quality which demands of us that
moral disposirion seen in the Father when He forgives us.
By exercizing mercifulness, we grow to be more and more
like the Father (Lk.6 3 6 ) .
2. Because there is no virtue more becoming those of our sinful
condition: we need mercy! ((3.Mt. 18:21-35)
3. Because mercy and forgiveness bring with them humility,
self-denial, love and peace-making.
Jesus offers a simple safeguard against ow: overevaluation of men’s
praise. If we remember that they are sinners in need of God’s mercy
as well as our forgiveness, this fact greatly reduces the value of
their praise in our own eyes, What difference does it make to a
condemned man whether his fellow criminals think highly of him
or not?
O w debtors, Jesus’ words debts and debtors, as indicated before,
refer principally to dm; hence, they do not require that all financial
arrangements to pay be merely forgotten or forgiven. Otherwise,
normal business relations could not exist without some type of credit
system. However, if circumstances render a debtor incapable of paying,
the disciple may feel compelled to forgive and forget even that
financial debt. However, Jesus’ word covers all manner of social
debts. (See on 5:23-26) The principle is clear: our debtors must be
forgiven before we can pray aright. While it might be true that we
hesitate to forgive them at the moment they sinned against us, yet
we will have to have already forgiven them before we may seek our
own forgiveness from God. Even though we yet call them “our
debtors” in the prayer, it is obvious that we no longer really think
of them as such, since we have released them of that obligation.
( 5 ) The wise and godly man confesses his own vulnerability to
temptation and his need for God’s help. (6: 1 3 )
6:13 And bring us not into temptation. But, is God so
wicked as to expose any one of His creatures to temptation? But
so to ask is to formulate the wrong question, since we are not to
blame God for our temptations (Jas. 1:13), because He is not the
real source of our temptations (Jas. 1:14, 15). How shall this
dilemma be solved?
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The first part of the answer is found in the meaning of the
usually translated “temptation” ( pehmmos) or (‘to tempt”
($&dzei.).
Their primary meaning is “to put to a test, to test,
to prove; hence, any such trial or test that reveals the quality of the
thing tested.” By extension of meaning, these words take on the
additional significance: “to test with a view to discover one’s weakness
in order to cause him thereby to sin.” Thus, the same word ( $ e h m o s >
may be taken either as an examination of quality or else as a deliberate
attempt to trick into sin. Unfortunately, even the same situation in
our lives possesses both of these qualities. How do we re11 the
difference? The difference between a “temptation to sin” and a “test
of character” lies in the viewpoint from which it is considered.
word

1. GOD’S

VIEWPOINT:

a. God never tempts anyone to sin. (Jas. 1:13) Therefore,
from His standpoint, that in which we are praying not
to be led certainly is not temptation.
b. God does put men to tests that try their strength, loyalty
and their ability for further service. (Cf. Gen. 22:l-19;
Ex. 20:20; Dt. 8:l-3, 16; 13:3; Jdg. 2:22; 3:l; Mt. 4 : l )
He also helps them to overcome the tests and emerge as
stronger, finer men. ( I Cor. 10:13; Heb. 2:18; 4:15;
I1 Pet. 2:9) Any of His tests, whatever its particular
nature, is designed by God to produce His character in
us. (Heb. 12:l-11)
c. Although God does permit Satan to tempt us, these temptations are, as far as He is concerned, tests of our loyalty
to Him. As God views them, Satan’s temptations are but
another form of useful testing the nature of our steadfastness and another means of producing an even more
durable character in us, ever more capable of resisting
temptations. (Cf. Job; Heb. 11:37)

d. God does not test us by misrepresenting the case, as does
Satan. Nor does God bait us to do evil. But He does
force us to make the moral choice involved in any trial.
God’s purpose is to make us decide, causing us to grow.
2. SATAN’S VIEWPOINT: It seems that Satan’s purpose is always
to destroy us by tricking us into sinning. (Cf. Mt. 4; U.
4; Ac. 5:3; 26:18; I Cor. 7:5; 10:12, 13; I1 Cor. 2 : l l ; 4:4;
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11:13-15; 12:7; Eph. 2:2; 6:12; I Th, 3:5; I1 Th. 2i9-12;
I Jn. 4 : 4 ; 5:19; Rev, 12:9) He misrepresents and deceives
us by making wrong appear to be right and quite justifiable,
while he makes right and good to appear unnecessary, fanatical
or even wrong, (Cf. Mt, 13:22; Ro. 16:18; I Cor, 3:18;
6 9 ; 15:33; Gal, 6:1, 3, 7; Eph, 4:14; 11 Th, 2:3; I Tim, 6:9;
11 Tim. 3:13; Tit. 3:3; Heb. 3:13; Jas. 1:22; I Jn. 1:8; 3:7;
I1 Jn. 7) These passages also note mme of Satan’s secondary
lines of approach,

3. OUR

VIEWPOINT:

a, We may rejoice in those trials which assail us, knowing
that they help to produce in us stedfastness and perfection
of character, (Ro. 5:3, 4; Jas. 1 : 2 4 ; I Pet. 1:6-9)

b. Yet, we must not desire to be tempted, for only fools
rush into temptations where the Son of God says it is
dangerous to tread! Jesus knew the power of the Evil
One, and here He warns against a foolish seeking to be
tempted. This phrase, “bring us not into temptation, but
deliver us,” rises right out of His wilderness experience.
It is a cry that is real and pleading.
c. Deliver us from the evil one: fearing Satan’s influence and our own ruin, we pray to be delivered from
him. He is quite capable of twisting any of God’s tests
into a temptation that would destroy us, if we would
but yield.

d. Knowing our own natural weaknesses (Jas. 1:14, 15), we
ask God not to lead us into these trials of flesh and spirit.
Though it be natural that we cringe from the fires of
testing, yet we admit, by saying “Deliver us . .
that
God will certainly thus refine our souls.

.

,I’

So, our prayer not to be led “into temptation” must mean: “Do not
bring us into those crises of soul that, in view of our weakness and
Satan’s deceit, could become for us temptations.”
Another interpretation, which arrives at the same conclusion,
regards Jesus’ word “temptation” as an example of the figure of
speech, synecdoche, by which a part is put for the whole or vice
versa. Therefore, Jesus mentions ternptmtkm, which is but a specific
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part of all those trials which put the conscience into crisis. Or, if
Jesus means temptation as a metonymy, a figure by which the name
of one thing is exchanged for that of another because of some relationship between them, then, since all trials could become ternptations to sin or could contain enticements, the Lord is indicating the
most dangerous side of our trials. However, He cannot be construed
as meaning that God is the Author of the temptations themselves.
Finally, Jesus may not have even meant “temptation” by that
neutral word that He actually used (peirclMnos). Instead, if we
follow the primary meaning, we understand Him to mean, “Do not
bring us into trials or tests,” in the same sense in which He pleaded
with the Father to let that bitter cup of suffering pass from Him,
fully knowing that it was to that very end for which He had come
into the world. (Cf. Mt. 26:39, 42, 44 with 20:28) Some might
object that this would be praying a prayer about which we knew
there was little prospect of its being answered according to our intent.
Yet, who knows the mind of God or what He would do in our behalf
beyond what He has already promised? However, as in the Gethsemane prayers so also in our petitions, there must be a humbly submissive “nevertheless, not as I will, but as thou wilt.” (Cf. v. 10)
This is tacitly admitted between the yearning of the soul to avoid
hard trials, and his entreaty to be delivered from the devil who most
certainly hurls his awful attacks during these trials that one knows
must surely come.
Praying this prayer, we admit our vulnerability to temptation.
But we also admit the weaknesses of others: “Lead US . . . deliver US.”
Thus, when we pray, we are agreeing not to be the stumbling-block
in the way of others nor be their devil. (Cf. Mt. 16:23; 18:1-14;
Ro. 14:l-15:l; I Cor. 6:12-20; 8; 10:23-33) Further, we agree not
to become our devil by deliberately throwing ourselves into the path
of temptation. (Cf. Mt. 26:41; Mk. 14:38; Lk. 22:40, 46) Unfortunately, most of us keep one eye open to the temptation we pray
not to be led into. Thus, even the devil cannot be blamed for our
yielding. Therefore, if we would cooperate with God as He rescues
us from danger, we must make use of those means which He has
provided. (I Cor. 10:13) The only sure protection against the
confusion and deception involved in most trials is to live so constantly with the truth that the false or twisted values or reversed
judgments be immediately exposed for what they are. God has
already provided the surest protection in the truth of His word.
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(I1 Pet, 1:3, 4; cf, Mt, 4:l-11 and Jesus’ use of that Word) Observe
the close relationship between being sanctified in the Word and
being guarded from the wicked one (Jn. 17:6-19). This disciple’s
prayer, a cry of weakness, leans upon God, the Master of all circumstances who can do something about them (I1 Pet, 2:9), fuUy assured
of His strength that perfects itself in our weakness, (Cf. I1 Cor.
11:30; 1 2 9 , 10; I1 Tim. 3:3; I Jn. 5:18)

DOXOLOGY:
For t h e is the khgdomt the power, and the glory
forever. These beautiful words provide a fitting closing to this
prayer, but the earliest evidence for the use of these words in
connection with the prayer is around 130 AD., in the LXikhe.
There is no clear evidence that either Matthew or Luke wrote
these words. Rather, the proof is clearer that the early Church
adapted this prayer for congregational worship by adding the
popular doxology as a conclusion. Thence it found its way into
some early manuscripts and was handed down with the prayer,
until discovered and removed.
6:14, 15 See Notes on 5:7 and 6:12. We must substitute our
failure to forgive with real forgiveness of failures if we expect the
Father to show us mercy. (Mt. 18:35; Mk. 11:25; Pa. 18:25, 26)
Thus, God‘s forgiveness puts us under heavy obligation (Eph. 4:32;
Col. 3 1 3 ) . For excellent examples of human forgiveness, study
Joseph (Gen. 45:l-15; 50:17-21); D a v 2 s kind of forgiveness as
he ran from Saul: he just kept running and kept forgiving ( I Sam.
24; 26); P&l, having been so maltreated by the Jews, yet could not
keep from praying for their salvation. (Cf. Ac. 14:19; 17:l-13;
21:27-23:22 with Ro. 9:l-3; 1O:l-3)

FACT QUESTIONS
1. Explain “thy kingdom come.” What is meant by “the kingdom”
in this petition? In what sense may this petition be intended,
for iiistance, by the Jewish disciples of Jesus, who first heard
Him? by a Christian?
2. List the elements of the Lord’s Prayer which should be included
in our prayers.
3. List some of the great public prayers of the Bible, in which men
did not “go into their closet, shut the door and pray to the
Father in secret.”
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4. List as many prayers of the Bible as you can, in which the same
basic petition is repeated two or three times or more, and yet
it is obvious from the context of these prayers that they were
heard of God and were not “vain repetition.”
5. What is the “closet” (KJV) or “inner chamber”? Show how
Jesus intended this word, by citing examples from His prayer
life and that of the apostles who applied this teaching.
6. What kind of repetition in praying did Jesus mean to condemn?
7. What is meant by “hallowed”?
8. Explain how God’sName is to be hallowed.
9. What is meant by God’s “Name”? Is this to be taken literally,
or as a figure of speech? If a figure, what figure would it be,
and what is the reality for which the supposed figure stands?
10. In what sense is it true that God “is in secret”? (6:6)
11. Why did Jesus criticize the vain repetitions of the Gmtdes?
List several reasons why Jesus would not necessarily have mentioned the repetitiousness of the Jews in this particular argument.
12. What is the antithesis of Jesus’ words “Your Father knows your
needs before you ask Him”? How does a correct recognition of
this antithesis help to understand what He means by these words?
13. What other elements, plainly indicated in other passages, should
form part of our prayers, although they have not been listed in
the petitions of the Lord’s model?
14. Is the concept of God as “Father” an Old Testament concept?
That is, is the evidence plentiful or scarce that the Jews readily
thought of God as their “Father”? What difference would this
make in view of Jesus’ revelation of God?
15. What is meant by “will” in the phrase: “Thy will be done”?
What does this will include? Can men know this will? Has
God revealed any of it? How or where?
16. What is admitted as true by the phrase: “as in heaven”?
17. Mentally divide the “Lord’s Prayer” into six basic petitions. What
single idea characterizes the first three requests? the last three?
18. What lessons does Jesus want us to learn by praying for our
bread each day?
19. How does Luke’s version of this prayer help us to understand
Jesus’ intent behind the words “debts” and “debtors”? Must we
dissolve all our financial arrangements by which others owe us
money, before we may pray for God’s forgiveness? Who are our
“debtors”?
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20. What does Jesus mean by the word "temptation"? Literally or
figuratively? If figuratively, what figure of speech is it? What
other translations are possible for Jesus' original word?
21. What is the earliest evidence for the popular doxology that is
often added to the model Jesus gave, to give it a fitting conclusion?

D, THE MOTIVES OF THE WISE AND
GODLY MAN (Mt, 6:l-18)
4,

HIS MOTIVATION FOR FASTING.

(Mt. 6:lG-18)

TEXT: 6:16-18
16. Moreover when ye fast, be not, as the hypocrites, of a sad countenance: for they disfigure their faces, that they may be seen of
men to fast. Verily I say unto you, They have received their reward.
17. But thou, when thou fastest, anoint thy head, and wash thy face;
18. that thou be not seen of men to fast, but of thy Father who is in
secret: and thy Father, who seeth in secret, shall recompense thee.

THOUGHT QUESTIONS
a. Have you ever fasted? Why did you fast, if so?
b. Do you think fasting is a principle or is it a practice which represents a principle? Or, to put it another way, can one fast in
another way that represents and abstinance from some habit, other
than from food?
c. Of what positive benefit is fasting, if he who fasts does not understand the relationship in which his body, with all its desires, stands
to God? In other words, does fasting, by itself without that understanding, carry with it special spiritual benefits?
d. If it be true that ascetic practices in general tend to "promote
rigor of devotion, self-abasement and severity to the body, but are of
no value in checking the indulgence of the flesh," (&I. 2:23) of
what value then is fasting, a practice which may be considered to
be ascetic?
e. Do you think Jesus intended this directive concerning fasting for
His Jewish disciples only, giving them instructions for its correct
observance for that era, or is this directive a universal command
intended for any era and any disciple? On what basis does one
decide this?
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PARAPHRASE
“So also when you abstain from the usual comforts of life for
religious reasons, do not look all sad and gloomy, like the hypocrites.
They disfigure their faces in order to present to others the figure of
one who fasts. Believe me, they have received all the wages they are
going to get. But when you fast, do whatever is necessary for good
grooming: for example, anoint your head and wash your face. Do this
so that no one will know that you are fasting, so that only your
Father who is invisible may know it. Then your Father who sees
what is secret will give you what is right.”

SUMMARY
Fasting, like giving alms or praying, to have value before God
must actually represent the heart attitude of the one who so expresses
himself. If fasting is to represent the affliction of one’s soul, it
must be done before God, hence, secretly, lest men see and praise.
Consequently, those whose fasting is deliberately aimed at public
attention and personal self-exaltation have vitiated it into a tragicomic
clown’s act.

NOTES
4. HIS

He humbles himself before God,
not to gain men’s applause. (6:16-18)

MOTIVATION FOR FASTING:

6:16 To fast. The Law of Moses never prescribed fasting directly. Only in connection with the Day of Atonement was a command
given “to afflict your souls” (Lev. 16:29-34; 23:26-32; Num. 29:7).
This order to “humble, or bow, the soul,” by restraining the earthly
appetites, was interpreted to mean fasting (Cf. Ac. 27:9), although
the word actually meaning “to go without food and dri,nk’ ( t ~ z m n )
came into use first of all in the time of the Judges. (Keil-Delitzsch,
Pe7ttetwch, 11, 405, 406; cf. Judg. 20:26; I Sam. 7:6; Psa. 35:13.
This latter passage shows the distinction in translation: “I afflicted
my soul with fasting.”) Thus, only this one day of the year was
legally set aside for appropriate observance in a right state of mind
brought about by such abstinence. Nevertheless, the Jewish tradition
had set as fast days also Monday and Thursday of every week. (Cf.
Lk. 18:12; 5:33)
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The professed purposes of fasting are wrapped up in the desire
to express one’s sincerity by this departure from the normal pattern of
living. Devout men of all ages have fasted when they found themselves in trouble or in danger or to guarantee the sincerity of their
penitence and prayers. Other times they fasted to humble the spirit
and obtain the victory over selfishness, pride and desire, Again, fasting ‘
is a natural expression of mourning or an attempt to expiate some
sin or an expression of penitence or even a preparation to receive
revelations. (Examples: at.. 99; Jdg. 20:26; I Sam. 1:7; 7:6; 31:13;
I1 Sam. 1:12; 3:35; 12:16; I Kg. 198; 21:4, 27; I1 Chron, 20:3, 4;
Ezra 8:21; 9:3,5; Neh. 1:4;2:2; 9:l;Esther 4:16; Dan. 9:3; 10:2, 3;
Jonah 3:5-10;Joel 1:13, 14; 2:15, 16; Zech. 8:18, 19; Mt. 914; Lk.
2:37; Ac. 13:3; 14:23)
Since fasting is a natural expression, it cannot be regulated arbitrarily, since it is what every person in the need or mood for it does
naturally. At such times when the soul is so oppressed by the
burden of sin, so stricken with grief, so apprehensive of impending
trouble, so awe-inspired by the solemnity of a particular occasion,
going without the usual sustenence becomes a natural reaction of the
spirit, Such fasting is acceptable because it is a real expression of
the man. Clearly, then, the frequency or duration of a fast must be
determined by one’s personal constitution, need, regular activity and
similar factors.
However, the Pharisees had wrung all of the beneficial content
from the form of fasting. It is easy to see how what had been
regarded as a guarantee of the sincerity of one’s repentance should
become the substitute for it. Thus, they used fasting as a means of
appearing righteous, rather than a means to get right with God. They
made it feed their pride until it became a meritorious lever to tip
the balance of God’s favor in their direction, thus giving them a
false sense of control over God. Instead of humbling their spirits
to faithful obedience to God’s commands, they prided themselves in
fasting according to their own regulations. Thus, they advertised,
with all deliberate external ostentation, what should have been top
secret between their soul and God.
Sad countenance ,
disfigure their faces. The Master
spared no words for these hypocrites who assumed expressions of
unfelt sorrow or superficial humility, Sometimes these expressions
involved putting dust or ashes on the head, wearing an irritating
hair- or sack-cloth shirt next to the skin, allowing the hair or beard

..
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to go loose or unkempt, and neglecting the appearance in general for
the duration of the fast. But where the attitude is hypocritical,
probably the one who fasts fools none, for, not having felt the genuine
motivation to be thoroughly righteous, he must resort to such disguises
as Jesus describes. God had roundly condemned those popular fasting
practices of the OT period, which were not expressions of true heart
righteousness. (See Isa. 58; Joel 2:13; Zech. 7:l-7) Perhaps the Lord
intended a smile-provoking pun, a play on words seen only in the
Greek (rbp&zizozlsan
. , hop& phhatzdshz) : “They make their (normal)
faces to dis@pe#, so that they might @e& to be fasting.”
6:17 Anoint thy head, wash thy face. Take any measure
necessary to appear as you normally do daily, so that your fasting
might never be noticed by men. Anointing one’s head is an allusion
to the use of various oils as a resfreshing skin protection against the
dry hot air of Palestine. Whereas hypocrites had used such disgyises,
as are mentioned above, to hide the insincerity of their fasting, and,
at the same time, to establish before men their “sincerity,” Jesus
would have His disciples disguise their fasting exactly in the opposite
way, with a view to guaranteeing their sincerity by reducing fasting
to a matter done before God alone.
But, thou when thou fastest. Another personal word to
the individual disciple, as in 6:6, also reinforced in Greek by six
personal pronouns. But is this a word for every disciple of every
age? While Jesus condemned the wrong formality and hypocrisy in
some who fasted, it is obvious that He never meant that fasting
should be completely eliminated from godly practice altogether. He
rather assumes that His disciples will fast, in the same way that
He assumes that he will help the needy (6:2-4) or pray (6:5-7).
On the other hand, though fasting as a natural expression of anguish
of spirit would continue to have its place in the spontaneous response
of Jesus’ disciple, yet Jesus Himself indicated later that organized,
legalized fasting as a rite would not harmonize well with His program.
(Cf. Mt. 9:10-17; Mk. 2:18ff; Lk. 5:29ff) Though Paul was clearly
discussing various ascetic regulations which originated in “human precepts and doctrines,” yet it is clear that his condemnation of all such
practices, even when no such regulations would be involved, touches
fasting, for it is a clear example of asceticism. For, he says, these
practices “have indeed an appearance of wisdom in promoting rigor
of devotion and self-abasement and severity to the body, but they
are of no value in checking the indulgence of the flesh.” ( C O ~ .

.
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2:8-3:17)
It should be inconceivable but unfortunately is not impossible that one gratify his lust while enduring a forty-day fast. Thus,
making one's body suffer from hunger or thirst, while leaving the
mind and imagination untamed, is futile. But one may well have a
transformed mind and have crucified his flesh with the affections
and lusts thereof, while eating and drinking too. (Cf. Ro. 12:1, 2;
Mt. 11:18, 19; Gal, 5:24) Therefore, fasting has no moral value
in itself, It finds its only value in connection with those prayers,
that repentance, that personal discipline, which fasting accompanies,
and for which fasting makes excellent physical preparation. There
are more important ways of "afflicting one's soul" than merely by
going without food or drink for a specified period: that sweet selfdomination that keeps us from retaliating, that stern self-discipline
that crucifies lust in our heart, that powerful self-mastery that refuses,
in short, to sin.
Why fast then? As notable examples demonstrate, the early
Church fasted on certain occasions (Ac. 13:3; 14:23), as did Jesus
Himself,
1. Because, since fasting is a natural response, one will naturally
fast when sufficient occasion demands it, His vital concern
with His impending whirlwind ministry and His desert
situation made Jesus' forty-day fast a natural result. Although
it is not said that Jesus refused the food brought by the
disciples (Jn. 4:6-8, 31-34), yet His preoccupation with the
Samaritans pointed out His understanding of true priorities.
2. Because fasting is not so much a duty for its own sake as a
physical discipline to prepare one for other duties. In this
sense, it may be good for the self-discipline. However, 'one
must not conclude that such periodic self-denial is better
moral training than the ordinary temperance or moderation
in all things. Denying self a t every meal is a course much
better adapted to preserve the mind and body in the best
spiritual tenor any exigency might require.

Therefore, Jesus' disciple is not bound by specific directions concerning the occasions or length of fasts, Rather, in line with the principles of Christian liberty (cf. Ro. 14:l-15:7;
I Cor. 612-20; chs.
8-11), Jesus allows him to decide for himself to what extent, in
what way and how often he should bring his body under subjection
to the glory of God.
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FACT QUESTIONS
1. What does the NT teach about fasting? (regarding the appropriate use or occasions, the manner and purposes of it)
2. What was the ancient practice of fasting among the Jews? What
attendent rituals or habits or expressions accompanied fasting?
3. List as many of the outstanding examples of acceptable fasts in
the Bible as you can, describing who fasted, why, and, if possible,
the results they obtained for having done so. Show why God
respected the fast, even though in most cases those who fasted
literally disfigured their appearance, wore a sad countenance and
were seen of men to be fasting. In other words, what is the
difference between their mode of fasting and that condemned by
Jesus?
4. Is fasting appointed by God in the OT? Then, is it in force as
a law under the present relationship to God by His covenant
of grace?

E. "HE WEALTH AND WORRIES OF THE
WISE AND GODLY MAN (Mt. 6:19-34)
TEXT 6:19-34
1. HIS ATTITUDE TOWARD EARTHLY TREASURES. ( 6 :19-21)

19. Lay not up for yourselves treasures upon the earth, where moth
and rust consume, and where thieves break through and steal:
20. but lay up for yourselves treasures in heaven, where neither moth
nor rust does consume, and where thieves do not break through
nor steal:
21. for where thy treasure is, there will thy heart be also.
2. HIS ATTITUDE TOWARD HIS OWN DEDICATION TO GOD. ( 6 : 2 2 - ~ 4 )
22. The lamp of the body is the eye: if therefore thine eye be single,
thy whole body shall be full of light.
23. But if thine eye be evil, thy whole body shall be full of darkness.
If therefore the light that is in thee be darkness, how great is
the darkness!
24. No man can serve two masters: for either he will hate the one,
and love the other; or else he will hold to one, and despise the
other. Ye cannot serve God and mammon.
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6 : 1.9.34
(6:25-34)

25. Therefore I say unto you, Be not anxious for your life, what ye
shall eat, or what ye shall drink; nor yet for your body, what ye
shall put on. Is not rhe life more than the food, and the body
than the raiment?
26. Behold the birds of the heaven, that they sow not, neither do
they reap, nor gather into barns; and your heavenly Father
feedeth them. Are not ye of much more value than they?
27. And which of you by being anxious can add one cubit unro the
measure of his life?
28. And why are ye anxious concerning raiment? Consider the lilies
of the field, how they grow; they toil not, neither do they spin:
29. yet I say unto you, that even Solomon in all his glory was not
arrayed like one of these,
30. But if God doth so clothe the grass of the field, which today is,
and tomorrow is cast into the oven, shall be not much more
d o b you, 0 ye of little faith?
31. Be not therefore anxious, saying, What shall we eat? or, What
shall we drink? or, Wherewithal shall we be clothed?
32. For after all these things do the Gentiles seek; for your heavenly
Father knoweth that ye have need of all these things.
33. But seek ye first his kingdom, and his righteousness; and all these
things shall be added unto you.
34. Be not therefore anxious for the morrow; for the morrow will
be anxious for itself. Sufficient unto the day is the evil thereof.

THOUGHT QUESTIONS
a. What are the heavenly treasures we are to store up? (1) Are they
rhe motivation for our serving God now, i.e. we serve God now
so that He will reward us later? ( 2 ) Or, are they the result of
our service to Him, in the sense that in this life we produce a
more godlike character which cannot be taken away from us?
( 3 ) Are they both? ( 4 ) Are they something else?
b. How are we to lay up such treasures? How can we know whether
we are doing so or not?
c. Does our treasure follow our heart, or our heart our treasure?
d. Why is it ruinous to love and hoard money?
e, At what point does our getting and using worldly wealth become
idolatrous? How can we identify idolatry in this regard?
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f. W h y is self the worlds oldest and most dangerous idol? What
is the relationship between “laying up treasure on earth,” “serving
mammon,” and “serving self or self-worship”?

g. Why are we more inclined to trust visible but temporary things
and find it so difficult to trust Him who is invisible but has never
yet failed us?
h. Why does Jesus bring up the figure about the eye in this discussion
of wealth and worries? What is the connection?
i. On what basis does Jesus charge His listeners with being “men of
little faith”?
j. Who is the richest person in the community where you live? On
what basis do you decide him to be the most wealthy? Does your
standard agree with Jesus?
k. Is being poor necessary to being righteous in God’s kingdom?
Explain.
1. Are we to go without health, accident, life, fire or automobile
insurance in order to show that we trust God to care for us?
What is the relation between insuring ourselves against such dangers
and our trusting God?
m. Is “laying up treasure in heaven” a putting up a quantity of goods
in heaven, or an attitude of heart toward God’s promises?
n. To what extent may we work for money (wages) without violating
the Lord’s declaration that it is impossible to serve God and wealth
at the same time?
0. What do you think Jesus meant to teach about the “whole body full
of light”? What is the condition of a man when he is “full of light”?
p. What is the condition of a man when he is “full of darkness”?
q. What is the tragedy involved if one’s “light” be “darkness”?
r. Why do you suppose Jesus mentioned “mammon” as the god to
which men would offer service in opposition to God? What is SO
significant about slavery to wealth?
s. What one fundamental sin finds expression in both greed and
anxiety?
t. What is so wrong, according to Jesus, with saying, “A man must
live”? Is it not true? Why?
u. How is it true that “the morrow will be anxious for itself”?
v. What kind of impact would this entire section have upon the
Jewish audience to which Jesus addressed these words? Does He
contradict or confirm their concept of the Messianic kingdom and
its attendant blessings? In what way does He do this?
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w, The Biblical view of the heart of man usually takes into consideration his intellect, his will, his affections and his conscience. In
verses 19-24 which of these phases of man’s being receive emphasis
and in what connection are they mentioned?

PARAPHRASE
”Do not store up for yourselves treasures on earth, where it
grows moth-eaten and rusty, and where thieves break in and steal it.
Rather lay up for yourselves wealth in heaven, where there is neither
moth nor rust to destroy it, nor thieves to break in or steal it. For
where you put your wealth, you unavoidably put your heart there too.
“The lamp of the body is the eye. Now if your eyes are sound,
you will have light for your whole body. On the other hand, if your
eyes are bad, your whole body will be full of darkness. So if all the
“light” that you have is darkness, how intense that darkness must be!
”Nobody can be a slave to two masters, because either he will
hate the one and love the other, or he will be devoted to one and
despise the other. You cannot be R slave to God and to Money a t
the same time.
“This is why I say to you to stop worrying about your living,
wondering what you shall have to eat or drink, or about your body,
wondering what you can get to wear. Is ngt life more than food,
and the body more important than its clothing? Surely it is! Take
a good look at the birds of the air: they do not sow nor reap nor
store up food in graneries, and yet your heavenly Father feeds them,
Are you not much more prccious to Him than they? Of course you
are! On the other hand, which of you can add a single hour to his
life’s span by worrying? And why do you worry about clothes?
Observe how the wild flowers grow: they do not wear themselves out
working nor do they spin thread, yet I tell you that not even Solomon
in all his glorious splendor did not clothe himself like one of these
flowers. But if this is how God clothes the grass of the field, which
is there today and is tossed into the oven tomorrow, will He not
all the more do so for you, 0 men with little confidence? Certainly
He will! Do not then ask anxiously, ‘What shall we eat?’ or ‘What
shall we drink?’ or ‘What will we have to wear?’ That is what pagans
are always seeking. Do not talk this way because your heavenly
Father knows that you need all these things. Rather, seek first the
Kingdom and the righteousness that H e requires, and all these neces-
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sities will be provided you. So, do not worry about tomorrow, since
tomorrow will have worries of its own. Let each day’s trouble be
enough for that day.”

SUMMARY
Put your trust in God alone! Put your whole confidence in things
eternal, for only they are permanent. Concentrate your attention and
service upon God and His promises, since double-mindedness is a
really impossible course. It brings on unnecessary worries and draws
the attention away from God. Real faith is able to concentrate upon
God‘s rule and provisions and accept life as a matter of course, living
one day at a time.

NOTES
Because Jesus’ teaching in this section is many-sided, we offer
two outlines in the attempt to present more of the content of His
message. It will be noted that Jesus’ basic argument is “Not thatbut this.” Therefore, in order to present as clearly as possible the
negative and positive aspects or elements of His teaching, we outline
the passage accordingly.
“The Controlling Objective in Life: Undivided Trust in God”
NEGATIVE
“DANGERS THAT MENACE
THE FAITH OF DlSClPUS”:
Covetousness that is manifested
according to circumstances as:
I. AVARICE (6:19-24)

A. Treasures on earth means
one’s heart set on earth
which means total loss!
1. Moths corrupt it;
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POSITIVE

I. ?RUST

ONLY GOD”

(6:19-24)

Proposition: Reasons why those
who would be His disciples
must put their trust o d y
in God:
A. Because earthly treasures
are transient, ephemeral,
while only heavenly treasures endure (6:19, 20)

6: 19-34
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NEGATIVE

POSITIVE

2. Rust eats it;

3# Thieves steal it,
(6:19-21)

B. Obscured judgment (6:23)

B, Because earthly riches cap-

ture the heart, while heavenly treasures cause us to
keep our heart set on
heaven. (6:2 1)
C. Indecision impedes concenC. Because the selfish quest
tration of energies and is
for wealth blinds and destroys human personality but
virtually impossible (6:24)
heavenly riches keep our
moral vision unimpaired
(6:22, 23)
D. Because to please two masters is impossible: the mere
quest of wealth is sinful
because incompatible with
true love and loyalty to
God (6:24)
11. “ONLY TRUST GOD” (6:25-34)
11. ANXIETY (6:25-34)
A. Worry places a false and
A. God gave life and the body,
exaggerated value upon
and can be trusted for
earthly welfare. ( 6: 25 )
things necessary to sustain
life (6:25)
B. Lesser creatures than man
B. Worry reflects on Gcd’s
do not pile up goods for
loving cafe for man who is
an unknown and unknowmore precious to Him than
able future (6:26)
birds (6:26)
C. Worry is useless (6:27)
C. Worry fails to resolve life’s
(God who has ocdained the
basic problem (6:27)
length of our life and the
make-up of our body can
surely be trusted to sustain
it.)
which leads to further moral
darkness in every other decision and act.
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D. Worry about clothes seeks
to realize a false ideal, and
were it a true ideal, it is
patently unattainable (6:28,
29)
E. Worry destroys confidence
in God (6:30)
P. Worry betrays a practical
paganism (6:31, 32)

G. Worry would deny us all
that is really good, important and eternal ( 6 3 3 )

H. Worry is presumptuous care
about a day that God has
neither promised nor given
yet (6:34)

D. Surely the generosity which
is so lavish to a flower of
a day will not forget man,
the crown of God’s creation (6: 28-30)
E. Anxiety for clothes is faithlessness (6:30)
F. Worry is beyond comprehension in one who has
God as his Father (6:31,
32 1
G. God knows our needs, so
we can concentrate upon
doing His will and seeking
to be right according to His
standards and He will provide (6:33)
H. Worry can be defeated by
living one day at a time
(6:34). Every day brings
enough burdens and problems. It is enough to deal
with these without unnecessarily borrowing trouble
from the future.

All that has preceded this section is sweet sentimentalism and
unrealistic unless Jesus is able to remake men. Jesus knows that He
cannot leave man as he is, bombarded by contradictory ethics and
driven by inward desires and harrassed by daily worries. Man must
possess a moral principle that will rivet his attention on God, cause
him to reject worldly ideals and treasure heaven above a l l other joys.
Further, Jesus knows that there are two persistent, dangerous rivals
to that one true objective that must command our undivided loyalty
and effon, two rivals which will choke out His word every time:
the worries of the world, the worries of life (Lk. 8:14) and the
deceitful attractiveness of wealth (Mt. 13:22 ) . Jesus must destroy
man’s confidence in wealth as a genuine support, and, by building
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his confidence in the Father, He must exterminate man’s worry. Only
thus can the Master hope to expect men to take the Kingdom of
God seriously and reach for the righteousness Jesus is requiring.
Unless a man regard all earthly prizes as filth, he will not be much
interested in leaving them to follow Jesus,
This section, if there were no other proof, would demonstrate
that Jesus’ unique message is from God and could not be the product
of the highest insights of rabbinical thinking. These words (6: 19-34)
must have sounded a wrong note in the ears of those Jews whose
popular Messianic expecrations required that the anticipated Son of
David bring them a high degree of worldly prosperity, honors and
pleasures, (Cf. Mt. 19:24, 25; 20:20-28; Lk. 22:24) Far from
seeing any danger in wealth and far from believing that, as a rule,
it promotes unrighteousness, the Jews tended to regard wealth as a
special blessing for their carefulness in observing the Law. Characteristically, the Pharisees thought of themselves as the unchallengeable
proof of the causal connection between righteousness and riches. (Cf.
Lk. 16:14; 20:47) However, in terms of human motivations, it is
but a hairbreadth‘s difference between glorifying and seeking wealth
as one’s just deserts on the one hand, and the greedily grasping after
wealth as one’s universal answer to all problems. And the children
of Abraham had to hear this message whether it fit their scheme of
Messianic prophecy or not.
The immediate connection with the preceding section (61-18)
is particularly enlightening, for there Jesus warned against making
the praise of men the end of our religious actions. Here He
turns from His attack on man’s thinking too much of the praise
of others to that self-deception which thinks too much of the
riches of earth and makes them the end of all his daily efforts,
And just as the cure for the former hypocrisy was a right appreciation
of God’s judgment and a keeping of one’s heart set on the Father,
even so here the disciples must keep the Father ever before their
eyes. (Cf. 6:24, 26, 30, 3 2 )
Jesus must challenge His follower to examine carefully his life
to determine what is the really final controlling object of life.
Running through the entire section is the necessity to fix one’s
undivided trust in God. Divided loyalties dissipate the energies,
nullify one’s efforts and warp one’s judgment. Though it would
seem that H e is talking about two widely separated subjects, i.e.
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avarice and anxiety, yet they are two expressions of the same covetousness. Both sins are obvious evidence of a basic worry, of insecurity,
and of a desire for “a little bit more,” which in turn are evidence
of a misplaced trust. Therefore, the Lord must take men’s eyes
off their gold and fix their hearts on God.

I. AVARICEi, or TRUST ONLY GOD
(6:19-24; cf. Lk. 12:32-34; 16~9-13)

A.

THE ALLURE OF ACQUISITION AS AGAINST THE APPEAL OF
ABIDING AnAINMENTS (6: 19-21)

6:19 Lay not up for yourselves treasures upon the earth.
What makes a man desire to hoard up the treasures of earth? Basically, it is worry and insecurity, but covetousness plays and important
role in this. (Cf. Lk. 12:13-21; I Tim. 6:5b-10. Note Paul’s emphasis:
“Those who desire to be rich . . . love of money . . . this craving
. . . set their hopes on riches.”) This is no condemnation of reasonable thrift or of the banking system of the day (Cf. Mt. 25:27),
but a protest against that craze which so often drives men to set
their whole heart on the amassing of wealth for selfish purposes as
the only worthwhile purpose in life. Millions in property is not
necessarily sin, nor is holding capital funds on earth a direct violation
of Jesus’ prohibition, if one holds them in use as a responsible stewardship and uses them for the advancement of God’s kingdom. Having
possessions is not wrong, but we commit sin when they have us.
The deceptive attractiveness of earthly wealth is its being subject
to all manner of destructive forces. (Cf, Jas. 5:l-6) Jesus is
saying, “Do not be a fool and treasure what you cannot keep, what
nature is bent on destroying and what the envy and covetousness of
others is planning to seize!” A moth can ruin the most expensive
garment laid up in a chest. Rust consumes man’s most precious
items of metal. The word Jesus used which is translated rmt (brdsis)
literally means edtzng. Thus, the eating of it makes human food
disappear (u+bcznizei) in the same way that the moth eats holes in
fabrics. Thieves break through (literally: dig throztgh the sundried brick or mud walls of the house and thus effect an entrance)
and steal. In your greed to lay up earthly treasures, do not forget
the greed of others, who, despite all your precautions, are able to
relieve you of your possessions.
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, If in 6:21 Jesus is challenging us to examine the value of that
which we treasure, He might be suggesting here that there i s further
folly involved in hoarding earthly wealth because of its relative
worthlessness as measured against rhe true wealth of heaven. What
is gold on earth is street paving material in heaven! What a fool
is he who hoards mere sand and gravel. And what is worse, there
is real peril in piling up earthly wealth, not in the possibility of
their loss or ruin, since this happens also to the most righteous of men,
but rather in the probability that the wealthy themselves are thereby imperilled. (Cf. I Tim, 6:9) A man may gain the whole world
end after all lose hiwself! (Mt. 16:26) Those who spend life for
the pleasures and riches of this world are getting cheated in the
universe’ greatesr swindle. Even in this world, old sinners write
bitterly that the anticipation of their fallacious and fleeting joys was
much greater than their realization, The devil is a liar: earthly
wealth cannot satisfy. The love of money will ruin everything! The
rich young ruler refused to understand this (Mt. 19:21) and the
Apostles almost missed their grip on this truth (Mt. 19:25, 27).
Mary understood that earthly cares are not the whole of life; Martha
failed on that occasion (Lk. 10:41, 4 2 ) . The OT had taught much
the same message (Psa. 49:G; 52:7; 62:lO; Prov. 11:28).

6:2O But lay up for yourselves treasures in heaven,
because they are sure, not subject to the influences that destroy all
of earth’s brightest gems. L,ay zl.p suggests “so to delight in something that we always long to have more of it,” whether good or bad
(see Mt. 5 : G ; 6:33; Lk. 12:13-21): this speaks of our attitude toward
wealth. Since it is impossible to send earth’s riches commodities
into that heavenly country, because life there is enjoyed on a far
different plane, it would seem therefore that Jesus’ admonition refers
primarily to our attitude as to what constitutes true wealth. If so,
He is saying, “Treasure heavenly wealth. Accept my viewpoint as to
what constitutes the true riches. Put your dependence upon God’s
promises.”
But how is it possible to lay up in hecdvelz our treasures? As
suggested in the introductory section (“The Reasonableness of Rewards”), Jesus ever holds up before His disciples rewards and blessings
of a spiritual nature. Another way of stating this same injunction
might be: “Consider heaven your treasure!” That is, a right view
of that which really satisfies one’s soul-the
love of God and the
fellowship to be enjoyed with Him and His, a clear conscience and
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an eternal joy-these
restore a proper perspective that causes one to
re-evaluate all of earth’s wealth in terms of winning an eternity
with God. (See Psa. 16:2, 5, 6; 73:25; Phil. 3:8) The important
question to ask is not “How much treasure must I lay up?” but
“What kind of treasure?” God is the Cashier of heaven and He
accepts only one kind of coin: character. And when sounded, that
coin must ring with deeds and faithfulness. We cannot send Him
our gold, because they are not on the gold standard up there.
h y i n g z@ trecarzwe ie hernee is equivalent to being “rich toward
God” and the opposite of “laying up treasure for oneself” (Lk. 1 2 2 1 ) .
Luke 12:33 suggests that money given in mercy to those who need
it, even if it means great personal sacrifice to do so, is the means
of providing oneself with heavenly treasure. How SO? The command to give alms is aimed at the .good of the giver, that his heart
may be freed from covetousness and trained in generous service to
others. This produces character, and thd God accepts as true wealth.
The irony that marks the difference between heavenly and earthly
treasures is that we keep only what we give away, but we must lose
all that we have kept! (Study Mt. 10:39; 16:24-26; 19:23-29; Jn.
12:25) Paul summarizes this idea perfectly and shows the clear
relation between the set of the heart and one’s attitude toward heavenly
wealth, as well as how to lay up riches in heaven:
Religion is a means of gain to the man who knows when he has
enough (wealth). We brought nothing with us into the world,
and we cannot take anything out. Surely, then, if we have food
and clothing, we shall ‘be satisfied with these. But men who
set their hemts 012 being rich fall into temptations and traps,
into many foolish and damaging desires that plunge men into
ruin and destroy them. The l w e of money is the source of
all evil. In the swgggle t o get it some men have wandered
away from the faith and have impaled themselves on untold
sorrows , . . Tell the ones who are rich in this world’s goods
not to overestimate themselves nor to set their hopes on anything
so uncertain as wealth. Tell them to set their hope on God who
generously supplies us all things for our enjoyment. Tell them
to do good, to be rich in good deeds, to be ready to give away
and share, tblus l q h g qb ld treamre for themselves as a good
foundation for the future, so that they might grasp the r d y
true life.
(I Tim. 6:G-lO, emphasis supplied)
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Where neither moth nor rust , , nor thieves. An investment in God’s promises is not subject to failure and loss; one
is not “being practical” to disbelieve God’s promises in order to
store up earthly treasure, One danger of wealth is that it causes
us to fail to make life‘s best investment in the kingdom of God:
“a hundred-fold in this life, and in the age to come eternal life!”
(Mk. 10:29, 30) Paul expressed this same concept, adding also the
present body to the list of earth’s perishables which must be left
behind in favor of an eternal abode in the heavens (I1 Cor. 4 : l G
5:9). Peter ( I Pet, 1:14) exhausts the vocabulary as he holds before
the eyes of suffering Christians that “imperishable, undefiled and
unfading inheritance kept in heaven for you.” (See also Heb. 10:34;
Phil. 3:18) This is the reason that it becomes absolutely imperative
that we rest our confidence in God instead of in our earth-orientated
“common sense,” because there is so much in everyday life that seems
absolutely to contradict what Jesus is saying we must believe. This
is the “acid-test” as to which world we think is real and permanent:
this one with all its seemingly cold, hard realities of fame and famine,
of wealth and worries; or God‘s world for which He would prepare us.
6 2 1 For where thy treasure is, there will thy heart be
also. Jesus seems to be using the word “heart” here in the sense
of one’s affections, After all, what really gives value to a treasure
is the affection of the heart. Nothing on earth really possesses
permanent and objective value anyway, for value is too often a
relative, subjective judgment based upon some temporary usefulness
or on some relative necessity. This declaration of Jesus thus becomes
a grave warning: “Choose your treasure well, because, for good or
ill, it will take your heart with it!” Remember Lot’s wife (Lk.
17:32, 33; Gen. 19:12-26) If our chosen treasure is earthly, it
must partake of the transitoriness of all that is earthly and be forever
lost when we relax our grip on it in death. On the other hand, if our
earthly struggle has been for heavenly wealth, death only frees us
to go to the eternal and real source of our joy and longing.
This is a psychological principle ever true: when a man’s thought
and effort are concentrated upon gaining some prize, either heavenly
or earthly, then the whole heart, i.e. the entire man, will become
deeply involved in the effort. The man himself can think of nothing
else, It will be the subject of his conversations, the content of his
daydreams. To the disciple who would ask whether he be laying up
heavenly or earthly riches, Jesus is replying, “Go looking for your
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riches and you’ll find your heart there too! They will be together.”
Jesus knows that He has nothing to worry about from the man
who has his heart fixed on heaven, because that man will realign
every other element of his life behind that one goal. (See special
study on “Temptation” after 4:1-1 1)
Does Jesus intend these “treasures in heaven” to be: ( 1 ) the
cause, the stimulation or the inducement for our work, or ( 2 ) the
result or product of our earthly work? That is, are they something
we produce or receive? Does He mean that we produce character
by following His instructions, and thus produce a treasure that is
eternal? Or, is H e insisting that we keep our eyes fixed on heaven
as our goal or treasure, thus producing a character that is capable
of enjoying the wealth of God? The Apostles ( 6 1 . 3:l-3; I1 Pet.
1:3, 4) seem to suggest that by diverting all our interest toward
where Christ is, we will the more readily become like Him. And if
the treasures we seek as the result of our work are spiritual goals,
then they can also be the rewards for our service. So it is both,
for Jesus reveals that a spiritual, godly character, by definition, is
one which cherishes God above all earthly treasures, and reciprocally
grows more and more like Him.
Psychologically, does our treasure follow our heart, or does our
heart follow our treasure? Is Jesus’ proposition reversable: “Where
your heart is, there will your treasure be also”? That is, do we
put our heart into something in which our treasure is involved,
or do we put our money into that which has engaged our heart?
Sometimes we are forced to spend our time, energy and talent for
that which little interests our heart. But the sheer force of habit
and involvement may easily draw our heart into a greater concern
and may even produce an affection that is very strong.
For instance, many with high aspirations for accomplishment chafe
under the necessity to earn a living, since it requires valuable
time and drains necessary energy away from their real goals.
Thus, earning a living may force a man to lay up his heart
and treasure for something that, to him, is really a drudgery.
But these cases are probably less numerous than those where one
has already deeply involved his heart and, as an expression of his
affections, he pours out his treasures to realize the satisfaction of
his heart. If so, Jesus is saying, “Set your heart first, decide what
will be your true treasure, because you will pay all else to get it!”
(Cf. Mt. 13:44-46)
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If there seems to be a confusion between "treasures" considered
as one's present possessions, and "treasures" as the goal of one's
life, the confusion is an understandable one, since we all have a hard
time distinguishing between what we are working for and thar which
we possess when it comes to resting our heart, hopes and confidence
on them. The Lord's principle adequately touches both concepts
however.
Here are some critical questions about our ideas about wealth:

I
I

1. What does a man consider to be his true wealth?
2. How much does he think it is worth?
3. Whose does he think it is?
4. Can he live without it?
Here are some tests to determine our attachment to this earth:
5. Am I strongly resolved to become comfortably wealthy?
6. Am I in a hurry to be that way?
7. Do I regard my neighbor's thriving prosperity with envy
and discontent?
8. Am I satisfied with my financial position? Why?
9. Do I trust my money to get me whatever I want?
10. Are my time, conversation and dreams spent chiefly upon
earthly projects?

11. Do I grow angry, out of sorts or discontented when for any
reason I fail to realize my financial goals, suffer losses or
poverty sets in?
12. Am I willing to sacrifice my conscience or neglect my duty
to better my financial picture or to hold my present position?
13. When in trouble, to what do I turn for relief?

B. THE

ACCURACY OF APPREHENSION
AWITUDE (6:22, 23)

ALREADY AFFECTS THE

6:22 The lamp of the body is the eye. This is a metaphor
within an allegory: the eye is not literally the km@ of the body but
is the means by which light is admitted into the body and interpreted
for the body. Hence, figuratively it may be said to be the light of
the body, As seen elsewhere (Lk. 11:34-36) this same figure could
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fit other discourses. So the meaning must be determined from the
context in which Matthew records it here. But Jesus does not explain
the various elements of the allegory, as He sometimes does for parables
(Cf. Mt. 13:l-43). The context of this allegory, 6:19-34, is entirely
devoted to the viewpoint of the wise and godly man regarding wealth
and worry. This little figure, then, is supposed to throw light on
the entire section and especially the verses which precede and follow
it: “Where your treasure is, there will your heart be also.” (6:21)
“You cannot serve God and mammon.” (6:24)
The eye is that organ of the body which receives light and,
by means of the optic nerve, transmits this light to the brain and
thence to the body. The accuracy of the image received by the eye,
that is, the degree to which that image reflects the reality in nature,
is controlled or affected by the quality of the eye. All other things
being equal, i f the eye is sozlltd,. the image received is accurate and
so is received by the body as real illumination. However, if the
eye i s diseased or in some way abnormal or in one of the many
stages of blindness, the individual is left in the dark to the extent
of that abnormalcy of his eyes. This is the literal paraphrase of
what Jesus says; but what does He intend to suggest by each of the
terms?
The eye is probably to be identified with man’s intellect, his
conscience, his moral vision, his viewpoint, his way of looking at
things, his philosophy. The body becomes that major part of man
which is affected by his outlook, namely his actions, the way he
expresses himself on the basis of his way of looking at things.
The light or h k n e s s then stands for the degree to which the man
comprehends reality as it actually is. Since all depends upon the
quality of the man’s eye, that is the orientation of his convictions,
it becomes imperative that we learn what kind of eye is shgZe and
what evil.
But here the difficulty begins, since the Greek words used are
capable of various translations which in turn depend upon the interpretation given to the passage:
1. Literal, physical health:

a. h@lolls: “sound”

(See Arndt-Gingrich, 85 and 697 for

b.

classical illustrations of these meanings.)

@&os:

“sick’
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2, Figuratively: Generosity vs, Niggardliness:

a. haplozls: ”generous,” cf, Ro. 12:8; TI Cor. 8:2; 9:11, 13;
Jas, 1:5; Prov. 22:9.
b. pon2ro.r: “grudging, niggardly, ungenerous, mean stingy,” cf.
Dt. 15:9LXX; Prov. 23:6; 28:22; esp, Mt. 20315; Mk,7:22.
3. Figuratively: Single-mindedness vs. Duplicity:
a. h@ozls: “single, simple, fixed upon one object, one goal”
one Master, unadulterated with mixed motives, sincere, holy”
(cf. Eph. 6 5 ; Col, 3:22; I1 Cor. 11:3)
b. pon2ms: “double-minded, spoiled, vitiated by many selfish
motives, evil.” (Cf. Jas. 1:5-8) Though polz&os does not
specifically mean “double-minded, etc.” but more generally,
“evil, wicked, worthless, etc.”, this idea may be derived
from its antithesis (haplow) which, in this case, may
mean “single, simple, etc.”
Obviously the first meaning is not the interpretation, since it is the
literal expression which gives rise to Jesus’ meaning. The meaning
must be sought between’ the latter two. It may be that Jesus has
deliberately chosen two words that are capable of four meanings
that all express His intent. For it is quite true that one’s selfishness (or generosity) affects his capacity to appreciate what Jesus
was saying about wealth, It is equally true that one’s capacity to
act upon Jesus’ instructions depends upon his true and final allegiance.
Again, the second and third definitions might not be so far apart
after all, since one’s innate generosity or selfishness is really determined
by the single-mindedness with which he expresses his life’s one
great devotion.
Another demonstration that one’s single-minded dedication (or
duplicity) affects his generosity (or selfishness), and vice versa,
is seen in the immediate context preceding (6:1-18) where only
the man, whose mind was fixed upon God, could really give, pray
and fast; all else was hypocrisy. The succeeding context (6:24)
preaches the same message: “Choose well the one guiding principle
of your life, whether your one Master will be God, in which case
you will crucify your selfishness in the generous service you render
others, or whether you will serve Mammon, in which case you will
exalt selfishness to the throne of your heart. Your moral vision is
definitely affected by that choice.”
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Thus, Jesus is at the same time making an observation and
sounding a warning: He observes, by means of this allegory, that a
man will be guided in his actions by the convictions which form
his world-view; if these are mistaken or wrongly oriented, they cannot
be trusted to give him true illumination regarding the truth about
wealth and worry. The warning which underlies the observation
(“How great is that ddlzess!”) is: “Beware lest your worldly philosophy
be nothing but moral blindness and failure to grasp the point of view
from which I thus speak!” The specific viewpoint to which Jesus
has reference is the right philosophy regarding the source and use
of wealth as well as whether one will be able to appreciate the true
wealth involved in trusting God. (Cf. Eph. 1:lSf with Lk. 16:14)

c. ALLEGIANCE TO THE ALMIGHTY ALONE

(6:24)
6124 No man can serve two masters. Jesus’ expression is
stronger than the English versions render it, for He said, “No man
can be a s h e to (dodeaeia) two lords.” It is assumed that we
were created to serve someone or something, (Cf. Gen. 2:15) but
just one, not two. Two or more masters might jointly own a slave,
but in this case he is really the slave of one entity; therefore, there
is no contradiction of Jesus’ proposition. In such a case Jesus’
proposition is yet more clearly true when there is a contradiction
between the orders of those who think they have a right to command
the slave: he cannot obey contradictory orders. It is logically impossible both to do and not do at the same time.
It is also a psychological impossibility because the inner, personal
motives of the slave will sooner or later force him to choose which
master he desires to please. He would only delude himself if he
thought it possible to recognize two lordships. (Cf. Ro. 6:16) But
why did Jesus state so bluntly what should be so obvious? Because
men of the world say that we can serve two masrers. With a little
subrlety here and some compromise there under the guise of diplomacy
and tact, we can serve both. (Cf. Jas. 4 4 ; I Jn. 2:15, 16) This
is the self-deception that would grasp at both treasures of heaven
and earth.
You cannot serve God and mammon. Mmmolp is a
common Aramaic word for “wealth, property, riches.” (=ngrich,
491) “There is doubtless personification here, but there is no proof
that there was in NT times a Syrian deity called Mammon.” (ISBE,
1972) The Lord does not here condemn the lawful and honest getting
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the gaining and handling of wealth
harmony with Jesus’ warning here. (Cf. Lk. 16:l-13)

6 :24
Careful
i s perfectly in

But unless a
man uses his money for God, it quickly becomes obvious which is
his real god, (Cf. Heb. 13:5) Note the genius of the Master:
rather than name some pagan deity which would date this warning
and seem to limit it to that era, the Lord renders His admonition
readily applicable to any people or age, Wealth is the kind of god
that a person can carry with him anywhere or hord up in his
treasury. Wealth is the god of se2fish?zess, since man will abandon
the heavenly Father for it; rare is the man who ever left the service
of wealth to give himself to God. (Cf. Mt, 7:13, 14) Money
earned is coined life; money spent for self is a life spent for self;
money wasted is life wasted. Mammon-worship is nothing but civilized
life which organizes itself for itself without considering God. Another
word for this covetousness is idohtry! (Eph. 5 : 5 ; Col. 3:5; I Cor.
5:11) It is clearly idolatry because it is the taking away from Crod
what is His due and giving it to a wretched creature. (Cf. Mt.
22:37; Ro. 1:25)
Yo# c m o t be a slave (douhwilz) t o God and 7)2101wmofi, This
is a disjunctive proposition: we must choose! This declaration is
the hard-won conclusion of Jesus’ wilderness battle (Mt. 4:10).
Jay, cited by Pink (215, 216) shows the intransigence of the two
masters, the impossibility to enslave oneself to both:
Their orders are diametrically opposed. The one commands you to walk by faith, the other to walk by sight;
the one to be humble, the other to be proud; the one to set
your affections on things above, the other to set them on
the things that are on the earth; the one to look a t the
things unseen and eternal, the other to look at the seen
and temporal; the one to have your citizenship in heaven,
the other to cleave to the dust; the one to be careful for
nothing, the other to be all anxiety; the one to
content
with such as you have, the other to enlarge your desires as
the grave; the one to be ready to distribute, the other to
withhold; the one to look at the things of others, the other
to look at one’s own things; the one to seek happiness in
the Creator, the other to seek it in the creature. Is it not
plain that there is no serving two such masters?
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This striking ultimatum forms the perfect transition between
Jesus’ comments on wealth and His teaching on worry (6:25-34).
The idolatry of covetousness is at the bottom of all straining after
wealth and all worry over poverty and is as fatal to one’s spiritual
perception as might be imagined. This is true because this worldlymindedness is nothing but an unbeliever’s over-estimate of material
good. It is only a matter of circumstances whether this covetousness
will show itself in raking in the money or in solicitous worry. It is
the same sin for the worldly-minded rich man as for the covetous
poor man. It matters little to Jesus whether a man is rich or p r ,
but it matters greatly whose possessions he thinks they are, where he
thinks he got them, and whether he could do without them. Jesus
is demanding that we choose whom we will serve, trust and love:
God or gold. Some might be tempted to say, “There is no danger
of MY laying up earthly treasure because so little of this worlds wealth
comes my way that I can scarcely scrape together the barest daily
necessities!” But the poor must face this same decision as much
as the rich. People, rich or poor, who worry are people who forget
to pray. People who pray and continue to worry are double-minded,
not having set their minds upon one Master, God. They do not
yet trust God. (Cf. Jas. 1:5-8)
11. ANXIETY, or ONLY TRUST GOD (6:25-34; cf. Lk. 12:22-31)

(6:25)
6 2 5 Therefore I say unto YOU is the definite link between
the principle just enunciated and the application which follows. Be
lzot mkozw. (ma merimmje) or ‘Benot unduly concerned“ or “DO
not worry” are now much clearer translations that the KJV which
said “Take no thought.” “Taking thought” 300 years ago meant
exactly what is involved in modern “anxiety;” “taking thought” had
no connection with giving careful thought to a problem or project.
In fact, in this part of His discourSe, Jesus is actually commanding
His listeners to give very careful thought to their life, to reflect upon
what really sustains it.
To understand the correct antithesis of Jesus’ meaning, let US
see what He is NOT teaching. Barclay (I, 258) notes: “It is not
ordinary prudent foresight, such as becomes a man, that Jesus forbids;
it is worry. Jesus is not advocating a shiftless, thriftless, reckless,
thoughtless improvident attitude to life; He is forbidding a care-

A.

AN APPEAL FOR AN ACCURATE APPRAISAL
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worn, worried fear that takes all the joy out of life." As seen in
the parallel (Lk. 12:22-48), man must think wisely and plan discreetly concerning the necessities of life. (Cf, Prov, 6:6-8; 11 Cor.
12:14; I Tim. 5:8; I1 Th. 3:6-15) W e are commanded to regard
rightly and to plan seriously the use of these God-given blessings,
Many people are careless about what they eat and drink, and they
suffer for it, Some are thoughtless about their dress, and they become
a disgrace to the race. They become careless about property and God
holds them responsible for it. (Cf, Lk. 16:9-13) Jesus does not
countenance such imprudence, improvidence and carelessness.
Nor is Jesus pleading for utter indifference to earthly needs or
material goods, for He admits our NEED for all these things (6:32),
There is no asceticism here.
Jesus i s teaching against worry. Four times more he will fire
verbal broadsides against anxiety (vv. 27, 28, 31, 34; see also Lk.
10:41; 12:11, 22; Phil, 4:6) Worry about earthly treasure and
bodily needs turns the heart from God to the slavery to mammon.
This lusting after things that we do not have, this uneasiness and
distraction of mind is sin and a sure sign that the heart is fixed
on earth!
Be not anxious about your life, what ye shall eat; nor
yet for your body, what y e shall put on. Note that the
phrase "what ye shall drink" has been omitted from more ancient
manuscripts than those that contain it. If Jesus did not say it, the
parallel with His later comment is much closer. Jesus is preaching
against that false sense of values created by distrustful worry about
the necessities of life. He is appealing for a return to sanity and
a re-evaluation of those elements which sustain and bless our life:
food and c l o t h g . Is not the life more than the food, and
the body more than the raiment? His rhetorical question is wellcalculated to appeal for a recognition of the right order in man's
nature. That order of importance is a descending order:

1. The life and the body. Jesus' word (psyche") is often used
to express the life-principle which is the union of soul and
body. (Cf. Gen. 9:4 LXX; Mt. 2:20; 20:28; Lk. 12:20; Jn.
1O:ll-18; Ac. 2:27; 20:lO; Ro. 11:3; Rev. 89) Jesus defined under what aspect He means the word life (pychf?)
by means of the questions regarding its sustenance: "What
shall we eat? Wherewithd shdl we be clothed?" (6:25a,
31) Therefore it is clear that He is speaking in a Hebrew
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poetic parallelism: life in the first member is equated with
body in the second, while food in the first is changed to
c l o t h g in the second member of the parallel. This gnomic
poetry form is really conveying positive information:
“Life is more important than food;
And the body is more than the raiment.”

Thus, while the body is to be taken as parallel to the life,
the mention of this particular phase of life advances the
thought to introduce another senseless worry: that which
covers the body, or, clothing.
But merely because of this parallel in His speech does
not mean that Jesus is equating all that is one’s life (flsycld)
with his body (~dmd), because there is more to life than
its union with a body. There is clear evidence that the swl
of a man is also expressed by this word. (Cf. Mt. 10:28, 39;
11:29; 16:25, 26; Mk. 8:36, 37; Lk. 9:24; 17:33; Heb. 10:39;
Jas. 1:21; 5:20; I Pet. 1:9, 22; also Ardt-Gingrich, 901, 902
on psych&) Thus, Jesus is saying, “You yourself are more
important than the food you eat, the body you inhabit or
the clothing that covers it!” Men are prone to be more
concerned about making physical life possible than about
making life worth living. Mere physical existence is not worth
the trouble to sustain it, if the problems of the soul are
left unsolved. Life does not consist in the abundance or
paucity of the things one possesses, eats or wears, but in the
God-like quality of his personality, in the strength of his
moral character.

2. The food and the ruh-wnt are definitely secondary matters
when measured against the infinitely higher value of the ldfe
and the body, and, hence, are unworthy objects of anxiety.
Clothing and food (cf. b r d ~ i ~6:19
,
note) may be echoes
of Jesus’ previous warning about the transistoriness of earthly
possessions and His caution against putting me’s trust in
them or thinking of them as final goals. (6:19) Clothing
is important (see 6:30, 32), but can never be as important
as that body which clothes him who is made in the image
of God! (I1 Cor. 5:2-5)
Therefore, in terms of priorities, the body is far less important than
one’s spiritual existence, but it has needs far more pressing than
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the lack of clothing. The inferiority of the body compared to the
man who dwells therein is seen a t the point where the man leaves
the body, At death none of us will have need of food and clothing.
What folly to make our chief concern those things which perish with
the using and over which death has dominion!
Back of this order stands God who established it, gave the
life, formed the body and sewed its first suit of clothes (Gen. 3:21).
Dependence is, the law of our being, because we were obligated to
leave to God Ithe size, form, color and nature of our body. Why
should we not trust Him for its maintenance? But even the most
spiritual of us argue in exactly the opposite way: “I must live! I
must be clothed and fed! I must know where I will live, where
my next meal is coming from! I must have security!“ The great
concern of such lives is obviously not God but how one is going to
be enabled to live.
Jesus is objecting to worry because it gives to earthly well-being
a false and exaggerated value and ignores the true priorities that
must supercede those things which are the common objects of worry,
such as food and clothing. (Cf. Jn. 4:34; Phil. 3:9; Rev. 3:5, 18;
7:9; 19:8)
B. AN APPRECIABLE ADVANTAGE ABOVE ANIMALS (6:26)
6:26 Behold the birds of the heaven, that they sow
not, neither do they reap, nor gather into barns; and
your heavenly Father feedeth them. Jesus uses this illustration purposely to show the utter unreasonableness, from His standpoint, of being so anxious about the means of living. The birds
do .no$ sow, re* WOT gamer, for these are superior advantages that
God has given to man. Birds do not have these possibilities. The
thing condemned is not this work, because also a bird is a h a d working little creature, going out and laboring for its daily supply
of food. Jesus’ point is that, even without man’s superior advantages,
there is not in birds that straining to see the unforseeable future
and seek security in things accumulated for it. They live literally
“hand to mouth,” and yet they dd not worry, because they are fulfilling the law of life that God has infused into their being. They
are what they are, not because of their concern for themselves, but
because of the concern of our heavenly Father for them! Their
law of life requires that they live from day to day without worry for
future supply. (Cf. Job 38:41; Psa. 104:25, 27; 145:14-16; 147:9)
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A d yow hewenly Father feedeth them. He is their Creator;
H e is our Father. (Cf, Mt. 5:16, 43, 48; 6:2, 3, 6, 8, 9, 14, 18, 32
with Mt. 10:29-31) Already Jesus is testing the moral sensitivity of
His hearers, even before He poses that poignant rhetorical question.
But HOW does the bemedy Father feed thm? Into their nature
H e has fused the instincts necessary for their survival, such as diet,
migratory habits, etc. But these secondary causes for birds’ actions
are no less of the heavenly Father than if He operated directly in
every single case. (Lk. 12:6, 7; Heb. 1:3) Thus it is not the
thought of the little bird about itself that provides its food, but the
thought of the heavenly Father. It does not w o w for its food;
it just obeys the law of its life and becomes what it is. f i e law
of our life is that we work for our food (Gen. 1:28; 2:15; 3:17-19).
We were created to work, not to worry. Gutbel.lng i n t o b m is no
sin, even though it means saving for a future need; it is no more
sin that sowing and reajkg.
Are not y e of much more value than they? This rhetorical question is designed to arouse interest and personal concern in
Jesus’ audience. Jesus would keep His disciples’ eyes ever on the
Father: of mwh more udlzce to whom? Will God nourish birds
and forget His own children? But your worry about your nourishment, whether you realize it or not, reflects on God‘s love for you!
(Ro. 8:32) It also reflects on His sense of priorities: it assumes that
He busies Himself with things of less importance in His universe
while ignoring man whom He created in His own likeness and
for His own personal fellowship! It also puts God into a religious
compartment, separating Him from the practical affairs of life like
food getting. The disciples are being put to a severe test: “Is that
relation which God sustains to you a vital one and does His daily
provision really count for anything, or is your faith mere theory
and cant?” If we really trust Him, we may work without worrying!

c. ANXIETY

NOT ABLE TO ALTER ALTITUDE NOR ADVANCE AGE

(6:27)
6 2 7 And which of you by being anxious can add one
cubit unto the measure of his life?
Jesus word (helikh),
translated meuswe of life (ASV) or statwre (KJV) is particularly
interesting because it is just enough ambiguous to suggest two fruitful
lessons:
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1. Physicd stdzme, beight ( h & W G ; cf. Lk. 19:3; perhaps also
Lk. 2:52; Eph. 4:13) Plummer (&,he, 326f) objects that
not many people give anxious thought to the problem of
adding the length of the forearm (a p&hw, or cubit) to
their stature because it would produce a monstrosity and
would’ not be spoken of as something insignificant (Lk.
12:25, 26). However, this objection looks only at the adults
as they were at that moment. But they were not always
this way. They began as a being smaller than a span and
grew by the gradual increase that God had ordained in the
laws governing growth. Neither anxious worry nor loss
of sleep nor beating one’s brains about it could have altered
the exact height of a child at any stage of his growth.
2, Length of life (hdlikid; see Arndt-Gingrich, 345, for extrabiblical evidence of this meaning) Many people do worry
about the prolongation of their allotted age by any amount.
The image called up by this expression of Jesus is that of
a man anxiously hurrying across the years of his life. He
stumbles, grasping for his last breath and reaches out, clawing
his way forward in the effort to have just another 18 inches
along the path of life. He dies miserably short of this
least goal! All of his previous worries have been in vain,
because, worry or no, his life has run its come.
This time Jesus’ use of the rhetorical question, “ k k c h of yo#
. . ?“ brings the hearer to make a pragmatic judgment about the
actual results of worry, It is as if Jesus were saying, “Your life
of worry shows that you do not accept MY theory about God’s
providence and care. Let us examine YOUR theory of constant worry:
what does your theory produce? The basic problem we must both
solve is that of prolonging your life as far as possible. After all,
is not this why you worry? But does your theory make a man live
longer? Does your sinful, unbelieving anxiety resolve this basic
problem of life? No, it miserably fails a t the very point where it
was supposed to work!”
Although Jesus did not mention it, as a matter of fact worry
often shortens life through shattered nerves, stomach ulcers and heart
attacks. These are often the result of constant worry which wears
out of the mind and body, which distracts the attention from real sources
of help, and which lessens the power of decision and pushes men
gradually into a frustrating incapacity to deal with life.

.
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THE ABSURDITY OF ATTEMPTING AN APPROACH TO AN ALLURING ARRAY OF ANEMONE (6:28-30a)

6:28 And w h y are ye anxious concerning raiment? This
question is the principle point of Jesus’ description of the field lilies,
not the fact that they perform no work. Consider the lilies of
the field ( t a K r h tozl agrozl). Just what flower Jesus indicates
by this term is not known. Some think He meant the autumn
crocus, the scarlet poppy, the Turks cap lily, the anemone coronaria,
the narcissus, the gladiolus or the iris. Perhaps Jesus had no particular flower in mind, but was thinking of the extremely beautiful
flowers that adorn the Galilean fields. How they grow: this is
the precise connection in which Jesus brings in the flowers to illustrate His point a b u t worry concerning clothing. They toil not,
neither do they spin, i.e. without wearying themselves through
struggle and without spinning their first thread to make clothing,
t h y grow. But they were not designed to do these tasks of which
hard-working men and women are capable. They, like the birds, do
those simple tasks assigned to them, and God takes care of the rest.
This is the point: men were not designed to worry; they were designed
to trust God and to toil and s p h without anxiety.
6:29 Even Solomon in all his glory was not arrayed
like one of these. Solomon was without peer as Israel’s wealthiest,
most magnificently arrayed king. (Cf. I Kg. 10) The mention of
Solomon’s glory suggests a secondary lesson: your ideal is false and
patently unattainable. Would you seek to clothe yourself in rich
raiment? Solomon’s class is still beyond you. But even if you
had the wealth to put yourself on his level, one simple unworrying
flower surpasses you and Solomon both! Thus, the struggle to put
together lavish wardrobes must not become an obsession, since God
is clothing flowers every year and we cannot compete with them
for magnificence and beauty. Treasuring garments of great value
is a false ideal because they are always rags when compared to the
simplest flowers.
6:30a But if God does so clothe the grass of the field.
How does God clothe them? His original fiat of creation has
become God’s continually operative word that has provided for the
nature and sustenance of the lilies rmd grass of the field. (Cf. Gen.
1:ll) Some call that word of God “natural law,” but it is nonetheless God’s care, no matter how we denominate it. Which today is,
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and tomorrow is cast into the oven vividly describes the
ephemeral nature of these little creatures who enjoy God’s personal
care, In a country long stripped of its forests and where fuel would
be scarce, grass and stalks of all kinds would be thrown into the
outdoor clay-brick ovens to heat the interior for baking bread. When
the oven was sufficiently hot, the ashes of the burnt grasses were
swept out and the dough was placed immediately on the heated
floor of the oven.
Bur is Jesus considering the beautiful flowers and the grass
together as being thrown into the oven? Naturally, they would be
Cut down together. If so, is He emphasizing their fleeting beauty,
i.e. glorious flowers and refreshing grass in a desert country, or is He
indicating their minor usefulness to heat the oven for baking bread?
1. If “fleeting beauty,” perhaps H e is saying, “In view of the
brevity of life and the temporary nature of physical charm
and the perishable quality of the most gorgeous garments,
how baseless and foolish is pride over a handsome body and
anxious concern for royal apparel!” (Cf. I Pet. 1:24; 3:3, 4)
2. If ‘‘minor usefulness,” then He may be saying, “Man is of
eternal usefulness to God, and if God is so concerned about
so minor a creature as grass and flowers, will He neglect
man who is to Him of infinitely greater value and enduring
service? They are made but for a few days; God made man
for eternity.”
Shall he not much more clothe you.
3 The same God
who spoke into being that providential law for the clothing of grass
and flowers, has also spoken His word of power to clothe man.
Our God-given task is to do the work appointed for us ( t o i l and
s$W of v. 28). It is by means of this work that He has ordained
for us that He has chosen to provide for us. But concern for the
unseeable and unknowable future is God’s business, not outs. Therefore, worry is a contradiction of our nature, just as it is absurd when
applied to flowers and grass.

..

E. A N ALARMING ACCUSATION (6:30b)
6:30b 0 ye of little faith. (Cf. Mt. 8:26; 14:31; 16:8;
17:20; Jas. 1:5-8) This is the most significant term of reproach
Jesus ever used toward His disciples. In this context, their worry
is a practical expression of infidelity because they distrust God for
raiment, Jesus is proving decisively that theology and things defi-
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nitely affect each other. The same faith that trusts God for grace

and guidance must also trust Him for garments and groceries. Man
is all one piece: the less he trusts God for his temporal needs, the
less he really believes in His eternal mercies, since the same faith
is called upon to lay hold of both. (Study Dc. 8 and Mt. 4:1-11)
Therefore, anxiety is not simply a human weakness that we may
excuse of a trifle about which we need not get tOo excited. It is
grave sin for which we must be pardoned, for it chokes out faith
in God's word! (Cf. Mt. 13:22; Lk. 8:14)

F.

ANXrElT

IS AKIN TO ALIEN AGNOSTICISM AND ATHEISM

(6:31, 32)
6:31 Be not therefore anxious. This is a command of the
Son of God, a command equal to any other which the disciple is called
upon to obey, a test of allegiance just as surely as baptism or public
testimony or any other demonstration of faithfulness to Jesus. It
is more than just g d advice which may be taken or left. Therefore
emphasizes the relation of this command to the foregoing principles
upon which the prohibition is based.
This anxiety shows itself in such questions as What shall we
eat? or, What shall we drink? or, Wherewithal shall we be
clothed? Many more questions might be added, but these fundamental Ones cover a multitude of other worries. These are the very
symptoms of distrustful people, the very complaints they make when
they encounter losses or adversities befall them or their supply of
necessities is apparently cut off, or when they lose their job or their
investments do not pay off or they are stricken with some incapacitating
disease. These very demands denote that they who ask them have
no faith in God's goodness.
To study the life of Jesus is to find out how simple were His
daily needs and how stern was His devotion to the doing of God's
will, and such a study should shame us at the outragious expense
of our desires (Lk. 9:58)! Further, if worry about the necessities
is sin, what would Jesus call our unjustifiable anxiety about those
things that are not absolutely essential to existence and may be called
luxuries? Wall-to-wall carpets, boats, color TV, second and third
cars, household appliances, etc. There is nothing wrong with these
things in themselves except that they are of this earth, and, being
rhe objects of our straining and our loving care, they may well become
our real god. (6:24)
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6:32 For after all these things do the Gentiles seek.
Worry is characteristic of heathen unbelief, Of what use then is
all our religious orthodoxy and knowledge if we still act like those
who never heard of our Father? How many of us are pagans in a
crisis? How many are daring enough to bank their faith on God’s
character? Such distrust may be understandable in one who believes
in a capricious, unpredictable god, but such conduct in a worshipper
of our Father is totally incomprehensible. Another characteristic of
pagans is that they think that they themselves must provide for
all their needs without any dependable reference to the true God,
There must be a marked difference in the practical affairs of Jesus’
disciple that strikes a sharp contrast with the mentality of the world
(Jn, 17:14; Ro. 12:2; Tit. 2: 12).
For your heavenly Father knoweth that y e have need
of all these things. Peter (I Pet, 5 : 7 ) puts it eloquently: “Cast
all your anxieties upon Him, for He cues about you.“ Jesus has
revealed God as one who knows and can never forget our smallest
concern, If we accept Him as “Father” on this basis, worry becomes
impossible, for to worry is to deny both the wisdom and knowledge
of God and to doubt His love. Notice that Jesus puts the emphasis
here: He does not call Him “God,” in the sense of an omniscient
Supreme Eking who would be expected to keow our need, but “Father,”
in the sense of one one who both knows and feels our need.
Jesus is constantly trying to restore our proper perspective (Cf.
notes on 6:22, 23): life does not consist in concern for the merely
physical and sensual aspect of existence. Food, clothing and shelter
are not man’s greatest problems and must not sap his strength from
his one main true obsession: kingdom righteousness.
G. THE APPROVED, ADEQUATE ANTIDOTE FOR ANXIETY ( 6 3 3 )

6 3 3 But seek ye first the kingdom and his righteousness; and all these things shall be added unto you. This is
Jesus’ positive answer to worry and covetousness, a program guaranteed
to lead His followers into that peace of soul that only he can know
who knows that he belongs to God. (Cf. Ac. 16:19-25; Ro. 14:17;
Phil. 3:7-21) Barclay (I, 261) notes:
To concentrate upon the doing of, and acceptance of God’s
will is the way to defeat worry. . , . A great love can drive
out every other concern, Such a love can inspire a man’s
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work, intensify his study, purify his life, dominate his whole
being. . . Worry is banished when God becomes the dominating power of our lives.

.

Seek first is an interesting command because Jesus does not say what
to “seek second.” He knows that He has nothing to worry about
from the man who puts God‘s will first and who trusts God for
all the rest. Marshall’s pithy note (124) is quite apropos here:
Men are prone to put economic considerations first and to
sacrifice moral principles for sake of their daily bread. The
plea ‘I must live’ is often advanced as an excuse for unethical
behavior. When business men argue that ‘Business is business’ they usually mean that it is exempt from ethical
control . . . This word of Jesus is a call to moral heroism,
to the high resolve to do that which is right in the sight
of God whether it brings gain or loss, prosperity or adversity
Whatever happens, moral claims must be met first.

Seek first his kingdom, his &gbteollJlzess, in too many ears, sounds
like an impractical leap in the dark, an attack upon that which our
common sense says we must believe, a despising of all earthly institutions upon which we so naturally rest our confidence, and the
destruction of our false sense of property and security which so greatly
hinders our spiritual development. In fact, Jesus intends that we
get this impression, because He is hitting desperately hard at our
dependence on things. Later, in His discussion of the dangers that
confront His disciple (chapter 7 ) , He will reiterate the exhortation
to confide our needs to God (7:7-11) because of the constant danger
of trusting something or someone else.
His k h g d m means God’s rule, His will. (See Notes on 6:lO)
His hghteousness means seeking to be righteous on His terms. (See
Introduction to the Sermon and the Notes on 5:17ff) God wants
to give us the kingdom and all the benefits of His benign rule.
(CY. Lk. 12:32; see also on the Beatitudes) Why should we worry
about all these orher secondary matters? (Cf. Psa. 37:5; 55:22; 127:2;
Prov. 16:3; I Pet. 5:7) All these t h g s s h d be added ZGlpto YW.
God knows we are not angels or machines, but men. (Psa. 103:13,
14) He knows that we must be provided for. So, to test our faith
and to strengthen our hope He subjoins His faithful promise of blessing.
But H e has also willed that we work wirhout worry, because utldistracted labor produces rich fruits both in securing our daily needs
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and in providing help for future needs both for ourselves and others
(I Th. 4:lOb-12; 5:14; I1 Th. 3:6-13; I Tim. 5:3-16; Eph. 4:28)
On the other hand, those who ignore the Kingdom so that they
can assure themselves of their life sustenance, will lose both the
Kingdom and their life too! (Mt. 16:24-26)

H,

ANXIOUS APPREHENSION ALWAYS ANTICIPATES ADDITIONAL

ADVERSITY AND ATROPHIES ABILITIES (6:34)

6:34 Be not therefore anxious for the morrow: for the
morrow will be anxious for itself. (Prov. 2 7 : l ; Lk. l2:l9,
20; Jas. 4:14) Only when we learn to live one day at a time can
we really stop worrying. (See on 6 : l l ) Worry about tomorrow
is the sin of presumptuousness, for to do so one must necessarily
assume that God will give him a day that He has not promised.
The worrier might not even live to see the next day and thus he
will have sinned by taking out of God’s hands a day that did not
belong to him and never would exist for him.
Further, worry about the future tomorrows must ever suffer its
own logical fallacies, its hypotheses contrary to fact. Tomorrow, by
its very nature is an imaginary world, a handy word to describe the
day that follows today. But tomorrow never comes, never exists.
Every dawn brings another today with its problems, trials and difficulties geared to our capacity to deal with them within the dawn-todark limits of this day. (Cf. I Cor. 10:13; Heb. 3:12-14) The
real future when it comes is rarely as bad as the tomorrow we had
feared, J3arclay (I, 263) observes:
W e are still alive. Had someone told us that we would have
had to go through what we have actually gone through, we
would have said that it was impossible. The lesson of life
is that somehow we have been enabled to bear the unbearable
and to pass the breaking point without breaking.

Sufficient unto the day is the evil thereof. Jesus is
using the word &2 in the sense of “adversity, problems, troubles, trials
and difficulties, not however without some flavor of “moral failure”
mixed in. The point is this: we must not borrow trouble from
tomorrow as if today did not have it already in sufficient quantity.
Jesus is telling us that each day already has enough problems to
solve and that we must not burden and hinder our effectiveness to
solve them by adding other unreal worries.
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FACT QUESTIONS
1. What is the difference between “treasures on eaxth” and “treasures
in heaven?”
2. How does a “moth corrupt” earthly treasures?
3. What is the literal meaning of the word usually translated “rust”
(brdsis)? Following this literal meaning, what is made to
disappear?
4. How do “thieves dig through”? Why? Explain this figure in
its local setting.
5. In this section does Jesus prohibit prudent saving for the future
-of one’s family? Prove your answer.
6. Explain the metaphor: “The lamp of the bcdy is the eye.”
7. Explain the allegory of the eye. What is meant by “the eye,”
“the body” which is illuminated by it? What kind of eye is
“whole”? What kind is “evil”? What is intended by “the darkness that is in thee”? When is “thy body full of light”?
8. Why can we not “serve two masters”! Explain why a divided
loyalty is SO impossible and the attempt to serve both God and
mammon so dangerous.
9. About what are we not to be anxious? (w. 25, 31, 34)
10. Define “anxiety or worry” in such a way as to show why Jesus
considered it so sinful.
11. How is it possible to use our “unrighteous mammon” to serve
God? (Cf, Lk. 16:9-13)
12. m a t is the reason Jesus gives that we must “lay up treasure
in heaven,” and not on earth?
13. How does God “feed the birds,” “array the lilies of the field’’
and “clothe the grass of the field”? What does this fact reveal
about how He feeds and clothes us?
14. Why was Solomon mentioned? In what connection?
15. Why was grass “thrown into the oven”?
16. W h t “life” is more than the food? Does Jesus mean here ouf
spiritual or our physical life?
17. List several reasons, stated by Jesus in this section, why anxiety
is sin.
18. What is the point of each of the following figures Jesus used?
a. “Life is more than food and the body than raiment.”
b. “Birds of the air.”
c. “Add one cubit to the measure of one’s life.”
d. “Lilies and grass of the field.”
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e, “Gentiles seek all these things.”
f , “Tomorrow will worry about itself.”
What is “the kingdom” which we must seek first? What did
this phrase mean to the audience who first heard it? What does
it mean to us?
What is “His righteousness” which we must seek first? What
does this word mean, when taken in the context of all that Jesus
revealed about it in this Sermon on the Mount?
If we dedicate ourselves to putting the Kingdom and His righteousness first, who will be responsible for our necessities?
What kind of “evil“ was Jesus talking about when He said,
“Sufficient unto the day is the evil thereof”?
What are the great principles, taught in this section, which reveal
the nature and genius of Jesus’ religion?
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F. THE DANGERS FACING THE WISE
AND GODLY MAN (Mt. 7:1-27; Lk. 6:37-49)
1. THE DANGER OF HARSHLY CRITICIZING OTHERS.

(Mt. 7:1-5; Lk. 6:37-42)

TEXT: 7:l-5
1. Judge not, that ye be not judged.
2. For with what judgment ye judge, ye shall be judged: and with
what measure ye mete, it shall be measured unto you.
3. And why beholdest thou the mote that is in thy brother’s eye,
but considerest not the beam that is in thine own eye?
4. Or how wilt thou say to thy brother, Let me cast out the mote
out of thine eye; and lo, the beam is in thine own eye?
5. Thou hypocrite, cast out first the beam out of thine own eye; and
then thou shalt see clearly to cast out the mote out of thy
brother’s eye.

THOUGHT QUESTIONS
a. What is the connection of thought between the message of this
seventh chapter and the rest of the Sermon on the Mount?
b. What is a generally universal psychological trait in godly people
that makes it necessary for Jesus to begin talking like this to them?
c. What does John 8:7 have to do with the teaching of this passage,
if anything?
d. Why does Jesus call a man, who judges harshly, a hypocrite? In
what does his hypocrisy show itself, according to Jesus?
e. Must we be free from all faults before correcting others? Prove
or explain your answer.
f. What is the connection in which Luke introduces this passage?
What does that connection prove about the meaning of this section?
g. Why should Jesus have singled out harsh judgment as such an
evil particularly to be avoided by His followers?

PARAPHRASE AND HARMONY
“Stop criticizing others, so that you may not be criticized. For
exactly as you judge others, you too will be judged. Do not condemn,
and you will not be condemned. Make allowance for others and
*
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they will make allowance for you: acquit and you will be acquitted,
Give, and gifts will be given you. They will give you good measure:
pressed down, shaken together and running over, they will p u r into
your pockets, By your standard of measure others will measure back
to you.
Then He told them this illustration: "One blind man cannot lead
another blind man, can he? Will they not both fall into a pit? Of
course, they will, A student cannot rise above the level of his teacher.
Rather, when his training is complete he will reach his teacher's level,
"Why are you looking at the tiny speck of dust that is in your
brother's eye, but pay no attention to the girder that is in your own?
Or how can you say to your brother, 'Brother, let me get that speck
out of your eye,' when all the time there is that great plank in your
own? You hypocrite, first get that log out of your own eye, and
then you will see clearly how to take the speck out of your brother's!''

SUMMARY
Whatever a man sows, that shall he also reap. If he presents
himself as a man of superior righteousness and carping critic of others,
they will throw his merciless judgment back in his face, and God
will also judge him according to the severity he used toward others.
But if he judges with a merciful disposition to acquit and his personal
generosity is obvious, others cannot do enough good to be generous
to him. And God's mercifulness will certainly not be outdone toward
such a man who has made allowances for others.
A man whose moral vision is warped is quite incapable of offering
himself as the ethical teacher of others whose vision is also distorted.
A man cannot teach any better than he himself is willing to be, with
the natural consequence that his students, by following hir instruction,
rise no higher than the source of their moral education. Therefore,
self-criticism is in order before criticism of others is even possible,
much less allowable.

NOTES
Though it seem that the Lord is changing the subject rather
abruptly, yet Luke's narrative (6:27-42) shows that the ideas of this
chapter have a close logical connection with the principles that Matthew
has introduced earlier (5:43-48), After having shown how perfection
(5:48) is spoiled by hypocrisy (6:l-18), greed (6:19-24) and anxiety
(6325-34), Jesus now returns to the theme of love of one's neighbor
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(5:43-48) by showing the fallacy of common censorious criticism of
others (chap. 7 ) . To Jesus, any religion which leads men to harsh
judgment and scorn of others must necessarily be false, because of
its lack of love and its legalistic self-rightousness. Nor can any correction of others be really an expression of love if it does not lead
to real repentance. W e are often tempted to prostitute our powers
of discriminating judgment to harmful purposes rather than use them
for helping others. So, after He preached against premature, unloving
judgment, He balanced His instruction with a clever, proverbial antithesis (7:6), acguing that proper distinctions be made. Next He
called upon His hearers to make a profound moral judgment regarding
their dependence upon God ( 7 : 7 - l l ) , a step, incidentally, which ties
the sixth and seventh chapters together. Jesus proceeded to urge
the audience to judge themselves before judging others (7:12) and
pointed out other critical areas where very exacting judgment must be
exercized (7: 13-27).
The connection of chapter seven with the rest of the Sermon
is also a psychologically necessary one. Those who have attained a
measure of growth in the character of Christ are tempted to criticize
rather harshly those who have not attained to their measure of perfection. This is especially true if one is conscientious and sincere,
because, what one hates in himself as a defect in character he notices
more consciously in others. Such high standards mentioned in chapters
five and six might cause men harshly to judge others who have not
even completely understood them, to glory in their own superior holiness (“exceeding that of the scribes and Pharisees”) and to despise
all others. (Cf. Lk. 189; Jn. 7:45-49) This is possible in spite of
the fact that Jesus has, in various ways, hinted at the merciful grace
of God and openly stated some of the ethical implications that must
be’ operative in the life of the pardoned sinner (5:7, 45; 6% 12, 14,
15) Now H e must make those implications explicit.
7 : l Judge not that y e be not judged. That this prohibition is evidence of Jesus’ return to the subject of love, as shown
by Luke’s close connection (6:35-37), is clearer when the full command to love one’s neighbor be heard (Lev. 19:15-18) :

Ye shall do no unrighteousness in judgment: thou shalt not
respect the person of the poor, nor honor the person of the mighty;
but in righteousness shalt thou judge thy neighbor. Thou shalt
not go up and down as a tale-bearer among thy people: neither
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shalt thou stand against the blood of thy neighbor: I am Jehovah,
Thou shalt not hate thy brother in thy heart: thou shalt surely
rebuke thy neighbor, and not bear sin because of him. Thou
shalt not take vengeance, nor bear any grudge against the children
of thy people; but thou shalt love thy neighbor as thyself: I am

Jehovah.
Even the command to rebuke one’s neighbor, rather than let him
destroy himself, must be obeyed in the framework of love. Otherwise, the opposite effect is produced, Rather than lead him to see
his own sin and repent of it, we cause him to start looking for our
sins to judge us. But our responsibility for our neighbor requires that
we form some opinion about his conduct, Therefore, let us see
1. What judgments Jesus does NOT intend to prohibit:

a. It is not the ACT of judging in itself which is at stake
here, but the SPIRIT of the judge, for Jesus later commands
that judgment be made in many areas of life (7:12-27).
He also immediately qualifies His prohibition with exhortations and prohibitions which touch only the spirit and
attitude of the one who must judge (Lk. 6:36-38).

b. This ban on judging is no easy-going tolerance of evil,
for the Lord requires that we form an opinion about the
conduct of others in light of all that He reveals about evil,
He expects us to match conduct, both ours and others,
against His standard. His word becomes the standard
of judgment we must use,
c. Nor can he mean the decisions of civil courts (Ro. 13:l-7;
Tit. 3 : l ; I Pet. 2:13-15).
d. He cannot mean the decision of the Church against sinning
bretlzren (Mt. 18:15-18; I Cor. 5:1..13; I1 Th. 3 6 , 14;
Tit. 3:lO) nor the decision of brethren in private litigation ( I CO. 6 : l - 8 ) .
e. He cannot mean anything that contradicts the plain commands to judge or the exhortations and information how
to go about it. (Cf. Lk. 12:13b, 57; Jn. 7:24; Ro. 14:5,
13b; 16:17, 18; I CO. 2:2; 5; 6:2-5; 7:37; 10:15; 11:13;
I1 Cor. 5:14, 16; 13:5f; Gal. 6:l-5; I Th. 5:21; I Tim.
5:22; Jas. 2:13; 5:19, 20; I Jn.4:l-6)
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Therefore, it is a pious hypocrite that many times advises others
never to judge the other fellow, for he may be using the phrase,
“Judge not . . .” as a protective smoke-screen to escape the valid conclusion of those who know the facts. After all, a dog or a pig or
a wolf might subtle try to use this text to shield themselves from
the exposure of their real character. But, a dog must be regarded
as a dog and a pig as a pig, and they must not be mistaken for
priests or pearl merchants! A wolf must be “dewooled’ and must
not be taken for one of the sheep. Judgment must be made. So
at kind of judgment does Jesus mean to prohibit?
2. Jesus means only unmerciful criticism. Luke (6: 36-38) records
this prohibition in the context of personal mercifulness. (Cf. Jas
4:11, 12) The evil He forbids is condemnation based upon suspicion
and surmises, insufficient evidence or upon unloving opinions or
sheer ill will. He is talking about those judgments which are motivated by no real purpose to help the object of the criticism and
which are more often nothing but smug self-righteousness. Jesus is
hitting hard at the love of finding fault, that secret joy felt when
one discovers another’s failures, that strong inclination to find the
neighbor guilty upon slight proof, that presumptuous investigation of
motives and that hell-ignited desire to tell it.
To judge or criticize another is to put oneself in a. position
superior to, and removed from, the one he criticizes. But as long
as we are men, we do not enjoy that privileged position. A critical
spirit makes us hard, cruel and vindictive and, worse yet, quite convinced that we are indeed superior men. This spirit causes us to
lose our right enthusiasm for people, permits us to admire none,
stifles any spontaneous and whole-hearted approval we might have
given, causes us to suspect every motive and depreciate everyone. Thus,
our own life is inexorably exiled to our own small desert island of
perfection.
7:2 For with what judgment ye judge, y e shall be
judged :
and with what measure ye mete, it shall be measured unto you.
These two lines, spoken in Hebrew thought parallelism, mean the
same thing. Censorious criticism provokes the one judged to retaliate
by returning due retribution both in kind and quantity. Jesus has
deliberately not named the one who will judge and give back equal
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measure to the unrighteous critic, because this is an ethical principle
that will be used against the critic by:
1. God, To judge implies a knowledge of the standard by which
the judgment is given; knowledge of the standard requires perfect
fulfillment of its requirements, (Ro. 2: 1-5, 13, 17-24) Strict justice
requires that every fault, every sin, every indiscretion be accounted
for (Jas. 2:9-l1), but mercy could waive the sentence (Jas. 2:13).
Therefore, Jesus very clearly taught that our personal generosity and
willingness to try to understand others' position will determine how
the law of divine justice will be applied to us. (See Notes on 5:7;
6:12, 14, 15; cf. also 18:21-35, esp. 32, 33; Gal, 6:7; Prov. 26:27)
Normally, God is so generous that He would not think of judging men
by measure (Cf. Psa. 103:8-14), unless man self-rigliteously and unmercifully holds his brother to strict justice. In this case, God deals
back judgment to the critic just as he dished it out to others: measure
for measure, (Cf, Isa. 65:1-7) It shall be measwed t o you. renders
more acute the need for mercy, because it intensifies the severity of
judgment, but, ironically, mercy is out of the question because of
the unbending hypocrisy of the man who needs the mercy for himself
but had never shown it to others. Who would dare stand up before
God demanding to be judged just as he judged his fellows? If God
judged us like that we would be in hell already! Even if we could
be sure of being perfect in everything else, desiring to condemn others
would damn us, because such a spirit is so far out of line with the
character of a God who takes no delight in the death of the wicked
(Ezek, 3 3 : l l ) and desires that none perish but all come to repentance
(I1 Pet. 3:9).
2. Men. W e all tend to respond to the kind of treatment others
give us, by paying them back in their own coin, whether it be love,
appreciation and generosity, or whether it be lynx-eyed criticism,
fault-finding and no more helpful service than is absolutely necessary.
Luke (6:37, 38) graphically stimulates us to be open-hearted, understanding, forbearing and generous.
3. OmeCves. Worse yet, we deal out to ourselves what cruel
depreciation we use against others. Those who are hypercritical of
others, by a process of projection, believe that people are just as
carpingly cynical of them. They are forced to beware of all others,
feeling that others are looking at them with severely critical eyes.
Such a feeling of tension is built up in them that they cannot relax.
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With what standard they judge others, they thus judge themselves.
A little mercy could break this vicious round of self-condemnation.
For these reasons we must grow skeptical of our best estimates
of human character, because our decisions are so temporary, so fallible.
Based on such incomplete data as they are, God may easily and justly
reverse them completely. Humility on our part is what Jesus wants,
because only thu? could He save us from the conceit, hypocrisy and
beastly self-rightousness involved in such a rebuke of others. (Cf.
Ezra. 9:5-15; Neh. 1:4-7; Psa. 106:6; Isa. 6:5; Jer. 3:25; Dan. 9:3-20)
The thought of facing the cruel sentences we have handed down to
others should drive us to immediate repentance and confession of sin!
“As you would that others should judge you, judge them accordingly.”
7:3 And why beholdest thou the mote that is in thy
brother’s eye, but considerest not the beam that is in thine
own eye? How can you even see (bleeeis) the mote, that speck
of sawdust, straw or anything significant, in another’s eye and not
even notice (katronoeo”) the b e m , or huge timber used as a beam or
rafter, in your own? This humorous but pathetic scene Jesus describes
is that of a man with a rafter sticking out of his eye who tries to
get a good look at his brother’s eye to remove something almost invisible. The Master emphasizes the ridiculous character of the hypercritical censor who would condemn others without realizing or admitting his own failures. The lesson stings: he who has a serious and
disgusting character fault but overlooks it and goes around offering
his services to one who has some small fault is exactly what the
Lord called him: ahypocrde. Jesus regards as one of the worst sins
of the spirit the attitude of being intensely critical of others and, at
the same time, without the least power of self-criticism.
Beams are any fault, any sin, any inconsistency with the truth,
that hinders correct, righteous judgment. One of the biggest beams
is one’s inability to form a correct judgment, This is true because
he usually possesses an attitude that disqualifies him for doing the
best for those who are the objects of his criticism. Without selfknowledge and self-reform, one’s work is but presumption not love.
He is also disqualified because of the common but glaring failure
to know all the facts in the case. (Cf. Jn. 7:24; I Tim. 5:24)
Appearances are deceiving to us too. Some men’s good and evil
remain hidden to us, perhaps at the very moment when we are
gathering our facts upon which our judgment will be based.
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Another b e m in our eye is the possibility of our condemning
in others what is not really sin, Jesus and Paul were condemned
for revealing God’s true will as against the popular views, We will
be castigated for our relation to Jesus, Eli misjudged Hannah (I
Sam. 1:12f). Job’s three friends had falsely accused him.
A third b e m is the fact that we are not ever sympathetically
aware of the strength of the temptations before which he has fallen,
or the length of time our brother resisted without our help before
he fell (Gal. 6:l-7; I Cor, 10:13) nor have we rightly considered
how we would have reacted to that which felled him ( I Cor. 10:12).
Another beam may be our tendency to judge ourselves and
others, not according to perfect justice, but by that standard which we
ourselves have reached. Besides using a false standard, we only expose
our ignorance and immaturity, (I1 Cor, 10:12, 18)
A fifth b e m might be that our own faults and prejudices tend
so to warp our judgment that what we see in this is but a projection
of our own faults.
A sixth beam might be our presumptuous seizure of the divine
prerogative, because the right of such censorship does not belong to
us. (Ro. 14:lO-13; I Cor. 4:3-5; I1 Cor. 5:lO) It is a meddling
in God’s domestic affairs (Ro. 14:4),
Not the least, to be forgotten, is any sin about which the human
judge seems so little concerned, Covm$e.rest not does not mean that
the judge concealed his sin; it means that, for the moment, he had
conveniently forgotten it. But is this really possible to a person
who matches his imperfect brother up against the law which must
certainly point out the critic’s own faults? At best, the critic must
pretend to be far better than he is, to be so pained by the presence
of some trifling fault that h is forced by his sensitive conscience
(which ignors his own sin!) to try to remove his brother’s error.
Many are zealous to convert the world when they are themselves
yet unconverted. What is worse, they may be so completely blinded
by their self-righteousness as to be perfect unaware of their true
condition, feeling themselves to be sincere and right in lashing
their neighbor.
1

7:4 How wilt thou say? What kind of brazenness does it
require to adopt this patronizing tone of smug condescension! A
classic case in point is the self-righteous elder brother (a.15:25-30)
who graphically portrayed the Pharisees and scribes (Lk. 15: 1, 2 ) .
Jesus is not denying that the other brother did have a mote hz his eye.
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But He is more concerned with the impudence of the severe critic
who would justify himself by claiming, “But I am just telling the
truth; I am just calling them as I see them!” Jesus argues, “So
what if it is true that he has a mote? How can you pretend to
be qualified to remove it?”
Luke (6:39, 4 0 ) records two sparkling proverbs that Jesus used
to illustrate this basic principle of judgment:
1. B2hd ledhag tbe blind: botb fall into the pit. Before offering
our leadership to others, we must first examine our own conscience
lest we be mere hypocrites who want to provide more direction to
other sinners. In this context, this proverb has nothing to do with
our being blind men who follow blind guides (as in Mt. 15:14),
but with our being morally unqualified to be such guides as we
pretend to be. The point is not: “Beware of blind leadership,” but
-;‘Beware
of giving blind leadership.”
2 . Disciple not above teacher, bat when perfected will be like himm.
Plummer ( b k e , 190) notes: Disciples will not get nearer
the truth than the teacher goes; and therefore teachers must
beware of being blind and uninstructed, especially with regard
to knowledge of self . . . The disciple will not excel his
master; at the best he will only equal him. And, if the
master has faults, the disciple will be likely to copy them.

7 : 5 Cast out f i r s t . Consistency requires this first step. But
before we can cast out that which hinders our vision and judgment,
we must retreat in shame and embarressed confusion, confessing
that the beam is there. We must arrive at the point where we
admit: “God, be merciful to me, the sinner that I am! I have
sinned!” This confession of sin, when truly and deeply felt, psychologically prepares us to be fitter judges, because it restores our
humility, our knowledge and fear of personal failure and destroys our
cocksure self-righteousness. The more critical we are of ourselves,
the more merciful we will tend to be toward the failures of others,
but the one who feels he is so g d as to need little mercy from
God, will have but meager compassion for others. As Jesus observed
elsewhere (W. 7:36-50), the ability to love may be in direct proportion to how much we think we need forgiveness. But if we admit
that God has forgiven and helped us remove our greater fault, we
can never despair of anyone, for God is able to make him stand.
(Ro. 14:4)
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And then thou shalt see clearly to cast out, Jesus has
never denied, but rather here reaffirms, the necessity to form a
critical opinion about a brother which may issue in a rebuke of his
sins, True love for him absolutely demands that he be helped by
such an admonition (see on 7:1), but he who so admonishes him
must proceed from an entirely different spirit, and when painfully
conscious of personal weaknesses, will actually do so.
This section is an important context in which to study Jesus’
warnings about false prophets (7:15-19), because a man whose own
life is not in order is in no position to unmask the falsity of the
other, When the glaring failures of a Christian are put up beside
the conduct and character of a false prophet, the false prophet
always gains by the comparison, Detection of the false prophet
becomes even more difficult when he is camouflaged by tlie inconsistencies of the flock. But were every true disciple of Jesus living
in a state of constant repentance and conduct consistent with their
confession, the false would become more readily noticeable by contrast.
Again this section is humbling to those who must judge the
false prophets, because Jesus does not intend to reveal the sin and
unbelief of the false prophet in order to make His disciples selfrighteous and smugly satisfied with their orthodoxy. They must never
arrive at the point where, even with respect to a false teacher, they
say, “Thank God, I am not like him!” They must ever recall that
there, but for the mercy of God, stand they.

FACT QUESTIONS
1. List at least 10 NT passages which require that a Christian,
to be faithful and obedient to God, make judgments, and which
tell him how to make such judgments.
2. What limitations are placed on the prohibition against judging,
by these passages listed above?
3. What kind of judging is actually forbidden?
4. W h o will “judge us as we have judged others”?
5. What additions to Jesus’ general discussion of judging does Luke
record, and what point are these additions intended to convey?
In what connection does Luke introduce them? How does this
connection help to get at Jesus’ meaning, even as it is introduced
by Matthew?
6. What is a “mote“ and a “beam”? What is the meaning that
they are intended to convey in Jesus’ comic representation?
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7. Explain the connection between this section and what Jesus has
to say about false teachers.
8. Does Jesus, in this section, admit the necessity to judge a
brother? If so, under what conditions?

F. THE DANGERS FACING THE WISE
AND GODLY MAN (Mt. 7:1-27; Lk. 6:37-49)
2.

THE DANGER IN FAILING TO DISCERN IMPORTANT DIFFERENCES.

TEXT: 7:6
6. Give not that which is holy unto the dogs, neither cast y o u
pearls before the swine, lest haply they trample them under
their feet, and turn and rend you.

THOUGHT QUESTIONS
a. Would Jesus call a man a “dog,” or a ‘“hog”?

Are not these
terms usually used as despisingly derogatory terms? Then, how
is it that God’sSon can mean these words?
b. What is the connection of this little allegory with the general
subject of judging others and being judged?

PARAPHRASE
“Do not give what is holy to dogs nor feed your pearls to swine,
lest they only trample them underfoot and turn on you ‘to tear you
to pieces.”

SUMMARY
Some men have no appreciation for what belongs to God; others
have no sense of values. Therefore, do not intrust them to them, lest
they not only despise them but also ungratefully attack you for
having been so optimistic about their real character and reaction.

NOTES
Even though Jesus specifically stated that after personal selfcriticism one might help his brother (7:5), yet with the warning
against self-righteous judgments ringing in their ears, the audience
might yet think that ALL judgment is wrong and they must never
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condemn anyone. Thus, from one extreme attitude of criticizing
everyone, they might fly to the opposite pole of refusing to discriminate in any case, Here, then, the Lord is balancing the scales:
“You must judge, yes, but with a well-tempered sense of discernment.”

7:6 This is another example of Hebrew poetic thought, expressed
in an inverted parallelism:
A: Give not that which is holy unto the dogs,
B: Neither cast your pearls before the swine,

B: Lest haply they trample them under their feet,
A: And turn and rend you,
The thoughts of the first and last members are connected, while
those of the two middle members are harmonious. This proverb,
kcause of the thought parallels, is saying just one thing that is
expressed by ( 1) d p g J and swhe; ( 2 ) the ho2y and y o w pemh;
and ( 3 ) tr@lhg
&joot
and tzcmzilzg t o rend, The literal meaning of this allegory is simple: “Do not persist in offering what is
sacred or of value to those who least appreciate it, because your gift
would be not only contaminated or despised, but also your generosity
would be rebuffed if not openly attacked.”
But, it will be asked, why did Jesus choose this proverbial form
in order to convey such a simple message--could H e not have stated
exactly what He meant in literal language? One answer would be,
yes, but by stating His message in this proverbial version He rendered
it more vivid and memorable, Yes, but why should He choose
this particular proverb and talk about “dogs and swine”?
Does Jesus mean this proverb to be a simple illustration in
which only the main point is to be gathered without identifying each
point? If so, He is saying, “Just as any sensible person would not
feed sacrificial meat to dogs nor offer pearls to swine by virtue
of their unappreciative nature, even so a sensible person would be
able to make proper distinctions between those who would not
understand important differences and those who would.”
But if Jesus means the problematic proverb as an allegory with
more than one point to be interpreted, then one must seek to identify
each point of the proverb with some reality in the context which it
is supposed to illuminate, clarify or illustrate. If so, the dogs and
s d e are men, just as the wolves are men. (v. 15) But what is
there about dogs and swine that is like men, that renders them com-
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pletely unaware of tlae value of holiness of that which might be
offered them? Dogs were the garbage-disposal units of Palestine,
the scavengers of the day. (Ex. 11:7; 22:31; I Kg. 1 4 : l l ; 16:4;
21:19, 23, 24; 22:38; I1 Kg. 9:10, 36; Psa. 68:23) However some
were, of course, tamed (Mt. 15:26; Mk. 7:28) and worked (Job
30:l; Isa. 56:10, 11). In their character as fierce, half-famished
animals that ran in packs, they have been used to symbolize the
treachery of the wicked (Psa. 22:16; 59:6, 14, 15). Not only being
unclean animals (see Lev. l l ) , their habits provided a pictorial
euphemism for a homosexual person (Dt. 23:17, 18; cf. Rev. 22:15).
To Jews, this figure is strikingly significant as referring to the dog’s
indiscriminate eating of meat, whether the filth and refuse of the
street or the consecrated sacrifices of the temple (that which ir bob;
cf. Lev. 6:24-30; 7:15-21).
S&,
also unclean (Lev. 11.:7, 8; 14:8; Isa. 65:4; 66:3, 17)
have also been used as a symbol of a person without proper discretion (Prov. 11:22). Yom $eo& might symbolize anything of value
to man, but which swim would be, by nature, totally incapable of
appreciating, hence wozcld trum$k? them wider theh feet as if they
were common gravel.
Jesus did not define the terms, thd which k holy or y o w p e d s ,
to mean “gospel privileges,” as many commentators do. What Jesus
said may have been much more general than this one application,
although it would certainly include it.
Dogs and swilze, then, are obdurate, perverse men who have
abandoned all moral restraints and who, because of that attitude, are
incapable of appreciating the blessings of the holy or its value, or
those who, after they have once arrived at an appreciation of spiritual
values, retain their vicious, filthy nature. (Cf. Heb. 6:4-6; 1029;
I1 Pet. 2:20-22)
In short, the teaching of the proverb is clear: One MUST make
proper distinctions: practical estimates are absolutely necessary. For
even if dogs and hogs are without discernment of the holy and
valuable, he who must deal with them must not be!
But in the dealing with people, it is not always possible to tell
at first what manner of character it is with which one must deal.
This however becomes quite evident when they begin to show
disregard for the pricelessness of what is offered them, or when
they turn to attack the one who would bless them. The NT is
replete with examples of applications of this basic idea of Jesus:
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1. Jesus’ dealing with the crowds who clamored for more loaves
and fishes (Jn, 6:26) and were failing to discern the really
important Bread of Life who would feed them, Rather than
continue to feed them, He preached them that sermon which
scattered the ones unwilling to accept Him,

3

2. Jesus’ refusal to give additional signs to those who would
not accept previous miracles and their relative revelations
(Mt. 161-4). Similarly, Jesus’ refusal to perform for H e r d
(Lk.23.8, 9).
3. Jesus’ command to move on to other cities when some would
not receive the apostle’s message (Mt. 10:11-14). Paul’s
practice (Ac. 13:44-52; 18:5-7),
4. Paul’s treatment of Elymas Bar-Jesus (Ac. 13:4-12),
5. Peter’s dealing with Simon Magus (Ac. 8:9-24).

6. Paul’s declaration concerning those who slanderously charged
him (Ro. 3:s) or brought another gospel (Gal. 1:8, 9 ) .
But look a t Paul’s attitude as he tried to enter the theater
of Ephesus (Ac. 19:30, 31) and tried to win the mob at
Jerusalem (Ac. 22:l-21) and the court of Agrippa (Ac, 26).
7. Paul’s instructions concerning the choice of elders and deacons
(I Tim. 3:l-13) and his warning not to give these holy
offices to unworthy candidates ( I Tim. 5:19-24).
As is seen elsewhere in the character of the persons who made these
judgments, careful discernment was required before they concluded
that the persons with whom they were dealing were hogs or dogs.
Therefore, before we arrive at this judgment, let us be as full of
hope, love and mercy as was God when He was dealing with us.
This careful judgment is imperative to keep us from treating men
as if they were altogether beyond hope or too sinful to be saved. W e
must remember that God has transformed men who were often more
brutal and more stubborn than we. O n the other hand, we must
remain on the alert because of the forces of wickedness that are
working in human hearts. But just because a man has once rejected
the gospel does not necessarily mean that he is therefore to be
branded a dog. There is often a hair-splitting distinction between the
point at which we are to “compel men to come in” (cf. Lk. 1 4 2 3 )
and the point at which we must cease expending our energies to
extend the gospel privileges and our fellowship to those who are so
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perverse and profane as not to have any appreciation or concern for
what God is offering them. (See Eph. 4:17-18) But the obvious
key to the solution is repentance and fruit (Cf. Mt. 18:15-18: if
he refuses to be converted after much loving, persistent effort, he is
a dog.

FACT QUESTIONS
1. What is “that which is holy”?
2. What are “your pearls”?
3. Are they to be distinguished as two separate ideas in Jesus’
meaning?
4. What are “dogs”? List other Biblical references to “dogs” that
may help to understand that to which Jesus makes reference.
5. What are “swine”? List other Biblical references to “swine”
that may help to clarify Jesus’ choice of their mention.
6. What is it to “give what is holy w dogs”?
7. Is this to be distinguished from “casting pearls before swine”?
If so, how so? If not, why not?
8. What is meant by the “trampling under their feet”?
9. What is meant by the act of “turn and rend you”?
10. Which animal is likely to do each of the above-mentioned deeds?
11. What Hebrew poetic figure is this allegory?

F. THE DANGERS FACING THE WISE
AND GODLY MAN (Mt. 7:1-27; Lk. 6 ~ 3 7 - 4 9 )
3.

THE DANGER OF FAILING TO RECOGNIZE GOD’S PROVISION.

TEXT: 7:7-11
7. Ask, and it shall be given you; seek, and ye shall find; knock,
and it shall be opened unto you;
8. for every one that asketh receiveth; and he that seeketh findeth;
and to him that knocketh it shall be opened.
9. Or what man is there of you, who, if his son shall ask him a
loaf, will give him a stone;
10. or if he shall ask for a fish, will give him a serpent?
11. If ye then, being evil, know how to give good gifts unto yout
children, how much more shall your father who is in heaven
give good things to them that ask him?
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THOUGHT QUESTIONS
a, Why did Jesus use so many words for praying to God for something? (“Ask , , , seek . , , knock”) Would not is have been
much simpler merely to say: “Pray, and God will answer you”?
Whar, then, is suggested by this variety of words?
b. Jesus has been talking about judging others and discerning important differences, W h y did He change the subject-or did He?
If H e did not, what is the connection between this section and
the general subject of judging?
c. What if we ask for the wrong thing, in the wrong way or for
the right thing but for the wrong motive? (7:7-11) Will God
give to us, help us to find and open to us?
d. Does Jesus really mean “every one” in verse 8, that is, just
myone who prays? If so, how? If not, why not?
e. What is the point of comparing God to a human father? What
good could be accomplished by doing that?

PARAPHRASE AND HARMONY
“Keep on asking, and your prayer shall be granted. Keep on
searching, and you will find.

Keep on knocking, and the door will

be opened to you. After alI, they who receive are the ones who
keep asking, and they who find are the ones who keep searching, and
the door is opened to him who keeps knocking. Or, if his son ask
for some bread, no father among you would give him a stone, would
he? Or if he ask for some fish, he would not give him a snake,
would he? Or should he ask for an egg, would he give him a
scorpion? No! Therefore, if you, despite your wickedness, know
how to provide good gifts for your children, how much more likely
it is that your heavenly Father give good things, yes, and the Holy
Spirit too, to those who are asking Him!”

SUMMARY
We must pray constantly, persistently and with determination;
only thus will we receive what is needed. A human father would
not cheat his child, because he knows what is good for him. God
our heavenly Father can much more surely be trusted to provide
what is god for us, if we ask Him.
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NOTES
Why does Jesus bring up prayer a t this point in His paragraph
on judging? At first, any connection seems vague. But the connection is God‘s grace, because prayer, by its very nature, admits
one’s dependence upon God on the basis of His continuing mercy.
But he who is dependent upon God for all His gifts, especially for
pardon, is hardly in a right position to be the carping critic of his
peers. If so, Jesus is saying, “Consider how God is dealing with
you; treat your neighbor likewise.”
Lenski (292) notes another close connection, that is, although
Jesus has admonished us to judge ourselves, we must never doubt or
mistrust our true relation to God. Although we must severely analyze
our own souls, we must never question the fact that, despite all our
character failures, God has made us His children and He is ever
ready to bless us with all we need.
Again, this section may be the practical application of all that
Jesus said (in 6:19-34) about dependence upon God. These exhortations have been put in this section instead of that because failure
to trust Gad is a failure to distinguish one’s true Source of blessing
and supply from only apparent sources. Thus, even prayer is an
evidence of the necessity for intelligent discrimination and moral
judgment.

...

...

seek
knock. These three
7:7 (Cf.Lk. 11:9-13) Ask
words, all of which are present imperative indicating continuing action,
suggest an increasingly unrelenting insistence in prayer. Luke ( 11:5-8)
notes how Jesus definitely connected this teaching with exhortations
to keep praying. Ask is the simple prayer that indicates the dependence of the petitioner upon God, and his consciousness of his
need. (Cf. Mt. G:14, 15; 18:19; 21:22; Mk. 11:24; Mk. 11:24; Jn.
14:13; 15:17; 16:23, 24; Jas. 1:5-8; 5:16-18; I Jn. 3:22; 5:14) But
those who ask for themselves, in order that they might continue
to rule in their own sovereignty, will never receive from God, for
they have not really acknowledged their dependence upon Him. (Jas.
4:3, 4; cf. Lk. 18:9-14) Seek suggests the personal effort of the
one who prays to do his part toward getting his own prayers answered.
(Cf.Isa. 5 5 6 ) It also suggests concentration, through prayer, of
all of one’s powers upon the realization of what is prayed. Kmock
savors of perserverent importunity despite difficulties and hindrances,
a vital factor in effective prayer. God does not always answer our
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request upon the first rwo or thtee utterances of it, probably to test
our seriawess, to prepare us to receive it, and to work out the
combinarion of circumstances and of persons necessary to its answer,
(Lk. 11:5?13; 18:l-8; Gal, 6 9 ) Illustrations of “knocking” are:
Abraham (Gen. 19:22-23); Jacob (Gen, 32:26); Elijah (Jas. 5:16-18);
Jesus (Lk, 22:44); the Syrophoenician woman (Mt. 15:21-28); the
early Church (Ac. 12:5).
7:8 For every one that asketh receiveth. At first hearing,
this phrase seems to open the channels of promised answers to prayer
to anyone who would call upon God. Jesus is talking to Jews who,
of course, already enjoyed a privileged relationship to God, Thus,
to them and even to others, Jesus’ word becomes a great invitation
to unburden their hearts before the Father. But Jesus is not committing God to honor the blasphemies of those who flout His
commands and refuse His Lordship. Jesus has already qualified the
kind of prayer that is acceptable (6:5-15; also cf. Jas. 1:6, 7; 4:3;
I Jn. 5: 14, 15). Thus, this “whosoever will” refers to those who
are willing to commit themselves to seeking first God‘s kingdom
and the kind of righteousness that Jesus is preaching (6:10, 33).
Receiveth , findeth
to him it shall be opened. God
always keeps His promises (Cf. Dt. 7:9; Josh. 21:45; I Kg. 8:56;
Neh. 1:5; 9:32; Dan. 9:4) but He would have us toil in prayer to
get what we desire. Blessings that would come too easy or cost us
nothing would ruin our appetite, dull our sensitivity and would give
us what we wanted before we had been driven to our highest longing
and most noble efforts to attain them

. .

...

7:9-11 Next, Jesus asks a series of rapid-fire rhetorical questions
not only to arouse individual interesr, stimulate curiosity and draw
lattention to the conclusion which follows, but also to draw out of
His hearers a moral decision. Here again Jesus shows His followers
that they are constantly making moral judgments, and already have
a conscience about certain things, even in the most simple family
situations.
7:9, 10 Or what man is there of you, who if his son
shall ask him for a loaf, will give him a stone; or if he shall
ask for a fish, will give him a serpent? Luke (11:12) adds:
“or a scorpion for an egg? Each of Jesus‘ questions in Greek begins
and mb, the negative which expects a negative answer: “No, he
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would not.” A human father would not mock his children’s request
by giving what is useless, unclean or positively harmful. Natural
parental affection requires that a father give what is needed. This
is a human judgment that is deeply felt and rightly arrived at. Upon
it Jesus will base His argument.
It might well be wondered whether these heart-touching questions
are not echoes of Jesus’ thought when He was tempted by Satan
in the wilderness. (Cf. Mt. 4:2-4) Even if not, the same logic of
heroic faith is in the conclusion which Jesus offers.
7:11 Ye know how to give good gifts unto your children.
This is the right conclusion to the rhetorical questions Jesus posed.
If ye, being evil: in what sense does Jesus intend this to describe
the audience? Probably in the relative sense, because there were
undoubtedly some of the earth‘s finest people present that day. But
in relation to God, they were yet &ked by comparison. They were
imperfect, sometimes unwise, sometimes partial, sometimes fickle
toward their children. But God is always wise and helpful. B e h g
evil is Jesus’ judgment upon us: it must humble us and it is a judgment that will keep us from pronouncing self-righteous judgments
‘upon others. Although Jesus calls us wicked, He would have us
remember that we are, for all our unworthiness, still God’s beloved
children. Again, at this critical point, Jesus calls God “your heavenly
Father.” (See notes on 5:45, 48; 6:1, 8, 26, 32) Whoever believes
all that Jesus has revealed about the Father and believes that God is
all that the word “Father” conveys, cannot but pray, knowing that his
Father will be better and kinder than the most tender parents, and
will give him what is truly best. How much more? is an argument from the lesser to the greater and a call for a moral judgment.
He will give good things to them that ask him. Jesus
does not promise that He will always or necessarily grant the thing
we ask, but what He judges to be good for us. (Cf. I1 Cor. 12:7-10;
Jas. 1:16; Psa. 8 4 : l l ) Too often we are blinded by the seeming
desirability of earth’s treasures. How shocked we would be to learn
how often we have asked God for stones, smemts and sco~piom,being
deceived into thinking they would contribute to our happiness! (Cf.
I Tim. 6 9 , 10)
Yes, Jesus invites us to ask, to seek, to krtock. He is offering
us the key to God’s wealth! Therefore, whose fault is it if we are
poor, miserable and hungry? (Jas. 4:2c)
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But we must be careful about reversing Jesus' argument by
deciding that our attitudes and actions toward our children automatically commit God to react the same way towards us. Too easily
we forgive our children when they do wrong; too often we do not
enforce our word and fail to punish in ewes where they definitely
did need it. To suppose that our heavenly Father would do nothing
thar we parents would do is to ignore His plain declarations to the
contrary. He has definitely declared that He will disinherit those
who were once His children, who, as time went by, gradually drifted
away into sin and died itn that condition. (Cf. 13:41, 42; 8:12;
22: 11-13; 24:45-51; 25:30; Heb. 2: 1-3; 3: 12-14; 4: 1, 11; 63-12)
The concept of eternal punishment for unforgiven sins, in whomever
they may be found, is God's idea, and man is a fool to argue with
Him about it.
What would be the result of such praying as Jesus describes here?
1. There would be no censorious judging done (7:1-5); more
humility.
2, There would be wisdom to make right judgments and be
good judges of character. (Cf, Jas. 1:5-8; 7 6 , 15-20)
3. There would be no foolish dependence upon earthly wealth
(6:~-34)

FACT QUESTIONS
1. What Scriptural limitations are there which restrict the seemingly
unlimited character of Jesus' promise of answer to prayer?
2. What is meant by the three different words denoting prayer
(7:7, 8 ) )
3. Why would Jesus use so many expressions? Would not a simple
command to pray be sufficient?
4. Explain the connection between the possibility of a son's asking
for a loaf of bred and the father's giving him a s t o w . And why
mention a fish in connection with a serpent? What is the
connection?
I.What is the logical structure of Jesus' argument based on the
comparison between a human father and God?
6. In what sense does Jesus intend to call His disciples "evil"?
(v, 11)
7. What is the contextural connection between this section and the
general topic under study: "judging one's fellows"?
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finest efforts of the most zealous scholars, and no Christian could
ever be sure of remembering all that Jesus said on any one single
case. But Jesus relieved the necessity for such an exhaustive and
exhausting statement of all the intricacies of human behavior by giving
this simple, all-inclusive guide to conduct that can be applied in. any
society and in any era of human history.
It has been noted by many scholars that a maxim similar to the
Golden Rule is to be found among the teachings of some of the
world’s greatest sages. This fact has been interpreted by some to
mean that Jesus rule is not so original and unique after all. A closer
examination of that maxim, however, reveals its typically human origin
because it rises no higher than those reflective men themselves. Among
the western philosophers there was Socrates and Aristotle among the
Greeks; among the oriental sages, Buddah and Confucius; among the
Jews the great Hillel. Basically, these all had said: “What you would
not have done to yourself, do not do to others.” But this is merely
the dictum of selfishness, the expression of an egotistic prudence that
withholds injury from another lest the other return the injury. This
negative statement is not so foreign to the calculating done by the
selfish, because it is easily arrived at by anyone who must come to
terms with his society in order to protect himself out of self-interest.
Another expression of selfishness that sometimes appears in connection with this Golden Rule is that mental calculation which
practices Jesus’ words with an ulterior motive: “Whatever you would
that men should do unto you, do ye even so unto them, so that they
will be kindly disposed to do unto you what you wanted in the first
place!” This beastly egotism finds no support in Jesus’ meaning, for
consideration of others, not self, is His intention.
For all our sincerity and knowledge of human nature, many times
we are ignorant and confused as to where our duty lies. But if we
would really love and serve our neighbor as ourself, we will have
to learn to put ourselves in his place. Or, as Marshall (108) puts
it, we must have a “sympathetic imagination” in order to visualize
what we must do for him. This mental changing of places has a
way of clearing away our prejudices and selfishness which keep us
from seeing our objective duty toward him.
Do unto others. Jesus demands positive social action. He has
no use for that self-complacency which is harmless, negative goodness
that does nothing wrong, but never does any good either. To Jesus,
omission to be helpful is sin! (Cf. Lk. 10:39-37; Jas. 4:17) Jesus
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can acknowledge no ethic as genuine that does not inspire a man to
be useful or of positive benefit to his fellows. Therefore, Jesus’
positive dictum commissions us to get busy! W e must express to
our neighbor all that good that we would have him express to us,
To us, the final test of our actions and motives is not “What
would Jesus do?” because that test too often devolves into an ignorant
hypothesis contrary to fact, The more practical test of our social
motivation is our own desire to be treated well. Jesus commands us
to exchange positions with our neighbor and do for him in his
position what we would have him do for us in ours, And, to our
surprise, we have discovered what Jesus would have done in our
case, But we arrived at this conclusion, not by supposition of what
He might have done, but by application of His Rule which determines
what we should do,
This handly little rule is not a mere ethical device which happily
resolves all social problems, for later Jesus reveals that we will be
judged on this rule alone. (Cf. Mt. 25:31-45; cf. Jn. 5 : 2 9 ; Ro.
2:6-11; Jas. 122-27; 2:14-17; I Jn. 3:14-17)

FACT QUESTIONS
1. What is the connection of the Golden Rule to the general con-

textual topic of judging one’s neighbor, be he afflicted with a
mote in the eye, or be he a dog or a swine, or a false prophet, or
a self-deceived disciple?
2, What is the connection of the Golden Rule with the larger context of the entire Sermon on the Mount?
3. In what connection does Luke bring up the Golden Rule? How
does this application of it in that way help us to understand its
meaning and application, even as introduced by Matthew?
4. Is the Golden Rule unique to Christianity as an ethical rule
of conduct? What parallels to it are there in other ethical
systems or religions?
5. Are there any significant differences between the Golden Rule,
as Jesus stated it, and the parallels seen in these other systems?
If so, of what importance are these differences?
6, In what sense is the Golden Rule “the Law and the prophets”?
What is meant by the phrase “the Law and the prophets”?
7. Cite other NT teaching which further illustrates or amplifies
Jesus’ rule of conduct given in the Golden Rule.
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F. THE DANGERS FACING THE WISE
A N D GODLY MAN (Mt. 7:1-27; Lk. 6:37-49)
5. THE

DANGER OF CHOOSING THE WRONG W A Y OF LIFE.

TEXT: 7:13, 14
13. Enter ye in by the narrow gate: -for wide is the gate, and broad
is the way, that leadeth to destruction, and many are they that
enter in thereby.
14. For narrow is the gate, and straitened the way, that leadeth unto
life, and few are they that find it.

THOUGHT QUESTIONS
a. Jesus speaks of the road to Life through the narrow gate as found
by only a few, while He declares that the road to Ruin through
the wide gate is heavily travelled. Is this a hint of Jesus’ expectations concerning the outcome of Christian evangelizing clear down
to the end of time?
b. How does Jesus intend for His disciples to regard this statistically
negative picture which He paints in the words “many will be
destroyed but a few will enter life”? In other words, why would
H e say this to those who would be His disciples?
c. HOW did these relative percentages of humanity get to be this
way? Can the percentages be changed? If so, how? If not,
why not?
d. Does the low figure concerning those who enter into life represent
a numerical defeat for God? Explain your response.
e. Why do you suppose Jesus describes the road to Life as through a
“narrow gate” and of restricted passage? Did God want it to be
that way so only a few c o d pass that way? Or so that few wodd
go there? Or is the road straitened because the nature of what
God expects of saints makes it that way?

PARAPHRASE
“Enter in by the narrow gate, because the wide gate opens upon
a super-highway that leads to destruction. Many are they who are
entering in by it. But the narrow gate opens onto a narrow, confined
road that leads to life. Only a few are even finding it.”
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SUMMARY
I

I

Many are called but few accept God’s invitation, The majority
of humanity will be lost, Therefore, choose well which decision you
will make!

NOTES
7:13 The figure that Jesus uses is that of two final destinations
under the form of two cities, “Destruction” and “Life.” Each city
has a gate by which it is entered: one is wide and the other, narrow.
Each city is approached by a road: one broad, the other restricted
of passage.
Note that, for Jesus, there are only these two possible choices as
live options, and as truly as any natural law, His word divides men into
these two groups every time. (Cf. Mt. 12:30; 13:18-23, 38, 49; 25:32,
33) Enter in by the narrow gate. The emphasis is not on the
entering, as opposed to remaining outside since all of humanity is
regarded as entering one gate or the other. Rather, the emphasis
is upon the choice of the right gate, In light of the final destination
of each of the two roads, the critical question is which gate to choose
and the necessity of choosing with discernment. The sad reality about
the multitudes is that so many seek only the broad entrance and the
easy passage without a thought regarding the final destination of
the road!
Wide is the gate, and broad the way. Some suggest that
the terms wide and broad are intended to suggest that travelling this
route permits the following of one’s own inclinations, doing as one
pleases and that the inviting breadth of the road promises greater
liberties, However, Jesus may be only saying, “It is the easiest
thing in the world to destroy oneself, and the majority of the world’s
people are doing just that.” Many are they that enter in thereby.
Here is another clue to the impending difficulties of Christian discipleship, (Cf. 5:10-12) This is a veiled warning that one must k
prepared to go against convention, custom and the crowd, and be
different even if it means walking alone. Men must not take their
moral cue from others, because they too may be lost. Many will be
destroyed who did not believe themselves on the brodd wqv< Later
Jesus will further illustrate these two basic divisions of humanity
under the two parables of the two sons (Mt. 21:28-32; Lk. 15:ll-32).
The chief priests and elders of the Jews imagined that surely they
of all people must certainly enter into life because of their superior
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religiosity. Hence they scorned the “tax collectors, harlots and other
sinners.” But Jesus intends for us to see that the b o d way is
travelled just as much by the aristocratic elite because of their
selfishness, unthankfulness, hauteur and inhumanity, just as much as
by the vulgar throng.
Destruction (ofioleiu) describes the disintegration of all that
was deemed important in the lives of the wicked, All of that for
which they spent their lives was nothing but dust and ashes. They
stand before the great judgment without friends, without influence,
without wealth, without character-morally banktupt in every respect.
Here is the wretchedness of a’wasted life, the necessaty conclusion
to every life lived out of harmony with the will of God. Jesus is
revealing this fact as one who knows what He is talking about:
He does not argue the point or try to demonstrate it. He presents
Himself as one who knows perfectly the issues of life, lived either
for God or for self. Perhaps He is picturing Himself as standing
a t the fork of the two roads, speaking in omniscient mercy, “Enter
ye in by the narrow gate!”
Is fear a proper motive for obedience? Yes, for as Trench
( P ~ & k s , 174 ) notes:
This fear does not exclude love, but is its true guardian;
they mutually support one another; for while it is true that
motives drawn from gratitude and love must ever be the
chief incentives to obedience (Rom. xii. I ) , yet so long as
our hearts are not made perfect in love, we must be presented with others also.
7:14 Narrow is the gate and straitened the way, that
leadeth unto life and that path gets the most wear along the
edges! Some suggest that the terms m o w and stmitmed have
refegence to the difficulty of travel toward Life, a fact easily verified.
(Cf. Mt. 10:34-39; Lk. 14:25-33; Jn. 16:33; Ac. 14:22; I Th. 3:3)
Counting the cost of discipleship requires much long-range discernment,
which is another important act of judging. It requires effort, sacrifice
and self-surrender to enter into Life. (Cf. Mt. 19:16-22)
And f e w are they that find it. There is certainly no easy
optimism in this sad declaration of Jesus. Jesus intends this statistically negative picture as a frank warning that makes His disciples
realists who know what to expect in His service. He would have
them make their decision wisely. The exuberant Messianic enthusiasm
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of the masses that surrounded Jesus must not turn the head of those
who were serious a b u t their commitment to Jesus’ ideals, But is
this declaration His practical estimate regarding the actual percentage
of men who will finally be saved? Another man asked the Master
this same question, (See W . 13:23f) But the Master considered
it an idle question and answered thus: “You must struggle to get in
by the narrow gate, because many, I tell you, will try to get in and
they will not be able!” Our obedience is more important than our
knowing whether those who are saved be many or few! (But see
also Mt. 22: 14; 18:8; 24: 12, 13; W . 18:8.)

FACT QUESTIONS
1, Explain the allegory of the Two Gates and Roads. First, explain
the imagery adopted: what is the picture Jesus has in mind?
Then, give the meaning behind the symbols.
2. List other Scriptures which teach the same message of these two
basic divisions in the human race. List also those Scriptures
which describe the principles on which this division is based,
3. What is meant by “life”?
4. What is meant by “destruction”?

F. ”E DANGERS FACING THE WISE
AND GODLY MAN (Mt, 7:1-27; Lk. 6:37-49)
6.

THE DANGER OF BEING LED ASTRAY BY FALSE PROPHBTS.

(Parallel: Lk. 643-45)

TEXT: 7:15-20
15. Beware of false prophets, who come to you in sheep’s clothing,
but inwardly are ravening wolves,
16. By their fruits ye shall know them. Do men gather grapes of
thorns, or figs of thistles?
17. Even so every good tree bringeth forth good fruit; but the
corrupt tree bringeth forth evil fruit
18. A good tree cannot bring forth evil fruit, neither can a corrupt
tree bring forth good fruit.
19. Every tree that bringeth not forth good fruit is hewn down, and
cast into the fire.
20. Therefore by their fruits ye shall know them.
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THOUGHT QUESTIONS
a. What are the logical premises back of Jesus’ warning against false
prophets?
b. Does the “sheep’s clothing” disguise of the false prophet refer to
his character or his doctrine? or both? How do you know?
c. Why do you suppose Jesus chose the particular test of a false
prophet that He did?
d. If a “corrupt tree cannot bring forth g d fruit,” how do you
explain the good deeds that appear in the lives of obviously wicked
men?
e. Is Jesus making a precise and unvarying observation in verse 18,
or is H e making a relative, general statement which may admit
of some exception?
f. Jesus speaks of burning fruitless trees, but He means men, of
course. Do you think it is right that God should destroy any of
His creatures? If so, why? If not, why not?
g. When Jesus spoke of “every tree that bringeth not forth good
fruit,” about whom was He talking? Is this a specific or a general
reference, i.e. only to false prophets, or to men in general?
h. Do you think that Jesus’ mention of burning corrupt, fruitless
trees is a threat? Explain.
i. Do you think that Jesus’ disciples should be afraid of false prophets
if their manifest intentions are such that they may be described as
hungry wolves? If so, in what sense should they fear them? If
not, why not?
j. Why do you suppose that Jesus repeated the principle test of a
false prophet (“By their fruits ye shall know them”) ?
k. Do you think that we, as the flock of God, are in danger of
infiltration by false prophets today? What makes you think SO?
Are there many false prophets around any more?

PARAPHRASE
“Watch out for false prophets: they will come to you under
the guise of sheep, but a t heart they are savage wolves. You will
recognize them by the fruits of their lives. People do not gather
grapes from thornbushes or figs from thistles, do they? Well, every
good tree yields good fruit, but the worthless tree bears bad fruit.
A g d tree is as incapable of yielding bad fruit as a worthless tree
is unable to produce fine fruit. Every tree that fails to bear fine
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fruit is cut down and burned up. That is why I say: you will
recognize them by what their lives produce. A good man produces
good things from the good stored up in his heart, and a wicked
person brings forth evil things from his own stores of evil. A man’s
words will generally express what fills his heart,”

SUMMARY
False leaders will hypocritically attempt to infiltrate the flock
of God, but their overall conduct will give them away. Character
and conduct are the final tests of any life and the surest test of any
false leader, Though motives many times can never be known, the
clear evidence of one’s deeds is a sure indication of the nature of
his heart.

NOTES
How is the narrow gate and the right way (7:13, 14) to be
found? The transition, therefore, is a natural one from the two
critical ways from which to choose, to the guides who propose to
lead the disciples. Judgment is necessary, therefore, to discern between
true prophets and false,
7:15 Beware of false prophets. (Cf. Deut. 13:1-5; Mt.
24:4, 5, 11; Ac. 20:29, 30; Ro. 16:17, 18; I1 Cor. 11:13-15; Eph.
5:6; Col. 2:4, 8; I1 Th. 2:3-12; Tit, l:lO, 11; I1 Pet. 2; I Jn. 4 : l ;
I1 Jn. 7-11; Rev. 2:2; 19:20; examples: Ac. 13:6-12; I Kg. 13;
22:5-23) A fdse po$het is any teacher of false doctrine or any
Q&or uniustly claims divine inspiration with a view
l o authenticate his monouncements. He pretends to deliver a m e m e
from God b z r e a l l y says what is Dleasant to his hearers aa$,p~fhkde
to himself, ( R0. 16:18; Gal. 6:12, 13; I Tim. 6:3-5; I1 Tim. 3:1-19;
?it, 1:10-16) There is no practical difference between a false prophet
and a false teacher, since the one pretends to reveal God‘s word,
while the other pretends to expound and apply it. Jesus’ word adequately applies to both (Gal. 1:6-9). What are the presuppositions
behind Jesus’ warning against them?
1. Error is possible in religion: there is such a thing as objective
truth and falsehood or error. (Mt. 15:l-20;I Tim. 1:12-17;
Ac. 18124-28; 19: 1-5; 17116-34)
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2. Error does matter, because false teachers lead men away from
the truth which saves. (Cf. Mt. 12:30-33; 10:24-39; 15:13,
14) F y constitute a very grave danger to the individual
Christian because they can cause him to lose his soul; they are
a peril to the corporate body of the Church.

Who come to you in sheep’s clothing, but inwardly
are ravening wolves. Why mention “wolves” disguised as sheep?
Because it is the nature of such hungry wolves to devour sheep, he
is pictured as resorting to this trick in order better to gain the
confidence of the flock until it is too late to foil his design through
discovery of the ruse. Jesus describes the wolves as mvelPlng, i.e.
rapacious, hungry to the point of madness. Thus, He gives His
judgment upon the .real intent and character of the false prophet.
The man about whom Jesus is talking is not a simple, self-deceived
innocent Christian whose apprehension of the true doctrine has
gotten twisted. The disguise is deliberate; the intention was destruction.
7:16 By their fruits y e shall know them. In this brilliant
changing of figures, Jesus describes the false prophet as a tree whose
fruit betrays his real nature. He could have continued the first
metaphor by saying that a wolf betrays his real nature when he
starts attacking the sheep and eating them. But that figure would
not have been adequate to convey other points of comparison that
will be brought out later, so He changed.
By their fwits: not by the leaves of their professions, pretensions
or appearances, but by the actual outcome of their lives. (cf. Heb.
13:7) By their fruits alone will we h o w them. Not by suspicion
or hasty judgment, but by actual fruit, and this takes time to mature.
Therefore, it requires patience in the fruit inspector. There is no
room in the Lord’s vineyard for over-zealous heresy hunters.
But what are the fwits which identify the true nature of the
man? What are those things the observation of which tell us about
the man?
1. The character of the man’s personal life. (Gal. 5:19-23; Jas.
3:12-18; Mt. 12:33-36) Does his morality promote lascivious living,
self-indulgence or the condoning of sin? Is his mind carnal, i.e.
wedded to this earth, this life? (Cf. Mt. 23:l-3) What is the
influence of his habits, company, conversation and attitudes? One
might be teaching true dogma, while the fruit of his life be entirely
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rotten underneath an exterior of respectable orthodoxy. This is a
practical test which is most easily and readily applied by any one
who has a proper sense of judgment, A man’s character is more
telling than his doctrine many times because of the intricacies of his
theological position that are not so easily traced. One’s religion,
however held or taught, must stand or fall according to the ethical
result it obtains in those who profess to embrace it. So, if his
religion makes him partial, spiteful, hateful, immoral, it is false
regardless of all protestations to the contrary, Marshall (65f) notes:
It is sometimes objected that such an idea (i.e. that right acts
are no sure proof of good character) is flatly contradicted
by Jesus’ words here . , , But Jesus is thinking of conduct
ds a whob, c o n d w t so extended as to cover the whole man,
with all his actions, words, motives and thought, conduct as
the natural and inevitable expression of man’s very nature,
like the fruit which a tree bears because it can bear no other.
The whole point of the illustration which precedes this
utterance of Jesus is that without a good tree there can be
no really good fruit , . . so a good character is essential
to genuinely good conduct . . , If a man is not morally good,
it is only by the merest accident that he ever does what
he ought.

2. The doctrine of the man’s message. A man may be morally
sound through and through, and yet the fruit of his doctrine, when
logically worked out in the lives of others, produce vicious consequences. What are the results of his preaching? (Cf. Ro. 16:17, 18;
I Tim. 1:3-7, 19b, 20; 4:l-7;6:3-5) What is the character and
conduct of those who follow his teaching? Therefore, test both the
doctrine and the teacher by the fruit which each produces, as well
as by their apparent consistency with Scripture. But, in practice, one’s
character affects his teaching and -his doctrine affects his character.
So, if a man is morally right but teaches doctrine that is false because
of his ignorance of the Word, he may be corrected, for he has a
conscience and desires to do the Lord’s will. But a man whose
character is rotten does not need new information, but repentance.
If he will not, he is all the more dangerous. The case that Jesus
assumes in this section, of course, is that of the ravening wolf who
would hide his real character with intent to deceive and destroy,
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Do men gather grapes of thorns or figs of thistles?
Jesus’ Greek sentence begins with a negative particple (miti) which
expects the question to be answered: “No!” In demonstration of
His proposition, Jesus asks two humorous rhetorical questions which
put the truth in a more striking form and arouse more attention than
if stated simply in an affirmative form: “Just imagine people going
out to a briar patch to pick grapes, or taking their basket to a clump
of thistles expecting to find figs!” By this illustration, Jesus is saying
what every observer of nature knows: every plant produces according
to its kind. Grafting and plant improvement do not enter here,
because Jesus is talking about plants in general without reference to
the various ways the nature of their fruit can be changed. By mentioning these four plants, p p e s , figs, tt5howz.r and thistles, He says that
any plant is known and valued on the basis of what it produces.
7:17 Even so introduces the point of the rhetorical questions:
every good tree bringeth forth good fruit; but the corrupt
tree bringeth forth evil fruit. Two trees of the same species
may be identical in every respect but the maturing of the fruit reveals
their true nature. This general rule is completely applicable to all
men, even though the immediate application in Jesus’ mind is to
the false teachers. It is to be noted that false teachers are to be
judged, as Lenski ( 3 0 3 ) observes: “not according to some exceptional
rule pertaining to them only, but according to the universal rule
which applies to all.”
7:18 A good tree cannot bring forth evil fruit, neither
can a corrupt tree bring forth good fruit. Just as it is
impossible for a natural tree to produce fruit that is contrary to its
nature and condition, so it is really impossible for a false prophet
to masquerade for very long. His true character, evidenced by his
conduct, will eventually betray him.
At this point, Luke ( 6 4 3 - 4 5 ) inserts his parallel, however without any direct reference to false prophets, thus proving the universality of the test that Jesus gives. Luke, however, points out that,
although conduct is a sure test, however, it is often a much slower
one. When a man opens his mouth, whether he intends it or not,
he gives himself away. Whatever is hidden in the heart, good or
evil, will come out in one’s speech. A man’s words, especially when
he is unconscious of them, are a fairly secure indication of the nature
and condition of his heart. (Cf. Mt. 12:33-36)
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However, as McGarvey (Matthew-Mmk, 72) cautions, even some
good rrees have occasional bad fruit, making it necessary to remember
that Jesus is talking a b u t rhe obvious general tendency oi one’s
life and not of occasional good or bad deeds, (Tit. 1:15; I Jn.

314-10)
7:19 Every tree that bringeth not forth good fruit is
hewn down, and cast into the fire, (Cf. Mt. 3:lO; Lk. 13:6-9;
Jn. 15:2, 6; Tit. 3:14) Failure to serve positively in Jesus’ name is
sufficient grounds for His condemning us. (Cf. Mt. 25:4146;Note
on 7:12) This warning is apparently more general than the single
application to false prophets, but as a reference to them it serves
notice to others not to follow them lest they too share the same fate.
The blind who follow blind leaders, when they fall into the pit, land
just as hard as their blind guides! (Mt. 15:14)
7:20 Therefore by their fruits ye shall know them.

(Cf.7:16) Even if this seems to sum up all that Jesus has to say
in this section about false prophets, and even if He repeats for emphasis
and clarity the primary test by which they are unmasked, yet this
transition verse passes Jesus’ argument from false prophets to those
who ultimately prove themselves to be false disciples (“you who work
iniquity”).

FACT QUESTIONS
Is he the same as a false teacher?
If not, what is the basic difference? If there is a difference,
would it change the teaching Jesus gave here?
What is intended by the figure of the animals? W h o are the
sheep whom the disguise is supposed to fool? What is suggested
about the real nature and intentions of the false prophets?
What is the test that will “de-wool” the wolves?
What are the “fruits” by which false prophets betray themselves
as such?
What is the natural principle behind the mention of “grapes of
thorns” and “figs of thistles”?
What is the “tree” that Jesus is talking about? (vv. 17-19)
Are these various mentions made of the same tree or of various
trees?

1. What is a false prophet?
2.

3.
4.
5.

6.
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7. By saying that “a good tree cannot bring forth evil fruit,” does
Jesus mean to imply that a Christian cannot sin? Prove your
answer.
8. Who else used the figure about chopping down and burning
fruitless trees? When did they use it? To whom were they
speaking?
9. What additional figure does Luke record that clarifies Jesus’
meaning regarding the judgment of a tree by its fruit?
10. How does the principle explained in this section prepare the
mind for the rest of the sermon?

F. THE DANGERS FACING THE WISE
AND GODLY MAN (Mt. 7 : l - 2 7 ; Lk. 6:37-49)
7.

THE DANGER OF SELF-DECEPTION.

(Parallel: Lk. 6 : 4 6 )

TEXT: 7 ~ 2 1 - 2 3
21. Not every one that saith unto me, Lord, Lord, shall enter into the
kingdom of heaven; but he that doeth the will of my Father
who is in heaven.
22. Many will say to me in that day, Lord, Lord, did we not prophesy
by thy name, and by thy name cast out demons, and by thy name
do many mighty works?
23. And then will I profess unto them, I never knew you: depart
from me, ye that work iniquity.

THOUGHT QUESTIONS
a. Would God empower an unconverted “worker of iniquity” to
prophesy, cast out demons and do many mighty works? What
makes you think so?
b. Does the phrase, “I never knew you,” indicate that the condemned
miracle-workers, exorcists and prophets never had been Christians?
Prove your answer.
c. In what sense, then, did Jesus “never know them”?
d. Do you think these who make this protest to Jesus about their
past ministry in His Name, were sincere in their protest? In
other words, do you think they are genuinely surprised that the
verdict has gone against them? Or do you suppose them to be
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rising to the height of hypocrisy, hoping even to deceive the Judge
into believing in their fakery by accepting their word about miracles
which they did not, in fact, perform by His power. Do you think
they did miracles rather by trickery with intent to deceive others
through mention of the Lord’s respectable Name?
e, If you think the condemned were actually inspired and empowered
by the Lord to do these wonders, what, then, is the basis of Jesus’
verdict that they were, in the end, “workers of iniquity”?
f. What is the relationship between the miracles (prophecies, casting
out of demons, etc.) wrought by someone, and his personal morality
and consequent salvation? Or is there any such connection?
g, What is the relation between this section and that which preceeds it?

PARAPHRASE AND HARMONY
“It is not every one who keeps addressing me as ‘Lord, Master,’
that will get into God‘s kingdom, but only those who actually do the
will of my heavenly Father. What is the use of calling me ‘Lord and
Master,’ if you do not do what I tell you? On the Day of Judgment,
many will protest to me: ‘But, Lord, did we not proclaim divine
revelations in your name? Did we not cast out demons in your
name? Did we not many miracles in your name? Indeed we did,
Lord!’ Then I will tell them to their face, ‘I never knew you. Get
away from me, you who work iniquity!’
”

SUMMARY
The final test of character and the first requirement for entrance
into Gad’s kingdom is willing obedience. That religion is nothing
but a sham which will not make a man obey God, regardless of
all its other pretences to orthodoxy. Even great evidences of God’s
personal intervention through the life of a Christian are not necessary
evidence of that man‘s personal conversion and consequent salvation,
for he may be finally rejected because of his personal refusal to
respond to his own preaching.

NOTES
This section has a natural connection with that which precedes
it: if the false prophets will be recognized by the fruit of their
lives, what does the fruit of my life indicate about me? Jesus’
argument is driving ever closer to the conscience of His disciple:
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“My friend, the false teachers will be damned, it is true, on the
basis of their deeds, but what about you? What of your deeds?”
There are many border-line disciples who would never be called
“false prophets” and would never willfully seek to do what a savage
wolf in sheep’s clothing intends to do. Probably they are decent,
law-abiding citizens of their community, good church-gcers but have
not done the one thing essential to entrance into Gods kingdom.
7:21 Not every one that sayeth unto me, Lord, Lord,
shall enter into the kingdom of heaven. Not every me: but
some will enter the kingdom. To say to Jesus, Lord, Lord, is equivalent
to calling Him the Master of one’s life. It is claiming that relation
to Jesus expressed in the title.
(See Mal. 1:6) Luke (6:45)
abbreviates this dictum in the form of a hard-hitting rhetorical question: “Why do you call me ‘Lord, Lord,’ and noE do what I say?”
But as Matthew records the saying, He is not denying that the
claimants are His servants or that they adhere to the orthodox teaching
He gave them or that they are sincere. Their one grave fault was
that they did not DO the Father’s will. (Cf. Mt. 21:28-32; 25:11, 12;
Ro. 2:12, 13; Jas. 1:22-25; 2:14; I Jn. 2:17) Only he that doeth
the will of m y Father who is in heaven shall entm &to the
kingdom. (Study Jn. 5:29; 8:51; 12:26, 44.50; 14:15, 21, 23, 24;
15:14; I1 Tim. 3:5) There are those who would be quick to subscribe to the Lordship of Jesus in order to receive the benefits of
such a relationship, but they do not often actually try to adopt Jesus’
way of thinking, which is, after all, the essence of the will of God
(or the kingdom of God, see on 6 9 ) . They might even “crucify”
those who tried to live like Jesus. But, for Jesus, performance and
production, not profession and pious prayers, is the test of mernbership in His kingdom. Too often a clear intellectual grasp of truth
is divorced from its practical expression. Paul personally feared this
possibility ( I Cor. 9:27).
There is important psychological insight in Chambers’ observation
(88,100) that
There is a great snare in the capacity to understand a thing
clearly and to exhaust its power by stating it . . . To say
things well is apt to exhaust the power to do them, so that
a man often has to curb the expression of a thing with his
tongue and turn it into action, otherwise his gift of facile
utterance may prevent his doing the thing he says. . . . The
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frank m a n is the unreliable man, much more so than the
subtle, crafty man, because he has the p w e r of expressing
a thing right out and there is nothing more to it,

To have given expression

to some truth, such as Jesus’ Lordship, without acting upon its clear implications is self-deception, even to those
who are involved in His service in some special way, (7:22, 23)
Here is another clear principle on how to judge righteous judgments:
in judging yourself and your works, do not judge only on the basis
of external evidences and appearances and forget the reality of your
inward relation to God through real obedience!
The will of my Father is a most significant phrase in this
critical moment, because H e hereby pronounces Himself Son of the
Father in a unique sense, in a relationship shared by none. Shortly
(7:24-27) He will praise obedience to His message as the epitome
of wisdom and H e will denounce failure to build one’s life on
His word as the height of folly. In a very thinly veiled manner,
Jesus is claiming that His words are the very words of God, the
obedience to which determines entrance into God’s kingdom. Here
He proclaims Himself Judge and Lord before whom all must appear
in judgment, Neither Moses nor the prophets could speak this way.
These great judgments put the rest of the Sermon which precedes
them into a different category, completely separate from all brilliant
ethical systems constructed by carefully reasoning. For these words
alone are the utterances of our Judge. It is with HIS words, and
His alone, that we will have to deal! (Cf. Jn. 6:45; 8:24, 31, 32,
47, 51; 12:47, 48)

7:22 Many will say t o me in that day. Jesus begins to
emphasize the theme with which He will terminate the Sermon:
“I am Judge, my Word is the final standard.” But He does this
not merely to assert His deity, but to give present moral guidance
to His disciples in the face of moral failure of former disciples.
“Look at Jesus!” (Heb. 12: 1-4; I1 Tim. 2:8f) W e tend to panic
as some saint we thought secure goes down in sin. W e must not
repose our confidence in the best man or woman we have ever met!
We must trust only the Lord Jesus. 1% that day: see Mt. 10:15;
I1 Th. 1:7-10; I1 Tim. 1:12; 4:6-8.
Many will say
Lord, did we not? Their question
implies that they expected an affirmative answer. There is nothing
in the context to indicate that these who so address themseIves to
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Jesus are sheer hypocrites or necessarily false prophets, although they
could well be this also. (Cf. Mt. 25:llff; Lk. 13:25ff for examples
of such judgment-scene conversations.) Did w e not:
1. Prophesy by thy name? i.e. utter divine revelation and
explain its implications. (Cf. Num. 24:2, 4; I Kg. 22:5-28,
esp. v. 11; Jer. 23:17; cf. v. 16)
2. By thy name cast out demons?
13; Lk. 10:17-20)

(cf, Mk. 3:14, 19; 6:7,

3. By thy name do many mighty works?
I Cor. 13:2)

(Cf, Mk. 13:22;

Some of the above-cited references generally prove that even unconverted men have been granted the power to prophesy, exorcize demons
and work miracles. Even the Mosaic Law admitted the possibility
that true miracle-working power be evidenced even in false prophets
(Dt. 13:1-5). Jesus does not call these claims false and does not
deny that the claimants actually did what they said. Whether these
claimants be those who sincerely thought they had a right to claim
Him as their Lord and reap the benefit of the relationship involved
in this title, or whether these are hypocritical false prophets who
actually worked miracles in Jesus’ name, does not matter greatly in
reference to the principle involved, for the result and the verdict
is the same. The principle involved is that even the obvioys witness
of the Holy Spirit, given through such mighty gifts as prophecy,
demon-exorcism and mighty signs, is no evidence of personal conversion!
(Cf. I Cor. 12:14) But, some would ask, would God give such
powers to those whom He could forsee would show up so badly at
the final judgment? (“Ye workers of iniquity”) But this is just
the point: until the final judgment there is yet mercy which leaves
the opportunity available to every Christian to do the will of God
or to apostasize. Judas Iscariot is a key example. (Study Mt. 10: 1-4,
7, 8; Mk. 3:14, 19; 6:7, 13) Jesus knew from the beginning what
Judas’ end would be, but He empowered him to work right along
with the others, God is able to make an instrument of His service
even those who may not necessarily remain His willing servants. It
is too easy to use Jesus’ message and miracles to correct the lives
of others without responding personally to the implications of the
message ourselves. He is pointing to the possibility of moral failure
for the true prophet, the failure to live up to the stringent ethical
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requirements of his own divinely-attested message, Lord, Lord i s not
the anguished cry of false prophets, but of miracle.workers who were
once true disciples but did not remain faithful to the God who had
empowered them. Their final rejection is stated, not on the ground
that their claims are false, but that their failure to do the will of
God (7:21) was equivalent to working wickedness (5.:23; cf. Jas. 4:17).
7:23 And then will I profess unto them, I never knew
you: depart from me, y e that work iniquity. (Cf. Mt. 25:12,
41; 13:41; Lk. 6:26; 13:27; I Jn. 3:4) This verse does not disclaim
authorization of their miracles and ministry, nor does it deny the
reality of their having performed such a ministry, nor does it affirm
that ir had been pretense all along as merely a ruse to deceive the
unwary, Nor is there any indication that they had used their miracles
to attest false propaganda, Jesus’ verdict involves:

1. His plain declaration: “I lzevey knew yoz1,” (Cf. I Cor, 8:3;
I1 Tim. 2:19) They knew Him and were depending upon
this knowledge of Him to save them (cf. Lk. 19:22, 23;
13:25, 26). They had thought of Him as Lord, Lord and
were counting upon this relationship to save them. But they
had not done what their knowledge and professed allegiance
should have caused them to do. Thus, their claim of intimate
acquaintance of Jesus went against them, because, for all
that, they should have done better and, hence, were all the
more responsible for their failure. I never kizew you is not
a confession of ignorance of their life and ministry, for the
Lord knew all about them. H e nevef knew them in the
sense that H e recognizes as genuine no disciple who does
not fix his heart upon doing what God wills. Within the
limits of the information offered in this text, it is possible
to view these claimants as Christian servants who began to
serve Jesus, yes, even worked great signs and wonders, but
did not connect their own morality to their true religion and
thus failed so miserably to do God’s will, Despite all their
professions, they had really been evil because their religion
was totally expended in prayers, portents and preachments;
it had no practice.

2. His rejection of their company for eternity: DepMt fro??z
mel (Cf. Mt. 25:41, 46a)
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3. The justification of the verdict: they had really been workers
of i~~iqaity.If these are false prophets whom He thus
addresses, there is no problem, for their doom is clear and
needs no explanation. But if these condemned men were once
disciples, an explanation is in order. Jesus finishes this section
and moves smoothly into the final illustration with which
He closes this tremendous Sermon. But there is a clear connection that runs from 7:21 to 7:27 and provides explanation
of the phrase at hand: ye workers of i~~iqzcity.That clear
connection is the ethical problem of not living up to the
light we possess, because of the simple (but also profound)
failure to do what we have heard in God‘s Word. (Jas.
1:16-25) Therefore, Jesus is regarding anyone-be
he a
true disciple, true prophet or false-who
stops at hearing
and knowing His word, short of full-souled obedience, as a
worker of hiqz~ity,for the result is practically the same as
if he had never known the way of righteousness.

The formula is as simple as the warning is severe:
1. Only calling Jesus “Lord” is not doing God’s will.

2. Only hearing Jesus’ will it not obedience.
3. Only working miracles is not obedience.

4. Only doing God‘s will is obedience.
5. All else is disobedience and worthy of severest condemnation.

FACT QUESTIONS
1. To whom is reference made in the phrase: “every one that saith
unto me, Lord, Lord”?
2 . What does Jesus mean by the “kingdom of heaven”? (v. 21)
What then, is meant by entering it?
3. What is the one requirement Jesus mentions for entrance into
the kingdom?
4. What does it mean to address Jesus as Lord, in the negative
sense in which some would do so but not enter His kingdom?
5. What does it mean to address Jesus as Lord in the normal, right
sense?
6. By the repetition of the double vocative, “Lord, Lord,” dces
Jesus mean to identify those in verse 21 who do not do the will
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of the Father, with those in verse 22 who claim to have worked
miracles in Jesus’ name?
What is so important to the success of the miracle-workers‘ protest
that they argue that thcir works were done “in thy name”? Note
that the phrase, “in thy name,” is repeated each time,
What false ideas is Jesus correcting by His remarks about His
rejection of certain prophets, certain exorcists and certain miracleworkers?
Name some obviously uncoiiverted men who really worked Godgiven miracles or prophesied under the inspiration of the Spiritof God.
As a matter of fact, did Jesus deny that the condemned ”workers
of iniquity” had really done miracles, cast out demons or prophesied in His name?

G.

THE WISDOM OF THE WISE AND
GODLY MAN IN OBEYING JESUS
(Parallel: Luke 647-49)

TEXT: 7:24-27
24. Every one therefore that heareth these words of mine, and doeth
them shall be likened unto a wise man, who build his house
upon the rock:
25. and the rain descended, and the floods came, and the winds blew,
and beat upon that house; and it fell not: for it was founded
upon the rock.
26. And every one that heareth these words of mine, and doeth them
not, shall be likened unto a foolish man, who built his house
upon the sand:
27. and the rain descended, and the floods came, and the winds blew,
and smote upon that house; and it fell: and great was the fall
thereof.

THOUGHT QUESTIONS
a. Why do you think Jesus put so much emphasis on doing what

His words require?

b. Why do men applaud the Sermon on the Mount and yet fail to
obey Jesus by trying to live up to what He teaches?
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c. Why is it that many people accept Christ and begin to build on
His word, and then fail to continue a life of faithful building?
d. Why do you suppose Jesus ended this tremendous Sermon this way?

PARAPHRASE AND HARMONY
‘Zet me show you what those who come to me, listen to my words
and act upon them are really like. They may be compared to a prudent
men who, in building his house, had the good sense to dig down
and go deep to lay the foundation on solid rock. The rain fell, the
flood waters swept down, the winds blew. They pounded that house,
but it did not fall. They could not even shake it, since it was well
built and its foundations had been laid on bedrock. But he who
listens to these my words but does not act upon them will be like the
fool who built his house upon the sand without any foundation. The
rain fell and the rivers swelled, the winds blew and hammered that
house, and it collapsed immediately. The wreck of the house was
complete!
”

SUMMARY
Blessed is the man who hears what Jesus has said, believes Him
and acts upon it, for he has security for his soul that n o crisis, no
matter how great, can destroy! Woe is the man who fully knows
what the Lord has said but ignores it and Him, for no security on
earth, no matter how great, can protect him from all inevitable crises
of this life and the terrors of the age to come!

NOTES
7:24 Everyone therefore that heareth these words of
mine. This is no mere summation of what goes before, although
there is a direct connection with the argument on judging: you must
discern the difference between merely hearing God’s Word and putting
it into practice. Further, Jesus is declaring the consequence of the
acceptance or rejection of His teaching. All that Jesus has taught up
to this point has indicated, illustrated and urged the perfection to
which H e would lead His disciple. But this conclusion challenges
his response to the message: what will you DO about it? T h e words
of mine is not a contrast to any other words of Jesus any more than
of mhe contrasts those of the apostles, for it was God’s authority
which stood behind anything else that Jesus might teach or that His
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apostles might reveal. These words of m b is merely His emphatic way
of separating His own teaching from all human authority and of
calling attention to Himself as the revealer of the final Word from
God by which any man would be saved or lost, When compared
with Jesus‘ wilderness struggle with Satm in that crisis of character
(4:l-11), this passage takes on more brilliance. In effect, He is
saying: “Even as I depended upon every word of God upon which
to build my charcater and by which I overcame the tempter, even
so you must depend upon my word as you prepare for your great
crises of soul!” Who is this who thus places His own message on
a par with that God-given word revealed to Moses and the prophets,
guaranteeing our moral safety in crisis if we do what H e says?
Every one that heareth
and doeth (Cf. Notes on 6:lO;
7:21; see also Lk. 8:21; Jn. 6:29, 40; 8:31, 47, 51; 12:26, 47-50;
14:15, 21-24; 15:14; Jas. 1:22-25; I Jn. 2:17; 3:22-24) Obedience
is Jesus’ final test of our real loyalty and discipleship.
H e shall be likened unto a wise man (cf. 25:2) W h o
built his house. In this parable both builders understandably wish
to locate their house near a source of water, since water in Palestine
is very precious. This builder had the good foresight to construct
his house upon the rock. Luke (6:48) seems to suggest that both
houses were constructed in exposed positions, since “a flood arose,
the stream broke against that house.” If Matthew and Like are
recording the same story, it would seem that this wise builder dug
deep before laying the foundation upon bedrock. Palestine is a
country of rugged torrent beds especially from the central watershed east
to the Jordan Valley. In the summer, during building season, these
are dry, but in the winter rainy season they become ugly, raging
torrents of racing water. The question of whether the wise builder
were less far-sighted for his choice of a site so exposed to floods
does not enter here, because in the real life application of Jesus’
story, there is no place where we may develop our character, protected
from temptation and the crises which threaten to destroy us entirely.
The point is not the wisdom or folly of choosing a site more or less
exposed to floods, but of preparing for every eventuality by building
q%n the rock. Perhaps Jesus is identifying the rock as the Word
of God, backed by the character of God and expressed perfectly in
Jesus. (Cf. Dt. 32:4, 15, 18, 31; Psa. 18:2; Isa. 28:16; I Cor. 3 : l l ;
I Pet. 2:6)

...
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7:25 And the rain descended, and the floods came, and
the winds blew, and beat upon that house; and It fell not:
for it was founded upon the rock. The test of a building is
not its striking beauty but the strength of its foundation. The picture
changes from the hot, dry summer when the house was built, to the
winter rains which swell the little creeks into roaring torrents which
batter everything in its downward rush to the sea. The storm is
anvthing that throws the soul into a crisis. It is any temptation
to do anything other than what Jesus says. The proof of the durability
of a life or character is not its outward manifestation only but its
real formation according to Jesus’ word. if we have built ourselves,
our character, our life, little by little by listening to Jesus’ words
and by obeying Him, we will have fused into our habitual way of
thinking the tremendous power of God, so that when the supreme
crisis comes we stand as solid as the rock on which we have so
securely fastened our life. The crisis may come unexpectedly, but when
it does come the whole story of our life is told in a few seconds.
Here there is no opportunity to pretend: either we stand or else
we are morally destroyed immediately.
These very words begin to separate Jesus’ audience into two
basic groups: those who would listen, believe and obey Him stand
on the one hand. On the other, there are those who either have no
intention of obeying Him or else those who have heard but will
immediately forget, or those who promise but will not keep it up.
(See Notes on 7:13, 14, 21; cf. Mt. 12:30)
7:26 And every one that heareth these words of mine,
and doeth them not. (Cf. Notes on 6:lO; 7:12, 21) Not mere
knowledge of the will of God makes a man a real Christian, but
the practice of what he knows. (Jas. 4:17; cf. 1:22-27; Heb. 10:26,
27) Shall be likened unto a foolish man. (Cf, Mt. 25:2)
Regardless of how sensible a man may be in all other affairs of his
life, if he builds his whole life with all its eternally supreme value
on something else than Jesus’ word, that man is a fool! Who built
his house on the sand. To this, Luke adds (6:49) “on the
ground without a foundation.” The SMU! is just as definite in
meaning as its antithesis, the rock. If the rock refers to Jesus
teachings, i.e. the Word of God, the sum! is simply anything else
which is used as the basis for one’s life. Man could choose from
any human philosophy he wishes, but Jesus says that as far as the
outcome is concerned, they are all SAND. All is well as long as the
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sun shines, but this gives a false Sense of security, since before the
stom both builders found their houses useful and relatively secure.
But it is the crisis that demonstrated the true nature of the constructions. The man, who has not built his character, habits and
attitudes upon God’s Word, will go down immediately before some
great crisis, no matter how strong is his will to stand, It is too
easy to admire and quote Jesus’ sayings, but do we w them in our
private lives, in our homes, on the job? Do we DO them so consistently that they form the basis of our basic viewpoints?
7:27 And the rain descended and the floods came, and
the winds blew and smote upon that house. The same
crisis arises but arrives at the second house with abated force, for
whereas Jesus had described the first house built upon the rock as
being beaten with terrific force ( p o s p @ t d ) , He now pictures this
house as being “stumbled against” (proskoptd) by the tempest and
flood. By these different words He may be suggesting that it takes
much less a crisis to bring down a man whose life is not founded on
God’s Word revealed by Jesus. And it fell and great was the
fall thereof. Jesus leaves His audience breathlessly Iistening to
the reverberating crash of the wrecked house sounding in their ears,
and watching the swirling torrent gouge away the sand and wash away
the wreck of the structure. “This is the tragedy of a disobedient
life: decide where you stand in relation to my words!”

FACT QUESTIONS
1. What is the right way to receive the revelation that Jesus gives?
2. Explain the various elements of the parable of the two builders.
3. What does Jesus call a man who will not do what He says?
4. Upon what do many people base their lives, other than the word
of Jesus?

THE IMPACT OF JESUS’ PREACHING
TEXT:

7:28-8:

1

28. And it came to pass, when Jesus had finished these words, the
multitudes were astonished at his teaching:
29. For he taught them as oize having authority, and not as their scribes.
8:l. And when he was come down from the mountain, great multitudes
followed him.
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THOUGHT QUESTIONS
a. How do you explain the fact that it was when Jesus had finished
that the multitudes were astonished, when, in fact, there is much
in the Sermon that would have caused much surprise, shock, admiration, fear and amazement much before this?
b. What was there about the teaching of Jesus that caused the crowds
to arrive at the particular conclusion about Him that they did?

PARAPHRASE
When Jesus finished this message, the people were amazed at
His teaching, for, quite unlike their rabbis, He taught them like one
who had authority. Numerous crowds of people followed Him as
He descended the mountain.

SUMMARY
The difference between Jesus and any other rabbi, yes, and any
other human teacher lay in the question of authority. They cited it,
but He possessed it. People could see the difference, so they followed
Jesus.

NOTES
7:28 And it came to pass when Jesus had finished these
words. This phrase proves that this is one entire sermon, delivered
as Matthew records it here. There was a definite beginning (5:2)
and this is the clear conclusion to the discourse. It is not a compilation
either by Matthew or some other, as some scholars assume.

The multitudes were astonished at his teaching. (Cf.
Mt. 19:25; 22:33; Mk. 1:27; 11:18; Lk. .4:32; Ac. 13:12) That
they should suddenly be astonished at His teaching, when actually
most of His sermon was most surprising and quite contradictory to
their most chekished beliefs, might seem a forced and unnatural
reaction. But the psychological impact of the Sermon, as here described,
is altogether proper, for, as long as Jesus was speaking, everyone listened
spellbound, even if some of Jesus’ sayings were tco new and different
to be true and readily acceptable. Then, when He finished His
resounding conclusion and stopped talking, the audience itself relaxed
and the total impact of what He had said began to take hold in
their minds. Amazement swept over the crowds as they confirmed
their impressions with their neighbors.
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7:29 For he taught them as one having authority. This
is the major reason for the reaction of the audience, And not as
their scribes. The scribes habitually cited as authorities the ancients
to establish their tenents, while Jesus showed that H e possessed
supreme, perfect authority Himself in His own person, He did not
base the truth of His message even upon the Old Testament, for
He has revealed ideals that surpassed even the lofty ethics of the
Law and has done this so brilliantly thar not even the doctors of
the Law could refute Him. Implied in His presentation of the ideals
of perfection on the one hand, and of the depths of human wickedness
on the other, is His personal incarnation of the ethics that He
teaches. There is no hint of an apology for failure to meet His
own standard, there is no confession of sin, Further, H e has declared
Himself the Judge of the world and that His teaching was the
standard by which all would be measured. And this measure of
difference that separates Jesus from the Jewish scribes also yawns as
an uncrossable chasm between Him and all other religio-ethical
teachers. Jesus is not important because what H e taught was so
great, but His message is vitally essential because HE IS GREAT.
8:1 And when he was come down from the mountain,
great multitudes followed him. What will they do about Jesus’
unparalleled Sermon? Some will build wisely; some will be fools.
Some will be astonished but not be stirred to obedience. Some will
refuse as first, then obey later; some will promise at first, then not
come through, Let us humbly follow Him also, doing what He
says and enter the kingdom of God.

SUMMARY QUESTIONS
1. Write an outline of the Sermon on the Mount. As far as
possible, make it an interpretative outline, showing all the parts
of it in their relation to the main rheme and to each other.
2. List from the Sermon on the Mount all the statements which assert
or clearly imply the deity of Christ.
3. State rather briefly in your own words the essential nature of
the righteousness which Jesus is trying to teach in the Sermon.
What kind of character does it require? How does one get to be
that kind of person?
4. Discuss the nature and purpose of the Sermon on the Mount.
On whom was it intended to be binding? What is its relation
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to the gospel and to the means of salvation? What was it
rneanr to accomplish?
5 . Discuss “the kingdom” as preached by John, and then as preached
by Jesus in the Sermon on the Mount. In doing this explain
what it was that He called “the kingdom.”

DO YOU HAVE T H E WORD IN YOUR HEART?
Where are the following passages found? Who said it? On what
occasion? To whom was it said? Why was it said? What does it
mean? Are there parallel passages? variant manuscirpt readings?
important other translations of the verse? Are there problems in
interpreting it? How is it to be applied to our lives?
1. “I say unto you, every one who is angry with his brother shall be
in danger of the judgment.”
2. “Narrow is the gate and straitened the way that leadeth unto life.”

3. “Give to him that asketh thee.”
4. “Lay up for yourselves treasure in heaven.”

5. “Judge not that ye be not judged.”
6. “For every one that asketh receiveth.”
7. “Every tree that bringeth not forth good fruit is hewn down and
cast into the fire.”
8. “Sufficient unto the day is the evil thereof.”
9. “When thou fastest, anoint thy head.”
10. “Agree with thine adversary quickly.”
11. “Whosoever shail break one of these least commandments, and
shall teach men so, shall be called least in the kingdom of heaven.”
12. ‘‘By their fruits ye shall know them.”

13. “If therefore thine eye be single, thy whole body shall be full
of light.”
14. “Do men gather grapes of thorns, or figs of thistles?”
15. “How much more shall your Father who is in heaven give good
things to them that ask him?”
16. “And bring us not into temptation.”
17. “They have received their reward.”
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